July 20, 2020

The Honorable Nancy Pelosi  The Honorable Mitch McConnell
Speaker  Majority Leader
U.S. House of Representatives  United States Senate
Washington, D.C.  20515  Washington, D.C.  20510

The Honorable Charles E. Schumer  The Honorable Kevin McCarthy
Minority Leader  Minority Leader
United States Senate  United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.  20510  Washington, D.C.  20515

Dear Speaker Pelosi and Leaders McConnell, McCarthy and Schumer:

The professional beauty industry has been overlooked and significantly impacted by the economic crisis resulting from the coronavirus pandemic. Between February and April 2020, the number of jobs at employment-based salons dropped by 84 percent, according to data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics. **Only 93,000 people were on payroll at employment-based salons in April – down from 569,000 in February.** This represents the fewest number of salon jobs in well over five decades.

Eighty-three percent of salon businesses have fewer than 10 employees. These small businesses, owned 60% by women and 34% by minorities, employed a workforce of roughly 1.3 million professionals. Salons are the hardest hit, and last to reopen. Many salons will never reopen.

A solution to provide funding to salons now is to allow access to an existing credit in the IRS tax code, the 45B FICA Tax Tip Credit. Congress passed the credit in 1993 allowing restaurants to claim a dollar for dollar tax tip credit on the employer portion of FICA taxes paid on tips. A temporary retroactive application of this credit would provide immediate liquidity to struggling salons across our country.

Congressman Darin LaHood shared his concerns for the professional beauty industry during the House Ways and Means Select Revenue Measures Subcommittee hearing on Tax Relief to Support Workers and Families during the COVID-19 recession. Congressman LaHood and Congresswoman DelBene introduced H.R.1349, The Small Business Tax Fairness and Compliance Act which includes the 45B FICA Tax Tip Credit proposal. This bipartisan, bicameral legislation in the Senate, S.2634, is championed by Senator Ben Cardin and Senator Rob Portman.

A recent Bloomberg Tax article, “Struggling Salons Seek Tax Parity with Pandemic-Hit Restaurants” shared the following regarding salons:

They can’t offer takeout and delivery like restaurants, must invest in protective equipment, and have to operate at limited capacity. Some standard services, such as facials and beard trims, can’t be provided. And the rules keep changing. The industry, which has a substantial percentage of women-and minority-owned businesses, is now turning to Congress (...). (Basu, 2020).
POLITICO’S Morning Tax explained, “…hoping for help from the next Covid-19 measure — barbershops and beauty salons, lots of which are owned by minorities and/or women and can’t offer takeout like restaurants. The Professional Beauty Association is seeking the same kind of [reimbursement] currently available to restaurants, which can get a tax credit for payroll taxes paid on customer tips (…).

Providing this temporary retroactive existing 45B FICA Tax Tip Credit to salon business owners is an existing way to ensure that small businesses salons make it through this unprecedented emergency. As states are now reconsidering another temporary shutdown, small business salons are in desperate need of help. Nearly 20,000 salons included in just this letter, on behalf of an industry in crisis, are asking you to please include the 45B FICA Tax Tip provision in the next COVID Relief package.

Sincerely,

Steve Sleeper
Executive Director
Professional Beauty Association
Michelle Amundson - Fairbanks, AK
Tina Baker - Elements Salon and Day Spa Fairbanks, AK
Miranda Burt - Hair by Miranda Anchorage, AK
Eva Carrillo - Gerry's Barbershop Juneau, AK
Crystal Grayson - Lavish inc salon Anchorage, AK
Brittany Hillborn - vibe salon Anchorage, AK
Andrea Mizer - Hair by Andrea Anchorage, AK
Olivia Nicole - Anchorage, AK
Cynthia OHare - Alaska Alliance Realty Soldotna, AK
Teresa Pruitt - Vizhunz Salon Kodiak, AK
Claire Werten - Revive Skin & Hair Studio Anchorage, AK
Christine perkins - Clear Results Skincare Anchorage, AK
Kyle Dickerson - Kyle styles Ak Anchorage, AK
Tamisha Hadley-Morrison - The mane tease Anchorage, AK
Tiar' Kaufman - Tiar' Intl. Hair Design Anchorage, AK
Lori Morrison - Maine Tease Anchorage, AK
Bonnie Abel - Huntsville, AL
Jasmine Abner - Jas The Stylist Montgomery, AL
Nickeela Adams - Hair Paradise Pike Road, AL
Deborah Alexander - DA HAIR SALON Hoover, AL
Cherie Allred - Owens Cross Roads, AL
Gregory Andrews - Greg midtown Inc Mobile, AL
Paige Arnette - Cuttin up Shop LLC Phenix City, AL
Catherine Atkinson - Studio 21 Salon Vestavia Hills, AL
Rebecca Austin - Guntersville, AL
Tina Ballance - The Starlight Athens, AL
Marcus Barnes - Guntersville, AL
Michele Barnett - MB Salon, AL
Victoria Bates - Simply Unique Beauty Salon Marion, AL
Marian Bell - Unique Hair & Beauty Bar Calera, AL
Amy Birchmeier - Elleven Salon Huntsville, AL
Krysten Blasingame - Nerdy mermaid hair Athens, AL
Kathy Blount - Cecil, AL
Jessica Bohannon - Q salon Attalla, AL
Marian Bolto - Gulf Shores Salon Gulf Shores, AL
Sheila Borden - Sheilas family salon Harvest, AL
Kelsey Bowlin - Beauty by Kelsey B Hueytown, AL
Amanda Boyd - Oak street hair group Birmingham, AL
Courtney Brame - Hair Razors Demopolis, AL
Toyvian Brand - Clipper King Barbershop Tuscaloosa, AL
Ann Bray - The Masters Huntsville, AL
Mary Brazier - OH HAIR! Chelsea, AL
Brandy Brooks - Brooks Barbershop Phenix City, AL
Jennifer Brooks - Brooks Salon and Spa Troy, AL
Zwana Brown - Impressive Looks Beauty Salon Enterprise, AL
Nichole Bunkley - Serenity salon Birmingham, AL
Tina Burke - Hair by Tina at The Collective Prattville, AL
Joye Burkhardt - Joye Burkhardt hair studio Elberta, AL
Kevis Burnham - Nexxt Level Barber and Beauty Shop Auburn, AL
Valerie Burton- Hueytown, AL
Darrius Bussey- Salon J Adamsville, AL
Kerri Campbell- Plantation manor salon Helena, AL
Kristi Clifton- Belladonne’s Rainsville, AL
Avian Cole- Shear Perfection by Avian Bessemer, AL
Gail Cook- Anointed Hands Barbershop & Beauty Salon Grand Bay, AL
Taylor Crowder- Litasheeriartistry Birmingham, AL
Tanya Crumel- Dae Studio Birmingham, AL
Adela Cushen- E&Co Salon and Spa Scottsboro, AL
Carmen Darden- The Collective Prattville, AL
Rochell Darrington- Prominent Star Kutz Montgomery, AL
Cynthia Davenport- Heaven’s Touch Styling Salon Brundidge, AL
Janna Davenport- Troy, AL
Shane Davenport- Eclipse Troy, AL
Antonio Davis- PERFECT TOUCH BARBERSHOP Phenix City, AL
Bethany Deairy- Montgomery, AL
Dana Deason- Studio 21 Salon Inc Birmingham, AL
Kendal Deason- Tallulah Blu Salon Huntsville, AL
Lindsay Deason- Hair Connection Woodstock, AL
Kelly Dennis- Sirs grooming Birmingham, AL
Becky Dobbs- Elleven Salon Huntsville, AL
Debbie Dulaney- Salon central Huntsville, AL
Yeckesia Dulaney- 13344555854 Selma, AL
Domanesha Duncan- Domanesha Tuscaloosa, AL
Adriane Dunson- Cora Bella LLC Moundville, AL
Bonne Dycus- Mobile, AL
Nicole Eckert- Boondocks Salon Semmes, AL
Ashleigh Edmonds- Hair By Ashleigh Pisgah, AL
Megan Ellis- Deatsville, AL
Elizabeth Fahy- Montgomery, AL
James Fikes- Hamilton, AL
LaDora Forrester- Changes Hair Salon Geraldine, AL
Tanja Foster- Pike Road, AL
Bradley Fulford- Bradley Fulford Semmes, AL
Marlan Gaines- Cuttinup Barbershop Mobile, AL
Leslie Galvan- Clanton, AL
Misty Garrison- BloGo Blow Dry Bar & Salon Tuscaloosa, AL
Bobbie Gordon- Salon Elite & Spa Huntsville, AL
Jessica Greaves- Tease Me Salon Huntsville, AL
Jana Gunter- Heavenly Hair Talladega, AL
Sabrena HAndley- Sabrenas Salon & Spa Guin, AL
Deborah Hardy- Sabrenas Salon & Spa Guin, AL
Allen Harrell- Gloss LLC Remlap, AL
Midretta Harris- StylezNSmilez Greensboro, AL
Kathleen Hatfield- Kathys Beauty Booth Auburn, AL
Jackie Hoots- About Face & Hair Tallassee, AL
Joana Horn- LifeSpa Bessemer, AL
Shannon Hudson- Troy, AL
Keith Ingram- Hair Impressions Vestavia Hills, AL
Valeria Ivy- ShylanJazz Gallery of Beauty Montgomery, AL
Marcia Jackson- Naturally Royal Hair Fairhope, AL
Tommy Jackson- TJsCuts Bay Minette, AL
Erin Johnson- Erinbhmartist Remlap, AL
Erin Johnson- Kuttin Up Pinson, AL
Lynn Jurado- Southern Roots Hair Studio Cottondale, AL
Michael Kelley- Owens Cross Roads, AL
Amey Key- Salon J Birmingham, AL
Mary Kiley- The Sweet Suite Hair at the Annex Alabaster, AL
Kimberlee King- Angel Hair Salon Mountain Brook, AL
Quanah Kitchens- Gadsden, AL
Lauren Klein- Lauren Klein Hair Mobile, AL
Erica Lamb- E & Company Salon and Spa Gurley, AL
Brandy Lard- Afrotique Styling Salon York, AL
Sherry Laster- Perfect Touch Hair Salon Jacksonville, AL
Callie Lathan- Belle & Beau Salon , AL
Lagreta Lindsay- Salon N the Myx Pelham, AL
Haley Maggart- Shear Consistency Huntsville, AL
Juanita Magruder- Juanita's Salon and Spa Tuskegee, AL
Tamara Malone- Hala Salon Alabaster, AL
Kareem Mark- House of Kutz Barber shop Opelika, AL
Heather May- Union Springs, AL
Betty Mazingo- Hair & Nails by Southern Belles Huntsville, AL
Shayla McCants- PrettyLadys Mobile, AL
Michelle McGough- Salon Allure Inc Huntsville, AL
Elizabeth McKinnon- Smart Styles Vestavia Hills, AL
Kelly McDonald- Eclipse hair studio Calera, AL
Martina Mcelrath- Montgomery, AL
Brandy Moore- Bee's Beauty Decatur, AL
Bridget Moore- Eclipse Hair Salon Wetumpka, AL
Darryl Morris- 21 Century Hair Studio Montgomery, AL
Gregory Morris- GBM3, Inc Mobile, AL
Hannah Murcia- Salon summit Pelham, AL
Latonya Nash- Etheridge Brothers Barber & Style Shop #3 Birmingham, AL
Mai Nguyen- K Nails & Spa Mobile, AL
Pamela Nichols- Hoover, AL
Susan Nix- At Susan's Hair & Nail Studio Ralph, AL
Alicia Odom- Fairhope, AL
Courtney Olsen- Hair Haven Huntsville , AL
Kellie Owens- Cordova, AL
Yulonda P. Dickerson- Anointed Hands Hair & Nail Salon Birmingham, AL
Chris Pace- Mountain Brook, AL
Hailey Pace- Hamilton, AL
Carlee Parker- Salon Blonde Birmingham, AL
Dena Parker- Hair By Dena Marie Bessemer, AL
Karen Parrish- Eclips hair Studio Montgomery, AL
Brandy Patterson- Elmore, AL
William Patterson- Eclipse Elmore, AL
Anthony Peterson- Hair Impressions Vestavia Hills, AL
Angela Phomsavanh- SportClips Loxley, AL
Sheldon Pierce- The Masters Salon Arab, AL
Candace Pope- Epic Salon Oxford, AL
Tabetha Portz- Volume Salon Ariton, AL
Aubree Potter- Hair & Makeup By Aubree Redken Specialist @Shear Magic Salon Scottsboro, AL
Ashley Pratt- E&co. Salon and spa Elkmont, AL
Summer Pritchard- Images salon Arab, AL
Jay Proescher- Mobile, AL
Kathleen Randall- Demopolis, AL
Shirley Reeves- Midland City, AL
Rebecca Reid- Rebecca Reid Beauty Daphne, AL
Shaquaita Rhodes- Trd Exclusive Stylez Beauty Bar LLC Roanoke, AL
Waukesha Rhymes- Keshkuttinup Dothan, AL
Denise Rice- Where Divas Go! Toney, AL
Douglas Rice- Doug's 2 Salon Spa Inc. Montgomery, AL
Katie Roberts- Cost Cutters Huntsville, AL
Amanda Robertson- HeadSpace Salon Attalla, AL
Karlie Robertson- Jacksonville, AL
Teresa Rose- Salon Studios Inc. Gordo, AL
Courtney Ross- Salon 34 Too Beauty Academy Mobile, AL
Robin Roy- Hello beautiful hey handsome Falkville, AL
Christina Rush- Crush N It, LLC Theodore, AL
LULA STEELE- Hair Flair Fairfield, AL
Kareemah Saaidiq- Alure Studios Hoover, AL
Jeanette Sanders- Mobile, AL
Teresa Sanford- Curly Q's Hartselle, AL
Kristy Savage- Salon On Main Fayette, AL
Jhane Shephard-Howard- Hoover, AL
Sherry Shine- Salon royale Birmingham, AL
TaShika Sims- Sheas Style Shop Wagarville, AL
Krista Sisk- Savannah Place Salon Huntsville, AL
Jacob Sizemore- Lita Sheri Artistry Birmingham, AL
Detra Smith- Moulton, AL
Raven Smith- First M-Pressions Salon Mobile, AL
Tracy Smith- Bella Faire Day Spa & Salon Hanceville, AL
Tracy Smith/Tracy Smith/Angles Monroeville, AL
Taylor Spence- Salon Allure Huntsville Gurley, AL
Patsy Steward- Darees hair salon Mobile, AL
Tabitha Stokes- Rock Spa Grand Bay, AL
Thomas Stokes- 21st Century Hair Studio Montgomery, AL
Whitney Strode- Penny pretty parlor Birmingham, AL
Melinda Sykes- Waxing the City Dothan, AL
Laura Syphrit- Laura syphrit Jackson, AL
SHANNA TAYLOR- Eclips Hair Studio Goshen, AL
Sonya Taylor- Eclips Studio , AL
Tona Taylor- Shear Designs Boaz, AL
Brianna Thompson- Crowning Glory Birmingham, AL
Beverly Thornton- Bevbeautyinstitute@gmail.com Dothan, AL
Alyssa Thrasher- Ulta Beauty Daphne, AL
Ayada Truitt- Sha-Shas Beauty Salon Clio, AL
Lori Turner- Parlor Bella Vinemont, AL
Kimberly Vega- The Spot Salon Hartselle, AL
Vanessa Vienna- Salon Vienna Columbiana, AL
Connie Ward- Changing Styles Dothan, AL
Tamara Ward- Trenholm State Community College Pike Road, AL
Brad Weimar- Chop Hoover Birmingham, AL
Elisabeth Wells- Studio33 Mobile, AL
Peggy Wiggins- Oh Hair Vandiver, AL
Alicia Williams- The Station @119 Hair Studio Calera, AL
Jerica Wilson- Rituals Day Spa Dothan, AL
Dana Windus- Lobe The Look salon Mobile, AL
Shelbie Woodruff- The Collective Prattville, AL
Lakresha Woods- Exclusive's BarberShop Birmingham, AL
Amanda Woullard- Amanda independent beauty consultant Mobile, AL
Valerie Wright- Tuscaloosa, AL
Charlotte Wyatt- Charlotte's Barber Shop Opp, AL
Kesha Yvonne- HAIRBYKESHAYVONNE/SHADE Huntsville, AL
Lafetta Yarbrough- Lavish Looks Salon Rogersville, AL
Jacqueline Young- Ja'Los His an Her Parlor Birmingham, AL
Saryneliz Zayas- Hair Salons Madison, AL
Yousef bader- Jousef barbershop Lincoln, AL
Tamara campbell- Tammys Hair Design Killen, AL
Hilary canfield- Tonya jones salonsp Huntsville, AL
Sandra dickens- Sandra's hair fashions Mobile, AL
Keivia hardy- Hairlounge Montgomery, AL
Sandra kranz- The SK Salon Athens, AL
Brandi lee- Hair in mind Deatsville, AL
William lowery- Studio ph Mobile, AL
Maria miller- Madison, AL
Kimloa patterson- E&Co Owens Cross Roads, AL
Deborah weaver- Chelle Bella Salon Fort Payne, AL
Zondra yarber- Beauty & Grace salon Satsuma, AL
Dawn Anderson- Dawns Hair Station Phenix City, AL
Marcus Barnes- Arab, AL
Mechelle Beaudry- Anniston, AL
Aliya Butler- Aliyas Salon Opelika, AL
Jennifer Denis- Huntsville, AL
Elizabeth Fahy- Montgomery, AL
Marlene Glaser- Birmingham, AL
Andrea Gray- Salon Allure Owens Cross Roads, AL
Belinda Green- Eclips Troy, AL
Chandise Hampton- The March hare Salon Fairhope, AL
Jerri Hardin- Albertville, AL
Chad Hunter- millidines salon and day spa Elkmont, AL
Pamela Hunter- KT SALON 21-12 Bessemer, AL
Rhonda Kirk- Bama Girls Hair Salon Bridgeport, AL
Lisa Lewsader- Cutting Edge Cullman, AL
Kaila Matney- Wetumpka, AL
Chhabria McIlwain- Birmingham, AL
Brandi Naylor- Salon 360 Moulton, AL
Lindsay Odom- Salon Allure Huntsville, AL
Ashley Roberts- Montgomery, AL
Victoria Robinson- Birmingham, AL
Emily Ross- Birmingham, AL
Carla Scott- The Hair Shoppe Joppa, AL
Stephanie Smith- styles of madison Madison, AL
Jennifer Spears- Teagan House Salon Elberta, AL
Kimberlee Striker- Curl Harbor Salon Cullman, AL
Stephen Thompson- Mark Thompson Seale, AL
Jeanette Thurston- Jeanette's Hairstyles Samson, AL
Kimberly Walker- Kim's Place Hair Design & Color Studio Madison, AL
Melissa Williams- Visions Salon Talladega, AL
lauren watson- serendipity Foley, AL
Audra Alicea- Fantastic Sams Marion, AR
Patricia Ayas- Unlimited Styles Batesville, AR
Lisa Bennett- J and L Hair and Nail Salon Bald Knob, AR
Mary Bennett- Rock City Salon Little Rock, AR
Coletta Brannon- Coletta's Hair Design Augusta, AR
Angela Brasuell- David James Salon Rogers, AR
Chiquita Brooks- World of Kurls Little Rock, AR
Rebecca Brooks-Mahosky- Styles Your Way Salon, LLC Sherwood, AR
Juana Brown- Blytheville School of Cosmology Blytheville, AR
Mia Brown- Molove beauty Blytheville, AR
Sharon Brown- Hairstylist Rogers, AR
Vessie Brown- Ms. Vees Design Jacksonville, AR
Patricia Browning- Van Buren, AR
Chase Calhoun- Little Rock, AR
Michael Caradine- Michael K Caradine Inc Mc Rae, AR
Arika Cardenas- The Beauty Shop Camden, AR
John Leslie Carr- IMAGINE SALON Springdale, AR
Karen Courson- Taj Salon Ward, AR
Margaret Cox- One/24 Salon Hope, Ar Hope, AR
Katie Crider- Boulevard Hair Studio Cotter, AR
Lorinda Dacus- The Beauty Bar Bay, AR
Dawn Davis- Buckville, AR
Dawn Drangle- Little Rock, AR
Crystal Drennin- Galeria Hair Design Tuckerman, AR
Lari Duff- Jacksonville, AR
Morgan Earles- North Little Rock, AR
Haley Easterling- Texarkana, AR
Natalie Emerson- Fringe of Batesville, LLC Batesville, AR
ReJaneé Ephriam- Impact Hair Studio Winslow, AR
Rhiannon Ferrie- DBA Rhiannon Ferrie Searcy, AR
Audra Findley- The Mirage Day Spa and Salon Russellville, AR
Jasselyn Foster- Headmasters Texarkana, AR
Lyncola Franklin- Mz.Klassics Kustom Kreation Malvern, AR
Kandis Fudge- Lashin' Out West Memphis, AR
COURTNEY GREEN- Thankful Salon North Little Rock, AR
Jessica Graziani- On The Boulevard Salon Bentonville, AR
Amanda Hall- Fringe Salon Harrison, AR
Jennifer Hancock- Studio H Salon Judsonia, AR
Teena Henley- Escape Salon Bryant, AR
Melissa Holman- Studio 28 Rogers, AR
Jess Hopkins- Jessieville, AR
Lynn Horman- Studio7 Jessieville, AR
Tracy Horton- ABOVE AND BEYOND SALON Rector, AR
Misty Huddleston- Misty Huddleston stylist Atkins, AR
Bobby Jackson- Freshcutz Searcy, AR
John Jenkins- Hair it is Shirley, AR
Jeanne Johansson- Salon Scarlet Little Rock, AR
Elizabeth Johnson- V's Barbershop Alexander, AR
Kari Johnson- Nails by Kari @ Body Works North Little Rock, AR
Larance Johnson- Sherwood, AR
Aniya Jones- Spa on Main El Dorado, AR
Ashley Jones- Center of Attraction Little Rock, AR
Omeski Jones- B Kouture Signature North Little Rock, AR
Patricia Kaiser- Jessieville, AR
Bonnie Keith- Serenity Day Spa Magnolia, AR
Courtney Kleinebreil- Brieshi salon and spa Lowell, AR
Michele Lawson- All About YOU Hair Salon & Studio Beebe, AR
donnie Lawson- Beebe, AR
Joyce Lee- Little Rock, AR
Melissa Lee- MisJole Touch of Beauty Salon Earle, AR
Melissa Lee- Halo Beauty Bar Harrison, AR
Kacey Lorren- Just Teazin Salon Blytheville, AR
Joan Marcum- His&Hers Hair salon Prescott, AR
Madison Mason- Forever Color Little Rock, AR
Valarie Mayweather-Nute- StylezByVal Sherwood, AR
Melanie McGaughey- Clarksville, AR
Jeffrey McKay- V's Barbershop Little Rock, AR
Debra Mcafee- Visions hair salon Van Buren, AR
Kimberly Mensie- Nails by Kimmie Little Rock, AR
Angela Morton- Hair by Angela Russellville, AR
Tana Neathery- Head to Toe Styling Salon , AR
Judy Neil- David James Salon Rogers, AR
Morgan Owens- Studio 7 Hot Springs, AR
Boles Pamela- Fayetteville, AR
Quincy Parks- Exclusive Q Tha Barber Pine Bluff, AR
Shonda Pence- House of Hair Corning, AR
Latasha Pickney- Younger Hot Springs, AR
Stefani Price- Hair by Stefani Rogers, AR
Erick Ramirez- B'lier barbershop Cabot, AR
Valeta Reed- Reeds Beauty and Barbershop Prescott, AR
Latoya Reynolds- elite cutz Pine Bluff, AR
Jennifer Rhoads- North Little Rock, AR
LaKrista Richardson- Uptown salon Pine Bluff, AR
Regina Richardson - RRR Bentonville, AR
Brooke Ross - Serenity Hair Salon West Memphis, AR
Steph Ruiz - Romance, AR
Kimberly Sides - Kimberly Sides Wynne, AR
Michael Simmons - Little Rock, AR
Rene Simmons - Little Rock, AR
Charlie Simpson - Charlies family haircare Paragould, AR
Donna Smith - Scizzori Salon Fayetteville, AR
Kenneth Smith - Im Faded Monticello, AR
Amber Springhart - Marion, AR
Stacy Stewart - House of styles Fayetteville, AR
Lakita Stuckey - Stuckeys Beauty Shop Fordyce, AR
Kaitlin Talburt - Roland, AR
Charlet Turnbull - Not Another Barbershop Springdale, AR
Niki Walden - Blades & Shears Benton, AR
Ryan Walker - RyanWalker Fadez Conway, AR
Holli Wammack - Holli & Co.Salon Searcy, AR
Paula Warwick - Fringe Salon Hensley, AR
Pamela Weaver - Dreamweaver hair studio Rogers, AR
Malinda Wells - Total image salon Harrison, AR
Brittany Whately - Luxurious glamour by Britt Bentonville, AR
Rachel Williams - Blonde salon Fayetteville, AR
Arwen Willis - Enve Salon Fayetteville, AR
Carrie Wright - Carrie Wright Van Buren, AR
Glennette Wright - Always Wright Hair Care LLC Jacksonville, AR
Kristin briant - Salon117 Warren, AR
Linda collins - The Traveling Hair Show Cabot, AR
Marvie evans - Topknotch Hair Salon Helena-west Helena, AR
Judith long - Studio 52 Rogers, AR
Tonya price - Backroadbeautybar@gmail.com Omaha, AR
cynthia scheppmann - TRENDZ HAIR SALON Cove, AR
Sharlene simpson - Blondies Booneville, AR
Elizabeth smith - Lacrosse cut off salon Melbourne, AR
Angie stevens - 2 Dye 4 Salon Bryant, AR
Jamie taylor - Taylors hair shop Mountainburg, AR
Tonya Boydstun - UARM Cosmetology Mena, AR
Cindy Camacho - Rogers, AR
Vicky Clowers - Instructor at Arkansas Beauty College Russellville, AR
Kay Dowden - Sassy Kuts Dewitt, AR
Dana Faulkner - Faulkner Hair Studio Sherwood, AR
Kandis Fudge - Lashin' Out West Memphis, AR
Danielle Holthoff - Radiance salon & skin care Little Rock, AR
Jennifer Osborne - Bella Vista beauty salon inc Bella Vista, AR
Michele Piroutek - Be'You'tiful Hair Salon Greenwood, AR
Ann Pritchett - Annie Pritchett Garfield, AR
Heather Satterwhite - Serenity Salon Little Rock, AR
Ashley Abbott - Salon Daze Phoenix, AZ
Michelle Acevedo - Gadabout Salon spas Tucson, AZ
Tracy Adams-Flannigan - Gadabout Tucson, AZ
Mandy Adams-Rijnders- Queen Creek, AZ
Heather Aguilar- The Savvy Stylist Tempe, AZ
Matt Allen- Matt Allen Hair Studio, LLC Phoenix, AZ
Ashlynn Allred- Mesa, AZ
Rojann Alpers- Scottsdale, AZ
Katie Amezquita- Arcane Hair Parlour Phoenix, AZ
DeAnna Amparan- Phoenix, AZ
Kelley Arjes-Salon K Gilbert, AZ
Mary Arpaia- Avondale, AZ
Lexy Ashdown- Hair by lexey Tempe, AZ
Maureen Atwood- The Parlour Salon Tempe, AZ
Mozel Avery- Mozell & Company Mesa, AZ
Caitlin BAKER- Mermaid hair salon Tempe, AZ
Megan Balli- Litchfield Park, AZ
Chris Baran- Fuel Fountain Hills, AZ
Kathy Basaldua- Haircutter in the park Buckeye, AZ
Raymond Basaldua- Haircutters in the Park Scottsdale, AZ
Jola Becker- Jola's Hair Gallery Phoenix, AZ
Julie Becker- Fountain Hills, AZ
Larissa Bedoy- Chateau salon Peoria, AZ
Rose Benninger- N/A Glendale, AZ
Ginger Bentley- Fort Mohave, AZ
Kerry Berman- Sofia facials and waxing Scottsdale, AZ
Annmarie Betances- Themanejourneh Glendale, AZ
Lynn Bible- Tangles by Lynn Mesa, AZ
Shda Bloodsaw- Beauty and excellence LLC Tempe, AZ
Ashley Boaz- Shea Jacobs, LLC Peoria, AZ
Bree Boehlke- Phoenix, AZ
Andrea Boggs- Scottsdale, AZ
Wendy Borshell- The Lash Boutique Lake Havasu City, AZ
Jennifer Bortman- Universal Insurance Phoenix, AZ
Taylor Boyd- AZ hair doctor Avondale, AZ
Megan Bradian- gadabout Tucson, AZ
Kary Branson- Gadabout Salonspas Tucson, AZ
Hannah Brewer- Gilbert, AZ
Alyssa Britland- Simple Wellness AZ Florence, AZ
Sherri Brodie- Hair by Sherriaz Peoria, AZ
Juan Brower- Tucson, AZ
Dennis Brown- D'sTransitions Phoenix, AZ
Karen Brown- Scottsdale, AZ
Lora Bruno- Bentley Place Hair Design Bullhead City, AZ
Aryanna Burke- Royal radiance spa Fountain Hills, AZ
Laurie Bustamante- Headlines2000 Flagstaff, AZ
KAMBREE CROWTHER- Phoenix, AZ
Selena Camacho- Queen Creek, AZ
Kelsee Campbell- Bliss The Salon Tucson, AZ
Debora Canady- Hair by Debby Tucson, AZ
Patricia Capanna- Gadabout salon spas Tucson, AZ
Victoria Capin- Gadabout Tucson, AZ
Darcy Carhill- Darcys Shear Edge Chandler, AZ
Tia Carter- AnuMe Salon and Boutique Phoenix, AZ
Karen Cass- Arizona Hair Company Chandler, AZ
Ashlie Casto- Shears Salon Mesa, AZ
Deanna Castro- Tucson, AZ
Elizabeth Castro- Hair Guru Salon Avondale, AZ
Kayla Celinske- kaylas Hair Boutique Phoenix, AZ
Chandra Chriswisser- Ohana Salon Mesa, AZ
Todd Ciccarelli- Altered Carbon Phoenix, AZ
Ryan Clark- Great Clips Gilbert, AZ
Scott Clink- Phoenix, AZ
Molli Cody- Molli Cody's hairstudio Phoenix, AZ
Leslie Cole- Scottsdale, AZ
Lauren Cook- Hair Tune LLC Chandler, AZ
Nancy Cook- Phoenix, AZ
Erin Cooper- Peoria, AZ
Diane Cottrell- Phoenix, AZ
Sydney Cossey- Surprise, AZ
Tracy Cota-Robles- GADABOUT Tucson, AZ
Diane Coughlin- Thriving Cuts and Colors Peoria, AZ
Pamela Coury- Exclusive Queen Creek, AZ
Aubrey Cozzens- Buckeye, AZ
Sarah Crabb- Magic Shears salon Phoenix, AZ
Carol Cristiani- Tucson, AZ
Mari Cristiani- Oro Valley, AZ
Virginia Cross- Phoenix, AZ
Crystal Curto- Couture Your Face Peoria, AZ
Deann Duffy-Lopes- Where Beautiful Happens Prescott, AZ
Sierra Curry- Sierra K. Daley Phoenix, AZ
Zhanna Davidova- Hair by Zhanna Phoenix, AZ
Tracy Davis- Indulgence Salon Prescott Valley, AZ
Yvette De La Rosa- Gadabout salon and spa Tucson, AZ
Kim DeAnda- Lotus day spa & salon Scottsdale, AZ
Lorilin DeBie- Zeta's Sahuarita, AZ
Frida Delgado- Queen Creek, AZ
Deborah Deneke- Deneke Hair Salon Phoenix, AZ
Javier Diaz- Phoenix, AZ
Molly Dudley-Horrocks- Mollify Hair studio Oro Valley, AZ
Ann Dunbar- Scottsdale, AZ
Roberta Duran- Urban Glow Studio Scottsdale, AZ
Heylie Eigen- Oro Valley, AZ
Brendan Erquiaga- Mesa, AZ
Debra Ervin- Debs Beauty salon Youngtown, AZ
Michelle Everest- The colorful cactus beauty co Chandler, AZ
Raquel Ewoldt- Peoria, AZ
Melissa Eylerly- Phoenix, AZ
Laura Feehster- Tucson, AZ
Kimberly Felshaw- Skin & Sugaring by Kimberly Lake Havasu City, AZ
Tammy Feltner- Unbranded Education Fountain Hills, AZ
Heather Ferguson- All Hail The Hair Chandler, AZ
Tamara Ferrari- Tangled salon studio Sun Lakes, AZ
Jessica Figueira- Tucson, AZ
Viki Fisher- The Grand Salon Peoria, AZ
Deirdre Flannery- Tucson, AZ
Leandra Flores- Gadabout Salon&spas Tucson, AZ
Tamrynn Forbis- Phoenix, AZ
Samuel Frost- Gilbert, AZ
Trish G- Peter G Hair Studio Gilbert, AZ
Dianna Garcia- Hair by Dianna Buckeye, AZ
Lorenia Garcia- Tucson, AZ
Tracy Gaspari- Oro Valley, AZ
Diane Gebhart- Phoenix, AZ
Hermon Gebre- Gilbert, AZ
Adriana Gerardo- Gadabout Salons Tucson, AZ
Laura Gibbons- This & That Beauty Tucson, AZ
Kari Gibney- Salon surreal Phoenix, AZ
Sarah Giordano- Luxe Hair Lounge Phoenix, AZ
Carolyn Gleeson- ATCMitigation Services Scottsdale, AZ
Emily Gleeson- Emily Gleeson Stylist Mesa, AZ
Molly Golden- Tucson, AZ
Andrea Gonzales- Gadabout Tucson, AZ
Chelsea Gordon- Scottsdale, AZ
Gabriella Grako- Prova Phoenix, AZ
Ana Grandner- Tucson, AZ
Chana Gray- Chanas Hair Design Studio Eager, AZ
Isla Grey- Cult hair studio and spa Phoenix, AZ
Lynnea Groer- Nea G LLC Phoenix, AZ
Wendy Gross- Wendy Gross Scottsdale, AZ
Sergio Guerra- Phoenix, AZ
Sherry Guillaume- The Bliss Hair Salon Tucson, AZ
Lynda Gunn- Tucson, AZ
Scott Hagstrom- DreamTrick Scottsdale, AZ
Selena Hales- Gossamer Salon Scottsdale, AZ
Taylor Hamblin- Eager, AZ
Marianna Hancin- Glendale, AZ
Hiedi Hand- Delicate hands inc Phoenix, AZ
Teri Hansen- Tucson, AZ
Alison Harris- Gilbert, AZ
Angela Hatcher- Angela's Massage and Bodywork Gilbert, AZ
Soozie Hazan- Tucson, AZ
Leah Heineman- Leah Bella Nail Boutique Phoenix, AZ
Lauri Helberg- Gadaboutsalonspas Tucson, AZ
Bianca Herreras- Boss Shears Tucson, AZ
Donna Hicks- Transitions Hair Salon Tucson, AZ
Kandy Hirsch- The Leaders Edge Tucson, AZ
Noelle Holden- Affinity Salon Gilbert, AZ
Connie Holiman- Verve-Gadabout Tucson, AZ
M Holm- iCilium, LLC Phoenix, AZ
Tamara Hook - The Bird House Salon Mesa, AZ
Melissa Hoover - Salon Des Roux Scottsdale, AZ
Sarah Hopkins - Bliss the salon Tucson, AZ
Dani Horwitz - Tempe, AZ
Martha Howard - Marvelous U Styles Salon Chandler, AZ
Patricia Howard - Tucson, AZ
Kaelyn Hunter - Chandler, AZ
Emily Hutcheson-Brown - V’s Barbershop Phoenix, AZ
Janine Irvin - Tucson, AZ
Karla Isbell - Studio 7 by Karla Yuma, AZ
Brean J - Gadabout Tucson, AZ
Charleen Jacobson - The Birds Nest Mesa, AZ
Tyler James - Phoenix, AZ
Suzanne Janis - Tucson, AZ
Megan Jasper - Gadabout Tucson, AZ
Dreina Jenkins - Student at Penrose Academy Glendale, AZ
Vanessa Jenners - Phoenix, AZ
Celeste Johnston - Coolidge, AZ
Sara Johnston - Blondees Scottsdale, AZ
Jessie Jones - Bristle Avenue Salon Phoenix, AZ
Sandra Jones - Tucson, AZ
Rachel Jorgensen - The Final Cut Hair Studio Surprise, AZ
Uilani Kawauhau - Bridal Beauty & Beyond Glendale, AZ
Crystal Keenan - Professional Beauty Association Phoenix, AZ
Patricia Kelley - Phoenix, AZ
Angelica Kenrick - PBA Phoenix, AZ
Brian Kern - Phoenix, AZ
Brenda King - Phoenix, AZ
Jennifer Kinnamon - Cutters four Prescott Valley, AZ
Laura Klein - Scottsdale, AZ
Chris Knudsen - Mane Attraction Salon Phoenix, AZ
Erik Knudsen - Mane Attraction Scottsdale, AZ
Jill Kohler - Penrose Academy Scottsdale, AZ
Janice Kongas - Glendale, AZ
Lorinda Koput - Epic Salon Mesa, AZ
Erin Korner - Blessed hair daze Mesa, AZ
Stacey Kuhr - Phoenix, AZ
Eric L.E.Blue - Real Barbers of Arizona Phoenix, AZ
Stephanie La Mazza - Scottsdale, AZ
Lacey Lamb - Chandler, AZ
Natalie Lamoreux - Mesa, AZ
Shannon Lampe - SI hairstyles Yuma, AZ
Deborah Lana - Scottsdale, AZ
Michele Lance - Michele hair design Apache Junction, AZ
Kandi Larkin - Salon E Phoenix, AZ
Irene Lauro - Ultimate in Hair Queen Creek, AZ
Deanna Lavery - Downtown Scottsdale hair and nails Scottsdale, AZ
Daisy Lebron - Daisy Diamonds Hair Salon Vail, AZ
Sandi Lee - The Art of Skin LTD Tempe, AZ
Christina Myers- The Gallery LLC Peoria, AZ
Veronica Nava- JCPenney Goodyear, AZ
Jim Nelson- V's Barbershop Chandler Tempe, AZ
Lauren Nemecek- Salon Surreal Phoenix, AZ
Michelle Neuhaus- Michelle's Nail Salon Cave Creek, AZ
Andrea Neva- Tucson, AZ
Matthew Niskern- Scottsdale, AZ
Denise Norris- Susannas Hairstory Prescott, AZ
Jennifer Nyman- Gadabout Salon Spa Vail, AZ
Kelli O'Connell- Deja Do Mesa, AZ
Jill Odell- Bliss...the Salon Oro Valley, AZ
Ronald Odell- Bliss the salon Oro Valley, AZ
Dorothy Olson- Peoria, AZ
Lisa Oneal- All About Y Day Spa Green Valley, AZ
Nancy Orta- VerVe Salon Tucson, AZ
Alondra Osorio- Scottsdale, AZ
Laura Ott- Tucson, AZ
Lilly Padilla- Verve Salon Lifestyle Tucson, AZ
Michael Parra- Michael Parra Phoenix, AZ
Kathy Peabody- Tucson, AZ
Kellie Pedrique- Rio Salon Vail, AZ
Adrienne Peet- Making waves hair studio Buckeye, AZ
Shirley Peircey- The Dream Team Cleaning Tucson, AZ
Maria Pelliccio- Mesa, AZ
Ken Penner- Tucson, AZ
Leticia Perez- Angelsrubys Phoenix, AZ
Nancy Perez- Nancy @Freshair Tucson, AZ
Angie Perino- Phoenix, AZ
Leslie Perry- Phoenix, AZ
Paige Peterson- Professional Beauty Association Phoenix, AZ
Curtis Phalen- Bullhead City, AZ
Melissa Polen- Missys Cuts & Styles Llc Flagstaff, AZ
Chet Pope- Salon 27 Mesa, AZ
Allison Preston- Buckeye, AZ
Salinee Prince- Phoenix, AZ
Tracy Proffitt- Tracy Proffitt Hair + makeup Phoenix, AZ
Madelyn Pryor- Glendale, AZ
Robert Quinn- Zoltons salon Scottsdale, AZ
SHERI REARICK- Pro Beauty Assoc Chandler, AZ
Jennifer Ragland- Salon Forma Phoenix, AZ
Tammi Ramirez- GOGETPRETTY SALON Mesa, AZ
Alex Ranger- Tempe, AZ
Stephanie Rayos- Shearmad by Steph Queen Creek, AZ
Linds Reed- Lunica Beauty Tucson, AZ
Stacie Reid- Beauty Made Simply Phoenix, AZ
Tana Reschke- Nails by Tana Glendale, AZ
Chelsea Resto- Beautificationist Paradise Valley, AZ
Jacinta Reyes- Arizona Royalty Salon Buckeye, AZ
Tram Reynolds- Nails by Tram Florence, AZ
Victoria Richards - The Hairstream Bisbee, AZ
Adriana Rincon - Tucson, AZ
Justine Ritter - Alchemy Hair Phoenix, AZ
Victoria Robinson - Great clips Peoria, AZ
Nicole Rochon - Phoenix, AZ
Nancy Rodolph - Tucson, AZ
Marina Rokhlin - VS barber shop Phoenix, AZ
Vadim Rokhlin - V's Barbershop Peoria, AZ
Francisco Romero - Gallery knext Tucson, AZ
Wendy Romero - Phoenix, AZ
Peter Rosas - TaglioSalon Cave Creek, AZ
Brandy Rose - Salon Be Litchfield Park, AZ
Lori Rourke - Chandler, AZ
Sundy Ruiz - Sundy Michelle Salon Phoenix, AZ
marcelita Saldivar - Phoenix, AZ
Ralph Sandoval - Queen Creek, AZ
Patricia Santos - Scottsdale, AZ
Jennifer Sapero - Nails by Jennifer Sapero Chandler, AZ
Renee Scardino - Mesa, AZ
Trudy Schlienz - Bella luna Prescott Valley, AZ
Donald Scott - V's Barbershop Phoenix, AZ
Angela Scroggins - Lake Havasu City, AZ
Krysten Seitz - Butterfly Kisses Beauty Lounge Kingman, AZ
Megan Selleck - Zebrassage Scottsdale, AZ
Betty Sharp - Scottsdale, AZ
Chelsea Sheldon - Vs Barbershop Peoria, AZ
Mary Shumate - Sashay By Shawntah Phoenix, AZ
Becca Simonson - Tucson, AZ
Courtney Simpson - Hometown roots Gilbert, AZ
Jessica Sisko - Jessica Sisko Hair Phoenix, AZ
Stacy Sledge - Chandler, AZ
Steve Sleeper - PBA Scottsdale, AZ
Lori Smith - Lori Smith The Luxx Salon Scottsdale, AZ
Amelia Snow - Gilbert, AZ
Karen Snyder - Tucson, AZ
Samantha Soles - Tucson, AZ
Pam Southwell - Friends In Style Mesa, AZ
Heather Sparling - Mane Attraction Salon LLC Waddell, AZ
Wyatt Sparling - Mane Attraction Waddell, AZ
Kirtlye Spear - Tucson, AZ
Alexandra Spitaleri - Glendale, AZ
Taylor Stanfield - El Mirage, AZ
Dawn Stanley - Skin Perfection Sun Lakes, AZ
Rebecca Stell - Tucson, AZ
Melissa Stepina - Sedona, AZ
Debra Stevens - Debras Skin Care & BodyWorks Lake Havasu City, AZ
Kenneth Stewart - HBP Corp SBA Hairstyles By Patricia Phoenix, AZ
Lauren Stewart - Cookie Cutters Haircuts for Kids Glendale, AZ
Patricia Stewart - HBP CORPORATION Phoenix, AZ
Erica Stinnett- Stinnett Hair Designs Peoria, AZ
Alexandria Stoller- Cookie cutter Chandler, AZ
Cynthia Stull-Lozier- Suprstitn Mountain, AZ
Kacy Suarez- Gilbert, AZ
Jazmen Sugick- Her Jazziness Salon Chandler, AZ
Elvis Sweet- Dare 2 b Different Winslow, AZ
Nancy Swickard- Tucson, AZ
HairDoc TK- HairDoc TK Scottsdale, AZ
Katie Tan- Salon KT Glendale, AZ
Stephanie Tanquary- Dezert Pyroto Phoenix, AZ
Shelene Taylor- Tucson, AZ
Kelly Tesi- Gadabout SalonSpas Tucson, AZ
Denise Threlkeld- Denise Threlkeld/Shear Direction Phoenix, AZ
Stephanie Tolley- MARVELous FANatic salon Mesa, AZ
Tamra Townsen- Prescott, AZ
Jen Tran- Chandler, AZ
Robinson Tran- 7day nail&spa Prescott Valley, AZ
Emilio Tricoche- Peoria, AZ
Anthony Truong- Truongnguyen LLC Phoenix, AZ
Tai Truong- Rose canyon beauty and spa Snowflake, AZ
Rachael Tuval- Boss Salon Phoenix, AZ
Inigo Uriarte- INIGO HAIR STUDIO Phoenix, AZ
Rosita Uribe- Hair on grande Tucson, AZ
Forest Urken- Desert Forest Hair Design Phoenix, AZ
Jennifer Vajarsky- Peoria, AZ
Shannon Valente- Phoenix, AZ
Mariana Valenzuela- Hair By Mari Scottsdale, AZ
Rhonda Van Hook- Hairbender's Rimrock, AZ
Tracy VanBibber- M3V The Nail Bar Scottsdale, AZ
Coral Vannienwenhove- Pretend Palace Phoenix, AZ
Michele Vanosdell- Tonopah, AZ
Julia Vargas- Glendale, AZ
Joshua Vasquez- M V Barber LLC Glendale, AZ
Sabio Viloria- Toni&Guy Phoenix, AZ
Holly Waltemeyer- Mesa, AZ
Erin Walter- PBA Scottsdale, AZ
Wendy Watson- Mindful Massage Phoenix, AZ
Zachary Watson- CULT Hair Studio Phoenix, AZ
Cara Watts- Phoenix, AZ
Christy Weaver- Professional Beauty Association Scottsdale, AZ
Ricki Weinstein-Wolf- Gadabout Oro Valley, AZ
Andrea West- Mane Street Salon Tucson, AZ
Vincetta Westerbeke- Gadabout Salon Spa Oro Valley, AZ
Sharon Whitsell- Phoenix, AZ
Aereal Willhoite- Maricopa, AZ
Kim Williams- Short Styles by Ms. Kim Surprise, AZ
Shane Wilson- Cult Phoenix, AZ
Leah Wood- Leah Shear Style LLC Goodyear, AZ
Beth Woodford- Chandler, AZ
Sandy Wygal- Williams, AZ
Ramona Wylie- Smartstyle Regis Corp Chandler, AZ
Brandon Yeager- Sun City, AZ
Kassie Yeager- Headway Studio LLC Phoenix, AZ
Samantha Young- sps salon and spray tan Peoria, AZ
Alison Zache- Buckeye, AZ
Debra Zahnow- Salon Karizma Queen Creek, AZ
Wendy Zink- Esthetics by Wendy Lake Havasu City, AZ
Brian Anderson- Tame Studio Cave Creek, AZ
Danielle Benitez- Gaetana's hair salon Tucson, AZ
Savannah Brown- Mesa, AZ
Charlee Calixtro- Gadabout SalonSpas Nogales, AZ
Liz Cook- Color&mane hair studio Phoenix, AZ
Allie Edel- Scottsdale, AZ
Lauren Franz-Maurer- Mint Hair Studio Phoenix, AZ
Corbie George- Hairdo by Corbie Gilbert, AZ
Jean Glattke- Tucson, AZ
Megan Gregory- Skarletta LLC Surprise, AZ
Ashley Hamilton- Distinctive salon and spa Phoenix, AZ
Jessica Hardesty- Phoenix, AZ
Ashley Kleinman- Hair by Ashley Morgan Mesa, AZ
Kevin Lee- Mesa, AZ
Martha O'Neill- Tucson, AZ
Corlissa Pancost- Gadabout salon and spa Vail, AZ
Alixandra Rankin- Bangz Phoenix, AZ
Lanea Sarnak- Mesa, AZ
Reese Ulmer- Mane attraction Mesa, AZ
Christine Abeyta- HAIRMOSA Salon Tucson, AZ
Kimberly Bauer- Gateway Community Colleges Phoenix, AZ
Shelly Bennett- Uptown Funk LLC Prescott, AZ
Andrea Boggs- Scottsdale, AZ
Ashlie Casto- Shears Salon Mesa, AZ
David Chaira- Hair by David Tucson, AZ
Michelle Chandra- Brush, Love is in the Hair Chandler, AZ
Celia Chavez- PigmentsHairStudio Phoenix, AZ
Susan Clark- Mesa, AZ
Betilu Conklin- Salon1626 Phoenix, AZ
Nancy Cook- Phoenix, AZ
Kent Cutter- the salon at gold canyon Gold Canyon, AZ
Raymond DeCandia- True North Barber Shop Phoenix, AZ
Mary Detrick- Tucson, AZ
Taylor Donovan- Trio Studio Phoenix, AZ
Felecie Foxworth- Endless Creations Salon Gilbert, AZ
Elizabeth Geisler- ESSENCE HAIR SALON Prescott, AZ
Janine Gallo- Warfield Hairbar Gilbert, AZ
Angie Grijalva- Trenza hair studio Tucson, AZ
Tina Higgins- Hair by Tina Peoria, AZ
Janice Jacott- JJ’s Last Strand Mesa, AZ
Connie Jahnke- Tucson, AZ
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Susan Kennedy</td>
<td>Phoenix, AZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janka Kulow</td>
<td>FLIRT Salon LLC Chandler, AZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie Lammers</td>
<td>Cherry The Salon Phoenix, AZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danette Lawless</td>
<td>Spirit salon &amp; day spa Tucson, AZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leanna Leon</td>
<td>Brisa Leanna Design Tucson, AZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawn Mahoney</td>
<td>Scottsdale, AZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvia Martinez</td>
<td>Ragitopps hair salon Phoenix, AZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felisa Montgomery</td>
<td>Lisa @ Salon 202 Phoenix, AZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evelyn Nay</td>
<td>Studio 928 Prescott, AZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Quijada</td>
<td>Images salon and spa Tucson, AZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Ransberger</td>
<td>Sun City, AZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Schneider</td>
<td>Tucson, AZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danalee Settle</td>
<td>Model citizen salon Phoenix, AZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacy Sledge</td>
<td>Chandler, AZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Stemm</td>
<td>Prescott Valley, AZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Valenzuela</td>
<td>Hair &amp; Skin Studio Tucson, AZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karla Valenzuela</td>
<td>Kolor.me.Karlaa Chandler, AZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jana Westerbeke</td>
<td>Gadabout salon spas Tucson, AZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagner Westerbeke</td>
<td>Gadabout salon spas Tucson, AZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haydee Vicioso</td>
<td>Orimar Salon Bayam’n, Bayam’n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacque Adamu</td>
<td>Adamu International Inc. Los Angeles, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traci Adams</td>
<td>Traci Adams San Diego, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Alden</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Amaradio</td>
<td>San Diego, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amelia Archuleta</td>
<td>Fresno, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manasseh Ariel</td>
<td>Inspirations Salon and Spa Escondido, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Armstrong</td>
<td>Concord, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beatriz Aarun-Morris</td>
<td>Vacaville, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ron Abansado</td>
<td>Milvali Salon Richmond, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharifa Abdul-Wahid</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaylyn Abergas</td>
<td>San Francisco, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Abernethy</td>
<td>Jennifer Christine Beauty Brea, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naira Abgaryan</td>
<td>, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Abinales</td>
<td>North Adrians Beauty College Modesto, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Abrams</td>
<td>Luxelab Santa Monica, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raenita Abrams</td>
<td>Hair By Raenita Orange, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gricelda Acevedo</td>
<td>Bellezza Salon Healdsburg, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianna Acosta</td>
<td>Euodia salon Fillmore, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olga Acosta</td>
<td>Olga Acosta Downey, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Adair</td>
<td>Salon adair Carlsbad, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catrice Adams</td>
<td>Hair At Meraki Beauteique Moreno Valley, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane © Adams</td>
<td>Drawing Room Marin Larkspur, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessika Adams</td>
<td>Milvali Inc Mill Valley, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorena Adams</td>
<td>Lorena Topanga, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donielle Adamson</td>
<td>Lomita, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy Adamson</td>
<td>San Diego, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Adelmann</td>
<td>Richard Adelmann Bakersfield, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahsa Adib</td>
<td>San Diego, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parisa Adib</td>
<td>Bloom Spa&amp;Salon San Diego, CA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cynthia Adkins- Complexions by Cynthia Lincoln, CA
Jeannette Affolder- Avalon, CA
Holly Afghani- Hair design by Holly Calabasas, CA
Abena Afrene- ShearPhysiquebeauty Los Angeles, CA
Swantje Agape- San Jose, CA
Tiera Agar- Beauty by Tiera Mission Viejo, CA
Christine Aghassi- Los Angeles, CA
Florencio Aguayo- Vanity Hair Artistry Fowler, CA
Melissa Aguayo- Beauty By Meli Fresno, CA
Janessa Aguiar- Salon Technique Fullerton, CA
Alyssa Aguilar- Blush Boutique Salon Martinez, CA
Joylene Aguilar- Hair by Joy Fresno, CA
Maria Aguilar- Noeve hair studio South Gate, CA
Susan Aguilar- Swanees beauty on the go Lake Elsinore, CA
Andrina Aguilera- Downey, CA
Sandra Aguilera- Pomonas finest barber shop Pomona, CA
Alondra Aguirre- Moreno Valley, CA
Gloria Aguirre- Snipzs Salon San Diego, CA
Jessika Aguirre- Jessika’s Aware Skincare Spring Valley, CA
Saheeda Ahmadi- J Dressler salon Elk Grove, CA
Elena Ahtaeva- Wonderlash Los Angeles, CA
Nick Aitken- Hair of the gods San Francisco, CA
Farideh Akhlaghpour- Fay Hair Studio San Fernando, CA
Marcy Akhlaghpour- Fay Hair Studio Rolling Hills Estates, CA
Mary Akhlaghpour- , CA
Aza Akingbade- Touched by Tinu Los Angeles, CA
Christina Alamilla- Spring Valley, CA
Corinn Albano- Andres Hair Studio Los Angeles, CA
Stacy Albert- All About You Hair And Makeup Temecula, CA
Crystal Albrecht- San Francisco, CA
Marquita Alcartado- Sacramento, CA
Dinah Alcon- Dinah Alcon Skincare Studio Manhattan Beach, CA
Anna Aldaba- Pinky and Rene Port Hueneme, CA
Jennifer Alden- Sager French Los Angeles, CA
Jennifer Alden- Naked Eye Beauty Glendora, CA
Michelle Aldrich- San Francisco, CA
Margaret Alejandre- Indulgence Salon Stockton, CA
Alisha Alexander- San Francisco, CA
Joelle Alexander- Rossmoor, CA
Sheila Alexander- San Jose, CA
Jessica Alferez- Hayward, CA
Becky Alhanati- Becky Alhanati Los Angeles, CA
Maryam Aliabady- Helen highlight bar Los Angeles, CA
Christa Allen- Los Banos, CA
Daniel Allen- Route 66 salon services Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Joy Allen- Salon 1026 Richmond, CA
Julie Allen- ScissorSNo54 Santa Clarita, CA
Lisa Allen- Studio One Skin Care Glendale, CA
Marlie Allen- Garden Grove, CA
Tracy Allen - Tracys blessed hands salon Long Beach, CA
Angela Allred- Blush Salon Bakersfield, CA
Cheryl Allred- Hemet, CA
Misti Allred- San Diego, CA
Dnelle Almanza- Montebello, CA
Sandra Almanza- Revive & Glow Skin Dinuba, CA
Karen Almond- Nails by Karen Bakersfield, CA
Guadalupe Alonso- Hair by GA Indio, CA
Olga Alonso- Hairbyolga Vista, CA
Maria Alonzo- Hair by Ella Maria at Wavelengths Salon Los Angeles, CA
Soraya Altamirano- Studio54 Chula Vista, CA
Haley Altman- Hairtique Dublin, CA
Tawny Altobelle- Main Street Escrow Visalia, CA
Susan Alton- Willo Salon & Spa Sacramento, CA
Maria Alvarado- Maria Alavaradk Porterville, CA
Mark Alvarado- Ananda hairstyling Centre Pico Rivera, CA
Vicky Alvarenga- Gustine, CA
Carmen Alvarez- Hair On The Run Torrance, CA
Victoria Alvarez- Hair by Victoria Alvarez Rio Linda, CA
Keri Amaral- Alchemy Salon and Spa Sacramento, CA
Alicia Amaro- Napa, CA
Julie Amato- Thousand Oaks, CA
Blanca Ambriz- Blanca hairdresser Arbuckle, CA
Susie Ames- Accent on Nails Laguna Niguel, CA
Perla Amezcua- Ceres, CA
Sophie Amiel- The Hair Parlor on 8th Los Angeles, CA
Kristine Aminian- Yurskin inc Los Angeles, CA
April Anacleto- Craft Beauty Parlor Santa Cruz, CA
Nena Ancheta- Zion Salon and Barber National City, CA
Ecila Andaya- Daly City, CA
Katie Andersen- HAIR TECH SAL9N Alameda, CA
Camille Anderson- Starlight insurance services inc La Cañada Flintridge, CA
Darlene Anderson- none retired Redondo Beach, CA
Debra Anderson- the dj skincare studio Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Edie Anderson- Bliss Natural Nail Care Livermore, CA
Heidi Anderson- Skincare by Heidi Encinitas, CA
Mika Anderson- Mika Janine Hair Tracy, CA
Sharon Anderson- Merced, CA
Sheila Anderson- Flourish Salon Santa Rosa, CA
Victoria Anderson- Ahwahnee, CA
Olga Andrade- dramatic hair studio Huntington Park, CA
Paula Andreozzi- BigHorn Golf Rancho Mirage, CA
Constance Andrew- San Jose, CA
Rimma Andrew- Wisp and willow salon Yorba Linda, CA
Andres Andrews- Andres Hayward, CA
Aurora Angel- More Than Hair Santa Ana, CA
Jessica Angel- Serenity Massage Releaf Tustin, CA
Trina Angeles- Salon Vitor Brentwood, CA
Mia Anglin- Bymiaanglin Inglewood, CA
Jesus Angulo- Jesus Yvette Salon Indio, CA
Wendy Ann- Irwindale, CA
Sarah Anthony- San Leandro, CA
Juan Aparicio- Glorias Salon Escondido, CA
Daniel Apodaca- Hair by Daniel Apodaca Los Angeles, CA
Jasmine Aposhian- Oceanside, CA
Jeri Applegate- Lake Hughes, CA
Rolando Aqui- Rolando Aqui Hair Los Angeles, CA
Arlene Aquino- Flowers by Nina San Leandro, CA
Julianne Aragon- Design by Julie Arcadia, CA
Desiree Araiza- San Jose, CA
Liliana Aranda- Faces by Liliana Alameda, CA
Miriam Aranda- Nail garden brea Anaheim, CA
Rocio Arango- Pleasanton, CA
Marcie Arata- Studio Designs Pleasant Hill, CA
Jennifer Araujo- Beautiful You Oakland, CA
Robin Araujo- Salon Technique Fullerton, CA
Rachelle Arbanas- The Masters Touch Corona, CA
Mayra Arbizo- Elite boutique salon and skin care Corona, CA
Angela Arce- Norma Jeans The Beauty Studio Novato, CA
Lydia Arce- Beauty Box Salon Monrovia, CA
Marlene Arce- Social Art House Monrovia, CA
Steve Arce- FRSI San Diego, CA
Hollie Archer- Ventura, CA
Lydia Archuleta- Fresno, CA
Carlos Arellano- Arellano Oakland, CA
Kristen Arellano- Bella dora spa Vista, CA
Melina Arellano- Melina Arellano Hairstyling Lakewood, CA
Lisa Arguello- Brentwood, CA
Marissa Arguello- Blush salon Brentwood, CA
Jaunita Arias- Posh salon Madera, CA
Nicolette Arismendez- Hair by Nicolette Los Angeles, CA
Melanie Arivett- Melanie Arivett Fallbrook, CA
Patricia Armendariz- Newark, CA
Jason Armenta- San Francisco, CA
Maria Armenteros- Serenity Hair suite Laguna Hills, CA
June Armstead- Salon Know-How Education San Francisco, CA
Cecilia Armstrong- Vanity room Murrieta, CA
Erica Armstrong- Sola salons Fresno, CA
Estus Armstrong- Oakland, CA
Joslyn Armstrong- Rohnert Park, CA
Breana Arnold- Coto De Caza, CA
Britnie Arnold- Camarillo, CA
Carol Arnone- Salon Dusserre and Spa Orange, CA
Catherine Arosteguy- The spa central coast Paso Robles, CA
Sulema Arredondo- Vickys New Image Wasco, CA
Erika Arreola- Monrovia, CA
Jacklyn Arrighini- Brix the salon Colfax, CA
Crystal Arriola- Fazed.x.artistry Salinas, CA
Stacey Baca- Lafayette, CA
Yuka Bacchus- Hemet, CA
Renea Bacho- Avante Hair Designs Novato, CA
Rebecca Bachtold- Bronze Babe Spray Tan Ontario, CA
Isabel Badena- Izzymua Chiriaco Summit, CA
Jenn Bader- Bohemian Hair Clovis, CA
Marissa Badie- Hair by Marissa San Ramon, CA
Evelyn Badillo- Burbank, CA
Dorina Baer- Dorina B Skincare Agoura Hills, CA
Wendy Baez- San Marcos, CA
Mallory Baggerman- Mallory Baggerman Santa Cruz, CA
Hilda Bahena- Escondido, CA
Lanny Bailey- Fresno, CA
Sandra Bailey- Cadillac Salon Carmichael, CA
Shannon Bailey- Hair 2 Dye For Ontario, CA
S Bain- Brentwood, CA
Christopher Bair- Shortys Barber Shop Los Angeles, CA
Courtney Baker- Galt, CA
KellyAnn Baker- The Loft hair salon Long Beach, CA
Kendra Baker- Kendra's Hair Kreations Discovery Bay, CA
Kris Baker- Magnify Dreams Inc Orangevale, CA
Paula Baker- San Francisco, CA
Stacy Baker- Extend your image San Martin, CA
Jarrett Baker-Wilkinson- Ter'Raj Hair Concepts Moorpark, CA
Brandon Bal-Lance- Bella Bal-Lance Salon Campbell, CA
Kathy Baldanza- Pepper Salon Oakland, CA
Gina Baldinelli- Hayward, CA
Michael Baldinelli- Baldinelli Vjeyards Plymouth, CA
Carmen Balestrieri- Modern Beauty West Hollywood, CA
Janice Balistreri- Hairbenders International Inc San Jose, CA
Joey Ball- Flintridge Wax, inc. Glendale, CA
Kelly Ball- Temecula, CA
Sekina Ball- Sekina B. Salon Costa Mesa, CA
Andrea Ballas- Los Angeles, CA
Laura Ballinger- Eclipse Redlands, CA
Bo Balsim- Bo Balsim salon Beverly Hills, CA
M Baltazar- Irvine, CA
Alfredo Balzer- AMHair San Diego, CA
Sara Bambacigno- Lash & co Modesto, CA
Rachael Banar- Perry McGrath Los Angeles, CA
Marissa Banda- Marissa banda Cameron Park, CA
MalachiandChristina Banderas- Gilroy, CA
Denise Bandsma- Hair by Denise La Habra, CA
Meg Bane- Palm Springs, CA
Joemar Baniaga- Joemar Baniaga Hairdressing Fresno, CA
Jeffrey Banks- Rooted Hair Design Los Angeles, CA
Malia Banks- Vallejo, CA
Rachel Banks- Los Angeles, CA
Mark Bann- Canyon Lake, CA
Stephen Bayus- Adelaide, CA
Joanne Bazarian- Fresno, CA
Maggie Beach- North Hollywood, CA
Angela Beaird- Angela Beaird Thousand Oaks, CA
Lynn Beal- Redlands, CA
Julie Bean- Clovis, CA
Roberta Beard- Lakeside, CA
Sandra Beardsley- Agua Dulce, CA
Amy Beasley- Paso Robles, CA
Jacky Beasse- INITIALSBB inc Santa Monica, CA
Heini Beauchemin- Glitz & Glam Santee, CA
Veronica Becerra- Lashes by Veronica Modesto, CA
George Beck- Fountain Valley, CA
Janey Beck- Angels touch Glendora, CA
Denise Beckendorf- Ageless Skin Studio Ventura, CA
Kristen Beckman- Ventura, CA
Trish Beebe- Fresno, CA
Lesa Beeler- Mentone, CA
Tresca Behling- Oakland, CA
Ivian Beitbadal- I.M.E the Studio Turlock, CA
Helen Bejstrup- Helen's Hair Studio Santa Ynez, CA
Nina Bekonja- Pure Skin Science Aliso Viejo, CA
Jessica Belanger- Hairllucination Los Angeles, CA
David Belgrad- Long Beach, CA
Heidi Bell- Salon 560 Inglewood, CA
Abby Bellare- Private I salon San Francisco, CA
Brittney Bello- Brittney Bello Hair & Healing Marina Del Rey, CA
Deborah Beltran- RJ's Barbershop Stevenson Ranch, CA
Israel Benavides- Flairstudio San Diego, CA
Leanne Benavidez- Oxnard, CA
Rhonda Benbo- Bridge Asset Mgt Oceanside, CA
Dawn Bendz- Sage Hair & Skin Salon Oakhurst, CA
Angela Benjamin- Angelas Place Vista, CA
Brenda Bennett- Divas Hair Salon Long Beach, CA
John Bennett- LME Los Angeles, CA
Yolanda Bennett- Hairbyscissorgurl Ione, CA
Giovanni Benson- Eden Organics Salon Poway, CA
Deanna Bentley- Placerville, CA
Jennifer Benton- Artisan Salon Sacramento, CA
Hannah Berger- Los Angeles, CA
Phyllis Berger- Lakeside, CA
David Berglass- DAVEXLABS LLC Santa Monica, CA
Wynne Bergman- Wynne Bergman Healdsburg, CA
Macy Bergmann- Anaheim, CA
Kenny Berk- San Francisco, CA
David Bermudez- Pinnacle Agency Pleasanton, CA
Naomi Bermudez- BeautybyNaomib Wasco, CA
Marã-a Bernal- Shear Creation Hair Salon Gilroy, CA
Julianne Bernardini- Petaluma, CA
Regina Bernardini- Dukes and Dolls Salon Petaluma, CA
Luz Bernardino- San Diego, CA
Deborah Bernat- Torrance, CA
Sarah Bernert- Henkel Diamond Bar, CA
Debbie Bernheim- Skin Care with Debbie Beverly Hills, CA
Erlin Bernthal- Ojai, CA
Bernice Berry- Ravays Hair Studio Richmond, CA
Carla Berry- Sonia house of styles Rialto, CA
Melissa Berry- Bungalow Skin Spa Campbell, CA
Filomena Bettencourt- B Parlor San Francisco, CA
Michael Bettencourt- Modesto, CA
Vanessa Better- Burbank, CA
Camilla Betteridge- Camilla Betteridge San Francisco, CA
Teresa Beveridge- San Diego, CA
Jamie Bezanis- Jmedoeshair La Habra, CA
Donato Bianchini- Vogue salon and spa Newport Beach, CA
Anna Bidegain- Anna michelle Hair Alpine, CA
Cathy Biermann- Burbank, CA
Christa Biggs- Hair by Christa Moorpark, CA
Julie Biggs- Miraleste Hairstylists Los Angeles, CA
Karen Bigham- Halo Salon Roseville, CA
Gia Biglione- Clovis, CA
Casey Billingsley- Tailored Union Wildomar, CA
Cynthia Bilodeau- Lomita, CA
Renee Binion- Two Dreams Hair Salon Los Angeles, CA
Mark Biri- Bellas the Salon Downey, CA
Anthony Bittner- Twentynine Palms, CA
Diane Bittorf- Garden Grove, CA
Diane Bittorf- New Attitude Garden Grove, CA
Emily Björk- Escondido, CA
Chari Black- Lotus salon/Napa lashes Napa, CA
Felicia Black- Hair by Felicia Pomona, CA
Aaron Blackburn- Cristophe Salon Beverly Hills, CA
Angela Blackburn- Shears n Bubbles salon Carmichael, CA
Christal Blackford- Makin Waves Salon Newport Beach, CA
Heather Blades-McDaniel- Fresno, CA
Amy Blair- the hair co Chico, CA
Lisa Blair- Style Salon In The Ranch Vista, CA
Brittney Blake- Blakecosmetics Long Beach, CA
Mona Blake- Showin Out Hair Salon El Sobrante, CA
James Blakely- Hesperia, CA
M.R Blakesly- Chug Salon Signal Hill, CA
Arlene Blanchard- Elegance Salon Upland, CA
Judy Blank- By Judabud Los Angeles, CA
Maria Blankevoort- maria blankevoort Burbank, CA
Erika Blanset- EB Hair Lounge Chino Hills, CA
Kristi Blanson- Krazy Beautiful Ventura, CA
Kourtney Blas- Blassom Hair Roseville, CA
Melisa Bleasdale- San Mateo, CA
Cynthia Bleier- Picassos Riverside, CA
Rebecca Blessum- Rebecca Blessum Long Beach, CA
Lexi Bliss- Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Renee Bliss- Fresno, CA
Patti Blisssett- Bliss Creative Hair Design Desert Hot Springs, CA
Mary Block- Supercuts Lakewood, CA
Lisa Blondin- Dynamic Nails San Ramon, CA
Cristina Bloom- John of italy Thousand Oaks, CA
Letha Bloom- Los Angeles, CA
Alexie Blount- Shear Brilliance Hair Salon La Habra, CA
Brittany Blue- San Diego, CA
Wilshire Blvd- Kristi hesselberg a haircut lounge Los Angeles, CA
Diana Boatright- Bermuda Dunes, CA
Sydney Bocinski- Maribou Salon Citrus Heights, CA
Tracy Bocinski- Cameron Park, CA
Amanda Bock- Anaheim, CA
Chris Bock- San Rafael, CA
Lauren Bock- San Rafael, CA
Patricia Bock- San Geronimo, CA
Yuri Bock- San Rafael, CA
Alicia Boden- Alicia Boden Hair Escondido, CA
Annisa Boehm- Glendora, CA
Heather Boersma- Heatherb_didme Lakewood, CA
Katie Bogg- Lakewood, CA
Talin Boghosian- Burbank, CA
Becky Bogle- Arroyo Grande, CA
Trae Bojorquez- Hair by Trae, Tracy Bojorquez Fresno, CA
Lese Bolte-Jensen- Shear Eclips Salon Glendale, CA
Danielle Bomers- Hair by Danielle Brandt Wrightwood, CA
Michael Bonacci- Flaunt Salon Long Beach, CA
David Bonetto- The Coterie Atelier Fresno, CA
Tara Bonhomme- The Hair Nurse Los Angeles, CA
Ana Bonilla- WendyBhair studio Palmdale, CA
Jamie Bonilla- Salon Vitor Studios Oakley, CA
Alisha Bonnet- AJ Beauty Lodi, CA
Julie Boothe- Merced, CA
Brooklyn Boris- Oceanside, CA
Trish Borrego- Fresno, CA
Maureen Borses- Maureen's Waxing Studio Santa Clarita, CA
Leigh Bosch- Hair by Leigh Ann Santa Rosa, CA
Stacey Bosworth- Los Angeles, CA
Susan Bosworth- Thousand Oaks, CA
Natalie Botkin- Natalie Botkin at Visual Image Salon Newark, CA
Kim Bouman- Newport Beach, CA
Zach Bourque- Los Angeles, CA
Ron Bowdoin- El Camino Real High School Ventura, CA
Christopher Bowen- Christopher bowen Studios Bakersfield, CA
Mandy Bowen- Mandy Bowen Los Angeles, CA
Allison Bower- Dos Palos, CA
Jessica Bowland- Jessica bowland Costa Mesa, CA
Amanda Bowman- Maribou Fair Oaks, CA
Kristy Bowman- Hair Designs by Kristy Bowman Westminster, CA
Lisa Bowman- Seal Beach, CA
Cynthia Boyce- Twin Peaks, CA
Cynthia Boyce- Villa Park, CA
Krista Boyd- La Bella Figa Rohnert Park, CA
LaShouna Boyd- Seaside, CA
Bernadette Boyer- Dwell Hair Studio Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Shelby Boyer- Shelbs.hairapy.seshh Cameron Park, CA
Damon Boyle- San Francisco, CA
Ginger Boyle- Planet Salon Beverly Hills, CA
Marynn Boyle- Marynn B. Honey Waxing & Beauty Studio Los Angeles, CA
Rachel Boyle- Cinta Salon San Francisco, CA
Shannon Boyle- Shannonboyle stylist Encinitas, CA
Terri Bradbury- Riverside, CA
Ashlyn Bradshaw- Livermore, CA
Kenneth Bradshaw- Dk hair San Diego, CA
Kenneth Bradshaw- San Diego, CA
Teri Bradshaw- Paradiso a Salon by JD Livermore, CA
Shatari Braids- Sha'Tari Braid & Weave Salon Victorville, CA
Coleen Brainard- Chula Vista, CA
Julie Branan-Beuster- Hair We R Norco, CA
Nadine Branch- Nadine's World Corona, CA
Lynn Branco- Branco Sales & Associates, LLC Santa Monica, CA
Tyler Brandenburg- EUHSD Encinitas, CA
Victoria Brandenstein- Lash lift by Victoria Burbank, CA
Katherine Brannam- Newport Beach, CA
Amanda Brannan- Amanda Brannan Fresno, CA
Courtney Bransford- LOOK Salon Santa Rosa, CA
Randy Brantley- BrantleyRdesigns Santa Barbara, CA
Francis Brass- Richmond, CA
Jennifer Brass- Ashira Salon Inc Richmond, CA
Cheryl Brassfield- Angel Touch Skin Care & Acne Treatments Crockett, CA
Jodi Brast- Jodi brast Walnut Creek, CA
Daisy Bravo- Blush Spa And Beauty Los Banos, CA
Christina Braxmeyer- Valley Center, CA
Pamela Bray- Yorba Linda, CA
Wilma Brazier- Clovis, CA
Jennifer Breakey- Serendipity Claremont, CA
Stacey Breck- Lompoc, CA
Angie Breckley- Moorpark, CA
Shahla Brehm- Shahla Brehm Los Angeles, CA
Jennifer Bren- REVEL Hair Atelier Santa Rosa, CA
Chelsea Brevik- Cb hair Port Hueneme, CA
Annette Brewer- Hair by Annette Sonora, CA
Giovanni Brewer- Los Angeles, CA
Kerry Brewer- House of Stylez El Cajon, CA
James Brewster- Ramona, CA
jon Bribiesca- Mariposa salon San Diego, CA
Andrea Briggs- Napa, CA
Victoria Brill- Hermosa Beach, CA
Kelly Brink- Kelly Brink Hair Studio Citrus Heights, CA
Dina Brinkley- Diamond Springs, CA
Anastasia Brinkman- Stacys salon Suite Huntington Beach, CA
Liane Britt- Bodylines Day Spa San Ramon, CA
Lee Brock- Pacifica, CA
Talia Brodie- Palo Alto, CA
Alexa Brodsky- Burbank, CA
Cindy Brokaw- Haven Salon Montecito, CA
Nancy Brokaw- Comb and. Honey, CA
Toni Brook- Body LAB Los Angeles, CA
Donna Brooks- Delux Lash Carson, CA
Aaron Brown- Salontage Anaheim, CA
Adrianna Brown- Adrianna b. Beauty Menifee, CA
Amanda Brown- Amanda Brown-Phenix Salons Long Beach, CA
Bobbi-Lynne Brown- Bobbi-Lynne Brown Hairstylist Carlsbad, CA
Carri Brown- The Lash Room Moorpark, CA
Cheryl Brown- Gilroy, CA
Chris Brown- fade Society Gardena, CA
DeAnna Brown- Inglewood, CA
Jeanne Brown- Winchester, CA
Jenny Brown- Yreka, CA
Jeremy Brown- Menifee, CA
Kalani Brown- Kalani Brown Campbell, CA
Kathina Brown- Our people Hair salon Carson, CA
Lauren Brown- Escondido, CA
Lenette Brown- Laguna Niguel, CA
Lisa Brown- Colins Salon Windsor, CA
Lisa Brown- Teardrop kids Grass Valley, CA
Martina Brown- Los Angeles, CA
Sarah Brown- Burbank, CA
Saundra Brown- West Covina, CA
Tamara Brown- Tamara Brown salon San Fernando, CA
Tamara Brown- Los Angeles, CA
Yaneese Brown- Styles by Yaneese San Jose, CA
La Browne- San Diego, CA
Kela Browning- Rene & Company La Verne, CA
Mairead Brumfitt- Mairead Brumfitt Long Beach, CA
Donna Bruner- Tribez Salons Danville, CA
Shelley Brunetti- Alcheme Salon San Francisco, CA
Sandy Brunicardi- StudioSB San Mateo, CA
LorenAnne BrunoCortes- Fairfield, CA
Teo Buensuceso- Union City, CA
Martin Buerkle- Marty / Stylist Beverly Hills, CA
Stephanie Bufalini- Stephanie Bufalini Temecula, CA
Laurie Buffo- Salon eLe Oxnard, CA
Jessica Buhs- Fair Oaks, CA
Jaclyn Bunch- Hair Associates Bakersfield, CA
Natalie Bunch- Fringe Salon Fresno, CA
Yvette Bunch- Hacienda Heights, CA
Betty Burdett- Murrieta, CA
Karina Burg- Fabulous Vintages Monrovia, CA
Kendall Burke- Brentwood, CA
Maurine Burke- Los Angeles, CA
Marya Burkhardt- Industrial Glam Lomita, CA
Rachel Burkhardt- Burbank, CA
Christine Burkhart- Ventura, CA
Joyce Burnett- Hudson salon Laguna Niguel, CA
Sharon Burnim- Sharonburnim@transitions salon Richmond, CA
Brittany Burns- Studio Peony Bakersfield, CA
Moneytha Burns- Oxnard, CA
Sarah Burnsed- Seven Fair Oaks, CA
Antonia Burrell- Toni a Burrell Hair Studio LLC La Mesa, CA
Brenda Burroughs- Mane Teasers Burbank, CA
Rachel Burrows-Hammond- Lakeside, CA
Maria Burt- Salon M Huntington Beach, CA
Mike Burt- Floyd's 99 Barbershop Santa Clarita, CA
Melissa Burton- Krimson Hair Salon Burbank, CA
Noelle Busby- Noelles Hair Design San Ramon, CA
Debra Bushman- Carlsbad, CA
April Bustamente- Kaos Salon and Nails Redlands, CA
Alberto Bustos- Wildomar Parlour Wildomar, CA
Christine Butler- Salon 645 Dublin, CA
Cynthia Butler- PMAE Huntington Beach, CA
Ilene Butler- San Diego, CA
Katie Butler- Mill Valley, CA
Michelle Bybee- Nouriche Skincare Yorba Linda, CA
LaTaunya Bynum- Concord, CA
Ashleah Byram- Salon Bravissimo Antelope, CA
Suzi Byrd- Palm Desert, CA
Tiffany Byrd- Hair Artist Tiffany Byrd Bakersfield, CA
ANDI CANSECO- Orange, CA
PAULINA CARDOSO- Noras hair salon San Bernardino, CA
CHRISTINE CHO- Supercuts Los Angeles, CA
STEVi CHRISTiNE- Naturally by Stevi Christine Los Angeles, CA
ERIKA CLAiBORNE- Hair by Erika Sacramento, CA
YANuARI COLiNA- Yanis Salon Torrance, CA
MARY CROMEnA- A Robert Cromeans Salon San Diego, CA
Jenilee Cabading- San Diego, CA
Marilyn Cabales- Santee, CA
Blanca Caballero- AvantGard Spa San Carlos, CA
Carla Cable- CCSKINCARE Ojai, CA
Mhar Cabradilla- Hair studio by Mhar Long Beach, CA
Natalie Cabral- Krimson hair studio Burbank, CA
Candice Cabrera- Mill Valley, CA
Marisa Cabrera- By fussy missy Pleasanton, CA
Andrea Cabán - Peace, Luv & Beauty Agua Dulce, CA
Martha Caccavari - Marty's hair services Bakersfield, CA
Rachael Caetano-Rachael&Co. Santa Rosa, CA
Christopher Cage - Originality BarberSalon El Cajon, CA
Melissa Cage - originality BarberSalon San Diego, CA
Valerie Cal - Montebello, CA
Tammy Calder- Culver City, CA
Donna Calderon- Hair'Em Salon Beaumont, CA
Rosemary Calderon- Madera, CA
Ruth Calderon- Ruth Calderon La Habra, CA
Virginia Calderon- Alhambra, CA
Melodi Calderwood- Melodi Calderwood Hair Design Thousand Oaks, CA
Staci Calegari- Rake salon Brentwood, CA
Jill Callahan- Spa E'ilan Buellton, CA
Keri Callahan- Hair club Vacaville, CA
Linda Calleros- Los Banos, CA
Erika Calles- Riverside, CA
Alanita Callison- ali Carre's salon studio Kingsburg, CA
Lindsay Calloway- CallowayHairCo Clovis, CA
Lisa Camacho- Los Banos, CA
Genie Camara-Schultz- Genies Hair Magic Pleasanton, CA
Michele Camarillo- Haven Hair Lounge Hemet, CA
Sharolyn Camba- ULTA Vacaville, CA
Maria Camberos- Consuelos barbershop Moreno Valley, CA
Rita Camberos- Livermore, CA
Fernanda Cambra- Missions Mane Attraction Fremont, CA
Joe Cambra- Missions Mane Attraction Fremont, CA
April Cameron- My SonShine Has Come Beauty Los Angeles, CA
Rihanna Camilli- Eureka, CA
Ellen Camm- San Diego, CA
Beverly Campadona- Sei Bella Skin Care @ V Salon Seal Beach, CA
Magi Campana- San Francisco, CA
Ashley Campbell- ashleynoellehair Mentone, CA
Erin Campbell- Salon Diva Aliso Viejo, CA
Jennifer Campbell- Adrian?s Beauty College Tracy, CA
Keli Campbell- Salon Eleven Napa, CA
Robert Campbell- A Secret Beauty Ojai, CA
Eddie Campos- Fontana, CA
Kimberly Campos- Nails by Kim Bakersfield, CA
Lino Campos- The Cream Shop Los Angeles, CA
Mayra Campos- Mirror mirror hair studio Victorville, CA
Robin Campos- Trendsetter Salon and Day Spa Highland, CA
Rosa Campos- Pilars golden shears Visalia, CA
Leanne Canales- San Lorenzo, CA
Diana Cantu- Red the hair studio Pico Rivera, CA
Helen Cao- Amour Nailz Morgan Hill, CA
PeggyLee Cao- Paul Mitchell the School Pasadena Pasadena, CA
Martin Caplan- Starbaby Alameda Alameda, CA
Melanie Caples- Bolt Collective Pleasanton, CA
Janet Capote- Jandoesmyhair Gardena, CA
Sirley Carballo- Fresno, CA
Betty Carbin- Bettrys Hair Connections Richmond, CA
Joanna Cardenas- Soul Scissors Studio Lodi, CA
Maria Cardenas- Hair Associates Bakersfield, CA
Joyce Carlo- , CA
Diana Carlos- Glow Hair & Beauty Salon Gilroy, CA
Dina Carlson- Image Hair Salon Los Angeles, CA
Jazmyne Carmichael- Virtuous Vanity Tustin, CA
Liza Carmona- Uptown Image Salon Covina, CA
Reem Carnahan- Reem hair atelier Pasadena, CA
Jennifer Carpenter- Twist Salon Sacramento, CA
Esperanza Carr- Oak + Violet Santa Barbara, CA
Angelina Carranco- Posh Salon Fresno, CA
Leah Carranco- posh salon and spa Fresno, CA
Maria Carranza- Palmdale, CA
Sonia Carranza- Jdn hair La Habra, CA
Jim Carraway- Kings Cuts Vacaville, CA
Estella Carriedo- Servicios los 3Amigos Escondido, CA
Brittany Carrillo- Huntington Beach, CA
Colette Carrillo- Naval Air Station Point Mugu, CA
Rosa Carrillo- Calistoga, CA
Sharon Carrillo- Sharons Designs Sacramento, CA
Valery Carrillo- Valery Summer Hair Buena Park, CA
Yara Carrillo- Chell's Studio Ontario, CA
Brigid Carroll- San Francisco, CA
Jeanette Carroll- Special F/X Redwood City, CA
Meghan Carroll- Cleo hair salon Thousand Oaks, CA
Anita Carson- Clovis, CA
Kayleigh Carson- The Hair Lounge Salon Westminster, CA
Mashackie Carson- Vallejo, CA
Serena Carson- San Diego, CA
Amy Carter- Saratoga, CA
Angela Carter- Sundara Salon San Clemente, CA
Brittany Carter- Blessed by the hands of Brittany Fresno, CA
Kevin Carter- Me salon San Francisco, CA
Lindsay Carter- The Ivy Mae Ventura, CA
Sally Carter- Sally Tiger Carter / Hairstylist Bakersfield, CA
Jeffrey Caruana- Long Beach, CA
Pamela Cary- Palm Desert, CA
Eduardo Cascante- Chic Beauty Salon Azusa, CA
Rose Casetta- Classy hair beauty salon West Sacramento, CA
Kathleen Casey- KathleensChair Vista, CA
Leila Casey- Krimson Hair Salon Burbank, CA
Erik Casillas- San Marcos, CA
Mary Casillas- Pico Rivera, CA
Ruben Casillas- San Francisco, CA
Gabriela Casique- Georges Barber Shop Los Angeles, CA
Kathryn Cassada- Mill Valley, CA
Mikee Castaneda- Beauty by Mikee Marie Long Beach, CA
Sylvia Castaneda- Family hair designs by Sabrina Castaneda Fresno, CA
Marã­a CastaÃ±eda- Maac Hair Studio Santa Clarita, CA
Dawn Castellano- San Carlos, CA
Adrianna Castellanos- Expressions salon Santa Maria, CA
Andrew Castellanos- San Anselmo, CA
Debra Castellanos- Salon Technique Fullerton, CA
Katherine Castellanos- Hair by Katherine Castellanos San Bernardino, CA
Bila Castillo- Bila's Hair Studio Sacramento, CA
Jessica Castillo- Caring Gracefully Valley Center, CA
Lorraine Castillo- Martinez, CA
Virginia Castillo- Nenas Hair studio Oakland, CA
Will Castillo- Laguna Beach, CA
Yakeline Castillo- Los Angeles, CA
Adam Castro- Luxe Republic Salon Merced, CA
Alicia Castro- Stylesbyaliciac , CA
Angelica Castro- ULTA Huntington Beach, CA
Carmen Castro- Bloom hair & beauty studio Long Beach, CA
Jacqueline Castro- PALAZZI SALON Campbell, CA
Juan Castro- Next Level Cuts Tracy, CA
Llaquelin Castro- Long Beach, CA
Mary Castro- San Diego, CA
Michael Castro- Redlands, CA
Mike Castro- Styles & Smiles Beauty Salon Imperial, CA
Sebastian Castro- Premier Barbershop Covina, CA
Stacy Castro- Rooted Hair Design Torrance, CA
Latoya Caswell- Inglewood, CA
Katie Cawthorne- San Diego, CA
Mia Caybut- color by mia Piedmont, CA
Odalmy Cecala- Hemet, CA
Diana Ceja- Divine Sugar Skull Paul Mitchell La Mesa, CA
Maria Ceja- Coy's salon Riverside, CA
Enkelejda Cela- Rose & Aqua L'Atelier Santa Monica, CA
Megan Centeio- Megan Noelle Design Half Moon Bay, CA
Helena Cepeda- Marina Del Rey, CA
Beatriz Cervantes- Beatrizhairsalon Bakersfield, CA
Crystal Cervantes- Radiantly Blissful Aesthetics Stockton, CA
Nelly Cervantes- Irwin street salon Lemoore, CA
Tricia Cervantes- Los Angeles, CA
Erin Cervelli- San Francisco, CA
Gale Cesarec- Krimson salon Burbank, CA
Alma Cesena- San Diego, CA
Jaclyn Chace- Jaclyn Styles Hayward, CA
Noelle Chacon- Los Angeles, CA
William Chadwick- San Francisco, CA
Heather Chafe- Sacramento, CA
Marni Chaikin- Agoura Hills, CA
Jane Chambers- San Diego, CA
Anna Champ- Fresno, CA
Carly Champagne- Alter Ego Salon Inc Palm Desert, CA
Dany Chan- Salon Epiffani Concord, CA
Helen Chan- San Francisco, CA
Michelle Chan- Pastel hair salon San Pablo, CA
Stacy Chandler- Avenue Styles Salon Burlingame, CA
Rain Chandra- Rain Chandra Los Angeles, CA
Jane Chang- Janerockstar salon Long Beach, CA
Jessie Chang- Irvine, CA
Janice Charles- D B J Hair Studio San Jose, CA
Kate Chase- Santa Rosa Va, CA
Toni Chase- Rohnert Park, CA
Judy Chau- San Jose, CA
Wendy Chau- Pasadena, CA
Alfonzo Chavez- Los Angeles, CA
Ana Chavez- Xoxo Beauty Garden Grove, CA
Christine Chavez- Christine chavez hair inc Los Angeles, CA
Deborah Chavez- Riverside, CA
Irma Chavez- Irmas Merced, CA
Joanna Chavez- Joanna chavez National City, CA
Kathleen Chavez- Ulta salon Cupertino ca Sunnyvale, CA
Maurice Chavez- JC Penney In Style salon San Bernardino, CA
Rave Chavez- Lake Elsinore, CA
Theresa Chavez- Hesperia, CA
Yanesha Chavez- Yanesha C. Beauty Palm Desert, CA
John Chehy- San Francisco, CA
Gina Chelman- Livermore, CA
Andrea Chen- San Francisco, CA
Ariel Chen- San Francisco, CA
Julieanna Chen- San Ramon, CA
Ken Chen- Private I Salon San Francisco, CA
Kitty Chen- San Francisco, CA
Yan Chen- San Francisco, CA
Jillian Cherry- First Look LLC DBA Ken Paves Salon Los Angeles, CA
Gabriela Chiapellone- Soul Whisperer Massage & Skin Care San Rafael, CA
Elisa Chieffo- Santa Rosa, CA
Debbie Chigaridas- Westlake Village, CA
Keokia Childress- Inglewood, CA
Sonia Chilingirian- Sonia beauty services Concord, CA
Queenie Chiu- Super performance San Francisco, CA
Natalia Choca- Hot Seat salon San Diego, CA
Jane Choi- Newport Beach, CA
Diana Chouchkeh- Jeneration salon San Jose, CA
Brittany Christi- Sacramento, CA
Alysha Christina- Beauty by Alysha Laguna Beach, CA
Aimee Christine- Wildomar, CA
Sara Christine- St. Helena, CA
Sparkle Christopher- Hair by Sparkle Inglewood, CA
Carol Chu- San Francisco, CA
Christopher Chu- San Francisco, CA
Lisa Chu- Private I Salon San Francisco, CA
Sara Chu- San Francisco, CA
Celia Chung- Windemere Electric San Ramon, CA
Eugenia Chung- E2beauty llc Santa Ana, CA
Irina Chuyko- San Francisco, CA
Kristin Cicala- Kristin Cicala Beverly Hills, CA
Katie Cicchetti- Auburn, CA
Kristen Cieslak- Kristen for hair Vista, CA
Gina Cisneros- Great Clips Downey, CA
Gina Cisneros- Great Clips Downey, CA
Serein Cisneros- La Verne, CA
Carol Clark- North San Juan, CA
Catriena Clark- Max Hair Salon Vista, CA
Elizabeth Clark- Riverside, CA
Jennifer Clark- Fresno, CA
Kathy Clark- Sacramento, CA
Kelsey Clark- San Diego, CA
Kristyn Clark- , CA
Tania Clark- Tania Clark Salon, Inc Laguna Niguel, CA
Toni Clark- Woodland, CA
Zarinah Clark- Z.C. For Hair San Pablo, CA
Rachel Clarke- Ashira Salon Sacramento, CA
Lisa Clarkson- Lisa Clarkson hair San Gabriel, CA
Nancy Claunch- Los Altos, CA
Jinel Clayton- Glendale, CA
Kim Clayton- Mane lounge salon Novato, CA
Evelyn Claytor- Shear Vision Beauty San Diego, CA
Patty Clearman- Yorba Linda, CA
Kimberly Clemons- Camarillo, CA
Linda Cleveland- Fallbrook, CA
David Coates-Bradshaw- DK Hair San Diego, CA
Nina Cobabe- Studio 31:13 Rocklin, CA
Nuvea Cobb- CasaNuvea Palm Desert, CA
Savannah Cobbs- Sacramento, CA
Melodie Cochran- Los Angeles, CA
Patricia Cochran- Adrian's Beauty College, inc. Modesto, CA
Christiana Cockle- Encinitas, CA
Julz Coda- Redondo Beach, CA
Lisa Coe- Lisas Hair Creations Simi Valley, CA
Christina Cofran- Christina Cofran Skincare Los Angeles, CA
Lilian Cohen- Legacy Barber Shoppe Huntington Beach, CA
Amanda Cohn- Rock Paper colour boutique Lake Elsinore, CA
Marchelle Coit- Coit & Co. Studio Manteca, CA
Christy Colato- Katy salon Los Angeles, CA
Allyn Colbert- Colbert Studios Pasadena, CA
Sruthi Colbert- Sruthi Asher Colbert Hair and Makeup Artistry Palo Alto, CA
Stephanie Colbert- El Segundo, CA
Bethany Cole- BeautybyBeefab El Cajon, CA
Dylan Cole- San Rafael, CA
George Cole- Escondido, CA
Marilyn Cole- Elektrum Hair Los Angeles, CA
Michelle Cole- Hair by Michelle Tehachapi, CA
Sandra Cole- Hair Addix Salon Carlsbad, CA
Gillian Coleman- Oak View, CA
Sunita Coleman- Slakey Bros Elk Grove, CA
Tiana Coleman- San Marcos, CA
Genesis Coles- Palmdale, CA
Marcela Coles- Akai Nails and Spa Palmdale, CA
Lisa Colhoun- Moraga, CA
Angela Collier- Anngeestyles Moreno Valley, CA
Lorna Collier- Hair By Janie Irvine, CA
Paige Collier- Kolor Bar Salon Bakersfield, CA
Sandra Collier- Escape Salon Pasadena, CA
Laura Collings- Aqua Salon and Spa Alamo, CA
Darrin Collins- Darrin Collins Hairstylist Palm Springs, CA
Gina Collins- Gloss the Salon San Diego, CA
Jacqueline Collins- The Lash Toom Moorpark, CA
Kathleen Collins- Kathleen Collins Palm Desert, CA
Melissa Collins- Suisun City, CA
Patricia Collins- Fresno, CA
Rebecca Collins- San Diego, CA
Heni Collinson- Heni Collinson Escondido, CA
Angel Colon- SFIEC San Francisco, CA
Erika Colon- Pasadena, CA
Angela Colormodos- Cultivation salon Sacramento, CA
Desiree Comstock- Hairbydes Bakersfield, CA
Micah Cone- Nevada City, CA
Christina Connell- Hair Studio 555 Yucaipa, CA
Debra Connor- Beaumont, CA
Geraldine Conrey- Yorba Linda, CA
Angela Conroy- Long Beach, CA
Sofie Conroy- Sofie Conroy San Mateo, CA
Alexandra Cons- Berkeley, CA
LeeAnn Constant- Cupertino, CA
Maria Constantino.- Blondie's Clip Shop Ontario, CA
Louisa Constantinou- Los Angeles, CA
Christy Contreras- Hair by Christy Alhambra, CA
Griselda Contreras- Los Banos, CA
Julian Contreras- San Francisco, CA
Liv Contreras- Lbl beauty San Francisco, CA
Nancy Contreras- Fancy Heart Hair Los Angeles, CA
Sheryl Contreras- The Hair Loft La Habra, CA
Connie Cook- Conhair Menlo Park, CA
James Cook- Lux salon Fullerton, CA
Shiloh Cook- Lakeside, CA
Scott Coolidge- Irwindale, CA
Maria Coonrod- Mlashesssss South San Francisco, CA
Jeanine Cooper- The Glamour Spot Compton, CA
Krista Cooper- Crestline, CA
Elba Copas- Lush Salon Corona, CA
Amy Cope- Krazybeautiful Salon Camarillo, CA
Kyani Corbett- Kyani Rochelles Hair Design Richmond, CA
Taylor Corbett- Santa Cruz, CA
Maria Corchado- Los Banos, CA
Anna Cordaro- Coyote Beauty Antelope, CA
Carl Cordes- Vallejo, CA
Rosa Cordova- Rosa?s salon Ontario, CA
Ashley Cornelio- Claremont, CA
Janice Corniola- Janices Nail Spa Fremont, CA
Gabriel Corona- Serenity on the green Upland, CA
Shelley Corona- Hair by Shelley Men Park, CA
Yasmin Corres- Oxnard, CA
Astrid Cortes- Astrid Stylez Torrance, CA
Marilyn Cortez- Madera, CA
Vanity Cortez- Vanity Hair Artistry Chula Vista, CA
Michelle Cortinas- Studio SqHair Los Angeles, CA
Joanne Cosgrove- Albany, CA
Janice Coss- Ventura, CA
Shelley Costantini- Shelley Skin Care San Francisco, CA
Denise Costello- The Client Hair Studio Torrance, CA
Adam Cotroneo- Joes barbershop Ontario, CA
Luann Cotter- Republic Salon Rancho Cordova, CA
Kerah Cottrell- Palo Alto, CA
Carol Couchman- CouchmanDataServices San Andreas, CA
Dane Couchman- Valley Springs, CA
Glenda Couchman- Smoke & Mirrors San Francisco, CA
Randall Couchman- Minister San Luis Obispo, CA
Leslie Coughlin- San Clemente, CA
Share Coughlin- Nails By Share Ramona, CA
Debbie Coulter- Yorba Linda, CA
Taylor Coulter- Parlour Eleven Huntington Beach, CA
Megan Courtney- Dana Point, CA
Samantha Couvillon- Novato, CA
Ernesto Coverdell-Meneses- San Francisco, CA
Debra Cox- Fresno, CA
John Cox- Vista, CA
Denise Coxon- Capelli couture salon San Jose, CA
Terra Cozart- Sacramento, CA
Jacquie Crabtree- Strands Day Spa Inc Sacramento, CA
Kari Craig- Agua Dulce, CA
Audrey Crandell- Audrey Crandell Aesthetics Petaluma, CA
Jacqueline Crase- Jacqueline Rene Studio Campbell, CA
Frances Crawford- Murrieta, CA
Jessica Creavalle- LilyJade Salon Redlands, CA
Alex Credo- Rayne Looks San Diego, CA
Chiharu Creekmore- Hair KUU51 Santa Rosa, CA
Alison Creel- Say Lula Salon San Diego, CA
Shari Cridland- Dandelion Salon Hermosa Beach, CA
Tiffany Crisp- mane styles Lynwood, CA
Jill Cromwell- Maribou salon Folsom, CA
Larry Cromwell- Maribou Salon Folsom, CA
Deedee Crossett- SFIEC San Francisco, CA
Christina Crostic- C2 Camarillo, CA
Robert Crowther- Great Clips Temecula, CA
Mary Crozier- The State Coiffeur Tracy, CA
Cara Cruz- Stages Hair Design Modesto, CA
Claudia Cruz- Petaluma, CA
Cristina Cruz- TRIBEAUTY Salon Chula Vista, CA
Dani Cruz- Glendora, CA
Debra Cruz- Special FX Salon Redwood City, CA
Kristen Cruz- Kristen C Beauty Hemet, CA
MarÃ-a Cruz- Tops San Diego, CA
Miriam Cruz- Los Angeles, CA
Natasha Cruz- Camarillo, CA
Pamela Cruz- Unity beauty shop Fresno, CA
Rebecca Cruz- Oceanside, CA
Tonya Cryer- MsTonya On set Los Angeles, CA
Alyssa Cuccia- Shear Mindfulness Oceanside, CA
Julie Cuccia- Mandalala Well-Being Spa Fairfield, CA
Felipa Cuchillas- Angie's Beauty Salon Stockton, CA
Stefanie Cuesta- Stef Cuesta hair Los Angeles, CA
Laura Cuff- Truckee, CA
Hannah Culhno- Skinology by Hannah Long Beach, CA
Tyler Cull- Shingle Springs, CA
Rachel Culley- Livermore, CA
Brandee Culver- Brandee Beauty Los Angeles, CA
Mary Cummings- Shag Shop Moorpark, CA
Michael Cunha- Henkel Brisbane, CA
Melissa Cunningham- Citrus Heights, CA
Ingrin Currie- In The Curl LLC San Clemente, CA
Danielle Curry- Sassy Scissors black haircare San Mateo, CA
Cynthia Curtin- Cindy curtin Escondido, CA
Melody Curtis- Mission Viejo, CA
Nicole Curtis- Bella Cara Beverly Hills, CA
Shonna Curtis- CTC Barbershop Escondido, CA
Thea Curtis- Universal Hair Salons Irvine, CA
Cheyenne D- Irwindale, CA
Rebecca DEste- Pacifica, CA
Amy DAndrade- SJSU Oakland, CA
JESSICA DE LA ISLA- Fresno, CA
KristopherDreww DEPLORABLE- #HairByKristopherDreww Huntington Beach, CA
SHARON DOUGLAS- PLUSH Salon San Jose, CA
Lindsay Dabalos- Lindsay Dabalos Oakland, CA
Jennifer Daffern- Prestige nails and spa San Diego, CA
Michael Daffern- Prestige Nails and Spa San Diego, CA
Jamie Dagg- Swinker Simi Valley, CA
Lanea Dagostini- Bombshell Mount Aukum, CA
Yasmeen Dahdoul- Yasmeen Dahdoul Studio La Habra, CA
Tamara Dahill- A Tamara Dahill Salon Los Angeles, CA
Greta Dahinke- Aussie Pet Mobile East Bay Lafayette, CA
Becky Daileda- Anaheim, CA
Carla Dalfonso- DND Salon Sacramento, CA
Alicia Dalida- Salon Ink Santee, CA
Taryn Dallas- Latitude Loft Hair Artistry & Boutique Corona, CA
Kate Dandrea- RoseRoom Salon Los Angeles, CA
Samira Danesh- Bryll Hair Lounge Escondido, CA
Robert Danesky- Five Fifteen Salon Glendale, CA
Kyme Dang- Lady Dang Hair Vista, CA
Tina Dang- Oasis Nails Spa San Jose, CA
Berenz Daniel- Beauty by Berenz Los Angeles, CA
Jessica Daniel- West Hollywood, CA
Anise Daniels- Suite Beauty by Anise Joi Pasadena, CA
Kari Daniels- Kari Daniels Master Stylist San Diego, CA
Robert Daniels- Madera, CA
Brooke Dankowski- Brooke at Raven and Sage San Diego, CA
Alexis Danner- Matiz Salon Inc. Ventura, CA
Pascale Danoy- Smoke and Mirrors San Francisco, CA
Lena Dao- Jacquelyn?S Salon of Elk Grove Elk Grove, CA
Lynn Darby- Modesto, CA
Melanie Datta- San Jose, CA
Lynn Daugherty- Beauty Avenue Placentia, CA
Marisa David- Ladera Ranch, CA
Corey Davidson- Custom Cosmetics Designs Encinitas, CA
Tammy Davidson- Tammy Davidson @ Behind the Blade Yuba City, CA
Maria Davila- Santa Maria, CA
Allison Davis- Luxe Wax Studio San Diego, CA
Anika Davis- Sacramento, CA
Audrey Davis- Hair and Nails by Audrey Rancho Santa Margarita, CA
Debbie Davis- Debbiedoesnails805 Ventura, CA
Jessica Davis- El Segundo, CA
Joanna Davis- Murrieta, CA
Lauren Davis- Trendsetters salon Highland, CA
Lisa Davis- Hairvolutionstudio Carson, CA
Mable Davis- Colbert Studio Altadena, CA
Marcia Davis- Soul Beauty Arcata, CA
Margie Davis- Hair Design By Margie San Jose, CA
Marlena Davis- Hairstylist/Manicurist Cathedral City, CA
Marti Davis- Marti davis Chico, CA
Myriam Davis- Prismatique-a hair studio Fullerton, CA
Rich Davis- San Diego, CA
Sabrina Davis- Lash me Inc. Santa Clara, CA
Shelly Davis- Santa Paula, CA
Tedi Davis- Modesto, CA
Keri Davis-Duffy- Gila Rut Salons San Diego, CA
Loree Davison- Gold & Braid Salon Mission Viejo, CA
Dvora Dawson- Salon by the cove San Diego, CA
Cassandra Day- Dana Point, CA
Christy Day- San Diego, CA
Crystal Day- Mera Salon and Spa Carlsbad, CA
Keri Davis- Duffy- Gila Rut Salons San Diego, CA
Loree Davison- Gold & Braid Salon Mission Viejo, CA
Dvora Dawson- Salon by the cove San Diego, CA
Cassandra Day- Dana Point, CA
Christy Day- San Diego, CA
Angelica De Dios- Santa Monica, CA
Armeda De La Cruz- Signatures of style Highland, CA
Miriam De La Cruz- South Street Hair Design La Mirada, CA
Melissa De La Pena- National City, CA
Jennifer De La Rosa- The kingly hair group Spring Valley, CA
Sherry DelTinne- Cassel- Straight Up Curls Orangevale, CA
Beth DeBlase- Beth Nicole Skincare/Three Sparrows Wellness Victorville, CA
Lisa DeCesare- Henerys Salon Fresno, CA
Stephanie DeCuir- San Diego, CA
David DeLancey- Costa Mesa, CA
Glenda DeLuca- Sweisinc Aliso Viejo, CA
Terry DeMarco- Barberiasalon Foster City, CA
CarmelAnn DeRosa- Stylist Lady San Mateo, CA
Anthony DeSalvo- Tony DeSalvo Salon Los Angeles, CA
Sherry DeTinne-Cassel- Straight Up Curls Orangevale, CA
Justine DeVoy- San Diego, CA
Daniela DeWeese- BoSkin Studio Salinas, CA
Derek Deadwilder- 8th Ave Hair Design Los Angeles, CA
Lisa Dean- Body nourishment Wellness spa Los Angeles, CA
Rondell Dean- Five Starr Fades Sacramento, CA
Samantha Dean- Samantha Dean hair Oakley, CA
Shannon Dean- Shannon Dean Hair Brea, CA
Brenda Deary- Drybar Sacramento, CA
Lori Deary- Elk Grove, CA
Shawn Deckrow- Oxnard, CA
Nadiatu Deen- Healthy Stylez Los Angeles, CA
Peggy Defibaugh- The Village Hairsmith Big Bear, CA
Michelle Deguara- Michelle Deguara Antioch, CA
Diane Dekker- Carlsbad, CA
Vivian Del Muro- Salon Cielo Baldwin Park, CA
Felicia Del Rio- San Jose, CA
Melissa Del Rosario- US nails San Leandro, CA
Jenny Del Vecchio- Solstice Salon Mountain View, CA
Marianna Delakyan- Lesaloncomplet@yahoo.com Los Angeles, CA
Roxana Delatorre- Rejuvenations Salon Spa Boutique Clovis, CA
Adelaide Delgado- Classique Beauty Salon Tulare, CA
Cynthia Delgado- Ontario, CA
Denise Delgado- Montebello, CA
Kristian Delgado- Classic Tulare, CA
Rudy Delgado- Salon Delgado San Diego, CA
Sharla Delgado- Salon Delgado San Diego, CA
Terri Delgado- Three Palms Salon and Spa Livermore, CA
Terri Delgado- Three Palms Salon Livermore, CA
Shannon Delzer- Sacramento, CA
Michelle Demers- Los Angeles, CA
Armine Demirchyan- Chic Design Glendale, CA
Yezzenia Dena- Salinas, CA
Sharon Denes- Santa Ana, CA
Sui Deng- Beauty Expression Daly City, CA
Lillian Denmead-Miller- JD ACADEMY OF SALON AND SOA Danville, CA
Danielle Dennis- Winchester, CA
Maya Denny- Maya Denny Hair San Diego, CA
Mariam Denton- Mariam's Hair Biz Burbank, CA
Betsy Dernbach- Suite B Salon Solana Beach, CA
Dana Derrick- The Honey Suite Los Angeles, CA
Shirley Dery- Ss Signs etc Laguna Beach, CA
Kyoko Desiderio- Martinez, CA
Kim Detken- KD Hair Designs Costa Mesa, CA
Kim Dettrey- Bakersfield, CA
Jessica Devereux- Petaluma, CA
Lebec Deweese- Lebec Makeup Atelier Ontario, CA
Bill Deyo- San Juan Capistrano, CA
Ashley DiBiaggio- Torrance, CA
Adio DiLoreto- Vista, CA
Gia DiLoreto- The Parlour off Grand Escondido, CA
Rosemarie DiLoreto- Vista, CA
Cari DiMaggio- Cari DiMaggio Oxnard, CA
Megan DiPrima- Megan DiPrima Hanford, CA
Christina DiSerio- Salon Elan Chino Hills, CA
Sam DiVine- Society Los Angeles, CA
Alice Diaz- Los Banos, CA
Alicia Diaz- Allie Diaz Hair Los Angeles, CA
Brienne Diaz- Folsom, CA
Jazmin Diaz- Camarillo, CA
Martha Diaz- Martha Martha's Los Angeles, CA
Maya Diaz- Maya Diaz Studio Corte Madera, CA
Olga Diaz- Gardena, CA
Patricia Diaz- Patricia Diaz Watsonville, CA
Bobie Dibble- Cindys styling Center Fortuna, CA
Marggieh Dicarlo- Upland, CA
Kaylee Dickens- Skin Studio by Kaylee Mentone, CA
Valeria Dickens- Day spa in the city La Mesa, CA
Katrina Dickson- Katrina Leigh at Sassafras Beauty Woodland, CA
Michelle Dill- Long Beach, CA
Josie Din- Nails by Josie El Centro, CA
Shelliey Divine- Simply Divine Artistry Redding, CA
Lisa Dixon- Canvas Hair Inc Los Angeles, CA
Victoria Dixon- Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Sarah Dizon- Pomona, CA
Rosette Djomo- Rosette Hair Braiding LLC Fremont, CA
Trang Do- Natural nails boutique Campbell, CA
Vicki DoPietro- Nova Skincare Studio Los Angeles, CA
Emily Doan- San Jose, CA
Stephanie Doan- Steph Doan Hair San Diego, CA
Susan Doane- Susan Doane / self employed San Diego, CA
Julian Dodd- Piedmont, CA
Isabella Doktor- Isabella Doktor Alpine, CA
Dana Domingo- Dana Marie Domingo Baldwin Park, CA
Carmen Dominguez- World of Beauty Salon Riverside, CA
Diana Dominguez- A Healing Well Modesto, CA
Laura Dominguez- Beauty by Laura San Diego, CA
Rosana Dominguez- Beaumont, CA
Jake Donahue- Sacramento, CA
Jason Donahue- Rancho Santa Margarita, CA
Luanne Donahue- Lukaro salon Beverly Hills, CA
Jessica Donald- JESSICA DONALD HAIR LLC San Diego, CA
Tanya Donelson- Ojai, CA
Karin Donlan- San Rafael, CA
Bailey Donnelly- Fresno, CA
Marianne Donovan- CODE salon San Francisco, CA
Amie Donovan- Los Angeles, CA
Casey Donovan- Los Angeles, CA
Maren Dooley- Maren Davis Hair Benicia, CA
Renee Doomey- Salon Blondies Ramona, CA
Elaine Dorado- Salon Cameo Hair by Elaine Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Carolyn Doran- Carolyn doran Corona, CA
Molly Dorcy- San Diego, CA
Karen Dorian- Fresno, CA
Nancy Dorio- Industrial Glam N71LLC Los Angeles, CA
Natosha Dorsey- ColorMeNatosha Los Angeles, CA
Adina Doss- Mastery Santa Monica, CA
Anna Doss- Savvy Hair Lounge Salon Moreno Valley, CA
Jeff Doss- Menifee, CA
Jillian Doss- Menifee, CA
Theresa Doss- Nuevo, CA
Shannon Dossey- Hair by Shannon Dossey Bakersfield, CA
Sherri Dotter- Cleo's Chico, CA
Lateria Douglas- La Verne, CA
Tara Douglas- Citrus Community College Glendora, CA
Laurie Doupe- Elk Grove, CA
Roylin Downs- Trystology Ventura, CA
Daniel Doyle- Wrightwood, CA
Holly Doyle- A wild Hair Wrightwood, CA
Donna Dozier- New West Hair Company Oakhurst, CA
Christine Dragotta - Los Angeles, CA
Valerie Dragotto - Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Viatrix Drake - Hair by Viatrix Oakland, CA
Andrea Draper - Studio 17 Poway, CA
Nicole Draper - Dulce Vida Salon Poway, CA
Amber Drinnin - For All Salon and Spa Petaluma, CA
Amanda Driver - Ventura, CA
Dana Drolet - Lotus & Mane Torrance, CA
Melissa DuBois - comb and honey Arcadia, CA
Stephanie DuBois - The Paint Room Fresno, CA
Gilbert DuPont - Gilbert DuPont salon Saratoga, CA
Nikkole Duarte - Santa Cruz, CA
Victoria Duarte - Hesperia, CA
Sharon Duby - kirkwood kuts Corning, CA
Jennie Dudley - Hemet, CA
Shay Duffin - Shay B Duffin Hairdresser Aliso Viejo, CA
SHERRON Dufour - Stranded at the beach Beverly Hills, CA
Arielle Dumadaug - Hair by Arielle Tracy, CA
Brooke Duncalf - Brooke duncalf stylist Dublin, CA
Bridgette Duncan - The best little hair house Escondido, CA
Cameka Duncan - Hair Reseacb And Design Santa Monica, CA
Hannah Duncan - Ventura, CA
Crystal Dunker - Stellar Beauty Frazier Park, CA
Elaine. Dunlap - Walnut Creek, CA
Alyssa Dunn - Bakersfield, CA
India Dunn - India Dunn and Co San Diego, CA
Robyn Dunn - Dunn Design San Diego, CA
Bao Duong - SiR LOSANGELES Rosemead, CA
Jaime Dupard - New Dreams Beauty Studio Sacramento, CA
Kendall Duplessis - HairCoutureMe Salon & Boutique Los Angeles, CA
Clara Duran - Medusa salon Garden Grove, CA
Kellie Duran - Salon Ana Oceanside, CA
Jason Durant - Hesperia, CA
Leila Durant - Hair and Nail Republic Beauty Salon Hesperia, CA
Corina Durazo - Matrix - Loreal USA Yorba Linda, CA
Rachel Durbin - Salon Drew Lakewood, CA
Chrissy Dutette - Honey And Dew Skin Los Angeles, CA
Clarissa Duterte - Bella Fresh salon Livermore, CA
Krystal Duval - NA Lodi, CA
Sara Dwyer - Laguna Beach, CA
Nancy Dyer - ClipsNCurls San Clemente, CA
Shelly Dykes - Shellys hair and nails Ventura, CA
Abby E - Studio119 Los Angeles, CA
Christian E - Talara Group Santa Ana, CA
AGLOVINA ESTRADA - Fowler, CA
Heather Eaddy - Sacramento, CA
Tiffinee Eaglin - Marie-Ja'Net Hair Studio El Cerrito, CA
Renae Earl - Renaes Stylin Spot San Leandro, CA
Corinne Earle - Los Angeles, CA
Jill Eastman- Academy for Salon Professionals Los Angeles, CA
Stephanie Eastman- Stephanieeastman.com San Carlos, CA
Margarita Eaton- thru the looking glass Ontario, CA
Tameka Eberly- Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Debbie Eddy- Hyperion hair salon Los Angeles, CA
Karen Edelman- Beauty Solutions Danville, CA
Gloria Edge- UpperHouse Salon San Diego, CA
Jeanette Edpao- Rosie's Beauty Salon West Covina, CA
Brianna Edwards- Ulta Campbell, CA
Kate Edwards- Kate Edwards Artistry Simi Valley, CA
Liza Edwards- Liza Loves Hair Studio Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Nniki Edwards- Studio Elevation Oakland, CA
Rebecca Edwards- Hyde- Edwards Salon & Spa San Diego, CA
Shelley Ehrman- Ehrman Marketing Group San Diego, CA
Amanda Eickmeyer- San Jose, CA
Sarah Eickstaedt- Aspire Salon Murrieta, CA
gillian Eidson- Salon basix Turlock, CA
Deborah Eiland- Salon 6 sixtyfive Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Christine Ekeroth- San Diego, CA
Lori Elam- Bodfish, CA
Kristine Elford- Martinez, CA
Eil Eli- Oxnard, CA
Paul Eliades- Partner Los Angeles, CA
Leslie Elkin- Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Jennifer Ellefson- Jen Christie Skin Care Los Angeles, CA
Brian Elliott- The Vanity Christie Skin Care Corona, CA
Rebecca Elliott- Richmond, CA
Shelly Elliott- The Vanity Room Salon & Spa Corona, CA
Twila Elliott- Manhattan Beach, CA
Carol Ellis- Los Angeles, CA
Steve Ellis- Untouchable Apprentice Los Angeles, CA
Sarah Embrey- SVE HAIR Murrieta, CA
Ashlynn Emerson- San Luis Obispo, CA
Devra Emerson- Devra Emerson Canyon Lake, CA
Linda Emery- Embody Skincare and Lash Studio Valley Center, CA
Steve Emler- Fresno, CA
Adeline Emmerling- Roseville, CA
Tina Emmons- Tina Emmons San Martin, CA
Denise Empey- NewportWestSalon Costa Mesa, CA
Atika Enciso- STUDIO BLO Los Angeles, CA
Lilia Enciso- Princess Hair Salon Santa Ana, CA
Linda Enderson- Ceci Salon Los Angeles, CA
Jonie Endo- Versailles Salon and Day Spa Tracy, CA
Silva Engles- One Beauty Lounge Laguna Niguel, CA
Kelley English- Studio 26 Santa Cruz, CA
Tameka English- Lashawnshair Ontario, CA
Edward Enos- Ed Enos Selma, CA
Erin Enos- Erin Enos Hair Bakersfield, CA
Paul Enriquez- Paul Enriquez San Francisco, CA
Kimberly Entler- Cookie Cutters Anaheim, CA
Michelle Epstein- Oakland, CA
Nikki Ericksen- Discovery Bay, CA
Barbara Erickson- Apple Valley, CA
Lauren Ernsdorf- VANITY VISION Los Angeles, CA
Heather Erven- San Leandro, CA
Mallory Erwin- Concord, CA
Yvonne Erwin- Costa Mesa, CA
Sandra Escamilla-Meacham- San Jose, CA
Jennifer Escobedo- Cladio marino salon Canoga Park, CA
Fari Eshaghi- Fresno, CA
Jessica Eshaya- Los Angeles, CA
Sahar Eskandarifar- Reera Monarch Bay, CA
Simona Eskinazi- Smooth Skin by Simona Beverly Hills, CA
Beata Espinosa- Shear Madness Monrovia, CA
Homer Espinosa- Moulton Music Oakland, CA
Irina Espinosa- Visalia, CA
Miranda Espinosa- Golden salon Modesto, CA
Mirna Espinosa- Great Clips for Hair Oakland, CA
Salvador Espinosa- Rancho Mirage, CA
Teresa Espinosa- Hair by Teresa at Beauty Collective Co San Diego, CA
Keri Esquibel- Keri Lee Colorist West Sacramento, CA
Danielle Esquivel- Revive Aesthetics OC Lake Forest, CA
Beatrice Estanislao- Lakeside, CA
Esmeralda Estrada- La Mesa, CA
Silvia Estrada- Trim Santa Monica, CA
Stacie Estrada- Sways barber lounge La Quinta, CA
Teresa Estrella- Running with scissors hair and lash lounge Hemet, CA
Vianney Estrella- Pins and Lipstick Fontana, CA
Prudence Eubanks- Hair by Prudance Los Angeles, CA
Patrick Evan- Patrick Evan Salon San Francisco, CA
Caitlin Evans- San Jose, CA
Cartter Evans- Los Angeles, CA
Dae Evans- Fresno, CA
Katharine Evans- Palo Alto, CA
Lisa Evans- El Dorado Hills, CA
Sydney Evans- Wave Salon Mendocino, CA
Tricia Evitts- The Style Lounge Carlsbad, CA
Stephanie Ewing- Modena Salon Berkeley, CA
Brian F- San Francisco, CA
Heidi F- Palm Desert, CA
Shawna F- The SOL Suite Newark, CA
Christina FYFFE- Los Angeles, CA
Amy Falante- Amy Falante San Diego, CA
Carol Falcon- San Diego, CA
Peggy Falkler- Lakeside, CA
Elena Faria-lewis- Nine 27 salon Lincoln, CA
Leila Farkhondeh- Marina Del Rey, CA
Christopher Farley- Burbank, CA
Brittney Farmer- Haven hair lounge Murrieta, CA
Kirsten Farmer- Kay Haley Aesthetics Long Beach, CA
Teri Farnam- Xtreme Beauty Murrieta, CA
Kristin Farnsworth- Hair by Kristin Vista, CA
Helay Farooqi- Mission Viejo, CA
Cyreeta Farrell- Oceanside, CA
Deanne Farrell- Ramona, CA
Cynthia Farrow- Cindy Farrow master stylist Carmel, CA
Johanna Faruq- Johanna's Girl Talk Beauty Bar Corona, CA
Farzana Farzam- my hair date inc. Los Altos, CA
Judith Fast- San Francisco, CA
Juliana Fausnaugh- Phdhairsalon Chula Vista, CA
Liz Favazzo- Los Angeles, CA
Anise Favell- Anise Michelle Hair Design Cotati, CA
Janell Fechter- El Dorado Hills, CA
Nicola Feedam- Atwater, CA
Amanda Felchlin- Burbank, CA
Maya Feldman- Color me Crazy Hesperia, CA
Mario Felix- Marioscissorhands Fresno, CA
Rachael Fenton- Hair by Rachael Thousand Oaks, CA
Melissa Ferdinandsen- Fresno, CA
Jessica Fernandez- Snips Moreno Valley, CA
Maria Fernandez- Special FX Salon and Day Spa San Jose, CA
Erica Ferreira- Erica Ferreira HAIR Alameda, CA
Julie Ferreira- Emerald Iguana Salon Capitola, CA
Scott Ferreira- Hair by Scot Palm Springs, CA
Sonnette Ferrera-Grand- Full Strands Inc. Lake Forest, CA
Wavalen Ferro- Los Angeles, CA
Lisa Ferry- San Francisco, CA
Kirsten Fezzi- Salon Diva Laguna Niguel, CA
Patty Fiden- Santa Monica, CA
Shelli Fields- Shelli pensa South San Francisco, CA
Nancy Fierros- Nancy's Hair Studio Rialto, CA
Angelique Figueroa- Palmdale, CA
Sarah Figueroa- Professional Nail Design by Sarah Dixon, CA
Stacy Finfrock- Stacy at Another Hair Salon Newport Beach, CA
Christopher Finley- Hair by Christopher Seal Beach, CA
Justin Finley- Burker- Cathedral City, CA
Jessica Finn- Glamarama salon San Francisco, CA
Shelly Finney- Through the looking Glass Menifee, CA
Audria Fiore- Hair by Audria Fiore La Mesa, CA
Nancy Firestone- Los Angeles, CA
Donna Fisher- Valley Home, CA
Patricia Fisher- Valley Center, CA
Robin Fisher- The South Studio San Diego, CA
Amber Fitts- Rancho Cordova, CA
Kaitlyn Fitzgerald- Bluebird salon Nipomo, CA
Christine Fleming- Scripps Hair & Skin Gallery Santee, CA
Kathy Fleming- Fleming Executive Coaching Carlsbad, CA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Fleming</td>
<td>STRAND Del Mar, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoli Fleming</td>
<td>Grand Illusions Hair and Wellness El Segundo, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veronica Flemming</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanna Flora</td>
<td>Lux Lounge Turlock, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Becky Flores</td>
<td>Amys beauty salon Calipatria, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Flores</td>
<td>SJ Estudio Salon + SPA Oxnard, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lupe Flores</td>
<td>Lumar4Hair Watsonville, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirella Flores</td>
<td>Simi Valley, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocio Flores</td>
<td>95136 San Jose, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendi Flores</td>
<td>wendi Yvonne Los Angeles, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy Flores</td>
<td>Tulip beauty San Jose, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy Flowers</td>
<td>Shear Pleasure Salon Forestville, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Floyd</td>
<td>Catherine Floyd Los Angeles, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelley Floyd</td>
<td>San Jose, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wanda Floyd</td>
<td>ICD HAIRCARE CENTER Antioch, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindy Flynn</td>
<td>Roseville, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Flynn</td>
<td>Weimar, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tammie Fodrey</td>
<td>Hemet, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Fogt</td>
<td>HairBy Steph San Marcos, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breanna Foland</td>
<td>Bombshell Salon and Suites Simi Valley, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Foley</td>
<td>Garden Grove, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claudia FondaBonardi</td>
<td>Santa Monica, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeanine Fong</td>
<td>Madison Salon Costa Mesa, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Foote</td>
<td>Dome Scrapers Carmichael, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolores Ford</td>
<td>West of Heaven Studio Culver City, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristina Ford</td>
<td>The Ivy Salon and Spa Fountain Valley, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth Ford</td>
<td>Santa Monica, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Forester</td>
<td>Claremont, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denise Forney</td>
<td>Nails By Denise Coarsegold, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Forst</td>
<td>Bakersfield, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Foss</td>
<td>Oceanside, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darcey Foster</td>
<td>La Mesa, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marjorie Foster</td>
<td>Glendale, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen Fouts</td>
<td>Sacramento, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlin Fox</td>
<td>NA Morgan Hill, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Fox</td>
<td>Christopher David Hair Torrance, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Fox</td>
<td>Foxflare Walnut Creek, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Fox</td>
<td>Lashfox Ventura, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blanca Fragoso</td>
<td>International Academy of cosmetology Bellflower, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey Fraijo</td>
<td>hair by Casey Upland, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Francis</td>
<td>None Bakersfield, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan Frame</td>
<td>Menifee, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Francis</td>
<td>San Francisco, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Frank</td>
<td>Citrus Salon Martinez, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Franks</td>
<td>La Mesa, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yvonne Frasca</td>
<td>Dublin, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sana Fraser</td>
<td>Concord, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackie Frates</td>
<td>San Lorenzo, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Frawley</td>
<td>Escondido, CA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Deborah Frayer - Lake Forest, CA
Leah Frazier - Corona, CA
Nicole Fredrick - Hair by Nicole F Lakewood, CA
Ashley Free - Hair By Kivia Imperial Beach, CA
Alysia Freegard - Sacramento, CA
Mary Freeman - Vacavil, CA
Ruby Freeman - Valley Springs, CA
Nancy Freitas - Petaluma, CA
Kimberly Frelo - Fresno, CA
Cynthia French - In 2 Hair, Inc. Beverly Hills, CA
Sharon French - Los Angeles, CA
Tonya French - Frenchees Oakland, CA
Maureen Frentz - Alameda, CA
Stacie Frenzel - Hair by Stacie Bakersfield, CA
Laivern Frerichs - West Shores Realty Gardena, CA
Jessica Frichtel - San Diego, CA
Steve Friebe - Clovis, CA
Christine Friedman - Christine Friedman at Rooted Hair Design Redondo Beach, CA
Tyler Friedich - Taylor/Monroe Salon San Francisco, CA
Amber Friedichis - Maribou Salon Cameron Park, CA
Tyra Friga - TtraMarie Skin Care Palmdale, CA
Tara Fritch - Tara Fritch Esthetics Ventura, CA
Bekkah Frost - Rebekkah Frost Sacramento, CA
Louise Frost - Codesalon San Francisco, CA
Barbara Frova - Simi Valley, CA
Inverleith Fruci - Reflexion Lafayette, CA
David Fry - Howard Jones Salon and Spa Aliso Viejo, CA
ErikaRaquel Frye - Nirvana aveda concept salon Los Gatos, CA
Tanya Fuggins - So Fierce Hair Co Gardena, CA
Gayle Fulbright - Headlinesthesalon Carlsbad, CA
Pamela Fulmer - Paso Robles, CA
LaVar Fultz - Thirteen Benicia, CA
Lorie Fultz - Thirteen Walnut Creek, CA
Sara Funez - Azizi Beauty Salon South Gate, CA
Rosemary Furlong - San Diego, CA
S G - Sacramento, CA
LESLEI GARCIA - Personalized Suites Fallbrook, CA
CALEB GOEGLEI- CALEB SHANE San Francisco, CA
JESSE GONZALES- Long Beach, CA
JOANNE GURROLA- San Dimas, CA
Chris Gabe - Pleasant Hill, CA
Vicki Gabriel - Napa, CA
Michelle Gaddis - Meechie's Place Inglewood, CA
Lisa Gaede - Carlyle Salon and Style Bar Santa Barbara, CA
Brianna Gafner - Chrysalis Day Spa Bakersfield, CA
Nenatte Gage - SuPreme Cuts & Styles Hair Salon San Lorenzo, CA
Kaleo Gagne - Kaleo's K reations San Jose, CA
Stephanie Gale - Mountain House, CA
Mayra Galeano - Aroma Club & Spa Lancaster, CA
Anastasia Galeeva- The Tox Concord, CA
Cecilia Galiana- Anaheim, CA
Hanna Galicia- Hanna G Hair & Makeup Gardena, CA
Severiana Galicia- Hairline Lennox, CA
Stephanie Galicia- Nailsbystephh Los Angeles, CA
Eileen Galindo- Murrieta, CA
Nicole Gall- San Diego, CA
Cindy Gallagher- Livermore, CA
Thomas Gallagher- Elk Grove, CA
Stephanie Galletti- Palos Verdes Estates, CA
Yesenia Gallinar- Color Me Suite Rosemead, CA
Bernadette Gallo- Anjali Apothecary Encinitas, CA
Laurie Galloway- A Place of Our Own salon Stanton, CA
Elise Galluzzo- Salon Cheval Whittier, CA
Brittany Galmukoff- Lashes and more by Brittany g Concord, CA
Karyn Galovich- Karyn galovich Brentwood, CA
Jennifer Gamble- Jennifer Gamble at The Color Loft Fontana, CA
Juana Gamboa- Posh beauty salon Berenda, CA
Amy Gann- California styling French Camp, CA
Ashley Gann- Salon Juniper Fresno, CA
Brandi Gannon- Orange, CA
Susan Gans- Susan Henry Lincoln, CA
Linda Gao- Just Cut San Francisco, CA
Maria Gapasin-Jimenez- Campo, CA
Chris Garboski- Thousand Oaks, CA
Abraham Garcia- Route66 salon services Fontana, CA
Ally Garcia- AllyDoesHair Fontana, CA
Amanda Garcia- Oxnard, CA
Ana Garcia- Agape salon Palm Springs, CA
Andres Garcia- Andres Garcia Santa Maria, CA
Argelia Garcia- Vanidades beauty salon Santa Ana, CA
CRISTINA Garcia- Studio 102 Whittier, CA
Candice Garcia- Hair by Candice Chico, CA
Cintia Garcia- Zara beauty salon Los Angeles, CA
Esther Garcia- Yorba Linda, CA
Giselle Garcia- San Francisco, CA
Ivonne Garcia- Ivonne Garcia Hair Oakland, CA
Jennifer Garcia- Escondido, CA
Jillian Garcia- Hair by Jillian San Fernando, CA
Joanna Garcia- Los Angeles, CA
Joseph Garcia- Los Angeles, CA
Karina Garcia- Colori Salon Los Angeles, CA
Kimberley Garcia- All Around Glam, LLC Muscoy, CA
Lillian Garcia- Luminous skincare and makeup studio Camarillo, CA
Luz Garcia- Lucys Family Hair Salon Lake Elsinore, CA
Marcelina Garcia- Beauty Creations The Salon Los Angeles, CA
Maria Garcia- Sacramento, CA
Ruby Garcia- Corona, CA
Stephanie Garcia- Ontario, CA
Tere Garcia- Jade Studio Cambria, CA
Vidi Garcia- Havana hair Lounge Moreno Valley, CA
Yvonne Garcia- Jesus Yvette salon La Quinta, CA
Laura Garca- Kiddy Kastle Santa Ana, CA
Roberta Gardener-Rogers- Robbi Rogers LLCs Beverly Hills, CA
Carol Gardner- Scentsy Whittier, CA
Patricia Gardner- Mission Viejo, CA
Zakiya Gardner- San Leandro, CA
Guy Gargiullo- Sole’ Salon Emeryville, CA
Laura Garland- Hair by Laura Garland Bermuda Dunes, CA
Elke Garner- Privado Hair Design Sunnyvale, CA
Tammi Garner- Classy Nails by Tammi Fresno, CA
Leslie Garretson- Long Beach, CA
Tyler Garrett- Temecula, CA
Susan Garrick- California Beauty College Modesto, CA
Kristen Garvin- Pepper salon Livermore, CA
Elexus Garza- M beauty Bar Delano, CA
Mireya Garza- Mia Bella beauty salon Visalia, CA
Rosemary Garza- The London hair company Los Angeles, CA
Joyce Gates- San Jose, CA
Julie Gates- New Expressions Lafayette, CA
Jessica Gat- Redlands, CA
Jenise Gauci- Nuevo, CA
Germaine Gaudet- San Jose, CA
Eileen Gaudette- San Diego, CA
Susan Gaudino- SALON bella bella Carlsbad, CA
Juliana Gaul- Vallejo, CA
Mamata Gautam- EZ Brow & Beauty Richmond, CA
Bianca Gaytan- Salon B @ Sola salons Sacramento, CA
Andrea Gaz- Aesthetic Skin Care by Andrea Santa Clarita, CA
Dolores Gebhardt- San Anselmo, CA
Segen Gedam- Goddess Hair Bar Campbell, CA
Daniel Gee- Danny Gee Turlock, CA
Martha Gee- Orcutt, CA
Nicol Gehweiler- Little Horse Collective Marina Del Rey, CA
Nadia Geller- Burbank, CA
Lisa Gentry- Rolling Hills Estates, CA
Krystina George- Concord, CA
Miles Georgi- Lafayette, CA
Relly Gerace- Yorba Linda, CA
Michele Gerber- Salon119 Palm Springs, CA
Elaine Gereau- Ventura, CA
Heather Gerpe- Santa Clarita, CA
Angela Gerson- AngelaGerson.Hair San Diego, CA
Krystle Gersztyn- hair by krystle at tokyo blaq San Diego, CA
Jenny Getchel- Law Enforcement Chaplain Shingle Springs, CA
Sam Ghaemi- Trabuco Canyon, CA
Roopa Ghale- Roopa Enterprises Inc Los Angeles, CA
Iustina Gherase- Iustina’s day spa and salon Palm Springs, CA
Marilyn Ghigliotti - Whackos Los Angeles, CA
Anthony Giannotti - Bottle & Barlow Sacramento, CA
Caitlin Gibbons - Studio 33 salon Ventura, CA
Neil Gibbs - Sugar Pump Hair Parlor Biggs, CA
Eyliana Gibson - Apothecurly Holistic Hair Sacramento, CA
Danielle Giese - Citrus Heights, CA
Marin Gilabert - One Painted Pony San Diego, CA
Ashley Gilbert - Los Angeles, CA
Mollie Gilbert - Berkeley, CA
stephanie Gilbertie - Hair By Stephanie Gilbertie Palm Desert, CA
Verneta Gilbertson - V Skin Studio Los Angeles, CA
Ahmari Gilchrist - Sacramento, CA
Tiamoyo Gilchrist - Los Angeles, CA
Mireya Gill - The Beauty Boutique La Mesa, CA
Nancy Gill - Anaheim, CA
Molly Gillen - The Style Lounge Oceanside, CA
Angela Gillespie - Krimson Hair Studio Burbank, CA
Jacey Gillette - Crow Salon La Mesa, CA
Gary Gillman - Riverside, CA
Jessica Gillman - Hidden Hills, CA
Carol Gilmore - Top nails Anaheim, CA
Jenny Giltner - Citrus Heights, CA
Lisa Ginel - LBL Lash by Lash Santee, CA
Kathleen Gingg-Sadduq - Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Aimee Ginsberg - Nails by Aimee Grover Beach, CA
Denisse Ginsberg - Los Angeles, CA
Loretta Giordano - Heads up Riverside, CA
Tracey Giovannelli - Tracey Giovanelli Hairstylist Los Angeles, CA
Charlotte Gipson - Graham & Company Oakland, CA
Kierstin Gipson - NAILD la Los Angeles, CA
Joan Giuliano - Lancaster, CA
Kenneth Givens - Oakland, CA
Omarya Givhan - Hair, Hair & Hair Los Angeles, CA
Dixie Gladbach - Glam spa by shannique Los Angeles, CA
Mary Gladyszewski - Rancho Santa Margarita, CA
Andrea Glasgow - Platino salon & suites Newport Beach, CA
Christy Glaviano - Livermore, CA
Siobhan Gleeson - Skg salon San Francisco, CA
Lynetta Glenns - Rossi color Moreno Valley, CA
Kelly Glensor - Carmichael, CA
Candice Gliatto - Citrus Salon Martinez, CA
MeMe Glick - Beautify Your Skin Inc. Campbell, CA
Lori Glidden - Palms Down Yucaipa, CA
Patty Glover - Citrus College La Verne, CA
Asya GoS - Sacramento, CA
Kathryn Goble - Beauty by Katey Lake Forest, CA
Marsha Gochenour - JDM Salon Spring Valley, CA
Juan Godinez - Alexandras beauty salon Anaheim, CA
Gina Goebel - Petaluma, CA
Donna Goff - Ojai, CA
Lisa Goins- Hairbyprittylisa Los Angeles, CA
Erika Gold- Beyond Style Agoura Hills, CA
Jenn Gold- Grounded Bodyworks Palm Springs, CA
Michele Goldberg- Los Angeles, CA
Kristi Goldby- Headlines Salon & Spa Yuba City, CA
Howie Goldklang- The Establishment Salon Los Angeles, CA
Tiffany Goldsmith- Salon Salon Bakersfield, CA
Veronica Golovan- Beauty by Veronica Los Angeles, CA
Roopam Gombar- Pam's threading & Beauty Salon Corona, CA
Andrea Gomez- Expressin Lash Studio Los Angeles, CA
Eric Gomez- Eric Gomez Hairdressing inc Fresno, CA
Maria Gomez- Shear Brilliance Salon Los Angeles, CA
Martha Gomez- Lawndale, CA
Stephen Gomez- Stephen Gomez Business Coaching Chino, CA
Yuri Gomez- Bomb Shell Los Banos, CA
Yvette Gomez- Spa e'lan Solvang, CA
Martha Gomez- Hair West Garden Grove, CA
Angelique Gonzales- Santa Ana, CA
Christina Gonzales- Floyd's 99 barbershop San Diego, CA
Cynthia Gonzales- Cynthia Gonzales Fullerton, CA
Juliana Gonzales- Hive Salon Pasadena, CA
Valarie Gonzales- Chino Hills, CA
Alicia Gonzalez- , CA
Armando Gonzalez- Hemet, CA
Gladys Gonzalez- Hair by Gladys Riverside, CA
Jacquelyn Gonzalez- Hair by Jackie Fresno, CA
Lizette Gonzalez- Lizette Gonzalez Los Angeles, CA
Maria Gonzalez- Sebastianbarberbeautysalon Riverside, CA
Maria Gonzalez- Hair Reflections Hemet, CA
Marlene Gonzalez- Poshstudio and dry bar East Los Angeles, CA
Natalie Gonzalez- Solo tu Fresno, CA
Raquel Gonzalez- Pomona, CA
Raul Gonzalez- San Diego, CA
Shellena Gonzalez- Shellena.com Downey, CA
Stacey Gonzalez- Brisbane, CA
Susi Gonzalez- Susis Nail Suite Los Angeles, CA
Suzanna Gonzalez- Haircuts My Heart Bakersfield, CA
Sandra Gonzalez- Elevated Beauty Studio Hollister, CA
Susan Goodkin- Ventura, CA
Brianne Goodman- Luxe salon and spa Chowchilla, CA
Emma Goodman- Skin Witch La Los Angeles, CA
Laura Goodwin- Chique Salon Palmdale, CA
Angela Gordon- Santa Clarita, CA
Diana Gordon- Ket'r Salon Berkeley, CA
Hilary Gordon- Orangevale, CA
Roxanne Gordon- Great Clips Highland, CA
Kathleena Gorga- Conscious Beauty Richmond, CA
Baylie Goss- Maribou salon Shingle Springs, CA
Jenna Gossard - Vista, CA
Vincent Gotti - San Ramon, CA
Mark Grace - Grace Franchise Operating Company Inc. San Jose, CA
Keith Grader - Kg connections, inc Carlsbad, CA
Brynn Grady - Clovis, CA
Henry Graham - Void of Hair Los Angeles, CA
Julie Grair - Burbank, CA
Katherine Granados - Spring Valley, CA
Veronica Granados - Cleaning services Oceanside, CA
Adelaide Grangruth - Heaven hair lounge Menifee, CA
Tamira Granneman - Huntington Beach, CA
Erin Grant - San Francisco, CA
Michelle Grassmick - Michelle's Hair Studio Los Angeles, CA
Mylissa Graves - Long Beach, CA
Katie Grawey - Icon salon Sacramento, CA
Autumn Gray - Long Beach, CA
Jennifer Gray - Jennifer Gray Carmichael, CA
Ruth Gray - Capelli House Danville, CA
Sarah Gray - Hair by Sarah at Old Town Hair Company Agoura Hills, CA
Nichole Greco - Tustin, CA
Jamil Green - San Francisco, CA
Nialani Green - Dixon, CA
Sabrina Green - Smooth Criminal Santa Maria, CA
Terence Green - Jimmy's Barber Garage Sacramento, CA
Diana Green-Tiffany - Huntingtn Bch, CA
Fay Greene - Salon spritz Corona, CA
Robin Greene - Redlands, CA
Valerie Greene - Makeup by Valerie Simi Valley, CA
Anne Greening - Elk Grove, CA
Marlene Greenwell - Castro Valley, CA
Monique Gremaud - Ventura, CA
Louticia Grier - Uptown New York Style Carlsbad, CA
Jennifer Griffen - Bay Point, CA
Jessica Griffeth - Amore' Wax & Wellness Visalia, CA
Maxine Griffin - DALUZ Hillcrest Salon San Diego, CA
Saniiyah Griffin - Inglewood, CA
Tianna GriffinGilbert - Beautificationbytianna West Sacramento, CA
Gail Griffiths - Corona, CA
Melanie Griffon - Vanilla Salon Santa Ana, CA
TJ Griggs - Salon West Inc Santa Rosa, CA
Zhanna Grigorian - The Salon House Los Angeles, CA
Carla Grimsley - Carlas Styling San Mateo, CA
Deanna Groesbeck - Concord, CA
Karren Groman - El Segundo, CA
Krislyn Gross - Krislyn @ La nana salon El Sobrante, CA
Bradley Grote - BGO La Palma, CA
Desirae Groves - Dez Does Hair San Diego, CA
Stephanie Gruber - Berkeley, CA
Olivia Gryniuk - Riverside, CA
Kassandra Grzanka- Lux aveda salon / spa Artesia, CA
Eddie Guadarrama- Guadarrama Hair La Mirada, CA
Adrienne Guadarrama- Skin Care By Adrienne National City, CA
Laura Guagliano- Piedmont, CA
Fatima Guardado- Clippings hair design Fontana, CA
Dana Guary- Country beauty hair studio Aromas, CA
Vicki Guber- Corona, CA
Madrona Guerinoni- Santa Rosa, CA
Fatima Guerra- Placerville, CA
Julie Guerra- Lakewood, CA
Rose Guzman- Shear Eclips Monterey Park, CA
Dino Guagliermo- Hair by Dino Santa Monica, CA
Kim Guillen- Berenda, CA
Verlee Gumban- The Lash Maven Encinitas, CA
Michael Gundell- Santa Ana, CA
Lynne Gutheim- Los Angeles, CA
Alissia Gutierrez- Visalia, CA
Amanda Gutierrez- Salon Glow Ventura, CA
Angela Gutierrez- Bakersfield, CA
Angelina Gutierrez- Hair Force San Diego, CA
Bertha Gutierrez- Bertha Gutierrez San Antonio Cucamonga, CA
Loretta Gutierrez- Nailsbyred12 Simi Valley, CA
Marina Gutierrez- Ciana salon San Martin, CA
Rosanna Gutierrez- Suite haircuts Ontario, CA
Brenda Guy- Brenda marie guy Simi Valley, CA
David Guzman- Salon Republic Los Angeles, CA
Esmeralda Guzman- Meraki Hive Perris, CA
Helen Guzman- Fantastic Sams Manteca Stockton, CA
Helene Guzman- Los Angeles, CA
Lorena Guzman- The G Room Hair & Body Downey, CA
Michelle Guzman- Goodform Salon Los Angeles, CA
JARROD HARMS- Formerly of Detour Salon Oceanside, CA
ALMETA HARRELL- GREAT WEAVE EXTENSIONS and BRAIDS SALON Upland, CA
KAITLYN HARRELL- El Cajon, CA
ERICA HARTMAN- OB Waves Salon San Diego, CA
KARIN HOLBROOK- Santa Cruz, CA
VICTOR HUMPRIES- Thousand Oaks, CA
TUYET HUYNH- Cherry nails Westminster, CA
Carolyn Haas- Salon Vox Culver City, CA
Brittaney Habhab- Hemet, CA
Bambi Haddad- Platinum Salon International Los Angeles, CA
Amanda Hadden- Loft 914 hair lounge Bonsall, CA
Cade Haderlie- Intergrated Mind Body Medicine Clovis, CA
Rhonda Hadfield- San Marcos, CA
Amy Haener- Ventura, CA
Heather Haffner- San Ramon, CA
Kathleen Hagan- Beau Ideal Beauty Oxnard, CA
Cheryl Hage- Pink Blossom Salon Escondido, CA
Jessica Hagedorn- Dandelion Hair Studio Los Gatos, CA
Kylie Haiber- Hair salon La Habra Heights, CA
CRAIG Hair- Craig Alan hair Newport Beach, CA
Zayne Hajjar- George Oliveri Hair Design Cerritos, CA
Karen Halbrook- Auberry, CA
Jerry Hale- Napa, CA
Kristine Hale- Kristi Hale Hair Hermosa Beach, CA
Janet Hales- Innovators salon Morgan Hill, CA
Brian Hall- San Diego, CA
Jan Hall- San Diego, CA
Jennifer Hall- Lakewood, CA
Jessica Hall- Carlsbad, CA
Monique Hall- Perris, CA
Nola Hall- Los Angeles, CA
Susan Hall- Stylesby susan Cedar pines Park, CA
Brittany Hallworth- Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Courtney Halstead- San Diego, CA
Eunice Hamaguchi- BellaBar Anaheim, CA
Patricia Hamaker- Artistic Hair Company Buellton, CA
Elisabeth Hamburger- Pleasanton, CA
Guy Hamel- Stan Hamel San Diego, CA
Fozia Hamid- BJ & beauty Hayward, CA
Karina Hamilton- Lawndale, CA
Kelly Hamilton- Los Angeles, CA
Shavonne Hamilton- Shavonne Hamilton salon Los Angeles, CA
Deirdre Hamlin- Deirdre Hamlin El Cajon, CA
Rosalyn Hamm- Castaic, CA
Barbara Hammond- POMP SALON Stockton, CA
Brittany Hammond- Salon Del Mar Long Beach, CA
Simona Hammond- Antelope, CA
Lori Hampton- 8182666426 Los Angeles, CA
Margaux Hamrock- Salon Wire Long Beach, CA
April Hand- The Hudson Salon Laguna Beach, CA
Steffy Hang- Westminster, CA
Marcus Hanish- Salon & Boutique De Narcus & Spas San Diego, CA
Carole Hansen- San Marcos, CA
Jacklyn Hansen- Jacklyn Hair San Luis Obispo, CA
Karli Hansler- Lotus Den Hair Studio Oceanside, CA
Gillian Hanson- Honeycomb Salon San Francisco, CA
Linda Hanson- Kyle Lawrence salon Simi Valley, CA
Tara Hanson- Corona, CA
Miyoko Hara- Los Angeles, CA
Patricia Harada- Accents Color And Hair Salon Riverside, CA
Mary Harcourt- Lilac and lemon Redondo Beach, CA
Jennifer Harden- San Diego, CA
Justin Harding- Justin Harding Hair Los Angeles, CA
Shannon Hardwick- Cali custom nail design Fresno, CA
Janell Hardy- Magical Shears San Clemente, CA
Alyssa Hare- Salon 77 West Tracy, CA
Leanne Hare- Hair by Hare Tustin, CA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Hargett</td>
<td>Marina, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peggy Hargrave</td>
<td>Bakersfield, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernadette Haring</td>
<td>Monrovia, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Harkness</td>
<td>Fullerton, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janet Harmon</td>
<td>Carlsbad, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara Harmon</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kym Harms</td>
<td>Modesto, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Haro</td>
<td>Gilroy, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortney Haro</td>
<td>Fresno, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thelma Harold</td>
<td>Fresno, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey Harper</td>
<td>Folsom, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nina Harper</td>
<td>Seal Beach, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hans Harrebomoe</td>
<td>Escondido, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raenita Harrell</td>
<td>Huntington Bch, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheriece Harris</td>
<td>Livermore, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna Harris</td>
<td>La Mesa, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Harris</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim Harris</td>
<td>Burbank, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Harris</td>
<td>Hesperia, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lydia Harris</td>
<td>San Diego, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Harris</td>
<td>Santa Rosa, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Harris</td>
<td>Chula Vista, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Harris</td>
<td>Benicia, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tynisha Harris</td>
<td>Lathrop, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audley Harrison</td>
<td>Westlake Village, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eryn Harrison</td>
<td>Calm, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mykel Harrison</td>
<td>Long Beach, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veronica Harrison</td>
<td>Pasadena, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherron Hart</td>
<td>Placentia, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constance Hart</td>
<td>, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane Hartcorn</td>
<td>Fallbrook, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Hartfelder</td>
<td>Anaheim, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheila Hartley</td>
<td>Corona, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Hartman</td>
<td>San Dimas, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackie Hartman</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Hartman</td>
<td>Hollister, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Hartman</td>
<td>San Jose, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tifini Hartman</td>
<td>Huntington Beach, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaRon Harvey</td>
<td>Temecula, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharena Harvey</td>
<td>Corona, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon Harvey</td>
<td>Bellflower, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Hasbach</td>
<td>Glendora, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Haslow</td>
<td>Bakersfield, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendra Hatherill</td>
<td>Jamul, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penny Hatzis</td>
<td>Brea, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Hau</td>
<td>San Francisco, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serena Haupt</td>
<td>Del Rey, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Hawk</td>
<td>Marina Del Rey, CA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Carin Hawkins- 4theLoveofHair Brentwood, CA
Jessica Hawkins- La Habra, CA
Rebecca Hawkins- Madera, CA
Dana Hawley- Ventura, CA
Noel Haycraft- Spring Valley, CA
Joyce Hayes- U-Nik Extensions Riverside, CA
Kathleen Hayes- Long Beach, CA
Pat Hayes- Auburn, CA
Vanessa Hayes- Luna hair salon Montclair, CA
Elizabeth Haywood- Skin and Body Renewal Discovery Bay, CA
Anthony Hazard- La Mesa, CA
Dawn Hazelwood- San Marcos, CA
Jiameng He- Utopia The Nail Parlor Rowland Heights, CA
Jian He- San Francisco, CA
Paulette Hearn- Fresno, CA
Linda Heath- Modesto, CA
Nicole Heath- San Leandro, CA
Barbara Heckman- Client at Future Vanity San Francisco, CA
Natalie Heffley- Galt, CA
Megan Hefti- Megan Hefti Hair San Diego, CA
Cindy Heide- Escalon, CA
Kris Heintz- Salon74 Aliso Viejo, CA
Susan Heisler- The Cut Above Running Springs, CA
Ann Heller- Los Angeles, CA
Frances Hellings- Fallbrook, CA
Rachel Helm- Hair by Rachel Westminster, CA
Debbie Helman- , CA
Erin Heltne- Walnut Creek, CA
Nancy Henderson- Palos Verdes Estates, CA
Wanda Henderson- Mercys Magic comb San Diego, CA
Carolyn Hendricks- Ripon, CA
Patricia Hennigan- Salon X Dublin, CA
Teresa Henriquez- Teresa Hair Styling Los Angeles, CA
Allison Hensley- Santa Cruz, CA
Donisha Henson- Brave Hair Studio Compton, CA
Elishia Henson- Hair by Elishia Riverside, CA
Jamaiyka Henson- Shear Concepts Salon Hemet, CA
Holly Hepworth- La Dama Salon Fresno, CA
Keri Herdman-Dubay- Apple Valley, CA
Susan Herdt- Susan Herdt salon sales representative for RWA Serious Beauty Lakeport, CA
April Heredia- Tracy, CA
Jessica Heredia- Hair suite it is La Mesa, CA
Sandra Hernandez- SandrasSalon Hayward, CA
Ana Hernandez- Red the hair studio Whittier, CA
Andrea Hernandez- Nails by Andrea Lemoore, CA
Andres Hernandez- Gordy's barbering Santa Barbara, CA
Berenice Hernandez- exotic nails Chula Vista, CA
Betty Hernandez- Brea, CA
Cindy Hernandez- Salon vitor Antioch, CA
Claudia Hernandez- 1st Unique Nsil Studio Carson, CA
Eloísa Hernandez- La Barca hair center Rancho Santa Margarita, CA
Gerard Hernandez- Palm Springs, CA
James Hernandez- Antidote Salon Bakersfield, CA
Juan Hernandez- San Bernardino, CA
Juan Hernandez- Diestros Hair Studio Huntington Park, CA
Maria Hernandez- Lincoln Acres, CA
Mariah Hernandez- Corona, CA
Marisela Hernandez- Fresno, CA
Megan Hernandez- Megan Hernandez Long Beach, CA
Nely Hernandez- Xclusive Hair Salon Ceres, CA
Patricia Hernandez- Hair Artist Tricia Hernandez San Diego, CA
Serena Hernandez- Serenas Skin Care Studio Hanford, CA
Yesenia Hernandez- La Quinta, CA
Heather Hernandez-Mills- Nails By Heather Murrieta, CA
Luis Hernández- Mystical tresses Long Beach, CA
María Hernández- Metro cuts Inc Visalia, CA
Evelyn Herold- Vista, CA
Jenna Herre- Sky Salon Ojai, CA
Juliana Herrera- beauty bar Baywood-las Osos, CA
diana Herrera- Sugarpop beauty Los Angeles, CA
Angela Hersman- Manteca, CA
Shawn Hetherman- Cookie Cutters, Haircuts for Kids, Santa Rosa, CA Santa Rosa, CA
Kenna Heuer- Los Angeles, CA
John Hewick- The Park Salon San Diego, CA
Lindy Hickman- Salon diva Aliso Viejo, CA
April Hicks- Head Trip Pasadena, CA
Ashley Hicks- Ashley Hicks villalobos Palm Desert, CA
Janie Hicks- Hair Associates Bakersfield, CA
Tavia Higgins- Beauty Ave Lake Elsinore, CA
Zandra Higgins- Beulahs Place Hair & Beauty Salon Victorville, CA
Molly Hilditch- Matiz Salon, Inc. Ventura, CA
Karin Hildreth- Lincoln, CA
Mary Hilgaertner- Westminster, CA
Wendy Hill- Livermore, CA
Nicole Hinds- Simi Valley, CA
Raquel Hinojosa- Bellflower, CA
Annamarie Hinostroza- Montclair, CA
Mavis Hinwood- Anaheim, CA
Misa Hirasawa- Laguna Hills, CA
Kerry Hirsch- Los Angeles, CA
Sal Hirsch-Garcia-, CA
Shelley Hirschman- , CA
Jennifer Hitchcock- Syrens San Clemente, CA
Lauren Hitchcock- Menifee, CA
Angela Hloucha- Trinidad, CA
Huong Ho- ENailsPra Brea, CA
Vivian Ho- Vivian Ho - REALTOR Oakland, CA
Fiona Hoang- Fiona's Lashes San Diego, CA
Jacqueline Hoang- JackAttacksBeaute Santa Clara, CA
Khiem Hoang- Bumble and bumble Los Gatos, CA
Janelle Hodgson- Santa Paula, CA
Arcelia Hofdahl- Salon Sugaree San Jose, CA
Shayna Hoffer- Brow Girl Magic Santa Rosa, CA
Kristi Hofland- Kristi Hofland Salon Studio Long Beach, CA
Megen Hogeland- Burbank, CA
Amber Hogrelius- Amber Hogrelius Long Beach, CA
Kathryn Hoisington- El Dorado Hills, CA
Lori Holdscaw- Chloes Studio Salon Rocklin, CA
Debbie Hollingshead- Salon Centric Bakersfield, CA
Tracey Holloway-Apland- Hair by Tracey Bakersfield, CA
Michele Holmes- Michele Holmes Studio San Rafael, CA
Jessica Holt- Brow baby studio Clovis, CA
Tonya Holtan- Tonya caprice skincare Lafayette, CA
Cathy Homes- Indigo Salon & Spa San Diego, CA
Sherry Honecker-Furr- Atelier Aveda Salon Milpitas, CA
Sherry Honecker-Furr- Milpitas, CA
Helen Hong- Sunnyvale, CA
Ayumi Hood- Costa Mesa, CA
Paula Hood- Cutting Up Altadena, CA
Sakora Hooper- Accents Salon Santa Maria, CA
Nancy Hoover- Nancy hoovet Discovery Bay, CA
Felicia Hopkins- Transformation Studio Lakewood, CA
Claudine Horne- Claudine Hairstylist Encinitas, CA
Karen Horton- Salon Santa Cruz Santa Cruz, CA
Kimberly Horton- Finagirl Inc Pasadena, CA
Jessica Hoskins- Rustic Salon And Boutique Hidden Valley Lake, CA
Cheryl Hoss- Southern Roots San Clemente, CA
Gwen Hourihan- Rockin' Rollers USA Pasadena, CA
Nicole Houts- Los Gatos, CA
Susan Hovey- Los Angeles, CA
Cathrine Howansky- Scandia hair Design Clovis, CA
Ann Howard- Newport Beach, CA
Drew Howard- Cristophe Salon Los Angeles, CA
David Howell- Roots Woodland, CA
Barbara Howes- Sausalito, CA
Carol Hoy- Walnut Creek, CA
Pat Howie- Brea, CA
Amy Hu- Amy Hu Los Angeles, CA
Carol Huang- Private Salon San Francisco, CA
Diana Huang- The Girls' Lounge San Francisco, CA
Echo Huang- San Francisco, CA
Michelle Hubbard- Michelle Renee Artistt Agoura Hills, CA
Pamela Hubbard- Pamela@arttt San Rafael, CA
Allison Hubbs- AllisonHubbsStylist Sonoma, CA
Regina Huber- Imagine You Beauty Victorville, CA
Heidi Hublou- 9492460043 Dana Point, CA
Laura Hucka- Irvine, CA
Cyndi Huckaby- Saloncentric Consultant Redlands, CA
MacKenzie Hudgins- Laguna Beach, CA
Dana Hudson- San Leandro, CA
Terri Hudson- Luce salon Santa Barbara, CA
Wendy Hudson- Corona, CA
Hillary Huebner- Swanky Salon Simi Valley, CA
Veronica Huereca-Cassella- Shear Perfection Visalia, CA
Ofelia Huerta- Los Banos, CA
Sonia Huertas- Milvali salon and cosmetics San Bruno, CA
Karla Huezo- San Diego, CA
Charlotte Huff- Cuts N Stuff Hair Designa Pittsburg, CA
Janice Huff- Yorba Linda, CA
Kristen Huffine- Hair by Kristen Thousand Oaks, CA
Jenni Hughes- San Ramon, CA
Jessica Hughes- Hunter Joseph Salon Livermore, CA
Lori Huitron- Lori Huitron Hair Los Angeles, CA
Stephanie Huizar- The grand Hawaiian Gardens, CA
Jessica Humphrey- Wrightwood, CA
Peggy Humphries- Butterfly Esthetics Santa Cruz, CA
Robin Humphries- Unique Jewels Altadena, CA
Breanna Hunsaker- Queen B lashes and waxing Bakersfield, CA
Deb Hunt- Salon Spa Business Solutions's Vista, CA
Kayla Hunter- Nails by kayla Yucca Valley, CA
Linda Hunter- Madera, CA
Teressa Hunter- Beautified by Teressa Murrieta, CA
Christine Hunziker- New Attitude Bellflower, CA
Jordan Hurbert- Keter salon Richmond, CA
Farah Hurdle- Maida Salon San Diego, CA
Angie Hurtado- Hemet, CA
Crystal Husband- Crystal's Hair Studio Orange, CA
Karina Hussey- The Best Little Hair House Glendora, CA
Marcy Hutchens- Fresno, CA
Joseph Hutchinson- Rockin Rollers Sierra Madre, CA
Teri Huxley- Strands & Skin Clovis, CA
Jonathan Huynh- San Jose, CA
Lien Huynh- Salon Le Rouge Corona, CA
Tracy Huynh- Cutting Image San Diego, CA
Jiovanni Hylton- Los Angeles, CA
Willard Hyndshaw- Hair by Bill Long Beach, CA
Barbara Iacometti- Details SalonSpa, Inc San Diego, CA
Angelica Ibarra- Winchester, CA
Adesuwa Idehen- Moods Beauty Bar Oakland, CA
Sokhon Iem- pheonix rising salon and day spa Oakland, CA
Denise Iles- Unity Salon and Spa Pleasant Hill, CA
Mark Imhoff- La Mesa, CA
Stefanie Imoto- Camarillo, CA
Michelle Indianer- Segal Indianer Psychiatric Los Gatos, CA
Alejandra Infante- Faith salon and boutique Madera, CA
Gracelyn Infante- Salon Bellezza Los Angeles, CA
Pamela Ingram- Pam Ingram Santa Clarita, CA
Andre Iniguez- Andres House of Beauty Riverside, CA
Brittany Irish- Turlock, CA
Michael Irvin- Whisper to a Scream Nail Studio Lake Elsinore, CA
Tonya Irving- Esthetics by Tonya Danville, CA
Jennifer Isham- Jen Isham, Esthetician Ventura, CA
Shimako Ishikawa- I.M.A Beauty San Diego, CA
Stephanie J.- San Diego, CA
JAMES JERNIGAN- Escondido, CA
KAREN JUAREZ- Meraki Hair salon Corona, CA
JESSICA JUMPER- Sola Salons Studio Five Dublin, CA
Monique Jabbour- Los Angeles, CA
Julie Jaccard- Dublin, CA
Rachael Jackman- Indie Salon Nipomo, CA
Alisa Jackson- Hair by Alisa Placentia, CA
Christine Jackson- Facials by Christine West Hollywood, CA
Cynthia Jackson- Cynthia Jackson International Stockton, CA
Joann Jackson- HEAD2TOEJO Studios Fallbrook, CA
Lynn Jackson- Los Angeles, CA
Niomi Jackson- Allen Pacheco salon Los Angeles, CA
Rebecca Jackson- Mill Valley, CA
Laura Jacob- Tracy, CA
Amanda Jacobellis- Makeup Mandy Beverly Hills, CA
Alise Jacoboni- Jaujou studio Oakland, CA
Deborah Jacobs- Tracy, CA
Pometta Jacquelyn- Jacquelyns Salon Of Elk Grove Elk Grove, CA
Colleen Jacques- SFIEC San Francisco, CA
Jade Jaded- Jaded beauty bar Los Angeles, CA
Crystal Jaeger- Los Angeles, CA
Irene Jaeger- Long Beach, CA
Loretta Jaimes- Long Beach, CA
Jill Jaman- Bella Cara Beverly Hills, CA
Alesia James- Covina, CA
Andrea James- Hemet, CA
Brandie James- Long Beach, CA
Sean James- Kawana INC Los Angeles, CA
Stephanie James- Shear Therapy Santa Clara, CA
Valencia James- Los Angeles, CA
Emily Jameson- Amber Leigh Huntington Beach, CA
Kim Jang- Sugar lash beauty bar Irvine, CA
Deborah Jaquez- Loyalton, CA
Cinthia Jara- CM Hair Pros Whittier, CA
Nicole Jaso- Hair by Nicole Arellano - Haefan Salon Chula Vista, CA
Jolie JeRue- Long Beach, CA
Chelsea Jean- San Diego, CA
Marisa Jebo- Los Angeles, CA
Krystina Jeffrey- Krystina Maria Hair Martinez, CA
Eddie Jen- San Francisco, CA
Joanne Jenkins- Auburn, CA


Libby Jenkins - Livermore, CA
Lisa JenkinsJohnson - Hot Hedz by Lisa Bakersfield, CA
Tommy Jennings - The Image Of Magazine San Diego, CA
Kisten Jensen - Fresno, CA
Denise Jeong- Santa Clarita, CA
Erika Jeschke - Red Union Salon San Francisco, CA
Suresh Jethi - Salon Salon Antioch, CA
Jann Jeung - San Francisco, CA
Alicia Jimenez- Realty ONE Group Ventura, CA
Christi Jimenez - Sea Breeze Skin Care Aliso Viejo, CA
Gloria Jimenez - Hair by Gloria J. Lake Elsinore, CA
Heather Jimenez - Fontana, CA
Marivel Jimenez - Irwindale, CA
Omar Jimenez - Laguna Hills, CA
Sydney Jimenez - Genesis Beauty Salon Los Angeles, CA
Ines Johana - Alison Nicole Nail co. Atwater, CA
Trisha Johns - Long Beach, CA
Beth Johnson- Hemet, CA
Cassandra Johnson- Break Of Dawn Boutique Inglewood, CA
Cheryl Johnson- Sacramento, CA
Jackie Johnson- Hair by Jaclyn Johnson Folsom, CA
Jennifer Johnson- Image salon & day spa Sutter, CA
Julie Johnson- Julie Johnson Salon Riverside, CA
Julie Johnson- Kandys Korner Kut Corning, CA
Kathy Johnson- Sonora, CA
Kerianne Johnson- Rancho Mirage, CA
Keysha Johnson- San Diego, CA
Kim Johnson- Salon Vitor Brentwood, CA
Kim Johnson- Ventura, CA
Leah Johnson- Bellflower, CA
Lesa Johnson- Elverta, CA
Lisa Johnson- Mission Viejo, CA
Melynda Johnson- Anaheim, CA
Michael Johnson- SFIEC/Paul Mitchell School San Francisco, CA
Michelle Johnson- Michelle Pippin Hair Beverly Hills, CA
Olyvia Johnson- Clovis, CA
Pam Johnson- La Verne, CA
Sandy Johnson- Sandy's Hair Designs Redlands, CA
Sarah Johnson- Wicked Lash and Spa Care Corning, CA
Scott Johnson- Turlock, CA
Serena Johnson- Los Angeles, CA
Sharona Johnson- Sunflower beauty lounge Los Angeles, CA
Stacy Johnson- Papillion Whittier, CA
Tammy Johnson- Citrus Heights, CA
Karen Johnston- SalonCentric Castro Valley, CA
Laura Johnston- Salon Zelo Pasadena, CA
Tracy Johnston- Petaluma, CA
Nicole Jolliffe- Finishing touch beauty San Marcos, CA
Stacey Jolls-Casey- Shear View Salon Oxnard, CA
Danielle Jonasson- Oakley, CA
Amanda Jones- Amanda Lyn Hair Etc. Los Angeles, CA
Cassie Jones- CJ Hair and Skin Vista, CA
Christina Jones- Escondido, CA
Denise Jones- Image Perfection Pasadena, CA
Diane Jones- Diane@Studio11 Los Angeles, CA
Heidi Jones- Polished In Paradise Paradise, CA
Heidi Jones- A Cut Above Windsor, CA
Holly Jones- Los Angeles, CA
Holly Jones- Krimson Hair Studio Glendale, CA
Howard Jones- howard jones salon Laguna Niguel, CA
Jay Jones- Jay Jones Hair Design San Diego, CA
Juana Jones- Haven HAIR Lounge Homeland, CA
Karan Jones- Irvine, CA
Leola Jones- Myriad Connection Lancaster, CA
M. Jones- Rancho Cordova, CA
Marsha Jones- Fresno, CA
Melissa Jones- Melissa Jones hair Tulare, CA
Monica Jones- Crush Salon Fremont, CA
Rosalie Jones- Alexanders Eastvale, CA
Roxanne Jones- Endless designs San Leandro, CA
Susan Jones- Castro Valley, CA
JEANNIE Jongeward- Perfect Touch Brawley, CA
Heather Jordan- Hairetics Salon Oakland, CA
James Jordan- Pasadena, CA
Katherine Jordan- Murrieta, CA
Kelly Jordan- El Cajon, CA
Neil Jordan- Jordan's Hairdesigns Castro Valley, CA
Vanessa Jordan- Nails And The City Chula Vista, CA
Yvette Jordan- Citrus Heights, CA
Jed Joseph- Laguna Niguel, CA
Kevin Joung- MPS Los Angeles, CA
Andrea Juarez- Burbank, CA
Imelda Juarez- Hemet, CA
Alison Judd- Perris, CA
Michelle Jung- Atherton, CA
Veronica Jurado- Live Love Hair - Hair Studio Costa Mesa, CA
Jana KIDD- Yorba Linda, CA
Karen Kalberg- Illusions Unlimited Laguna Hills, CA
Sheila Kamp- San Jose, CA
Susan Kan- South San Francisco, CA
Ashley Kannapel- Supercuts Santa Barbara, CA
Sheryl Kaplan- Sheryl’s Place El Cajon, CA
Crystal Karakas- Halo Salon and Day Spa Roseville, CA
Evgeniya Karpova- Jkhairtech Santa Monica, CA
Kacie Karr- Hair by kaciedia Tustin, CA
David Karvasales- DAVID JAMES. San Anselmo, CA
Mary Kasa- Mary Kasa Dana Point, CA
George Kaskanlian- realty San Francisco, CA
Anjila Katiby - Zolf Salon San Ramon, CA
Dawn Katona- A New Dawn Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Megan Kats- The Parlor Shop Redondo Beach, CA
Tracy Katsuyama- Katsuyama Lashes Glendora, CA
Michael Katzenberger- Thousand Oaks, CA
Ashton Kaufman- Lotus Melts Color Huntington Beach, CA
Dilpreet Kaur- Dilpreet Haircare Inc Tracy, CA
Alan Kay- Berkeley, CA
Daren Kay- Tre Salon Spa Folsom, CA
Peggy Kearney- Danny Gee Modesto, CA
Renee Kearney- Los Gatos beauty bar San Jose, CA
Kimber Keefauver- Lola Salon San Francisco, CA
Wendy Kee- Los Angeles, CA
Nichole Keifer- Dominion Salon Fresno, CA
Laura Keita-Wiemeyer- Studio4 Santa Rosa, CA
Krystal Keller- Lather Aesthetics Auburn, CA
Kara Kelley- Folsom, CA
Emily Kellis- Bombshell Botanica Los Angeles, CA
Gerry Kelly- San Rafael, CA
Jennifer Kelly- Hair by Jenny Aliso Viejo, CA
Stephanie Kelly- Skin by Stephanie Rancho Cordova, CA
Leslie Kelroy- Escondido, CA
Evelyn Kelsey- Dennis Ogas Salon La Quinta, CA
Michele Kelsey- Michele - master stylist Yorba Linda, CA
Juliette Kendall- Los Angeles, CA
Carol Kendrick- Blush Nail Lounge Rancho Cordova, CA
Marina Kennard- Salon of the Oaks Thousand Oaks, CA
Brittany Kennedy- 360 Salon and Day Spa Calistoga, CA
Debra Kennedy- Paper Scissors Rock Santa Monica, CA
John Kennedy- Vi La Vita Spa Larkfield-wikiup, CA
Linda Kennedy- Linda Kennedy Hairdesigns Mountain View, CA
Erika Kennington- Sugar & Spice SPA LA Pasadena, CA
Karina Kenyon- Shadow Hills, CA
Jocelyne Kepler- Jocelyne Kepler Los Angeles, CA
Maggie Kerber- Lavish Skin by Maggie Burlingame, CA
Kevin Kersey- RK Studio Desert Hot Springs, CA
Kara Kessner- Kara Kessner Visalia, CA
Dana Kettmann- Healdsburg, CA
Amy Khamsaysoury- Amy Khamsaysoury Aesthetics Visalia, CA
Carol Khater- Brea, CA
Kiley Ki- Pure Body Works Oxnard, CA
Laura Kidd- Anaheim, CA
Jeanna Kier- Santa Monica, CA
Margaret Kiester- Tracy, CA
Brenda Killingbeck- Beautiful Hair by Brenda San Diego, CA
Donovan Kim- North Adrians College of Beauty Manteca, CA
Eunice Kim- Cerritos, CA
Yongsun Kim-McVannel- Yongsun's Beauty Hair Salon Carmel-by-the-sea, CA
Jan Kincaid- Livermore, CA
Mindy Kindhart, CA
Aubrey King- Bristol Hairdressing San Diego, CA
Jennifer King- El Cajon, CA
Jennifer King- Bristol Hairdressing San Diego, CA
Kathy King- Hair by Kathy King Chino, CA
Kim King- Ramona, CA
Siobhan King- Oakland, CA
Tina King, CA
Valerie King- Fremont, CA
Natalie Kinsman- Salon Magique Huntington Beach, CA
Alisa Kirk- Madera, CA
Darlene Kirk- Lakewood, CA
Diane Kirkman- Clovis, CA
Harlan Kirschner - TKG Santa Clarita, CA
Anna Kirsner- VCollective Imperial Beach, CA
Peggy Kirts- Salon Del Sol Torrance, CA
Mie Kitabayashi- Mie Kitabayashi Anaheim, CA
Jessica Kittredge- Shaken Vanity Studios Los Angeles, CA
Emma Klaeser- Bella D’ora Salon & Spa Vista, CA
Berkeley Kleckner- Ventura, CA
Courtney Klein- Midtown Hair Studio Valley Center, CA
Cynthia Klein- Los Angeles, CA
Thomas Kleinhenz- Thomas At Pastel Salon San Francisco, CA
Daryl Kleintob- Supercuts Temecula, CA
Patricia Klimkiewicz- La Quinta, CA
Christine Kline- RocknHair Salon San Marcos, CA
Marilyn Klisser- Owner- Salon On First Coronado, CA
Haley Knapp- Parlour Eleven Irvine, CA
Deborah Knight- Hair by Deborah Knight San Diego, CA
Hailey Knight- Beaumont, CA
Pearson Knight- Pearson Knight Beauty Marina Del Rey, CA
Michelle Knobbe- Ciao Bella Dublin, CA
Taylor Knoblauch- LashedByTK Fresno, CA
Christina Knoll-Castro- Los Angeles, CA
Melody Knott- Jamie's hair design and day spa Thousand Oaks, CA
Brittany Knowles- Placentia, CA
ALMALEE Knudsen- Buena Park, CA
Sheryl Knutson- San Rafael, CA
Donald Knypstra- Ridone Inc Simi Valley, CA
Hannah Ko- Brea, CA
Krishna Koch- Independent Stylist at The Cut Above Fresno, CA
Rebekkah Koch- Anaheim, CA
Dustin Koelewyn- Fresno, CA
Randall Koff- Hair By Randall Thousand Oaks, CA
Billy Kohan- Catalyst Innovative Solutions Huntington Beach, CA
Saiko Kojima- Lashes On The Beach Irvine, CA
Becki Kolander- Salon Diva San Juan Capistrano, CA
Kathryn Kolder- San Jose, CA
Marilyn Kolpacoff- South Lake Tahoe, CA
Hai Lam- Orange, CA
Mi Lam- Studio 13 Vacaville, CA
Sonny Lam- Sues Hair Salon Pleasant Hill, CA
Tu Lam- Elk Grove, CA
Bryanna Lamb- j dressler salon Elk Grove, CA
Charla Lamberson- Retro lux hair salon Merced, CA
Katie Lambert- Sacramento, CA
Christopher Lance- Sustainable Beauty Mission Viejo, CA
Carrie Landers- fellow barber Los Angeles, CA
Nicole Landers- Sportclips Haircuts Los Angeles, CA
Jennifer Landig- San Francisco, CA
Diane Landon- Rolling Hills Estates, CA
Lindsay Lane- Adelaide, CA
Taylor Lane- El Dorado Hills, CA
Erika Laney- Eureka Hair & Cosmetics View Park-windsor Hills, CA
Janet Lang- Campbell, CA
Leslie Lang- San Diego, CA
Gary Lange- House of Lange Hair Design Irvine, CA
David Langit- Salvage Salon San Diego, CA
Lisa Langlands- Piedmont, CA
Katherine Langon- San Francisco, CA
Medina Langworthy- Smoke&Mirrors San Francisco, CA
Hayley Lanning- Hayley Lanning at Studio Seventeen Ventura, CA
Kelley Lanning- Ventura, CA
Margaret Laporte- Oryn salon Napa, CA
Michele Lappi- Irvine, CA
Susan Lara- Sues Beauty Upland, CA
Janet Larick- Be Rosie salon Claremont, CA
Jennifer Larkins- Jennifer Larkins Hair Los Angeles, CA
Eliana Larsen- The Glitter Studio Sunnyvale, CA
Lynda Larsen- Studio 2325 Hair &Skin Castro Valley, CA
Nicole Larsen- Larsenhair Redwood City, CA
Stacey Larsen- Roseville, CA
Anttionne Larsen- ColorDollz at HairStyling Co. Carlsbad, CA
Courtney Laser- Salon One Rancho Santa Margarita, CA
Richard Lasher- Corona, CA
James Lassak- A cut above Palm Desert, CA
Elizabeth Lassetter- Long Beach, CA
Marcella Lathrop- Beauty By Marcella Pinole, CA
Martha Latino- Martha Latino Paso Robles, CA
Rene Lattenhauer- Salon Technique Placentia, CA
Wing Lau- Daly City, CA
Eileen Laudadio- Eileen's Bookkeeping Service Lake Forest, CA
Heather Lauderdale- Heather Lauderdale Bradley, CA
Nicole Laureano- San Diego, CA
Kelsie Laury- For the Culture Beauty Long Beach, CA
Valerie Laux- Hair by Valerie Lancaster, CA
Rosalia Lavaggi- Kuthaus Covina, CA
Chad Law- , CA
Alexander Lawrence- Sunnyvale, CA
Twyla Lawrence- Twyla and Company Santa Rosa, CA
Pamela Lawson- Elegance Salon Ontario, CA
Rachelle Lawson- Kuttin Up Salon San Jose, CA
Ramona Lawson- Ramona Lawson, CA
Tira Lawson- Los Angeles, CA
Angel Lax- Castro Valley, CA
Leah Lay- InSpire Salon & Spa Bakersfield, CA
Shelly Lay- Great Clips Montclair, CA
Jamie Layne- RocknHair Lounge Escondido, CA
Sarah Layne- San Diego, CA
Eduardo Lazo- Echos Hair Design San Francisco, CA
Amanda Le- Thousand Oaks, CA
Kenneth Le- Garden Grove, CA
Minh Le- The Swank Studio Oceanside, CA
Steve Le- Tipsy Nail Bar San Jose, CA
Tommy Le- Passion Hair salon Corona, CA
Tam Le Thanh- Paris Nails San Jose, CA
Tracy LeBard- Spa Elan, Inc. Santa Ynez, CA
Mishel LeDou- Institute of Culinary Education Santa Monica, CA
Ginger LeVang- Salon Seven Santa Clarita, CA
Candace Leal- Scandia Hair Design Fresno, CA
Olivia Leal- Fremont, CA
Susan Leal- Metropolitan Salon Bakersfield, CA
Varni Learned- Varni hair studio Santa Barbara, CA
Scott Leathers- Oakland, CA
Nicole Lebel- Vista, CA
Hannah Lebron- Beauty by Hannah Lebron La Mesa, CA
Jennifer Lechowicz- Twig hair lounge Carlsbad, CA
Erin Leden- Hair by Erin Leden Culver City, CA
Tara Ledesma- Tara's San Diego, CA
Jory Ledman- Temecula, CA
Elizabeth Lee- None Long Beach, CA
Jefferson Lee- San Francisco, CA
Jennifer Lee- Razors Edge Salon Redding, CA
Joanna Lee- San Francisco, CA
Juliet Lee- Livermore, CA
Mandy Lee- Oakland, CA
Rene Lee- Hairclub Los Angeles, CA
Sabrena Lee- Sabrena Los Angeles, CA
Sharon Lee- Natural Nail Boutique Mountain View, CA
Joni Leggitt- hair by joni Poway, CA
Bristen Leigh- Santo Tomas Collective San Diego, CA
Michele Leins- Mekah's Body Shop & Spa Burbank, CA
Nicole Leiter- 90210 Nicole Los Angeles, CA
Lorraine Lemon- Lemon locks Pomona, CA
MarÄ-a Lemus- Alkatraz Beauty Salon Hawthorne, CA
Maria Leo- South San Francisco, CA
Maria Leon- Angelicas beauty works Calexico, CA
Catherine Lerza- Kensington, CA
Dee Lescault- Muti Hair Design Studio Costa Mesa, CA
Brittany Lester- B.A. The Barber West Hollywood, CA
Carlos Letelier- Limon Salon San Jose, CA
Mercedes Letona- Mercy Hairstylist Hayward, CA
Denise Levasseur- Glendale, CA
Cari Levene- Massage By Cari Laguna Niguel, CA
Jody Levin- Los Angeles, CA
Erica Levish- Lavish Esthetics Palm Desert, CA
Karen Levy- Hair by Tasha Los Angeles, CA
Luna Levy-keller- Luna at Presidio Salon San Diego, CA
Chrystal Lewis- Fresno, CA
Cynthia Lewis- Hanford, CA
Heather Lewis- Shear Nirvana Salon Menifee, CA
Jennifer Lewis- Sacramento, CA
Kristian Lewis- Studio K Long Beach, CA
Mandy Lewis- Los Angeles, CA
Pam Lewis- Retired Mill Valley, CA
Tracy Lewis-Wallace- BUSD Oceanside, CA
Osiris Ley- Osyley Makeup Burbank, CA
Denise Leytem- Hayward, CA
Christopher Li- Los Angeles, CA
Dongrong Liao- TS Hair Design San Francisco, CA
Rosa Licea- Hair by Rosa Acton, CA
Shelley Lichtenberger- Shelley Lichtenberger Dublin, CA
Maryam Liebmann- Studio latitude San Jose, CA
Kathy Lieu- Pinkpetals Mani Pedi Westminster, CA
Brad Lightfoot- Costco Lakewood, CA
Breanne Lightfoot- Starlet Hair Lounge Lakewood, CA
Natalie Liles- Winchester, CA
Tania Liljedahl- Salon 2152 Livermore, CA
Arcadia Lima- Ambiance Salon King City, CA
Corey Limon- Matiz Salon Ventura, CA
Veronica Limon- Matiz Salon Santa Paula, CA
Ruby Lin- Cerritos, CA
Brittany Linde- Galt, CA
David Linde- Headlines The Salon Encinitas, CA
Erin Linden- Christines in the Glen Lake Arrowhead, CA
Galit Linder- Los Angeles, CA
Carina Lindgren- Flawless Faces Beauty Lounge Costa Mesa, CA
Blanca Lindley- Ontario barber shop Ontario, CA
Janice Lindquist- Salon J Chico, CA
Maria Lindsey- Anaheim, CA
Jennifer Linn- El Cajon, CA
Jodi Lipke-abney, CA
Titian Lish- Livermore, CA
Kathryn Lister- Murrieta, CA
Michele Litkenhaus- San Diego, CA
Cheri Litle- San Clemente, CA
Robin Little- BARBERY COAST HAIR STUDIO Newport Beach, CA
Bianca Littlejohn- Pigtails and crewcuts Sacramento, CA
Alicia Livengood- Prohibition Yorba Linda, CA
Nancy Llamas- Roots Hair Salon Brentwood, CA
Colette Llorens- We Care Hair Salon Gardena, CA
Kaleena Llorente- Escondido, CA
Jameelah Lloyd- Spa Shalvah Escondido, CA
Julia LoVetere- Torrance, CA
Giselle Loaiza- GLO skincare & waxing Chula Vista, CA
Shaidah Locascio- Monica Foster San Jose, CA
Michelle Lockard- West Coast Lash Studios and Skin Care Ventura, CA
Lynn Locke- Berenda, CA
Jamie Lockhart- Jamie's skincare lash & brow Oxnard, CA
Heather Lockwood- El Cajon, CA
Brenda Loera- Re Nu Salon Woodland, CA
Kelly Loessberg- Rancho Cordova, CA
Jordan Loewer- Monrovia, CA
Katie Loftus- Katie Hair stylist La Mesa, CA
Starla Logan- Stylingsstarla Los Angeles, CA
Shelisa Lohman- Salon mirror mirror Carlsbad, CA
Lexi Lomax- Ooh la la salon Alpine, CA
Allyson Lombard- Hair by Allyson Santa Maria, CA
Cinthia Lomeli- Cinthia Lomeli Los Angeles, CA
Valerie Lomely- Lox&Lash Bakersfield, CA
Rocio Lona- The frame salon Corona, CA
Chantel Long- Orange, CA
Katherine Long- Elk Grove, CA
Kelly Long- Facials by Kelly Los Angeles, CA
Linda Long- Lincoln, CA
Angelina Longoria- Bella Pelle San Jose, CA
Kristin Longstreet- La Rouge Salon Ojai, CA
Julie Lono-Bernal- Beauty Unlimited Clovis, CA
Ricky Loop- The Nail Bakery 805 Ventura, CA
Aide Lopez- Aide lopez hair studio Cathedral City, CA
Alondra Lopez- Atelier salon San Jose, CA
Alyssa Lopez- San Jacinto, CA
Angelica Lopez- Berenda, CA
Angelica Lopez- Agape Salon Palm Springs, CA
Consuelo Lopez- CTL Artistry Oakland, CA
Courtney Lopez- Tulare, CA
Dalia Lopez- Santa Barbara, CA
Dulce Lopez- haircarebydulce Pasadena, CA
Edith Lopez- Creation by e Los Angeles, CA
Elisa Lopez- Q cabello beauty salon Riverside, CA
Ely Lopez- Bloom Salon Napa, CA
Erika Lopez- Sola studios Fresno, CA
Esteban Lopez- Esties Alpine, CA
Lorri Lopez- Wedgewwood San Clemente, CA
Luis Lopez- Oc barbers parlor Huntington Beach, CA
Machelle Lopez- Studio Nineteen Upland, CA
Maria Lopez- Fontana, CA
Marissa Lopez- Sassy Do's Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Martha Lopez- Elidi Beauty Salon & Spa Los Angeles, CA
Mezly Lopez- South El Monte, CA
Monica Lopez- Style by Joanie Salinas, CA
Monica Lopez- Posh salon San Diego, CA
Richard Lopez- Santa Fe Springs, CA
Selena Lopez- Arabella Salon San Bernardino, CA
Stephanie Lopez- SL hair design Los Angeles, CA
Steven Lopez- Los Angeles, CA
Sylvia Lopez- Olivia Rose Salon Los Angeles, CA
Valerie Lopez- Serene Oasis Hair Studio Perris, CA
Stevie Lorentzen- Redondo Beach, CA
Leah Lorton- San Francisco, CA
Nancy Losek- Pizazz Salon San Diego, CA
Abigail Loso- Blue Sun Hair Studio Red Bluff, CA
Emily Lotf- San Diego, CA
Mimi Loucks- San Francisco, CA
Melinda Louie- San Francisco, CA
Theresa Louis- Milvali Salon Mill Valley, CA
Desiree Lovato- Anaheim, CA
Tara Love- Tara Love Hair Beverly Hills, CA
Denise Lovec- Jenkins- San Diego, CA
Rachel Lovejoy- Color and Craft a salon San Diego, CA
Cheree Lovell- Salon Ramona, CA
Katrina Loving- Escondido, CA
Jennifer Loving-Biggert- Clovis, CA
Doris Low- Central Builders Supply, inc. San Francisco, CA
Melissa Lowe- Luxe Beaute Studio Sacramento, CA
Paige Lowell- Jd Academy salon and spa San Ramon, CA
Wendy Lowery- Wendy Lowery Santa Monica, CA
Sonia Lozano- SJ Studio Salon & Spa Oxnard, CA
Catelyn Lucas- Miller & Lucas, Inc. San Diego, CA
Leilani Lucas- Hue Napa, CA
Erin Luce- Unveiled bridal beauty San Diego, CA
Gina Lucia- None 27 salon West Sacramento, CA
Cheryl Lucido- Lucid Beauty San Francisco, CA
Caryn Lucido- Oakland, CA
Monica Lucido- Fresno, CA
Polovinkin Ludmila- Mynt hair studio San Jose, CA
Audrey Ludwig-Sneberg- Westlake Village, CA
Tussanee Luebers- Tussanee's Integrity Lash Pasadena, CA
Rochelle Luehs- Concord, CA
Katie Luepke- Krimson hair studio Castaic, CA
Alaine Lugo- San Jacinto, CA
Loretta Lui- Jodi Group San Francisco, CA
Larissa Lujan- The Bellagio Salon Diamond Springs, CA
Tressa Luke- Paso Robles, CA
Emily Lukehart- Patrick Evan Salon San Francisco, CA
Alejandra Luna- Dos lunas beauty bar Banning, CA
Deanna Luna- Trendsetter salon & day spa Beaumont, CA
Heaven Luna- Luna Beauty and Wellness Camarillo, CA
Veronica Luna- Blush Spa & Beauty Tulare, CA
Frances Lundershausen- Sacramento, CA
Laurie Lundholm- The Washington Club San Leandro, CA
Divina Lures- Salon Divina Chino, CA
Andrea Lusk- She's Cute Hair Studio Sacramento, CA
Grace Lussier- San Francisco, CA
Lisette Luu- San Francisco, CA
Dariann Lures- Salon Divina Chino, CA
Andrea Lusk- She's Cute Hair Studio Sacramento, CA
Grace Lussier- San Francisco, CA
Lisette Luu- San Francisco, CA
Destiny Ly- HairbydestinyL Garden Grove, CA
Sophia Ly- Sacramento, CA
Patrice Lydia- Patrice Lydia Torrance, CA
Dorie Lyn- West Menlo Park, CA
Tracy Lynch- Krimson Hair Salon Burbank, CA
Cheryl Lynn- San Diego, CA
Asa Lyons- Asa Lyons Los Angeles, CA
Heather Lytwynec- Long Beach, CA
Adriana LÂaporan- Infinity Hairstyles Livingston, CA
Nichole M- Thousand Oaks, CA
HEATHER MCKENZIE- Grass Valley, CA
KELLY MCMANUS- C'est La Vie Salon El Cajon, CA
GUSTAVO MEDINA- Tavos Hair Design Studio Clovis, CA
PATRICIA MEDINA- Nine 27 Salon Sacramento, CA
ROSALINA MEZA- Cielo Hair Studio Salinas, CA
Arlene Maahs- Arlene Maahs Skin Care Anaheim, CA
Amber MacDowell- Love Her Face Esthetics El Cajon, CA
Jennifer MacKintosh- Young and in Love 4Ever Santa Clarita, CA
Jessica MacKintosh- Skin glo Los Angeles, CA
Deborah MacNicol- Fresno, CA
Maria Macario- Clovis, CA
michele Macdonald- shagshop Thousand Oaks, CA
Alisa Macias- DNA Salon Lakewood, CA
Mayra Macias-Guzman- Los Banos, CA
Ana Maciel- Gilroy, CA
Marilyn Mack- Riverbank, CA
Alexandra Macleod- Kenneth brown salons Rancho Santa Margarita, CA
Maha Madain- One to one salon Anaheim, CA
Mike Madalow- JDM salon La Mesa, CA
Claudia Maddux- Haven salon San Diego, CA
Rhiannon Madison- Bakersfield, CA
Francisco Madrigal- West Covina, CA
Isabel Madrigal- Shear Artistry San Dimas, CA
Diane Magalhaes- Dublin, CA
Carrie Magdaleno- Anaheim, CA
Phyllis Magee- PhyllissM Haircolor & Makeup Oakland, CA
Tracy Magnusson- Thousand Oaks, CA
Vicki Mahaffey - American Canyon, CA
Maren Mahlman - Salon Emerald Los Angeles, CA
Karl Mai - Excel Nails Folsom, CA
Megan Maibes - Massage therapist Tracy, CA
Wendy Mainwaring - Splitting Hairs Studio Citrus Heights, CA
Lindsay Maisey - Vista, CA
Emily Maker - Geometric creations Roseville, CA
Evelina Malacara - Danielle Malcara @ Hairport Syndicat Ontario, CA
Susan Malakie - Fair Oaks, CA
Donna Malatino - Donna Malatino for Hair Santa Monica, CA
Mona Maleki - Monasmystlylist Irvine, CA
Erica Malfatti - Level 10 studio San Carlos, CA
Kathlene Manini - Temecula, CA
Stacey Manlapig - Stacey Lane Escondido, CA
Carla Mann - San Mateo, CA
Manji Man - Salon Heavener Laguna Hills, CA
Alicia Mancuso - Hair by Alicia Mancuso San Jose, CA
Karen Mandel - Karen Mandel Hair Los Angeles, CA
Anahe

Mercedeh Mansour - Mercedeh Mansour SkinCare Signal Hill, CA
Kristin Manzanilla-sanchez - Palmdale, CA
Patricia Marano - Personalized Suites Menifee, CA
Sarah Marcela - San Diego, CA
Paula Marchetti - HairbyPaulaMarchetti Agoura Hills, CA
Julie Marchman - Elk Grove, CA
Gayla Marcum - Lilys Hair Salon Alpine, CA
Richard Mardon - Ulta Salons Fountain Valley, CA
Mary Marenoff - Simi Valley, CA
Eugenia Marez - Studio Fifty Six San Dimas, CA
Anna Margossian - Urban flair salon Glendale, CA
Danny Mariano - Honeycomb Salon Fremont, CA
Gena Marie - Gena Marie Hair Designs Sacramento, CA
Michelle Marie - harbor hair Redondo Beach, CA
Naomi Marin - Beauty Republic Professionals Costa Mesa, CA
Bernadeen Marinelly - Fair Oaks, CA
Jan Marini - San Jose, CA
Misty Marinik - Redlands, CA
Andriana Marino- Moxi, LLC San Rafael, CA
Tiffany Marinovich- Tiffany Marinovich San Jose, CA
Siobhan Mark- Berkeley, CA
Holly Markert- Holly Markert - Hair & Makeup Lomita, CA
Odette Markesis- Odette Hair San Diego, CA
Elizabeth Markham- Lilac & Dahlia Skincare Studio Pacific Grove, CA
Renee Markley- Corona, CA
Patricia Marks- Pasadena, CA
Carrie Marley- Roc Salt Lomita, CA
Judy Marlow- Bella m'a salon Hollister, CA
Rhonda Marmorat- Rhonda Marmorat San Jose, CA
Hanz Maroto- Zen Face Body and Nails Los Angeles, CA
Andrea Marquez- Agape Salon Roseville, CA
Cecilia Marquez- Dope Barber Shop Clovis, CA
Cindy Marquez- Fresno, CA
Esmera Marquez- Visalia, CA
Josh Marquez- San Jose, CA
Justina Marquez- Hair by Justina Marquez Whittier, CA
Samantha Marrujo- Salon Sin'r Riverside, CA
Vera Marsenovic- Vera Marsenovic Sacramento, CA
Matt Martellaro- Santa Clarita, CA
Blanca Martin- Blanca Hair and Makeup Elk Grove, CA
Danise Martin- Hair by Niecy Sacramento, CA
Debra Martin- Petaluma, CA
Erica Martin- Whittier, CA
Heidi Martin- East 1212 Salon Pasadena, CA
Janet Martin- Atlantic studio Long Beach, CA
Jean Martin- Foster City, CA
Krista Martin- metro FOR MEN Lake Forest, CA
Laura Martin- Haven Hair Lounge Hemet, CA
Michelle Martin- Hair by Michelle Young Riverside, CA
Michelle Martin- Michellemartin_hair Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Nancy Martin- Nancy Martin Skin Care Wildomar, CA
Stefani Martin- Stefani Martin, Studio 5 Vallejo, CA
Susan Martin- Oroville, CA
Christina Martindale- Dragonfly Salon Nevada City, CA
Alivia Martinez- Riverside, CA
Bill Martinez- Beauty Supplies Too salon La Mirada, CA
Claudia Martinez- Bombshell Salon Los Banos, CA
Debra Martinez- Shear Expressions Murrieta, CA
Elizabeth Martinez- Supernaut Artistry Buena Park, CA
Ericka Martinez- Hair By Ericka Hayward, CA
Ernest Martinez- Montebello, CA
Eugenia Martinez- Beauty For Ashes La Mesa, CA
Farel Martinez- Farel Martinez Los Angeles, CA
Hilda Martinez- Hair Styles by Mark Pico Rivera, CA
Jason Martinez- Long Beach, CA
Jose Martinez- All American Deluxe Barbershop San Marcos, CA
Leticia Martinez- Leticia A. Martinez Holistic Health and Beauty Therapy National City, CA
Mariloloy Martinez - The Cutting Edge Hair Studio Downey, CA
Mary Martinez - The Masters Touch Hair Studio Corona, CA
Mayra Martinez- Hair Mechanikz Oxnard, CA
Miguel Martinez- Los Angeles, CA
Nicole Martinez- Spring Valley, CA
Roxana Martinez- House of elegance Oxnard, CA
Roxanne Martinez- Luna Day Spa Fresno, CA
Scott Martinez- Hair by Scott John Pasadena, CA
Tanya Martinez- Los Angeles, CA
cindy Martinez- Changes Hair Studio Lakewood, CA
Shari Martini- ReNu Salon and Skin Spa Oakley, CA
Christine Martorana- El Dorado Hills, CA
Lisa Martyn- Lancaster, CA
Manuel MartÃ­nez- Hair by manny and luis hair studio Los Angeles, CA
Morgan Mascorro- Ventura, CA
Judy Mashhour-Azad- Granite Bay, CA
Cat Masingale- Cathyhair Los Angeles, CA
Taheva Maskan- Metro Salon Corona, CA
Kelsey Massarella- Kelsey Massarella Ventura, CA
Veronica Mata- San Francisco, CA
Robert Matanane- San Diego, CA
Cindy Mathews- For the Culture Beauty Los Angeles, CA
Deanna Mathews- Fresno, CA
Cornelia Mathis- Napa, CA
Renee Matias- Renee's day spa & salon Modesto, CA
Catherines Matlock- Pizazz Bakersfield, CA
Amber Matos- Brows on Main Huntington Beach, CA
Tanya Matos- San Jose, CA
leticia Mattern- giovanni's salon &spa Chino Hills, CA
Janelle Matthews- fosteringaforeverfuture Inglewood, CA
Laura Matthews- SalonCentric Novato, CA
Shamikki Mattison- Exquisite Artistry by Mikki LLC Lake Forest, CA
Dawn Mattocks- DMM MAKEP & Hair Los Angeles, CA
Cherie Mattos- Twain Harte, CA
Stacey Mattos- Phoenix Rising Salom Santa Clara, CA
Anne Mattson- Old Town Hair Company Calabasas, CA
Russell Matulich- Solidarity Barbershop Fullerton, CA
Chelsea Mault- Thairapy Salon Santa Barbara, CA
Krista Maurer- SoCal Hair Hughson, CA
Trina Maurer- Chino Hills, CA
Tami Maxwell- Tami Maxwell Ventura, CA
Kelly May- Kelly May Grover Beach, CA
Maribel Maya- Oxnard, CA
Richard Mayes- Ala Rouge Salon ~N~ Spa Galt, CA
Sherry Mays- Hyatt's Hair Studio Hayward, CA
Kristin Mayweather- Shear Genius Los Angeles, CA
Maria Mazaira- Capellos Pasadena, CA
Kristin Maze- Kristin Maze Salon Sonoma, CA
My Mazzone- Makeup Lee Mee Folsom, CA
Charles McAlister- Concierge Charles San Francisco, CA
Mark McArdle- Images Salon Aliso Viejo, CA
Thena McArthur- Berkeley, CA
Claire McCabe- Marina Del Rey, CA
Tracy McCabe- Oceanside, CA
Samantha McCann- Camarillo, CA
Candice McCasland- CottonCandiLocks Los Angeles, CA
Vanda McCauley- Vanda Salon San Jose, CA
Jennifer McClintock- Oak Glen, CA
Maria McCloud- Give Hugs, LLC Pasadena, CA
Alison McClure- Aptos, CA
Allyx McCormick- Ventura, CA
Brook McCormick- San Anselmo, CA
Diane McCoy- Diane Kim freelance San Diego, CA
Sharon McCracken- La Mesa, CA
Susan McCue- San Leandro, CA
Shanon McCullen- Beauty By Shanon Merrie Oxnard, CA
Heather McCurdy- Chroma Studio Los Angeles, CA
Kori McDaniels- Na Santa Maria, CA
Meghan McDonough- Concord, CA
Suzette McDonough- Odelay, a green salon Alameda, CA
Pamela McEwen- Winchester, CA
Nancy McFadden- Orange, CA
Suzette McFadden- Citrus Heights, CA
Lori McFaull- Tame Your Tresses San Jose, CA
Debbie McGee- Lavish Esthetics And Lashes Palm Desert, CA
Elizabeth McGee- Long Beach, CA
Jesslyn McGill- Heavenly hair Salon Riverside, CA
Jennifer McGilloway- Corona Di Mar, CA
Lori McGlynns- Salon 119, INC Palm Springs, CA
Kelly McGovern- Hayward, CA
Holli McGowen- Lakewood, CA
Madeline McGrath- Carlsbad, CA
Kathryn McGregor- Studio nine Salon Chico, CA
Bridget McKay- CVAC Salon Carmel-by-the-sea, CA
Heather McKay- Rocklin, CA
Nicole McKay- Murrieta, CA
Katherine McKenzie- Manteca, CA
Laura McKinley- Laura McKinley Oakland, CA
Hannah McKinney- Cosmetology Wildomar, CA
Emily McKinnon- Stranded Beauty Bar Salinas, CA
Roshni McLeod- Oakland, CA
Julia McMahon- San Diego, CA
Christina McMillan- Huntington Beach, CA
Jennifer McMillan- Irwindale, CA
Lily McMullen- Max hair salon San Marcos, CA
Ticia McPhetridge- The Studio Pixley, CA
Brittney McWethy- Salon Elite Ventura, CA
Jacquelyn McWilliams- jm artistryLA Los Angeles, CA
Shallamar Mcafee- Shalls_nails Sacramento, CA
Kit McCall- Kit's Salon Seal Beach, CA
Caryn McClelland- Skin Cocktail Beauty Bar Cottonwood, CA
Rebecca McCulloch- Ventura, CA
Tamara Mcdonald- Tamara McDonald Oceanside, CA
Betty McDonald-Taylor- Betty McDonald-Taylor Riverside, CA
Kari Mckelvey- Kari Miller Concord, CA
Lisa Mckelvey- Roseville, CA
Nancy Mckenna- Simply beyoutiful hair salon Lomita, CA
Jennifer Mcmahen- Salt lounge Huntington Beach, CA
Kia Mcmillin- ArchiTexture Ventura, CA
Anaise Mcnaught- Dukesanddolls salon Petaluma, CA
Jeannie Mcswain- Pure Beauty by Jean Victorville, CA
Mel Mcwilliams- Danville, CA
Sarah Meacham- Pasadena, CA
Cathy Medeiros- Livermore, CA
Matt Medeiros- Dublin, CA
Cristina Medina- Little mermaid hair and make up salon Pinole, CA
Jasmine Medina- Fillmore, CA
Katy Medina- Glendale, CA
Lurdes Medina- Bella Sol The Salon Arcadia, CA
Maria Medina- La Raza Beauty Salon Oakland, CA
Ruben Medina- Elite sal'n Russian Hill San Francisco, CA
Sylvia Medina- Symtry Whittier, CA
Joulie Medosch- Salon La Jolla San Diego, CA
Christina Medrano- Christina Bee Artistry Pasadena, CA
Nadya Medrano- Pomona, CA
Susan Meeks- Temecula, CA
Rose Meimani- Benjamin Beauty San Diego, CA
Nick Meinzer- Nick Meinzer, hairdresser Oakland, CA
Ashley Meis- Healthy Living at Home, health care. Fairfax, CA
Adriana Mejia- SuperCuts Signal Hill, CA
Alfredo Mejia- Place 4u hair by enrique Santa Clarita, CA
Deysi Mejia- Elite Clmpz Barber Shop Yucaipa, CA
Janet Mejia- Bellflower, CA
Laura Mejia- Bellflower, CA
Ofelia Melendrez- The Hair Connection Modesto, CA
Claudia Melgar- Hair by Claudia Thousand Oaks, CA
Bretlin Mello- Elk Grove, CA
Deanna Melroy- , CA
Vanessa Melton- Hair by Vanessa Fresno, CA
Annabell Memmott- Salinas, CA
Ruby Menchaca- Ruby Rodriguez Murrieta, CA
Yenifer Mendez- Jeny's lash place Los Angeles, CA
Araceli Mendez- Altaira Hair salon Montclair, CA
Dayrin Mendez- Los Angeles, CA
Baby Mendoza- Tenth Street Hair lounge Riverside, CA
Enrique Mendoza- Place4uhairbyenrique@yahoo.com Los Angeles, CA
Genny Mendoza- Gensthetics Long Beach, CA
Guadalupe Mendoza - Pure Essence Body Works Madera, CA
Lisa Mendoza - Fresno, CA
Maria Mendoza- Maria Mendoza Visalia, CA
Myrna Mendoza- Supercuts Los Angeles, CA
Charlene Mercadante- Los Altos, CA
Charis Mercado- Charismatic beauty at the dollhouse beauty Los Angeles, CA
Margarita Mercado- Creation by E Carson, CA
Elizabeth Mercer- Oak Glen, CA
Diana Mercier- Radiance By Di Huntington Beach, CA
Lauren Merenda- Fresh skincare OC Costa Mesa, CA
Ana Merida- Los Angeles, CA
Michele Merk- Aliso Viejo, CA
Jeff Merkow- Santa Ana, CA
Morgan Merrill- Sacramento, CA
Michele Merriweather- Headlines Upland, CA
Jenae Mertl- The Iron Scissor Salon Pismo Beach, CA
Darlene Mesa- New Attitude La Mirada, CA
Kimberly Metcalf- Paso Robles, CA
Marie Metcalf- Los Angeles, CA
Melissa Meyer- Poway, CA
Rosemary Meyer- Rustys Woodland, CA
Jeff Meyers- Orange, CA
Lizette Meza- Posh salon Fresno, CA
Michelle Meza- El Cajon, CA
Moni Meza- hairbymonz Long Beach, CA
Tiffani Meza- Ulta beauty Adelanto, CA
Charlene Meza-Frye- Vallejo, CA
Brittany Michele- Martinez, CA
Chase Michna- Modena salon Berkeley, CA
Shimiko Mickens- Our Mane Hub Torrance, CA
Chris Middleton- Bio-Rad Martinez, CA
Leticia Mier- Audacious Salon Fontana, CA
Katalin Miko- Kats Beauty Salon Chico, CA
Kathleen Mikulin- SAQQAAR Intl. Fair Oaks, CA
Lydia Milars- IATSE Los Angeles, CA
Kaili Miles- Wild&Free Hair Studio Paso Robles, CA
Simone Miles- San Francisco, CA
Carmina Milian- Carmina Milian Salon Los Angeles, CA
Maria Milke- Bonitas beauty salon Los Angeles, CA
Shea Milian- Winchester, CA
Eriss Millar- Eriss Salon El Segundo, CA
Andrew Miller- Boathouse Barbershop South Pasadena, CA
Breanna Miller- Breanna Rae Beauty Bar San Diego, CA
Briana Miller- Gypsy Lane Salon Watsonville, CA
Ciera Miller- Hemet, CA
Debbie Miller- Novato, CA
Gina Miller- SilkySmooth Creations Los Angeles, CA
Marsha Miller- Headlines Salon & Spa Yuba City, CA
Melissa Miller- Meleesa the Sal'n Huntington Beach, CA
Mike Miller- San Diego, CA
Nancy Miller- Palm Desert, CA
Sarah Miller- Salon O Menifee, CA
Shannon Miller- Anaheim, CA
Tamika Miller- Cuticles Nail Spa Sacramento, CA
Unuva Miller- Lavish Skin Care Bellflower, CA
Sean Millis- San Francisco, CA
Christina Millward- The Sugar Studio Oceanside, CA
Nedra Millwood- Manteca, CA
janice Minabe- Salon by the cove San Diego, CA
Paula Minar- Duarte, CA
Dawn Mink- Lemon Grove, CA
Cassandra Minton- Bleu Full Service Salon Los Angeles, CA
Santy Mira- Los Angeles, CA
Marissa Miranda- Marissa Miranda salon Riverbank, CA
Mary Miranda- Los Angeles, CA
Manoj Mirpuri- Kriza Aveda Salon Los Angeles, CA
JoDee Mitchell- JoDee mitchell hair Covina, CA
Regina Mitchell- Piedmont, CA
Susan Mitgang- Orinda, CA
Claire Mitsushima- Claire Mitsushima Redondo Beach, CA
Lisa Mittone- San Ramon, CA
Dawn Miyazaki-Jovel- Redondo Beach, CA
Krstyna Mkrtchian- Glendale, CA
Sedik Mkrtichian- Salon republic Burbank, CA
Glenn Moala- MEIS SALON Concord, CA
Ilaisaane Moala- MEIS Salom Pittsburg, CA
Loretta Mobley- Madera, CA
Tara Modelowitz- Tara Modelowitz Tracy, CA
Marguerite Modena- Terri modena Corona, CA
Fresha Mohamady- Hair by Fresha Irvine, CA
Maria Mohammed- Lashtopia Palos Verdes Estates, CA
Gorettee Mok- San Francisco, CA
Gloria Molina- Madera, CA
August Molineri- August Molineri Laguna Hills, CA
Kim Molioo- KimMolioo Stylist Westminster, CA
Danielle Molkenbuhr- Halo salon Santa Rosa, CA
Marisa Monjaras- Orchids Beauty Salon San Francisco, CA
Sabrina Montano- Fresno, CA
Bridget Monte- Hair By BRidget Monte Fresno, CA
Sarah Monte- Hayward, CA
Teri Montelius- Yorba Linda, CA
Maria Montes- State Street Salon, redlands, ca Loma Linda, CA
Sheila Montie- Lemon Grove, CA
Debbie Montoya- Bakersfield, CA
Elizabeth Montoya- Sparrow Fox Salon Los Angeles, CA
Jennifer Montoya- Jennifer Montoya Hair & Makeup Artist Madera, CA
Narra Montufar- Narras Beauty Bar Escondido, CA
Jenna Moody- Irvine, CA
Daniel Moon - Los Angeles, CA
Brian Moore - San Diego, CA
Cat Moore - Daly City, CA
Cristy Moore - Spring Valley, CA
Emma Moore - Brush Salon Healdsburg, CA
Gail Moore - San Francisco, CA
Heather Moore - Iluna beauty San Diego, CA
Rella Moore - Aspire Hair Design Citrus Heights, CA
Briana Moorhos - Vacaville, CA
Andrea Morales - Beauty garage salon Monrovia, CA
Betty Morales - Riverside, CA
Dalia Morales - Dahlia Beauty Salon Carpinteria, CA
Genevieve Morales - Fresno, CA
Jennifer Morales - Karen Allen Aveda Salon and Spa Riverside, CA
Justin Morales - Lancaster, CA
Stephanie Morales - Aurora Salon Camarillo, CA
Alicia Moran - Hair by Alicia Oak Glen, CA
Malissa Moran - Hair by Malissa Carlsbad, CA
Nina Morano - Laguna Niguel, CA
Juan Moreno - San Francisco, CA
Fred Moreno - Dublin, CA
Jeanane Moreno - Hair by Jeanane Moreno Dublin, CA
Jennifer Moreno - Bloom spa and salon Escondido, CA
Joceline Moreno - Santa Rosa, CA
Nohemi Moreno - Pico Rivera, CA
Marianne Morey - San Diego, CA
Dawn Morgan - Madera, CA
Donna Morgan - West Hollywood, CA
Jade Morgan - Jade Hairstylist Los Angeles, CA
Julia Morgan - Redondo Beach, CA
Laurin Morgan - Hair By Laurin K Rancho Santa Margarita, CA
Liz Morgan - None Walnut Creek, CA
Macey Morgan - Los Altos, CA
Micah Morgan - Noelle Styles & Stainless Salons Ramona, CA
Kim Morgan-Bunse - Highland, CA
Betsy Morgutia - Gysypbskincare Downey, CA
Beth Mori - Escondido, CA
Kimberly Morris - Kimberly Morris Salon Walnut Creek, CA
Lindsay Morris - Hair's Inn San Jose, CA
Shelby Morris - Shelby M Beauty Oceanside, CA
Maria Morrish - Claremont, CA
Deana Morrison - Tiny elephant event productions inc Martinez, CA
Beth Morse - Alameda, CA
Manon Mortis - The Shagshak Villa Park, CA
Kazumi Morton - Salon Kazumi Beverly Hills, CA
Alison Moses - Altadena, CA
Kelly Moses - HairBy Kelly Moses Culver City, CA
Cynthia Mosqueda - Cynthia Mosqueda hair dresser Huntington Beach, CA
Kevin Moss - San Carlos, CA
Nina Motruk - Cerritos College Cosmeyology Dept. Whittier, CA
Stephanie Motzku-Bakan - Mill Valley, CA
Tiffany Mount - Naimy Legacy Ventures, LLC Los Angeles, CA
Dina Moursi - CA
Michael Mouton - San Francisco Institute of Esthetics and Cosmetology Antioch, CA
Sharon Moy - Simply Hair II Vacaville, CA
Stephanie Moy - San Mateo, CA
Candy Moyer - The Compound Salon Los Angeles, CA
Haleh Moazzamian - Haleh's Hair Boutique Beverly Hills, CA
Linda Muchamel - Los Angeles, CA
Elisa Muchmore - Peel Simply Skin, Inc San Diego, CA
Michelene Mucho - Mish Mucho Hair San Diego, CA
Melah Muckelroy - Los Angeles, CA
Michele Muehl - Bello Salon Riverside, CA
Holly Mueller - Torrance, CA
Katie Mueller - Saltern Salon Escondido, CA
Angela Mujica - Hemet, CA
Missy Mulford - Beauty By Us Aliso Viejo, CA
Felicia Mulholland - Mulberry studio Menifee, CA
Gloria Muniz - Artistic Hair Boutique Roseville, CA
Carolina Munoz - Patrick Evan Salon San Francisco, CA
Gina Munoz - Gina Griego Hair Clovis, CA
Jose Munoz - Munoz consulting Rialto, CA
Joseline Munoz - ULTA Cerritos, CA
Rose Munoz - Hair by Rose Placentia, CA
Jennifer Munro - Anaheim, CA
Christy Munson - Head to toe beauty salon Barstow, CA
Angelica Murillo - Posh Salon Madera, CA
Lidia Murillo - Belleza Latina beautiful salon Bakersfield, CA
Ahsa Murphy - Hair life by ahsa San Rafael, CA
Jennifer Murphy - San Francisco, CA
K.T. Murray - Daly City, CA
Pony Musgrave - Folklore Salon & Barber Los Angeles, CA
Tom Mutter - Long Beach, CA
Amy Myers - San Diego, CA
Gina Myers - Shear Brilliance Salon Cerritos, CA
Mary Myers - Oakland, CA
Cricket Myles - Cricket @ Borel Hair Care San Mateo, CA
Cecilia M - Ventura, CA
MICHELLE NEAL-FRY - Turning Heads Hair Studio Ramona, CA
HANH NGUYEN - FYN Santa Clara, CA
QUAN NGUYEN - Forever Nails Santa Paula, CA
YEN NGUYEN - Yen Nguyen Clovis, CA
YUDAI NUNOME - Beverly Hills, CA
Leah Nagiyani - Los Angeles, CA
Lia Naimy - Naimy Legacy Ventures, LLC Los Angeles, CA
Richard Naimy - Naimy Legacy Ventures, LLC DBA Great Clips Los Angeles, CA
Drexcel Najarian - Fresno, CA
Omar Najera - Los Angeles, CA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Ngo</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim Ngo</td>
<td>London Salon Mill Valley, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nhut Ngo</td>
<td>Garden Grove, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Ngo</td>
<td>Crimson Hair Salon Cypress, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy Ngo</td>
<td>Garden Grove, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annie Nguyen</td>
<td>Beauty Ever After Huntington Beach, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bich Nguyen</td>
<td>Color &amp; Craft A Salon San Diego, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat Nguyen</td>
<td>Nails Galleria Walnut, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gina Nguyen</td>
<td>Bersheas Salon and Day Spa, INC. Brea, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hang Nguyen</td>
<td>Patrick Evan Salon San Francisco, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoa Nguyen</td>
<td>Natural Nails Belmont Gardena, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jimmy Nguyen</td>
<td>The Nail Station Oakland, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnny Nguyen</td>
<td>Cuts 1st Class Barbershop Oakland, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathy Nguyen</td>
<td>Kathy nails Oakland, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenny Nguyen</td>
<td>Topaz Investments Fullerton, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khanh Nguyen</td>
<td>Karen Allen Salon and Spa Riverside, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Nguyen</td>
<td>3sixty Salon Fremont, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mia Nguyen</td>
<td>Colette Sugar Studio Santa Clara, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Nguyen</td>
<td>Orange, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minh Nguyen</td>
<td>Westminster, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MyHanh Nguyen</td>
<td>San Jose, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phuong Nguyen</td>
<td>888 Nail spa inc Irwindale, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quang Nguyen</td>
<td>Leos Hair Studio San Jose, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raquel Nguyen</td>
<td>Stainless Salon San Diego, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suzanne Nguyen</td>
<td>Hair By Suzanne Marina, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thuy Nguyen</td>
<td>Cutting Image San Diego, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany Nguyen</td>
<td>Adore Nails Santa Ana, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Nhan</td>
<td>Dej Salon Los Angeles, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Nichol</td>
<td>Sacramento, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Nicholls</td>
<td>Hair by Michelle Nicholls Laguna Hills, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Nichols</td>
<td>Oceanside, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anelsy Nichols</td>
<td>Whittier, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noel Nichols</td>
<td>Glendale, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia Nichols</td>
<td>Martha and Co Fontana, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antecia Nicholson</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elyse Nickell</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Nicks</td>
<td>Nourished Nails Oxnard, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamei Nicole</td>
<td>Kamei Nicole tanning and Nails Seal Beach, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lori Nicolas</td>
<td>Lori Nicolas Hair Designs Sacramento, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Nider</td>
<td>Revive Salon Berkeley, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Nidetz</td>
<td>Sacramento, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Nielsen</td>
<td>Escape Salon &amp; Spa Fontana, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Nielsen</td>
<td>Revive salon and spa Discovery Bay, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristin Nielsen</td>
<td>The Glitz Salon Bakersfield, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annette Nieto</td>
<td>Shear Commitment Oceanside, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griselda Nieves</td>
<td>Pomona, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatima Nijim</td>
<td>Trends San Mateo, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behrad Nikbakhsh</td>
<td>Romee Hair Salon Agoura Hills, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kellie Nimie</td>
<td>Fringe Thousand Oaks, CA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Amber Nissen- Salon Shag Huntington Bch, CA
Dana Nitti- San Diego, CA
Barbara Nobles- Moreno Valley, CA
Cynthia NodineSmith- Hair design by Cindy Simi Valley, CA
Shannon Noel- Hair by Shannon Noel Thousand Oaks, CA
Julie Noggle- The Vanity Room Salon Corona, CA
Julie Noggle- The Vanity Room Salon Corona, CA
Deanna Nogueras- The Vibe Hair Lounge Oceanside, CA
Tara Nolan- Zentara Hair Studio Santa Monica, CA
Barbara Nolasco- Artistic Hair Orange, CA
Julie Nomura- Salon M Costa Mesa, CA
Daniel Noon- Escondido, CA
Andrea Norby- El Cajon, CA
Luz Noriega- South Street Hair Design Anaheim, CA
Deanna Norrdin- Clippings Hair Design Upland, CA
Carole Norris- Berkeley, CA
Lauren Norris- Citizen salon Oceanside, CA
Cori Norton- Remedy Aesthetics Studio Newcastle, CA
Linda Norwood- CV Beauty Hemet, CA
Kayci Nosal- The Lab A Salon National City, CA
Jodi Novak- Jodi Novak Campbell, CA
Carl Nuhfer- Kings Road Salon Los Angeles, CA
Aileen Nunez- San Diego, CA
Linda Nunnally-Peters- Forestville, CA
Courtney Nuno- Hair by courtney @ strands salon Livermore, CA
Brenda Nye- Seniorsalonmanagement La Mirada, CA
Alejandria Nájera- La Mirada, CA
Anneliese OBannon-Robles- Beauty by Anneliese San Diego, CA
Eryca OBrien- Huntington Bch, CA
Luke OConnor- Lukaro Salon Beverly Hills, CA
Dawn ODwyer- Grateful Salon Mission Viejo, CA
Michelle OHearn- Styles & Smiles by Michelle Martinez, CA
Katie ONeal- PB Beauty Bar San Diego, CA
Arellana ORoy- Ari Forari Pacific Grove, CA
Joan OBrien- Livermore, CA
Tye OBryan- Mane Event Salon Campbell, CA
Missy ODaniel- Allure Salon and Spa Sacramento, CA
Colleen OHara- Great clips Oceanside, CA
Jennifer OLane- Fresno, CA
Ashten OMalley- Ventura, CA
Ashley OShaughnessy- Ashley Chicago San Diego, CA
Shani Obedoza- Refine men's salon Dana Point, CA
Christina Ocasio- The shop by christina ocasio Oakland, CA
Kendra Ocasio- Victorville, CA
Rafael Ochoa- Mowhawk and Warpaint San Francisco, CA
Ramona Ochoa- Cathedral City, CA
Andrea Ocier- San Francisco, CA
Amber Odell- Bliss the Salon Lancaster, CA
Colleen Odle- Prima Salon Santa Clarita, CA
Alnita Odom- Alpha Avenue Beauty LLC Vallejo, CA
Kaylene Offerman- Ojai, CA
Dennis Ogas- Dos salon Palm Desert, CA
Peggy Ogilvie- Peace of Inspiration Anaheim, CA
Karen Ojakian- San Bruno, CA
Claudia Ojeda- Castro Valley, CA
Karla Ojeda- Escondido, CA
Aili Olbon- Mission Viejo, CA
Linda Olien- Heather Olien Lakewood, CA
Sarah Oliva- Le Chateau Enchanted Day Spa Lake Forest, CA
Helena Olivares- Hair & Makeup Artistry by Helena Camarillo, CA
Ashley Olivarez- Live Beautifully Eastvale, CA
Morgan Olivas- Luci's Salon Davis, CA
Teresa Oliveira- Smooth A Peel Seaside, CA
Michelle Oliver- Santee, CA
Russell Oliver- Merced, CA
Sharon Olivier- Rumors Running Springs, CA
Aleta Olivo- Leets, LLC Downey, CA
Shay Olivo- Santee, CA
Vanessa Olivetti- Vanessa Olivotti Hair Fairfax, CA
Amy Olson- Oceano, CA
Erica Olson- Thousand Oaks, CA
Lacey Olson- Lacey Rose microblading Escondido, CA
Lareena Olufsen- Elkes Total Image Eureka, CA
Carmen Ontiveros- Concept Elite Bakersfield, CA
Lucia Ontiveros- Stars salon Chula Vista, CA
Martha Ontiveros- Skin Rituals Inc Sierra Madre, CA
Rita Ontiveros- San Fernando, CA
Iuliia Onyshkevych- Slon Nails Los Angeles, CA
Svetlana Oppedisano- Salon One Mission Viejo, CA
Courtney Orcutt- Menifee, CA
Alejandra Ordonez- Cleos Hair Design Los Angeles, CA
Maria Orea- Silhouette Hair Salon Inglewood, CA
Bernadette Orellana- Bernadettes Massage Therapy & Spa Orellana's Esthetics Greenfield, CA
Julie Orlowsky- Monrovia, CA
Otilia Ornelas- Masters touch hair studio Corona, CA
Neda Oromchian- Danville, CA
AnaLaura Orozco- A wild hair Adelanto, CA
Stephanie Orozco- Visalia, CA
Aerial Ortez- Selma, CA
Ana Ortiz- Ana's Beautiful Brows Santa Clarita, CA
Cyndi Ortiz- Tracy, CA
Marlene Ortiz- San Jose, CA
Samara Ortiz- Summerland Summerland, CA
Stephanie Ortiz- Moss Landing, CA
Carrie Osmer- Tracy, CA
Maria Ossa- San Diego, CA
Frances Ostahowski- Anza, CA
Felicia Otero- Camarillo, CA
Christen Ouillette- Hairbychristen Highland, CA
Tamar Ouzounian- Los Angeles, CA
Cheryl Overton- Colusa, CA
Bonnie Owen- Santee, CA
Erica Owen- La Boheme hair lounge San Diego, CA
John Owens- JohnOwensHairDesign Redondo Beach, CA
Shalay Owens- Salotto Salon San Diego, CA
Marsha Ownbe-Calloway- Clovis, CA
Angela P- San Ramon, CA
S P- Del Mar, CA
SUZANNE PALMIERE- Suzanne's Great Hair Solutions Redondo Beach, CA
Fay POWELL- Manhattan Beach, CA
PATRICIA POWERS- Dana Point, CA
CAPRICE PRECIADO- Caprice Preciado La Mesa, CA
Heather Pacheco- Genesis Skin Spa & Permanent Makeup Studio Carlsbad, CA
Lisa Pacheco- TEXTURES Fremont, CA
Stephanie Packer- Santee, CA
Rosalind Pacleb- 1205 Hair Corona, CA
Esmeralda Pacudan- Pose Salon Dinuba, CA
Jennifer Paderewski- San Diego, CA
Judi Padgett-Creed- CPF Health Solutions Murrieta, CA
Bonnie Padilla- Bonnie Padilla Oxnard, CA
Chelsey Padilla- Industrial glam Los Angeles, CA
Deisy Padilla- Sacramento, CA
JoAnna Padilla- Canyon Country, CA
Robert Padilla- The Birdcage Hair by Robert Padilla Fresno, CA
Meri Pagan- The Right Hair Mission Viejo, CA
Jennifer Pagano- Salon M Long Beach, CA
Jean Pagdilao- Redlands, CA
Erin Page- Blush Salon Brentwood, CA
Sue Page- Nails by Sue Frazier Park, CA
Hayley Paige- Bridal Artists on the Go Roseville, CA
Erin Painter- Esthetics by Eri San Diego, CA
Yadira Palacios- Studio17 Men's Salon. Thousand Oaks, CA
Jessica Palafax- La Puente, CA
Marisa Palermo- Los Angeles, CA
Louie Palhegyi- Yucaipa, CA
Ronald Palma- Lodi, CA
Christine Palmer- Menifee, CA
Kevin Palmer- Burbank, CA
Sherrie Palmer- Newport Beach, CA
Dana Palminteri- Euodia Salon & Day Spa Moorpark, CA
Jenn Palmore- Salon Elite West Hollywood, CA
Virginia Palomino- Pro Cuts Salinas, CA
Ashley Palomo- Gypsy Rose Salon San Jose, CA
Mara Panecas- The Colour Palette Salon Coronado, CA
Deborah Pannier- Deborah Pannier Skin and Makeup San Francisco, CA
Karena Papirian- Addiction salon Westminster, CA
La Par- Los Angeles, CA
Janet Paradiso- JD Academy Danville, CA
Paul Paradiso- Krimson Hair Studio Burbank, CA
Ganean Paraja- Studio G’s salon and studio Lake Isabella, CA
Susie Paredes- San Jose, CA
Kayli Paris- Ridgecrest, CA
Nikki Parisi- Nikki Parisi Hawthorne, CA
Zoe Park- Hairroin Salon Los Angeles, CA
Ji Park-Yamachika- E2BEAUTY La Palma, CA
Lisa Parke- San Diego, CA
Danielle Parker- Lotus Salon Fair Oaks, CA
Gayle Parker- HAMOL Novato, CA
Joseph Parker- Blanquita’s Estetica Escondido, CA
Michelle Parker- North Tustin, CA
Rachel Parker- Rachel Parker Vallejo, CA
Heather Parkin- Cuticles nail spa Hayward, CA
Angela Parliament- frank and Iola Livermore, CA
Chloe Parmelee- Murrieta, CA
Morreyah Parrett- Yucca Valley, CA
Nigol Parseghian- Salon of Paris Arcadia, CA
Brenda Parsons- Accent on Hair, Inc Fremont, CA
Charlotte Parsons- Oakland, CA
Wanda Parsons- Hayward, CA
Kathy Pascal- Kathy Pascal Manicurist Vacaville, CA
Cindee Paschen- Cut & Polished Redding, CA
Claudia Pasquale- Sports Clips Arcadia, CA
Debi Pasricha- The Hair Parlor Ventura, CA
Sarah Passno- Ventura, CA
Billingsley Pat- Bello Salon Suites Sacramento, CA
Kallen Patalano- Salon Capelli by KALLEN Los Angeles, CA
Tammy Patek- Richard Joseph salon San Diego, CA
Elizabeth Patino- Chiriaco Summit, CA
Laura Patrick- Cobb, CA
Catherine Pattengill- San Diego, CA
Emily Patterson- Prim and Proper Salon Riverside, CA
Marcy Paul- Alter Ego Hair Studio Escondido, CA
Kathryn Pauli- Hair by Kate at Suite B Salon Carlsbad, CA
Liz Pauling- Elizabeth skincare Newcastle, CA
Tiffany Paulino- Pure Skin Lounge San Diego, CA
Cheryl Paulson- Corona, CA
Jessica Pavia- Palmdale, CA
Kimberly Pavlu- The Chop Shop Simi Valley, CA
Kristiann Pavoff- Vanity Room Salon Placentia, CA
Coral Payan- the New Style hair and Nails Salon Bloomington, CA
Sharon Paye- San Mateo, CA
Cara Paymaster- Cara Paymaster Skincare San Diego, CA
Lauren Payne- Hemet, CA
Steven Payne- Alameda, CA
Breanna Payton- Studio Monroe Murrieta, CA
Deena Peak- Arroyo Grande, CA
Sadie Peake- Sadie Styles Sacramento, CA
Amy Pearson- Amy Christine Hair Los Angeles, CA
Beverly Pearson- Envious Looks Aesthetics Fresno, CA
Jenelle Pearson- Blink Lash Boutique, LLC San Diego, CA
Tracey PeatTellez- Hair Industry the Salon Fullerton, CA
Melonie Pederson- MP Custom Woodworking Danville, CA
Hairbytiffiff Pedroza- Porterville, CA
Ernest Peitso- Erne Peitso Berkeley, CA
Deborah Peled- Deborah Peled hairstylist Walnut Creek, CA
Angela Pelikan- Angela Pelikan - Hairstylist Santa Rosa, CA
Elisha Pellanda- Hair By Elisha @ Bello Lei Salon Fallbrook, CA
Lolita Pellos- San Diego, CA
Ralph Pena- Folsom, CA
Rosa Pena- Haven Hair Lounge Menifee, CA
T Pena- Renees day spa and salon Modesto, CA
Nancy Pence- Clovis, CA
Stacy Pendry- Gregory Stevens Salon Laguna Niguel, CA
Catherine Pennington- Richmond, CA
Erica Penny- Emichal hair Morgan Hill, CA
Diana Pequeno- Hair Art and Sol Long Beach, CA
Robin Pera- Hollister, CA
Cendy Perez- Bebes hair salon Santa Ana, CA
Chanelle Perez- Frenchie's Parlor Whittier, CA
Daniela Perez- Gloss Beverly Hills Los Angeles, CA
Elisa Perez- Elisa's Garage Hair Studio Los Angeles, CA
Francisco Perez- Cisco Salon Sacramento, CA
Gretel Perez- Hayward, CA
Jessica Perez- Jessica @ Sola Salon San Marcos, CA
Joie Perez- Joie Elyse MUA Lancaster, CA
Judith Perez- Riverside, CA
Kris Perez- Madera, CA
Nicole Perez- Ventura, CA
Ron Perez- Images Salon Newport Beach, CA
Susana Perez- Susana Perez Elk Grove, CA
Christine Perico-Cutts- THE MEN'S Hair Salon & Spa Mission Viejo, CA
Michele Perkins- Renew salon San Mateo, CA
Anaya Perna- Glam Spa by Shannique Agoura Hills, CA
Lora Perry- Nails by Lora Pitts Perry Apple Valley, CA
Samira Perry- Pretty by Perry Salinas, CA
Rachel Perryman- La Rouge Salon Ventura, CA
Petina Pervis- Spa 313 Hawthorne, CA
Sana Peter- Joelle's salon day spa San Diego, CA
Victoria Peter- Joelle's Salon; Victoria Peter San Diego, CA
Angeline Peters- THE LONDON HAIR COMPANY Los Angeles, CA
Debra Peters- Debra Peters @ Salon Elite Of Ventura, Ca Ventura, CA
Dennis Peters- Forestville, CA
Rhonda Peters- Watsonville, CA
Angela Peterson- Angela Rae Beauty, CA
Becky Peterson- San Diego, CA
Lisa Peterson - Fresno, CA
Lucretia Peterson- Noelle Styles Ramona, CA
Missy Peterson- Oceanside, CA
Rachel Petratskos- Long Beach, CA
Rossi Petrova- Seal Beach, CA
Bea Petty- Shear Addiction Barbershop Del Monte Forest, CA
Steffani Pfaff- Status Salon Pleasanton, CA
Catyanna Pfeiffer- Alameda, CA
Angela Pham- Nails By Angie at En Chant Nails Tustin, CA
Huong Pham- Hellen's Salon San Jose, CA
Tina Pham- Luxury Nails and Spa Garden Grove, CA
Tram Pham- cherie's salon Oakland, CA
Leann Phan- Livermore, CA
LiLy Pham- Excel Nails Folsom, CA
Lesley Phillippe- Vagablonde Salon Rancho Santa Margarita, CA
Amber Phillips- Stag Hair Parlor Landers, CA
Dionne Phillips- D'Lashes By Dionne Phillips Los Angeles, CA
Shona Phillips- Bakersfield, CA
Theresa Phillips- North Highlands, CA
Carolyn Piazza- Piazza For Hair Livermore, CA
Ellen Picard- Santa Rosa, CA
Kristina Piccardo- Sacramento, CA
Gilbert Pickett- Salon Mio Mio San Francisco, CA
Aixa Piedra- Leshay's Salon & Spa Placentia, CA
Sarah Piel- Tapered & Tails San Diego, CA
Angie Pierce- The Look Salon Susanville, CA
Laura Pierczynski- San Francisco, CA
Adriana Pina- Los Angeles, CA
Mary Pinchot- Oakland, CA
Brenda Pineda- Queens beauty lounge Carson, CA
Toi Pinell- Toi Jovan Los Angeles, CA
Jessica Pingree- JP hair studio , CA
Tambria Pinkerton- Anaheim, CA
Rosa Pinto- Hair by Rosa Pinto Fremont, CA
Laurie Pirini- San Rafael, CA
Nicole Pizani- Nicole Pizani Fremont, CA
Carmen Pleadwell- The Tousled Studio Newark, CA
Paula Pociecha- Fort Bragg, CA
Kelly Podesto- Suite B Salon San Marcos, CA
Heather Poepke- West Hills, CA
Misty Poiesz- Auburn, CA
Passion Polanco- Concord, CA
Christol Polee- Long Beach, CA
Marcia Pollioni- San Francisco, CA
Lisa Pomo- Pitch Salon San Francisco, CA
Denise Pope- Ventura, CA
Eric Pope- Hair,Hair,&Hair Los Angeles, CA
Pam Pope- CALCO Fence Livermore, CA
Barbara Popp- Barbara Kay Popp Summerland, CA
Dawn Poppe- Dawn Amador Advanced Skin Therapy San Jose, CA
Barbara Porcile- Sanger, CA
Douglas Porter- Sport Clips Coronado, CA
Helena Porter- Beautiful Faces Skincare and Cosmetics Los Angeles, CA
Therese Porter- San Francisco, CA
Jessica Porterfield- Mission Viejo, CA
Mirna Portillo- Supercuts Los Angeles, CA
Tiffany Potratz- Los Angeles, CA
Donna Potter- Fremont, CA
May Potts- Vogue Salon Merced, CA
Benji Pow- Taylor monroe San Francisco, CA
Christin Powell- Riverside, CA
Chrysta Powell- Torrance, CA
Essly Powell- Essly Powell Santa Monica, CA
Norm Powers- Fair Oaks, CA
Stephanie Powers- Fringe salon Fresno, CA
Holly Pozdzioch-frates- hair by holly pozdzioch Hemet, CA
Danielle Pray- Slate Hair Studio Oceanside, CA
Brenda Preciado- Neighborhood Salon Los Angeles, CA
Dani Prefontaine- DPRE Academy Carlsbad, CA
Dawnn Price- The Red Carpet Hair Salon Oakland, CA
Stacy Prida- Stacy Prida Hair Wigs Encinitas, CA
Gwen Priester- Supercuts Patterson, CA
Andrea Prieto- Raven & sage San Diego, CA
Debra Principe- Hairbydebbie Jamul, CA
Melissa Pringle- Swanky Salon Thousand Oaks, CA
Nicole Pritchard- EpidermisRx Woodland, CA
Andrew Proaps- Dukes and dolls salon Petaluma, CA
Brenda Proaps- Petaluma, CA
Diana Profant- Laguna Niguel, CA
Elaine Profant- Laguna Niguel, CA
Ashley Prosper- Citizen salon Fallbrook, CA
Jessica Provenza- Shortys barbershop Los Angeles, CA
Catherine Provenzano- Studio 407 Anaheim, CA
Bianca Pruitt- HAIR by Bianca Los Angeles, CA
Kathryn Prybylinski- Hair Designs by Kathy Prybylinski Discovery Bay, CA
Tim Pryde- San Francisco, CA
Gloria Przełęski- Alameda, CA
Francesca Puccio- Thousand Oaks, CA
Jose Puentes- Clovis, CA
Krystal Puga- HBKM South Gate, CA
Lydia Puhak- Montara, CA
Carley Purdy- Studio 308 Santa Clarita, CA
Carolyn Purnell- Image and Design Salon Gilroy, CA
Jan Pusey- Winchester, CA
Jolene Putnam- Madera, CA
Amber Pyfrom- Hair by Amber Los Angeles, CA
Cindy Quach- Oasis nails spa Pomona, CA
Barbara Quan- San Francisco, CA
Tamila Quan- Twist Salon, LLC Alameda, CA
Trish Quan- Salon Flux San Francisco, CA
Nancy Quaresma- Elk Grove, CA
Autumn Queen- Autumn Queen soitz Los Angeles, CA
Jaime Queenin- Olivia Taylor Anaheim, CA
Miguel Quevedo- Premium Barbers incorporated Castrovile, CA
Jenelle Quinn- Jenelles beauty bar Santa Clarita, CA
Katherine Quinones- San Diego, CA
Crystal Quinonez- Leos Manes LLC Fullerton, CA
Leonor Quintero- Beaumont, CA
Trisha Quintero- Studio 210 Los Angeles, CA
Soledad Quiroz- Hollister, CA
Belinda R.Guntenspergen- ReVamped Salon Glendora, CA
ROBERT REED- Ergo Research Santa Clarita, CA
JAZMINA ROMAN- South Gate, CA
Michelle ROSA- Hair we go Cottonwood, CA
JAZMINE RUBALCAVA- Hairstylist | Fashion Stylist Redlands, CA
Elyse Rabb- The Blu Identity Walnut Creek, CA
Kianna Rachal-Tubbs- Defined Beauty Oakland, CA
Ali Rachel- , CA
Yvette Racster- Augury Salon Palmdale, CA
Jenny Rad- Glendale, CA
Luz Rada- Hair Studio Los Angeles, CA
Taylor Radakovitz- Serenity Spa Sacramento, CA
Lori Radosevich-Walker- Richmond, CA
Donna Radoumis- Walnut, CA
Crystal Rae- Sport clips Simi Valley, CA
Vivian Raffaele- Lomita, CA
Jillian Ragain- Tracy, CA
Elwyn Rainer- Rainers service station Menlo Park, CA
Kellee Ramer- San Ramon, CA
Ana Ramirez- Hair Pin Studio Castrovile, CA
Breanna Ramirez- Hair by Breanna Vista, CA
Carla Ramirez- The Ojai massage center Ojai, CA
Ciara Ramirez- Dazzling divas San Diego, CA
Deanna Ramirez- Los Angeles, CA
Devon Ramirez- HairbyDev Vallejo, CA
Jamee Ramirez- Twist salon Grass Valley, CA
Maria Ramirez- Safari Beauty Salon South Gate, CA
Martina Ramirez- Haute Hair, Fresno Clovis, CA
Melinda Ramirez- Oceanside, CA
Sonia Ramirez- 2nd Avenue salon Upland, CA
Sonia Ramirez- Westminster, CA
Stacie Ramirez- Dazzling Divas Hairstyles Redlands, CA
Tatyana Ramirez- Meis salon Fremont, CA
Maria Ramon- Hair We Are Compton, CA
Eliana Ramos- Ivanhoe, CA
Elisa-Marie Ramos- Fantastic Sams Azusa, CA
Geovanna Ramos- Shear Beauty by Gigi San Diego, CA
Jamie Ramos- Salon 9 Orange, CA
Jessica Ramos- Cotati, CA
Rocio Ramos- Oakland, CA
Wendy Ramos- Spa Girl Los Angeles, CA
JENNIFER RAMOZ - Facials by Jenn San Jose, CA
Gabriel Ramsey- San Francisco, CA
Jessica Ramsey- Scissorous San Marcos, CA
R Ramsey- Ventura, CA
Shalise Rand- Situations Styling Studio Antioch, CA
Jean Randall- Meraki Loft Monrovia, CA
Karen Randel- Matrix Fairfield, CA
Jill Randolph-Sikking- San Diego, CA
Kristen Rangel- Sacramento, CA
Terresa Rangel- BeautycallsU Riverside, CA
Seema Rani- Redwood City, CA
Lucy Raphael-Pallas- Cocoon bare San Francisco, CA
Nacole Ralphian- Los Angeles, CA
Asher Rapkin- Ventura, CA
Terie Rapose- Salinas, CA
Kaitlyn Rapp- Escondido, CA
Henrik Rasmussen- Bibbo salon SF CA Palm Springs, CA
Regan Rath- San Diego, CA
Kate Raubolt- Cathedral City, CA
Maria Raufi- Love your skin Newark, CA
Lisa Rauschenberger- Hair by Lisa Moorpark, CA
Nevuah Rautenberg- Reframe hair gallery Sebastopol, CA
Rosemary Ravenda- Julian Hans Hair Salon Laguna Niguel, CA
Shawn Rawlins- Auburn, CA
Mona Rayala- Escondido, CA
David Rayor- Torrance, CA
Jilliann Razaghzadeh- JilliBreez Salon & Spa Roseville, CA
Arnold Rea- La Puente, CA
Jennifer Rea- Hair by Jen rea Oakland, CA
Armine Reames- Los Angeles, CA
Lisa Rebeterano- Rancho Cordova, CA
Diana Rebman- Visalia, CA
Ryane Redaja- Burbank, CA
Josie Redington- Aesthetically Josie, CA
Gary Reed- Hairzoo Santa Monica, CA
Jessica Reed- Riverside, CA
Alona Reese- Face Haus LLC West Hollywood, CA
Keri Reese- Diannas fine lines salon Bakersfield, CA
Joaquin Regalado- The comb Newport Beach, CA
Barbara Regan- Alameda, CA
Silva Rehm- Menlo Park, CA
Yvonne Rehm- Advanced Esthetics By Yvonne Rehm San Mateo, CA
Natasha Reid- San Diego, CA
Heather Rein- Agoura Hills, CA
Tammy Reindl- Tammys hair studio Yorba Linda, CA
Charlotte Reische- Sacramento, CA
Robert Rembert- Los Angeles, CA
Karen Remender- Williams Barber Shop Garden Grove, CA
Norma Rems- San Ramon, CA
Minerva Rendon- The Cut Above Selma, CA
Rita Renner- San Ramon, CA
Leticia Reno- Leticia Reno Costa Mesa, CA
JoDee Renteria- Mobile Manicures Ventura Ventura, CA
Lisa Renwick- Sola Salons Fresno, CA
Rachel Reposar- Oakland, CA
Nicole Resasco- San Diego, CA
Mary Rescigno- Capilli Eco Hair Boutique Fairfax, CA
Mimi Restrepo- Beautiflyskin Concord, CA
Sotheary Reth- Yellow balloons Los Angeles, CA
Ronnie Retin- The Brow Barre Los Angeles, CA
Chante Retzlaff- Hemet, CA
Arissa Reyes- Salon Maxx Pico Rivera, CA
Blanca Reyes- Hemet, CA
Damaris Reyes- Chic Salon & Boutique LLC Palmdale, CA
Maria Reyes- Oz ASalon San Jose, CA
Dynette Reyna- Sacramento, CA
Anselmo Reynoso- Salon 1971 Los Angeles, CA
Stephanie Reynoza- Salon Technique Anaheim, CA
Nathalie Rhule- Hyde Edwards Salon and Spa San Diego, CA
Sabrina Riccio- Temecula, CA
Samantha Riccio- Bella Dora spa and salon Oceanside, CA
Savanna Riccomini- Savanna Hair Bear Valley Springs, CA
Carolyn Rice- Santa Barbara, CA
Patricia Rice- Aqua Hair Salon Los Gatos, CA
Ginger Rich- Reflections salon and day spa Lakeside, CA
Kari Rich- Hair By Kari Chino, CA
Kathi Rich- Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Lindsay Rich- San Francisco, CA
Kara Richard- Citrus Heights, CA
Rene Richard- Altadena, CA
Stephen Richards- Bakersfield, CA
Elizabeth Richardson- Fresno, CA
Sarah Richey- First Christian Church of San Bernardino Redlands, CA
Tina Richmond- Santa Monica, CA
Laurie Rickman- Laurie rickman Ontario, CA
Ashley Rico- Sheared In Strength Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Sylvia Rico- Sylvia Rico Esthetics Dana Point, CA
Camille Ricupito- Corona, CA
Lisa Riedy- Hair by Lisa Marie San Diego, CA
Ruby Rieke- San Francisco, CA
Jennifer Rigberg- Los Angeles, CA
Sharon Riggs- Sugar Barge Resort and Marina Brentwood, CA
Lupe Rightmyer- Luminous Nail Studio Lancaster, CA
Katy Riley- Los Angeles, CA
Rusty Riley - Escondido, CA
Shele Riley - Hemet, CA
Mari Ring - Mari Ring Design Torrance, CA
Diana Rios - Maywood, CA
Lauren Rios - San Jose, CA
Linda Rios - Salon Success Academy Whittier, CA
Rita Rios - Rita Rios Salon's Fresno, CA
Karla Rique - Chula Vista, CA
Joy Rise - Southern Roots Waxing & More Hanford, CA
Michelle Rito - Los Angeles, CA
Jenny Rittershofer - V Collective San Diego, CA
Ana Rivas - Salon republic Beverly Hills, CA
Josh Rivas - Tribute Beauty Lounge Santa Clarita, CA
Stephanie Rivas - Salon Blush Diamond Bar, CA
Bobby Rivera - Revamp salon San Francisco, CA
Crystal Rivera - Oxnard, CA
Henry Rivera - Montebello, CA
Joalla Rivera - San Jose, CA
Jonathan Rivera - Montclair, CA
Josseline Rivera - San Francisco, CA
Juana Rivera - Juana facial Santa Clarita, CA
Michelle Rivera - Beso.Beso Studio Anaheim, CA
Neftali Rivera - The Magic touch beauty salon Montebello, CA
Christen Rivera-Erick - Escondido, CA
Jessica Roach - Bidwell Hair Cottage Chico, CA
Scott Roach - Berkeley, CA
Brenda Roberts - El Cajon, CA
Chalet Roberts - Chalet, The Hair Boutique Palm Desert, CA
Cynthia Roberts - Cindy Roberts Skincare Oxnard, CA
Denise Roberts - Fresno, CA
Nancy Roberts - San Jose, CA
Seth Roberts - San Francisco, CA
Shannon Roberts - Rohnert Park, CA
Trudi Robertson - Clovis, CA
Ashleigh Robinson - Hair by Ashleigh Robinson Turlock, CA
Christine Robinson - Altadena, CA
Deborah Robinson - Totally Ahh-some Hair Los Angeles, CA
Denese Robinson - Polished San Diego, CA
Diana Robinson - Rontal Salon Arroyo Grande, CA
Jasmine Robinson - Heavenly Faces Stockton, CA
Michelle Robinson - Naturally Yours American Canyon, CA
Olivia Robinson - Fullerton, CA
Yvette Robinson - Massage therapy Long Beach, CA
Melissa Robke - Gavert Atelier West Hollywood, CA
Jenna Robles - Gilroy, CA
Jennifer Robles - Burbank, CA
Lela Robles - Corona, CA
Marielena Robles - keylas beauty salon Los Angeles, CA
Tony Robles - La Verne, CA
Neil Robson- Concord, CA
Yvonne Robson- Concord, CA
Christina Roca- Hair Designs by Tina Riverbank, CA
Elida Rocha- Irvine, CA
Michelle Rocha- Michelle’s Apothecary Los Banos, CA
Candice Rode- Facelogic Spa Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Michelle Rodgers- Union City, CA
Tawna Rodgers- Aura Salon Company Rocklin, CA
Michele Rodina- Michele Hair Design Antelope, CA
Alyssa Rodriguez- Hemet, CA
Blanca Rodriguez- Sacramento, CA
Carol Rodriguez- Pleasanton, CA
Cheri Rodriguez- Downtown Hair Studio Hemet, CA
Christine Rodriguez- Christine Rodriguez Stylist Martinez, CA
Dana Rodriguez- Dana hair Mission Viejo, CA
Danny Rodriguez- Six In Beauty San Leandro, CA
David Rodriguez- DAR Hair Concepts West Hollywood, CA
Elizabeth Rodriguez- Nohely’s Beauty salon Madera, CA
Gina Rodriguez- Fillmore, CA
James Rodriguez- Hair Art by Jamed San Jose, CA
Jennifer Rodriguez- Patterson, CA
Julian Rodriguez- Celebs Oxnard, CA
Lisa Rodriguez- Fresno, CA
Lottie Rodriguez- Whittier, CA
Luisa Rodriguez- Wild & Free Aesthetics Santa Ana, CA
Marissa Rodriguez- Seaining Beauty San Jose, CA
Melani Rodriguez- A Hair Lounge Los Angeles, CA
Melanie Rodriguez- Whittier, CA
Mirtha Rodriguez- Hair essential's salon San Diego, CA
Monica Rodriguez- E&C Salon Fresno, CA
Raquel Rodriguez- Napa, CA
Ristina Rodriguez- Ristina Rodriguez Hair West Sacramento, CA
Sabrina Rodriguez- Supercuts San Diego, CA
Virginia Rodriguez- Reflections Beauty Salon Salinas, CA
Yesenia Rodriguez- Madera, CA
maria Rodriguez- Malenas hair Design Coachella, CA
Tamara Roe- Brea, CA
Amy Roelle- Tracy, CA
Arlevia Rogers- MaduSalon San Francisco, CA
Kellie Rogers- Kellie's cuts Chino Hills, CA
Andrew Rojas- Sublime salon San Francisco, CA
Mariana Rojas- , CA
Michelle Roland- Victorville, CA
Yasmine Roller- Livermore, CA
Brandy Rollins- SkinGlowbyBrandy San Clemente, CA
Caitlin Rolls- Ventura, CA
Lea Roman- Mindful Soul & Beauty Oxnard, CA
Maria Roman- Estetica RomanTos Solana Beach, CA
Paulina Roman- Estetica RomanTos Solana Beach, CA
Gail Romano- Gail Romano Port Hueneme, CA
Cynthia Rome- Avenue Salon Novato, CA
Carol Romeo- San Anselmo, CA
Gaetano Romeo- Guy Romeo Hair Los Angeles, CA
Stacie Romeo- Danville, CA
Alba Romero- Hairbyalbaa Hemet, CA
Angela Romero- Beauty By Knowledge Atascadero, CA
Eva Romero- ERA Hair Studio Santa Ana, CA
Jazmin Romero- Revive & Glow Skincare Clovis, CA
Karen Romero- Romero's nails Wasco, CA
Nicholas Romero- Rawknykz Barber Shop San Diego, CA
Nicole Romero- One to one salon Yorba Linda, CA
Sandra Romero- Long Beach, CA
Jose Romo- Monrovia, CA
Louise Ronalds- The sculpture Shop Escondido, CA
Michael Ronalds- The sculpture salon Escondido, CA
Marissa Roney- Essentials Spa Salon Granite Bay, CA
Rebecca Rook- Kiss and Makeup San Jose, CA
Jessenia Roque- Boss Girl Nails & Boutique Fresno, CA
Penneylope Rosado- Joseph Lamar Salon Burbank, CA
Dennise Rosado-Ramirez- Dennise Ramirez Artistry Alameda, CA
Sabrina Rosales- Too Faded Westminster, CA
Sabrina Rosales- Vicara aveda Chino, CA
Julie Rosas- Clips and curls salon Bakersfield, CA
Danielle Rose- Los Angeles, CA
Garry Rose- Refine Mens Salon of Dublin Dublin, CA
Holli Rose- The Suites Spot Long Beach, CA
Katie Rose- San Jose, CA
Leslie Rose- Berkeley, CA
Malyn Rose- Fresno, CA
Nikki Rose- Nikki Rose Fullerton, CA
Theresa Rose- Panache Hanford, CA
Kelsey Roseland- Sachs Day Spa San Jose, CA
Jennifer Rosenblum- The Skin Games Woodside, CA
Heidi Rosenfield- Ventura, CA
Emma Rosenthal- Free Spirit Lash Vista, CA
Joshua Rosenthal- Concord, CA
Richard Rosenthal- Salon Industrie Los Angeles, CA
Sara Rosenthal- Pleasant Hill, CA
Debra Ross- Debra Ross Esthetics Roseville, CA
Jill Ross- El Cajon, CA
Tanya Ross- Escondido, CA
Tram Ross- Vs Barbershop - Campbell Los Gatos, CA
Tracy Rossi- Tracy Kirincic Capitola, CA
Cory Rotenberg- Cory Rotenberg Hair West Hollywood, CA
Meghan Roth- Temecula, CA
Nichole Roth- Envee hair studio Chico, CA
Sarah Roth- Surreal Salon and Gallery Long Beach, CA
Paula Rothermel- Hair Couture Escondido, CA
Andrea Rothstein- Los Angeles, CA
Amanda Rotunno- Krimson Hair Studio Burbank, CA
Linda Rotunno- Rotunno Insurance Agency Burbank, CA
Theresa Rougeau- Dublin, CA
Michael Roupet- San Francisco, CA
Debora Routhe- Full Strands Laguna Niguel, CA
Mariah Rowden- San Diego, CA
Renee Rowley- Nails by Renee Bishop, CA
Andrea Roy- San Diego, CA
Hairby Roy- San Francisco, CA
Ilona Roytman- IlonaR Style Los Angeles, CA
Sheila Rozsa- Thousand Oaks, CA
Angela Ruanmoon- Beauty Saver Inc Arcadia, CA
Janice Rubero- San Leandro, CA
Valerie Rubio- Surreal Salon and Gallery Whittier, CA
Erin Rudat- Riverside, CA
Rochelle Rudnick- Pleasanton, CA
Bertha Ruiz- Elegant Style Salon Concord, CA
Carmen Ruiz- Hair by Carmen at Bell'sima Salon Fontana, CA
Carol Ruiz- Bellissimo Fountain Valley, CA
Emillu Ruiz- Myriam Beauty Salon Los Angeles, CA
Ericka Ruiz- Bakersfield, CA
Francine Ruiz- Shear Nirvana Salon Murrieta, CA
Laura Ruiz- Laura @Serenity Porterville, CA
Ludi Ruiz- All beauty shops Santa Maria, CA
Marie Ruiz- Desert Hot Springs, CA
Ricky Ruiz- PAINTEDBYRICKY @ salon le rouge San Mateo, CA
Shelli Ruiz- Salon M Huntington Beach, CA
Tameka Ruiz- Meka hair lounge Long Beach, CA
Jody Runyon- Atwater, CA
Sarah Rupley- Hair by Sarah Rupley @ Salon 77 West Livermore, CA
Ruth Ruppert- Salon seven Santa Clarita, CA
Candyce Rush- Studio CR San Diego, CA
Melissa Rushdoony- The Salon/Melissa Rushdoony Vallecito, CA
Julie Rushton- Ramona, CA
Shauna Ruskin- Shauna's hair design Los Angeles, CA
Arlene Russell- Olive hill salon Woodside, CA
Dawnn Russell- Dawnn RUssell HHP Fallbrook, CA
Denise Russell- Special FX Salon & Day Spa Morgan Hill, CA
Jennifer Russell- San Marcos, CA
Donna Rustvold- Santa Ana, CA
Erin Rustvold- Studio 8744 Salon & Spa Fountain Valley, CA
Gordon Rustvold- Broken Prop Studio Huntington Beach, CA
Kalee Rustvold- Hair by Kalee Rene Huntington Beach, CA
Charity Ruther- Long Beach, CA
Jaime Rutt- Burbank, CA
Ana Ruvalcaba- Glamour beauty studio Los Angeles, CA
Ashlyn Ryan- Excel salon Fountain Valley, CA
Shawn Ryan- Redondo Beach, CA
PATRICIA SCHACK- More Than Hair Santa Ana, CA
LISA SEXTON- Lisa Sexton Los Angeles, CA
CHRISTOPHER SHEDDY- San Diego, CA
Maria SINGH- San Jose, CA
Esperanza Silva- Merced, CA
HILDA SOLIS- OC Studio 23 Orange, CA
Sherry SS- Costa Mesa, CA
Sara Sa- Maribou salon Sacramento, CA
Victoria Sa- Selma, CA
Paula Saardchit- Lake Forest, CA
Danielle Sabara- PHP Agency Buena Park, CA
Douglas Saboe- Douglas Saboe Hair Design. San Diego, CA
Dale Sacca- Vibe Salon Woodland, CA
Sandra Sadler- Temecula, CA
Darious Sadrebazzaz- Fantastic Sams Cut & Color Los Angeles, CA
Jeneva Saenz- Hemet, CA
Karina Saenz- La Canada Flintridge, CA
Lestat Saenz- Escape salon Claremont, CA
Paola Saenz- Los Angeles, CA
Cesare Safieh- Hair By Cesare Inc Pasadena, CA
Erin Sailer- Los Angeles, CA
Suzanne Sajona- Solutions hair design Lakeside, CA
Suzie Sakata- Suzie Sakata Hair Design, Inc. Los Angeles, CA
Summer Salameh- Masterpieces San Jose, CA
Cruz Salas- San Diego, CA
Patricia Salas- Rancho Cordova, CA
Anna Salazar- San Ramon, CA
Christina Salazar- San Clemente, CA
Lupe Salazar- Santa Ana, CA
Chardonnette Salcido- Superlative Wax Lakewood, CA
Timothy Salcido- Legendzbarbershop La Mesa, CA
Zackery Salcido- GURU salon Temecula, CA
Monica Saldana- Foundations Salon San Martin, CA
RomeAnna Saldivar- NK Elegance Fresno, CA
Tara Salem- Lafayette, CA
Tambra Sales- Los Angeles, CA
Cesar Salgado- Tallac haircuts Sacramento, CA
Elizabeth Salinas- Mountain House, CA
Katrina Salinas- c. 1969 San Francisco, CA
Heidi Salit- Cobb, CA
Heidi Salit- Cobb, CA
myrna Salomon- Red Star Salon Azusa, CA
Alison Salter- Silverado, CA
Isabella Salyer- Carlsbad, CA
Martha Samaniego- Haven Hair Lounge 951 Wildomar, CA
Karinne Sames- Lemon Grove, CA
Rosanna Samudio- Tonis Barbers Ontario, CA
Melissa San Miguel- SkinTeez by Melissa Riverside, CA
Danielle Sanchez- San Diego, CA
Emi Sanchez- Tollhouse, CA
Felicia Sanchez- Hair by Myra Oakley, CA
Lorinda Sanchez- Los Banos, CA
Mercy Sanchez- Societal Favor Whittier, CA
Rachel Sanchez- Livingston, CA
Renee Sanchez- Kruekuts barbershop Fresno, CA
Sandee Sanchez- Amazing Cuts and Colors San Ramon, CA
Sonia Sanchez- Pleasanton, CA
Stephanie Sanchez- Hair Lash Makeup by Stephanie Sanchez Gardena, CA
Synthia Sanchez- Ice and Fire Spa Cypress, CA
Venicia Sanchez- Styles By Vinnie Glendora, CA
Veronica Sanchez- Veronica Sanchez Long Beach, CA
Marcela Sanchez-Guerrero- K & M Hair Studio Norwalk, CA
Nicole Sandberg- Ontario, CA
Theresa Sandelin- Soulsbyville, CA
Alexis Sandoval- Cosmo Chem Lab Long Beach, CA
Angelica Sandoval- Santa Rosa, CA
Melissa Sandoval- Los Angeles, CA
Vanessa Sandoval- Santa Rosa, CA
Alicia Sanna- MIXX Salon Huntington Beach, CA
Cashmeir Santana- Patrick Evan a Salon South San Francisco, CA
Liz Santana- Pasadena, CA
Maria Santana- Inland empire hair co Riverside, CA
Salvador Santana- Graviti Salon Bishop, CA
Telima Santana- Telima Manteca, CA
Jessica Santavanond- Eviano's Studio Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Jessie Santiago- Long Beach, CA
Kristin Santiago- Salon 356 Rancho Santa Margarita, CA
Carolyn Santo- Carolyn Santo Inc. Palo Alto, CA
Candice Santos- Lash Vibe Esthetics Santa Cruz, CA
Erica Santos- Revival Studio Livermore, CA
Frank Santos- The Hair Safari Rialto, CA
Jasmin Santos- Buellton, CA
Jessica Santos- Menifee, CA
Lynda Santos- Lawndale, CA
Susan Santsche- The Spa at Personal Choice Eureka, CA
Sylvina Sanzur- Avant garde salon in Downey, CA Downey, CA
Zoraida Saray- Zoraida Saray Chino, CA
Denise Saric- Burbank, CA
Diana Sarkis- DJ's Hair Design Corona, CA
Simon Sarkissian- The simple salon La Crescenta-montrose, CA
Mindi Sarko- San Ramon, CA
SueAnn Sarmiento- Brisbane, CA
Marianne Sasscer- MJ's for Hair San Jose, CA
Elisa Saunders- Shear Talent Camarillo, CA
Rachel Saunders- Oceanside, CA
Brandi Savage- San Jose, CA
Mayuko Sawai- Mayuko Sawai Long Beach, CA
Katherine Sawyer- FUTURE Vanity/Novelty Oakland, CA
Shurie Saxelby- Los Angeles, CA
Caroline Sbab- Roseville, CA
Michelle Scarpete- hair_by_michelle Santa Rosa, CA
Danica Schaefer- Los Angeles, CA
Emma Schafer- Wildomar, CA
Summer Schafer- Rocklin, CA
Karen Schag- Skincare by Karen Benicia, CA
Rom Schaina- Claremont, CA
Ravenna Schall- Richmond, CA
Yang Scharper- Concord, CA
Julie Scheiffele- Paso Robles, CA
Gail Scher- Los Angeles, CA
Chelsea Scherer- San Francisco, CA
Beth Schieble- Sausalito, CA
Katherine Schieffer- Katherine Schieffer Hair Thousand Oaks, CA
Krista Schiermeister- Alcheme Salon Oakland, CA
Michele Schilpp- Salon Seven Santa Clarita, CA
Marilyn Schley- Castro Valley, CA
Betsy Schmidt- Menifee, CA
Marina Schmidt- Giuseppe Franco Beverly Hills, CA
Theresa Schmieder- Borel Hair Salon Half Moon Bay, CA
Tori Schmitz- Primo Salon Concord, CA
Patty Schmucker- American Made Beauty Torrance, CA
Carrie Schneider- cleos annex hair salon Thousand Oaks, CA
Andrea Schoffstall- Andrea Rose Skin Care & Salon Simi Valley, CA
Kendra Schofro- Hairmazinghair Costa Mesa, CA
Petra Schontges- BeautiOnTheMove Oakland, CA
Laura Schott- Beauty Touch By Laura Los Angeles, CA
Sareda Schramm- Los Angeles, CA
Beth Schreckengost- Beths Hair Works Yucaipa, CA
Randy. Schroeder- San Francisco, CA
Robin Schrumpf- Point Salon Los Angeles, CA
Angelina Schultz- Solo Salon Fresno, CA
Ronald Schultz- Space07 Salon Sacramento, CA
Susan Schultz- Susie4Hair Santa Paula, CA
Danielle Schulz- Lakewood, CA
Yvette Schwenck- Dana Point, CA
Kay Sciarino- HairCraft Studio, CA
Basil Scofidio- Freelance Salon San Diego, CA
Sarah Scoma- Concord, CA
Brookelyn Scotia- Holiday salon Newport Beach, CA
Jody Scott- Tribez San Ramon, CA
Marsha Scott- Marsha Scott Redlands, CA
Monica Scott- suite life Garden Grove, CA
Amy Scrivner- The State Coiffeur Livermore, CA
Sandra Scudder- Salon serenity Dana Point, CA
Jorie Scull- Hair by Jorie Danville, CA
Faye Seals-Steinhaus- San Dimas, CA
Jennifer Searock- La Canada Flt, CA
Kaitrin Sears- Future Vanity/Novelty Oakland, CA
Bryce Sechler- Un-Stripped Lash + Brow Bar Antioch, CA
Brittany Sedillo- Studio 841 facials by Brittany Barstow, CA
Laura Seegmiller- Tahoe City, CA
Brittany Segal- Shortys nails Los Angeles, CA
Brenda Segura- Brows by Brenda Corona, CA
Karonjo Segura- Get untangled by KJ Indio, CA
Janelle Seibert- Berenda, CA
Kimberley Seitzberg- Santa Rosa, CA
Brittany Sellers- Dimensions hair studio Menifee, CA
Carrie Sellick- Walnut Creek, CA
Serena Selmer- Salonone50 Concord, CA
Mari Selverian- Polished by Marina Tustin, CA
Ashley Selzer- El Dorado Hills, CA
Susan Semans- San Jose, CA
Fran Senchak- Poway, CA
Ivonne Sepulveda- K Bello salon Chula Vista, CA
Janet Serantoni- Skincare by Janet Aliso Viejo, CA
Shauna Serene- Los Angeles, CA
Blanca Serna- Sara's Beauty Studio Fontana, CA
Fabiola Sernas- The Lash & Co. Los Angeles, CA
Lori Serocki- El Cajon, CA
Elvira Serrano- Erica's Hair Design Hesperia, CA
Stacey Serrano- Beauty on the Blvd Thousand Oaks, CA
Mary Servin- Mary Ann Servin Carlsbad, CA
Sam Seumalo- Sam Seumalo Hayward, CA
Carolee Severson- Hairbycarolee Newport Beach, CA
Karla Sevier- Hair By Karla Los Banos, CA
Dalia Sevilla- La Mesa, CA
Amy Sexton- Fresno, CA
Alexander Shabasov- A&A wellness and beauty West Hollywood, CA
Pearl Shahrokh- Pistachio Cut and Color Bar Temecula, CA
Deborah Shair- Debbie Does Nailz Moorpark, CA
Christine Shamo- Salon Radiance 2 El Cajon, CA
Chevone Shampine- ChevyDidIt Inglewood, CA
Shakufeh Sharif- Long Beach, CA
Lehuanani Shaw- Trilogy Spa Manhattan Beach, CA
Lindsay Shaw- Impressions Lash Co. Huntington Beach, CA
Tonya Shaw- Folsom, CA
Wendy Shaw- The Nail Retreat Whittier, CA
Todd Shays- Queen Bee Salon & Spa Culver City, CA
Nancy Shea- Shea Visions Long Beach, CA
Greg Sheaks- West Coast Cuts & Colors Los Angeles, CA
Heidi Sheaks- West coast cuts & Colors Los Angeles, CA
Michelle Shearer- Chino, CA
Tracy Sheffield- Vista, CA
Amanda Shepard- Salon 705 Susanville, CA
Julie Shepard- Nails by Jewls Thousand Oaks, CA
Rose Shewmaker- Nova salon and spa Elk Grove, CA
Kjaersti Shields - Petaluma, CA
Sarah Shind - Sarah Jasmine shind Santa Rosa, CA
Erika Shipley - Encinitas, CA
Susan Shippey - susan rene shippey Oceanside, CA
Ava Shire - Neighborhood salon Los Angeles, CA
Shelly Shirley - Shelly shirley Irvine, CA
Bob Shoda - Bob Shoda Hair Redondo Beach, CA
Marcia Shoemaker - Corona, CA
kristin Shore - Moreno Valley, CA
Lisa Shoukeir - , CA
Janet Shouldis - Drawing Room/Marin Novato, CA
Shari Shryock - San Francisco, CA
Billy Shuen - Netswitch inc South San Francisco, CA
Nicole Shumaker- Smoke and Mirros San Francisco, CA
Katie Shumway- Hair By Katie Shumway Dana Point, CA
Juana Sicilia- Miraleste Hairstylists Torrance, CA
Keklik Sideifzade- Danville, CA
Heather Siemens- Sacramento, CA
Barbara Silva- Livermore, CA
Eddie Silva- Posh salon Madera, CA
Jeanie Silva- Fresno, CA
Lucy Silva- Silva styles Los Angeles, CA
Patrick Simcock- Sierra Madre, CA
mildred Simen- Millies Alameda, CA
Merry Simkins-, CA
Michele Simmerer- San Francisco, CA
Beverley Simmons- ImageF O R C E Mobile Salon Huntington Beach, CA
Christine Simmons- Benicia, CA
Sydney Simmons-Windham- Laney college cosmetology Tracy, CA
Daniel Simms- Fellows Los Angeles, CA
Seika Simon- SCS Hair Santa Clarita, CA
Lisa Simonsen- Rooted Hair Design Lomita, CA
Diana Simpson- Simi Valley, CA
Tracy Simpson- The Hair Razor Colfax, CA
Paula Sims- Los Angeles, CA
Treenee Sims- Los Angeles, CA
Yvette Sims- Hair By Yvette Cheree Santa Monica, CA
Olga Sinanyan- Elga hairstudio Los Angeles, CA
Lisa Sinclair- Self. Lisa Sinclair Lakewood, CA
Jeanine Singer- Le Beau Salon and Spa Ventura, CA
Novelina Singh- San Jose, CA
Kayla Sinigayan- Kaystyles Hayward, CA
Mary Sinnett- Los Angeles, CA
Annie Sipaseuth- Alameda, CA
Cherry Sison- GLAM FAM BEAUTY SALON National City, CA
Lisa Sivak- The Upper Hand Spa Salon Jamul, CA
Marilyn Sizemore- Redlands, CA
Judy Skinner- Menifee, CA
Lois Skinner- Brio salon San Diego, CA
Patricia Slabaugh- Hair Emporium Pleasanton, CA
Lida Slater- Corrective skin care Aliso Viejo, CA
Colette Slattery- Ventura, CA
Terilyn Slokosky- Niftyhairbyter Dublin, CA
Jackie Smeerdyk- Yorba Linda, CA
Andrea Smith- Seven Salon Folsom Fort Bragg, CA
Brandon Smith- Union Barber and Beer Lodge Corona, CA
Brittney Smith- Hair by Brittney Christine Bellflower, CA
Callie Smith- Callie Smith El Dorado Hills, CA
Cassandra Smith- Cassandra Smith Hair San Diego, CA
Charlotte Smith- Hair Associates Bakersfield, CA
Colleen Smith- Fifty Shades Salon Needles, CA
Cynthia Smith- Cclassycuts Torrance, CA
Gianna Smith- Wilton, CA
Gina Smith- Beyond Bella Skin Care Ontario, CA
Heather Smith- Heathers Hairhouse Encinitas, CA
Jenelle Smith- Salon Dharma Anaheim, CA
Jodi Smith- Corona, CA
Joshua Smith- Ontario, CA
Joyce Smith- Shear Evolution Fort Bragg, CA
Linnea Smith- Burbank, CA
Marnita Smith- , CA
Mitzi Smith- Vallejo, CA
Monica Smith- Alhambra, CA
Sierra Smith- Chromatic studio Fresno, CA
Stephanie Smith- Roseville, CA
Tamika Smith- Salon of Elegance Inglewood, CA
Travis Smith- Alcheme salon San Francisco, CA
Allison Snetsinger- Revive hair collective Glen Ellen, CA
Lisa Snider- Glendora, CA
Erika Snyder- Sweis Inc Vallejo, CA
Karen Snyder- Los Angeles, CA
Marilyn So- Los Angeles, CA
Lindsay Soleimani- Santa Barbara, CA
Penny Soleno- Penny for your toes Reedley, CA
Rossy Solis- Mane Station Salon Lompoc, CA
Stephanie Solis- Santa Barbara, CA
Alma Soliz- Thousand Oaks, CA
Lisa Sollars- Fantastic sams Upland, CA
Lorena Solorio- Trudy's Hair Salon Livingston, CA
Tessie Solorzano- San Bernardino, CA
Susy Soltero- Simi Valley, CA
Rebecca Sonnixsen- Cutting Edge Salon Atascadero, CA
Kristine Soper- Sierra waves by Kristy Mariposa, CA
Steffanie Soracco- Little lash Lounge Rocklin, CA
Carrie Sorensen- Carnelian Salon Monrovia, CA
Christina Sorensen- Cloud 9 Hair and Makeup Knights Landing, CA
Matilda Soria- headlines Tulare, CA
Jasmine Sosa - Bello Salon Jurupa Valley, CA
Jazmin Sosa - Jazmin Sosa La Habra, CA
Ariel Soto - Showdown beauty parlor West Covina, CA
Karla Soto - Hair Kreations barber and sal'n Torrance, CA
Karyn Soto - Morgan Hill, CA
LaRee Soto - Laguna Niguel, CA
Susana Soto - Fresno, CA
Marisa Sotomayor - Cielo beauty bar Whittier, CA
Denise Sousa - Urban Betty Hair Salon Healdsburg, CA
Kim Sousa - Perfect Salon Woodacre, CA
Mary South - All about me Corona, CA
Julie Souza - Pleasanton, CA
Kimberly Souza - Textures Union City, CA
Melissa Souza - Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Sandra Souza - Escondido, CA
Liz Sowles - Locks by Lizzy San Diego, CA
Lia Soyland - DOWNTOWN HAIR STUDIO Hemet, CA
Gaby Spain - San Diego, CA
Angie Spaulding - Salon Del Sol Torrance, CA
Debbie Spayd - crow salon El Cajon, CA
Echoe Spears - Lash & Co Ceres, CA
Elizabeth Spellman - Tracy, CA
Jacki Spellman - Lifted Salon Citrus Heights, CA
Sharon Spellman - Simply Insane Simi Valley, CA
Bronwyn Spencer - , CA
Camille Spencer - Custom Hair Design by Camille Idyllwild-pine Cove, CA
Barbara Spicer - Beauty Images Los Angeles, CA
Donna Spiegelman - Hair Spectacular Carmel-by-the-sea, CA
Andrea Spieler - Refine Men's Salon Huntington Beach, CA
Patti Spindel - Los Angeles, CA
Renee Spitz - Danville, CA
Gustavo Spremich - El Cerrito, CA
Melissa Sprout - KEMPT Men's Hair Newport Beach, CA
Patricia Stack - Yorba Linda, CA
Brigid Stanley - Radio bar Oakalnd, CA
Jodi Stark - The Blue Door Salon Loomis, CA
Yasmin Staton - San Francisco, CA
Kathleen Staudenmaier - Harektz4u Murrieta, CA
Jone Stebbins - Honey Salon Alameda, CA
Derrek Steele - San Diego, CA
Jamie Steele - Luxe Beauty Bar Livermore, CA
Gisel Stegmann - Gisel's beauty salon Chula Vista, CA
Darla Steidley - Menifee, CA
Ginger Stenger - Gingers Hairstyling Alpine, CA
Diana Stephens - Mint skin San Marcos, CA
Jason Stephens - Razors Edge Cameron Park, CA
Tera Stephens - TReSs Apothecary+Salon Huntington Beach, CA
Veronica Stephenson - Bellasolveronicashair Los Angeles, CA
Curtis Stern - Boujee Curls Irvine, CA
Philesa Stern- Capelli & Trucco Hair Studio Irvine, CA
Sybil Sterne- Fine Arts Salon Cameron Park, CA
Angela Stevens- Shear Alchemy Chico, CA
Brittany Stevens- Ken paves salon West Hollywood, CA
Trina Stevens- Ojai, CA
Karen Stevenson- Fresno, CA
Danielle Stewart- Fresno, CA
Jared Stewart- Laguna Niguel, CA
Maryann Stewart- San Diego, CA
Kathryn Stibolt- KS Hair Santa Clarita, CA
Daniel Stice- DGS consulting Livermore, CA
Ally Stiles- Ally scott styles Thousand Palms, CA
Dale Stires- Ontario, CA
Kaitlin Stoltz- Spectrum Salon Fresno, CA
Mary Stoltze- Salon Mary Camarillo, CA
Chris Stoltzner- Hair Force Fullerton, CA
Ashley Stone- Fresno, CA
Sheila Stone- Sheila Raye Stone Ojai, CA
Karen Stoner- Laguna Niguel, CA
Cynthia Story- Mandalay Day Spa Ventura, CA
Jordan Story- Cut & Style Orange, CA
Bradley Stottler- Supercuts Santa Barbara, CA
Brandy Stowell- Sunshine salon and spa San Diego, CA
Cathy Strader- Hair Studio Los Angeles, CA
Jennifer Strahle- Le Papillon San Mateo, CA
Diana Strasbaugh- C and Good Company Orcutt, CA
Charlene Stratton- AYA Salon Orinda, CA
Ronna Streeton- Ventura, CA
Loraine Stringer- Skincare by Loraine Stringer Danville, CA
Preston Stubbs- Eclipse Hair Studio Palm Springs, CA
Sarah Stubbs- Sarah Stubbs Orangevale, CA
Katelynn Stuckey- Ramona, CA
Nicole Stuller- Integrative Skin Care of San Diego San Diego, CA
Jessica Sturdy- Ricciolo salon La Verne, CA
Alicia Sturm- Bang Bang Nail Club Vacaville, CA
Avri Suarez- Rainbow hair and nails Fresno, CA
Elia Suasin- Sacramento, CA
Manikala Subba- Inspired Store and Skincare Oakland, CA
Matthew Subtelny- La Habra Heights, CA
Donna Sugimoto- Palm Desert, CA
Sharon Sugimoto- Floyd's 99 Barbershop Huntington Beach, CA
Colleen Sullivan- Citrus Heights, CA
Laina Sullivan- SUPERCUTS Costa Mesa, CA
Sonia Summers- Newport Beach, CA
Rochelle Sunglao- Bluxom Salon San Diego, CA
Kenneth Surber- Celebs On Main Ventura, CA
Marlo Surovsky- Curl Concepts San Diego, CA
Arie Sussan- Nci Thousand Oaks, CA
Patricia Suter- Huntington Beach, CA
Debra Suttner- All About You Hair & Nail Salon Desert Hot Springs, CA
Randy Swan- Hair by Randy Swan San Diego, CA
Kris Swanson- Industry salon East Los Angeles, CA
Michaelle Swanson- Hair by Michaelle Swanson Beaumont, CA
Kate Szapel- Kate Szapel Berkeley, CA
Agnes Szeto- Daly City, CA
HUNG TRAN- Project Xo salon San Francisco, CA
CELENA TREBBIN- Skin fx Aptos, CA
NORMAN TSU- Arcadia, CA
SHELBY TUCKER- Untangled Inc Carlsbad, CA
TRUNG Ta- California Nails Pasadena, CA
Kimberly Taberos- Kimberly Taberos at The State Coiffeur salon Lathrop, CA
Maria Tafoya- First Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) Selma, CA
Sachiko Tahara- San Francisco, CA
Wendy Takata- Newark, CA
Sonya Talamantes- Oceanside, CA
Cristian Talavera- cristian talavera Gardena, CA
Celine Tam- Millbrae, CA
Maria Tamayo- Lulu beauty salon Chino, CA
Kelley Tang- Nova Arts Salon Los Angeles, CA
Brian Tanner- BZC Turlock, CA
Lisa Tanner- Palos Verdes Estates, CA
Cindy Tapia- Laguna Hills, CA
Stefanie Tapper- Roseville, CA
Le Tate- LaDolce Vita Spa Long Beach, CA
Shawn Tatum- Proper cuts barbershop San Jose, CA
Elizabeth Tavares- San Jose, CA
Bridget Taylor- Daily Beauty Management Irvine, CA
Chris Taylor- , CA
Eileen Taylor- Clovis, CA
Janice Taylor- Taylor Made Beauty Studio Castro Valley, CA
LaTisha Taylor- LaTisha Taylor Lancaster, CA
Laura Taylor- , CA
Melanie Taylor- Byrds next Huntington Beach, CA
Nykole Taylor- summersandfall San Francisco, CA
Shelly Taylor- Martinez, CA
Tammy Taylor- Tammy Taylor nails Santa Ana, CA
Majid Tayyarah- Claremont, CA
Bick Tbe- Bick @ Total Beauty Experience Elk Grove, CA
Ashley Teel- Rebelle hair haus Los Angeles, CA
Candace Teggers- Lovely Locks Beaumont, CA
Farah Tehrani- Farah Hair Design Los Angeles, CA
Sheena Tejeda- OC Hair Lounge Orange, CA
Lisa Telepman- Say Lula San Diego, CA
Thao Tell- San Francisco, CA
Julie Templar- Burbank, CA
Yukimi Teposte- Urban roots San Diego, CA
Sherri Terling- Slant salon Anaheim, CA
Sarah Terranella- Vibe Salon Vacaville, CA
Michelle Terrill- Westminster, CA
Jaeley Terrones- Anaheim, CA
Anne Tesoro- Burbank, CA
Maureen Tesoro- Suite B Salon Escondido, CA
Sheri Testerman- , CA
Lynda Teuben- Orange, CA
Nita Teurn- Rodeo, CA
Alissa Thal- Wedding Hair Couture By Alissa Redwood City, CA
Fay Thaw- Fay Alon, PHD Hidden Hills, CA
Stacy Thayer- Castro Valley, CA
Tj Thebarber- TKO BARBERSHOP & SUPPLY Hemet, CA
Lisa Thessen- El Cajon, CA
Adrienn Thomas- Blink4beauty Discovery Bay, CA
Deneca Thomas- Dripp'n Beauty Salon San Bernardino, CA
Kristen Thomas- Cleos Hair Salon Camarillo, CA
Lawrence Thomas- Inglewood, CA
Maria Thomas- Santa Maria, CA
Susan Thomas- Susan Thomas Salinas, CA
Tanya Thomas- El Cajon, CA
Sangmi Thomas.- 1329 Salon and spa. Santa Barbara, CA
Anne Thompson- Whackos Hair Salon Los Angeles, CA
Caroline Thompson- Hair By Caroline Palm Desert, CA
Chanette Thompson- Makeup By Chanette Los Angeles, CA
Cynthia Thompson- Cyn City Lashes La Mesa, CA
Deonna Thompson- San Pablo, CA
Don Thompson- Palm Desert, CA
Erica Thompson- Placentia, CA
Ingrid Thompson- High vibration skincare Los Angeles, CA
Jan Thompson- Marc & Company Hair and Make Up Studio Lake Forest, CA
Jennie Thompson- Corte Madera, CA
LuAnn Thompson- House of Richard Salon Covina, CA
Monique Thompson- Dublin, CA
Nancy Thompson- Ventura, CA
Rochelle Thompson- Placentia, CA
Peggy Thomss- Granite Bay, CA
Vasana Thongphet- Nivong Thongphet Campbell, CA
Judith Thordarson- Santa Clarita, CA
Mandi Thordarson- Salon Seven Santa Clarita, CA
Sarah Thormahlen- Hawthor artisty Carmichael, CA
Karen Thorpe- Orange, CA
David Tibbs- Oakland, CA
Alison Tideback- First Class Developments, LLC Burbank, CA
Mindy Tidwell- Bows and arrow hair Irvine, CA
Cory Tiebout- Universal Insurance Programs Napa, CA
Rebecca Tiechner- D Young salon Lincoln, CA
Kelsey Tikker- Hive Natural Beauty Collective San Luis Obispo, CA
elizabeth Tiku- Phenix Salon Suites Los Angeles, CA
Heidi Tilley- Rhizome Santa Monica, CA
Kate Tilton- Poway, CA
Che Timmons- Smoke and Mirrors Brentwood, CA
Kristina Timmons- Brentwood, CA
Sachi Timmons- Smoke and mirrors Concord, CA
MyTien Tina- Happy Nails of Alton Irvine, CA
Dalana Tinsley- THE CAVE ON SUNSET Burbank, CA
Julian Tinsley- Fullerton, CA
Debbie Tirabasso- Corona, CA
Mary Tirapelle- Mary Tirapelle Stockton, CA
Constance Tleimat- Salon Republic Moorpark, CA
Amber Tobin- veracity Salon Spa San Jose, CA
Fran Tobin- Los Gatos, CA
Joan Toch- Mission Viejo, CA
Adriannne Tolentino- The Lab A Salon San Diego, CA
Sandy Toleson- Fandango Salon Santa Rosa, CA
Courtney Toller- San Diego, CA
Lesa Tomaiko- Turquoise Salon San Diego, CA
Michelle Tomas- Santo tomas Collective San Diego, CA
Vickie Tombrello- Huntington Beach, CA
Renee Tomeo- Renee Tomeo Thousand Oaks, CA
Destiny Tompkins- El Cajon, CA
Francesca Tomtishen- Los Angeles, CA
Mitchell Tomtishen- Mitchell John studio 36 Los Angeles, CA
Alyn Topper- Local 706 Hairstylist Santa Clarita, CA
Laura Torgerson- Oakland, CA
Garo Torgerson- Halftime Cuts Pasadena, CA
Anysia Torres- The Nail Lounge Hanford, CA
Elia Torres- Zigzag salon Richmond, CA
Esther Torres- Au Natural Skin Oakland, CA
Jenny Torres- Jenny Torres @ RSALON Valley Center, CA
Jessica Torres- Posh Hair boutique Davis, CA
Julianna Torres- San Francisco, CA
Sophia Torres- Sophia Soul Los Angeles, CA
Stephanie Torres- Great clips Oceanside, CA
Tasha Torres- The hive Visalia, CA
krista Torres- Colton, CA
Arcelia Toscano- Saras Beauty Studio Fontana, CA
Michele Toscano- Beverly Hills Hair Shop Burbank, CA
Lisa Tovar- Victorville, CA
Mirta Tovar- Oceanside, CA
Cherie Towers- Santa Clarita, CA
April Townsend- Boheme Salon Yucaipa, CA
Nicole Townsend- Nama's stay Beautiful Moreno Valley, CA
Julie Trachtenberg- Trachtenberg Design San Francisco, CA
Janette Tran- Right Place Men's Grooming Stanton, CA
Joy Tran- Adore Nails Santa Ana, CA
Lan Tran- Lan Tran San Diego, CA
Linda Tran- Pro-Tique Nails Studio Stockton, CA
Thao Tran- Peace nails spa Los Angeles, CA
Thuy Tran- Btt nail El Monte, CA
Thuy Tran- Dd beauty salon San Jose, CA
Tina Tran- Nails by Tina San Diego, CA
Danielle Trapani- Color By Dtrap San Jose, CA
Lori Tredway- Dolce salon Carlsbad, CA
Elizabeth Trejo- Elizabeth Trejo San Diego, CA
Diana Trickett-Coyle- Foster City, CA
Jennifer Trimble- San Diego, CA
Kelly Trimmer- Mentone, CA
Diana Trinidad- Monica's Beauty Salon Perris, CA
Jimmy Troncoso- Jimmy Troncoso Long Beach, CA
Rosa Truchinski- Santa Clarita, CA
Staci Trudeau- Hot Locks Salon Yucaipa, CA
Britnie Trueblood- Hair by Britnie Turlock, CA
Alden Truesdale- Los Angeles, CA
Alba Trujillo- Avaris Hair Salon Ontario, CA
Corinne Trujillo- The Loft Hair Salon Whittier, CA
David Trujillo- Concord, CA
Denise Trujillo- Honeycomb hair studio Sanger, CA
Jill Trujillo- P.H.D. Salon El Monte, CA
Cali Truong- esthetique by Cali truong Orange, CA
Quy Truong- Glo Nail Bar Garden Grove, CA
Jennie Tsai- Private I salon San Francisco, CA
Luma Tsakianas- Heads Up by Lori Riverside, CA
Rebecca Tse- San Francisco, CA
Canlex Tsui- San Francisco, CA
Stephen Tsui- Daly City, CA
Nicole Tucciarone- San Francisco, CA
Debbie Tuck- Turlock, CA
Kim Tucker- The Upscale Nail Yorba Linda, CA
Sheila Tuell- San Bernardino, CA
Linda Tuggle- Linda's Hair Studio, LLC San Francisco, CA
Marcy Tuholski- Marcy's Barber Shop El Segundo, CA
Bryan Tulao- Los Angeles, CA
Andrew Turnbauer- Pure Salon and Skincare San Luis Obispo, CA
Janice Turner- Costa Mesa, CA
Mary Turner- Lomita, CA
Meloney Turner- Carson, CA
Brandi Turney- Brows By Brandi Kerman, CA
Randolph Turpie- Randy Doering Hair Design Novato, CA
Joy Tuy- h'fen hair salon San Diego, CA
Patty Tweed- Alpine, CA
Jill Uhrninak- Von Luxe Santa Cruz, CA
Angela Ulloa- Posh Salon and spa Berenda, CA
Julie Ulloa- Upstart San Diego, CA
Myrna Umana- Myrnas Beauty Studio Downey, CA
Joanne Uneda- Salon Domane Huntington Beach, CA
Meggie Ung- Dose of Lashes Alameda, CA
Nicole Ung- South San Francisco, CA
Michael Upshaw- Agua Dulce, CA
Laura Urbalejo- LK Lifestyle Oceanside, CA
Natalie Urban- Oceanside, CA
Gonzalo Urbina- Buena Vista Barber Shop Los Angeles, CA
Aimee Urias- Craft. Hair Studio Corona, CA
Darlena Uribe- Creative color by Darlena Riverside, CA
Alicia Utterback- San Jose, CA
JOANNE VALKAR- Huntington Beach, CA
DUNG VAN TRUONG- Bella nail spa San Ramon, CA
JOSUE VERONA- Josue barber shop Torrance, CA
OLGA VILLA- Romors Hair Salon Palmdale, CA
Margaret Valadao- 9th St. Hairstation Ontario, CA
Lisa Valade- Lisa Valade Anaheim, CA
Antonio Valdez- East 1212 Duarte, CA
Christina Valdez- amika hair Sacramento, CA
Cynthia Valdez- Santa Clarita, CA
Rose Valdez- Thousand Oaks, CA
Sandy Valdivia- Clovis, CA
Ana Valencia- Aqua Hair Salon Roseville, CA
David Valencia- V Collective Inc San Diego, CA
Maria Valencia- Lara’s Hair Salon Bellflower, CA
Yvette Valentin- Indie Salon and beauty bar Santa Maria, CA
Adelita Valentine- HairFreek Los Angeles, CA
Carrie Valentine- Los Angeles, CA
Keshawndra Valentine- Los Angeles, CA
Charm Valenzuela- The State Coiffeur Pleasanton, CA
Elizabeth Valenzuela- Diestros hair studio Los Angeles, CA
Julie Valenzuela- Covina, CA
Camerin Valle- Academy for Salon Professionals Agoura Hills, CA
Stephanie Vallejo- Buena Park, CA
Rachel Vallerga- Strands Salon Livermore, CA
Tammy Valles- The lookkool West Sacramento, CA
sarah Van Bourgondien- Salon Patine Goleta, CA
Danielle Van Buren- Dani Van Buren Hair Burbank, CA
Katherine Van Buren- Huntington Beach, CA
Michelle Van Dyke- Shelly Van Dyke @ The State Co Livermore, CA
Nancy Van Dyke- Tresses and Treasures Vista, CA
Holly Van Epps- Spa at Los Cab Westminster, CA
Mike Van Gorder- Glendale, CA
Jennessa Van Kregten- Fox & Rose Salon Santa Clara, CA
RosaAna Van Mouwerik- Yucaipa, CA
Maralee Van Note- Wild Ginger Salon Orland, CA
Nichole Van Rumund- Escondido, CA
JoAnna Van Wie- Santa Paula, CA
Chris Van Zeyl- Salon 25 Buena Park, CA
Kimberly VanDyke- Kim VanDyke Hair Fair Oaks, CA
Katheryn Vana- csbc Fresno, CA
Gina Vance- Fresno, CA
Ashlee Vanderbilt- Garden Grove, CA
Annette Vanlare- Bella Hair & Nail Salon Santa Rosa, CA
Consuelo Vargas - Downey, CA
Michelle Vargas - The vanity room Cerritos, CA
Vicky Vargas- Mimi hair Culver City, CA
Crystal Varley- Folsom, CA
Shawn Varley - Folsom, CA
Darcy Varnum- Psychiatric Care Center Redding, CA
Mayra Varona- Lawndale, CA
Anna Varyanitsa- Alameda, CA
Jennifer Vasquez- The Colour Chemistry Salon Folsom, CA
Michael Vasquez- Mikefader Lynwood, CA
Rene Vasquez- The stache lounge Bakersfield, CA
Amy Vaughan- Shear Illusions La Mesa, CA
Janelle Vaughan- Burbank, CA
Jasmine Vaughan- Classy Jassy Braids Compton, CA
Elizabeth Vawter- Stem Salon Walnut Creek, CA
Olivia Vazquez- Spring Valley, CA
Pablo Vazquez - Los Angeles, CA
Vilma Vazquez- GLOW by Vilma Pomona, CA
Martha Vega - Pico Rivera, CA
Rosa Vega - Torrance, CA
Sheila Vega - Cathedral City, CA
Stacy Vega- Yorba Linda, CA
Beverin Vegas- Hair Associates Bakersfield, CA
Ariel Velasquez-Hagan- San Francisco, CA
Danielle Velazquez- Oakland, CA
Maria Velazquez- Mahri Hair Studio Temecula, CA
Rebekah Velazquez- Blown Away Studio, Inc Perris, CA
Richard Velis- Riverside, CA
Kurt Velk- KSV Fitness, LLC Folsom, CA
Kristen Venard- Kristen Aasen Venable Brentwood, CA
Marcie Venard- Marcie Venard Hairstylist Camarillo, CA
Terry Venditto- Los Angeles, CA
Jacquelyn Ventura- Jacquie Ventura - Hair Colorist, Hair Extension Tech. Yorba Linda, CA
Sarah Verbeerst- Sarah Verbeerst Aliso Viejo, CA
Yvette Verdin- Peace love hair Atwater, CA
Wendy Verdugo- La Mesa, CA
Jessica Verduzco- Daisyhaircuts Concord, CA
Diana Verissimo- MK Salon Newman, CA
Allyson Verity- Moorpark, CA
Lindsay Vermeeren- Coastal Face & Body Newport Beach, CA
Sherry Verna- Merced, CA
Renee Verostek- Livermore, CA
Kim Victor- Hair By Kim Sacramento, CA
Sarah Vidana- The Hair Studio Los Angeles, CA
Tanya Vides- Sport Clips Aliso Viejo, CA
Gina Vieng- Vogue nails Lakewood, CA
Deirdra Vierra- OM Holistic Hair Santa Clarita, CA
Wayne Viespi- Allure Salon Studios Los Angeles, CA
Nicole Vigorito- Jurupa Valley, CA
Cathy Vilicich- Scandia salon Palos Verdes Estates, CA
Suzanne Vilicich- Rancho Palos Verdes, CA
Krashada Villalobos- Delano, CA
Sofia Villalobos- Yallis haircut Lynwood, CA
Amanda Villar- San Jacinto, CA
Lori Villarreal- True Salon Campbell, CA
Tina Villarreal- Ramons Hairstyling Covina, CA
Martha Villavicencio- Martha & Co Fontana, CA
Angelina Villegas- Angie's Beautique Los Angeles, CA
Season Villegas- SJ Studio Salon & Spa Oxnard, CA
Judith Viola- Hair by Judith Viola Santa Ana, CA
Darlene Violas- Laguna Beach, CA
Cynthia Violi- Cynful Lashes Yorba Linda, CA
April Virgen- Floyd's barbershop Lawndale, CA
jody Visconti- Ciao bella salon Folsom, CA
Terri Vitek- Tonic Hair Studio Los Gatos, CA
Kira Vizcaino- Hair by Kira Los Angeles, CA
Gina Vladimirov- Gina Chioccariello Westlake Village, CA
Cam Vo- Garden Grove, CA
Christina Vo- V Spa Boutique San Clemente, CA
Kelly Vodanovich- San Ramon, CA
Jo Vogelbacher- jo. mr salon Newport Beach, CA
Darlene Voglezon- Eastvale, CA
Patricia Vollen- Newport Beach, CA
Paris Volsch- Cristophe salon Los Angeles, CA
Deena Von Yokes- Studio Savvy Salon San Diego, CA
Jhasmen Voskanian- Jhamsens Studio La Crescenta-montrose, CA
Deanna Voyles- Nails by Deanna Chico, CA
Kasey W- San Francisco, CA
Lisa W- San Diego, CA
Val W- S E salon Long Beach, CA
C.J. WALTON- West Sacramento, CA
JULIE WELTY- Julia's Mibile hair design/ B.E.L. Center Chico, CA
ANDREW WHITCOMB- Andrew Whitcomb Hair San Diego, CA
LISA WILLIAMS- Lisa Williams Hair Chico, CA
Courtney Wagle- Damia Salon Hayward, CA
Katherine Wagner- The Copa Room San Diego, CA
Lacey Wagner- Oliveaux Los Angeles, CA
Laura Wagner- Fallbrook, CA
Melissa Wagner- Secret Agent Salon San Francisco, CA
Rebecca Wagner- Fresno, CA
Lexi Wahl- Eureka, CA
Anjelica Waight- Anjelica Waight Makeup Artist Los Angeles, CA
Darlene Wainscott- mirage hair studio San Diego, CA
Catina Walker- U Go Girl Oakland, CA
Christie Walker- Christie Walker Hair Huntington Beach, CA
Gregory Walker- Gregory Hair Berkeley, CA
Jennifer Walker- Nails By Jennifer Grover Beach, CA
Monique Walker- Hair and Scalp Recovery Center Los Angeles, CA
Sunny Walker - San Diego, CA
Esther Wallace - Fowler, CA
Heather Wallace - Cameron Park, CA
Marilyn Wallstrom - Modesto, CA
Susan Walsh - Los Angeles, CA
Cindy Walter - Dublin, CA
Tessla Walters - Braids-n-Motion Los Angeles, CA
Donna Waltz - New Attitude Salon Norco, CA
Jerilyn Wanden - Pinon Hills, CA
Stephanie Wander - Carmichael, CA
Joanne Wang - Hairtech2000, inc San Gabriel, CA
Tracee Wann - Corona, CA
Adrieanna Ward - Willem hair design Oxnard, CA
Alisha Ward - Academy For Salon Professionals Los Angeles, CA
Erin Ward - Salon paisley Sacramento, CA
Nancy Ward - Hemet, CA
Johnny Warner - Midtown barbershop Oak View, CA
Tracy Warren - Corona Dl Mar, CA
Beth-Renee Washington - SpaTiqueAngels Corona, CA
Amber Wasson - Claremont, CA
Alana Waters - San Diego, CA
Emily Waters - Moreno Valley, CA
Kim Waters - Mountain House, CA
Nicole Watkins - Cotati, CA
Brenda Watson - Brenda Watson at Hair Associates Bakersfield, CA
Dena Watson - Thousand Oaks, CA
Judith Watson - Peace, Luv & Beauty, CA
Liz Watson - Los Angeles, CA
Yoshi Watt - Carmichael, CA
Erica Waugh - Oak View, CA
Cameron Wayland - Reframe Hair Gallery Sebastopol, CA
Christie Waylett - Paso Robles, CA
DawnMarie Webb - DawnMaries Hair Studio Riverside, CA
Jessica Webb - Lakewood, CA
Carolyn Webber - Los Angeles, CA
Jenny Weber - Glendora, CA
Johnathn Weber - Citrus Heights, CA
Paula Weber - Vista, CA
Catherine Weber-Huschitt - C Salon Santa Clarita, CA
Talat Weckesser - Tallie hair South Lake Tahoe, CA
Cecilia Wedekind - Clovis, CA
Shannon Weeks - San Diego, CA
Keith Weesner - Weesner Studios Thousand Oaks, CA
Jessica Weiler - Salon bleu San Juan Capistrano, CA
Erica Weill - Roseville, CA
Jennifer Weimer - Organic to Green Bungalow and Spa Santa Monica, CA
Jessica Weiner - Santa Clara, CA
Nicole Weinstein - Your hair by Nicole Costa Mesa, CA
Lydia Weir - San Clemente, CA
Sara Weiser - Orangevale, CA
Ellen Weisman - , CA
Carissa Weiss - Oakley, CA
Shawna Weissberg - Bask Infrared Sauna Burbank, CA
Colette Welch - Krimsom Hair Studio San Diego, CA
Elke Welch - Blondes Brunettes & Redheads Hair Studio Cameron Park, CA
Jennifer Welcor - Studio w salon Hayward, CA
Kirsten Welden - Los Angeles, CA
Tara Wellman - KnShoppe Salon Ventura, CA
Kirsten Wells - Shenanigans hair lounge Corona, CA
Tina Wells - Career academy of beauty Lakewood, CA
Laura Welsh - Hair Couture Victorville, CA
Sarah Welton - Cloak & Dagger Salon Berkeley, CA
Kristina Welzien - Wabi Sabi Beauty San Francisco, CA
Roy Wesolick - Sacramento, CA
Lauren West - Lauren West Santa Rosa, CA
Gloria Westbrook - Gloria's Carson, CA
Renee Westerhuis - The Green Room Arroyo Grande, CA
Melanie Westfield - San Francisco, CA
Eugenia Weston - Senna Cosmetics Santa Clarita, CA
Sheree Westwater - Chico, CA
Brenda Wetmore - San Diego, CA
Maria Whalen - Millicent and Co El Cajon, CA
Ruby Whalen - Ruby Whalen hair Anaheim, CA
Jacque Whaley - Lakeside, CA
Sara Wheaton - Corona, CA
Lora Wheeler - Merced, CA
Maila Wheeler - Livermore, CA
Margie Wheeler - La Verne, CA
Annya White - Luna Salon San Rafael, CA
Valerie White - Rialto, CA
Michael Whitenton - Sutter, CA
Marcia Whitfield - Los Angeles, CA
Jennifer Whitney - Fair Oaks, CA
Michele Whitsett - Heritage salon Foresthill, CA
Stephen Whitt - stephen4hair Pasadena, CA
Amber Whittier - Twig Hair Lounge Vista, CA
Bri Whittington - Bri Boss Hair Riverside, CA
Linda Whobrey - Ventura, CA
Susan Wiacek - Great Reflections Granite Bay, CA
Naomi Wiatt - Ojai, CA
Amanda Widick - Los Angeles, CA
Amy Widner - Strands Salon Pleasanton, CA
Judy Widner - Strands Salon Pleasanton, CA
Clyde Widrig - Simi Valley, CA
Shannon Wiggins - San Diego, CA
Brenda Wika-Beatty - Hair Accents Nuevo, CA
Shaina Wilbanks - AlkamistShaina Long Beach, CA
Desiree Wilby - Deseo Lash & Skin Studio Ventura, CA
Juliette Wilcox- Concord, CA
Aimee Wild- Wild Hair Folsom, CA
Jaymie Wile- Jaymie Wile Los Angeles, CA
Shannon Wiles- Hair By Shannon Huntington Beach, CA
Kelly Wiliim- San Francisco, CA
Bobbie Wilkerson- Integrity Hair Artistry Los Angeles, CA
Wyvonna Wilkerson- Hair Craft Visalia, CA
Shilian Wilkerson-Bell- SilkySmooth Creations Redondo Beach, CA
Anna Williams- Fair Oaks, CA
Candace Williams- Escondido, CA
Dana Williams- Shear Genius Los Angeles, CA
David Williams- Walnut Creek, CA
Dawn Williams- East 1212 Menifee, CA
Holly Williams- Hollywood & Co. Concord, CA
Kenneth Williams- Riverside, CA
Mariah Williams- Riverbank, CA
Marissa Williams- Arcadia, CA
Nathan Williams- San Francisco, CA
Shannon Williams- Escondido, CA
Sheleen Williams- A Visionary Salon Gilroy, CA
Shenise Williams- Styles by Shenise El Mirage, CA
Shevonda Williams- The GOAT Hair Studio Compton, CA
Tiffany Williams- Chino, CA
Toby Williams- Redlands, CA
Tricia Williams- Mountain House, CA
Michele Williamson- San Diego, CA
Keasha Willingham- Bakersfield, CA
Darrell Willis- Joseph Cozza salon San Francisco, CA
Machala Willis- The Complete Look by Machala Oceanside, CA
Maddisyn Willis- Sola Salon-MWGsalon Lancaster, CA
Chisa Wills- Long Beach, CA
Ramona Wilmarth- Ramona Rainbow Hair Art Graton, CA
Amber Wilson- La Mesa, CA
Brittany Wilson- Camarillo, CA
Jazlynn Wilson- Fierce Faces makeup design and skincare Beaumont, CA
Jennifer Wilson- Illusion salon Porterville, CA
Michelle Wilson- Velouria Beauty Lounge Porterville, CA
Revi Wilson- Long Beach, CA
Yvonne Wilson- RocknHair The Salon Escondido, CA
Alyssa Wimber- The Hair Lounge Lake Forest, CA
Stephanie Windham- Sheris Hairshop and Boutique Stockton, CA
Stephanie Wingo- Fresno, CA
Jo Winsor- Buena Park, CA
Adrienne Wint- Salon Gregories Long Beach, CA
Jennifer Witkowski- San Jose, CA
Melissa Wittman- Soul Beauty by Melissa Novato, CA
Alifa Wong- San Francisco, CA
Barbara Wong- San Francisco, CA
Heather Wong- Oroville, CA
Karen Wong - San Francisco, CA
Kit Wong - San Francisco, CA
Sarah Wong - Meraki Poway, CA
Sophia Wong-Louie - San Francisco, CA
Tricia Wood - Cocktail Hair Studio Hermosa Beach, CA
Tori Woodyard - Santa Clara, CA
Ashlee Woolery - Danville, CA
Sandra Wooster - Shear Image Carmichael, CA
Tracy Worthington - Just Blow Drys Palm Desert Rancho Mirage, CA
Cynthia Worthington - Amica Yorba Linda, CA
Alicia Wright - Alicia's San Jose, CA
Angela Wright - Concord, CA
Carlie Wright - Carlie Paige Hair Oceanside, CA
Cindy Wright - Coif salon Los Angeles, CA
Dalys Wright - Wright Independent contractor Folsom, CA
Laura Wright - Concierge of Hair Laguna Beach, CA
Monina Wright - Moderne Beauty San Jose, CA
Roger Wright - San Leandro, CA
Yong-Hee Wright - Magic touch salon Santa Paula, CA
Dorothy Wrightsman - R & D studio Escondido, CA
Angel Wrigley - Tracy, CA
Vicky Wu - Geranium spa Fremont, CA
Nicole Wuebben - ALT. COLOR LAB Orange, CA
Cadance Wyatt - Glama Rama!!! San Francisco, CA
Debbie Wyatt - Nuevo, CA
Kimberly Wyman - Nicolas Ross Laguna Beach, CA
Anaiz Wronardynk - Smart style Regis Corp. Pumpkin Center, CA
KHANETHAVONG Xaysettha - Jacqueylns salon of elk grove DBA Khanethavong Xaysettha Sacramento, CA
Pa Xiong - Pa Kou Beauty Los Angeles, CA
Yeng Xiong - Amenities Spa and Salon Fresno, CA
Harold Yabut - Haircuts by Harold Bay Point, CA
Regina Yabut - Pittsburg, CA
Tina Yadegaradeh - Jenerations salon San Jose, CA
Amy Yaffe - Hair designs by Amy Los Angeles, CA
Shane Yamada - Mission Viejo, CA
Steffon Yan - Episode Salon & Spa San Francisco, CA
Jason Yates - JPMS Hawthorne, CA
Paris Yates - WtP Spring Valley, CA
Maggie Ye - Arcadia, CA
Doug Yeagley - Tops Salon San Diego, CA
Evita Yeargin - Evita Skin Care Long Beach, CA
Julia Yeremian - Livermore, CA
Debbie Yeung - Pastel Hair Salon San Francisco, CA
Felicity Yi - Montclair, CA
Tania Yllan - San Jose, CA
Barbara Yuniguez - Los Angeles, CA
Janet Yo - Visalia, CA
Ashley Yoder - Newport Beach, CA
Sara Yoder - Escondido, CA
Calma Yom- I heart lashes Gardena, CA
JazmÃ­n Yonfong- Casita Hair studios Indio, CA
Jenny Yoon- Los Angeles, CA
Melissa Yoshida- Ambassador Plexus Worldwide Adelaide, CA
Jaehyun You- Crea corporation Los Angeles, CA
Anita Younan- Anita Younan Mondi Hair Salon Emerald Hills, CA
Brianna Young- B. Young Waxing Sacramento, CA
Elizabeth Young- Sola salons Fresno, CA
Hasani Young- Love Your Hair Salon Los Angeles, CA
Kathi Young- Hillsborough, CA
Kellie Young- Anaheim, CA
Lincoln Young- San Francisco, CA
Lisa Young- Lisa Young Bakersfield, CA
Marissa Young- Rip Skin Care Thousand Oaks, CA
Matthew Young- Anaheim, CA
Tatiana Young- East1212 Altadena, CA
Sherry Young- The Artform Studio Los Angeles, CA
Heather Yousif- Krimson Burbank, CA
Jeongho Yun- Arianna hair boutique Los Angeles, CA
Maria Zabatta- Industrial Glam Rancho Palos Verdes, CA
Matthew Zabatta- Santa Monica, CA
Grace Zagaris- Modesto, CA
Shahrbanou Zahmatkesh- Lidas hair studio Oakley, CA
Linda Zaiss- Sonoma, CA
Guadalupe Zambrano- Remedy Hair Shoppe Whittier, CA
Andrea Zanella- Citizenmuse Oakland, CA
Jan Zanettini- Salon Don Z Discovery Bay, CA
Sheri Zapara- SherisHair Shop & Boutique Lodi, CA
Cheri Zapara-Bouwer- Sheris Hair Shop & Boutique Sacramento, CA
Sandra Zaragoza- Hayward, CA
Kami Zarrabi- San Fernando, CA
Jeanne Zaslove- Lincoln, CA
Hailey Zayas- The smoothbar Escondido, CA
Stacey Zayas- Ritual Salon LLC Escondido, CA
Marta Zelaya- Marta@Tribez Castro Valley, CA
Daniela Zepeda- Los Angeles, CA
Lacy Zepeda- Organic Roots Salon Lakeside, CA
Linda Zepeda- Anaheim, CA
Konstantinos Zestos- The Chroma Studio Los Angeles, CA
Frances Zhao- San Francisco, CA
Vicky Zhao- namo salon llc San Gabriel, CA
Oksana Zharzhavsky- San Francisco, CA
Jing Zhou- Jing Zhou salon Millbrae, CA
Xiao Zhou- San Francisco, CA
Halee Zielke- Lotus Beauty Services San Mateo, CA
Terry Zierenberg- Monrovia, CA
Holly Zigga- Authentic HZ Fallbrook, CA
Rachel Zimmerman- Rancho Cordova, CA
Katie Zimmermann- Gilbert DuPont Salon Napa, CA
Branka Zivkovic- Mud Honey Salon Manhattan Beach, CA
Stephanie Zurita- Oceanside, CA
Wade Zyllstra- Lux Aveda Salon Spa Fullerton, CA
Gina affentranger- Simple beauty Santa Clarita, CA
Evette akarjalian- Evara Hair Studio Glendale, CA
Ariana alcantar- Stockton, CA
Stephanie alcazar- Alcazarhairandbeauty Los Angeles, CA
aileen alcazar- Glam beauty artistry Downey, CA
daniel aldrich- Vallejo, CA
Soheila allahdaddarehbidi- Magic beauty salon Murrieta, CA
Joanne allen- Fresno, CA
karin ast- Castro Valley, CA
regina avanessian- Krush salon Los Gatos, CA
Nicole avery- El Cajon, CA
Sima azmoudeh- Basin Street Hair lounge Tustin, CA
Kay b- Rialto, CA
gabby ballentine- Orangevale, CA
Erica baltierrez- San Jose, CA
chelli barnett- Bloom Salon San Diego, CA
Ayme barron- Apple Valley, CA
karley barsdale- chloes salon studios Roseville, CA
saige bartholomew- La Palma, CA
yota batsaras- QueenBparlor Cypress, CA
Carolyn beeman- Livermore, CA
karie bennett- Atelier Studio Sunnyvale, CA
Kristen bergman- Arcadia, CA
Socorro berlanga- Italienn salon Bakersfield, CA
Laurie bernard- Holiday salon Long Beach, CA
Dawn bibeault- Dawn bibeault Grass Valley, CA
Carmen bido- Divas Hair Estudio Escondido, CA
Jennifer blecha- Shear Bliss Salon Rio Vista, CA
Seana boldt- Hair Accents Hemet, CA
morgan bolles- Morgan Bolles hair Oakley, CA
Autumn borboa- Lash Lounge Santa Maria Santa Maria, CA
Amber branwe- Encinitas, CA
Robert bravo- Blush spa and beauty Tulare, CA
Briyana brown- Br33bbystyles Fontana, CA
Darcy brown- Salon x Pleasanton, CA
graham brownlee- San Francisco, CA
Andrea bucci- The art of lash & brow Monrovia, CA
Crystal bueno- Sanger, CA
Lealani burgonio- Livermore, CA
Phil burks- Burkshire Enr Inc. dab Great Clips. Bakersfield, CA
Leah burney- LA Hair Palace Anaheim, CA
rene burton- Never2latefitness.com Huntington Beach, CA
Autumn bush- Belli Belli Salon San Diego, CA
jane butler- Gold & Braid San Clemente, CA
Brian byr- Brian Byrd Corona, CA
Antonino caballero- San Marcos, CA
Louis Cabrera- Loustyles hair studio San Jose, CA
Martha Calvillo- Queens Hair Studio San Diego, CA
Michelle Cano- HairbyMichelleC Ontario, CA
Courtney Cantwell- L.R.B.P. Hanford, CA
Erica Carriedo- Glow skin bar Salinas, CA
David Carrier- David's Classic barbershop and salon Clayton, CA
Hallie Carter- Mill Valley, CA
Analilia Casillas- Revive & glow skincare Fresno, CA
Irania Castaneda- Rockabeauty by Irania Castaneda Fontana, CA
Martha Castaneda- The hair shapers El Monte, CA
Maria Castro- Timelezz El Centro, CA
Nancy Castillo- Helens hair salon Los Angeles, CA
Matreyu Castle- Speakeasy hair haven Visalia, CA
Irene Cavazos- Madera, CA
Julissa Cazares- Palm Valley Hair salon Palm Desert, CA
Griselda Ceja- Leo's beauty salon Oakland, CA
Elkin Chacon- Duo for hair San Francisco, CA
Portia Chambers- Boogie Me Salon and Boutique Riverside, CA
Angela Chan- State Farm Insurance San Francisco, CA
Jasmine Chang- El Monte, CA
Joyce Chang- San Francisco, CA
Patrick Chao- Riverside, CA
Lourdes Chavez- Shadez Riverbank, CA
Iris Cherry- Palm Springs, CA
Alice Chew- Daly City, CA
Kyung Choi- World hair design Newark, CA
Sharon Choi- Nova arts salon Los Angeles, CA
Eddie Chu- San Francisco, CA
Natalie Chu- San Francisco, CA
Bolormaa Chuluunbileg- Goyo nail lounge Costa Mesa, CA
Annie Chung- San Francisco, CA
Carla Clancy- San Ramon, CA
Tamara Clark- Salon vitor studios Oakley, CA
Valerie Cline- Vivilaval San Diego, CA
Karen Cochenour- Salon melange Walnut Creek, CA
Darcy Cole- Indigo San Diego, CA
Glen Cole- Glen does hair West Hollywood, CA
Concepcion Collantes- Mitzy Beaty Riverbank, CA
Gabrielle Collier- Placerville, CA
Mercy Collins- Mercy Collins Ventura, CA
Shawn Connearney- San Francisco, CA
Ashley Contreras- Ar salon Hermosa Beach, CA
Monique Cook- Sacramento, CA
Stefanie Cook- San Diego, CA
Karlee Coons- Fountain Valley, CA
Pamela Coryell- Salon Technique Fullerton, CA
Lindsey Couchman- San Francisco, CA
Kristina Crader- Ramona, CA
Cara Craft- The Golden Bobbypin LLC. Los Angeles, CA
Hayley crisp- Canyon hills salon Yorba Linda, CA
Beth cromey- San Jacinto, CA
Adreana cross- KL salon Vacaville, CA
Nohemi cruz- Sc hair design San Marcos, CA
Jennifer cunningham- Gamine Beauty Los Angeles, CA
Jennifer cunningham- Danville, CA
Jenene curtis- Jeneneloveshair Alameda, CA
Shelly dale- Newport West Salon Newport Beach, CA
Laurel de Graaf-Garcia- Fullerton, CA
Martha de la cruz- The hair station Porterville, CA
Loretta deBrule- Sonora, CA
Hilary decker- bushire salon and spa North Tustin, CA
Carrie defreitas- Carrie jo color San Francisco, CA
Vera degaitas- Mission Viejo, CA
Sara desesan- San Francisco, CA
Charles destefano- nccs Redding, CA
Hope diaz- House of Riaz Pasadena, CA
Janinie diaz- Le Mode Hairstylist Los Angeles, CA
Thao dinh- elite nail Irvine, CA
Minh dinh- Yuki Lashes San Francisco, CA
Cindy doerr- Salon 8744 Newport Beach, CA
Heather Donovan- Honeycomb Hair Los Angeles, CA
Susan doran- San Leandro, CA
Sherie dowdle- Hair productions Huntington Beach, CA
Rachel drallos- Los Angeles, CA
Harmony drew- Citizen Hair Monterey, CA
Amanda duenas- Thousand Oaks, CA
Katherine dunn- la mode salon Murrieta, CA
Lisa eckles- Los Angeles, CA
Carol edenbaum- Son of a Toast Encinitas, CA
Christina ehrlich- San Ramon, CA
Brandy eldred- Hairbybreezyb Camarillo, CA
Melinda elrod- Luxuriant LLC Fallbrook, CA
Angelica enriquez- Abby's beauty salon Hayward, CA
Teresa enriquez- Tony and Marie beauty salon Los Angeles, CA
Carolina escos- The chop shop Los Angeles, CA
Helen Evans- Los Angeles, CA
Natalie ewing- Salon plush Redondo Beach, CA
Laura fabian- San Gabriel, CA
Elena falcon- Cut San Diego, CA
Su fangma- San Francisco, CA
Megan farzaneh- Branded Braids Los Angeles, CA
Rosa favela- Claremont, CA
Linda feldman- San Diego, CA
Cherline ferrel- Nuevo, CA
Jessica figueroa- Dana Point, CA
Carrie Flintrop- Alchemy Salin Huntington Beach, CA
Josefa Flores- Flores beauty salon San Diego, CA
Shawn Flores- Salon Haven Hanford, CA
chrystal flores- Chrystal Flowers Artistry Moreno Valley, CA
Catherine fox- Beauty Bar Hanford, CA
Lysette franco- Hair by Lysette franco Perris, CA
diane franco- faces by di Santa Clarita, CA
Kathleen franz- Kathleen Franz hair design Los Angeles, CA
heather funk- Dapper & Dame Petaluma, CA
chika furumiya- The Hive Beauty Collective Marina Del Rey, CA
r g- San Francisco, CA
Jessica galindo- laguna hair lounge Brentwood, CA
Tanya galvan- Posh Salon Modesto, CA
Charlena garcia- supercuts /moxie managment Fresno, CA
Erin garcia- Concord, CA
Yenis garcia- Yeni's beauty salon Hidden Valley Lake, CA
ana garcia- agape salon spa Rancho Mirage, CA
alison garvin- Oakland, CA
Estella gasparo- Audacious salon in Claremont San Dimas, CA
deanne.k. gates- Bella Pele Palm Desert, CA
dan gauadette- San Diego, CA
Tracy gianelli- Tracy gianelli Torrance, CA
evi goettert- Thousand Oaks, CA
mahsa golshani- Calabasas, CA
Gracelda gomez- Gracelda's beauty salon Antioch, CA
Maria gomez- Unblemished skin studio San Jose, CA
albert graciano- Citruscollege Glendora, CA
Carol grey- San Francisco, CA
Mylah greico- Hair by mylah Auburn, CA
Haley griffith- Vixen and Bronze Irvine, CA
valarie grossman- Yucca Valley, CA
Maria guerra- G Spot Nails Los Angeles, CA
Erica guevara- Beauty box salon Covina, CA
Erika guitron- Do or Dye Hair Studio Brentwood, CA
Eddy h- San Francisco, CA
Jenny ha- Great clips Concord, CA
Olivia hammond- Floyds 99 Barbershop Los Angeles, CA
Marcus hanish- Salon de marcus San Diego, CA
Maria Hanna- Salon vitor Brentwood, CA
Jessica harris- Dba jessica soltero Fresno, CA
raychel harrison- Salon Nuuvo Westlake Village, CA
Delvina harvey- Dazzling Divas San Diego, CA
Patricia heath- Carmichael, CA
Minoo hemmati- Hairdesignbym Pasadena, CA
Lisette hernandez- Lavish.ii@yahoo.com Ventura, CA
MarA-a hernandez- Renaissance-hair by Maria San Marcos, CA
Viridiana hernandez- The shop beauty and barber salon Greenfield, CA
gerri herrick-murray- Shapers hair salon Ventura, CA
Nicolette hester- Hair by Nicolettehester La Habra, CA
darren hodges- Fresno, CA
chloe holdsclaw- Chloes Studio Salon Rocklin, CA
Jennifer hood- Strada Salon and Day Spa San Jose, CA
Janelle hooker- Salon San Severo Sacramento, CA
bobbie howard- virtual bobbie San Francisco, CA
emily howard- moxie parlour San Francisco, CA
Katty hsieh- San Francisco, CA
Sandy huang- Private Salon San Francisco, CA
Vanessa huntbach- San Jose, CA
Holly hurwiyz- San Diego, CA
Jackie huynh- Calnet Oakland, CA
Lori iovine- Hair by Kristie Julian, CA
Connie irish- Breton Salon Turlock, CA
Otgonbayar it- Hair by Sophia Los Angeles, CA
Suzette jablonski- Jackson place salon Castro Valley, CA
arlene jaffy- Arlene @ Sola Salon Studio 9 Manhattan Beach, CA
connie jamieson- thirteen hair salon Benicia, CA
Brenda jaramillo- Long Beach, CA
Marjan jazaery- the M salon Beverly Hills, CA
Kim johnson- Duarte, CA
Kymmie johnson- San Diego, CA
Tiffany johnson- , CA
dawn johnson- Los Angeles, CA
Roberta jones- Absolutely Cecil and maureens studio Fresno, CA
isaiah jon- Escondido, CA
Rosales juana- B&A BEAUTY SALON Hesperia, CA
Cinthya jun- Hair by Cinthya Pasadena, CA
jasmin junio- Temple City, CA
Farzana karimali- Wakeupbeauty full service salon Torrance, CA
Sheri kearnney- Avenue Styles Salon Burlingame, CA
Sandra keeney- Elite Boutique Salon and Suites San Clemente, CA
Kerry keith- Canyon Lake, CA
Katy keller- Hairbykatyanne Burbank, CA
Lily kew- Royal Beauty Salon Rowland Heights, CA
Farzaneh khaef- Zaneh Laguna Beach, CA
Nusrat khan- Rina Beauty Torrance, CA
Dora kim- One to one salon Long Beach, CA
Any kirkpatrick- Tease beauty Lounge Martinez, CA
Tori kitagawa- Torikitagawa international Los Angeles, CA
Delphine knox- Delphine Bastide Larkspur, CA
reedene koehr- salon auxano Gardenia, CA
Sharon kohn- Seal Beach, CA
Lily kok- CCFCU Berkeley, CA
Mary kok- San Lorenzo, CA
Emilie kolloch- Occidental, CA
anie korkounian- beauty nomad Burbank, CA
Stacey kriebel- Stacey kriebel Fountain Valley, CA
angelica kuhl- Patrick Evan Salon Lafayette, CA
Jose l- Famili Classic Barber shop Monterey Park, CA
Sean lacy- Sirens Los Angeles, CA
Wayne lam- San Leandro, CA
ishori lama- Brows by the bay threading salon Richmond, CA
Heidi landers- Salon Maison Irvine, CA
scott larned- Salon orange Palm Springs, CA
Georgia lasry- Georgia bourgeois lasry, CA
Sandy lau- San Francisco, CA
Chelsea layton- Chelsea Layton hair Indio, CA
Katherine lazier- Rouge A Katherine Lazier Salon Los Angeles, CA
Minhtam le- 4me salon and spa Fountain Valley, CA
Nhu le- Fremont, CA
Thao le thi- Lucy's nail bar Lake Elsinore, CA
Jacquelyne lebon- Hair By Jacquelyne Fremont, CA
Anson lee- CA
Teves lee- your Hair N More Full Service Long Beach, CA
Summer leevves- Tony Roland salon Bellflower, CA
Nelly leng- Simi Valley, CA
Fran lent- Burlingame, CA
Mary leon- Temecula, CA
Danielle levy- Infinity by Danielle Los Angeles, CA
Marlue leyya- Leyya enterprise Sacramento, CA
Jennifer lim- Daly City, CA
Jacqueline limon- Beautify Hair salon Montebello, CA
Guadalupe lira- Berenda, CA
Michelle litolff- Today's Rave Berkeley, CA
Erika lizcano- Erikas beauty salon San Francisco, CA
Dory llagas- Hair by dory. At new attitude Lakewood, CA
Olivia long- La Mesa, CA
Alexsandra lopardo- sopp- Cambria, CA
Jeff lucchesi- Foster City, CA
Monica lucero- La Ti Da hair salon Turlock, CA
Gina lucia- West Sacramento, CA
Sesara luis- Studio 4 salon Santa Rosa, CA
Christina lujan- Unique Hair Design Bakersfield, CA
Paulina luna- Dos Lunas beauty bar Cherry Valley, CA
Jenna machingo- Jenna machingo La Palma, CA
Candice macias- CMM Supply Chain Operations Advisory Long Beach, CA
Nina mackillop- Nina's Hair San Diego, CA
Nguyen mai- Happy beauty salon Westminster, CA
Kim mak- San Francisco, CA
Bonnie maning- Fresno, CA
Stephanie mann- Stephanie Regina hair design Thousand Oaks, CA
Gabriella manship- GM Hair Design Capitola, CA
Ro marks- Rml Los Angeles, CA
Terry marsh- Terry@f/x Redwood City, CA
Molly martell- San Francisco, CA
Raul martez- MARTEZacademy Fountain Valley, CA
Sara martines- Frida studio Tulare, CA
Alison martinez- Alison Nicole Nail Co Merced, CA
Karlie martinez- Haven hair lounge Hemet, CA
Patricia martinez- Fullerton, CA
Hugo martinez- Barracks cuts Hacienda Heights, CA
Millie martini- House of dolls San Juan Capistrano, CA
Emily martorana- El Dorado Hills, CA
Lindsey matchett- Santa Paula, CA
jenna matinata- Simi Valley, CA
Stephanie mayes- Infinity salon Apple Valley, CA
Lori mcculloch- Yorba Linda, CA
Tammy mcintyre- Bethel hair care Waterford, CA
Guadalupe medin- Palmdale, CA
Silvia medina- Symetry Whittier, CA
angelina mersola- Hair by angelina Marie Burbank, CA
Lisa meyets- Hair I go Los Angeles, CA
Jessica mifsud- Classic images Livermore, CA
cindy miguens- Santa Clarita, CA
Gabriela milla- West Hollywood, CA
Claudia millan- State street salons Redlands, CA
Lyn miralles- Wilmington, CA
Carolina miranda- Santa Barbara, CA
becky mitchell- George Oliveri Seal Beach, CA
Tricia mladineo- 247Makeup Los Angeles, CA
Chasity momi- Long Beach, CA
erica montano- Santa Maria, CA
Luis montoya- Visionz LLC Los Angeles, CA
omar monzon- Gentlemen's Blade Long Beach, CA
Loretta morales- Bella Dora salon Vista, CA
Aisling morgan- Santa Barbara, CA
raina mujica- Hemet, CA
Tanya mulhall- The hair lounge and spa Simi Valley, CA
michelle mullen- Long Beach, CA
Amanda munoz- Fridas beauty salon Santa Ana, CA
Amber munoz- RoseRoom Salon Los Angeles, CA
rosario murillo- Uppercut Barbershop Santa Rosa, CA
junko nagahama- Junko Nagahama hair Long Beach, CA
Tehra nazel- Heavenly day spa Pleasanton, CA
Elainna nguyen- Q nails Corona, CA
Stacy nguyen- Fashion nails and spa Fountain Valley, CA
viet nguyen- viets lifetime nails Sacramento, CA
Lela nguynwong- Lela Nguyen Hair & makeup San Rafael, CA
Andrew nichols- Oakland, CA
Lori nichols- Deluxe Beauty Parlour Fresno, CA
sunny nicolson- The beauty artisan Perris, CA
katherine nielsen- Katie Nielsen Hair San Diego, CA
Coley nishkian- Bamboo salon Half Moon Bay, CA
Kristian nishkian- Bamboo salon El Granada, CA
valerie norfleet- Esselle Nails Los Angeles, CA
Lora ochoa- Rio Vista, CA
Eva ocker- San Francisco, CA
Joyce ohayon- Del Mar, CA
Nicole olavarrieta- Y2 nail bar Camarillo, CA
Kara olggren- My Salon Bae Thousand Oaks, CA
Yessenia olmeda- Hair we are Watsonville, CA
Patricia olson- O salon Carmel-by-the-sea, CA
Jan oosten- Yorba Linda, CA
Ana oro pea- Revive & glow skincare Clovis, CA
Yuliana oro pea- Revive & Glow skincare Clovis, CA
Mary oro zo- Bella fresh salon Livermore, CA
Kristina ott- Larkfield-wikiup, CA
Kyra page- Hair by kyra Costa Mesa, CA
Serena palacios- Los Banos, CA
Marcie palmer- Gentry salon Fresno, CA
Keyonia paramore- Tranquility Hair studio Long Beach, CA
Jade park- Coloration bar. Los Angeles, CA
Sun park- Sun Hee Park Cypress, CA
Won park- Burbank, CA
Kimberly parkin- Ventura, CA
Diane parlette- LakeView Spa Helendale, CA
Jasmine pars a- La mirage hair design Mission Viejo, CA
Rupal Patel- Zena beauty studio Bell Gardens, CA
Suzanne perada- Coarsegold, CA
Heather perez- Los Angeles, CA
Lisa pfeiffer- Peaches skin care Dana Point, CA
Catherine pham- Catt Pham Artistry Milpitas, CA
Khahn Pham- Khanh pham Elk Grove, CA
Vy Pham- CosmoVyhair San Diego, CA
Drew phillippe- Rancho Santa Margarita, CA
Jennifer phillips- San Carlos, CA
Yolanda pierce- Shades studio Fresno, CA
Laura pineda- Thousand Palms, CA
Sarah pomfret- Sit Still Salon Hawthorne, CA
Sara price- Redwood City, CA
Dana priest- Salon texture San Diego, CA
Astrid provensen- Atascadero, CA
Stacey quesada- Downey, CA
Alexie rae- Vanity chair beauty salon Concord, CA
Moe rahebi- Vito Esposito Beverly Hills, CA
Kaitlin ramirez- Jdm salon Imperial Beach, CA
Eduardo ramos- New style beauty salon and barbershop Los Angeles, CA
Edilberto ramos- Bellus hair studio El Monte, CA
Judy ramos- Salon Metropolis By Jess Visalia, CA
Amy rangel- Placerville, CA
Marysol rangel- Sol beauty salon Los Angeles, CA
Chemika rash- Chemikashaircare San Ramon, CA
Courtney ray- Maribou salon Sacramento, CA
Ashley reardon- Los Gatos, CA
Genevieve reber- Laguna Niguel, CA
Roni rego- Cuticles nail spa Piedmont, CA
Johanna reinbolz- Johanna at The Huntress Beaumont, CA
Sylvia reizian- Creative style by Sylvia Fresno, CA
Eleanor retamoza- Highlights for hair Aptos, CA
Amber reyes- Salon 28 Temecula, CA
Cynthia rhoton- Cindy rhoton salon San Rafael, CA
Jessica ricafort- Hayward, CA
Amelia roach- Fantastic Sams Lakeside, CA
justine robbins- Texture hair spa La CaÂĄâída Flintridge, CA
Jose rodriguez- Fresno, CA
Karina romero- Thairaphy salon Santa Barbara, CA
sharon ronen- From head to toe Los Angeles, CA
Danny rosales- Goodfellas Hayward, CA
Randi rose- Thrive business services llc San Diego, CA
Esperanza ruiz- Color & Stylo Watsonville, CA
Touba sadat- Starbridalbeauty Escondido, CA
claudia saldana- Los Angeles, CA
Sandras salon- Sandras beauty salon and gifts Bell, CA
Bethany salvador- Santa Clara, CA
Natasha saman- Shear passion Oakland, CA
Jamie samarin- Oceanside, CA
Mehran samsami- Salon dolce vita Lake Forest, CA
Brianna sanders- San Diego, CA
Viridiana sandoval- Capelli On Front San Diego, CA
Nancy santos- Fresno, CA
Serena sargent- Richmond, CA
Demetre savala- Same Palm Desert, CA
Candie selden- Candiez Cutz Suisun City, CA
Kaylyn senna- Ashen salon San Diego, CA
Rosie shapiro- Ventura, CA
Kelly sharp- Novato, CA
brooke shaw- Capitola, CA
keturah shields- Hair by Keturah Livermore, CA
Mandee shoker- Hercules, CA
marsi shore- Vista, CA
Michelle silva- Sola salon studios San Diego, CA
lori silvestri- loria silvestri San Francisco, CA
Amanda silvey- Gilroy, CA
jarrod sipe- Studio M Salon and Spa Palm Springs, CA
John skilj- Ivo Salon San Jose, CA
lindsay skog- Maven & Co Salon San Ramon, CA
Amelia smith- Hair by Amelia Vallejo, CA
Katie smith- Hemet, CA
Nancie smith- Master Touch Moreno Valley, CA
Shannon smith- Seven Rancho Cordova, CA
pamela smith- San Francisco, CA
Leilani snyder- San Francisco, CA
Rubria solis- Sassy dry bar Lynwood, CA
Leonor solorio- Simplyfab Winters, CA
Sungeun song- Brea, CA
Jacquetta sorensen- The hive Visalia, CA
Mayanin sotelo- Hair kare Orange, CA
Holly sowa- Sacramento, CA
Kristine Spicer- Escape Pasadena, CA
Omar Spina- John of Italy Thousand Oaks, CA
Sharmalee Staebell- Santa Rosa, CA
diane staley- Angels Touch Hair and Day Spa Glendora, CA
Nikola Stein- York hair Pacific Palisades, CA
Krista Stephenson- Long Beach, CA
Siobhan Stoddard- San Rafael, CA
David Stone- La vogue Beauty Shoppe Fresno, CA
Brittani Suarez- Brittani Fabrina hair La Quinta, CA
Tonia Sudbery- Hair by Tonia Lancaster, CA
karen sue- Rancho Palos Verdes, CA
Alana Sussan- Burbank, CA
Zalak Swaminarayan- Nail bawse Los Angeles, CA
Nina Sweeney- Laguna Beach, CA
Sarah Tada- Morgan Hill, CA
Hanin Tahmasian- Hectors beauty salon Burbank, CA
Debra Talayumptewa- Ibm West Covina, CA
daisy tan- Sculpted Salon Fair Oaks, CA
Araceli Tanori- Alison Nicole nail co Merced, CA
Susan Tarakji- Irvine, CA
Paula Tavares- Modesto, CA
Sarah Teixeira- Torrance, CA
Julie Thai- Lovejuliethai Santa Ana, CA
Lisette Thibodeaux- The Beauty Suite Salon Murrieta, CA
Michelle Thompson- Head Trip Azusa, CA
Jimmy Tong- A Salon.com Arcadia, CA
Anhthu Tran- Brittany nails Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Teresa Tran- Los Angeles, CA
Thanh Tran- Krista's hair salon Rancho Cordova, CA
Tuan Tran- Fabulash nails and day spa Rocklin, CA
Lynn Trenkamp- San Ramon, CA
loc trinh- i love nais corp Chino, CA
Traci Truitt- Hair haven San Luis Obispo, CA
gorge tsimiklis- Anasa Hair Studio Lake Elsinore, CA
tania Tucciaronne- ZipZap hair Santa Rosa, CA
kimberly tuozzoli- Jonathan David salon Palo Alto, CA
Margaret Uvalle- Hair by Maggie Uvalle Yorba Linda, CA
Julie Valadao- Ricciolos salon and spa Fontana, CA
Candelaria Valencia- Candelaria Valencia @ Jenerations salon Morgan Hill, CA
Sandra Valencia- Valavi & Co. Lancaster, CA
alma valladares- Artisticvolumelashes Dana Point, CA
Alma Valle- Hair & beauty by Alma Iris Anaheim, CA
Dacia van Meerveld- Fallbrook, CA
Raquel Vandermolen- Huntington Beach, CA
Maria Vargas- Lush Hair Salon Corona, CA
Carmen Vasquez- Vision of beauty Downey, CA
Paula Viereck- Rcho Santa Fe, CA
Marcella Villalpando- Alantehair El Cajon, CA
Olga Villarreal- Olgas Hair Salon Santa Barbara, CA
My vo- The luxe nails and spa Los Angeles, CA
Vansha vo- NailZone Spring Valley, CA
jenny vo- Essence Unlimited Morgan Hill, CA
Nickole von Weckmann- Oceanside, CA
Jayden vu- Nga Hair & Nail Salon Westminster, CA
jennifer wada- Somewhair San Jose, CA
Nashla wade- Los Angeles, CA
karen warren- Stylingsbykaren San Diego, CA
elaine webb- Torrance, CA
carlynn weller- J Sisters Salon Santa Clarita, CA
Mahogany west- Mahogany west extension boutique and hair clinic Sacramento, CA
sharon weston- S-hair Vista, CA
crystal whitehead- Crystal hair salon Elk Grove, CA
Shaun wight- Ventura, CA
Shelby wilson- Hairinc Bakersfield, CA
sheila wilson- Sheila Studio 21 Temecula, CA
Shannon wirchniansky- Dublin, CA
Christina wiseman- San Diego, CA
Loraine wong- San Leandro, CA
kristin wrightson- Fringe Encinitas, CA
Gallaway wyndi- Lindsey & co Tulare, CA
Jennifer wynigear- Moorpark, CA
Mary yarbrough- Nbs medical Los Angeles, CA
Patty yeung- Super Performance South San Francisco, CA
aubree young- Aubree young San Diego, CA
said zaarour- Jason Patrick salon Redondo Beach, CA
Rosa zaidi- D'Sexy look beauty salon Chula Vista, CA
Natalie zamorano- bewitched esthetics Garden Grove, CA
Regina zeno- The rare touch salon Tracy, CA
sara zepeda- Simi Valley, CA
Kelly zhang- Royal party corp Pasadena, CA
Lisette Ávalos- Mbombshell Hair and Makeup La Puente, CA
Karen Acebedo- Clovis, CA
Jessica Ackman- Jessica Ackman at The Gallery Salon and Spa Suisun City, CA
Viviana Acosta- San Diego, CA
Mahsa Adib- San Diego, CA
Florencio Aguayo- Vanity Hair Artistry Fowler, CA
Jennifer Akagi- Alameda, CA
Kelly Albright- Kelly Albright Aliso Viejo, CA
Sara Alden- Alden Hair Design Sierra Madre, CA
Renee Allen- Hair Designs Fairfield, CA
Lisa Allyn- Sonoma, CA
Susan Alton- Willo Salon & Spa Sacramento, CA
Angelica Alvarez- Glamour Salon Oakland, CA
Elia Alvarez- Fairfield, CA
Rebecca Alvarez- Chula Vista, CA
Oscar Anderson- The BeatMaster Los Angeles, CA
Whitney Anderson- Daisy Salon Sacramento, CA
Gerardo Arechiga- Mozart The Salon Whittier, CA
Robert Arellanes- Whittier, CA
Rose Arellano- Rose Arellano San Jose, CA
Bernice Arrieta- Le Salon Lomita, CA
Wendy Arrington- La Habra, CA
Rachelle Artelt- Fremont, CA
Queen Atapka- Q. Essence San Francisco, CA
Phoebe Ayala- Phoebe Ayala Hair Studio Desert Hot Springs, CA
LESLEY BROOKS- Trimendous Inc San Marcos, CA
Sacha Badame- Maquillage LLC Oakland, CA
Cindy Bailey- Escondido, CA
Krystle Bajamundi- Buena Park, CA
Tina Baker- Windsor, CA
Malia Banks- Vallejo, CA
Nurcihan Bantum- Bantum Enterprises Inc.DBA Paul Mitchell Salon Fairfield, CA
Azia Barrios- Hair Handlers Campbell, CA
Marie Bedard- More Than Just Hair Sutter Creek, CA
Robert Bell- San Bernardino, CA
Isela Beltran- Beaumont, CA
Mackenzie Benites- Redondo Beach, CA
Raymond Bermudez- San Jose, CA
Aimie Berry- Le Reve Salon San Bruno, CA
Jene Bethea- Platinum salon Redding, CA
Susie Beyer-McCartney- Susie & Stacey Studio 3 Santee, CA
Sauimalae Bilben- Sauimalae Bilben Oceanside, CA
Summer Birchell- Summer Expressions Hair Salon Morro Bay, CA
Gabriella Blanton- Vacaville, CA
Nicole Bliss- The Studio O Long Beach, CA
Amy Bloom- Oakland, CA
Kendra Bockman- Hair by kendra b Trabuco Canyon, CA
Janette Boggs- Salon Obsessions Petaluma, CA
Caryn Bootmanheine- Hair at the Ritz Pleasant Hill, CA
Tiffany Bowman- Hair By Tiffany Indio, CA
Gillian Boyle- Gillian Bissett colour salon Santa Monica, CA
Stacia Brandon- BLENDZ BARBERSHOP&SA salo Palo Cedro, CA
James Brewster- Ramona, CA
Jacqueline Brockway- J Stuido Tulare, CA
Kathy Brooks- Blondies Studio Salon Oak Hills, CA
Anna Brown- Escondido, CA
Jenny Brown- Yreka, CA
Ray Brown- Above and Beyond Hayward, CA
Shelley Brown- Walnut Creek, CA
Shirley Bruce- Luxe salon and day spa Camarillo, CA
Karesha Buchanan- Hair By Karesha Buchanan Roseville, CA
Briar Buckley- Briar Madelyn Inc Carlsbad, CA
Laurie Buffo- salon eLLe Studio and spa Camarillo, CA
Lindsay Buhrig- Ooh la la salon and spa Huntington Beach, CA
Sandra Buigues- Salon Republic Studio 1 Los Angeles, CA
Genevieve Bunda- Miva salon Hayward, CA
Ann Burkhardt- Downey, CA
Randi Burkhart-Miller- Ambitious style Thousand Oaks, CA
Leiza Burks- Hayward, CA
Andrea Burroughs- DreamHouse Hair Studio West Covina, CA
Amanda Burton- J Salon Oakland, CA
Angela Buschke- Simi Valley, CA
BreeAnna Butts- Combb Temecula, CA
Stacy Buzbee- Campbell, CA
Maria Cabrera- La Habra, CA
Ruth Calderon- Ruth Calderon La Habra, CA
Monique Camacho- Moniquehairbydesign Whittier, CA
Carrie Camin- Salon camin Roseville, CA
Tiffany Cammarata- Rock paper Scissors Loma Linda, CA
Estella Carriedo- Servicios los 3Amigos Escondido, CA
Stephanie Carroll- C&C Hair Cottonwood, CA
Melissa Casey- Mon Amie Salon Redlands, CA
Ronnie Casey- Number 34 Long Beach, CA
Nicole Centofante- Gardena, CA
Alma Cesena- San Diego, CA
Yvette Chabota- Fringe Hair Salon San Jose, CA
Rocio Chaidez- South Gate, CA
Corey Chambers- Hair by Corey Beverly Hills, CA
Sandra Chase- Santa Barbara, CA
Nikki Chavez- Nikkicutsonorangecounty.com Costa Mesa, CA
Yanesha Chavez- Yanesha C. Beauty Palm Desert, CA
Sharon Chipres- Orange, CA
Rachel Christman- Murrieta, CA
Kim-Fung Chu- Eastvale, CA
Lilly Chung- Novato, CA
Jessica Cisneros- Montebello, CA
Erin Coats- Emerald Cut Hair Studio Chino, CA
Cheryl Cobbin- Roseville, CA
Polly Codorniz- Changes salon Colusa, CA
Brenda Coelho- Dimension's salon Chico, CA
Stephanie Colbert- El Segundo, CA
Kaleena Collazo- Union City, CA
Katerina Conneary- OctopusRiot Designs San Francisco, CA
Gloria Conrad- Glostyts Los Angeles, CA
Banessa Contreras- The Vanity Room Downey, CA
Katherine Copeland- Le chop shop Oceanside, CA
Sherris Copley- Hair by Sher Antioch, CA
Bina Coraci- Headlines Hair Studip Lake Forest, CA
Joshua Cornwell- Spring Valley, CA
Sean Correa- FERGUSON SM, Inc Santa Rosa, CA
Jeremy Costello- Sacramento, CA
Chelsea Cousins- Dublin, CA
Sherri Cowden- Luci's Salon-Studio Davis, CA
Chanelle Cox- Hair by Chanelle Costa Mesa, CA
Veronica Csiza- Shear Gratitude Salon San Diego, CA
Tyler Cull- Shingle Springs, CA
Georgeann Cummings- Oakland, CA
Alexandra Cunningham- Alexandras Hair Design San Jose, CA
Sharon Cunningham- Santa Monica, CA
Stacy Cunningham- Silhouette Hair Studio Altadena, CA
Claudia Curtis- Claudia Curtis Hairstyling La Quinta, CA
Russell Curtis- Claudia Curtis Hairstyling La Quinta, CA
Andrea Cwynar- Jungle Red Inc San Francisco, CA
amanda DELANEY- MandeVilla salon Sacramento, CA
Tedi Davis- Modesto, CA
Kathleen Day- Hair Designs by Kathy Day Cameron Park, CA
Margarita De la Cruz- Pure 1 Hair Services Escondido, CA
Stephanie DeCuir- San Diego, CA
Deana DeWindt- Escondido, CA
Jill Deen- Jill Deens Barber Shop Imperial, CA
Nicole Del Crogna- CodyRose Salon Irvine, CA
Georjean Dennis- Hughson, CA
Mariam Denton- Mariams Hair Biz Burbank, CA
John Dez- Redondo Beach, CA
Valeria Dickens- Day spa in the city La Mesa, CA
Julie Dobson- Laguna Hills, CA
Roxane Dominguez- Roxyshairchair, CA
Elaine. Dunlap- Walnut Creek, CA
Damaris Earlewine- Artisan Salon & Spa La Quinta, CA
Kacie Edginton- Salon Luxe Claremont, CA
Jeanette Edpao- Rosie's Beauty Salon West Covina, CA
David Ehlers- David Ehlers Real Estate Stockton, CA
Susan Elgar- Privato salon Bakersfield, CA
Brittney Elser- Cedar&Ivy San Marcos, CA
J Emerling- Hair in the City San Diego, CA
Emily Emily- Modesto, CA
Nikki English- The SheShack Los Angeles, CA
Lisette Espino- LiiZtyle Studio Fresno, CA
Rene Espinosa- Shasta Lake, CA
Rebecca Estrada- Mark Taylor Salon & Spa West Covina, CA
David Estrella- Salon DavidE Baldwin Park, CA
Jaime Evans- Mane Event salon Morgan Hill, CA
Pepper Evans- Cash- Pepper for Hair Culver City, CA
Rosemary Fancher- Paizleys Studio San Jose, CA
Deborah Fernandez- Deborah's hair n lash artistry Upland, CA
Tiffaney Fiedtkou- Blossom salon Santa Barbara, CA
Sharisse Fine- Los Angeles, CA
Vangie Fitzpatrick- Placerville, CA
Rebecca Flatt- Rebecca Marie Carmichael, CA
Leslie Flores- Pomona, CA
Wendy Flores-walker- Ferguson salon management Hemet, CA
Sara Floris- San Jose, CA
Miriam Flowers- Salon Republic Studio 39 Santa Monica, CA
Kelly Floyd- Petaluma, CA
Ruth Ford- Santa Monica, CA
Whitney Ford- Rancho Cordova, CA
Amy Franssen- Nevada City, CA
Sandee Freude- Stylish Escape Redding, CA
Dana Gaines- Hair Sessions w Dana Marie Lake Elsinore, CA
Rosio Galan- Rosio Galan Los Banos, CA
April Gallegos- Whittier, CA
Rob Gallinger- Self Employed Los Angeles, CA
Laurie Galloway- A Place of Our Own salon Stanton, CA
Brittany Galmukoff- Lashes and more by Brittany g Concord, CA
Stephanie Garcia- G. Salon Studio San Jose, CA
Eden Garcia- Eden Hair Salon Madera, CA
Jennifer Garcia- Anaheim, CA
Raquel Garcia- Raquel Garcia Palm Desert, CA
Victoria Garcia- Hot Roller Hair Studio Irvine, CA
Charlie Gaulke- Lafayette, CA
joi Gayles- Studio Joi Mill Valley, CA
Stacey Gentry- Los Angeles, CA
Jill Gibson- Penngrove, CA
Kristina Gibson- Los Angeles, CA
Haley Ginieczki- Salon revelation San Clemente, CA
April Go- Lynwood, CA
Ellen Goldberg- Los Angeles, CA
Alicia Gonzalez- , CA
Jeanette Gonzalez- The honey comb hair studio El Monte, CA
Jessica Gonzalez- Studio 54 San Diego, CA
Laura Gonzalez- Tiffany's Beauty Salon Los Angeles, CA
Maxwell Goodman- The Studio O Long Beach, CA
Teri Grant- Rocklin, CA
Ruth Grayson- Cotati, CA
Greg Griffin- GGstyled Palm Springs, CA
Angela Grimaldo- Like nobody else day spa Fortuna, CA
Alicia Guerra- Mane Canvas Coronado, CA
Mickey Gupta- San Francisco, CA
Johanna Gutierrez- Los Angeles, CA
Katia Gutierrez- Katia Hair Art Santa Monica, CA
Monique Haden- sage and leaves hair studio Roseville, CA
Arlene Hale- Arrow Salon San Francisco, CA
Jerry Hale- Napa, CA
Emily Halverson- Oakland, CA
Bianca Hammons- Hair by Bianca Moorpark, CA
Jennifer Handlovics- Los Angeles, CA
Andrea Hansen- Dre Holder Salon San Rafael, CA
Lindsey Hansen- Wild orchids the salon Concord, CA
Justin Harding- Justin Harding Hair Los Angeles, CA
Kym Harms- Modesto, CA
Apryl Harris- San Marcos, CA
Lisa Haslow- Luscious locs by Lisa Marie Bakersfield, CA
Miranda Hawkins- Hair by Miranda Hawkins Redding, CA
Michelle Hayes- Michelle Hayes Sacramento, CA
Jason Heine- Concord, CA
Jennifer Helekahi- Ooh la la salon & spa Huntington Beach, CA
Elizabeth Hemsley- Beth4BestHair Piedmont, CA
Nicole Herkenhoff- Hairwaves San Clemente, CA
Gloria Hernandez- San Diego, CA
Jocelyn Hernandez- Josscolors Bakersfield, CA
Araceli Herrera- The Hair Contessa Del Rey, CA
Teresa Hill-Olson- Teresa Hill Hair West Hollywood, CA
Rachel Hills- Roseville, CA
Ashley Hise- Suite Spot Salin Valley Springs, CA
Courtney Hodges- San Francisco, CA
Nelly Homayouni- Niloo lotus Beauty Los Angeles, CA
Beatriz Horta- beauty.by.bety Santa Barbara, CA
Karen Horton- Salon Santa Cruz Santa Cruz, CA
Jason Hoss- Salon 33 Bakersfield, CA
Daniel Howard- Cypress, CA
Sherry Huff- All Tressed Up La Quinta, CA
Carreen Huizar- Sacramento, CA
Shari Hunter- Poway, CA
Courtney Hunts- Oceanside, CA
Donna Huston- Adagioforhair El Dorado Hills, CA
Marilyn Hutcheson- Lonnie Macs Barbershop Rohnert Park, CA
Sarah Hyde- sHe artists Hair & Makeup Corte Madera, CA
Natalie Jaeger- Soho Salon Newport Beach, CA
Amber Jahn- Al and Bambi's Oakland, CA
Martha Jaimes-Acosta- Artistic Hair Design Discovery Bay, CA
Rockell Jaquett- The Spa and Hungry Hair Clovis, CA
Charline Javier- Hayward, CA
Demetra Jennings- Nimbus Salon Los Gatos, CA
Chapple Jilmarie- Jeneration Salon Boulder Creek, CA
Alina Jimenez- Santa Rosa, CA
Nicole Jolliffe- Finishing touch beauty San Marcos, CA
Michele Jonietz- Salon Three Whittier, CA
Neil Jordan- Jordan's Hairdesigns Castro Valley, CA
Ina Juarez- Love Bug Hair Lab Sacramento, CA
Stephany Juarez- El Monte, CA
Joachim Jung- J.Salon Oakland, CA
HERLINDA KEARY- Hair Essentials Downey, CA
Linda Kaldani- San Jose, CA
Ifeanayichukwu Kali- Love Jones x 3 Hair & Beauty Los Angeles, CA
Sheila Kamp- San Jose, CA
Abbie Kaplan- San Diego, CA
Topher Karnes- Newcastle, CA
susan Kashi- Anette salon Thousand Oaks, CA
Kristina Kasprzak- vanilla blu salon Redondo Beach, CA
Chrissy Kaufman- Citrus Heights, CA
Debbie Kaur- Arch salons Union City, CA
Carmina Kawasaki- Oceanside, CA
Daren Kay- Tre Salon Spa Folsom, CA
Kimber Keefauver- Lola Salon San Francisco, CA
Theresa Kenneally- Hair at the ritz Concord, CA
Kevin Kennedy- Concord, CA
Kathleen Kenny- Los Angeles, CA
Trista Kerley- salon Vivo Antioch, CA
Christina Kettler- V Collective Coronado, CA
Eva Kiernan- All About Hair Palm Springs, CA
Ana Kim- Ana Delia Kim Designs Fresno, CA
Taura King- Capelli's Redding, CA
Tina King-, CA
Amanda Kirkman- West Hollywood, CA
Michele Kirschbaum- HAIR BY MICHELE Lancaster, CA
Danielle Kjenstad- DK lashes Riverside, CA
Cindy Klein- Hayfork, CA
Chelkee Klovee- Curl up & Dye Salon Carmichael, CA
Hiroshi Konishi- Object salon Santa Monica, CA
Jenifer Kuznik- Sinor Salom Woodland, CA
Sue Kwon- Whittier, CA
Patricia Laas- Patricia Lynn Laas HairCo Simi Valley, CA
Susan Lam- Sue's hair salon Pleasant Hill, CA
Michelle Langmayer- LATELIER HAIR STUDIO South Lake Tahoe, CA
Nicole Lansang- Union City, CA
Venessa Latham- Sacramento, CA
Anita Laxon- Sacramento, CA
Lisa Le- La Belle Day Spas and Salons Dublin, CA
Red Lee- San Francisco, CA
Serena Lembach- Serena for Hair San Diego, CA
Marsha Lemos- Innovations Hair Salon Castro Valley, CA
Daena Lemus- Lemus hair studio Elk Grove, CA
Carrie Lenihan- San Clemente, CA
Maricela Leon- Tracy, CA
Michele Levesque- Maria Hair Salon Bay Point, CA
Francesca Ligman- Huntington Bch, CA
Yuting Lin- Diamond Bar, CA
Jeanne Linenbach- Hair by Jeanne Fresno, CA
Genevieve Lipp- Jack Thomas Salon Danville, CA
Laurie Littleton- Luce salon Oak View, CA
Kelly Lloyd- San Francisco, CA
Amber Lofton- Elite Weave Bar Moreno Valley, CA
Lauren Logan- Hand & Stone Rancho Santa Margarita, CA
Vanessa Lomeli- Salon Meraki, LLC Corona, CA
Carrie Loomis- Fallbrook, CA
Eric Lopez- Whittier, CA
Priscilla Lopez- Studio 101 Salon Encinitas, CA
Carla Lougee- Carla Salon Benicia, CA
Carol Loya- Teezed hair studio Georgetown, CA
Sylvia Lua- Styles by Sylvia Chula Vista, CA
Taneesha Lutey- Forest Ranch, CA
Joan Ly- Joan Ao Alhambra, CA
Jeanine Lytle- Livermore, CA  
Heather M- San Leandro, CA  
Christine MacArthur- Jolie Salon and Spa Danville, CA  
Guadalupe Magana- Hayward, CA  
Ngan Mai- Fremont, CA  
Wynona Malana- Glendale, CA  
Kimberly Malmborg- Studio eleven Concord, CA  
Samantha Manuel- Monterey Park, CA  
Steven Marchand- Tppbbt Grnfqr Flntrpz Inc. Ltd. Los Angeles, CA  
James Marez- HA1RGOD San Jose, CA  
Arianna Marino- Gold Comb Barbershop La Mesa, CA  
Sherry Marinovich- Blue Rain Salon Morgan Hill, CA  
Jamie Marshall- A Salon Beyond Concord, CA  
Debra Martin- Petaluma, CA  
Nancy Matheson- Redding, CA  
Kathleen Mathew- Simply Hair Grass Valley, CA  
Kristen Matlack- San Francisco, CA  
Carlynne McCabe- Verita Los Angeles, CA  
Kamala McCallister- Lee’s hair salon and skin care Burbank, CA  
Kamilah McCann- Bellflower, CA  
Cynthia McConnell- San Diego, CA  
Patricia McGeown- Self Placentia, CA  
Connie McGrath- Veerandwander.com San Francisco, CA  
Carie McKay- C.D. Studio Bakersfield, CA  
Czarina Mcdonald- Hair by Czarina Yorba Linda, CA  
Sofia Melchor- Fantasy Beauty Salon Hollister, CA  
Nanette Meltzer- Fairfield, CA  
Grace Mendoza- Salon TEEZ Beauty Lounge Fontana, CA  
Hector Mendoza- Hectors Salon#2 Los Angeles, CA  
Richard Menolez- Glo Hair Studio San Diego, CA  
Mariah Mentel- Fremont, CA  
Belinda Mercado- Eclipse beauty salon Baldwin Park, CA  
Margarita Mercado- Creation by E Carson, CA  
Paige Metcalf- Hair by Paige Sacramento, CA  
Ashley Miller- Bakersfield, CA  
Shauna Miller- Shauna Miller Studio Salon Citrus Heights, CA  
JJ Mills- Folsom, CA  
Stan Minabe- San Diego, CA  
Julie Miranda- Fresno, CA  
Jasmine Mirdamadi- Yorba Linda, CA  
Gloria Molina- Madera, CA  
Martine Mondragon- Alchemy Salon Sacramento, CA  
Amanda Montan- CA  
Tina Montez- Jae Valentine hair studio Laguna Niguel, CA  
Eric Montoya- Fremont, CA  
Maritza Moreira- Hilltop Mall, CA  
Margarita Moreno- Princess Beauty Salon Daly City, CA  
Maria Moreno- Mia Belleza Salon and Spa Pomona, CA  
Marius Morf- PREP San Francisco, CA
Beth Morse- Alameda, CA
Teri Moynahan- HairbyTeri Lancaster, CA
Tami Munson- Santa Fe Springs, CA
Paulina Murillo- Chula Vista, CA
Ashley Myers- Simi Valley, CA
Lindsey Nabozny- Los Angeles, CA
Craig Nadel- The Hair Razor Los Angeles, CA
Sandy Nader- Long Beach, CA
Mori Nassiri- Mori Ladera Ranch, CA
Melanie Neal- Los Angeles, CA
Laura Nefsky- Los Angeles, CA
Heather Nelson- Heathers Mobile Hair & Pedi Service El Cajon, CA
Jill Nerone- Oakland, CA
Leslie Newens- Hair by Leslie Martinez, CA
Micayla Newsome- West Sacramento, CA
Tessie Ng- San Francisco, CA
Thuy Nguyen- Cutting Image La Mesa, CA
Thinh Nguyen- Le Cuts Concord, CA
Aileen Nham- Gorgeous salon north park Spring Valley, CA
Dawn Nicholas- Remedy Carlsbad, CA
Alycia Nichole- Hawthorne, CA
Amanda Nichols- Oceanside, CA
Kelli Nielsen- studio One Orange, CA
Carmen Nunez- China clipper barber shop Glendora, CA
Cherie Ocegueda- Hair by Cheriba Fillmore, CA
Rafael Ochoa- Mowhawk and Warpaint San Francisco, CA
Deborah Ogden- Modesto, CA
Nicole Okudaira- Nicole Okudaira Santa Monica, CA
Monica Olmedo- Santa Clarita, CA
Sylvia. Olson- SylviaHair Design Los Angeles, CA
Pamela Olszewski- Ooh LaLa Salon & Spa Irvine, CA
Lucia Ontiveros- Stars salon Chula Vista, CA
Minin Orantes- Cut Color & Curl Chino, CA
Kate Orf- Escondido, CA
Lisa Ornelas- San Jose, CA
Jacquelyne Osborn- Burbank, CA
Gary Pado- Mission Viejo, CA
Natalie Palmer- Cedar & Ivy Carlsbad, CA
Jessica Panula- Jess Panula Torrance, CA
June Parayno- La Mesa, CA
Esperanza Pasion- Aida's salon San Leandro, CA
Yesenia Patino- yesenia Gabriela hair Santa Clarita, CA
Melonie Pederson- MP Custom Woodworking Danville, CA
Griselda Pelayo- Griseldas beauty salon Compton, CA
Ralph Pena- Folsom, CA
Patrice Pendleton- Styles by Patrice Lemon Grove, CA
Victoria Penwell- Bella Dona Salon El Dorado, CA
Alicia Perez- Simi Valley, CA
Magdalena Perez- Sira 2000 Hair Salon Los Angeles, CA
Rachel Perryman - La Rouge Salon Ventura, CA
Erica Peters - San Francisco, CA
Tim Picard - The hair forge Riverside, CA
Monique Pierson - 2110 Oroville, CA
Christina Piorowski - Rocklin, CA
Jodi Pittman - San Francisco, CA
Cheryl Poniatowski - Santa Rosa, CA
Cindy Pratt - Cindys Unique Touch Rialto, CA
Jen Puebla - ChromaCrowns Los Angeles, CA
FABRICIO QUINTANILLA - Los Angeles, CA
Barbara Quillen - B&C Hair Merced, CA
Jamie Quinones - Hair by Jamie Tracy, CA
MELISSA ROCHA - The frame salon Chino, CA
Stefanie Ramirez - Yuba City, CA
Alexis Ramos - Alexis Ramos Inc Los Angeles, CA
Dianne Ramsey - Orange, CA
Kristen Rangel - Sacramento, CA
Misty Rangel - Fresno, CA
Angie Raske-Kurze - Hair by Angie Long Beach, CA
Marlo Rasmussen - Studio M Salon Alameda, CA
Maria Raufi - Love your skin Newark, CA
Robert Ravnikar - Trico Salon Petaluma, CA
Farida Razaqi - Labelle Day Spa Tracy, CA
Mercedes Redmond - Hayward, CA
Ruth Reimnitz - Lash, Love & Co. Inc. San Marcos, CA
Elayne Relles - Blessed Salon Santee, CA
Althea Rendon - Althea @ sola salon Fresno, CA
Shannon Reneau - Serenity Salon Bakersfield, CA
Rita Renner - San Ramon, CA
Blanca Reyes - Hemet, CA
Kimberly Ricardo - Lacquer Studios San Leandro, CA
Kim Richardson - Palmdale, CA
Rita Rios - Rita Rios Salon's Fresno, CA
Vanessa Rios - Sacramento, CA
Cindy Rivas - nitzys hair legacy Carson, CA
Rachel Roach - Lather organic hair studio Fort Bragg, CA
Constance Robbins - Kolekivt Montclair, CA
Kevin Roberts - Palm Springs, CA
Mary Roberts - San Diego, CA
Abby Robles - Sassy Do's Salon Colton, CA
Celene Rodriguez - Revive salon Santa Maria, CA
Jonathan Rodriguez - Hair illusions salon Manteca, CA
Sheila Romanovitz - Seal Beach, CA
Esteban Romero - SteveStykemark Irvine, CA
Katherine Romero - Kate's place San Jose, CA
Viri Romero - San Marcos, CA
Chelsea Root - Chelsea Root Encinitas, CA
Kyla Rose - Salon Adair Vista, CA
Barbara Ross - Barbara's Beauty Salon Moreno Valley, CA
Heather Rozario- Hair by Heather Clovis, CA
Edna Rubio- Self employee hairstylist Chula Vista, CA
Jasmine S- Daly City, CA
Brian Saffold- Vainglorious Fresno, CA
Cecilia Salas- Bell Gardens, CA
Tara Salem- Lafayette, CA
Janet Salmerå’n- The Cherry Blossom Long Beach, CA
Awilda Salzman- Awilda Salon Beverly Hills, CA
Andrea San Diego-Chin- Le R've Salon San Jose, CA
Emi Sanchez- Tollhouse, CA
Rebecca Sanchez- Tresses Berkeley, CA
Jacqueline Sandoval- Lomita, CA
Eddie Santiago- Stockton, CA
Arthena Santos- Arthena’s Razing Hair Crescent City, CA
Edie Schaffer- San Francisco, CA
Penny Schatzel- Ristina Rodriguez Hair West Sacramento, CA
Nancy Scheer- Modesto, CA
Melissa Schlee- The Styling Post Hercules, CA
Dana Schmidtbaurer- Sam Villa/Allvs Clayton, CA
Lisa Schultz- Crowning Glory hairstyling Costa Mesa, CA
Kristine Scrima- Kristy Scrima Long Beach, CA
Nikki Seastres- Antioch, CA
Lori Serocki- El Cajon, CA
Marti Sharpe- BradleyJohn Monrovia, CA
Christine Shea- San Jose, CA
Susan Shippey- susan rene shippey Oceanside, CA
Mireya Silva- B.YOU.T Merced, CA
Patti Slender- Huntington Beach, CA
Angelina Smith- Nuevo, CA
Staci Smith- Redding, CA
Laurie Somers- Allen Somers Salon Irvine, CA
Rachel Sommers- Hair by Rach S San Ramon, CA
Christina Sorensen- Cloud9hairandmakeup@gmail.com Knights Landing, CA
Julie Sousa- San Anselmo, CA
Ron Spoto- Rons Chair La Verne, CA
Karen Stadick- Hemet, CA
Linda Stensler- HBKB Salon El Dorado Hills, CA
Veronica Stephenson- Bellasolveronicashair Los Angeles, CA
Kristin Stone- Hair Designs by Kristin Antioch, CA
Shannan Strabley- Campbell, CA
Jennifer Strand- Strand Appeal Holistic Salon Beverly Hills, CA
Florybeth Strasburger- Work at capelly intrnational salon and spa Yorba Linda, CA
Rita T- Artist salon and gallery Oceanside, CA
KYLIE TIPPS- Antioch, CA
Olivia Tacalo- SNDBX Hair Lounge Tustin, CA
Sonya Talamantes- Oceanside, CA
Susan Tate- Phoenix Hair Salon Los Gatos, CA
Kari Taylor- Santa Rosa, CA
Sally Taylor- Redding, CA
Jeannette Tejeda- Le Jardin Concord, CA
Annette Telfer- Spa by the sea Costa Mesa, CA
Janica Telin- Lemongrass massage Calabasas, CA
Gina Thomas- Bakersfield, CA
Cathy Thompson- Petaluma, CA
Teri Thomson- Teris studio Santa Clarita, CA
Karen Toro- Artisan Salon LLC San Mateo, CA
Leanna Trombino- San Diego, CA
Travis Trotter- Sproos Inc San Anselmo, CA
Diana Turnham- Upland, CA
Jessika Urbanski- Hair by Jessika Wilton, CA
Cristina Urreaga- Salana Salon San Francisco, CA
Blanca VELASCO- GsPlace Montebello, CA
Trish Valdez- Bliss Beauty Bar Campbell, CA
Kristen Valdez-Doherty- Nails of Modern Art San Francisco, CA
Talyn Vargas- Escondido, CA
Veronica Vargas- Glendale, CA
Oscar Vasquez- The Studio O Long Beach, CA
Theresa Vaughan- Underground salon Cypress, CA
April Vaughn- Los Angeles, CA
Joyce Vavao- San Diego, CA
Felipe Ventura- Long Beach, CA
Albert Vergara- Lunch Salon Sierra Madre, CA
Sheila Vergara- DUO for hair San Francisco, CA
Julie Villar- Anaheim Hair Company Anaheim, CA
Gloria Villasenor- Gz HairSpot Los Angeles, CA
Adrianna Vizcarra- Salon BluJayz San Bernardino, CA
E VonTress- Workshop Santa Rosa, CA
Linda Voss- Voss Hair Design Alameda, CA
Elise Vu- Westminster, CA
LATANYA WILLIAMS- Premier 1 on 1 Salon San Diego, CA
Christine Waite- Redding, CA
Kari Wallick- Kari Wallick Hairstyling Los Gatos, CA
Gloria Walters- Jsalon Richmond, CA
Nicole Walz- Blush Lincoln, CA
Catherine Weber-Huschitt- C Salon Santa Clarita, CA
Robyn Weeda- Sunnyvale, CA
Heather Weisman- Beauty Essentials Spring Valley, CA
Margie Wheeler- La Verne, CA
Mischele Wheeler- Cutting Loose Crescent City, CA
Whitney White- Ramona, CA
Clyde Widrig- Simi Valley, CA
Amy Wild- Salon 437 Mammoth Lakes, CA
Carol Wilke- Redlands, CA
Maggie Williams- Maggie Williams Hairstylist Alameda, CA
Paul Williams- Paul Mobile Haircare Vista, CA
Richard Williams- Pico Rivera, CA
Robyn Williams- Modesto, CA
Nicole Williamson- Nicole Williamson Hair Salinas, CA
Chisa Wills- Long Beach, CA
Tailene Wolmerath- Aliso Viejo, CA
Brenda Woods- Shreddybetty Betty's House of Shears Shasta Lake, CA
Peggy Wright- Salon Nirvana Redondo Beach, CA
Maureen Yeoman- Redding, CA
Kirsten Yoder- Hair By Steph Escondido, CA
Guolin Yu- Red A Bakery San Francisco, CA
Dario Zazueta- Sassy dos Fontana, CA
Amanda Ziegler- Salon1745 San Diego, CA
Tonya Ziske- Allure Hair Salon San Jacinto, CA
Jenni Zumpano- capellis Redding, CA
Brisia Zuniga- Hair by Brisia Reedley, CA
Marcus aydelott- Citrus Heights, CA
Brianna batross- Yucca Valley, CA
Dana behnke- Alexanders salon and spa Anaheim, CA
Jennifer benson- Studio j Oroville, CA
brent berson- VCollective San Diego, CA
Aide campos- Real hair San Fernando, CA
John canton- Prova La Mesa, CA
Christina cardenas- Calibella Los Angeles, CA
marÃ-a cardenas- kuki beauty salon Santa Barbara, CA
Stephanie carrillo- Modest Spot Salon San Clemente, CA
Carina ceja- Sophisticutz Beauty sal’n Delano, CA
Stephanie chase- Hidden Valley Lake, CA
Elise chevrier- San Diego, CA
leslie cole- San Diego, CA
James colgan- James Colgan salons San Francisco, CA
Mark contreras- Los Angeles, CA
Elizabeth cron- Belvedere, CA
Shelley darman- Morgan Hill, CA
luis diaz- Los Angeles, CA
angelina elliott- Beauty of Skin Dana Point, CA
rhesa gamble- Inked Salon Fresno, CA
erika garcia- The hive beauty Upland, CA
Darla glover- Shyne Hair Studio Pasadena, CA
Sandy ha- Fabulous by sandy ha Sacramento, CA
david harrington- LovePeople, UseThings inc Los Angeles, CA
Laura hobbs- Salon dharma Huntington Beach, CA
Kaye horinek- David Dru Salon Beverly Hills, CA
yvonne ip- Yvonne ip Rosemead, CA
Jacqueline keenan- Jacquelinekeenanforhair Bermuda Dunes, CA
Krystal kirk- Fair Oaks, CA
renee koehr- salon auxano Gardena, CA	
tami lainez- Alley cuts Sacramento, CA
Cinamon leonard- Salon Roux Paso Robles, CA
ruth lombard- Studio 54 Hair Salon,4104 Bonita Rd. Bonita,CA 92902 San Diego, CA
Olivia long- La Mesa, CA
Kim lord- Lasting looks Monterey, CA
Vanessa luis- Vanessa luis Sacramento, CA
Sarah mallory- Blush Hair Salon Chico, CA 
Carol minichino- waterfall salon and day spa Placerville, CA 
j montanez- Josue Montanez Oxnard, CA 
Judith mora- Judith's hair Design Fairfield, CA 
Lisa morgan- Lisa Renee @ Sola Escondido, CA 
Jeanette muniz- Jeanette muniz hair Lancaster, CA 
Amparo murillo- Amparo hairstylist Dinuba, CA 
George nassar- George barber shop Simi Valley, CA 
Rose newton- Tribe salon and spa Roseville, CA 
phu nguyen- jenny's nail & spa Riverside, CA 
Brenda panameno- B hair studio Los Angeles, CA 
Adriana perry- Salon element La Mesa, CA 
Sasha pino- Solutions hair design Lemon Grove, CA 
Stacey quesada- Downey, CA 
Kamana regmi- Kavalux beauty San Leandro, CA 
Martin rodriguez- Hair colorist Martin Rodriguez Fountain Valley, CA 
Karina romero- Thairaphy salon Santa Barbara, CA 
viviane sellam- studio V Los Angeles, CA 
Alicia sheeders- Alicia sheeders hair Rocklin, CA 
lindsay skog- Maven & Co Salon San Ramon, CA 
Andrea smith- Nuevo, CA 
Carmen smith- Noggin's N Nails Tulare, CA 
Kibri smith- Classy Clip Douglas City, CA 
Shannon solano- elixir Albany, CA 
Janet stephany- Salon S&S Fresno, CA 
Jeff tanasak- Mozart Salon West Covina, CA 
danielle tucker- bobbipins salon Glendora, CA 
Leeza turner- Bellflower, CA 
Darla vargas- Lil Ds Apple Valley, CA 
Lyndsey winters- Lyndsey winters beauty El Cajon, CA 
Heather witthoft- Heathers Ladera Ranch, CA 
Patti wong- The Beverly Hills Plaza Hotel Los Angeles, CA 
LaShā Afarko- Salon Phoenix Denver, CO 
Olivia Alcantar- Mancos, CO 
Abby Alt- Denver, CO 
Michelle Ambrose- Michelle Ambrose Denver, CO 
Yvonne Araujo- Montana Salon Greenwood Village, CO 
Ashlee Asselin- Turning Heads Studio Greeley, CO 
Tammie Avalos- Oak St Hair Frederick, CO 
Brenda Baczkowski- Latierra salon Littleton, CO 
Andreanna Baines- Westminster, CO 
Andrianna Barbour- Blush Studio Colorado Springs, CO 
Alicia Bartnes- Alicia Bartnes Salon & Boutique Inc Loveland, CO 
Suzanne Barto- Denver, CO 
Kendra Bassett- Fort Collins, CO 
Brenda Bathke- Mane-ia Salon Basalt, CO 
Debbie Becker- Spotlight the Salon Delta, CO 
Marge Beem- Marge Beem Hairdesigns LLC Centennial, CO 
Nicole Belanger- Nickico Bel Inc. Northglenn, CO
Tiffany Benally- Denver, CO
Julia Betzen- Apeeling Skin Parker, CO
Karyn Blanco- A Perfect Touch Frisco, CO
Amanda Blattner- Wonderland Hair Parlor Denver, CO
Taylor Bligh- That Hair Girl Commerce City, CO
Dana Boettger- Satori Color § hair design Sterling, CO
Brad Bolack- Littleton, CO
Timothy Bolack- Hair Designs by Tim Denver, CO
Alexandra Booth- Illuminations studio Greeley, CO
Kimberly Boswell- Kim Bs Studio 19 Castle Rock, CO
Carla Brady- Locks Salon and Barbershop Denver, CO
Danielle Broer- Redefined Skin Care and Lash Company Colorado Springs, CO
Colene Brooks- Littleton, CO
Loucinda Brown- FLOYDS99 BARBERSHOP Aurora, CO
Angelina Bunker- Effects Hair Design Studio Denver, CO
Aubrey Burr- Westminster, CO
Chanel Busha- Strands Salon Greeley, CO
Jody Butler- Homestyle Hair Ramah, CO
Jessica Bystricky- Westminster, CO
Lindsay Carbonell- Colorado Springs, CO
Alex Carey- Hair by Alex Colorado Springs, CO
Corinne Carrigan- Loveland, CO
Heidi Casler- Yacht Club Salon Westminster, CO
Sarah Caston- Luminous hair studio Denver, CO
Adair Chappell- Denver, CO
Anna Chavez- More Good Hair Days Colorado Springs, CO
Lauren Choy- Beautiful artistic real eclectic (B.A.R.E.) Nails Aurora, CO
Kathy Coffey- Happyhsir Englewood, CO
Jesselina Cordova- Aurora, CO
Mark Cottle- Voltage salon Fort Collins, CO
Shana D- , CO
Alexandra Dale- Estella Jane Style Lakewood, CO
Melissa Dasbach- salon orea Aurora, CO
Erasmo DeAnda- Trios Salon Fort Collins, CO
Lacy Decker- Your hair girl Fort Collins, CO
Kevin Demsky- Sport Clips Colorado Springs, CO
Michelle DiLisa- Salon DiLisa LLC Elizabeth, CO
Stephene Dinovo- S M Dinovo Services LLC Denver, CO
Lisa Dodd- Walkn The Red Road, LLC Westminster, CO
Juanita Dominguez- Love Hair Color and Design, Inc. Aurora, CO
Laina Dominick- Pickens Technical College Littleton, CO
Faith Donaldson- Evergreen, CO
Irma Duran- Delta, CO
Chariese Dyer- Infinity Barber Salon LLC Florence, CO
Ashley Easton- A Vow To Artistry Westcliffe, CO
Kimberly Ebner- Kimberly Ebner Peyton, CO
Jessica Eden- Denver, CO
Cheryl Emond- Hair Above Salon LLC Fort Collins, CO
Kasey Esclavon- J Gregory salon Colorado Springs, CO
Nicki Johnson- Elysian Beauty Bar Grand Junction, CO
Randi Johnson- Golden, CO
Jamie Joy- Deseo salon and blowdry Denver, CO
Kristen Kalous- Kolor Me Krazy Fort Morgan, CO
Caroline Keenum- Denver, CO
Bridget Kelly- Bridget Kelly Enterprises, Inc. Castle Rock, CO
Eric Kendzior- Lady Godiva Hair Studio Colorado Springs, CO
Victoria Kieschnick- Westminster, CO
Sam Klaver- Allure Hair Studio Denver, CO
Christina LaCroix- Salon LaCroix Elbert, CO
Michelle Lafever- Abbey Lane Salon and Day Spa Colorado Springs, CO
Nicole Lafferty- Emerge Modern Salon Littleton, CO
Rebecca Lain- Creative Nails& Hair Cañon City, CO
Stephanie Lane- Be Love Beauty LLC Castle Rock, CO
Hicks Laura- Las Salones and Bouteique Littleton, CO
Christina Lawrence- Beehive Boutique and Spa Mancos, CO
Sierra Lee- James salon Fort Collins, CO
Lori Leonard- Salon De Cheveux Cañon City, CO
Michael Leonetti- Tresses Studio Glenwood Springs, CO
Jordan Leslie- Colorado Springs, CO
Lisa Levan- Salon 695 Denver, CO
Nicole Libertelli- The Factory Hair Salon Aurora, CO
Elena Lopez- LoveBeauty by Elena Lopez Denver, CO
Ronald Lopez- El Salon Denver, CO
Marissa Luchetta- Locks & Lashes Centennial, CO
Camryn Luttrull- Quinn.Marie Salon & Boutique LLC Sterling, CO
Orlena Lutz- Covet Denver, CO
SLEAT MANN- Sammys Hair Designs Conifer, CO
Silviana Maestas- Westminster, CO
Dakota Malacara- Montage Salon Colorado Springs, CO
Aubrosia Mansfield- Pueblo West, CO
Kristyn Martin- Illuminations Studio Greeley, CO
Patricia Martin- Salon Elite Colorado Springs, CO
Antonio Martinez- Martinez Mobile Dental Denver, CO
Isabel Martinez- Isabells hair/wig salon Denver, CO
Amy Matz- Lure salon and boutique Parker, CO
Jolene Mayo- Mana Jos Greeley, CO
Alicia McCarthy- AE Steamboat Springs, CO
Kristen McCurry- Next Level Salon Commerce City, CO
Kellina McElvain- Inspired Looks Salon Aurora, CO
Nicole McKeenan-Martinez- Berthoud, CO
Myrna McMahan- Durango, CO
Montina McMorris- Modest Perfections LLC Colorado Springs, CO
Debra Mellinger- Great Clips Aurora, CO
Sally Metcalf- Eagle, CO
Ame Metcalf- D’Ametris Salon Commerce City, CO
Brooke Mireles- The Mane Salon by Brooke Burlington, CO
Deanna Molinaro- Westminster, CO
Marisa Mondragon- Reylynn Barber Lounge and Hair Studio Inc. Durango, CO
Laura Mone- Hair by Laura Mone Littleton, CO
Debbie Montoya- Debz Unique Image LLC Alamosa, CO
Terri Morgan- The Skin & Body Notique Greeley, CO
Nicole Moritz-Mills- Vail skin and lashes Avon, CO
John Mulgrew- Mountain Star Salon Services Denver, CO
Laurie Murdoch- Amber Waves Country Salon Strasburg, CO
Tiffany Mustard- Sterling, CO
Holly Myers- Littleton, CO
Kate Newell- Telluride, CO
Diep Nguyen- Le Nails Cortez, CO
Van Nguyen- Beauty Hair Salon Englewood, CO
Rebekah ONeill- Allure Hair Studio Denver, CO
Laura Orcutt- Palmer Lake, CO
Ivy Overby- Emerge Modern Salon Denver, CO
Richard Overby- Denver, CO
James Pacifico- Centre Salons Denver, CO
Kristina Parks- Colorado Springs, CO
Rachael Pen aflor- Athena Salon Spa & Wellness Greeley, CO
Mycca Pham- Phamtastic Looks Pueblo, CO
Tiaja Pierre- Tiaja Maison De Bea ut' Denver, CO
Roby Portales- Loveland, CO
Kari Price- Aurora, CO
Rebecca Proctor- Spoilers salon Thornton, CO
Sara Ramus- Ramus Studio Salon Aurora, CO
Jessica Rawls- Montana salon Castle Rock, CO
Brianna Rector- Quinn.Marie Boutique LLC Sterling, CO
Lynette Reeves- BeautyMark Ordway, CO
Stephanie Reynolds- Emily Griffith Technical college Denver, CO
Stephanie Reynolds- Denver, CO
Mallory Richers- Design dei Capelli Thornton, CO
Crystal Riddle- Riddled.with.crystal Grand Junction, CO
Sarah Riggs- three Cutters Denver, CO
Zoe Roberts- Bella Luna Salon Inc. Aurora, CO
Megan Robertson- Zinke Hair Studio Boulder, CO
Danielle Robinson- Raine Spa Denver, CO
Victoria Robinson- Hair & Color Studio Denver, CO
Tamara Rocha- Top Notch Studios Castle Rock, CO
Virginia Rojas- Elite Salon- Day Spa Sterling, CO
Natalie Roles- Main Street boutique Rye, CO
Melissa Rose- Fountain, CO
Brittany Ruth- James Salon Greeley, CO
Amanda Sacco- Amanda Sacco Hair Windsor, CO
Khrissy Sais- Beyond A Lash Pueblo, CO
Tierney Salaz- New Moon Hair Design Northglenn, CO
Alyria Salazar- Aurora, CO
Leigh Salmans- Le Panache Salon & Spa Lafayette, CO
Karen Sam- Longmont, CO
Ashley Samora- The Barn Limited Padroni, CO
Kara Schick- Shine Studio Wheat Ridge, CO
Kayla Schneider- Kolor Me Krazy Sterling, CO
Sydnee Schreiter- Studio Seven Burlington, CO
Desiree Serrano- Aurora, CO
Kari Shelley- Denver, CO
Tracy Shelton- Luscious Locks Hair Design Denver, CO
Sasha Shvedov- Oxygen salon and spa Aurora, CO
Sheryll Small-Elk- Imagine By Design Colorado Springs, CO
Michele Smith- Something Wild Inc. Colorado Springs, CO
Dawn Smyth- Finesse, LLC Elbert, CO
Michelle Smyth- Mickey Do's Hair Studio Denver, CO
Karissa Staake- Fruita, CO
Sloan Stiles- Denver, CO
Brooke Stimac- LookbyBrooke Pueblo, CO
Megan Streff- Holyoke, CO
Sandra Stroehmann- A Moments Peace Massage Spa DBA Elixir Mind Body Massage Denver, CO
Krisann Swoboda- Krisann Swoboda Littleton, CO
Ann Taylor- A Taylor Made Haircut La Veta, CO
Anna Tellez- Studio of hair designs by Anna Greeley, CO
Mimi Tenace- Fierce Beauty by Mimi Colorado Springs, CO
Sondra Thrasher- Appearances Thornton, CO
Trisha Thuesen- Denver, CO
Georgia Tournai- Georgia Tournai Hair Greeley, CO
Jessica Treash- El Salon Aurora, CO
Yevgenya Turkuli- Aesthetiks by Eugenia Aurora, CO
Heidi Turpe- Durango, CO
Melissa Tuttle- Salon Services Wellington, CO
Andrea Urioste- Pueblo, CO
Paisha Vaughns- Loc'd With Love Aurora, CO
Rebecca Vialpando- Full circle nail salon Pueblo, CO
Kathryn Vincent- Revolver Salon Denver, CO
Rachel Vogel- Salon Eighty-Five Golden, CO
Becky Voth- Wheat Ridge, CO
Jill Vraa- Colorado Springs, CO
Mariah Walker- RAW Beauty Esthetics Grand Junction, CO
Amy Waugh- Amys hair design Buena Vista, CO
Fallene Wells- Let Em Have It Salon Denver, CO
Deborah Wetzel- Vespergray gray skin lash and nails Denver, CO
Cynthia White- Studio 6 Salon Colorado Springs, CO
Jennifer White- Jennifer white studios Lone Tree, CO
Chase Williams- Grand Junction, CO
McKaelynn Williams- Grand Junction, CO
Rebecca Williams- Littleton, CO
Kacey Wilmore- Suite Twisted Beauty Arvada, CO
Jackie Wilt- Jackie Wilt Artistry Englewood, CO
Kelli Wirth- Hues Salon & Spa Fort Collins, CO
Michelle Wirtz- Victor, CO
Jennie Wolff- Sola Salon Studios Denver, CO
Almaz Wondmagegn- Aurora, CO
Liana Wooster- Liana Wooster Littleton, CO
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Business</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Terri Work</td>
<td>The Pampering Place</td>
<td>Wheat Ridge, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy Wyatt</td>
<td>We3 Nail Concepts</td>
<td>Monument, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trista Yetsko</td>
<td></td>
<td>Denver, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Younker</td>
<td>YOUnique Hair and Nails</td>
<td>Grand Junction, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eden Zaleski</td>
<td>Bloom Skin Therapy</td>
<td>Colorado Springs, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yvonne Zook</td>
<td>Anew You</td>
<td>Frisco, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridget Zornes</td>
<td>Loveland</td>
<td>CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Zorno</td>
<td>Aurora</td>
<td>CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Armstrong</td>
<td>Salon X Lyons</td>
<td>Lyons, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desireé Brignac</td>
<td>Love a suite salon</td>
<td>Littleton, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Corder</td>
<td>Cristiana salon spa</td>
<td>Windsor, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Lamer</td>
<td></td>
<td>Littleton, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Lopez</td>
<td>Koloa Me Krazy</td>
<td>Greeley, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesse Major</td>
<td>Littleton</td>
<td>CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hailey Mauro</td>
<td>Pueblo</td>
<td>CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micah Mc Dougle</td>
<td>Prodigy Salon</td>
<td>Colorado Springs, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tess Montez</td>
<td>Hair by Tess</td>
<td>Denver, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Pacheco</td>
<td>Kelley &amp; Co. Hair Design LLC</td>
<td>Aurora, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Posadas</td>
<td>Salon Palazzo</td>
<td>Littleton, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karri Reed</td>
<td>Hair by Kara Reed</td>
<td>Littleton, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Simpson</td>
<td>Kimtastic Littleton</td>
<td>CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerri Starkey</td>
<td>Hair's Where It Starts LLC</td>
<td>Glenwood Springs, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica Turner</td>
<td>Monica at Cellar Door</td>
<td>Denver, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regina Vigil</td>
<td>Smartstyle Pueblo</td>
<td>Pueblo, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patti Wong</td>
<td>The Beverly Hills Plaza Hotel</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Laine Burr</td>
<td>Hair etc Conifer</td>
<td>Conifer, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melany Cahill</td>
<td>OHANA SALON</td>
<td>Fort Collins, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yisel Chavez</td>
<td>Lux Beauty Studio</td>
<td>Greeley, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yolanda Chavez-Gomez</td>
<td>Pueblo</td>
<td>CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regan Clements</td>
<td>Grand Junction</td>
<td>CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica Cubitto</td>
<td>Monchele Hair Centennial</td>
<td>CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessie Finch</td>
<td>Shear Magic Estes Park</td>
<td>CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Full</td>
<td>Rock Barbers LLC</td>
<td>Louisville, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deina Fyten</td>
<td>Salon Salon</td>
<td>Fort Collins, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tina Gdowski</td>
<td>Monument</td>
<td>CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelagh Gilledand</td>
<td>Reflections salon &amp; spa</td>
<td>Eaton, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L Hage</td>
<td>Colorado Springs</td>
<td>CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katelyn Hamilton</td>
<td>Opal salon</td>
<td>Rifle, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Hansen</td>
<td>Parker</td>
<td>CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Harsanyi</td>
<td>Angie the DreamWeaver Salon</td>
<td>Loveland, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karie Hawks</td>
<td>SHEAR BEAUTE LLC</td>
<td>Montrose, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra Hess</td>
<td>Bella Boheme Hair Studio</td>
<td>LLC Colorado Springs, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica La Salle</td>
<td>Jessica La Salle Hair Studio</td>
<td>Milliken, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Lema</td>
<td>Zuma Hair Studio</td>
<td>Palisade, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Lemley</td>
<td>THE HAIR CULT Boulder</td>
<td>CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Lobato</td>
<td>James Salon</td>
<td>Greeley, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsay Luna</td>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Martinez</td>
<td>Untamed hair studio</td>
<td>Loveland, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle MeskillWorth</td>
<td>Breckenridge Hair Company</td>
<td>Silverthorne, CO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Courtney Michelle- CocoMichelle Salon & Spa Longmont, CO
Tracy Moore- Pretty Bird Beauty Denver, CO
Mike Muniz- HairDancer LLC Denver, CO
Laura Naugle- Urbanity Hair Studio Centennial, CO
Dominique Needham- Salon Sublime Carbondale, CO
Lacey Norfleet- Denver, CO
Lisa Ouellette- the station hair studio Denver, CO
Debra Parrish- Trend z Hair Studio Thornton, CO
Sonja Ramirez- Semion barbershop Denver, CO
Shawn Rydlund- inspire Castle Rock, CO
Susanna Salas- SuperCuts Lakewood, CO
Carolyn Salman- Snips Salon Pagosa Springs, CO
Christen Seipp- Applauze Salon Arvada, CO
Tiffany Shellenberg- Parker, CO
Lindsey Snook- Method Salon LLC Colorado Springs, CO
Shirley Stamper- Wheat Ridge, CO
Verena Starke- Velvet Rifle Salon Conifer, CO
Ken Tapia- Trinidad, CO
Ann Taylor- A Taylor Made Haircut La Veta, CO
Cathie Webb- Brio Salon Steamboat Springs, CO
Nicole Wyckoff- DBA: NMW Frisco, CO
Brittany chambers- Fluff Denver, CO
Stephanie childers- Shear Noir Barber salon Denver, CO
Jennifer schapiro- Flower a Hair Studio Evergreen, CO
Joyce werth- Salonbeauvallon Denver, CO
kami wood- Solera Salon - Lone Tree Parker, CO
Ernie Addario- Salon Paul Michael Milford, CT
Mary Addyman- Revival Skin and Brows Glastonbury, CT
Melanie Angell- Honeycomb Norwich, CT
Gail Ardolino- G Salon North Haven, CT
Robyn Aurora- Studio 317 Guilford, CT
Patricia BROKAW- Cappola-brokaw-art of hair Wallingford, CT
Iris Bartke- Beauty by Iris Brookfield, CT
Tiffany Baudett- Danbury, CT
Lori Bender- Hair Designs by Lori Windham, CT
sarah Bernier- B SUITE LLC Ledyard, CT
David Bradley- Bridgeport, CT
Wendy Burrell- Sheer Elegance by Wendy Hartford, CT
Michael Cantarella- Richard Penna Hair Hamden, CT
Marcy Carey- Lisbon, CT
Paula Carnegie- Hair By Paula Stamford, CT
Charlie Cho- Temujin holdings Greenwich, CT
Margaret Clark- Colchester, CT
Mellissa Clark-Smith- Slaying heads Stratford, CT
Yvette Clay- Blown Away Beauty Boutique Glastonbury, CT
Karen Czupkowski- Featherstone- Bridgeport, CT
Alex Damerell- Stamford, CT
Latonya Daniels- Only 1 Touch Beauty Experts New Haven, CT
Michelle Davignon- West Haven, CT
Tammy DeNitto-Figueroa- Tammy D's hair salon Newtown, CT
Wayne DeVingo- Salon Wayne Norwalk, CT
Francine Dibiase- Finishing Touch Shelton, CT
Kc Didolce- Alchemy the salon Ansonia, CT
Michael Dileo- Groom barber shop Torrington, CT
Dawn Dorrero- Ddzines Hair Old Saybrook, CT
Neil Ducoff- Strategies Publishing Group, Inc. Essex, CT
Sarah Elliott- Danbury, CT
Cheryl Ellsion- Cheryl's Hair & Nails Wallingford, CT
Jennifer Febbroriello- Tangled LLC Shelton, CT
Laura Flores- Waves and Luxe Hair & Color Fairfield, CT
Maureen Frye- Danbury, CT
Staci Glazier- Glaze an Innovative Salon Wallingford, CT
Alexandra Gonzalez- Milford, CT
Brenda Green- Its my hair Hartford, CT
Brian Heindl- Henkel Corporation Stamford, CT
Dawn Heredendorf- Elegant Edge Day Spa Willington, CT
Mark Hinebaugh- Studio ICON Ellington, CT
Nicole Holley- HAIR BY Nicole Holley New London, CT
Frank Jarrabeck- Essence for Beauty and Wellness Lyme, CT
Vickie Jensen- Simply Beautiful Skin LLC Cromwell, CT
Esmeralda Jimenez- H.D. Salon Meriden, CT
Rosalie Johnson- Salon Moxie Colchester, CT
Heather Jones- hair by Heather New Milford, CT
Joseph Kendy- Norwalk, CT
Sarah Kent- Norwalk, CT
Aleta Kerr- LeetStyles South Windsor, CT
Nicole Kurpiewski- Nicole Noel Salon Danbury, CT
Aimee La Mere- Litchfield, CT
Denee Longley- Salon 202 Torrington, CT
Jennifer Lopez- JLo salon Greenwich, CT
Louise MacClain- Beautiful People Salon And Day Spa Glastonbury, CT
Dallas Maddox- The Dallas Maddox Hair Studio South Windsor, CT
Kevin Michaels- Paul Mitchell the School North Haven North Haven, CT
Roshawn Middleton- Salon Roshawn Stamford, CT
Rosalind Mitchell- New Image West South Windsor, CT
Tracy Moavero- The Color Cafe Hair Studio Stamford, CT
Lynn Monaco- Essentials nail and body boutique East Haven, CT
Sharon Murtha- Heads Up Hair Salon Naugatuck, CT
Josephine Nassif- Danbury Beauty Danbury, CT
Lauren Ortegon- The color cafe hair studio Stamford, CT
Heather Palmieri- Essex, CT
Patricia Parsons- The Parsons Group Manchester, CT
Jignesh Patel- Greatclips Colchester, CT
Sherrie Pergola- Hairspray Salon Torrington, CT
Shawn Perkins- Elite Hair Studio New Haven, CT
Darren Rechtsteiner-Reitberg- Salon DARIN Newtown, CT
Kelly Rodriguez- Kelly's salon Plainfield, CT
Carol Romer- A New Beginning An Aveda Lifestyle Salon & Dayspa Litchfield, CT
Crystal Rousseau- Suffield, CT
Geri Russo- Milford, CT
SOPHAN STYLE- SOPHANSTYLE AESTHETICS Stonington, CT
Dorothy Seitz- Hair Magic Salon/ACADEMY Colchester, CT
Bunny Sempey- Elan Stamford, CT
Miguel Serrano- salonmiguel New Haven, CT
Sophie Spadaro- Greenwich, CT
Suzanne Tagan- Styles By Suzanne LLC Torrington, CT
Andrea Torre- Andrea M Torre LLC Wallingford, CT
Alan Varandas- Bridgeport, CT
Rocio Vasquez- Bobby Pins of Stamford LLC Stamford, CT
Tracey Vingiano- Richards Penna Hair Branford, CT
Danielle Voisine- Salon Medusa Manchester, CT
Sharon Weller- Sharon Weller Aesthetics Putnam, CT
Leah York- Ulta Beauty Plainville, CT
Kirsten Zoerhoff- , CT
Allen blade- Bridgeport, CT
jila clark- Jila Threading Salon and spa LLC Killingly, CT
Sandi famato- Windsor, CT
madeline lyra- Lyra's Hair Design Newington, CT
Jenny munoz- jd hair&nail studio New Milford, CT
Barbara shola- Hair aka Charles Tuozzoli Construction Fairfield, CT
Gina Affinito- Trendz salon Milford, CT
Kristin Childs- Hair Today South Windsor, CT
Mary Dezso- Marydstyles Westport, CT
Christine DiNoto- Vesta Salon Waterford, CT
V Dumont- Val of Hairspray Studio Newington, CT
Nicole Ingram- Griswold, CT
Frank Jarrabeck- Essence for Beauty and Wellness Old Saybrook, CT
Patricia Kearns- Head Productions Columbia, CT
Jacqueline Lopez- Jackie's beauty bar Bloomfield, CT
Eileen Lynch-James- self/expresshuns Storrs Mansfield, CT
Cristy Matos- Nails by Oasis Hartford, CT
Kevin Michaels- Paul Mitchell the School North Haven North Haven, CT
Lisa Muckle- The Hair Company Groton, CT
Nancy Pitts- Hair Visions Washington, CT
Emily Redman- Teazd Canton, CT
Judith Taranto- Prisms Hair Studio Lebanon, CT
Brenna Yantorno- Waterbury, CT
Toni Austin- Toni Austin Style House, LLC Washington, DC
Iris Bennett- Washington, DC
Ouley Beye- Ouley hair gallery llc Washington, DC
Kenneth Boozer- Blondies Hair Studio Washington, DC
Pamela Bunn- DemiMode Hair Studio Washington, DC
Dawn Ellington- The Dawn Salon Washington, DC
Israel Geddie- Washington, DC
Didi Green- Networkhair Inc Washington, DC
Daiva Kasteckaite- Salon Roi Washington, DC
Adrienne Kearse- Elegant Extensions Washington, DC
LAM MA- Salon Pejman Washington, DC
Primrose Mushala- Salon Synergy Washington, DC
Angela Richardson- Washington, DC
Laura Treat-Rodriguez- Washington, DC
Dyanna Weston- Washington, DC
nadia zarkeshian- 1201 salon Washington, DC
Franklin Sanderson- TheStudeo Washington, DC
Desiree Atkinson- Shears 13 Salon Dover, DE
Jillian Brainard- Gloss Salon Marshallton, DE
Brandon Brooks- Currie Hair Skin Nails Wilmington, DE
Tricia Buckworth- Beauty bar by Saiko Newark, DE
Megan Cagle- Salon M Milton, DE
Christylee Coco- Wilmington, DE
Chris Dean- Sinkor beauty salon Middletown, DE
Karen Dern- Milford, DE
Thelma Edwards- Edwards Wellness & Skin Care Facility Talleyville, DE
Amy Fowler- Salon Secrets Spa and Boutique Middletown, DE
Maureen Freebery- Maureen's Hair Salon and Day Spa Marshallton, DE
Lisa Jackson- Cappella's Hair Studio Newark, DE
Elon Kamara- Damali Bear, DE
Jessica Luppold- Elayne James Middletown, DE
Jackie M- John Bernard Salon New Castle, DE
Sarah Madison- Wilmington, DE
Leslie Marlowe- Newark, DE
Wendy McMahan- Tresses Lincoln, DE
Panette Micua- Hair by Panette Middletown, DE
Allison Piser- Salon Secrets Spa Wilmington, DE
Lori Rideout- Fusion Salon New Castle, DE
John Samluk- Matildas Off Market Salon Wilmington, DE
Lorie Schreiber- Lorie Schreiber Seaford, DE
Emily Smith- EmStyles LLC Newark, DE
Kimberly Steer- Tip Top Nails and Hair Millsboro, DE
Sherry Stoppel- Marshallton, DE
Ann Tasker- Salon Pasca Wilmington, DE
Brandon Tatum-Poole- Vogue On 54 LLC Selbyville, DE
Hope Taylor- Taylord Hair Newark, DE
Amy Thomas- Fusion Salon Wilmington, DE
Pamela Troyan- Wilmington, DE
Teresa Ulrich- Taylord Hair Newark, DE
Paula Wade- The Salon Bar New Castle, DE
barb wood- Upper Cut Inc. Salon & Spa Felton, DE
Sherell Flagg- Resh New Castle, DE
Saiko Imai- Beauty Bar by Saiko Hockessin, DE
Jennifer Mitchell- Village Salon and Spa Lewes Laurel, DE
Teresa Reed- TNT Hair Studio Bear, DE
Margaret Walker- Greenwood, DE
Rita moore- Colours Salon Ocean View, DE
barb wood- Upper Cut Inc Salon & Spa Felton, DE
Amber Abaid- Blush hair and nail studio New Port Richey, FL
David Acosta- YOP salon Miami, FL
Denise Adames- Hair by denise Hollywood, FL
Melissa Adamson- Colors by Missy Panama City Beach, FL
Dawn Agee- Great clips salon Fort Myers Beach, FL
Yovanna Aguasvivas- Salon918 Hollywood, FL
Sasha Ahles- St. Petersburg, FL
Christiana Ahrendt- Le Reve salon and boutique Jacksonville, FL
Donna Akin- Nails By Lynn @Master Design Pensacola, FL
Cindy Akins- Yulee, FL
Robin Akstull- Deland, FL
Mattie Alexander- Styling 705 Orlando, FL
Linette Alicea- Style Me Crazy Altamonte Springs, FL
Nico Almand- Riverview, FL
Nooshin Almasi- Flying scissor salon @ spa Clermont, FL
Milagros Altman- Miracle nails Minneola, FL
Miriam Alvarado- Sheers Studios Lake City, FL
Rayna Alvarado- Orange City, FL
Jonathan Alvarez- Brix Barber shop Tampa, FL
Elyssa Alves- Emerald Coast Hair Destin, FL
Heather Amaya- Sophisticated hair and nails spa Palm Harbor, FL
Lesa Amsden- The Blue House Dunedin, FL
Debbie Anderson- Bella salon and spa Panama City, FL
Tera Anderson- Hair by Tera Valparaiso, FL
Melanie Andrade- Molino, FL
Toi Andrews- Toi's Amazing Grace Esthetics Clewiston, FL
Kathleen Anglebrandt- Fort Myers, FL
Lissette Aponte- The strand of pinecrest Miami, FL
Cathy Arce- Shear Art Salon and Spa Lutz, FL
Janis Armstrong- Regency Hair Designers New Port Richey, FL
Mandy Ashley- mandy ashley hairstylist Ruskin, FL
Thomas Atkinson- Tallahassee, FL
Danielle B- Beautiful distraction nails Jacksonville, FL
Andrea Bambie- Lantana, FL
Amanda Bacchieri- Pensacola, FL
Shannon Bagford- Skincare by shannon West Palm Beach, FL
Sylvestre Bailey- Pompano Beach, FL
Keith Baine- Advent Health Orlando, FL
April Baker- Elements Salon Pensacola, FL
Alessandra Baptiste- Hair by Alessandra Miramar, FL
James Barker- Jim Moser Hair Design Ocoee, FL
Cheri Basone- Sarasota, FL
Barbara Bassoff- Jupiter, FL
Christine Battaglia- Hair by Christine Cape Coral, FL
Sara Beazley- Winter Garden, FL
Susan Beckett- Paris Hair Dunedin, FL
Regina Beckwith- Regina Beckwith Coral Springs, FL
Timothy Belcher- WHOLE Aveda Salon Group Oldsmar, FL
Kathy Beller- Bellers Salon Fort Myers, FL
Ettie Ben Levy- Ettie Ben Levy Wigs LLC Boca Raton, FL
Alice Campbell- The Penton House Salon and Day Spa Pensacola, FL
Face Candy- Face Candy Inc West Palm Beach, FL
Kathleen Cantu- Red Salon and Spa Fort Myers, FL
Anna Capone- Bellezza Cappelli Tamarac, FL
Luz Caraballo- Xtreme Barbershop Cape Coral, FL
Nelly Caraballo- Spring Hill, FL
Angel Cardona- Apopka, FL
Leah Carey- SmartStyle/YarCuts Sarasota, FL
Lisa Carley- a better cut West Palm Beach, FL
Kathleen Carmody- Salon&company Naples, FL
Kristen Carroll- Ulta Yulee, FL
Melissa Carter- Shear Luxury Zephyrhills, FL
Sean Casey- TwinCutZ Fort Myers, FL
Ivette Casiano- Color Correct Salon By Ivette Miami, FL
Marian Casteel- Town n country Citrus Springs, FL
Diossa Castillo- Ladiosaofhair Sanford, FL
Catherine Cato- Stuart, FL
Kristine Cayer- Nails by Kristine , FL
MaryAnn Chadwick- Silver Salons & Spas Jacksonville, FL
Mary Chau- MC Spa Nailbar Orlando, FL
Rachel Chevere- Salon 1203 Clearwater, FL
Dorothy Christensen- De Leon Springs, FL
Anthony Clark- Deland, FL
Jessica Clark- Room of Beauty Body and Soul Orlando, FL
Kristin Clark- The salon at ulta Kissimmee, FL
Shawn Clark- Shawn Clark Hair Design Naples, FL
Lisa Clayton- Head to toes Salon Panama City, FL
Laure Cline- Bradenton, FL
Ronald Clore- Punta Gorda, FL
Stephanie Collins- Splash Skin and Lash Studio Pensacola, FL
Alex Colon- The nail and brow lounge LLC Spring Hill, FL
Derek Colston- Colstons royalty cuts inc. Miramar, FL
Barbara Conger- Jacksonville, FL
Danyelle Conklin- Danyelle Conklin LMT Cape Coral, FL
Angela Cono- A beautiful me Salon & Spa Delray Beach, FL
Alantay Cooper- Punta Gorda, FL
Jennifer Copp- Rustys and Co hair and nails Pensacola, FL
Crystal Cornelison- The Crystal Palace hair Suite Cape Coral, FL
Lorraine Cortes- Boynton Beach, FL
Tyler Cottar- Cottar Cuts Key West, FL
Brandi Coulter- Orlando, FL
Ana Cox- Tamarac, FL
Kathy Creighton- Kathy Creighton Hair Bradenton, FL
Cloey Cremeans- Hair cut New Port Richey, FL
Michelle Cromartie- Mc solo salon Royal Palm Beach, FL
Erin Crow- Atlantic hair Studio Fernandina Beach, FL
Marlen Cruz- Miami, FL
carolyne Cruz- krola nail Haines City, FL
Lorne Cumbie- Healthy Hair By Lockie Miami, FL
Brenda Cummings- Amelia hair therapy Yulee, FL
Chris Curran- Olivier Salon and Spa Fort Lauderdale, FL
Cheryl Currar- Bella vita Salin and day spa Jupiter, FL
James Curtis- Wild hare Boca Raton, FL
Linda Curtner- Jacksonville, FL
Nicole Cusick- Country chic nail boutique llc Fort Myers, FL
Maritza Cutler- Maritza's Hair Studio North Miami Beach, FL
Tammie D- Deerfield Beach, FL
ROBERT DIAZ- The Hairdesigners Brandon, FL
Mara DaPonte- Sassy Beaches Salon and Spa Englewood, FL
Arianea Dail- Arianea Dail Lakeland, FL
Denise Dale- Denise Dale, Hairstylist Maitland, FL
Diane Daniels- Knw spa and salon mgmt Clermont, FL
Christina Darr- Salon Crissar Estero, FL
Ella Davenport- Hair Ink Studio Fort Myers, FL
Tannisha Davila- T Simone LLC Coral Springs, FL
Nicole Davis- Frangipani Hair Studio Jacksonville, FL
Raven Davis- Signed by Ray Riverview, FL
Stacy Day- All Tressed Up Salon Ormond Beach, FL
Mary-Jane DeMarco- Maryjane Demarco salon Ocala, FL
Deborah DePhillips- SmartStyle North Fort Myers, FL
Skylair DeVenney- Skyys the Limit LLC Navarre, FL
Julie DeVoss- Alafaya, FL
Joaquina Decembre- Lehigh Acres, FL
Julie Defelice- Silver Salons Cape Coral, FL
Jennifer Delios- Sun-Sational Salon & Spa Orlando, FL
Denise Deming- Hair by Denise Fleming Island, FL
Margarita Demorizi- Margie's hair salon & spa Sunrise, FL
Tamara Deneweth- Hudson, FL
Michelle Depietro- Beyond the shears New Port Richey, FL
Elizabeth Depriest- Jacksonville, FL
James Detwiler- Haircuttery Plantation, FL
Joseph Devlin- Liquid Hair Studio Deland, FL
Linda Deyo- Linda Deyo Brandon, FL
Darl Dezlucca- Darla DeLucca/Llenocos Navarre, FL
Maggie Di Falco- Maggie The Salon Hollywood, FL
Brittany DiGiacomo- Britts world of glitter Cape Coral, FL
Kristen DiLorenzo- Avenue Hair Design Englewood, FL
Donald DiZio- Lbella style lounge St. Petersburg, FL
Elizabet DiZio- Splendor hair by Lissy Orlando, FL
Sara Diazdelavega- Old times barber shop Altamonte Springs, FL
Chenita Dickerson- Hair Is Artistry Too Kissimme, FL
Brenda Diiorio- Head 2 toe New Port Richey, FL
Abby Dillon- Reflections Lehigh Acres, FL
Celia Doby- St. Petersburg, FL
Shantel Doggett- Inner Beauty Salon Orlando, FL
Alexis Doherty- Tampa, FL
Barbara Doktor- Studio 4 Punta Gorda, FL
Helena Dominick- St. Petersburg, FL
Marjorie Dominique- Marjorie Natural Touch Orlando, FL
Maria Don-Vega- THE MALL HAIR SALONS Doral, FL
Sheila Donoghue- Ana molinari salon Sarasota, FL
Dean Downing- MY STYLIST DEAN INC Temple Terrace, FL
Rebecca Driver- Done by Deroc Cape Coral, FL
Corinne Druso- Hair ink studio Fort Myers, FL
Brittany Duarte- Gypsy Hair Parlour llc Loxahatchee, FL
Amy Duffy- Tampa, FL
Enkeleida Duka- H&JRoyalHairDesign Jacksonville, FL
Crystal Dunkle- Tallahassee, FL
Nicole Dunn- Winter Park, FL
Lee Durbin- Jacksonville, FL
Leticia Duvall- Beautiful by Leticia Altamonte Springs, FL
Cindy Eastman- Instyle salon Sebring, FL
Linda Ebert- Hair&Flair Altamonte Springs, FL
Elizabeth Edwards- Hair by liz Jacksonville, FL
Stacy Ehlers- , FL
Danielle Eilskov- Dover, FL
April Eller- Enso hair studio Tampa, FL
Sharon Elliott- Styles from the heart Kissimmee, FL
Merideth Ellis- Minneola, FL
Sara Englert- SaraRoseHairQueen Inc Ocala, FL
Brittany English- Riverview, FL
Vicki English- Jacksonville, FL
Raquel Eri- Colorme Jacksonville, FL
Nancy Espinosa- Headlines Salon Gainesville, FL
Michele Espinosa- Punta Gorda, FL
Marta Estevez- Bliss Boutique Miami, FL
Karina Estrada- HairClub Product Manager Plantation, FL
Tracey Ethridge- Ocala, FL
Alena Eubanks- Mitchell Wade Salon Oviedo, FL
Mitchell Eubanks- The Mitchell Wade Salon Oviedo, FL
Antawanna Evans- Natural Stylez by Shawn Jacksonville, FL
Blake Evans- Shear art Tampa, FL
Mckenzie Evans- Larae studios Oviedo, FL
Michele Falope- Michele Falope Hair Studio Deltona, FL
JoLynn Farina- Regis Tampa, FL
Kristi Faulkner- Kristi's Barber & Styling Clearwater, FL
Janet Fennissy- Venice, FL
Sania Ferguson- Sunny glow skincare Miami, FL
Ariana Fernando- Fort Walton Beach, FL
Erica Ferraro- Salon 11*11 Stuart, FL
Nikki Ferraro- Soho Hair Studio Westchase, FL
Gladys Fieramosca- Boca Raton, FL
Lindsay Fisher- Chop Railroad, LLC Tallahassee, FL
Angeline Fitzgerald- Salon jaylee The Villages, FL
Brooke Fletcher- Bangz Salon Tampa, FL
Jannet Fletcher- Fascino studio corp Miramar, FL
Krystle Florio- Alysun Joseph Salon Sunrise, FL
Lisa Floyd - Body And Soul Spa By Lisa Floyd Bartow, FL
Kathi Focht - Fernandina Beach, FL
Debra Folkes - BeautifullyBlendedbyDee Hollywood, FL
Jessica Forbes - Forbes Hair West Palm Beach, FL
Ana Ford - Wellness beauty Wellington, FL
Rhonda Foulk - Rhonda's Shear Images Fort Walton Beach, FL
Nancy Fowler - Port Orange, FL
Jenell Fratacci - Deland, FL
Donna Frechette - headquarters salon Fort Walton Beach, FL
Margarita Frias - Prima Donna Hair salon Boynton Beach, FL
Virginia Fridley - Naples, FL
Lori Fudens - Sharmaines salon and day spa Clearwater, FL
AJ Fuller - Naturally U Hair Studio Tallahassee, FL
Karina Funes - MIMO'S Beauty Studio Kissimmee, FL
Rebecca Gall - Garden of Edin Deland, FL
Ashley Galloway - Tampa, FL
Ruby Gamboa - Hair by Ruby Gamboa LLC Apopka, FL
Sandra Gammons - Sandra Victoria Beauty Chipley, FL
Becky Gant - Rebecca J Gant Consulting Spring Hill, FL
Susan Gant - Salon Susan Gant Satellite Beach, FL
Amanda Garcia - Vip hair salon Pompano Beach, FL
Andria Garcia - Vintage salon Orlando, FL
Crystal Garcia - Shear Inspiration LLC Odessa, FL
Steffany Garcia - Garcia Skin Studio Miami, FL
Valerie Gardner - ShearArt Salon Tampa, FL
John Garten - JohnRussell salon Gainesville, FL
Patricia Gaskin - Miss p hair design Daytona Beach, FL
Tina Gauthier - Fantastic Sams Hudson, FL
Danielle Gay - Hometown Hair Chipley, FL
Amy Gazaway - Wilderness Lake Preserve Salon Land O Lakes, FL
Michele Geissler - Auracle salon St. Petersburg, FL
Rose Gelin - Natural Hair Haven salon - Hair By Rose Pompano Beach, FL
Ali Georgantas - Hudson, FL
Barbara George - Bonita Hair Design Bonita Springs, FL
Salisha George - Divine Rootz Miramar, FL
Myriam Georges - Wild texture LLC Oviedo, FL
Kristine Geraldino - Salon Emvy St. Cloud, FL
Candi Gibson - Morph Hair Studio Palm Harbor, FL
Pamela Gibson - Fiore+Ela Salon Alva, FL
Lysa Gigante - Naples, FL
Meghan Gilbert - Great clips Leesburg, FL
Nichole Gill - Hollywood, FL
Deborah Gilmer - Symmetry Hair Designs Bellevue, FL
Sue Glover - Glitz Hair Design Port Richey, FL
Pamela Godwin - Mane Street Salon Bonifay, FL
Anastasia Goetz - Anastasia's Hair Studio Lutz, FL
Raena Goldenberg - J.C. Penney Salon Ocala, FL
Deborah Gonzalez - Deborah Gonzalez Miami, FL
Marã-a Gonzalez - Maria E Corp Miami, FL
April Gordon- Palmetto, FL
Kari Gorton- Aristocuts and Color Orange City, FL
Nikki Goshorn- No Fort Myers, FL
David Gowton- David Thomas Inc Port Orange, FL
Kindal Graham- Kindal at Retro Salon and Nails Studios Tampa, FL
Melanie Granthan- Muse Hair Co. Chipley, FL
Marissa Gray- Boynton Beach, FL
Barb Green- St. Petersburg, FL
Cynthia Griffith- Cindy cayton Melbourne, FL
Rosemarie Grotto- posh and pretty aesthetics Lady Lake, FL
Gloria Guild- Oviedo, FL
Sharon Gukeisen- Sharon Gukeisen hair Sarasota, FL
Fatma Gultekin- Eyebrows LLC Coral Gables, FL
Johanna Guzman- Somos Bellos Yaaa Cooper City, FL
Jessika Haberle- Dayt Bch Sh, FL
Jacquelyn Hagler- Jacquie’s Transformation Station Lake City, FL
Gabriella Haight- St. Petersburg, FL
Edward Hale- Empire Beauty Schools Coral Springs, FL
Camille Hall- Outback Hair Styling Orlando, FL
Ryann Halo- Salon Halo Tampa, FL
Amanda Hamilton- Sandoras Salon Lecanto, FL
Kristy Hamilton- Element Beauty Valrico, FL
Bonnie Hampel- Gainesville, FL
Latecia Hankerson- Salon Brazyl Tampa, FL
Sherry Harper- Jacksonville, FL
Sophie Harper- Andreas Finest Hair Designs Orlando, FL
Kristin Harrington- Flaunt Salon Orlando, FL
Dawn Harris- Diamond Vip Haircare Salon Tampa, FL
Ginger Harris- Merle Norman Day Spa Marianna, FL
Katryna Harris- Wax Boutique LLC Panama City, FL
Kendria Harris- Pensacola, FL
Tanika Harris- Davis and Company Hair Salon Jacksonville, FL
Ashleigh Harrison- Ashleigh & Company Babson Park, FL
Zenita Hartfield- The life hair boutique Miami, FL
Sharon Hartman- Fort Myers, FL
Margaret Harward- Palm City, FL
Charles Hastings- The Salon Professional Network Cape Coral, FL
Kelley Hawbaker- Jacksonville, FL
David Hawley- Tallahassee, FL
Danielle Hawthorne- Cocoa, FL
Kelley Haynes- The Main Event Palm Harbor, FL
Kim Heard- Miami, FL
Johanna Hedman- Hedman Method Miami, FL
Louise Heinonen- Reflecting Your Beauty Lake Worth, FL
Demerise Heinsen- TCG Salon Orlando, FL
Jessica Henchy- soL deL soul Maitland, FL
Suziana Hermance- Birchfield beauty Navarre, FL
Juan Hernandez- Machos Hair Studio Weston, FL
Tenia Hicks- Tampa, FL
Sallyanne Hitt - Sally Hitt, Hair Stylist Port St. Lucie, FL
Cam Hoang- Camilla day spa Coral Springs, FL
Thuy Hoang- Elite salon and spa Pembroke Pines, FL
Meighan Hobbs- Glow Salon Milton, FL
Tuan Hodges- Bambu Beauti Den North Bay Village, FL
Rebecca Hoffmann- Backstreet Hair Designers Bradenton, FL
Kathy Hogue- Naples, FL
Jessica Hohmann- Cuttin Up Salon Winter Haven, FL
Lindsay Holder- Stunning Styles by Lindsay Fort Myers, FL
Quantrell Holmes- Trells Celebrity Empire Plantation, FL
Brianna Hooks- Salon Gloss Cottondale, FL
Rebecca Hoffmann- Backstreet Hair Designers Bradenton, FL
Kat Hogue- Naples, FL
Jessica Hohmann- Cuttin Up Salon Winter Haven, FL
Lindsay Holder- Stunning Styles by Lindsay Fort Myers, FL
Quantrell Holmes- Trells Celebrity Empire Plantation, FL
Brianna Hooks- Salon Gloss Cottondale, FL
Erin Horton- Locks of Elegance Ocala, FL
Qualisaya Howell- The Rene Way @Cosmo Geeks Salon Jacksonville, FL
Sarah Hudson- The Look Salon and Spa Altamonte Springs, FL
Hanh Huynh- TN nails skin care Niceville, FL
Yvonne Hylton- Yvonnes Elite Hair Care Studio Miramar, FL
Catherine Imb- Salon ciseaux Orlando, FL
Stephen Izzo- Izzo Hair Inc Gulf Breeze, FL
MARIA JOHNSON- BODY BY NATURE HOLISTIC CENTER/VOLCANIC ORIGINS Miami, FL
Monique Jackson- Treasuring Tresses Longwood, FL
Sharon Jaffe- Clearwater, FL
Abigail Jansen- Blur + Bristle Orlando, FL
Rosemary Jassoy- Tampa, FL
Dave Jellison- Cape Coral, FL
Madisyn Jensen- Fantastic Sams Holiday, FL
Damaris Jimenez- DJ Beauty Port St. Lucie, FL
Roxanne Johanson- Fort Myers, FL
Cassie Johns- HairSpray Salon Carrabelle, FL
Calee Johnson- The Mitchell Wade Salon Chuluota, FL
Cynthia Johnson- Hair Cuttery Lake Helen, FL
Dixie Johnson- T&T Hair Design Maitland, FL
Jacqueline Johnson- Salon Paige Summerfield, FL
Jacquelyn Johnson- Jackie Johnson Lady Lake, FL
Jenae Johnson- JMJ Stylez Jacksonville, FL
Michael Jonson- Bleu Salon Valrico, FL
Jean Joseph- Urgent cuts Miami, FL
Stacey Joseph- Short & Sexy Hair Studio inc. Dania Beach, FL
Robinlea Jozaitis- Hollywood Hair by Robin Sarasota, FL
Abigail KILGORE- Dry Lounge LLC Orlando, FL
CHRISTINE KIRK- Gifted Desgins LLC Largo, FL
DROR KRAFT- Gloss salon Boca Raton, FL
Emily Kaczur- One XI Salon West Palm Beach, FL
DeAnna Kahn- blondies beauty llc Fort Lauderdale, FL
Danielle Katz- Boca Raton, FL
Danielle Keith- Trendz Hair Salon Palm Coast, FL
Brenda Kelly- Jacksonville, FL
Carrie Kelly- Dream Team Salon St. Augustine, FL
Nancy Kelly- Salon Tre Anne Lutz, FL
Kenya Kemp- Kemistry Hair Studio Orange Park, FL
Katie Kennedy- Shear Art Salons Tampa, FL
Sandra Kerr- Modern Organic Salon & Spa Palm Coast, FL
Britni Kerrison- Behind The Seen Orlando, FL
Rachel Kerzner- Fame and foils color bar Tampa, FL
Corinne Killian- Salon carte blanche Fort Lauderdale, FL
Kelly King- Paul Mitchell the School Fort Myers Fort Myers, FL
Sarah Kinneer- Pensacola, FL
Kimberly Knab- Hair by Kim knab Groveland, FL
Sheryl Knopf- Silver Salons and Spas LLC Flagler Beach, FL
Kristen Koehler- Blown Away Port Orange, FL
Caroline Koger- Karmaphia Hair Studio Plantation, FL
Mark Koger- Karmaphia Hair Studio Plantation, FL
Corinne Killian- Salon carte blanche Fort Lauderdale, FL
Kelly King- Paul Mitchell the School Fort Myers Fort Myers, FL
Jennifer Ladenburger- Sandra Ladenburger salon Naples, FL
Yvonne Laing- KreativeHandzSalon Jacksonville, FL
Tina Lajmiri- Shear Art Salon and Spa Land O Lakes, FL
Ashley Land- Epic Salon Fort Myers, FL
Anna Lane- Lotus Hair Design Bartow, FL
Lisa Lane- Lisa Lane Tampa, FL
Mei-Ling Larizadeh- Tribeca color salon Ruskin, FL
Ashley Larke- Platinum salon Tampa, FL
Sarah Lawrence- Tampa, FL
Barbra Lawson- Pavone Salon and Spa St. Petersburg, FL
Emilio Lazcano- Summerfield, FL
Amy Le- Spatique nails spa Boynton Beach, FL
Joan Leece- Island Lincoln Salon Rockledge, FL
Cassandra Leen- Hollywood, FL
Mary Lenhart- Hair Love Sarasota, FL
SummerKai Lenz- Port St. Lucie, FL
Ammi Leon- 4 The Luv Of Hair Ocala, FL
Leonard Leon- Len Leon Hair Studio Hollywood, FL
Gretchen Leonard- Luxe Salon & Suites Dundee, FL
Lolecia Leon- Jacksonville, FL
Gina Leslie- Port Charlotte, FL
Jenna Levine- Headmaster Hair Salon Plantation, FL
Samantha Levine- West Palm Beach, FL
Jessica Lewis- Symmetry Hair Designs, Inc Summerfield, FL
Marie Lezin- Lauderhill, FL
Nonlac Lezin- North Lauderdale, FL
Lorraine Lillis- Salon 2000 Middleburg, FL
Nicholas Lintner- Hair By Elliott PLLC Fort Myers, FL
Sheila Lipman- Vaubella Boca Raton, FL
Liza Longo-Riemann- Boynton Beach, FL
Roselie Lopez- Beautiful You Hair Co. Auburndale, FL
Veronica Lopez- Beauty by VM West Palm Beach, FL
Wendy Loskot- Gloss Salon Naples Naples, FL
Andrea Lott- Michelles family hair care North Fort Myers, FL
Michelle Louis- Mimi's Hair &Nail Salon Coconut Creek, FL
Stephanie Lowe- Salon Volo Seminole, FL
Jean Lowers- Glitter and Vivids Milton, FL
Jenifer Lozano- West Palm Beach, FL
Salvatore Lucanto- J & L SALON Tamarac, FL
Teresa Lumpkins- Yulee Barbers Fernandina Beach, FL
Tracey Lussier- Ciao Bella Salon (Venice, FL) North Port, FL
Victoria Lynn- TheManeArtist Tampa, FL
LATRICIA MCINTYRE- STYLIST AT SALON ADUBE Tampa, FL
LITA MITCHELL- She Inspire hair Lauderhill, FL
Suzanne Macdonald- Orlando, FL
Marie Mago- Hair by M Inc. Sarasota, FL
Dolly Maldonado- Beauty Therapy Spa Tarpon Springs, FL
Neena Malinich- Gypsy Soul Beauty Boutique Maitland, FL
Georgia Malles- Lakewood Ranch, FL
Eva Maloney- Evas Hair and Skin LLC Cape Coral, FL
Nataly Mambru- Orlando, FL
Mark Marchino- Just Gents Lakewood Ranch, FL
Rebecca Marchino- The Mark Angelus Salon Lakewood Ranch, FL
Michelle Marcigliano- M2 salon Orlando, FL
Kristine Marcum- Kristine Marcum Hairstyling St. Petersburg, FL
Antonia Marinello-Sarno- Port Charlotte, FL
Fran Marino- Fran Marino MASTERSTYLIST Sunrise, FL
Frank Marino- Salon Sora LLC Boca Raton, FL
Wendy Marney- Head 2 Toe Salon New Port Richey, FL
Wanda Marotta- Spring Hill, FL
Kathleen Marquez- Supercuts Tarpon Springs, FL
Ashley Marrow- Wild hare salon Boca Raton, FL
Erin Martin- glambar business Corp Pompano Beach, FL
Frank Martinez- Head To Toes lnc North Miami, FL
Michele Martinez- Platinum Salon, FL
Sonia Martinez- Sonia hairs salon Tampa, FL
Janet Marzan- Coconut Creek, FL
Beth Mason- Abitare Salon Orlando, FL
Catherine Massaro- Catherine Massaro Zephyrhills, FL
Jclyn Matus- Redhead salon Davie, FL
Danzee Maxwell- StylesByDanzee Largo, FL
Michelle McCarty- Coral Springs, FL
Dana McCormick- Midtown Salon Tallahassee, FL
Grianann McDonagh- Grianann McDonagh Melbourne, FL
Bennie McDuffie- Bennie Mac's Barber Shop Jacksonville, FL
Taryne McInnis- bear beauty Tampa, FL
damecia Mcgriff- D&M styles Winter Haven, FL
Samantha Mclain- Southern Shears Labelle, FL
Mayde Medina- May's hair studio Dania Beach, FL
Sharonda Medina- Posh Beauty Lounge Melbourne, FL
Manuel Melendez- Modman Barbershop Tampa, FL
Frank Mello- The Hair Ninja salon Bradenton, FL
Lisa Mello- Family affair hair studio Spring Hill, FL
Amber Messer- Shear Art Salon Lutz, FL
Lauren Messer- Wanderlust Salon and Spa Tallahassee, FL
Marie Meyer- Salon La Marie Clearwater, FL
Annette Michaels- Skincare by Annette Bonita Springs, FL
Sharond Mickens- Jacksonville, FL
Debbie Milam- Life of Riley salon supply Miramar Beach, FL
Daniela Milazzo- Delray Beach, FL
Amber Miller- Ambers Nails Gainesville, FL
Barbara Miller- Naples, FL
Kim Miller- North Port, FL
Hayley Miller-washington- Chop barbershop Tallahassee, FL
Davis Mitchell- Tribeca color salon Tampa, FL
Eric Mokotoff- Hair Studio Artists Boynton Beach, FL
Lorianne Mokotoff- Hair Studio Artists Boynton Beach, FL
Brittany Molina- BrittanY and Mindy salon Jacksonville, FL
Marangeli Molina- Chicas Head 2 Toe sal’n LLC Kissimmee, FL
Pierina Montano- VIP Laser Miami, FL
Michelle Montgomery- Regency Hair Designs New Port Richey, FL
Jennifer Moore- Naples organic salon Naples, FL
Tanya Morales- Tribeca Salon Ybor City Plant City, FL
Rico Moreno- Lehigh Acres, FL
Toni Morosini- Phenix Salon Suites Naples, FL
Stanford Morse- Pensacola, FL
Amy Moulder- Beauty and the Beast hairstyles Pensacola, FL
Destiny Moyer- Platinum Salon , FL
Julia Murphy- Leesburg, FL
Jennifer Murray- Love the Hair, LLC Keystone Heights, FL
Angela Myers- Pepperspompadour Panama City, FL
Kari Myers- Stylist Kari Myers Fort Myers, FL
Geraldine Myrhammar- Palm Springs, FL
Theresa Najemian- Shambala Day Spa Port Richey, FL
Sabrina Nameri- Sabrina Nameri Aesthetica Delray Beach, FL
Lisa Napoli- Conte Salon Wellington, FL
Shirin Nayebi- Salon Couture Holiday, FL
Esther Nelson- Luxury Lotus Spa Tampa, FL
Jacqueline Nepola- Kleen Hair Pembroke Pines, FL
Cathleen Nesbihal- Great Clips North Fort Myers, FL
Daphne Neuhaus- Hair By Daphne Alachua, FL
Lauralyn Newell- SizorhapILLC Seminole, FL
Tonya Newman- Tee Touches Beauty and Barber Ocean Ridge, FL
Cheryl Newton- Island Illusions Fernandina Beach, FL
Dennis Newton- Shear excellence by Denny St. Petersburg, FL
Diem Nguyen- Urban Nails Tallahassee, FL
Trang Nguyen- Kay Nails Kissimmee, FL
kristy Nguyen- Regal Nails Sebring, FL
Judith Nieves- pretty hair by Tamarac, FL
Natalie Noboa- Natura Esthetics LLC Kissimmee, FL
Tarin Noga- Lake Hamilton, FL
Tanya Noonan- Tribeca Color Salon Tampa, FL
Carolyn OConnor- Hudson, FL
Michelle OConnor- Hollywood, FL
Diana ODonnell- Naples, FL
Veronica ODonnell- Geneva, FL
Sherry OLeary- Longwood, FL
Devon O'Neil- Salon Tique St. Augustine, FL
Gerard O'Reilly- Bradenton, FL
Gary Oldham- Circle of Images Barbershop Jacksonville, FL
Danna Olivo- Studio fortyone Orlando, FL
Donna Oneill- Bay Street Hair Design Leesburg, FL
Debbie Oquendo- Estilo Salon St. Augustine, FL
Sue Ornelas- Hillsboro Beach, FL
Margarita Orozco- Kabellos hair salon Tampa, FL
Brandy Ortengren- Root Logic Studio Wildwood, FL
Bekim Osmani- FL'K by Bekim Clearwater, FL
Christina Oxendine- coastal Edge Carrabelle, FL
Andrea P- Fort Myers, FL
Angel Page- GranDiva Beauty Orlando, FL
Jessica Palacios- Pembroke Pines, FL
Tova Palomino- Skincare by Tova Miami Gardens, FL
Elaine Panousieres- Sanford, FL
Dina Paret- Beanz Nail formation Tallahassee, FL
Kathleen Parzick- Laplace Gulfport, FL
Pat Patane- Lake Mary, FL
Dorie Patricia- Tribeca Colosalon Tampa, FL
Connie Pavel- Spa-tini Cape Coral, FL
Jennifer Pavluk- Jennifer Sharp Hair Tampa, FL
Julian Payan- Studio-D Miami, FL
Chris Pearson- The Salon Spa Mystic Hair Tampa, FL
Patience Pecoraro- Spa 105 on Main Brooksville, FL
Ana Pena- Microblading South Florida Plantation, FL
Frances Penney- Maitland, FL
Heather Perez- Spring Hill, FL
Nicole Perez- Jay Eliz Beauty Studios Lakeland, FL
Shannon Perez- Shear Art Salon and Spa Land O Lakes, FL
Mike Peters- Salon West Seminole, FL
Tracy Petrasek- Naples, FL
Celestine Petrinolis- Celestine at Phenix Salon Suites Ocala, FL
Ashli Petrovich- Swank blow dry bar Margate, FL
Robert Petterson- Naples, FL
Vivian Pham- V&V nails Palm Beach Gardens, FL
Donna Phillips- Swank hair lounge Brandon, FL
Kristen Phillips- Tallahassee, FL
Vayonie Pierre- Vayonie Pierre Hair LLC Naples, FL
Jennifer Pingleton- Port Charlotte, FL
Nicholas Rodríguez- Nicks barber shop Hialeah, FL
Janet Rogers- A Janet Lynne Salon Fernandina Beach, FL
Michelle Rogers- A dragonfly salon corporation Palm Bay, FL
Cristian Rojas- MV BEAUTY CORP Miami, FL
Yasmin Rolle- KASHAY hair THERAPYLLC Fort Lauderdale, FL
Nicole Roman- Nicole Marie Salon Casselberry, FL
Zulay Romero- Miami, FL
Sarah Roque- Hair by Sarah Roque North Port, FL
Cindy Rosa- Reflections full service Hair studio/spa Lehigh Acres, FL
Alexis Rosado- Ocoee, FL
Jamie Rosario- JROSSBEAUTY Hallandale Beach, FL
Cristian Rojas- MV BEAUTY CORP Miami, FL
Yasmin Rolle- KASHAY hair THERAPYLLC Fort Lauderdale, FL
Nicole Roman- Nicole Marie Salon Casselberry, FL
Zulay Romero- Miami, FL
Sarah Roque- Hair by Sarah Roque North Port, FL
Cindy Rosa- Reflections full service Hair studio/spa Lehigh Acres, FL
Alexis Rosado- Ocoee, FL
Jamie Rosario- JROSSBEAUTY Hallandale Beach, FL
Rafaelsr Rosario- Miramar, FL
Aviah Rosenberg- Aviah Winter Park, FL
LaDonna Roye- LaDonna Roye Hairstylist &Hair Loss Solutions Naples, FL
Kellie Rucker- Rinse and Repeat, a Kellie Rucker salon Fort Lauderdale, FL
Jennifer Ruiz- Unic0rn_nails Kissimmee, FL
LeDerekia Rutledge- Lakeland, FL
Darla SMITH- Fort Myers, FL
CELESTE SOARES- CELESTE soares Fort Myers Beach, FL
alexandra Saenz- Hastings, FL
Ana Sanchez- ABK Beauty Salon Lakeland, FL
Ashley Sanders- A&M hair salon/Gary Bears Hair Den Lake Wales, FL
Joy Sanders- Joy Noelle Studios Maitland, FL
Samantha Sansone- Samantha Sansone LLC Boca Raton, FL
Paula Santa- Amazing Lash Boca Raton, FL
Edwin Santiago- Lucys Hair Dimensions, Inc. Orlando, FL
Robert Santiago- Gentlemen’s barber shop Palm Bay, FL
Sara Sarabacha- Hair by Sarabacha Naples, FL
Jessica Scarff- Profiles Cape Coral, FL
Julie Schaefer- Salon Panache Deltona, FL
Nereida Schell- Nereida Schell Winter Springs, FL
Desiree Schepen- Panache Julington Creek Jacksonville, FL
Connie Schrup- Sanibel, FL
Amy Schuld- Kyle Kurtis Salon and Spa North Port, FL
Amber Schwartz- La Te Da Spa and Salon Fort Myers, FL
Mayra Scott- Liberty Design Beauty Salon Orlando, FL
Stephanie Seaton- Stefany seaton New Port Richey, FL
David Sepulveda- Sepulveda Hair Studio Deland, FL
Teshirah Sessions- Tampa, FL
Angelina Shelton- Styles by Angelina Jacksonville, FL
Linda Shepard- A Victorian Bride hair and makeup Sarasota, FL
Tequilla Sheppard- Beauty Secrets by Tequilla LLC Lake City, FL
Kimberly Shields- Tallahassee, FL
Richard Shields- Mr Shears Unlimited LLC Valrico, FL
Yvonne Shutt- Venice, FL
Dari Silva- Danny Jelaca Salon & Spa North Miami Beach, FL
Siobhan Silva- The Luna Parlor Zephyrhills, FL
August Silvia- Rising Tide Salon Studio Venice, FL
Angie Simpson- Extreme Attitudes Naples, FL
Debbie Simpson - DebbieA Simpson Titusville, FL
Lyndsey Sims- Lyndsey Sims llc Panama City, FL
Alexander Sink- Quincy, FL
Lori Slaughter- Patty’s Designer 10 hair salon Melbourne, FL
Bridgett Smith- Hair Anointed Panama City, FL
Kenneth Smith- Snips N Tips Spring Hill, FL
Kristyn Smith- Kristyn Smith LLC. Jacksonville, FL
Terri Smith- Palmetto, FL
Martha Smithers-Ross- RS Skinworks LLC Clearwater, FL
Talia Sohl- Talia Spring Hill, FL
ALEXANDRIA Solter- Alexa Personal Solutions Zephyrhills, FL
Brittany Spade- Brooksville, FL
Sydney Sparks- Frangipani Hair studio Ponte Vedra Beach, FL
Tameka Sparrow- Orlando, FL
Faith Spencer- Aspen Falls AVEDA Salon & Spa West Palm Beach, FL
Aggie Spero- Oldsmar, FL
Michelle Sports- Fernandina Beach, FL
Austin Spradlin- Tribeca Colorsalons Tampa, FL
Rita St Pierre- Makeup Bestie Beauty Palmetto Bay, FL
Char Starr- Xander Blue Salon Deland, FL
Connie Stephen- Colourush salon Naples, FL
Candace Stevens- Wiseguys Port Charlotte, FL
Martha Stewart- Skin Solutions Panama City, FL
Yvonne Stewart- Strandz Salon Inc Geneva, FL
Cindy Stotts- Largo, FL
Vickie Strickland- Waves Edgewater, FL
Lavina Sutphin-White- Sassy chixs salon Arcadia, FL
Leslie Swigart- Leslie Colors Hair Orlando, FL
Daved Tabin- Daved Inc. Orlando, FL
Lorraine Tabraham-Winter- Rains Therapeutic Massage & Skin Care, Inc Valrico, FL
Phyllis Taegel- Image for success Jacksonville, FL
Kelli Tanner- Tribeca Salon Tampa, FL
Katy Taurel-Ciabotaru- Aventura, FL
Elaine Taylor- SOPHISTICATED STYLES Clearwater, FL
Carolina Tejada- Flying scissors salon Astatula, FL
Courtney Terrell- Jacksonville, FL
Joy Thomaas- Sarasota, FL
Latasha Thomas- Citadel of Susa Salon Jacksonville, FL
Michelle Thomas- Ocala, FL
Myran Thomas- AOL Aalon Jacksonville, FL
Terri Thomas- Shear Art Salon and Spa Port Richey, FL
Kim Thompson- Beauty at Jenks Panama City, FL
Myrna Thompson- Face Forward Facial Studio Bradenton, FL
Pamela Thompson- Jacksonville, FL
Angie Thornton- Total Image Vero Beach, FL
Darla Timerman- Darla Timerman Indian Rocks Beach, FL
Julie Todd- Chop Eastside Barbershop Tallahassee, FL
Angel Tofuri- Celestial Skincare by Angel Jupiter, FL
Jessica Toledo- Merbella Aesthetics Winter Garden, FL
Alison Tomaska - Orlando, FL
Josephine Toms - Josephine Toms Wildwood, FL
Nicole Tormos - Nicole Tormos Sanford, FL
Alexandra Torres - The Strand Cutler Bay, FL
Emily Touchstone - Meraki salon suites Gulf Breeze, FL
Lisbeth Tovar - Ninjas barbershop Hollywood, FL
Veronica Tranchina - Salon LaBrea Jupiter, FL
Aurelia Traub - Nails By Aurelia New Prt Rchty, FL
Brian Tucker - Wade Scott Salon and Spa Gulf Breeze, FL
Duane Tully - Tecnicolors Salon Gainesville, FL
Brittany Turner - Southern Belles Hair Salon Apalachicola, FL
Eliana Tuten - Capelli Loft Altamonte Springs, FL
Cristal Tyms - Hair by Cristal Tyms Wesley Chapel, FL
Delia Urrutia - Delias Hair & Nail Salon Tampa, FL
ZOE VALIENTE - Nail Art by Zoe Kissimmee, FL
Augusto Valencia - Latin salon Jacksonville, FL
Lee Valverde - Magnolia Salon & Spa Mary Esther, FL
Ladia Vargas - Adessa designers Jacksonville, FL
Rosa Vargas - Nails by Rosa Palm Springs, FL
Celya Vassar - KEYS TO HEALTHY HAIR Panama City, FL
Alex Vega - Estilo AVAR Miami Shores, FL
Najiah Velazquez - Stylezbynmv Orlando, FL
Melissa Venis-Brooks - Rise Hair Salon Inc Jacksonville, FL
Barbara Verdecia - Retro Salon and Nail Studios Tampa, FL
Sophia Verdel - Salon pk Jacksonville, FL
Christina Vernetti - Hair Designs By Chris West Palm Beach, FL
Jacqueline Vidal - Alesandra Salon and Spa, FL
Amy Viera - Tampa, FL
Nancy Villar - Divine me skin care Hollywood, FL
Jovan Vitagliano - Sarasota, FL
Wendy Vuong - Nails Spa Hollywood, FL
Heather Wade - Marcus Taylor Salon Palm Coast, FL
Sherri Wagner - Daytona Beach, FL
Rebecca Waldron - Revive Hair Studio, LLC Longwood, FL
Tanya Walker - Hair Cuttery South Daytona, FL
Stacy Wam - Assisted living hair care Inc Palm Harbor, FL
Sandra Waqar - Aayat Threading Salon Corp Royal Palm Beach, FL
Christopher Warbis - Orlando, FL
LaDawn Ward - BraidsbyLaDawn Deland, FL
Gary Warner - GarBiz Inc West Palm Beach, FL
Quanilla Washington - Sabrinastyles Miami, FL
TaeJhia Waters - Stylaholix LLC Jacksonville, FL
Marcia Watkins - Salon Elysium Inc. Tampa, FL
Sherine Watson - Natural Hair Designs Coral Springs, FL
Stephanie Waywood - Shear Art Tampa, FL
Sandra Webb - The Factory salon and spa Venice, FL
Arlene Webber - Salon Ciseaux Orlando, FL
Richard Weintraub - YELLOW STRAWBERRY SALONS Sarasota, FL
Kaylee Wells- Orlando, FL
Samantha Wernet- Hair By Samantha Wernet Orange Park, FL
Karrie Westmoreland- Beauty by Karrie Lakeland, FL
Ashley Wheeler- Styles by Ashley, LLC Middleburg, FL
Billie Whidden- Bloom Organics Salon by Billie, Inc. Naples, FL
April White- Pt Charlotte, FL
Nikole White- Salon muse Altamonte Springs, FL
Saraya Whitfield- Heart My Selfie by Saraya Nicole Tampa, FL
Marilyn Whitworth- Marilyn's Friend & Company Inc Lithia, FL
Sheila Wickman- Salon Centric Freeport, FL
Taylor Wilcox- Taylor Wilcox Hair Studio Pensacola, FL
Tracy Wildenhaus- Naples, FL
Charlotte Wiley- JCPenney Middleburg, FL
Erin Wilkinson- Jacksonville, FL
Brandi Williams- Just Right Beauty Miami, FL
Jazmine Williams- J Necole & Company Fort Lauderdale, FL
Jessica Williams- Tre Bella Nail Boutique Tampa, FL
Mandy Williams- Shear joy salon Clearwater, FL
Kinsasha Wilson- HairGenesys Jacksonville, FL
Lisa Wilson- Aspen Falls Salon and Spa Jupiter, FL
Shari Wilson- Ocala, FL
Tannya Wilson- Callahan, FL
Kimberly Winn- Serene Beauty Suite West Palm Beach, FL
Niki Winston- Strands by Starr Holiday, FL
Rhonda Winters- DaVisse Micro Art Melbourne, FL
Courtney Witt- Magnolia Glam Oviedo, FL
Maria Woodrup- Royal Palm Beach, FL
Lorraine Wright- Fort Myers, FL
Pamela Wright- Wright, Pamela L St. Petersburg, FL
Julie Yaeger- Groveland, FL
JoyEl Yasovsky- Lakeland, FL
Dennis Yunker- Williston, FL
Lauren Yunker- Vintage salon studio LLC Orlando, FL
Sean Yunker- Orlando, FL
Roksana Zak- Chuluota, FL
Rianne Zakar- Spring Hill, FL
Marisol Zamorano- My Salon Suite Largo Fl Largo, FL
Jerry Zampella- Spring Hill, FL
Ana Zapata- My Facialz Coral Springs, FL
Beth Zawadzki- Beths Studio One Wesley Chapel, FL
Andrea Zeto- Bliss Salon Of Naples Naples, FL
Janna Zirpolo- Fort Lauderdale, FL
Apryl Zrust- Ncolor Salon Naples, FL
Cheryl Zuppa- Aglow Skincare Vero Beach, FL
Danielle Zybach- pure beauty Tampa, FL
Daisy almonte- Pembroke Pines, FL
donna andreassen- Marianna, FL
David Atchley- Salon516 Lake Wales, FL
Brittani azzolini- Port Charlotte, FL
Ashlee baker- Dade City, FL
michael baldwin- Supercuts Tampa, FL
jamie barri- Skin Science Institute, LLC North Palm Beach, FL
Lynn bishop- True colors Fort Pierce, FL
Fadia boudib- Elysium beauty salon Wesley Chapel, FL
Patti bryant- Oldsmar, FL
Elba cabrera- North Miami Beach, FL
James capazola- Nuovo salon group Sarasota, FL
Vilmarie carradero- Marie estilista Orlando, FL
Charlene conserva- Boynton Beach, FL
Vanity cruse- 813hairxpression Tampa, FL
America cuello- Prestige hear salon Orlando, FL
Ramona diaz- Diaz Deltona, FL
Carmel ferrari- Hair to Believe In salon Cape Coral, FL
karen fronckoski- K as ren Fronckoski Nails of Sarasota Sarasota, FL
sue garnett- Hairy Company Dunedin, FL
Clifford graham-frias- Southeast hairlines inc Riverview, FL
Zoe hawks- Naples, FL
Shanna heflin- I Washed Up Like This Lutz, FL
Alexandra hernandez- Lalilybeautysalon Tampa, FL
Xiomara herrera- Sofia hair studio Clearwater, FL
richelle hollander- R&J Designs Davie, FL
Kourtnie johnstone- Hair ink studio North Fort Myers, FL
Janine jones- Tallahassee, FL
TALAAT kanafani- Talaat Beauty Salon Brandon, FL
Martha kash- Martha cuts /renates Hair studio Eustis, FL
michelle kolessar- michelle mani and pedis Naples, FL
Linh la- Winter Haven, FL
Stacey lenz- The Parlour 29 Palm Beach Gardens, FL
Hannah lewis- Sarah vierra salon Gainesville, FL
Ryan lombardi- Deerfield Beach, FL
Jennifer marchetta- Tribeca salon Tampa, FL
Lener martin- Linells Salon Of Beauty Belle Glade, FL
Michelle mason- Longwood, FL
shanda mcknight- Truth hair bar Winter Garden, FL
Kayleigh mirandette- Tribeca colorsalon tampa Riverview, FL
samantha montague- , FL
tiffini moore- Demarlos Cape Coral, FL
Stacy moroney- A better cut salon Lake Worth, FL
Cuong nguyen- Flagler Nails Coral Gables, FL
vivian nguyen- Viva nails & spa Lake Worth, FL
hannah pabon- epic salon and suites North Fort Myers, FL
Norma pardons- SALONICS INC Boca Raton, FL
Barbara paselk- Haven hair studio Fort Myers, FL
Samantha peavy- 2151 The Salon gallery Pensacola, FL
pamela peplow- Sarasota, FL
Melissa perez- M&C Beauty Supply Lakeland, FL
Sara perez- Hair cuttery Lehigh Acres, FL
Holly purvis- The Cutting Edge Arcadia, FL
Veronica reschny- The blue house New Port Richey, FL
revi rofe- Prive Salon Orlando, FL
collen royle- Winter Garden, FL
Gina russo- Hairbygigi.com Panama City, FL
kim sanfilippo- Solo Tu Salon Orlando, FL
Stacie shelley- Flying scissors Clermont, FL
tina sheplak- Tina Sheplak/DBA A Touch of Class Tallahassee, FL
Lawoksxsona smith- Do or dye Milton, FL
Megansmith- Mary Esther, FL
Betsy strom- Fort Myers, FL
Thi thi- Ts nails Naples, FL
Jackie thompson- HairSpray salon llc Carrabelle, FL
Sandra tolbert- Blue Lotus Hair and body studio Navarre, FL
Peter van vo- plush nails & spa Oldsmar, FL
Veronica vargas- V2 hair studio Orlando, FL
sarah vierra- Sarah Vierra Salon Gainesville, FL
Catherine vinson- Hairmasters Leesburg, FL
Dawn wakefield- Dawnails Crystal River, FL
Brittany walls- Fantastic Sams Largo, FL
Rhonda willis- Rhondas Creations Hair Salon Valrico, FL
Serina woodford- Designsofcomposure Tamarac, FL
Yvette A- YC STUDIO INC Plantation, FL
Taci Ackley- Michael Z Hair Sarasota, FL
Luz Acosta- Amanda's hair design Delray Beach, FL
Amy Aguilar- Dolce Beauty Bar Port St. Lucie, FL
Amanda Aidala- Boca Raton, FL
Elizabeth Aiu- Shakal beauty services of palm beach Lake Worth, FL
Adrienne Alexander- Riverview, FL
Micah Amey- Mary Esther, FL
Darlene Anderson- Cosmo and Company Wellington, FL
Karen Anglin- Lily Rose Enterprises Inc. Naples, FL
Jane Bahr- J B Hair Design Orlando, FL
Sabrina Barndollar- Lake Worth, FL
Katherine Barnes- Sport Clips Haircuts Jacksonville, FL
Lindy Barnes- Lindy Brooks Barnes, Inc Fort Lauderdale, FL
Robert Barron- Avant-Garde Salon Gainesville, FL
Jason Belcher- JasonBStyles Miami Beach, FL
Sharon Bourget- Fresh Hair By Sharon Loxahatchee, FL
Kathleen Bruhn- HothairinFL LLC Lake Worth, FL
Tamera Brummett- Tamera's Details Salon, Inc Sarasota, FL
Michelle Cabrera- Katon salon Fort Lauderdale, FL
Michael Cafaro- Michael Thomas Hair Dsgn Naples, FL
Otto Cafaro- Michael Thomas Hair Design Naples, FL
Shawna Cain- Lynn Haven, FL
Carolyn Cairns- Carolyn's Hair Studio Dunnellon, FL
Kaleelah Calder- Kstyles & Cuts Unisex Salon Miami, FL
Bryanna Campbell- Top Shelf Salon Fort Walton Beach, FL
Brian Carter- Just Gents Lakewood Ranch, FL
Carmen Centeno-Pagliaro- Studio CC Tampa, FL
Katelyn Chamberlain- next level hair and nail salon Bradenton, FL
Caytee Chandler-Pile- Michael Thomas Hair Design Estero, FL
Robert Channelle- Concept Salons of Jax. INC. Jacksonville, FL
Colleen Charles- Delfinos Salon Port St. Lucie, FL
Kimberlee Chartrand- Kuts by Kimi Orlando, FL
Judith Cinello- Studio G Hair Salon Tampa, FL
Rosalind Clayton- Jacksonville, FL
Jason Collins- Stylez mobel Brooksville, FL
Jeffrey Deatherage- Jeffrey Lyn of San Francisco Naples, FL
Deborah DelCastillo- CoolCuts Mount Dora, FL
Niomi Devereux- Miami, FL
Nadia DiSchino- Cosmo & Company West Palm Beach, FL
Kristy Dolobach- Stylistkt St. Petersburg, FL
Sandra Dunn- Pt Charlotte, FL
Debra Durrance- Fort Denaud, FL
Alexia Duryea- Michael Thomas hair design Naples, FL
Casidy Eller- Hairitage Salon North Port, FL
Sue Endres- Fort Myers, FL
Finn Eri- Mayport Navy, FL
Marta Estevez- Bliss Boutique Miami, FL
Dawn Everett- Everett Lady Lake, FL
Laura Fallon- Shampoo- the salon Tampa, FL
Teri Farrell- St. Augustine, FL
Ronda Farrington- Ronda Fox Farrington Lakeland, FL
Justine Ference- The Spa at Salon Peridia Myakka City, FL
Brooke Fischer- Boynton Beach, FL
Mercedes Fletcher- Melbourne, FL
LoveVetta Franks- Hair by Lovey St. Petersburg, FL
MILLER GONZALEZ- Miller's studio Coral Gables, FL
Wendaly Galiz- WendalyHairCo Miami, FL
Leticia Garcia- N/A Sanford, FL
Marangely Garcia- MarMar s Beauty Box Williston, FL
Madison Gardner- Michael Thomas Hair Design Cape Coral, FL
Ashley Glover- Jacksonville, FL
Gloriane Gonzalez- GG Salon & Spa North Miami Beach, FL
MarÄ-a Gonzalez- Maria E Corp Miami, FL
Debbie Gorton- Aristocuts Sorrento, FL
Sally Goulston- Salon Bravo Clearwater, FL
Alethia Green- Shae's salon Lynn Haven, FL
Natalie Greene- Salon INXS Lake Mary, FL
Sonia Greening- Fusion Oviedo, FL
Deserae Grimes- The Powder Room Davie Davie, FL
Dawn Hamil- Dawn Hamil stylist Cantonment, FL
Anthea Harris- Tia’s Hair Artistry Orlando, FL
Cheryl Hawkins- My Hair by Cher Sunrise, FL
Rosemarie Hentschel- Studio Hair 7 Hollywood, FL
Sherri Hess- Sherri’s Hair Port St. Lucie, FL
Stacy Hickson- Fort Lauderdale, FL
Mishele Hobson- Salon Mishele Cooper City, FL
Jennifer Hoffmann - Serenity nail spa Altamonte Springs, FL
Wendy Holgan - Tangled Up Tallahassee, FL
Karen Huff - Namaste Inc. Boynton Beach, FL
Evelyn Irvin - Westchase Hairstudio 1 Odessa, FL
Annie Johnson - Styled by msykkky Jacksonville, FL
Ashtyn Jones - Salon Envie Port Orange, FL
Tiffany Jones - Tiffany Michelle LLC Jacksonville, FL
Amanda Justice - Ritzy Hair by Amy Satellite Beach, FL
Twyonsly Kerney - Picture Perfect Hair Salon, LLC Riverview, FL
Kimberly Kessler - ImageK LLC Coral Springs, FL
Jaleh Khoie - Boynton Beach, FL
Amber Krieger - Awesome Blossom Beauty Salon Orlando, FL
Nancy Lambert - Williston, FL
Stephanie Lawrence - La Vie Day Spa Port Charlotte, FL
Yvonne Levy - Buttercup Beauty Spot Miramar, FL
Jennifer Loaiza - Tampa, FL
Crystal Lopez - C Marie style llc Deltona, FL
Jenifer Lozano - West Palm Beach, FL
ANA MOLINARI - ana molinari salon spa Bradenton, FL
Molly Machaby - In Style Hair Orlando, FL
Carmen Marin - Lily Of New York Salon Boynton Beach, FL
Fran Marino - Fran Marino MASTERSTYLIST Sunrise, FL
Dennis Marquez - Pizzazz Hair Design West Palm Beach, FL
Cynthia Martinez - Cosmo and Company salon West Palm Beach, FL
Elena May - Elena May Salon Parrish, FL
Crystal McClatchy - Crystal McClatchy LLC Jacksonville Beach, FL
Kimberly McDonald - Naples, FL
CJ McKenzie - Pt Orange, FL
Samantha Mclain - Southern Shears Labelle, FL
Elyse Meany - Salon Synergy Palm Beach Gardens, FL
Paula Meier - The Villages, FL
Miriam Mercado - St. Cloud, FL
Kathy Miller - Styles n smiles hair salon Spring Hill, FL
Jessica Mills - Winter Park, FL
Kathryn Mitchell - Kathair Navarre, FL
Lisa Mitchell - West Coast Hair Company Nokomis, FL
Yanique Murphy - Nikkigiselle Beauty Box Miramar, FL
Cristileigh Navas - CristisSnipandStyle Cape Coral, FL
Paula Nead - Palm City, FL
Joseph Nero - Nero Hair Salon Miami, FL
Kathy Nicolai - Studio G Salon - Kathy Nicolai Hair Tampa, FL
Louanne Nixon - Louanne Nixon cosmetologist Eustis, FL
Dawn Oakwood - ShoreLine Hair Design Palm Coast, FL
Jeanette Ortiz - Modern Cut Lauderhill, FL
Meg Osenton - The Beauty Lounge Valrico, FL
Alisa Owen - ASiLAcrrations Port St. Lucie, FL
Gauthier Paolini - Red Salon Miami, FL
Mary Park-Smith - Gainesville, FL
Perinda Patri - New Port Richey, FL
Dawn Paulk- Dimensions By Dawn LLC Orlando, FL
Tonya Penrose- The Powder Room Pensacola, FL
Chelsey Perez- Naples, FL
Irelis Perez- Irelis Perez Hair N’ Makeup Orlando, FL
Karen Pflieger- Karen Pflieger Salon Delray Beach, FL
Brandon Pierce- Milton, FL
Gina Pinabell- Serenity for the soul Melbourne, FL
Rebecca Polak- Traditions Cuts Shaves & Brews Melbourne, FL
Ilene Portnoy- Cosmo & Company Wellington, FL
Jessica Reyes- Hairmania Hair Designers Inc Hialeah, FL
Karline Ricketts- Karkinea Salon and spa West Palm Beach, FL
Drew Riggs- Studio Drew Salon Tampa, FL
Michelle Rima- Michael Thomas Hair Design Naples, FL
Lisa Ritchie- A Wild Hair Salon Duck Key, FL
Cristian Rojas- MV BEAUTY CORP Miami, FL
Jamie Rourke- Ro Style Salon Tampa, FL
Renee SALYER- Hair slayer Hollywood, FL
Barbara Sambataro- Salon 300 Deerfield Beach, FL
Linda Schnepf- Ind Hbr Bch, FL
D Shaw- Vanity Box Tampa, FL
Denise Smith- Live Love Laugh Salon Boutique Cape Coral, FL
Sharon Sneesby- Wesley Chapel, FL
Glenda Soler- Hair Revolution Salon Islamorada, FL
Carine Starr- Hair Company Boca Raton, FL
Candace Statzer- Jacksonville, FL
Katie Steiner- Parrish, FL
Karslee Stiles- Styles It Is St. Petersburg, FL
Liz Strickler- Avenue Salon East Rockland Key, FL
Holly Stuebs- Cut & Coloroom Kissimmee, FL
Ellen Sullivan- Nue studio Miami, FL
Lindsay Sykes- Kountry Girl Salon Dunnellon, FL
Michelle Thompson- Michelle’s ultimate Image Jacksonville Beach, FL
Ann Tuhela- Hair by Ann Tuhela Apopka, FL
Colleen Turner- Hideaway spa Palm Bay, FL
JANETH VALENCIA- Studio J LLC Lutz, FL
Jemalke Valbrun- Lake Wales, FL
Carolina Vengoechea- cv style Coral Gables, FL
Samuel Villa- Allvus Fleming Island, FL
Michele Violante- Self employed Tarpon Springs, FL
Bianca Wahlers- Lehigh Acres, FL
Emily Ward- Emily Ward Studios Clermont, FL
Jourdan Wendling- Milton, FL
Kimberly Winn- Serene Beauty Suite West Palm Beach, FL
Michelle Wischmeyer- Stock Island, FL
Jennifer Wishum- Paradigm Salon And Spa Lynn Haven, FL
Kim Wolpert- Bunnell, FL
Brittany Wright- Bay Haira Studio LLC Brandon, FL
Teri Zimmardo- Cut ups hair and nail salon St. Petersburg, FL
Alyssa amoroso- Hair by alyssa Orlando, FL
Donald ball- The cut & Color Room Sand Lake, FL
Katrina burkhardt- South Miami, FL
Ann daum- Lake Worth, FL
Rosanna del rosario- dominican styles sal'n Miami, FL
Amada dieguez- The hair stop Miami Springs, FL
Lisa dutton- Heads or Nails Salon Fort Myers, FL
Norma elvir- Boca Raton, FL
dustie fairchild- Tampa, FL
Vivian hidalgo- Studio sixty 9 Miami Beach, FL
Suvada karac- Suada european hair salon Jacksonville, FL
Calista krasotkin- Mink house tattoo Vero Beach, FL
Maryteresa lamb-sassin- L.A.M.B. Tampa, FL
Irene ledlow- Fort Pierce, FL
Lizet leon- Micheal Thomas hair design Fort Myers, FL
Susan mirander- Casadeavis Miramar, FL
Stacey opper- Hair by Stacey Palm Bay, FL
Linda ott- Dazzle salon studio Palmetto, FL
Holly purvis- The Cutting Edge Arcadia, FL
Livio rosado- Greenroomsalon Boca Raton, FL
tina sheplak- Tina Sheplak/DBA A Touch of Class Tallahassee, FL
Sheryl shirling- Color studio 16 Land O Lakes, FL
Gisela von Trapp- Hair by Gigi Tallahassee, FL
Christine walsh- Salon sararo Naples, FL
Nadine Aberdeen- Salon Pure Aveda Winder, GA
Debra Adams- Debra Adams Hair Studio Cumming, GA
Charlotte Albanese- Styles by Charlotte Inc. Dacula, GA
Janice Alderman- Bell Touch Of Class Hair Studio Baxley, GA
Tonia Allen- Salon Lucent Woodstock, GA
Victoria Allen- Platinum Styles Reloaded Valdosta, GA
Cecilia Almeida- Newnan, GA
Tia Alston- Tamore Austell, GA
Cynthia Alvarez- Vital Salon Norcross, GA
Essence Amberge- Salon Amberge Lithia Springs, GA
LaShawn Arnold- AMBIANCE SALON & WELLNESS Fayetteville, GA
Keenan Artelli- Keenans Freelance & Salon LLC Atlanta, GA
ELISA BORGES- Noggin's a Hair Salon Grovetown, GA
LATRICE BROUGHTON- STYLES BY LATRICE HAIR SALON Jonesboro, GA
nATASYA BROWN- Fort Stewart, GA
Melissa Badie-Reddick- Melissas Hair Designs Statesboro, GA
Teresa Barnard- Barron's London Salon Atlanta, GA
Sally Barnes- Studio Bleu Salon St. Simons, GA
Kayla Barrett- Atlanta, GA
Lori Bell- Designs by Lori Cartersville, GA
Julia Benson-Slaughter- Marietta, GA
Kris Bentley-Gulka- Canton, GA
Vonda Bentley-Gulka- Vondas Hair Studio Llc Canton, GA
Marilyn Bibbs- Conyers, GA
Victoria Bickford- Bijoux Atlanta, GA
LeeAnn Bledsoe- Canton, GA
Erica Boles- Warren G's Salon Atlanta, GA
Stephanie Boley- FLUTTER AND FLIRT LLC Atlanta, GA
Anita Bowman- Ringgold, GA
Latrelle Boyd- Latrelle Ardis Salon Studio #9 LLC Augusta, GA
Nichole Brewer- B. Monroe Salon Macon, GA
Sara Brewer- Van Michael Salon Decatur, GA
Steven Brewer- B Monroe Salon Macon, GA
Kim Brinkman- Salon Sonsie Marietta, GA
Danita Brisendine- Blonde Image salon Marietta, GA
Laine Bristow- Bristow Hair Company Roswell, GA
Jasonya Bronner- Cutsbyjasonya Macon, GA
Andrew Brown- Yatesville, GA
Rhonda Brown- Salon LaFaye Canton, GA
Shannon Brown- Spa Dreams Acworth, GA
Terri Brown- Restore Non-Surgical Hair Replacement Center Martinez, GA
Chynelle Brownlee- Chynelle Brownlee Norcross, GA
Kelly Bruce- Vidalia, GA
Luynh Bui- Indigo wellness spa Dacula, GA
Simira Burley- SNBeauty Duluth, GA
Leona Bussey- NailLife Studio LLC Columbus, GA
Sadique Caldwell- Crown & Glory Salon Villa Rica, GA
Tucker Callaway- Salon Next Atlanta, GA
Kathryn Camp- Acworth, GA
Dominique Campbell- Suites of newnan Fairburn, GA
Danielle Candy- Reign Salon LLC Martinez, GA
Caritas Card- Caritas Haircare Atlanta, GA
Turkessa Carter- Vibez Beauty Bar Smyrna, GA
Courtney Cato- Abac, GA
Cheryl Caudell- CherylCaudell Hair Salon Jefferson, GA
Karen Cavender-Baker- Salon 1407 Dalton, GA
Sheila Cela- The Salon at McCall Plaza Rincon, GA
Allison Chadwick- Southern Roots Salon and Spa Rossville, GA
Tateum Chatfield- Twisted Scissors Salon Guyton, GA
DRee Church- DRee and Company A Hair Studio Athens, GA
Melissa Cleland- Shear Art Salon Nahunta, GA
Tarry Clifton- Shawn Ryan Hair Salon Iic Marietta, GA
Nellie Collins- Superior beauty salon Oglethorpe, GA
Jeanette Combs- Elberton, GA
Jason Comstock- Urban Evolution Atlanta, GA
Sonia Copeland- Classy Chic Spa Dallas, GA
Brittany Corbett- Quixotic hair design and makeup artistry Stonecrest, GA
ShuCarra Cotchery- Shu & Company Sandy Springs, GA
Liz Covin- Vivid Hair Salon Atlanta, GA
William Cox- Marietta, GA
Dawn Crawford- Pamper Me Too Sandy Springs, GA
Sharelle Crawford-Ervin- Salon DesignsbySharelle Statesboro, GA
Sandra Crews- Hairways Salon Appling, GA
Lester Crowell- Three-13 Salon, Spa & Boutique Marietta, GA
Marian Crowell- Three-13 Salon and Boutique Marietta, GA
Nancy Cummings - Smyrna, GA
Carrie Curtis- 81&Emory Oxford, GA
Amanda Cynar- Salon Opulent Atlanta, GA
KOCHERA DOUGLAS- Stunning Transitions Smyrna, GA
Danielle Darden- Beauty and a Beast Hair Studio, LLC Lithonia, GA
Latricia Davis- Xtra-Ordinaire Hair Designs Lithia Springs, GA
Sareka Davis- Elegant Beauty Savannah, GA
Sharon Davis- The Zen Chair, LLC Sharpsburg, GA
Liz Dobbs- J Clay salon Douglasville, GA
Allison Doke- Marietta, GA
Tonya Donaldson- L. Simone Beauty Bar Lawrenceville, GA
Synrick Dorsett- Kosmik Beauty & Barber LLC Columbus, GA
Misti Dort- Misti Does Hair Atlanta, GA
Opal Dove- Opal Dove signature salon Atlanta, GA
Ashley Drake- Columbus, GA
Timberlee Draper- Aura Hair And Makeup Cumming, GA
Meagan DuPriest- Canton, GA
Marsha Dube- Aesthetics MD Luxury Spa Peachtree City, GA
Jo Dunmire- 156 Plaza Salon McDonough, GA
Jayna Durden- Cumming, GA
Treneice Edward- Styles by Treneice Palmetto, GA
Mary Erwin- Tyrone, GA
Michelle Evans- The Ball Ground Beauty Spot Ball Ground, GA
Jennifer Farrar- Roswell, GA
Kristyn Farrow- Kristyn Farrow Hait Trion, GA
Whitney Figueroa- Lavish hair studio Rincon, GA
Donna Fox- The Savannah Avenue Salon Cobbtown, GA
Dwayne Foxx- Augusta, GA
Jacklyn Fredman- Columbus, GA
Gala Freeman- Geskala styles Atlanta, GA
Erin Fruchtman- Skin Deep Skin Care Tiger, GA
Alex Furlong- Alex Furlong Salon Norcross, GA
Dionne Garcia- Vondas Clarkston, GA
Laurie Gayton- Laurie's Salon Cartersville, GA
Lauren Gee- The Brand College Park, GA
Melissa Gessling- East Point, GA
Christy Gilbert- salon allure Columbus, GA
Tempera Gilbert- Micas STYLEZ Salon Jenkinsburg, GA
Mina Glantz- Marietta, GA
Norma Glisson- 80 West Salon Pooler, GA
Sarah Glynn- Salon Wayne Dacula, GA
Jana Goldston- Southern Sass Salon Manchester, GA
Ana Golshani- Joseph & Friends Salon Aveda Cumming, GA
Mercedes Gomez- Mercedes Dominican Hair Salon LLC Marietta, GA
Adriana Gonzalez- free spirit salon Lawrenceville, GA
Bethany Gordon- Kami Allure Hair Design Atlanta, GA
Lisa Grainger- Making Waves Salon Woodstock, GA
Brenda Green- KLIPZ SALON Smyrna, GA
Heather Green- Urban Evolution Salon Marietta, GA
Stephanie Green - step n style salon Atlanta, GA
Sierra Gresham - SieStyles Creations Fairburn, GA
Tomeico Gresham - Meicobule Conyers, GA
Lynn Griffin - LIFE OF RILEY SALON SUPPLY Newnan, GA
Stephanie Griffin - La Posh salon Rossville, GA
Carval Grizzle - A Shear Expression Hair Studio Helen, GA
Sejal Gunderia - Decatur, GA
Linda Hairr - Southeastern Technical College Swainsboro, GA
Cynthia Hale - Marietta, GA
Whitney Hall - Cuttin Up Leesburg, GA
Leanne Hamlin - Downtown Fringe Canton, GA
Teasa Hardaway - Blu Unicorn Atlanta, GA
Diane Harrell - Cut ups Winder, GA
Jasmine Harris - Jaii Harris Brand Dawsonville, GA
Sorina Harris - Styles With Confidence College Park, GA
Tracy Harris - Stockbridge, GA
Shawntah Hartz - Sashay by Shawntah Hair Salon Duluth, GA
Leah Harvey - Leah Nicole & Company LLC. Duluth, GA
Amanda Hauptman - FeniceSalon Covington, GA
Nancy Haynes - Downtown Fringe Canton, GA
Briana Hebeisen - Live Love Beauty & Wellness Atlanta, GA
Nicole Herring - Salonbaptiste Lawrenceville, GA
Sandra Hight - Atlanta, GA
David Hodges - Salon Disegno Buford, GA
Kersten Hofkin - Southern Roots Salon Hinesville, GA
Arneshia Holloway - Michelle Hair Salon Gainesville, GA
Margie Holloway - Hair Resort LLC Newnan, GA
Paula Holloway - About hair and nails Ball Ground, GA
Karima Hooks - Riverdale, GA
Contina Hopson - Fayetteville, GA
A.j. Horan - Union 16 Avondale Estates, GA
Tiffany Horrell - The riveter barbershop Winder, GA
Carnetta Howard-Black - Salon CaLae Suwanee, GA
Mary Hughes - Great Clips Ringgold, GA
Charesa Hulsey - Auburn, GA
Viki Ivey - Decatur, GA
NATE JONES - Nate jones Conyers, GA
Brandie Jackson - To The Root of Things Salon and Spa Hampton, GA
Carol Jackson - Carol's hair care Augusta, GA
Arianna Johnson - Atlanta, GA
Haley Johnson - Hair and Company Pine Mountain, GA
Melva Johnson - Make Me Over Conley, GA
Raven Johnson - The Red Spot Salon Atlanta, GA
Sabrina Johnson - Chatt Hills, GA
Tamara Johnson - Monroe, GA
Alyssa Jones - LeLayah Health And wellness Fayetteville, GA
Jennifer Jones - Columbus, GA
Kimberly Jones - Colorstyle Hampton, GA
Margaret Kaiser - Atlanta, GA
Tatiana Kalistratova- Tatiana Hair Salon Atlanta, GA
Tami Karim- Tay’Maar Salon Douglasville, GA
Paula Kears- Salon Envy Douglasville, GA
Mechelle Khodayari- ria | salon | spa | shoppe Alpharetta, GA
Shun Kilgore- Salon Cozmoe Conyers, GA
Kenya Killiebrew- Kenya’s Nicholls, GA
Stephanie Klein- Blown Away Roswell, GA
Michele Knight- Leesburg, GA
Keishay Knowles- Duluth, GA
Kai Kroeger- Mint Salon Decatur, GA
Andria Labato- Andria Labato Salon Peachtree Corners, GA
Alison Lane- Salon124 Inc. Sugar Hill, GA
Connie Langdale- Kutters Tifton, GA
Traci Laster- Traci Laster Hair Artist Salon Dalton, GA
Nancy Lazzara- Nancys Rx, LLC Atlanta, GA
Jessica Lee- Salon Eleven 84 Savannah, GA
Lauren Lee- Redefine Hair Design Smyrna, GA
Briana Lewis- Glow + Behold Skin Care Studio LLC Columbus, GA
Tanya Lindsey- Tanya Lindsey Kite, GA
Alecia Long- Impressions hair and tanning salon Trenton, GA
Angel Long- Laid Lash & Beauty Bonaire, GA
Tamika Lonon- High Definition Hair Studio Port Wentworth, GA
Nicole Lovelace- Von B Salon Loganville, GA
Wilma Lucas- All Dolled Up Unisex Beauty Salons Macon, GA
christy Lyvers- Shine Salon Winterville, GA
PAULETTE MCMILLAN- unique Vision salon and spa Suwanee, GA
Kkyslir Magee- Smartstyle by Regis Salons Albany, GA
Madeline Mansell- Republic Salon Athens, GA
Daniel Marshlick- Studio Jay Savannah, GA
Brittany Martin- Wild Cactus Spa Trion, GA
Emily Martin- Emily Martin Beauty Jasper, GA
Michael Matthews- The chop shop studio Ilc Douglasville, GA
Alan McArthur- Athens, GA
Joni McClanahan- Winterville, GA
Michelle McCloud- Texturz Hair Studio LLC Buford, GA
Latisia McDonald- Eminence salon Roswell, GA
Lamar McIntosh- Scholars cut and shave Cumming, GA
Monica McMasters- B Street Salon Savannah, GA
Heather McWhorter- Mama Ruby’s Rebecca, GA
Teresa Mehaffey- Teresa’s In The Country Hair Salon, GA
Jessica Mescher- Lawrenceville, GA
Tara Miller- Aura Salon and Spa Atlanta, GA
Violet Miller- Hair integrity by Vi Lawrenceville, GA
Donna Minter- Cre8 Hair Design Acworth, GA
Lenita Mitchell- Patsy inc. Decatur, GA
Linda Mitchum- Styles unlimited Byron, GA
Jessica Mock- Southern Sugaring - The Hair Removal Salon Savannah, GA
Andre Moore- Great Clips Smyrna, GA
Janet Moore- Powder Springs, GA
Jordan Moore - Atlanta, GA
Tammy Morgan - Brunswick, GA
Dedra Morris - Snellville, GA
Hannah Morris - Solace Salon Rome, GA
Lockline Morris - Hair by LaFaye Atlanta, GA
Debra Morrison - Duluth, GA
Brandy Moses - Reflections Styling Salon Rome, GA
Richard Murray - Mint Salon Atlanta, GA
Darrylynn Naylor - Resilient Beauty Bar McDonough, GA
Tasha Neloms - The LUXXE Life Beauty Bar Moultrie, GA
Katie Nelson - Salon Katie Elle Jasper, GA
NIla Oneal - Diva Styles Salon Jenkinsburg, GA
Sessley Osborne - BySessleyRena Atlanta, GA
Kandice Outler - KChernise Hair Studio Macon, GA
Alisha Parker - The Butterfly Room Salon Spa llc Pooler, GA
Kimberly Paster - Red Door Salon Byron, GA
Falasia Pemberton - Haus Of Bougie Nail Studio Decatur, GA
Brian Perdue - Salon 124 Inc. Grayson, GA
Merlande Petithomme - Platinum Salon by Merlande LLC Hiram, GA
Bernadette Phillips - Styles Unlimited Milldeville, GA
Mark Phillips - Stil salon Woodstock, GA
Petrina Pierre - Natural 4 Texture Marietta, GA
Yolanda Pilgrim - YOLYZ SALON of VININGS Marietta, GA
DanielleDenice Pointer - IAmDanielleDenice, LLC, GA
Jennifer Pollard - Temple, GA
Tiwanda Postell - Spa Garden City, GA
Chelsia Powell - Salon Envy Dallas, GA
Tatyana Price - Sunni day hair llc Sandy Springs, GA
Janet Prince - Arbor Salon and Spa Athens, GA
Javonne Purdis - 1st impressions Augusta, GA
Ellie Quinn - Vernonburg, GA
ADELINA REYES - Miss Linas Color Studio Lawrenceville, GA
April Raines - Skintuition Canton, GA
Liz Ramsay - Hair Artistry Salon Cumming, GA
Willie Reddick - Precise kutz barber shop Statesboro, GA
Karris Reeves-Robinson - The Collective Salon Mableton, GA
Lucas Renfroe - Roots Southern Salon Pooler, GA
Marisol Reyes - Salon124 Dacula, GA
Christine Rhodes - Lawrenceville, GA
Sherri Richardson - Roswell Street Studio Marietta, GA
Stephanie Rishel - Salon Envy Powder Springs, GA
Monica Rivera - Monica Rivera Carrollton, GA
Joy Roberts - Hair Cottage Cartersville, GA
Jaseth Robinson - Le studio image Roswell, GA
Joy Robinson - Nosnibor Hair Salon Albany, GA
Joy Robinson - Nosnibor Hair Salon Albany, GA
Lanea Robinson - Hair Exposure Macon, GA
Paulette Robinson - Paulette Robinson Atlanta, GA
Angela Rogers - Salon A Newnan, GA
Kharla Rogers- Kolorful7Hair Atlanta, GA
Astasia Roosevelt- Norcross, GA
Latese S- Latese.Co Hair Artistry Atlanta, GA
DAVID SHEPERD- Powder Springs, GA
KIMBERLY SIMMONS- Mcdonough, GA
Catherine Sakal- CK & Co Cumming, GA
Chosolen Scott- Stockbridge, GA
Robert Scott- Sheared Treasures Guyton, GA
Ayana Seats- Hair Care by Ayana Conyers, GA
Terre Seay- Suwanee, GA
Rachael Self- Eatonton, GA
Allyson Sellers- Allyson Sellers, Llc Albany, GA
Kim Settles- Athens, GA
Jennifer Sewell- Bella Fiore Salon Loganville, GA
Dana Shadburn- Woodstock, GA
Renita Shealey- Salon J Lagrange, GA
Inna Shindrova- Alpharetta, GA
Cynthia Simcox- Hair by Cindy Euharlee, GA
Patrice Simmons- Beauty Bar Loft Salon Atlanta, GA
Mary Sims- Studio 211 the glam bar Forest Park, GA
Heidi Sizemore- Mane Avenue Salon Alpharetta, GA
Hope Skinner- Cuttin Crews Franklin, GA
Angie Skyhh- Skyhh, LLC Atlanta, GA
Anastasia Smith- Newnan, GA
Faye Smith- Thomasville, GA
Latoya Smith- Union City, GA
Pamela Smith- My Hair Restoration & Replacement Center Albany, GA
Tracie Smith- Interlocks hair salon Tucker, GA
Chunsay Smith-Sullivan- Sai Jai Style loft Salon Stonecrest, GA
Lindsay Snyder- Canton, GA
Patience Solomon- CosmoPat Mcdonough, GA
La Sonya- La Soyas hair salon Roswell, GA
Kathleen Stallings- All about Hair Eatonton, GA
Eva Stanfield- Rome, GA
Shawn Stanley- Diversified styling Atlanta, GA
Sonja Stanley- Texturz Hair Studio Auburn, GA
Josh Stewart- The Bowtiebarber Fayetteville, GA
Tracy Stoddard- Tracy Stoddard hair Woodstock, GA
Joseph Stone- Dreamcutz Atlanta, GA
Laura Strickland- Salon 17 Richmond Hill, GA
Rachel Swire- Salon Cabelo Snellville, GA
Sierra Syfrit- the color cabinet salon Statesboro, GA
FELICIA THOMPSON- BeUinspire Savannah, GA
Debra Taylor- Str8laced Salon, Spa & Boutique Blakely, GA
Jacquelyn Taylor- RCH Atlanta, GA
Keila Taylor- Raza Sharp Beauty Salon Barnesville, GA
Misty Temples- Unique salon and boutique White, GA
Ashley Terrell- Image Salom Atlanta, GA
Tonya Terry- Studio 104 Atlanta, GA
Libby Thomas- Blonde on Broad Rome, GA
Racheal Thomas- Stylish Wayz Beauty Bar Stone Mountain, GA
Allison Thompson- Marietta, GA
Tammy Thornton- Fringe Color Bar llc Lawrenceville, GA
Nadia Thrush- Atlanta, GA
Peggy Tingley- Faces Kennesaw, GA
Tamara Townsend- Mableton, GA
Loan Tran- K-Spa nails Norcross, GA
Elaine Truesdale- Association of Natural Hair Care Professionals Atlanta, GA
Denise Tunnell- Illusions Beauty Studio Smyrna, GA
Ashleigh Usrey- Southern Charm Salon and Beauty Bar Dewy Rose, GA
Jamie Wade- Studio Tonic Salon Alpharetta, GA
Daphane Wagoner- INDUSTRY the Salon Leesburg, GA
Angie Walker- The Image Salon Hahira, GA
D Walker- Decatur, GA
Joyce Walker- Ellusion Styles Hair Studio Riverdale, GA
Lakeisha Washington- Kreative Designs By Kei Salon Lawrenceville, GA
Trena Washington- Trena Washington Stylist Consultant LLC Duluth, GA
Christina West- Beautyxpertcafe1 Stockbridge, GA
Debbie West- Salon 17 Clyo, GA
Amy Wheeler- Voila Salon Marietta, GA
Ashley White- Exquisite Styles by Ashley Lithia Springs, GA
Jessica Whitehead- Brash Brow and Lash Tifton, GA
Suzanne Whitfield- Eatonton, GA
Christopher Whitmore- GroomBer Barber Group LLC Stone Mountain, GA
Tracey Whitten- Jamison Britt salon, GA
Shea Widner- Brunswick, GA
Kyle Wilcox- Mint Salon Atlanta, GA
Jesse Wilkerson- Monroe, GA
Allison Williams- Powder Springs, GA
Candi Williams- Prestige Aesthetics LLC Forest Park, GA
Erica Williams- Snipits Atlanta, GA
Ollisha Williams- Active Roots Austell, GA
Shalendia Williams- Beautiful Creations Columbus, GA
Tomya Wilson- Beyond the Layers Grovetown, GA
Tracey Wilson- Fringe Salon Alpharetta, GA
Jillian Wise- Michael Christian salon and dry bar Smyrna, GA
Kimberly Wistrom- Beehive Beauty Bar & Salon Jackson, GA
Ginger Wood- Polished salon Hiawassee, GA
Larry Wood- Atlanta, GA
Vonda Wright-Rudley- W2 Hair Studio Conyers, GA
Yamilee Wyatt- Wyatt Hair Collection Stone Mountain, GA
Mario Yildiz- Mario's Hair Designers Johns Creek, GA
Natalie Young- NNY Couture Atlanta, GA
Ashley Yvette- Gainesville, GA
Paulette Zornig- Paulette C Zornig dba Madison, GA
shameeka canada- Bainbridge, GA
van council- Van Michael salon Woodstock, GA
wendy daly- W. Daly salon Spa Fayetteville, GA
michelle deangelis- Paradox Salon Norcross, GA
Lakina dukes- salon elite Albany, GA
Teona evans- Hairway2HeavenLLC Darien, GA
Kimberly fortson- Growing hands hair salon Columbus, GA
Nikki friedhoffer- Colorboxx salon Savannah, GA
angel glawson- Mane Salon Macon, GA
jessica goldstein- Jgold Salon Atlanta, GA
Daniel inman- Supreme Barbershop Duluth, GA
Kiara jackson- The Nail Bar Studio, LLC Dawson, GA
Kimberly jones- The Nail Society Salon Buford, GA
Kim kelley- KA Kelly Hair Design Powder Springs, GA
Phathaphy khotphuy- Parkway salon inc Pooler, GA
Venessa lanier- Salon and spa venessa Woodstock, GA
shani lindsay- Lilburn, GA
Brittany lloyd- Beauty by b.danielle co. Stockbridge, GA
donna means- Salon dm3 Hull, GA
Ellie moss- Ellie Moss Hair Rutledge, GA
Tom nguyen- Tips n toes nail salon Columbus, GA
Aline perseira- Zeze hair salon Marietta, GA
Jessica pierce- Market District Salon Statesboro, GA
Desiree riera- Dv Spa Llc Woodstock, GA
Martha shaw- Thairapy salon Cartersville, GA
Gabrielle van der Meer- The Skin Studio Pooler, GA
Christine wilson- Woodstock, GA
Lynn winsell- winsell marketing Lawrenceville, GA
Charles zeno- Zeno industries l.l.c Ellenwood, GA
Debra Adams- Debra Adams Hair Studio Cumming, GA
Lorrie Anderson- Stylemasters Salon Ringgold, GA
Veronica Anderson- Alpharetta, GA
Michael Ashley- Michael Joseph Hair Studio Atlanta, GA
Nicole Bakar- Nicole Renee salon hair studio Savannah, GA
Belinda Baker- Salon BKB Decatur, GA
Sherri Barrs- Shear Faith Salon Douglas, GA
Tina Bartlett- Tina's Tangles & Tans Bowersville, GA
Breanna Baxter- Bree Baxter hair artist Woodstock, GA
Lorena Bello- Di Bello Hairsalon Braselton, GA
Amy Benson- HeadBangerz Beauty Co. Powersville, GA
Faith Biluuan- Decatur, GA
Jennifer Bishop- Roots Salon Calhoun, GA
Lagwana Brown- Studio 15 Hair Salon Warner Robins, GA
Stephanie Brown- Salon Virago Auburn, GA
Cheryl Caudell- CherylCaudell Hair Salon Jefferson, GA
Maya Craddock- Trendsetters Salon Fayetteville, GA
Julie Daniels- Lindale Beauty Shop Rome, GA
Sally Dorward- Your Natural Choice Salon Ellijay, GA
Jennifer Duquain- Elm & Belle Cumming, GA
Brittany Earley- Studio 84 Salon Chatsworth, GA
Antoniette Edgerton- Anedge Hair Design Salon Hampton, GA
Dennis Fields- Salon Tribe Savannah, GA
Kara Gonzalez- Cuttin up salon Columbus, GA
Cindy Harris- Styles of Elegance Salon Warner Robins, GA
Tammy Johnson- Signature hair designs Snellville, GA
Kemmi Johnson- Coutee- DivaOut Studio Salon Stone Mountain, GA
Jennifer Jones- Columbus, GA
Michele Kimsey- Artisan Styles at Parkside Grayson, GA
Traci Laster- Traci Laster Hair Artist Salon Dalton, GA
PAULETTE MCMILLAN- unique Vision salon and spa Suwanee, GA
Mary Manders- Salon 2000 Ansley Mall Stone Mountain, GA
ENEIDA Manzo- Hoschton, GA
Joseph McKeown- joseph/holly Douglasville, GA
Jim Mejia- Mejia Design & Co Salon Tifton, GA
Jessica Mescher- Lawrenceville, GA
Leslie Mizell- Hair by Leslie Axson, GA
Alexandra Moore- Alexandra Moore Kennesaw, GA
Hannah Morris- Solace Salon Rome, GA
Holly Neal- E Salon Warner Robins, GA
Tracie Neal- Infinite Revisions Stonecrest, GA
Susan Ogle- Studio 84 Salon Chatsworth, GA
Tammy Polk- Smartstyles Woodstock, GA
Stacey Pye- Charlie's Jonesboro, GA
Bonnie Rice- Perfect Ten All Around College Park, GA
Esther Robinson- The mint salon Macon, GA
Latanya Robinson- StyleSessions Atlanta, GA
Ashley Rosado- Folkston, GA
Adrianna Rosario- Dacula, GA
April Ross- AprilASyles, LLC Lithonia, GA
Katie Sakal- CK & Co. Salon Cumming, GA
Lucy Saltmarsh- East Point, GA
Georgia Shannon- Three 13 Salon Spa and Boutique Marietta, GA
Tierra Smothers- Atlanta, GA
Tabatha Solorio- Taby's Salon Dublin, GA
Kristin Sullivan- Hair Benders International' Rossville, GA
William Ware- Retired Savannah, GA
Anne Williams- Salon W Parkside Canton, GA
Tonia Willis- Seven Hills Salon Cave Spring, GA
Audrey Wood- Hairllucinations Suwanee, GA
anne Woods- Chamblee, GA
Stephanie Yarbrough- Shy Styles LLC Athens, GA
Danielle kaba- Atlanta, GA
Linia maloney- The melanin effect Atlanta, GA
Evelyn medders- pamper me please salon Nicholls, GA
Ashley williams- Meraki salon llc Buford, GA
Leverne King- Pursuit Consulting Sandton, GP
Kathleen Boucher- Hula lash and waxing Honolulu, HI
Tina Cimetta- The Studio Kilauea, HI
Brit engbrecht- Honolulu, HI
Tracey Fujiyama- Taylor Made Hair Honolulu, HI
Cheryl Garrison- Ocean View, HI
Diana Holland- The Cutting Zone Salon Kailua, HI
Jude Howard- Judah construction Lahaina, HI
Leah Johnston- The Hair Hale Lahaina, HI
Ana Kaohi- Moonlit Esthetics Honolulu, HI
Gwen Kobayashi- Hilo Style Hilo, HI
Arleen Leong- Foodland Honolulu, HI
Sam Molitas- Maui’s Best Massage + Spa Kihei, HI
Shirley Nishijo- Trendsitions Hair salon Kahului, HI
Julie Rahmer- WVC Kailua-kona, HI
Abraham Rodriguez- Nueve Salon and Spa Honolulu, HI
Patty Sanchez- REGIS SALONS Honolulu, HI
Saajida Serrano- Saaj lane hair Kailua, HI
Norma Tanaka- NJ Designs Honolulu, HI
Jessica Taylor- Honolulu Nail Academy Honolulu, HI
Lititia Thomas- Hoala Salon and Spa Honolulu, HI
Elise Trapp- Sugah Mama Beauty Holualoa, HI
Ginger White- Honolulu, HI
Sharon Widup- Honolulu, HI
Nancy Wilder- Nancy Wilder Honolulu, HI
Venus Wolfe- Salon Venus Kula, HI
Tonya anguay- TonyaJeannes Keaau, HI
Tara finnell- Honolulu, HI
emilie harrell- Haleiwa, HI
Cherie sequeira- Maui bridal hair and makeup Lahaina, HI
Joyce Acob- Joyce CS Acob Kapolei, HI
Courtney Choi- Hair by Courtney Waialua, HI
Victoria Denis-Silva- Aloha Beauty 808 Mountain View, HI
Melissa Dodd- Tiger Eye Makawao, HI
Joy Furushima- Honolulu, HI
Arleen Leong- Foodland Honolulu, HI
Helen Rapoza- Helen’s Haven Integrative medical spa Honolulu, HI
Alice Soffner- Todays Hair Waikoloa Village, HI
Lydia nelson- Lydia’s beauty salon Milllani, HI
Melissa Armstrong- Running with scissors Cedar Rapids, IA
Stephanie Arroyo- JCPenney Salon Iowa City, IA
Dayna Ballantyne- Iowa City, IA
Lynnley Barr- Janesville, IA
Mary Bartz- Twin Image Salon Spa Cedar Rapids, IA
Katie Baumert- Trixies salon Des Moines, IA
Erica Bell- Farley, IA
Kathleen Blodgett- Dubuque, IA
Danyale Boardman- Danyale Boardman Grimes, IA
Adriana Bohnenkamp- Eternelle beaute Fort Madison, IA
Merri Bohnenkamp- Masonville, IA
Pam Boland- Dubuque, IA
Amy Boll- Dubuque, IA
Rhonda Bosch- Shear Success Wapello, IA
Brenda Bown- Just my style Reinbeck, IA
Trecy Brennecke- Marshalltown, IA
Lisa Brimeyer- Contempo Salon Dubuque, IA
Sonja Brown- Envision Salon Spa Minburn, IA
Bonny Bryson- Bonny@Studio2S Council Bluffs, IA
Hannah Bundy- Greenville barber shop Sioux City, IA
Stephanie Carr- Arrow salon Stuart, IA
Melanie Cavil- Cedar Rapids, IA
Meredith Chase- Europa Salon and Spa Iowa City, IA
Sherilyn Cook- Shear Magic Manchester, IA
Carol Copeland- Executive Management & Real Estate Ltd. Dubuque, IA
Chelsie Corcoran- DreamCatchers Salon Oskaloosa, IA
Jennifer Craft- New Dimensions Fort Madison, IA
Lindsey Crank- The urban chair Wdm, IA
Tracy Cross- Posh Salon Spencer, IA
Naphtali Crouse- DeLiRe Salon Ankeny, IA
CATHERINE DOLPHIN- Dolphin Custom Cabinets, Inc. Dubuque, IA
Michele Danielson- Urbandale, IA
Patricia Deeth- Shear Design Coon Rapids, IA
Robert Dotson- Summit Salon Business Centr Tiffin, IA
Shelly Doty- Runnells, IA
Lori Drzycimski- Star Studio Gilbert, IA
Brenda Everman- The Cutting Edge Hampton, IA
Travis Ford- Texture Hair Studio Waterloo, IA
Katherine Garcia- Infinity Salon & Spa Eldridge, IA
Dana George- Dubuque, IA
Margaret Gerrietts- Des Moines, IA
Michelle Giese- Style By Design Burlington, IA
Pamala Gilmore- Pamala Gilmore Salon Des Moines, IA
Kayla Goedken- Grimes, IA
Michelle Golden- Hairbymdgolden Perry, IA
Morgan Greiner- Hair By Morgan Lee Washington, IA
Cheryl Griffith- Mc's design team Riverside, IA
Stephanie Gruhlke- Envision Salon Ankeny, IA
Lynette Harris- The Parlor Grinnell, IA
Karla Hauptly- Karla@Studio105,Inc. Clive, IA
Sheri Hawk- Eternell Beaut Full Service Salon and Spa Fort Madison, IA
Jody Haws- Rejuvenate Ankeny, IA
Elaine Heid- Dubuque, IA
Karla Heinrichs- The Hair Gallery Spirit Lake, IA
Jodi Hill- Maxwell, IA
Kelly Himes- Salon Etc Cedar Rapids, IA
Carrie Hofbauer- Serenity Day Spa Coon Rapids, IA
Kathryn Hoffer- Iowa City, IA
Jolyne Hogan- Jolyne's City Looks Vinton, IA
Barb Hohmann- Amirage Salon, Day Spa & Hair Loss Center Dubuque, IA
Sarah Hollenback- Farley, IA
DIANA Holst- Tootss cutting Parlor Maxwell, IA
Jennifer Horbacz- Dubuque, IA
Cecilia Hovde- Cecilia hovde studio 29 Lime Springs, IA
Katelyn Hulett- Beauty Bar 313 Villisca, IA
Michelle Huston- Escape On Main Albion, IA
Cara Iverson- 1st Impressions Grinnell, IA
Sally Janes- Dubuque, IA
Melissa Jensen- Rumors Salon Iowa City, IA
Nicole Jensen- Waukee, IA
Kaylie Johansen- Des Moines, IA
Sherri Jones- Boji Roots Salon Milford, IA
Kathy Jurgens- Delhi, IA
Tammy KOCH- Marthas Durant, IA
Jeremy Kemp- Legacy Studios Burlington, IA
Tricia Kemp- Trixes Salon Des Moines, IA
Stephanie Kissinger- Nova Salon Iowa City, IA
Joey Kloss- Headlines Hair Studio Badger, IA
Patricia Kopp- StudioIII Salon Dubuque, IA
Ann Kruse- contempo salon Dubuque, IA
Beth Kuebler-Weikert- Pro Hair Designs Salon & Spa Muscatine, IA
Deborah LaRue- Fresh Salon and Spa Columbus Junction, IA
Remona Laing- D'Haute Beauty Bar Davenport, IA
Shelana Laing- Smile Labs Iowa Des Moines, IA
Cindy Landa- Estilo Salon and Day Spa West Des Moines, IA
Michelle Laughter- Cut Loose Salon & Spa Bagley, IA
Megan Lelonek- Salon Halo Davenport, IA
Mary Lenoch- Coty Coralville, IA
Doreen Loring- Iowa City, IA
Abbey Lytle- Anani Salon and Spa Ankeny, IA
Hope Malone- HeadMasters Hair By Hope Jefferson, IA
Danielle Martinez- ModernEdge Bettendorf, IA
Rachel Masterson-Neuroth- Faust Institute of Cosmetology Storm Lake, IA
Laura Maurer- The Edge Hair Studios Brooklyn, IA
Heather McClanahan- Salon 21 Davenport, IA
Kristi McCune- The Wild Hair Salon West Des Moines, IA
Theresa McKinney- TLC Downtown Metro Hairstyling INC Council Bluffs, IA
Kelly McMahone- Dubuque, IA
Rhonda McQuigg- Golden Comb Beauty Salon Lake View, IA
Jessica Meyer- Fringe Salon Ames, IA
Patricia Michalik- Dubuque, IA
Jan Millenkamp- Sherrill, IA
Nichole Miller- Trends and Traditions Iowa Falls, IA
Sara Molesworth- Stellas Salon & Boutique Hedrick, IA
Candice Murphy- Oasis Salon Cedar Rapids, IA
Kristi Myers- Be Beautiful Salon Eldora, IA
Carole Nauman- Amirage Salon Dubuque, IA
Carole Nauman- Amirage Salon Dubuque, IA
Tracy Nguyen- Salon R5 Ltd. Co. Davenport, IA
Haley Niederkofler- Envision Salon Spa Norwalk, IA
Amy O'Brien- Tease the salon Waterloo, IA
PATTI PRESTON- Council Bluffs, IA
Mary Perry- Ames, IA
Jaid Pillers- Maquoketa, IA
Lisa Ploessl - Contempo Salon Spa Durango, IA
Sonja Plunkett - Scissors and Scotch Maxwell, IA
Arianne Price - Hair by Ari North Liberty, IA
Rachelle Pudil - Swisher, IA
Nancy Raska - Design Masters Salon & Day Spa Spencer, IA
Kristin Recker - Headquarters salon Strawberry Point, IA
Dione Reics-Berry - DIAMENCHAL INC Clive, IA
taylor Reimers - Supercuts Des Moines, IA
Breanne Reynolds - Meraki Hair Salon, LLC Tiffin, IA
Laura Rima - Lori's Styling Cedar Rapids, IA
Tricia Rivas - Trixie's Salon Des Moines, IA
Billie Ross - The hair gallery Spirit Lake, IA
Barbara Sauser - Cascade, IA
Gail Schmidt - Cascade, IA
Natasha Schnathorst - aSPArations Salon and Day Spa Marshalltown, IA
Gail Scott - 411 Strands West Des Moines, IA
Trish Scott - Trishs Cutz N Colorz Mediapolis, IA
Jane Shapiero - Ankeny, IA
Randalyn Shimek - Styles Unlimited Cresco, IA
Tod Sikkema - West Des Moines, IA
Roxanne Simon - Farley, IA
Tiffany Smith - 2SMITHS Crown salon Des Moines, IA
Ashley Sommerfelt - Cost Cutters Waterloo, IA
Lynn Stelken - Epworth, IA
Patricia Stewart - Salon Stewart Ida Grove, IA
Morgan Strohman - Bella Hair Salon Jewell, IA
Skylor Sullivan - The Hair Gallery Milford, IA
Angie Talbot - Shear Compliments Centerville, IA
Peg Taylor - Westlake Studios Des Moines, IA
Courtney Terry - Storm Lake, IA
Jessica Thelen - Envision Salon Spa Ankeny, IA
Suzanne Traver-Werner - Sugar Salon North Liberty, IA
Danielle Turgasen - Twin Image Salon&Spa North Liberty, IA
Molly Unertl - Molly Michael, LE Cedar Rapids, IA
Joyce Vallet - Dubuque, IA
Kristen Van Hauen - Kristen at elevencherry Salon Bondurant, IA
Nicole VanBeek - Top Knot Salon Nashua, IA
Carla Vis - The Spotlight Hair Salon Hull, IA
Dawn Walstean - Finesse spa salons Slater, IA
Valarie Wellendorf - Abeo salon. Ankeny, IA
Elizabeth Wells - Contempo Dubuque, IA
Kimberly White - Kimberly White Clive, IA
Leah Wieck - North Liberty, IA
Christine Wiese - Classic Cuts Conrad, IA
Mary Wild - Fort Dodge, IA
Tonya Williams - MEC Ankeny, IA
Linda Wilming - Contempo Salon Spa Dubuque, IA
Rhonda Wilson - hair graphics Washington, IA
Cory Wittman - Mason City, IA
Brenda Wood- Fort Dodge, IA
Lisa Young- Dubuque, IA
Jacob Zauche- Des Moines, IA
Michael Ziegenhorn- Rumours Salon Iowa City, IA
Ronald baumert- Des Moines, IA
Leah faris- Envision salon spa Ankeny, IA
Katelyn keul- Envision salon spa Ankeny, IA
Jacqueline lindquist- Classic hair designs Clear Lake, IA
Traci mellman- Mane sail salon Rockwell, IA
Jaime nissen- Jaime Nissen-the hair gallery Spirit Lake, IA
Jane olson- Chics NGuysStyling Salon Burlington, IA
Tarla price- Tangles Hair Salon Keokuk, IA
Patricia tharp- cleos Dubuque, IA
Elizabeth wilson- Hair by Beth Lansing, IA
Kasey Ballew- Kasey Lyn at Salon studios Cedar Rapids, IA
Lynnley Barr- Janesville, IA
Laura Baxa- Indulgence Salon Inc Lisbon, IA
Beverly Belieu- Hair by Beverly Belieu West Des Moines, IA
Jasmine Bertram- Cedar Rapids, IA
Michelle Biermann- Changes Farley, IA
Nicole Bond- The C'v I'm a booth renter Ames, IA
Alyssa Davis- Brunettes Cedar Rapids, IA
Chelsea Dubois- Expressions by design Harvey, IA
Jordan Fischer- Guys and Gals hairstyles West Liberty, IA
Kellie Flanery- Retro LUX Hair Salon Panora, IA
Shellie Flockhart- Studio S Salon Dallas Center, IA
Kara Fox- Waterloo, IA
Dan Frye- Allegory Waukee, IA
Lynnette Hadenfeldt- Hair Lab Center Point, IA
Audra Heim- Encore hair salon Dubuque, IA
Kathryn Hoffer- Iowa City, IA
Ashly Jackson- Salon Aria Davenport, IA
Melissa Jensen- Rumors Salon Iowa City, IA
Tami Johnson- The Ritz Salon Tipton, IA
Shawn Kluesner- Ultimate impressions salon and spa Peosta, IA
Patricia Kopp- StudioIII Salon Dubuque, IA
Janelle Larson- Des Moines, IA
Brenda Lehman- Creative Hands Adair, IA
Dana Loftsgard- Solutions Hair Studio Marion, IA
Traci Nicholson- Cuttin' Loose Winfield, IA
Lisa Payne- Lovely Locks Salon Adel, IA
Debbie Rovang- Sal'n D'Vine LLC West Union, IA
Paige Snaadt- Envision Salon Spa Des Moines, IA
Heather Spath- Mod Hair Color Salon & Beauty Store Cedar Falls, IA
Heather Sterling- Marion, IA
Jacqueline Suliveres- Waukee, IA
Dorothy Sullivan- Design Setters Clinton, IA
Hartwell Susan- Iowa City, IA
Keri Teege- Hair Mechanic Grundy Center, IA
Kathy Wroten - Cedar Falls, IA
Amanda Harris - Halo salon studio Clive, IA
Kerri Albanese - Graeber and Company Salon and Spa Boise, ID
Sierra Alderson - Elevate Salon Driggs, ID
Alisha Anderson - Bling Salon Coeur Dalene, ID
Devri Ashton - Idaho Falls, ID
Lisa Barnard - Preston, ID
Robert Barrera - Urban hair salon. Paul, ID
Deanna Batte - The Place To Be Idaho Falls, ID
Corrina Beard - Volume Salons Meridian, ID
Darin Bede - JBAM LLC Nampa, ID
Shelby Bills - Graeber & Company Boise, ID
Diane Blanchard - Silverton, ID
Heather Blevin - Hair.comb Pocatello, ID
Sandra Brower-Givens - Twisted Rootz Pocatello, ID
April Bumbaugh - Post Falls, ID
Kent Burns - Broken Halo Barber shop Payette, ID
Nichole Bushman - Boise, ID
Ashley Cannon - Moscow, ID
Lisa Canterbury-Woods - Lisa Canterbury-Woods Post Falls, ID
Rayla Carlyle - Lewiston, ID
Julie Catalano - Mystique Salon and Spa Meridian, ID
Patricia ChandlerZundel - Lovelee Salon & Spa Garden City, ID
Randi Christensen - Randis Hair @ Salon Rios Boise, ID
Sarah Cloninger - cnc_bysarah Boise, ID
Tasha Coffin - thrive Boise, ID
Melisse Conrad - Native Lash Idaho Falls, ID
Kelsey Crawford - A Beautiful Reaction Salon Eagle, ID
Lyncie Curnutt - Studio L Shelley, ID
Robyn Davis - Nampa, ID
Kimberli Denton - Undone salon Boise, ID
Margo Dixon - Class Act Salon & Spa Meridian, ID
Karalee Dominguez - Idaho Falls Best Body Waxing&Hair By Kara Shelley, ID
Salem Ellinwood - Post Falls, ID
Laura Emmer - A Shear Inspiration Hairstyling Hope, ID
Kimberly Essmaker - Studio 404 Boise, ID
Dee Fleecs - Shear Colour Nampa, ID
Michelle Foeller - The JMiller Salon Post Falls, ID
Monty Fowers - Panache Eagle, ID
Brenda Fox - Boise, ID
Heather Gamble - Heather's Feathers Salon Boise, ID
Karen Ganley - Sandcreek Salon Sandpoint, ID
Amanda Gates - Opulence Salon & Spa Meridian, ID
Teresa George - All About Nails Marsing, ID
Brianna Gibson - Hair plus Boise, ID
Jeni Giles - Friends Hair and Nail Salon Pocatello, ID
Jen Guerrero - Rain Salon and Spa Boise, ID
Chelsea Gurno - Coeur Dalene, ID
Samantha Hansen - Eagle, ID
Tia Harris- Mount Home, ID
Marbella Haws- Meridian, ID
Jaime Hellwege- Kiwi Blue Salon Boise, ID
Levi Hemmer- Lunatic Fringe Boise, LLC Boise, ID
Anna Hendricks- Anna C Hendricks Nampa, ID
Robert Hernandez- Continental Barber and beauty salon Boise, ID
April Herrera- Idaho Falls, ID
Jamie Hicks- Blonde & Beyond Salon Twin Falls, ID
Jada Hillstead- JadaEsthetics LLC. Meridian, ID
Whitney Hoard- Curls by Whitney Boise, ID
DeAnn Holey- DeAnn Holeyxn Therapeutic Massage Boise, ID
Tiffany Holl- Azure hair studio Boise, ID
Lacresta Homolka- Hair by ecko Post Falls, ID
Stephanie Jenkins- Middleton, ID
Anna Jessick- Pure Salon Coeur Dalene, ID
Florencio Jimenez- Lenchi jimenez salon Boise, ID
Kimberlie Johnson- Kimberlie Johnson Coeur Dalene, ID
Justine Kay- Meridian, ID
Victoria King- Top drawer salon Nampa, ID
Salina Koch- Freshenskincare Kuna, ID
Kimberly Krueger- Moxie Salon Lewiston, ID
Rene© La Fayette- Boise, ID
Marla Lacer- Boise, ID
Elizabeth Larson- StudioL Eagle, ID
Tamara Le- Le studio Coeur Dalene, ID
David Lopez- Blak sheep barber llc Meridian, ID
Jill Loveless- Eagle, ID
SARAH MERL®- STYLEBAR BEAUTY BAR Sandpoint, ID
Crystal Madril- Madril Hair Design Boise, ID
Gabrielle Marcantonio- Boise, ID
Tanya Martin- Tanya Martin Salon Caldwell, ID
Rosemary Martinez- Skin & Lash Room by RM Pocatello, ID
Mallory Mclimans- Smokin' Gun Spa and Salon Twin Falls, ID
Mary Melhado- The Birds Nest- a Salon Boise, ID
Kat Mewes- Lewiston, ID
Gina Miller- Boise, ID
Linda Mottishaw- Pocatello Beauty Academy, Inc. Pocatello, ID
Kellie Mulligan- Xtreme Hair and Nails Jerome, ID
Charlotte Murphy- Hayden Lake, ID
Ashlen Nations- Boise, ID
Ashlyn Nelson- Hair by Ashlyn Nelson Boise, ID
Cora Nelson- The Acne Specialist Boise, ID
Jamie Newbold- Paul Mitchell the School Rexburg Saint Anthony, ID
Collette Nichols- Bella Hair Designers Idaho Falls, ID
Leighann Nicolaysen- Leighann Nicolaysen Meridian, ID
Alisa Noel- Alisa Parlor Salon+Spa Rigby, ID
Kali Oistad- Meridian, ID
Sydney Osborne- Graeber & Company Salon and Day Spa Boise, ID
Jaicey Owens- Graeber and Company Meridian, ID
Misty Paluck- EPIC Hair & Nails Wendell, ID
Susie Parkhurst- Mary's Nails Ammon, ID
Virginia Patterson- Salon G Meridian, ID
Corina Peets- Total Image Salon Salmon, ID
Gina Perkins- Ambitions nail and hair studio Boise, ID
Cassie Peterson- BareSkin Esthetician Meridian, ID
Christina Peterson- Duchess of Nails Hayden Lake, ID
Melissa Peterson- The Colored crown Star, ID
Jeannie Pinel- Post Falls, ID
Sara Pirnie- Wilder, ID
Jennifer Pirri- Hair Expressions Parma, ID
Christina Plank- The beUtofullness Way by Tamis Salon Rexburg, ID
Whitney Pond- The Urban Nook Idaho Falls, ID
Sarah Pracna- Evelyn Todd Hair Studio Idaho Falls, ID
Mina Proctor- Nampa, ID
Julia Provost- Boise, ID
LiZz RadiMak- A Beautiful Reaction Kuna, ID
Tiffney Ramos- Sweet Escapes Burley, ID
Teri Ray- Hair and Nails by Teri Boise, ID
Amber Rhines-Wallin- Graeber & Company Kuna, ID
Miranda Rice- Chubbuck, ID
Stephanie Rice- Nampa, ID
Poppi Rischelle- Fini Salon and Spa Meridian, ID
Gina Rodin- The Hair Lounge Star, ID
JoL Rojas- Gem State Nails Caldwell, ID
Amy Rose-Kelly- Rose Inc Boise, ID
Jessieruffing Ruffing- Fringe Boise, ID
Blayke Secord- Boise, ID
Kayla Shaw- Garden City, ID
Nathan Shaw- The Electric Chair Boise, ID
Nastassja Silva- Studio TenEleven (hairbynastassja) Boise, ID
Cori Simons- Boise Brows Nampa, ID
Lena Sindt- Brickwall Beauty Bar Saint Maries, ID
Shannon Smith- Purely Hair Spa Nampa, ID
Nancy Soliday- Meridian, ID
Eliora Steinmetz- Boise, ID
Ashley Storm- Volume Salons Kuna, ID
Kristi Thiel- Meridian, ID
Helen Thompson- Salon Bellissima Middleton, ID
Angela Thornton- Beauty Marks Montpelier, ID
Tiffani Tschida- Tiffani's Tangles Meridian, ID
Chelsey Turnbull- The Beauty Mark Twin Falls, ID
Rachel UiBreaslain- Rebel Rose Salon Post Falls, ID
Danae Valle- V3HairStudio Meridian, ID
Kristalyn Vanorden- Idaho Falls, ID
Jennifer Visser- Jenniferj_beauty Idaho Falls, ID
Bryan Vohs- Centennial Salon Idaho Falls, ID
Julie Wallace- Zi Spa Post Falls, ID
Malia Wallace- Vm barber Fruitland, ID
Heidi Wash- snip-its Riggins, ID
Amanda Waters- Teased Salon & Spa Rigby, ID
Dana Weinmann- Kendrick, ID
Mackenzie Welker- Boise, ID
Lacey Whitney- The Razors Edge Troy, ID
Lacee Widdison- Maven Loft Salon Meridian, ID
Ashley Williams- Ashley Williams Hair Boise, ID
Mary Williams- Mary's nails Ammon, ID
Jason Wilson- Meridian, ID
Michael Woodall- Canopy Salon Systems LLC Moscow, ID
Greg Wright- Lewiston, ID
Caillee Youngberg- Bella Hair Designers Idaho Falls, ID
Camille Clifford- Cleopatras Secret Idaho Falls, ID
kathy coburn- Twisted Crown Caldwell, ID
Danielle Couchman- Smoke and mirrors Boise, ID
Mechele Duke- Rain Salon & Spa Nampa, ID
Deborah Freedle- 360 hair studio Middleton, ID
Joseph Hernandez- vs barbershop Nampa, ID
Racheal Lisby- Graeber and Company Boise, ID
Jill Morey- Skinplicity Boise, ID
krista saxton- kristas hairstyles Ammon, ID
angela wasyln- Body Beautiful by Angela Meridian, ID
Brittney Baker- Star, ID
JOLENE Ferguson- Hair by JOLENE Blanchard, ID
Salina Koch- Freshenskincare Kuna, ID
Bree Lopez- Hair by bree Twin Falls, ID
Merari Padron- Lux Salon Twin Falls, ID
Claire Salisbury- With Love From Claire Nampa, ID
Cyndi Snow- Flowers- Salon Fiore Twin Falls, ID
Kaitlin Spillers- Premier Hair Studio Boise, ID
Cathy Shapel- Indian creek hair and nails Wilder, ID
Lisa Wilson- Supercuts Meridian, ID
Sylvie Lasorne- Paris, Idf
LESLIE ALANIS- Leslie's Hair Suite Oak Lawn, IL
ROBYN ANDERSON- Robyn's Hair Creations/Robyn Anderson Silvis, IL
Nicholas Abbott- Virden, IL
gEorge Accattato- Art + Science Salon Evanston, IL
Liza Achurra- Salon Fluxx Naperville, IL
Reynaldo Achurra- Salon Fluxx Bolingbrook, IL
Pamela Adema- Woodridge, IL
Teresa Alcala- Noahs hair salon Inc Palatine, IL
Brianne Aleszczyk- Shear Pleasure Ltd Lake Zurich, IL
Deanna Alfano- Melrose Park, IL
Ebony Allen- South Holland, IL
Heather Allen- Stephen Alan Salon Yorkville, IL
Alisa Allen- Singletary- Chicago, IL
Candice Allgood- Auburn, IL
Sheryl Almaguer- Hair Etc. Gladstone, IL
Brittny Alt- Leading Edge Loda, IL
Marcia Altosino- Butterfly Styling Studio Plainfield, IL
Nicole Anderson- Dynastynicoleo Chicago, IL
Renee Anderson- Indira Salon/Spa Chicago, IL
Miroslava Araujo- Hair Solutions Wauconda, IL
Beatriz Arias- Marquiz Salon $ Spa Winfield, IL
Alexis Ayala- Chicago, IL
Hannah Baggio- Twisted Scissors Winnebago, IL
Daniela Bambulas- Chicago, IL
Amy Barnett- Art and Nature Eco Salon Antioch, IL
Cheryl Barr- Galena, IL
Kristal Barrile- Chicago, IL
Lisa Basham- Shear Magic Mapleton, IL
Ronda Bauernfreund- Oakbrook Terrace, IL
Samantha Bennett- Allure a Hair Studio Flora, IL
Linda Berrien- Affairs of Hair Chicago, IL
Ryan Berthoux- Grandview, IL
Kimberly Bickett- Hollowayville, IL
Lori Biehl- Heyworth, IL
Stephanie Blakley- Salon1908 Chicago, IL
Jennifer Blommaert- The Hair Girl Mokena, IL
Shelly Bloomer- The buzz co Maquon, IL
Cara Board- Hags with Rags Cleaning Service,Inc. Chicago, IL
Sharon Bondar- House of Blonde Des Plaines, IL
Jessica Bonilla- Epic salon Volo, IL
Deborah Bonner- Salon Meta Joliet, IL
Devi Book- University Park, IL
Laura Boton- Sin Qua Non Salons Chicago, IL
Colleen Bowman- Baci Brookfield, IL
Krysten Boylan- Krysten Organic Esthetician Vernon Hills, IL
Marlo Boyle- Cultivate-You, LLC Evanston, IL
Toy Bradley- Humble Hair And Henna Chicago, IL
Rachel Bratanick- Clark and Company Salon Woodstock, IL
Anngela Brewer- Auburn, IL
Alana Brown- Belaborate Sycamore, IL
Mary Buffo- Orland Park, IL
Lily Burke- Freddy’s hair salon Granite City, IL
Margaret Burke- Chicago, IL
Leslie Byrne- Frank Gironda Salon Wheaton, IL
CHRISTINA CHELONI- Aurora, IL
Eddie Calderon- Chicago, IL
Linda Camacho- Beautify Spa & Makeup Lombard, IL
June Cano- Chicago, IL
Clare Carl- Chicago, IL
Joe Carlson- Revive massage therapy and spa Chicago, IL
Vanessa Carr- Chicago, IL
Nancy Carroll- Downers Grove, IL
Kristin Caselli- Park Plaza Studios Collinsville, IL
Deidra Cayolle- DBA - Salon Dee Park Forest, IL
Jennifer Chandler- Springfield, IL
Linda Chasteen- Scissors For Hair Peoria, IL
Patricia Chavero- PATTY'S BEAUTY COACH Addison, IL
Christina Chavez- Supreme beauty parlor Chicago, IL
Janice Chevalier- Thompsonville, IL
Kaycee Childs- Kaycee childs Parlour Crystal Lake, IL
Danon Christoffers- Redefined salon Grayslake, IL
Cynthia Cisek- Great clips Chicago Heights, IL
Elyse Clark- Salon En Bleu Montgomery, IL
Tammy Coakley- Spa Bleu West Dundee, IL
Diana Coats- @The Salon Grayslake, IL
Cynthia Cisek- Creative Styles Beauty Salon LLC. Belleville, IL
Tammy Coleman- Colemanhaircompany , IL
Elizabeth Collins- Springfield, IL
Jessica Collins- Chicago, IL
Janice Coluzzi- New Lenox, IL
Lorrene Conino- Salon Lorrene Palatine, IL
Stef Connelly- Avizen Burr Ridge, IL
Bonnie Conte- Avalon Salon Spa Deer Park, IL
Katie Coon- Glam by Katie Canton, IL
Lupita Cordero- Lidias Fanny lupita's family hair care Chicago, IL
Shairamarie Cosmetologist- Glam Nails by Shaira Chicago, IL
Amanda Cox- Cora & Co Salon, LLC Pontiac, IL
Terri Cox- NuVo salon Suites Elgin, IL
Aimee Crawford- Waverly, IL
Kristin Creaney- Westchester, IL
Martha Cripe- Vandalia, IL
Cheryl Croft- Taylorville, IL
Barbara Crowley- The Hair Studio for Men and Women Ottawa, IL
Gabrielle Crump- GiftofGab Dekalb, IL
Yolanda Cuevas- Yeimis beauty salon Chicago, IL
Elizabeth Cully- Chatham, IL
Jamie Cunningham- Moxie hair studio Peoria, IL
Rosemary Cybulski- Elgin, IL
Monica Daily- Shears Washington, IL
Tracy Damm- Totally Teasin Virden, IL
Clarice Dastice- AviZen colorbar Darien, IL
Genesis Davis- Empire2121 Chicago, IL
Jenae Davis- Salon Jenae Normal, IL
Jennifer Davis- Shear Impressions Urbana, IL
Quezon DeGuzman- Lumos Nox Salon Romeoville, IL
Barb Dennison- Totally Teasin Virden, IL
Sonja Denton- Chicago, IL
Catherine Dewes- Merrionett Pk, IL
Meggan Dickson-Grennan- w@sh Oregon, IL
Cindy Dobbins- Cindys II Bartonville, IL
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Dodd</td>
<td>Chicago, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Donovan</td>
<td>Serenity Skin Studio Quincy, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam Doszak</td>
<td>Vanity Boutique Salon Joliet, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Drexler</td>
<td>Amber Waves Salon Glen Ellyn, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christa Duffie</td>
<td>Salon central Gladstone, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAIME ESSENPREIS</td>
<td>Smartstyle Hair Salon Collinsville, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misty Eckleberry</td>
<td>Polished Perfections Fairfield, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Edgcomb</td>
<td>Peru, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jill Ehredt</td>
<td>Extreme Hair and day spa Rock Falls, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelly Eric</td>
<td>Salon Nirvana Winthrop Harbor, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karin Erickson</td>
<td>Salon Sur De Soi Evanston, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanessa Espino</td>
<td>Sugar Pop Salon Chicago, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magdalena Estrada</td>
<td>Blanca's beauty salon Chicago, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Evans</td>
<td>Peoria, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheila Ezell</td>
<td>Change Beauty Salon Chicago, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derek Fatheree</td>
<td>Pure Natur Ilc Fairview Heights, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yvonne Fehrenz</td>
<td>Yvonne's Pedicures, Manicures, Nails Bethalto, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kellie Felmeay</td>
<td>The Birdsnest Washington, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Ferguson</td>
<td>Sport Clips Sterling, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fotini Filinis</td>
<td>Fotini Filinis Glenview, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Fitch</td>
<td>Crown &amp; Canvas Chicago, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connie Fitzgerald</td>
<td>Chicago Ridge, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Fitzgerald</td>
<td>Eclipse Hair Studio, Inc. Woodstock, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Fitzgerald</td>
<td>Tips N Toes Deer Park, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Flemal</td>
<td>Urban Lift Salon Chicago, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Forden</td>
<td>Evanston, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Franklin</td>
<td>Sherman, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Freels</td>
<td>Hollywood Hair Centralia, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Fry</td>
<td>Taylorville, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy Ftacek</td>
<td>Pretty Convenient Plainfield, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MELINDA GURLEY</td>
<td>Great Clips Bloomington, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shellie Gage</td>
<td>T Gossip Shop Dahlgren, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joe Garcia</td>
<td>Joe salon Chicago, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reyna Garcia</td>
<td>Bella Reyna Spa Des Plaines, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Garcia</td>
<td>Shear attitude Salon West Frankfort, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Garlish</td>
<td>Chichi styling salon and spa Canton, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veronica Garza</td>
<td>Salon Vero Vero Chicago, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lonnie Gaudet</td>
<td>Ambra salon and European spa Chicago, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candice Geist</td>
<td>Grandview, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denise Geske</td>
<td>Fox &amp; Hounds Bloomington, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharron Gilty</td>
<td>The Creation Studio Chicago, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franzie Giordani</td>
<td>Chicago, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gail Glass</td>
<td>Totally Teasin Virden, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danette Goggin</td>
<td>Shear Pleasure Ltd Lake Zurich, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regina Gonzalez</td>
<td>The Smokin Finger Chicago, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saige Gonzalez</td>
<td>Chicago, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Gordon</td>
<td>Gordon Salons Highland Park, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valarie Granata</td>
<td>Hair by Valarie Westmont, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Granger</td>
<td>Dew by Tricia Hanover Park, IL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dawnmarie Grano - I beauty to go Chicago, IL
Christy Grayson - Girard, IL
Daniela Greene - Columbia, IL
Marilyn Greenwell - Hair nest Decatur, IL
Donna Greiner - Glusford, IL
Margie Greuter - Margie's Harber House Salon Metamora, IL
Christopher Griffie - United Barbers Hillside, IL
Jessica Griffiths - Totally Teasing Virden, IL
La Griggs - Shonda, Inc Maywood, IL
Nora Guerino - Hair Couture Park Ridge, IL
Paris Gumbs - Paris Chicago, IL
Elizabeth Gutowski - Beautiful You Salon West Chicago, IL
Brooke Habegger - Tinley Park, IL
Cheryl Hale - Cherrie hale Washington, IL
Stacey Hale - Raising Hale Hair Studio Canton, IL
Amelia Hamilton - The Grotto: A Salon Lisle, IL
Rebekah Hampel - Spa Euphoria Tinley Park, IL
Nicole Hawkins - Hair By Nicole Hawkins (Salon Refuge) Moline, IL
Dawn Hayes - Springfield, IL
Cassie Healy - Blend Facial and Style Bar Woodridge, IL
Laurence Hegarty - Chicago, IL
Lisa Heinemeier - Hair Suite Collinsville, IL
Amanda Heinz - PUREbliss Salon Lake In The Hills, IL
Timothy Heng - Morton Grove, IL
Jan Herman - Pekin, IL
Mayra Hernandez - Shear Madness Chicago, IL
Nereyda Hernandez - Supercuts Joliet, IL
Sarah Herren - Northern Lights Salon and Spa Pekin, IL
Shelly Herscher - Trinity Salon Gilman, IL
Linda Hicks - Linda Hicks Hair Styling Southern View, IL
Dominique Hill - Touch of Nique LLC Lynwood, IL
Laura Hill - Pro-Scissions Salon Steger, IL
Sarah Hill - Beauty Mark. LTD Vandalia, IL
Sherrie Hill - Beauty Mark Shobonier, IL
Paola Hinton - Five Senses Spa, Salon & Barbershop Peoria, IL
Megan Hodgden - Brookfield, IL
Amanda Hodge - Pure Natur Salon and Spa Belleville, IL
Sara Hoeft - Jack Alexander salon and spa Mount Prospect, IL
Marguerite Holland - Marguerites Skin Care & Makeup Itasca, IL
Ethel Holliday - Chicago, IL
Tina Hooten - Meraki Salon Steeleville, IL
Renee Hoovel - Lombard, IL
Tasha Hopes - Blazing Shades Studio Inc Chicago, IL
Allison Houghton - Hair cuttery New Lenox, IL
Lisa Hultine - Sunrise Beauty and Barber South Elgin, IL
Rita Hutchins - Great Clips Sycamore, IL
Paul Hyland - Paul a Hyland Salon & Day Spa Crystal Lake, IL
Theresa Ibarra - Chicago, IL
Sarah Immelt-Kordas - Chic Salon-Spa & Brow Studio Palos Hills, IL
Roxanne Ince- Roxys shear magic Galva, IL
Lezza Irby- She Things Chicago, IL
Ashley J- Chicago, IL
Raynie Jackson- Headrest Barbershop P.C Matteson, IL
Toya Jackson- Care Concepts South Holland, IL
Diana Jaglowski- Orland Park, IL
Twylla Jane- Lumos Nox Salon Romeoville, IL
Jennifer Janeczko- Orland Hills, IL
Amy Jenkins- Chicago, IL
Megan Jenkins- Station 710 Salon Bloomington, IL
Beata Jesiak- SkinGlow by Beata Roselle, IL
Mary Jilek- Blend Downers Grove, IL
Evette Johnson- Chicago, IL
Ladell Johnson- Chicago, IL
Lori Johnson- Massage Envy Tinley Park Joliet, IL
Melanie Johnston- Corner Studio Salon Pekin, IL
Adrienne Jones- A Sharp Effect Salon Peoria, IL
Charmaine Jones- Hairillusions Corp Plainfield, IL
Marie Jones- Oak Park, IL
susan Jurasz- Sues Style Plainfield, IL
Sandy Kadiiri- Studio SLK Evanston, IL
Jane Kamradt- Janes hair salon Morris, IL
Larry Kane- Jonathan Kane Salon & Spa Flossmoor, IL
Autumn Kariott- Plainfield, IL
khanthamone Kate- Salon Anovin inc, Carpentersville, IL
Ana Kelly- SmartStyle Lebanon, IL
Michele Kielbasa- Bertucca Salon Stickney, IL
Mary Kilroy- Oscars Hair Salon Rolling Meadows, IL
Gail King-Gordon- Moving Forward Chicago, IL
Mary Klein- Edge Studio Henry, IL
Traci Kleinaitis- Makeup And Hair By Traci Lockport, IL
Snezana Kljajic- Nena Inc Chicago, IL
Gina Knezevich- Mario Tricoci Chicago, IL
Debbie Knight- Cutting edge Robinson, IL
Karen Knox- Style & Grace Skin Care Greenville, IL
Alexander Knudsen- Salon SEN Chicago, IL
Kelly Koch- Cut Loose Auburn, IL
Nancy Kolodziejski- Burbank, IL
Casey Koonce- Greenville, IL
Sarah Kornoski- Carol Stream, IL
Ilene Kossof- Teddie Kossof Salon Spa Northfield, IL
Rachel Kostal- Brookfield, IL
Dawn Kovak- Crystal Lake, IL
Melody Krigbaum- Pekin, IL
Dragana Krstic- Wilmette, IL
Jody Kruse- Town & Country Tanning and Styling Salon Mackinaw, IL
Maryann Kuehl- Pure beauty Streamwood, IL
Patricia Kuster- KM Hair Works & Spa Springfield, IL
E. LUTHER- Forest Park, IL
Madison LaBuda- Appt-Only Oswego, IL
Megan LaLonde- Fromm International Hampshire, IL
Jennifer Lacy- Crestwood, IL
Sanchez Larry- Gifted Hands Beauty Bar Chicago, IL
Veronica Larson- Elgin, IL
Dana Laska- The Twisted Shears Greenville, IL
Tracy Latek- New Lenox, IL
Joni LeGrand- LeGrands Hair and Lashes Studio Hutsonville, IL
AaronT LeSure- Aaron's Tonsorial Lounge Aurora, IL
Natasha Lee- Hair Designs by Natasha Tk Lee Chicago, IL
Stacy Lee- Stacy Lee Ever Westchester, IL
Deborah Leggett- Virden, IL
Bobbi Leonard- Charleston, IL
Dana Lerch- State Beauty Supply Riverton, IL
Tangela Lester- Tangela’s Level Up Lockport, IL
Iris Leverett- seven strands hair salon Peoria, IL
Evelyn Levin- Scissors edge salon Des Plaines, IL
Malgorzata Lewczuk- Salon675 Skokie, IL
Laura Lewis- satisfaction beauty salon Chicago, IL
Robert Lewis- Chicago, IL
Vicki Lewis- Virden, IL
cynthia Leyva- hairclub Schaumburg, IL
Crystal Lidster- Effingham, IL
Nic Lirely- Fringe the salon Carbondale, IL
Melissa Lithila- Simply lovely salon Quincy, IL
Jennifer Litzau- QNails Pingree Grove, IL
Valerie Lombard- Sine Qua Non Salon Chicago, IL
Jamie Long- HouseCuts Virginia, IL
Kristen Loper- Ricci Kapricci Salon Chicago, IL
Beth Loster- Belport Parlour Chicago, IL
Cindi Lotz- Saint Peter, IL
Whitney Love- Whitneys Love Nail Bar Oswego, IL
Leah Lussem- Mount Prospect, IL
Kanetha Lyke- Lyke Your Image LLC Chicago, IL
Rebecca Lynn- Mad Styles Mason City, IL
Tanya M.Hatchett- Chicago, IL
Hannah Mae- Chicago, IL
Randi Makaras- Huntley, IL
Shelly Malizola- Allure designs in Beauty Libertyville, IL
Hollie Mallaney- Braidwood, IL
Eligah Mancha- Bang! Salon Chicago, IL
Heather Marshall- H&M Hair Chronicles Chicago, IL
Kim Marsili- Viziato Salon Cherry Valley, IL
Samoia Martin- Anointed Esthetics Matteson, IL
Carol Martorano- Mount Prospect, IL
Jackson May- Chicago, IL
Leigh McCaffee- The Hair Room Springfield, IL
Kathleen McCarthy- Studio 305 Salon Lockport, IL
Amanda McClary- Dominic Michael Salon Alton, IL
Rebecca McComb- Sanitary barber shop Morris, IL
Sue McCormack- Chicago, IL
Stephenie McDevitt- Stephs Styling Salon Rochester, IL
Kenya McDonald- Cosmopolitan Chicago, IL
Anne McDonough- AM Beauty Salon Chicago, IL
Amanda McGinnis- Mira Salon Spa Dekalb, IL
Kathryn McNerney- La Grange Park, IL
Christine McKenzie- Opulent | Geneva Batavia, IL
Stephanie McLemore- Stephanie J Elmhurst, IL
Nicole McNerney- Algonquin, IL
Pamela Mccgill- Virden, IL
Kelly Mcmorrow- Corpo bello Peoria, IL
Karen Meeks- Shear Perfection East Peoria, IL
Kimberly Melton- Allure Salon Loves Park, IL
Justine Mendel- Feraline Studios Sycamore, IL
Alberta Mendoza- Alberta Mendoza hair especialist Vernon Hills, IL
Mary Metscaviz- Awesome Nails Grayslake, IL
Tiffanny Micek- Lombard, IL
Alyssa Milburn- Springfield, IL
Ivana Miles- Bolingbrook, IL
Carol Milkins- Salon DaVinci Mokena, IL
Beverly Miller- Tranquillity Spa & Wellness Center St. Charles, IL
Breah Miller- The Shamp Room Grayslake, IL
Danielle Miller- Tre Bella Salon Lombard, IL
Julie Miller- Just Julie's Mattoon, IL
Elizabeth Miner- Abbey Road Studio Hair Salon Woodstock, IL
Randie Mingus- On The Brink Salon Rockton, IL
Christin Mitchell- Lasalle, IL
Latasha Monden- H&M Hair Chronicles Chicago, IL
Genie Mooney- Cuba, IL
Barbara Moore- State Beauty Supply of a Quincy Quincy, IL
Rita Moore- Shear Paradise Clinton, IL
Mandi Moran- Lady M Hair Rolling Meadows, IL
Krystal Morgan- Bolingbrook, IL
Barbara Mosak- Arete Salon & Spa Palatine, IL
Debora Murphy- Cut Curl & More Le Roy, IL
Jaralynn Murphy- Salon6 Mcleansboro, IL
Michele Musgrove- Chicago, IL
Nancy Nanni- The Hair Raizor Peru, IL
Bozena Napieracz- Bozenas hair salon Roselle, IL
Murad Nasra- Upscale Male Geneva, IL
Stacey Nasra- The Umsalon Corp Geneva, IL
Michael Nass- Indira Salons spas Chicago, IL
Mary Nathan- Hair By Xperience Chicago Heights, IL
Ashlee Neer- Ashlee Neer Ipava, IL
Ethel Nelson- Chicago, IL
Stacey Nicholson- Yorkville, IL
David Noll- Sin Qua Non Salon Chicago, IL
Danielle Norman- Danielles hair studio llc Bolingbrook, IL
Mara Notbusch - Clarendon Hills, IL
Dayna Nurnberg - Chic Beauty Boutique Hometown, IL
Sharon Nykaza - Sazakyn Orland Park, IL
Rebecca OSullivan - Your Brow Girl Westchester, IL
Phyllis Oladipupo - Hands of love skin and nails Chicago, IL
Courtney Oliver - Bliss hair design Clinton, IL
Dilek Onur-Taylor - Dilek Onur-Taylor Orland Park, IL
Leansie Ortega - Joliet, IL
Brittany Osenkarski - Hair with Britt Ottawa, IL
Gina Otero - Roosters men's grooming center Park City, IL
Lauren Ottley - Lauren Ottley Lisle, IL
Sarah Owano - Salon Owano Joliet, IL
Dwight Paino - Crown Kings Barbershop South Holland, IL
Lisa Park-Dunbar - Eye candy salon Chatham, IL
Karen Parker - Algonquin, IL
Lauree Parker - Bijoux Hair Boutique Paxton, IL
Meara Paset - Nails by Meara Mokena, IL
Rashmi Patel - Beauty concepts Salon and Spa Des Plaines, IL
Twyanna Patrick - NuBginNs Natural Hair and Wellness Chicago, IL
Tionna Pauli - Hair by Tionna Peoria Heights, IL
Heather Paxton - My Time Day Spa Alton, IL
Stephanie Pegues - Panache Hair Designs, LLC Elmhurst, IL
Jennifer Perdue - Details Nail Salon Bloomington, IL
Amanda Perez - The Beauty Vault, LLC Chicago, IL
Cynthia Perez - Platinum salon and spa Bloomingdale, IL
Lauren Pesyna - Hairbyle Ottawa, IL
Emily Peters - Evanston, IL
Daiva Petkiene - Hair by Daiva Wheeling, IL
Cindy Petric - Cindys custom clips Braidwood, IL
Dina Piazza - The Wild Hair Lake Villa, IL
Leah Picek - Leah's Locks La Grange Park, IL
Rachel Picek - La Grange Park, IL
Diana Pickett - Evolve Salon Elkhart, IL
Kelly Piotrowski - Ann Ryley Studio Chicago, IL
Stephanie Pisano - East Bank Club Lockport, IL
Carolyn Plunkett - Totally Teasi' Virden, IL
Carrie Poker - Creations By Carrie Montgomery, IL
Bethany Pollastrini - Chicago, IL
Tanya Popp - Blo Blow Dry Bar - Chicago Chicago, IL
Leslie Porter - Chicago, IL
Natasha Postles - Normal, IL
Michelle Potvin - Fringe A Boutique Salon Lombard, IL
Nunzia Pranzo - Chicago, IL
Ronald Price - RP SALON AND SPA Chicago, IL
Denise Provenzano - Zano Salons Naperville, IL
Erika Quinones-Rayfus - Great Clips Villa Park, IL
Michelle Rappelt - Chicago, IL
Danell Ratcliff - Lux Studio Morton, IL
Diane Reed - DollFayce Beauty Chicago, IL
Caitlin Shroba- Morris, IL
Benjamin Simkins- Bleach Chicago, IL
Claudine Simmons- Chicago, IL
Brenda Sims- Parkview Beauty Salon Pana, IL
Dr. Sims- Chicago, IL
Leianne Skodacek- Salon Zara Elgin, IL
Donna Slagle- Amazing Touch Schaumburg, IL
Sarah Smart- Stella Doro Salon Bloomingdale, IL
Anjee Smith- Anjee Salon Orland Park, IL
Gloria Smith- Virden, IL
Megan Smith- Batavia, IL
Phil Smith- Perfect Touch Salon Chicago, IL
Daphne Smock- Metamora, IL
Rona Spano- Darien, IL
Enjoli Sparks- Sophia Brandon Boutique salon Dolton, IL
Lori Speller- Chicago, IL
Molly Spencer- Chicago, IL
Stacia Staples- b'You Salon Inc. Dixon, IL
Gayle Starks-Fickas- Girard, IL
Lakenya Stevens- Cotton Candy Nails Chicago, IL
Spassimir Stoitzev- Bless Massage & Spa Rosemont, IL
Ronna Stolte- Blue Mound, IL
Laura Stone- , IL
Kathy Streblo- Hair By Kathy Crestwood, IL
Cindy Surber- Pawnee, IL
Sarah Swaar- Mason City, IL
Andrea Swanson- Taylor Stevens Salon And Spa Algonquin, IL
Steven Swanson- Taylor Stevens Salon West Dundee, IL
Taylor Swanson- Taylor Stevens Salon , IL
ANTHONY TUZZOLINO- IDesign Salon & Blowdry Bar Elmhurst, IL
Birda Tackett- Totally Teasing Virden, IL
Ines Taormina- Hair by Ines Gurnee, IL
Judy Tatum- Colour perfection by Judy Rockford, IL
Mary Taylor- Virginia, IL
LaTonya Teplan- Hair By LaTonya Lombard, IL
Aaron Thomas- Manito, IL
Karla Thomas- Chicago, IL
Aisha Thompson- Aisha Jaha Beauty-Wellness, LLC Blue Island, IL
Tara Thompson- Liquid glamour nails Morton, IL
Vicki Tilton- Fox & Hounds Hair Studio Bloomington, IL
Dolores Tolbert- O'Fallon, IL
Mary Tongren- Studio M hair salon LLC Peotone, IL
Claire Tourtoukis- Claire Does Hair Evanston, IL
Courtney Trame- The Cutting Edge Breese, IL
Ellen Troutman- High Maintenance Channahon, IL
Abby Trucks- Virden, IL
Jakina Tyler- Springfield, IL
Melanie Tyszko- Tr's chic Salon Hillsboro, IL
Jen Ujiyiye- Jenshair Buffalo Grove, IL
Michael VanHorn- Studio HG Freeport, IL
Katie VanZandbergen- Elmhurst, IL
Deanna Vaughn- Esthetic Technology Group Chicago, IL
Jen Vollmer- Beauty By Jenvo Belleville, IL
Sabrina Volpe- Beau Geste Hair Studio Ltd St. Charles, IL
AZARAH. WATTS- Azarah's Skincare Chicago, IL
Ana Wagner- Ana's Hair Studio Crestwood, IL
Karla Walker- Richton Park, IL
Marylon Walker- Virden, IL
Heather Walters- Virden, IL
Wendi Ward- Hair by Wendi West Peoria, IL
patti Ward- Kao Willow Springs, IL
Dawn Warner- Dawn Warner Chicago, IL
Kenneth Washburn- Bartlett Barbers Barbershop Elgin, IL
Dihanna Washington- TheeHairBar Chicago, IL
Tiffany Washington- Chicago Heights, IL
Patricia Waugh- Hair directors of Illinois Ltd. Island Lake, IL
Kimberly Well- Pawnee, IL
Laura Wernimont- Lauras Hair and Nail Studio Downers Grove, IL
Keely West- Virden, IL
Amanda Whelan- Studio.19 Hoffman Estates, IL
Kimberly White- So Vain Salon Chicago, IL
Megan White- karma salon Stonington, IL
Sherri White- Girard, IL
Steve Whitmer- Manito, IL
Eric Wieczorek- Chicago, IL
Victoria Wilkey- Vicky's beauty salon Streator, IL
Tandria Williams- H& M Hair Chronicles Palatine, IL
Breitanya Williams- Innovations Design Academy Canton, IL
Cassandra Williams- Chicago, IL
Cassandra Williams- Chicago, IL
Janine Williams- Aurora, IL
Keyata Williams- Chicago, IL
Shirley Williams- House of Styles Chicago, IL
Angela Williamson- Girard, IL
Jessica Wilson- Salon448 Itasca, IL
Mari Wilson- Mari at JALOS Rochester, IL
Paul Wilson- Art + Science Glenview, IL
Bethany Winter- Lumos Nox Salon Oswego, IL
Kathryn Wirth- Lucette Holistic Salon and Boutique Rockford, IL
Kinga Witek- Kinga West
Breitanya Williams- Innovations Design Academy Canton, IL
Cassandra Williams- Chicago, IL
Cassandra Williams- Chicago, IL
Janine Williams- Aurora, IL
Keyata Williams- Chicago, IL
Shirley Williams- House of Styles Chicago, IL
Angela Williamson- Girard, IL
Jessica Wilson- Salon448 Itasca, IL
Mari Wilson- Mari at JALOS Rochester, IL
Paul Wilson- Art + Science Glenview, IL
Bethany Winter- Lumos Nox Salon Oswego, IL
Kathryn Wirth- Lucette Holistic Salon and Boutique Rockford, IL
Kinga Witek- Kinga West Chicago, IL
Jessica Withers- Springfield, IL
Akina Wizzle- Huetiful Chicago, IL
Susan WooleyLaws- Salon Sevhn Chicago, IL
Sherri Worthington- Aurabella salon and day spa Tinley Park, IL
Glea Worthy- MANE Attraction Chicago, IL
Andrea Wrona- Perfect Day Salon and Spa Joliet, IL
Michael Wyszynski- Hair by mikee Bolingbrook, IL
K Yelve- Chicago, IL
Andreas Zafiriadis- Salon Buzz Chicago, IL
Audra Zaggia- Color Your Locks Belleville, IL
Malgorzata Zalejski- Pure Harmony Day Spa Streamwood, IL
Mariah Zamora- Lash Manifestation Stickney, IL
Lisa Zander- Zanos Salon Plainfield, IL
Giana Zavala- Beyond the mirror suite Montgomery, IL
Colleen Zicher- Schaumburg, IL
Debbie Zimmerman- Hair cuttery Rolling Meadows, IL
Mary Zwirowski- Tipz N Toez, Ltd. Bolingbrook, IL
Stella babington- Great clips Waukegan, IL
Betty breidecker- Columbia, IL
Amanda brostek- Amor Bellezza Chicago, IL
Fay buchmiller- Absolutely you salon Troy, IL
Betty corcoran- Shear Excellence South Elgin, IL
Tamera crowe- Becoming you Crete, IL
Maria ferraro- New esquure barber salon Chicago, IL
abraham garcia- casanova salon Chicago, IL
michelle girkin- Bolingbrook, IL
Jennifer gray- Hair by jenn Hanover Park, IL
Laura harris- Arlington Heights, IL
Taylor harris- Blue Island, IL
Michelle harrison- Blissfully beautiful Freeport, IL
kathy hickrod- spa bleu West Dundee, IL
angela incandela- Tocco d arte Lake Barrington, IL
Ashley jackson- Blades hair and nail salon Lincoln, IL
Cari johnson- Roselle, IL
dragan kljajic- Chef@ Home Chicago, IL
Vicki korte- The Gallery Salon & Spa Springfield, IL
teddie kossof- Teddies Hairdesigner99 inc Glenview, IL
Lyni laFayette- Kim's salon and spa Gurnee, IL
vivita lejina- Wave of Lake company Chicago, IL
Peter lu- Peter lu salon Chicago, IL
Dennis malec- Karmal llc dba sportclips Lake Zurich, IL
Janice malmberg- Elmwood, IL
Erica markert- Wacked hair salom Mount Sterling, IL
carolyn mcintyre- Reflections Hair Salon Genoa, IL
Donna mcphee- Salon 9nb Chicago, IL
jaime milloy- Jaimemilloy hair Design Lombard, IL
Debra mineee- Beauty & Beyond Chicago, IL
Panagos papageorge- Steven Papageorge salon Buffalo Grove, IL
Steven papageorge- Steven Papageorge salon Evanston, IL
tracy pifer- Tracy Pifer Salon Plainfield, IL
Gabrielle rantisi- Life styles salon Peoria, IL
Sarah reyes- Meraki spa salon Sterling, IL
Nicole robinson- Flossmoor, IL
k Skin reytburd- Katrina salon and spa Geneva, IL
melissa rojek- Headquarters Bartlett, IL
jennifer rowe- Bella chez salon Salem, IL
lisa shor- Buffalo Grove, IL
Andi solomon- Buffalo Grove, IL
Katelyn taylor- Kustom cuts Mendon, IL
marla washburn- The Cutting Room Blue Mound, IL
Iman watkins- Elgin, IL
Brooke welch- mission essential barbershop Mascoutah, IL
Sarah yannias- Salon 441 Lombard, IL
Jennie zayas- Chicago, IL
Pamela Adema- Woodridge, IL
Paula Aguilera- Reflections Hair Studio Vlg Of Lakewd, IL
Leticia Alvarado- Magnolia salon Montgomery, IL
Noel Baker- City buzz Swansea, IL
Feti Batoya- Bukes Salon Spa Clarendon Hills, IL
Ashlee Bialeschki- Bouffant Salon Urbana, IL
Sarah Brady- Chelsea Parker Salon Chicago, IL
Angie Bridgewater- Danville, IL
KAILEI CHAMPOUX- Plainfield, IL
Samantha Carter- Salon Sa-Treice LLc Fairview Heights, IL
Luz Ciupeiu- Lucys salon Arlington Heights, IL
Tracy Cleary- Hairs What’s Happening Peru, IL
Maureen Conb- Salon 95 Tinley Park, IL
Megan Corrigan- ulta Plainfield, IL
vita Cortes- Family Image Bolingbrook, IL
China Crocker- Beauty by China Jade Bolingbrook, IL
Rosemary Cybulski- Elgin, IL
Kara Davis- Springfield, IL
Sarah Deaderick- Chicago, IL
Haley Dendler- Haley's Salon & Extension INC. Tinley Park, IL
Samantha Dennis- Fantastic Sams Alton, IL
Jamie DiGrazia- Logan Parlor Chicago, IL
Kellie Diaz- Tricoci University of Beauty Culture Elgin, IL
Casey Endsley- Atlanta, IL
Karin Erickson- Salon Sur De Soi Evanston, IL
Pamela Erwin- Decatur, IL
Lauren Foran- Thrive Salon and Spa Monticello, IL
Nicole Foster- Phoenix Salon Rockford, IL
Pamela Fox- Fox Hair Inc. Chicago, IL
Stacy Frano- McHenry, IL  
Hillary Frost- Breese, IL  
Chasity Fry- Chop shop Fairfield, IL  
Jacqueline Galati- Honey Hive Salon Chicago, IL  
Erin Giltner- The Blend House Chicago, IL  
Christopher Griffie- United Barbers Hillside, IL  
Jen Griffin- Jen Griffin Scales Mound, IL  
Holly Guy- Decatur, IL  
Jacqueline Guzman- Infinity Salon Montgomery, IL  
Usama Haddad- Usama Hair Design Chicago, IL  
Sandy Hartrich- Sandys Sainte Marie, IL  
Alexis Heidkamp- Lotus Salon Wheaton, IL  
Laura Hill- Pro-Scissions Salon Steger, IL  
Nikki Hilton- Blazed salon and spa Effingham, IL  
Karla Homering- Lockport, IL  
Kaetlyn Hubbard- Bryant Miller Salon Bloomington, IL  
Brooke Humble- Brooke & Co. salon Morton, IL  
Danielle Ireland- Robinson, IL  
Brandi Jackson- Donna’s Barbershop Alton, IL  
Patrice Jackson- Jaxon Studio Chicago, IL  
Diana Jaglowski- Orland Park, IL  
Lissa Jones- Meraki spa salon Rock Falls, IL  
Jenny Kawecki- Jenny K’s Hair Studio Highland Park, IL  
Mary Kendzora- Studio 164 inc Crystal Lake, IL  
Melissa Kierl- Salon 780 Algonquin, IL  
Kayla Klobe- Siren salon Chicago, IL  
Kimberly Kisley- Company Bliss Aurora, IL  
Elizabeth Koerten- Ben E Salon Spa Barrington, IL  
Rebecca Krase- Meraki Salon Antioch, IL  
Kerry Kristensen- Shorewood, IL  
Anastasia Lalla- Hare&Co Chicago, IL  
Gretchen Le fever- Eden by Gretchen Joliet, IL  
Lori Leger- Rantoul, IL  
Katrina Lewis- Aviston, IL  
Jamie Long- HouseCuts Virginia, IL  
Ana Lopez- Marengo, IL  
Lynn Lowery- Scissor Hands Oak Lawn, IL  
JAMIE MCNABB- cut loose Spring Grove, IL  
Diana Manock- Sandra ross salon Tinley Park, IL  
Lisa Marotta- Brookfield, IL  
Sara Masemore- Wildflower Hair Studio LLC Roscoe, IL  
Gretchen Mattingly- This Is It Hairstyling Ottawa, IL  
Felicia McClain- Tint Salon and Spa Chicago, IL  
Margaret Michelsen- HeadQuarters Salon & Spa of Woodstock Woodstock, IL  
Jay Miller- Hair Party Chicago, IL  
Catrice Moore- Hair 4 U Salon Chicago, IL  
Mary Muzivoreva- Happy nails boutique Chicago, IL  
Sandy Myers- Bloomington, IL  
Tatanisha Nelson-Ward- Anisha K Official Tinley Park, IL
Laura Patis- Hair Designs by Laura Elk Grove Village, IL
Edward Pill- Jandee Lake Villa, IL
Sally Pitner- Mount Prospect, IL
Janet Rabig- Scissor Happy Hair Studio Algonquin, IL
Mary Renollet- Normal, IL
Allen Roberts- Robert Allen Salon Cortland, IL
Krysta Rojas- Base Salon Chicago, IL
Judy Rospenda- Downers Grove, IL
Noemie Rubio- Carta Blanca Corp Berwyn, IL
Elise Rucci- Chicago, IL
Angie Ryan- Angie's Springfield, IL
EDWARD STEINBEIGLE- Chicago, IL
Tina Salerno- James Anthony Salon Oak Park, IL
Leanna Schmelzer- 2nd St Studio Aledo, IL
Norma Sizzo- Sizzo's Hair Designs Forest Park, IL
Giannoula Sklavos- Joanne's hair design Niles, IL
Margaret Smalec- Pearl Beauty Hair Des Plaines, IL
Gloria Smith- Virden, IL
Nanci St John- Art of Hair Machesney Park, IL
Erica Stamps- EtaJJ Beauty Bar Blue Island, IL
Spassimir Stoitzev- Bless Massage & Spa Rosemont, IL
Maria Tamburino- Hillside, IL
Mary Taylor- Virginia, IL
Jeorjia Toliver- Jeorjias Olney, IL
Doy Tuma- Waterloo, IL
Travis Underwood- Taylor Reese salon Libertyville, IL
Teresa Valentine- Teresa Valentine Mclean, IL
Hope Vandiver- Cuttin Up Bridgeport, IL
Tennie Vazquez- Styling with Tenny Joliet, IL
Lorrie Villano- Salon elite and spa Hoffman Estates, IL
Daniele Williams- Collinsville, IL
Catherine Wilson- Hair Design by Cathy Peoria, IL
Kinga Witek- Kinga West Chicago, IL
Kristen Witte- Roberta Williams Salon Streamwood, IL
Susan Woodruff- Envy salon and spa Rockford, IL
Brenda Zampaglione- Designs by Brenda Collinsville, IL
Rasmia abulsheikh- Taylor Hair dezign Morton Grove, IL
Joseph chlebeck- Sine qua non salon Chicago, IL
georgina diaz- nails by gina Chicago, IL
michelle girkin- Bolingbrook, IL
leanne holmes- Elmhurst, IL
colleen jones- Chicago, IL
Tarik khribech- Ck studio salon Chicago, IL
Janet lewis- SURGEsalon Lombard, IL
grace longe- Powder Room Salon Glenwood, IL
Christine melchert- Mount Prospect, IL
Kelley morse- Red cottage salon and soa Palatine, IL
lisa santoyo- Hairss Where Its At North Aurora, IL
maureen stenson- Chicago, IL
Abdulmasih warda- La Mode Hair Design&Spa Glenview, IL
Daniel williamson- Montgomery, IL
Rachel williamson- Carolyn Lorraine Salon Montgomery, IL
JoAnn Ailes- Westville, IN
Anna Allman- Anderson, IN
Liz Anderson- Greenwood, IN
Shelly Antrobus- Shelly Antrobus Carmel, IN
Kaylee Atencio- New Palestine, IN
Michelle Atkinson- Shear Envy Wabash, IN
Amber Azpeitia- Amber's Hair Studio Hobart, IN
Shannon Baker- Indianapolis, IN
Elizabeth Baron- Liz Baron LLC Fort Wayne, IN
Laura Bauer- Laura Bauer pf Cuttin Loose Hair Salon Indianapolis, IN
SaBrina Berry-Taylor- Kokomo, IN
Dr. Bey- FNB Hair Replacement Specialty Salon LLC Indianapolis, IN
Elaina Bibler- Dappered Man Brownsburg, IN
Holly Bokon- Nicholas j salon South Bend, IN
Maxine Boles- Supercuts Noblesville, IN
MJ Bowers- Just Teasin Alexandria, IN
Jenny Bowlin- Ciao Bella Salon Jeffersonville, IN
Ciara Boyd- Clipzone salon & spa Anderson, IN
Carla Boyles- The Salon Professional Academy Evansville Boonville, IN
Julie Brendel- JULE'S SALON + BOUTIQUE Evansville, IN
Christina Brown- Blooming Skin Care & Acne Clinic Bloomington, IN
Alise Buchmeier- Kitsch'n Beautician Beauty Munster, IN
Ann Buraczewski-Taylor- Mishawaka, IN
Lynterria Burks-McClury- Beautique 8 Hair Studio Whitestown, IN
Kelly Burris- Ctry Clb Hgts, IN
Miriam Busz- Urban Gypsy Indianapolis, IN
Chad Butler- Shannon Aleksandr's Salon & Spa Evansville, IN
RAFAEL COLEMAN- R&R BARBER AND BEAUTY SALON Indianapolis, IN
Nydia Calderon- Hand & Foot Spa La Porte, IN
Kala Callahan- Hair Today Campbellsburg, IN
Joni Cameron- Joni's hair zone Anderson, IN
Dondra Campbell- A Point Of Beauty Fort Wayne, IN
Amber Cannon- Uniquely beautiful styles Elwood, IN
Heather Carlson- Heather Carlson Kewanna, IN
Ashley Carter- CRYSTALCUTZ BEAUTY SALON Kokomo, IN
Amanda Catron- Ctry Clb Hgts, IN
Marissa Cave- M'Aaron's Hair Design French Lick, IN
Jessica Cedeno- Jessica Cedeno Martinsville, IN
Christine Centers- Criss Cross Hair Designs Peru, IN
Megan Chandler- Studio 107LLC Spiceland, IN
Chris Charvat- Charvat Designs Fort Wayne, IN
Christel Cheesman- Christel's Beauty Boutique West Terre Haute, IN
Damika Clark- Pretty On Purpose Avon, IN
Carrie Clover- Kokomo, IN
Michelle Cody- M Cody designs Brownsburg, IN
Yemina Concepcion- Serenity Salon and Spa Hobart, IN
Kim Conolly- Kim Conolly Makeup and Hair Stylist Warren Park, IN
Mark Coomer- Chd Columbus, IN
Jennifer Coverdale- Clayton, IN
Katheryn Coverdale- Shadeland, IN
Sara Criswell- Paradise Parker City, IN
NATASHA DAVIS- Trimz on a Whim Indianapolis, IN
Maureen Davidson- Hair Doctor Maureen Noblesville, IN
Brittani Decker- Evansville, IN
Patsy Delaney- Delphi, IN
Cynthia Demaree- Treasured Sisters Madison, IN
Margarete Disque- MarDon Salon Bloomington, IN
Marti Doering- Stylemakers Bloomington, IN
La Donald- Styles By Tonya D Gary, IN
Sonia Dunbar-Stancombe- nicholas j salon & spa South Bend, IN
Katrice Eggleston- Rock Vous Belle Valparaiso, IN
Terra Ellis- Studio Twenty Two Boonville, IN
Barbara Elmore- Barbara@ Nikkis Salon Terre Haute, IN
Heather Emerick- Medusa hair design Elwood, IN
Stacey Erickson- Indianapolis, IN
Sarah Eve- Sarah Eve at Salon Lofts Plainfield, IN
Cindy Ewert- Fort Wayne, IN
Jessica Fessel- Vincennes Beauty College Vincennes, IN
Jason Finley- Anderson, IN
Kyra Finley- Middletown, IN
Rebecca Finley- Rebecca at Medusa Frankton, IN
Eric Fischer- Great clips Portage, IN
Tania Forgey- House of Cuts Elkhart, IN
Darryl Forrest- DPSTYLES Noblesville, IN
Hope Frank- Studio at the Terrace New Palestine, IN
Adelia Franklin- Kay's beauty realm Hammond, IN
Karen Frazier- Accents on 45th Munster, IN
Joshlyne Freeman- Jazzy Face And Gloss Indianapolis, IN
Jozanna George- Bedazzled Nails & More Indianapolis, IN
Lisa Gerardot- G&G Hair Gallery Butler, IN
Cassie Gilpin- Color Me Happy Columbus, IN
Lillian Gnat- sportclips Pendleton, IN
Allyssia Gormely- Medusa hair design Anderson, IN
Susan Granacki- Hair Gallery Michigan City, IN
Kim Granger- Kim's Uniquely You Connersville, IN
Nikki Grubb- Vincennes, IN
Julie Hanauer- Julie hanauer Warsaw, IN
Stacy Hancher- Stacy Hancher Pendleton, IN
Brooke Hancock- Anderson, IN
Malynda Hardy- Indianapolis, IN
Lynn Hare- Cut N Curl Elwood, IN
Hoyette Hawkins- SUITE Serendipity Beauty Shop LLC Elkhart, IN
Susan Hays- Mccordsville, IN
Susan Heimann- Headquarters East Columbia City, IN
Linda Henderson- Blessed Hands Salon Indianapolis, IN
Barry Herndon- Shear Madness Bluffton, IN
Bert Herring- West Lafayette, IN
Allison Hersey- Shapes and Shades Salon Richmond, IN
Lisa Hickerson- Sharp Images Salon New Albany, IN
Elizabeth Hofmann- Lafayette, IN
Olivia Hudson- Scissors To You Merrillville, IN
Ann Hughes- Sassys Salon Delphi, IN
Tara Hutchens- Hair Divine Plainfield, IN
Cierra Isabel- Cierras Beauty & Care LLC New Haven, IN
Pamela Jamison- Accents Hammond, IN
Melissa Jeffers- Savvy Chic Salons Crawfordsville, IN
Nicole Jones- Orleans, IN
Stephanie Jones- NJS Whitestown, IN
Lisa Keeler- Fort Wayne, IN
Brandy Kerr- Anderson, IN
Kiara King- Kay's Beauty Realm Hammond, IN
Sherry Kirkpatrick- Hair express INC. Portage, IN
Sherri Knepper- Evansville, IN
Justine Knight- Bombshell studio 25 Evansville, IN
Michaela Koestler- Kiss Kiss Bang Bang Salon Westfield, IN
Madison Kowalkowski- Ctry Clb Hgts, IN
Denise Kraft-Leonard- CurlupandDye Indianapolis, IN
Radine Kretlow- HairPorte La Porte, IN
Angela Kusare- Makangels Beauty Salon Greenwood, IN
Kim LaGrange- Sassys salon Derby, IN
Corey Lackey- Lackeys Barbershop Gary, IN
Ali Lane- Fort Wayne, IN
Ashley Lane- Salon lofts Indianapolis, IN
Crystal Lane- Clipzone Anderson, IN
Emily Latimore- Salon Diva, IN
Kayla Lee- Hair by Kayla Lee Whiteland, IN
Lora Litzenberg- Scizzors Hair Salon Woodburn, IN
Amberly Lopez- Delaware Blu Salon and Spa Indianapolis, IN
Jeremy Luter- Jae Luter Barbering Co. LLC Gary, IN
The Mae- The Mae Indianapolis, IN
Jessi Mahan- Capelli Style Hartford City, IN
Kendra Maikranz- Attractions Beauty Salon Princeton, IN
Paul Malicoat- Middlebury, IN
Cameron Mann- Fiesta Salon Indianapolis, IN
Sheila Manson- Beauty Marks Bloomington, IN
Mikaela Margush- Lafayette, IN
Stacey Marlow- Krome Salon Muncie, IN
Glenn Marocco- Glenn Marocco inc Indianapolis, IN
Jessica Martinez- great clips Columbus, IN
Kelli Mayne- C Clips/Great Clips New Castle, IN
Sarah Mays- Metamorphosis Salon Palmyra, IN
Kim McNamara- Studio 23 Rensselaer, IN
Tijuan McNeil- Thairapy Kokomo, IN
Valarie McTigue- artemis color lounge and lifestyle studio Delphi, IN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Salon/Studio</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dawn Medina</td>
<td>Dogwood Salon</td>
<td>Fort Wayne, IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traci Mendez</td>
<td>Blades Hair Design</td>
<td>Fort Wayne, IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan Merrill</td>
<td></td>
<td>Auburn, IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Miller</td>
<td>Salon Sucasa</td>
<td>Fort Wayne, IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janine Miller</td>
<td>Meraki Salon, LLC</td>
<td>Fort Wayne, IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joan Miller</td>
<td>Logansport, IN</td>
<td>Fort Wayne, IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Mills</td>
<td>Rachel at Medusa Hair Design</td>
<td>Anderson, IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawn Minnich</td>
<td>Fort Wayne, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Mitchell</td>
<td>Clipzone Anderson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elisia Modglin</td>
<td>Smart Style Muncie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristin Montgomery</td>
<td>beauty room Columbus, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laci Moore</td>
<td>The Palms Salon and Day Spa Anderson, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sue Moore</td>
<td>MDG/Salon Studio Carmel, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivian Moore</td>
<td>Mitchells Salon &amp; Day Spa West Harrison, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Murdock</td>
<td>Sandra Murdock Anderson, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabitha Myers</td>
<td>Tangles Goshen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kacey Nance</td>
<td>Gypsy Soul Elwood, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Nealy</td>
<td>The second look salon New Albany, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyan Neuendorf</td>
<td>Hair By Dyan Logansport, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngockhanh Nguyen</td>
<td>Nguyen Nails Evansville, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawn Niemann</td>
<td>Niecos Salon Princeton, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holly Novacich</td>
<td>Josef &amp; Maris Salon Schererville, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tammy Noyes</td>
<td>Fort Wayne, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darlene Oconnor</td>
<td>David's Hair And Styling Salon Jasper, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misty Olson</td>
<td>Salon Sage LLC Crown Point, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Olson</td>
<td>Creative dezigns Granger, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maggie Ornberg</td>
<td>Bloomfield, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Padilla</td>
<td>Hair cuttery Hobart, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Parham</td>
<td>Evansville, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy Patterson</td>
<td>Dye Hard Salon Greenwood, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joe Phelps</td>
<td>Joseph's Salon Dana, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betsy Phillips</td>
<td>Greencastle, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidney Phillips</td>
<td>Clipzone Salon and Spa Middletown, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Markita Philpott</td>
<td>Great clips Lanesville, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brookanna Picket</td>
<td>Ahead of Hair Crawfordsville, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Plummer</td>
<td>The Nail Techie Kendallville, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Popp</td>
<td>Downtown Style New Albany, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Porter</td>
<td>Malibu Wellness, Inc Indianapolis, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlene Prendergast</td>
<td>Organix Hair Studio Lowell, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Prewitt</td>
<td>bladez hair dezine Seymour, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Randolph</td>
<td>Amanda's Studio Salon Goshen, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindy Ravellette</td>
<td>Sprucin Up Salon Vincennes, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Reagan</td>
<td>Studio 5th and Mane Richmond, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Reeves</td>
<td>Advanced Aesthetics &amp; Wellness Studio Fishers, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy Rezvani</td>
<td>5th Avenue Signature Salon Bedford, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean Rice</td>
<td>Summit salon academy Anderson, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlene Riegel</td>
<td>Hair Magic II Danville, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittney Rizen</td>
<td>The Hair Bar Evansville, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenda Robbins</td>
<td>InTouch SalonSpa Fort Wayne, IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Jessica Roberson - The guys place Fort Wayne, IN
Karen Robinson - Hair Dynamics Lafayette, IN
Kristen Roland - Hair and lashes by kristen lea Knightstown, IN
Tamera Salmons - Tangles Salon & Spa Fort Wayne, IN
Charla Saloane - CueHairSpa Indianapolis, IN
Julie Sartore - Hair Solutions Princeton, IN
Cassandra Saxon - Dark Horse Hair Co. Indianapolis, IN
Cheryl Schaefer - Styles Inc Fort Wayne, IN
Brooke Scharlau - American Wildflower Salon Madison, IN
Catina Schneider - NJS Zionsville, IN
Jennifer Schwegman - Mitchells Salon Guilford, IN
Deninasharp Sharp - Alisadore Beauty Salon Indianapolis, IN
Marchelle Sherry - Dark Horse Hair Co. Indianapolis, IN
Garry Shuler - Shulers Tattoo & Piercing Parlor Warren, IN
Heather Small - Fantastic Sams Vincennes, IN
Janice Smith - Clip Zone Anderson, IN
Jeanetta Smith - Great Clips Columbus, IN
Shannon Smith - Posh Kokomo, IN
Sierra Smith - Summit Salon Academy Kokomo, IN
Kimberly Smyrnis - Kimberlys Salon Indianapolis, IN
Buffy Snyder - Creative Hair Design Columbus, IN
Jan Sroufe - Shear Envy South Whitley, IN
Mary Stancombe - Nicholas J Salon South Bend, IN
Alesia Steele - Indianapolis, IN
Gabrielle Stepp - Beauty In Motion Mobile Salon Indianapolis, IN
Rita Stevens - DeWeese Design Salon Inc Indianapolis, IN
Lindsey Swaim - C&z co Bristol, IN
Shari Sweeney - Indianapolis, IN
Tara Tackett - The Beauty Asylum Bedford, IN
Lindsey Terrell - Miracles Salon Paoli, IN
Alexis Thomas - CosmoSIS Beauty West Lafayette, IN
Tia Thomas-Coleman - Cumberland, IN
Chris Valavanis - Vanis salon Munster, IN
Ananda VanNatter - Kokomo, IN
Amanda Vogelsang - Mitchells salon and day spa West Harrison, IN
Paula Walton - Beyond The Mirror Clarksville, IN
Mayling Wash - Hammond, IN
Vanessa Weddell - Witch Hazel Salon Plainfield, IN
Kristen Welch - Precision hair designs Batesville, IN
Rebecca White - Indianapolis, IN
Billie Wilbourne - Monticello, IN
Elizabeth Wilkins - Lovely by Liz Washington, IN
Sabrenda Williams - Indianapolis, IN
Lisa Wills - InTouch Salonspa Leo-cedarville, IN
Ashley Wilson - Delphi, IN
Mazilyn Wilson - Artemis Color Lounge and Lifestyle Studio Shadeland, IN
Amber Wingler - Clarksville, IN
Nichole Wright - Nichole Wright Hair Design, LLC Westfield, IN
Shazia Zaidi - Thread n brow Dyer, IN
William Zemaitis- Elevation 138 Fort Wayne, IN
Stormy baecher- Chateau villa Fishers, IN
Denise beach- Delphi, IN
Darcey bell- Accents Dyer, IN
Billie bowling- Great clips (betmar) Spencer, IN
Christine conner- 2 Blondes Salon Greenfield, IN
Roxann cook- RoxyZ Salon Lawrenceburg, IN
Lisa gatesy- la Mode 607 Columbus, IN
Alyse grostefon- Vincennes, IN
dawn harris- hair by harris Kentland, IN
Kelly humphrey- studio 242 Indianapolis, IN
Angela hyde- Fort Wayne, IN
Arletha Jones- Salon 333 Indianapolis, IN
Erin jubril- Artemis Color Lounge and Lifestyle Studio Delphi, IN
Jamie Kemp- New Palestine, IN
Jennifer lauer- Jen rose hair studio Whiteland, IN
Vanessa Pen- Marion, IN
Anna walker- Razors edge hair studio Sullivan, IN
Andrea wall- The design studio Poland, IN
Mark weibel- Vs Barbershop Martinsville, IN
Lisa welty- Great lengths by lisa Leesburg, IN
Catherine Akinrinmade- Catherine's Salon Highland, IN
Cherilyn Anderson- Posh Indianapolis, IN
Milena Andric- Studio 4 Salon Saint John, IN
Jeffrey Baer- Positive Image Rising Sun, IN
Connie Barker- Nashville, IN
Brooke Bewley- southern Teased Danville, IN
Julie Brendel- JULE'S SALON + BOUTIQUE Evansville, IN
Yvonne Bretzinger- Shear Designs Inc De Motte, IN
Dawn Brock- De' Tangled Hair Design and Spa Zionsville, IN
Yolanda Brown- Yolanda Brown Indianapolis, IN
Cheyenne Buchanan- Blush Beauty Bar Greenwood, IN
Maythe Castillo- Indianapolis, IN
Tara Chamberlain- Impressions Salon South Whiteland, IN
Ali Elmore- Springville, IN
Lisa Feller- Lawrenceburg, IN
Susan Feller- Styles & Shades Hair Salon Noblesville, IN
Chastity Fogle- Positive Image salon Dillsboro, IN
Kasey Gaff- Hairapy Whiteland, IN
Diana Grace- Greendale, IN
Rodgeann Griffin- Hair by Rodgie Bloomington, IN
Joel Hearth- Bloomington, IN
Stephanie Herrell- Allure Salon Peru, IN
Susie Higgins- Aurora, IN
Dickie Jackson- Greendale, IN
Debbie Jayne- Positive Image Inc. Aurora, IN
Bonnie Kelley- Batesville, IN
Jennifer Kennedy- J.Nicolle Salon & Spa Floyds Knobs, IN
Nicole Kennedy- Nicole Kennedy Anderson, IN
Loretta Keys- Crawfordsville, IN
Justine Knight- Bombshell studio 25 Evansville, IN
Cari Ludington- Terry Abner Salon Valparaiso, IN
Brittney MacNeill- Meraki Beauty Lounge, Ilc Hebron, IN
Andrea Marine- Westfield, IN
Amanda McFarland- Salon1006 Greenfield, IN
Brook Meinika- Brook & Co Salon Columbia City, IN
Terri Meredith- The Hair Depot Gentryville, IN
Liesel Nicholson- Bloomington, IN
Maximiliano Olivarez- The Forum Hair Salon South Bend, IN
Cindy Patrick- Leo-cedarville, IN
Laura Patton- K&A design group , IN
Carrie Peoni- Hello Hair Studio Indianapolis, IN
Connie Percifield- Columbus, IN
Holley Peterson- Headliner Gas City, IN
Lori Plew- The Root Hair Salon Guilford, IN
Latisha Price- Xalting Xtensions Merrillville, IN
Brenda Ramirez- Diamante Beauty Salon Goshen, IN
April Roberts- Salon De Elegance Greenfield, IN
Martha Schick- Bloomington, IN
Verlena Schoolcraft- Styles N Smiles Family Salon LLC Noblesville, IN
Karen Scudder- Carmel, IN
Jaime Sensor- Jaime Sensor Salon Dyer, IN
Melissa Shortridge- Unique Salon & Tan Clinton, IN
Sheila Sparrow-Hearth- Hair International Day Spa Bloomington, IN
Lucinda Thibeault- Just Lucy ! Fort Wayne, IN
Jami Thomas- Fort Wayne, IN
Scott Thompson- Aurora, IN
Susan Thompson- Aurora, IN
Amy Wehlacz- Indianapolis, IN
Emma Williams- Indianapolis, IN
Janet bianco- Haircuttery Lake Station, IN
Donna combs- Salon at the Crossing Westfield, IN
Stacy howe- Martinsville, IN
Jennifer olenick- Hair international Bloomington, IN
Angela Albin- Signatures Marion, KS
Karla Alejos- The Hairloom Topeka, KS
Kristin Allred- Trimmers Wellsville, KS
Kristen Anaya- Bangz Hair Salon Kansas City, KS
Ajay Arora- Kansas City Clippers, Inc Overland Park, KS
Mandi Avila- La Vita Salon Suites Overland Park, KS
Debbie Bearden- Debbie Bearden Lenexa, KS
Heidi Beatty- Salon Gratto Kansas City, KS
Valerie Biggs- Wichita, KS
Janet Birdsong- Olathe, KS
Charlotte Birk- Lenexa, KS
Andrea Blubaugh- Wichita, KS
Alison Breen- Beyond the Fringe Wichita, KS
Sherry Briwn- Hair Solutions By Sherry Wichita, KS
Ashli Brooks - Wichita, KS
Molly Brown - Hutchinson, KS
Ashly Brundige - Beauty Boost Skincare & More Moundridge, KS
Janelle Bunney - Janelle's Cut and Tan Arma, KS
Amanda Burda - The Hair Shop Downs, KS
Keri Byers - Fringe Marysville, KS
Maria Cain - The Look Hair Studio Wichita, KS
Sarah Caleb - Hair by Sarah Caleb Topeka, KS
Olivia Carrasco - Hair By Olivia Carrasco Wichita, KS
Rosemary Carson - Flourish, a Salon Derby, KS
Sara Carson - SaraCarson Parsons, KS
Shanna Chavez - Topeka, KS
Celia Chin - Ricos at the Salon Wichita, KS
Amber Christenson - SalonCentric Wichita, KS
David Clark - KCFD Overland Park, KS
Jayme Clark - All the Rage Studios Hays, KS
Kevin Cline - Ada, KS
Patricia Coc - Great Clips Overland Park, KS
Kristen Coleman - Kristen @ Source Salon & Co. Wichita, KS
Chelsea Davis - Cldavishair Towanda, KS
Felicia DeSpain - Wichita, KS
Theresa Delgado - Wichita, KS
Kevin Doehring - Par Exsalonce Overland Park, KS
Kendall Doherty - Archery of KC Olathe, KS
Karen Dyer - The Gallery Hutchinson, KS
Abby Easter - Andale, KS
Carla Ehrlich - Headspin salon Salina, KS
Stephanie Fields - stephaniesthetics Prairie Village, KS
Stacey Floyd - The Perfect Touch Wichita, KS
Jessica Frailey - Wichita, KS
Adrienne Fry - SalonCentric Hutchinson, KS
Maggie Gilmore - Wichita, KS
Paula Gluck - Wichita, KS
Erin Goniea - Strandz Newton, KS
Alice Greenlee - Siebers Palace Liberal, KS
Nicole Gust - Wichita, KS
Eden Gwinner - Manestream Salon Ellsworth, KS
Darla Harklau - Hair Care ETC Topeka, KS
Crystal Harper - Wichita, KS
Deidre Harris - Deidre's Hair Studio Overland Park, KS
Rosaland Harris - Suite Concepts Wichita, KS
Hollie Haskins - Session Salon Westwood, KS
Lakeisha Heard-Webb - intangible Inches llc Olathe, KS
Jenny Heide - La Belle Vie La Cygne, KS
Anita Heidrick - Posh Beloit, KS
Joanie Helget - Jolie Amie Wichita, KS
Melani Heston - Shear Country Topeka, KS
Amber Hill-Fischer - Ambers Salon & Day Spa Sharon Springs, KS
Michele Hillrichs - Studio 1 dba Michele Hillrichs Ozawkie, KS
Natalie Hinkin- Wichita, KS
Nicole Holder- Branded Beauty Leona, KS
Crystale Holley- Xpressions Abilene, KS
Amber Howard- Derby, KS
Jennifer Howell- Above the Collar Salon and boutique Osawatomie, KS
Brooke Ice- To Due For Basehor, KS
Rachel Jckett- Chanute, KS
Chelsie Jandrakovic- Urban Routine Wichita, KS
Jennifer Jones- Wichita, KS
Jael Kahre- Wichita, KS
Courtney Kennedy- Wichita, KS
Jennifer Kingsbury- Hair Graphics Smith Center, KS
Ciny Kuestersteffen- The Gents Place Wellsville, KS
Morgan Lampson-Waugh- Urban Routine Wellness Center Wichita, KS
Angela Lang- Hair By Angela Andover, KS
Ruth Lange- Wellsville, KS
Melissa Larue- LaRue Artistry Wichita, KS
Andrew Lee- Lawrence, KS
Eriel Lewis- Relentless Salon Hugoton, KS
Angie Locks- Derby, KS
Krystle Lockwood- sport clips Wichita, KS
Lindsay Lowe- Platinum & Company Manhattan, KS
Jenny Lynn- Fort Scott, KS
Lillia Macomber- Wichita, KS
LaVonna McAlister- Color Studio Lawrence, KS
Shawn McClanahan- Blondells Salon and Day Spa Salina, KS
Tammy McClernon- Hair Craft Inc. Wichita, KS
Hali McCord- H&Co. Salon El Dorado, KS
Wilma McCune- Shawnee, KS
Kim McIntosh- Crave Beauty Academy Wichita, KS
Brandi Meyerson- Independence, KS
Nancy Molloy- Molloys Beauty Salon Lenexa, KS
April Narvaez- Hair Connection Wichita, KS
Kari Neilson- Stockton, KS
Amy ONeal- Sportclips, KS
Ellen OHarara- Parsons, KS
Ruth Olberding- SalonCentric Topeka, KS
Kristine Olmstead- Hairspray Winfield, KS
Danielle Patterson- Headrush Salon Wichita, KS
Kelly Penner- A Little Off The Top Peabody, KS
Cheryl Pierce- Studio L Shawnee, KS
Tayve Potts- The Wild Side salon Pittsburg, KS
Kelly Powell- bijin salon & spa Prairie Village, KS
Jaime Pratt- Studio 11 Hair and Beauty Wichita, KS
Vicky Reed- Hair by Vicky Shawnee, KS
Shannon Reinert- Hair Cutting Company Newton, KS
Simone Reinhardt- Eric Fisher Salon Wichita, KS
Kristin Rexwinkle- Coffeyville, KS
Vicki Reyes- Overland Park, KS
Holly Reynolds- Holly Reynolds Esthetics Studio Overland Park, KS
Maria Rivas- The Face Place Wichita, KS
Jo Roitman- Wellington, KS
Chelsea Rude- Salon Spice Shawnee, KS
Ashley Rupp- Derby, KS
Kiley Rupp- Antonino, KS
Lauren Russell- Salina, KS
DIXIE SUMMERS- Dixie Kutz Haircare Eudora, KS
Dawn Scheuerman- Great Bend, KS
Lexie Schneider- The Beauty Bar Great Bend, KS
Angel Siler- Solomon, KS
Jeffery Slusher- Leavenworth, KS
Belinda Snyder- J Salon Manhattan, KS
Bobbie Solko- Beautilicious by Bobalicious Larned, KS
Mallory Stein- Hair eclips Great Bend, KS
Heather Sumner- The Halo Room Topeka, KS
Calandra Sumpter- Dvine Connections salon Overland Park, KS
Warren Tandoc- Wichita, KS
Denise Tappendick- Hair Solutions by Denise Salina, KS
Penny Tuckel- Paisley&Stripes Lawrence, KS
Karen Turley- Shawnee, KS
Jake Tyler- Beloit, KS
Megan Vanderhagen- Chop Tops A Hair Company Leawood, KS
Xai Vang- Shawnee, KS
Amber Wallace- Wichita, KS
Joanna Waughtal- The Design Studio Salon Wichita, KS
Lindsey Webb- The Sunroom Studio Topeka, KS
Ava Wedel- Thairapy Salon El Dorado, KS
Lynda Whipple- Overland Park, KS
Betsy Witt- Wilder Society Salon & Artistry Wichita, KS
Kathy Witt- Derby, KS
Kristi Wood- Beautiful You By KW Overland Park, KS
Natasha Wood- The N Nail Studio LLC Galva, KS
Brittany Wright- The Wright Hair Salon Pomona, KS
Rebecca Young- Rebecca @ Bank Barbers Topeka, KS
Shanna Zimmerman- Wichita, KS
Betty Zogg- SalonZ Wichita, KS
Nancie albritton- Stem hair and body salon Lawrence, KS
Schrene davis- Paul Mitchell The School Wichita, KS
tegan spatz- Wichita, KS
oliver steinnagel- Oliver’s Hair Salon Overland Park, KS
Sandra Barber- Sunsetters Salon Atchison, KS
Melissa Bland- Main St. Salon & Spa Garden City, KS
Amy Bouska- Topeka, KS
Christa Bruce- Whirled Hair Design Topeka, KS
Keri Byers- Fringe Marysville, KS
Marc Carroll- Marcus Jon Studio Wichita, KS
Amber Easum- Knotty Salon Oskaloosa, KS
Karen Galbraith- Retired Wichita, KS
Erin Goniea- Strandz Newton, KS
Phillip Gray- Chop Tops KC MO Kansas City, KS
Ryann Hill- Lifespa Olathe, KS
Cynthia Holopter- Chop.Tops Hair Company Shawnee, KS
Ember Hughes- Lenexa, KS
Nicole Ireland- Nicole Ireland Studio Olathe, KS
Gina Kuntz- Hairtiques Abilene, KS
Stephanie Little- Lansing, KS
Richard Mendoza- Hair-Em Salon Wichita, KS
Julie Parret- Salon Thairapy ICT Wichita, KS
Kristin Reynolds- Shear Mania Derby, KS
Claudia Schurr- Ednas Beauty Shop Osborne, KS
Amanda Smith- Manda at Allure Salon Studios Manhattan, KS
Diana Smith- Smith House Hair Olathe, KS
Janet Tylicki- JJs Hair Design Shawnee, KS
Jolene Westerman- JM Salon, Inc. Mcpherson, KS
Julia Wilkens- Julies Cut Above Manhattan, KS
Melodie allen- Main Street salon and spa Garden City, KS
Melissa skidmore- Mulvane, KS
connie suss- bijin salon and spa Prairie Village, KS
Amber Alexander- Prospect, KY
JoBeth Appleby- JoBeths Beauty Shop Mortons Gap, KY
Heather BYERLY- Align Hair Artistry Louisville, KY
Stephanie Bailey- Fort Mitchell, KY
Lisa Beggs- Lisas Hair Port Barlow, KY
Emily Bender- Attractions Hair Design Maceo, KY
Terri Bertrand- Beauty With a Twist By Terri Lexington, KY
Dana Bibb- Elite Styling Studio Louisville, KY
Chastity Bland- Hairplay Salon Shepherdsville, KY
Brittany Bobbitt- Bak 4 More Studio Lexington, KY
Latasha Booker-White- Tashas Head To Toe Louisville, KY
Jay Brasher- Great Expectations Paducah, KY
Kendall Brookbank- Industry Salon Newport, KY
Regina Brown- Gina’s Creative Touch Studio Hopkinsville, KY
April Bryant- Attractions Hair Design Lewisport, KY
Denise Burns- Fantastic Sams Louisville, KY
Amy Busch- Pure salon spa Louisville, KY
John Cambron- Affinity Louisville, KY
Janet Cardwell- Franklin, KY
Sara Carey- Shelbyville, KY
Josette Carpenter- Covington, KY
Mike Carter- Posh Salon and Spa Lexington, KY
Leah Cave- Meadowbrk Frm, KY
Angi Chance- Salon Louie Louisville, KY
Sonia Collett- Static Hair Salon London, KY
Sandra Collier- Ciao Bella Salon Louisville, KY
Suzanne Currie- Salon Beck Covington, KY
Sarah Curtis- Beauty For Ashes salon Madisonville, KY
Elizabeth Daugherity- BaK 4 More Studio Sadieville, KY
Madison Davis- Lexington, KY
Tara Dix- State Beauty Supply of Supply! Louisville, KY
Jill Dowell- Elizabethtown, KY
Stacey Drury- attractions hair design Lewisport, KY
Janie Eads- Shepherdsville, KY
Trina Eaton- Tangles Hair Salon Franklin, KY
Cedric Edmonds- The Cutting Point Barber Shop Russellville, KY
RoRo Ehle- Louisville, KY
Yohana Elliott- Gypsy Strands Barber Shop Louisville, KY
Mindy English- Elizabethtown, KY
Laura Fallon- Affinity Louisville, KY
Laterese Fields- Eye candy salon Louisville, KY
Dezaray Franke- Fantastic Sams Pleasure Rdge, KY
Joshua Gambrell- Wolf & Ryan Lexington, KY
Elizabeth Gauthier- Lexington, KY
Lorna GayKirby- Franklin, KY
Grace Gill- Hillview, KY
Deanna Gregory- The Salon Bleu Lexington, KY
Tontalene Grundy- Elizabethtown, KY
Jody Hamilton- Omag Salon & Spa Louisville, KY
Jazzalyne Harlin-Perez- BaK 4 More Studio Lexington, KY
Paula Hart- Today's Image Beauty Shop Ashland, KY
Lauren Haydon- Uptown Salon Springfield, KY
Ashley Hayes- Beauty Pros Salon Shelbyville, KY
Nickie Henderman- Salon Louie Louisville, KY
Britany Henderson- Serenity Spa Elizabethtown, KY
Katie Henderson- Nicholasville, KY
Jacqueline Hinkle- Bak 4 More Studio Nicholasville, KY
Sandra Holland- Head Liners Salon & Spa Radcliff, KY
Heather Holthouser- Envy Us Salon Elizabethtown, KY
Holly Jett- PDH SALON Louisville, KY
Alan Jones- Alan's Hair Studio Louisville, KY
Joan Kaiser- Louisville, KY
Michelle Keijner- Josephs Salon and Spa Louisville, KY
Amanda Kerr- The Hair Den Salon Alvaton, KY
REMONICA LEAVELL- Foxy cuts Road, KY
Anjanette Lacks- Melrose place Worthington, KY
Pamela Lambert- Leigh @ Illusions Murray, KY
Stacia Lance- Wolf & Ryan Salon Lexington, KY
Leslie Lei-Sam- Platinum salon and spa Glasgow, KY
Stephen Lentini- Gentlemens Cut Prospect, KY
Robert Lippert- Frankfort, KY
LeAnn Malin- Serenity Spa Louisville, KY
Jacqueline Mashni- Bak 4 more hair studio Lexington, KY
Lindsey Matheny- Lexington, KY
Kimberly McCarley- Kalon Glam Studio Bowling Green, KY
Ashley Mcleod- Glamorous Spalon Benton, KY
Kenneth Meade- Salon Two:Thirteen Covington, KY
Susan Mefford- Susan E's Skin Care Lexington, KY
Elsie Meredith- Crisscuts Hair Designs and Boutique Cave City, KY
William Mersch- M-Class Clippers, LLC dba Great Clips Villa Hills, KY
Bruce Messer- Bruces Hair Classics Middlesboro, KY
Greg Miley- insignia salon Lexington, KY
Sarah Mink- Mitchell's salon and Day Spa Park Hills, KY
Jill Minks- Louisville, KY
Faith Murphy- Faith Murphy LLC Alexandria, KY
Kristen Nethaway- Louisville, KY
Katie Noel- BaK 4 More Studio Lexington, KY
Ashlee Overton- Walton, KY
Elizabeth Patrick- Beauty by Elizabeth Covington, KY
Jeannie Patrick- Beauty By Jeannie Dry Ridge, KY
Tricia Payne- Elizabethtown, KY
Shelby Peach- Owensboro, KY
Betty Pedigo- Bj and Company Franklin, KY
Eddie Picklesimer- Paintsville, KY
Steven Porter- Steven Porter Hair LLC Louisville, KY
Barbara Pound- Louisville, KY
Mary Pound- Serenity Spa Louisville, KY
Heather Rahner- Jazz Salon Louisville, KY
Pamela Rice- Pam Rice Bowling Green, KY
Robyn Roberts- Prospect, KY
Meagan Rose- Meg's Studio Louisville, KY
Brenda Russell- Hair Studio Salyersville, KY
Maryanne Salleng- Salt salon and spa Mount Washington, KY
Chavon Sanford- G G Illustration Salon LLC Frankfort, KY
Alexandra Schmaltz- Hair by alex at one sweet salon Walton, KY
Kristin Schott- Wilder, KY
Dana Settles- Creative Concepts Hair Salon Louisville, KY
Tomeka Shelton- Lux Salon Louisville, KY
Joyous Shepherd- Hollywood.hair.and.spa@gmail.com Coldiron, KY
Shawnna Shepherd- Hair Professionals II Erlanger, KY
Adria Simms- Shear Anointing Louisville, KY
Connie Smothers- Connie's Hair Boutique Corbin, KY
Trish SoRelle- Independence, KY
SoSavvy SoStaci- SoSavvy SoChic Cave City, KY
Andrea Stopper- Louisville, KY
Pamela Stumbo- Prissy P's Beauty Salon Paintsville, KY
Monica Taylor- Taylorsville, KY
Katie Tepe- Doubletakesalon Fort Wright, KY
Stephanie Thompson- Salon Muse La Grange, KY
Beth Tolle- Independence, KY
Nikki Trowell- Shelbyville, KY
Lisa Vibbert- Sulphur Well Historic District, KY
Heather Warra- Remix Salon Louisville, KY
Laura Watkins- Pure Salon Spa Louisville, KY
Lori Weaver- New Looks Mayfield, KY
Regina Webb- Regina Webb Salon and Spa Bowling Green, KY
Demisha Webster- Sow salon and spa for the Disabled Louisville, KY
Shavon Weisenberger- Shavons Salon Irvington, KY
Maria Whalen- JoAnns Hairstyling Dayton, KY
Karrie Whybark- Benton, KY
Denise Willinger- Serenity Spa Louisville, KY
Jena Wilson- Bowling Green, KY
Terri Woodall- A Cut Above Mount Vernon, KY
Ashley Wright- Parlour hair studio Elsmere, KY
Kevin Wright- Covington, KY
Allison burns- pure salon spa Louisville, KY
Barbara cartier- Posh Lexington, KY
Chelsea jones- Ultimate look salon Beaver Dam, KY
Debra mcmanan- Louisville, KY
Tammy Blythe- MainStreet Barbershop Edmonton, KY
Victoria Brown- Vicki’s Cuz Hadley, KY
Ashley Cochran- Rock Paper Scissors salon Williamstown, KY
Susan Cockrell- LeChic Designs London, KY
Derina Doolin- A Cut Above Hair Salon Warsaw, KY
Joseph Ewing- Hairlines Campbellsville, KY
Kim Fiorelli- Hairpeace Salon Hebron, KY
Rhonda Fulkerson- Rhondas wild hair salon Utica, KY
Brittany Grant- Halfway, KY
Heather Hill- Catlettsburg, KY
Traci Kennedy- XO the salon Lexington, KY
Angela Killen- Head 2 Toe Hair Salon Auburn, KY
Marsha Koening- Korner kuts Butler, KY
Grace Leon- Grace Leons Park Regency Salon Owensboro, KY
Ann Marshall- Intrigue Salon Lyndon, KY
Adrienne Mason- Glamorous Xpressions , KY
Marita Mauricio- Pelgen- Villa Hills, KY
Silvia Rice- Burlington, KY
Sophia Rosado- Hair Affair Bowling Green, KY
Teresa Smith- Urbanchickboutique Newport, KY
Ishita Sodhi- Franklin, KY
Lisa Suiter- Lisas Hair Design Paducah, KY
Lynn Trimpe- Studio ’79 Erlanger, KY
Margaret Wagner- Insignia Lexington, KY
Emily Walton- The Steel Magnolia Russellville, KY
Holly Watkins- Holly’s of Rockwood Russellville, KY
Marcella combs- Planet Salon Lexington, KY
Autumn hays- vintage Studio Salon Mount Sterling, KY
diana sowder- Mane Cuts Cynthiana, KY
William still- Bellefonte academy of beauty Flatwoods, KY
Monica Abshire- Deans beauty salon Youngsville, LA
Brittany Afkarian- BE Event Makeup and Hair Slidell, LA
Sasha Ahart- Parisparker Salon & Spa Baton Rouge, LA
Brandy Alleman- Bronze Beauty Bar Rayne, LA
Deshell Allen- Talk of the town Vacherie, LA
Angelique Arcuri- Luxury Studio New Orleans, LA
Hope Armelin- A Touch of Hope Charenton, LA
Sheila Assets- Liquid assets Baton Rouge, LA
Malcolm Baggett- Angles salon Baton Rouge, LA
Susan Bailey- Denham Springs, LA
Lorenzo Baker- Righteous Cuts Alexandria, LA
Shannon Barry- Lafayette, LA
Jennifer Baudier- Bella Style Salon Slidell, LA
Ashlee Besse- The Red Scissor Amite City, LA
Jaida Blackwell- Trust the Touch Beauty Salon New Orleans, LA
Tira Bland- Charnelltira hair studio Belle Chasse, LA
Rebecca Boatner- Beccaboo Bunkie, LA
Crystal Bodenheimer- Crystal Bodenheimer (Crystalbeautybee) Terrytown, LA
Denise Boe- Studio B Paulina, LA
Dawn Bond- Dawn's Beautique Addis, LA
Randolph Bossier- Beauty is New Orleans, LA
Ryan Boudoin- Ryan Michael Salon New Iberia, LA
Tracery Boughton- SalonTracery llc Covington, LA
Alyssa Bourg- Essential Salon and Nail Spa Westwego, LA
Mary Boutte- Bloom Salon New Iberia, LA
Jennifer Boutwell- Salon Sanity Gretna, LA
Katherine Bowen- Spa Estheva Colfax, LA
Nicole Branch- Nikki Da Nail trapper LLC Chalmette, LA
Jaime Breaux- Aesthetics By Jaime Lafayette, LA
Laurie Bridel- Shreveport, LA
Sophie Bridel- Shreveport, LA
Kathy Brouillette- Mirror Image Salon etc Alexandria, LA
Kimberly Broussard- ON, A Hair Studio New Orleans, LA
Beatrice Brown- Georgies GirlsLLC Abita Springs, LA
Cynthia Brown- Cynthias Hairworks Jonesville, LA
Jennifer Brown- Ruston, LA
Monique Brown- Monroe, LA
Ashley Bruno- City of Stylez Church Point, LA
Christy Burris- Dba Christy Burris Ponchatoula, LA
Christy Cagley- 3185726794 Shreveport, LA
Thomas Centanni- Beauty is New Orleans, LA
Taylor Chaisson- New Orleans, LA
Charlotte Chavez- Luling, LA
Kiley Cheramie- The cutting cottage Lockport, LA
Jill Chiasson-Cantrelle- Covington, LA
Kellye Clark- HeadLinea Oak Grove, LA
Kirsten Cockerham- Aspirations Salon Ruston, LA
Brandy Comeaux- Duson, LA
Brooke Comeaux- New Iberia, LA
LaTanya Conerly- Queens Palace New Orleans, LA
Harriett Cortez- New Orleans, LA
Casey Cotita- Salon 7 twenty 3 West Monroe, LA
Heather Credeur- Beauty Loft Breaux Bridge, LA
Lena Crenshaw- Evolve Hair Studio llc Laplace, LA
Natalie Crosser- Salon Prism Denham Springs, LA
Danette Cruz- Mirror Image Salon Alexandria, LA
Ami Daigle- Mes Amis Cheveux Salon & Spa Sulphur, LA
Monica Daigrepon- Southern Roots Deville, LA
Christian Davis- The Luxe Look Salon LLC Baton Rouge, LA
DeEtte Denette- Cuttin Up w/DeEtte Basile, LA
Becky Deroche- Just US Hair Gallery Houma, LA
Rebecca Desormeaux- Madalynn Cole salon Lafayette, LA
Michelina Deterville- New Orleans, LA
Angie Devillier- Angie's Beaute' Centre' Church Point, LA
Greg Dodge- Hair therapy inc. Dry Prong, LA
Hope Doughty- The Best Stop Barber Shop Chauvin, LA
Victoria Douglas- Cosmetologists Shreveport, LA
Amber Dunning- Amber Dunning Marrero, LA
Terry Eggleston- Hats Off Salon Harahan, LA
Tanya Ellsworth- ImageMakers Beauty Salon New Orleans, LA
Veronica Faircloth- Endless Summer tanning and hair salon Shreveport, LA
Jasmine Fleming- Jazzdbyjai New Orleans, LA
Anna French- Christine Marie's the salon Slidell, LA
Breanne Gardner- Pollock, LA
Cherell Garner- Unique Vision Beauty and Barber LLC Slidell, LA
Tina Gautreau- Tina G hair studio Lafayette, LA
Erica Germain- Hair by Erica Destrehan, LA
Sidney Gibson- Salon at Spa Belleza Alexandria, LA
Cristina Giglio- Brushed Nola New Orleans, LA
Judth Gill- Judy Sulphur, LA
Lynn Glaze- The Salon LLC New Orleans, LA
Kendon Grant- Starting Lineups Barbershop Bogalusa, LA
Brandie Guerra- Keithville, LA
April Guidry- Hollywood nails II Rayne, LA
Shann Guidry- Changez salon Maurice, LA
Charles Guzman- Pure Energy Hair Kenner, LA
Amy Hagan- Salon Dejion Leesville, LA
Christine Harper- CMHarper Inc Pearl River, LA
MARY Harst- University haircutters Lake Charles, LA
Eliza Hebert- Jills Hairem Breaux Bridge, LA
Katie Hebert- Katie Hebert @ Just Us Hair Gallery Houma, LA
Carla Hester- Salon Des Amis Lafayette, LA
Tori Higginbotham- Fields, LA
Brenda Hill- Southern Roots New Iberia, LA
Niki Ho- Number One Nails & Spa Ruston, LA
Megan Hobbs- Jim's barbershop West Monroe, LA
Angela Hoff- Haute Couture Salon Lake Charles, LA
Alexia Holmes- LuxeByLex Lake Charles, LA
Andrea Hoover- Sweet Olive Salon New Orleans New Orleans, LA
Kenny Horton- Brothers Hair Design Shreveport, LA
Sarah Hotard- The Color Bar Salon Lafayette, LA
Angelia Huglen- Perfectly Polished Day Spa Anacoco, LA
Julie Humphreys- Julie Anne Humphreys/Salon JH LLC Jefferson, LA
Brittani Irons- Westwego, LA
Eliz Jackson- Opelousas, LA
Hillary Jackson- Myegobeauty Plaquemine, LA
Tesha Jenkins- A Taste of Eden Spa Llc Kenner, LA
Anastasia Johnnie- Aamarie Hair Design Studio, LLC Lafayette, LA
Dionne Johnson- Structured Beauty by Dionne Alexandria, LA
Melody Johnson- Hair It Is Leesville, LA
Tiffany Johnson- La Nouvelle Basile, LA
Katherine Joubert- Baton Rouge, LA
Latonia Keith- MuahbySissy Shreveport, LA
Brittany Kemp- Monroe, LA
Allyson Kimble- Blessed hands salon Shreveport, LA
Kentrelle King- Kinectic Kuts Barber & Beauty, LLC Gretna, LA
JAIME LOEBNER- Mandeville, LA
Lucien Landry- Hot Locks Baton Rouge, LA
Jennifer Latiolais- Cute Cuts and more Maurice, LA
BaoNgoc Le- Bare beauty bar llc Metairie, LA
Heidi Lege- Heidi Lege Abbeville, LA
JoVerna Lewis- Short N Sassy Salon llc Harvey, LA
Tanya Lewis- Studio 1 Beauty Salon Harvey, LA
Herbert Leyton- Eyeluxe New Orleans, LA
Jeff Lindley- Thibodaux, LA
Monique Lord- Nouveau Coiffure Zachary, LA
Megan Lunz- Rocket Science Salon New Orleans, LA
Jennifer Mantura- Beauty Is New Orleans, LA
Carla Manuel- Regis Salon Lafayette, LA
Nina Manuel- LaBelle Salone Baton Rouge, LA
Arien Marks- Hot Heads Salon, LA
Camie Matthews- Kenner, LA
Brenda Mcfield- Mariposa Salon and Spa New Orleans, LA
Zia Mclarty- Gretna, LA
Randi Menard- La Palmera spa Abbeville, LA
Reiona Meon- Ellgirl New Orleans, LA
Brandi Michel- Salon Sanity Marrero, LA
Stephanie Mitcham- Southern Roots Hair Salon Haughton, LA
Anna Morgan- Leesville, LA
Rametra Mosley- Shreveport, LA
DeEtta Mouton- Valkyrie Beauty Fort Polk, LA
Vera Nagy- Sophisticated Look By Vera Opelousas, LA
Nhe Nguyen- Cecilia Nails Arnaudville, LA
Theresa Nguyen- Eversaint Salon New Orleans, LA
Nikki Owens- Southern Roots Bossier City, LA
Rachel Patton- The Wax Connection Warden, LA
Dakema Paynes- Lavished Beauty Esthetics LLC Avondale, LA
Tina Payton- Le Parc Salon New Orleans, LA
Lori Petitto- Red Scissor Salon Montpelier, LA
Stephanie Pigott- Shreveport, LA
Filo Pisati- Strands Lafayette, LA
Toni Pitre- Opelousas, LA
Chelsea Pritchard- Houma, LA
DESHANNON ROBINSON- Abundantly Blessed Beauty & Barber Salon Baton Rouge, LA
Lori Reed- Happy Nails Sulphur, LA
Jill Rhodes- J.Rhodes Hair studio Walker, LA
Shalanda Richard-Prince- FreshCuts Beauty and Barbershop Lake Charles, LA
Amber Robinson- Amber’s Chair Covington, LA
Kimberly Robinson- Brazen Color Ama, LA
Lela Robinson- Miluvly Nails XOXO Shreveport, LA
Robin Robinson- Houma, LA
Stefanie Roldan- New Orleans, LA
Laura Romero- Metairie, LA
Katherine Sandifer- Skin by Page Patterson, LA
Tanosha Saylor- Total Changes Prairieville, LA
Angie Scherer- Shear Magic Salon New Orleans, LA
Kristin Shampine- The Lighthouse salon Gonzales, LA
Emma Shankle- Embodyment Salon & Spa Marrero, LA
Kali Sigue- The Color Bar Salon New Iberia, LA
LaShonda Simmons- Twisted styles urban beauty salon Baton Rouge, LA
Marlena Smith- SimpleMakeovers LLC Lake Charles, LA
Shay Stanifer- Cinabar Salon LLC Gretna, LA
Nicky Stansbury- La Palmera Spa Abbeville, LA
Kala Steiner- Stylist Studio Pineville, LA
Charlena Steward- Charlena’s superstar Beauty salon New Orleans, LA
Angela Stewman- Divas Den Beauty Salon Baton Rouge, LA
Karmann Swank- KSwankdesigns Shreveport, LA
Renee Sykes- Thibodaux, LA
Alice Thomas- Shreveport, LA
Michelle Tranchina- St. Michel Day Spa French Settlement, LA
Miquel Veillon- Salon Reverie Ville Platte, LA
Renee Vowles- Dubach, LA
Tajaka Wade- LeMalika Salon Lafayette, LA
Cristen Wallace- Jolie Femme Hair Monroe, LA
Janine Warden- Violet, LA
Crystal Wells- Arabi, LA
Ann Williams- Metairie, LA
Bianca Williams- Nails Blessed By Beedy LLC Chalmette, LA
Crystal Williams- Motivated Styles Franklin, LA
Michelle Willis- Che bella salon Benton, LA
Sharon Wing- The Glam Squad Hair Studio Slidell, LA
Clarece Zachary- Penique Styles LLC Plaquemine, LA
Lisa amar- Hammond, LA
Nicole auger- Rusted roots salon Marion, LA
Christi austin- Pineville, LA
Rana beck- ranas hair design Shreveport, LA
Eliza brown- Elizas beauty bar Baton Rouge, LA
Rajonique byrd- The Beauty Loft 91 New Orleans, LA
Emily cambre- dye cut Salon Metairie, LA
Susan cazaux- The Best Little HairHouse in town Mandeville, LA
Tara derouen- Salon Chez Jolie Franklin, LA
Jordan fenn- Smart style Chatham, LA
Andrea Fontenot- Mirror mirror Gray, LA
Monte Garcia- The Monte Garcia salon Baton Rouge, LA
Deanna Garnett- New Orleans, LA
Sabrina Koffler- Hair and makeup by sabrina koffler Gretna, LA
Letzy Martinez- Kids Hair Etc. Metairie, LA
Kathy Matherne- Amazing Cuts and Styles Denham Springs, LA
Tien Nguyen- Essential salon and nail spa Metairie, LA
Maritza Valle- Hair loft studio New Orleans, LA
Damien Vinson- 5th St. Barbershop Gretna, LA
Amanda Ancar- Hair By Amanda Ancar Slidell, LA
Maritza Barthelemy- Maritza Barthelemy New Orleans, LA
Courtney Ball- Cuttin' Up with Courtney Hineston, LA
Christy Berry- Christy's Hair Cottage Sunset, LA
Maurice Bridges- KLIPPERHEADZ barbershop Baton Rouge, LA
Michelle Chiasson- M Chiassson at Strands Salon Breaux Bridge, LA
Danette Cruz- Mirror Image Salon Natchez, LA
Brittany D- Slidell, LA
Latousha Dorsey- Bossier City, LA
Jessica Emerson- Mandeville, LA
Tammy Foy- Slidell, LA
Timothy Goodwin- TIM G SALON Gretna, LA
Masayoh Kamara- Luling, LA
Tammy Marshall- Fantastic Sams New Iberia, LA
RyAn Naquin- RWN Studios Zachary, LA
Lisa Quarles- Dubach, LA
Brandi Riles- Expressions Salon LLC Ethel, LA
Deniese Robinson- Ms. Dee's Curl Magic New Orleans, LA
Kimberly Skains- K reations By Kim Bienville, LA
Lisa Stang- Skin Lab Slidell, LA
Jen Toups- Salon Capri Terrytown, LA
Jill Wilt- The Strand Salon LLC Ruston, LA
Francesca Windsor- Lloydwindor Mandeville, LA
Mckenzie Ziegler- Sweet Olive Salon New Orleans, LA
Trinh Doan- Mai beauty bar Baton Rouge, LA
Christina Nelson- Nola beauty Slidell, LA
Carolyn Albert- Alberta's Hairdressing Westborough, MA
Tiffany Amorosino- Bella Sante Newton, MA
Dale Anctil- Dna Hair Studio Worcester, MA
Cerily Angela- Springfield, MA
Maya Anith- Boston, MA
Maranda Arias- Prism Hair studio salon Framingham, MA
Christine Armoush- Jace Salon Seekonk, MA
Lainie Balboni- Helaine Marie Wakefield, MA
Joyce Bandara- Salon Del Linda Swansea, MA
Luisa Barbosa- Luisa's luxe hair studio Canton, MA
Angela Benjamin- , MA
Maureen Blanchard- Spa 1670 East Longmeadow, MA
Edward Blum- Makeovers Salon + Spa Easton, MA
Sandi Bonaventura- Phoenix Salon Medford, MA
Kelly Breitenwischer- Barre, MA
Angelina Brewton- Salon Nolas Gloucester, MA
Michele Burke- Mikkis Salon Sandwich, MA
Aja Carey- Rainas Haircolor Studio Swampscott, MA
Madison Carr- Salon Herdis Ludlow, MA
Heather Catherwood- Easton, MA
Silva Ciesluk- American Day Spa Framingham, MA
Laura Clark- Dennis, MA
Francesca Colvario- Somerville, MA
Michelle Cormier- Pruneau's Barbershop West Boylston, MA
Brigette Cornwell- Lenox, MA
Paul Costa- paulkennethsalon Woburn, MA
Shannon Cruz- Hair by Shannon Holyoke, MA
Stephen Cucinotta- LEquipe Personalized Hairdressing Franklin, MA
John Currao- Bella Vita salon and day spa North Andover, MA
Katie Cyr- Springfield, MA
Natalie Danylevich- Nana hair design Northbridge, MA
Gia Davis- Gichelles Hair Studio Peabody, MA
David DeRosa- Spa Nijoli & Salon Methuen, MA
Nicole DeRosa- Spa Nijoli & Salon Methuen, MA
Kesandra Dennis- Beauty by LaMujer Boston, MA
Christopher Donahue- Saugus, MA
Crystal Dube- Hair by Crystal Sandwich, MA
Virginia Eramo- INTERLOCKS, Inc. Newburyport, MA
Estefania FLOREZ- zena rose Revere, MA
Noreen Falco- Stoneham, MA
Daniela Femia- Salon glo Medford, MA
Trudy Fernandes- Ttrends salon Springfield, MA
Tim Fisk- Salon Herdis Greenfield, MA
Karen Fitzsimmons- K A Ricco Hair Design Scituate, MA
Kayley Fleming- Tewksbury, MA
Leah George- Salon Metta Methuen, MA
Taylor Gilley- Sei Bella Salon Belchertown, MA
Paige Glebus- Billerica, MA
Audrey Gonsalves- The ruby room salon Acushnet, MA
Cynthia Gonzalez- Hair on point Quincy, MA
Charles Gouveia- Salon Eva Michelle Boston, MA
Michelle Grant- Interlocks Salon + Spa Newburyport, MA
Monique Grosz- Divine Hair Design Pittsfield, MA
Priscilla Guerriero- Jolan's hair design Abington, MA
Rekha Gurung- Shear magic Franklin, MA
DANIELLE HOHMANN- Serendipity Hair Studio Saugus, MA
Sheila Hall- Lawrence, MA
Tara Hayes- Salon TAJ Scituate, MA
An Hinds- Catherine Hinds Company Woburn, MA
AnnMarie Holbrook- Amelias salon Amesbury, MA
Hayden Hudgins- Middleborough, MA
Tara Hustler- North Attleborough, MA
Anne Iannelli- Indulge Day Spa Boston, MA
Mary Jacobs- Falmouth, MA
LaVon Jean-Pierre- Liz's Haircare Billerica, MA
Liz Jensen- Easthampton, MA
Nan Johnson- West End Salon Cambridge, MA
Sharna Johnson- SBS Hair Studio Brockton, MA
Eugenia Jones- Revere, MA
Tasha Kates- Malden, MA
Jennifer Katsiaounis- Serenity Organic Hair Studio Southborough, MA
Pamela Kidder- Divine Hair Adams, MA
Sarah King- Sea Spa Salon Edgartown, MA
Sara Kurpeski- Moon Baby Hair Salon Salem, MA
Shelly Lancia- Cheshire, MA
Chyane Lane- Salon Amour Middleboro, MA
Sammy Lau- Zaza nails & spa Quincy, MA
Tara Lavertue- Ludlow, MA
Karen Lawrence- Shades Hair Design Brockton, MA
Meghan Leonard- M Salon Boston, MA
Ann Lewin- Montague, MA
Lisa Lipani- Carl Michael Salon Middleton, MA
Rachel Little- A Little Style Hair Design Salem, MA
Sharon Locantore- Cambridge, MA
Deborah Lowe- Station5 salon, inc Belchertown, MA
Alanna Lunden- Chicopee, MA
Debora Lunt- Debora Lunt hair studio Beverly, MA
Shannon Lyman- Hair by Shannon Lyman South Hadley, MA
Cindy Lynn- North Attleborough, MA
Julie Lyskey- Andrew michaels spa and salon Peabody, MA
Beth Maciorowski- Northampton, MA
Karen Maguire- Body Sense Day Spa Yarmouth, MA
Dina Maietta- Salon 187 Inc Swampscott, MA
Deborah Maloney- Great Waves Inc Duxbury, MA
Jan Marie- Bella Viaggio Salons and Spas Worcester, MA
Christina Marini- Wakefield, MA
Jennifer Martins- International designers New Bedford, MA
Shannon McCarthy- Saugus, MA
Diana Molina- Salon 16 Mane South Hadley, MA
Carol Moran- Chicopee, MA
Rain Morgan- Rainâ€™s hair color studio Revere, MA
Mark Muscatello- MjJM Salons North Andover, MA
Lesia Muzyka- Hair Flair Inc Whitman, MA
Adrianne Muzzy- Salon Experience Pittsfield, MA
Sandra Nelson- Copoli Salon Tewksbury, MA
Elizabeth Neumann- Neumann Assoc Braintree, MA
Andrea Newman- Newton, MA
Myvung Nguyen- Dep Beauty Salon Lowell, MA
Nancy Nguyen- Tip Top Nails Revere, MA
Caroline ODonnell- EclipZ Salon Belchertown, MA
Joanie Opatka- Sillon Unlimited Millbury, MA
Jennifer Owen- Bellucci Salon Boston, MA
Christine Paiva- Arlington, MA
Colleen Paiva- Boston, MA
Alexander Paulsen- Easthampton, MA
Terry Peltak- Creative Reflections Marlborough, MA
Shawnette Peterson- Boston, MA
Jeffrey Pierce- The Vault Beauty Lounge Billerica, MA
Heather Pighetti- Westfield, MA
Samantha Pike- Middleborough, MA
Marisa Pizzonia- ColorLab. Boston, MA
Danielle Powell- 1604 salon Weymouth, MA
Sheila Pratt- Images Salon Hardwick, MA
Brianna Rakoski- Calvin- Boston, MA
Karen Ricci- PRIVI Karen Ricci Salon Waltham, MA
Lauren Ridlon- Info@salonellenorwell.com Norwell, MA
Maureen Ritchie- Studio 269 Worcester, MA
Angela Robinson- Simple care Lynn, MA
Dina Robinson- Carl Michael salon Malden, MA
Sandra Rocha- Styles by Sandy Acushnet, MA
Christine Rose- 4 corners yoga + wellness Boston, MA
Lee Rudman- Prisms Hair Design Studio LLC Sudbury, MA
Cynthia Rufo- Plan b Belmont, MA
Kim Russell- En Vogue Salon & Day Spa Danvers, MA
Mary Sargent- The Experience Hair Salon Worcester, MA
Jody Scalisi- Freshie Face Spa North Andover, MA
Renee Shakour- R.g.shakour inc Worcester, MA
Steven Siclari- Changes Salon Springfield, MA
Vickey Siggers- Mattapan Food and Fitness Coalition Boston, MA
Amanda Stanley- Salem, MA
Brenda Starke- N/A Chicopee, MA
Frederick Starke- Chicopee, MA
Erica Stratton- NV The Salon Wakefield, MA
Jeanine Thibodeau- Brookline, MA
Sheri Thorpe- The Emery Board North Attleborough, MA
Kevin Townsend- Framingham, MA
Lola Trudel- Tru Creations @ Galleria Day Spa Chelmsford, MA
Kayla Valentin- Live Sharp LLC Palmer, MA
Lina Vasquez- The Color Studio by Lina Stoneham, MA
Corian Wallace- Angles Hair Design and Day Spa Mashpee, MA
Lisa Wallace- Carl Michael salon Leominster, MA
Seana Weiss- Skin Fluent Peabody, MA
Kelly White- Body Sense Day Spa Barnstable, MA
Rhaya Winsky- Signature Touch Webster, MA
Shelley Worden- Westfield, MA
Alicia Zefta- Haverhill, MA
Frank Zona- Zona Hanover, MA
Richard arminio- Richard Francis salon Ashland, MA
don bean- North Reading, MA
Lindsey blount- Northampton, MA
Elissa caissie- New image salon Billerica, MA
Stacy Carvalho - Stacy's Styles, New Bedford, MA
Maria Faria - Salon Mario Russo, Boston, MA
Sandy Halsey - Sandy's Salon and Spa, North Brookfield, MA
Rose Joachim - Rose Hair Studio, Canton, MA
Debra Joyce - Beyond Beauty, Barnstable, MA
Huy Le - V and V Nails, Burlington, MA
Nicole Michel - Hair Cuttery, North Andover, MA
Carmela Santisi - Serene Studio Sannella, Saugus, MA
Annette Thomas - Styliste Americain, Millbury, MA
Rosanna Zayas - Skin Care Professionals, Boston, MA
Kristen Araujo - Shear Inspiration Salon, Edgartown, MA
Terri Balas - Terris Salon for Men, Winthrop, MA
Luisa Barbosa - Luisa's LUXE Hair Studio, Canton, MA
Shay Bernardi - Judis Barbershop, Weymouth, MA
Bethanie Blount - Buckland, MA
Melissa Bohannon - Boho Chic Beauty, Taunton, MA
Justine Boivin - Lunenburg, MA
Joyce Burroughs - Marilee and Joyce's Hair Design, Middleborough, MA
Holly Carvalho - Somerset, MA
Lynda Chaves - LJ Studio, Taunton, MA
Wendy Chaves - Salon Trendz, Palmer, MA
Stephen Cucinotta - LEquipe Personalized, Hairdressing, Franklin, MA
Lisa Degrace - Plaza 100, New Bedford, MA
Anne DelGrande - Terrace Hair Studio, Lee, MA
Cynthia Field - Cindy's Salon, Wilmington, MA
Paula Filippi - Sereni Salon & Wellness Ctr., Hudson, MA
Anthony Gentile - SMASH LLC, Boston, MA
Andrea Gorecki - Bar Beauty@alta moda, Wilbraham, MA
Tina Guzman - Salon Cabellos, Westfield, MA
Sasha Horton - Mr. Carls Hair & Nail Design, Taunton, MA
Jamie Jacobs - Puffer's Salon and Day Spa, Ludlow, MA
Diane Jeannetti - Boston, MA
Roxann Johnson - GQ HAIR SALON, Westborough, MA
Maria Karalexis - Cynthia K Salon, Boston, MA
Debbie Kelly - Mia Bella Salon, Leyden, MA
Carmen Lombardo - Creative Expressions Salon, Lexington, MA
Sherry Magoon - Ultimate Image, Somerset, MA
Maureen Martin - Dellaria Salon, Boston, MA
Amanda McAndrews - The Parlour Boutique, Brockton, MA
Clara Miller - Manestream Day Spa, Westminster, MA
Odette Miller - The White Door Hair Salon, Braintree, MA
Arlene Murray - Hair Bella, Saugus, MA
Heather Ohalloran - Holden, MA
Jennifer Pacheco - Hair by Jennifer Jones, Fitchburg, MA
Amanda Pacitti - Bellissimo Beauty Studio, West Springfield, MA
Joy Pineo - Sea Salt Luxury Spa Studio, Barnstable, MA
Donna Preston - Woburn, MA
Judy Puffer - Puffers Salon and Day Spa, Westfield, MA
Kathy Quinlan - Four Elements Salon & Spa, Westport, MA
Justin Robey- Carbon Salon Boston, MA
Claudia Romano- Salon Innovations II Norwood, MA
Laura Rossi- Bedford, MA
Maura Santucci- La Bella Vita Salon Foxborough, MA
Charity Short- Carbon Salon Boston Quincy, MA
Donna Soares- Self employed hairstylist Dartmouth, MA
Jennifer Tawa- Jennifer Tawa Hair Design Hanover, MA
Jake Treece- Salem, MA
Muriel Underhill- The Hair Company Harwich, MA
Karen fournier- Anglez hair designldesignll Charlton, MA
nina ganci- Boston, MA
Darien nardi- Bydariennardi Warren, MA
amy thibodeau- beautini style Blackstone, MA
Wafaa Abdallah- Curlyoasis, inc. Rockville, MD
Marcus Adams- Laurel, MD
Neema Ali- Creative Artist Unite Network LLC Waldorf, MD
Natasha Allen- Hamilton Foot care Baltimore, MD
Sheila Allen- Shear Xpressions Essex, MD
Marlene Anderson- Lochearn, MD
Natasha Anderson- Gabis Hair Spa Germantown, MD
Jill Angel- Nottingham, MD
Sherhonda Austin- Garrison, MD
Jacqueline Bailey- The Hair Company Bushwood, MD
Shelly Bandy- Westminster, MD
Stephanie Baptiste- Silver Spring, MD
Michele Barnette- Pr'na Hair Spa and Wellness Havre De Grace, MD
Becky Barton- Happy Hair Salon Elkton, MD
Kaiya Bazemore- Salon D. Renee Baltimore, MD
Lisa Becker- 100 West Hair Salon Bel Air, MD
Latasha Bell- Hair by Tish Clinton, MD
Tara Belverud- Hair Force Inc Clinton, MD
Tylette Berry- Suitland, MD
Marisa Bess- Skincare Wellness by Marisa Bowie, MD
Adriane Beveridge- Adriane Beveridge ' Comb Inc. Perry Hall, MD
Diane Blades- Small Towne Styles Mechanicsville, MD
Nancy Boone- Amazing Lash Studio Owings Mills Garrison, MD
Ashley Bowens- Salon D.Renee Baltimore, MD
Laura Bowling- Lils locs Charlotte Hall, MD
Angela Boyd- JADORE COIFFURE HAIR SALON Bowie, MD
Phyllipa Boyd- Pazzion Hair Studio Lanham, MD
Jodi Bradley- Bradley Session Salon Glenarden, MD
Nicole Bradley- La Bella Skin Clinic Columbia, MD
Clairee Britt-Cockrum- LemonJelly Salon Port Tobacco, MD
Kristi Brooks- Silhouette Salon Hagerstown, MD
Phyllis Brooks- Nucci Salon & Spa Parkville, MD
David Brown- Brown LLC Clinton, MD
Heather Brown- Chesapeake Beach, MD
Martha Brown- La Chardon Salon Halethorpe, MD
Michelle Brown- Apex Hair Design Gaithersburg, MD
Patrice Brown- The Design Studio Laurel, MD  
Sandy Brown- Fine Line Hair Design Upperco, MD  
Virginia Brown- Studio of Elegance Salon Glenarden, MD  
Shantel Brunner- Randallstown, MD  
LeRachel Buffkins- Laurel, MD  
Sharron Bullock- About Beauty,Inc Bowie, MD  
Theo Burden- The Chopping Block Baltimore, MD  
Maria Butta- Tranquile Hsir & Body Towson, MD  
Jackie Byrne- Scotland, MD  
Emily Cannon- Mechanicsville, MD  
Raymond Cardillo- Tough Love Salon Severna Park, MD  
Consquilla Carey- Affordable Styles Hair Salon Baltimore, MD  
Derica Carty- Temple Hills, MD  
Kelly Casalena- Kelly's Hair Design, MD  
Monique Cephas- Lochearn, MD  
Rena Cerquetti- Nottingham, MD  
Kelly Chapin- Natural Fusion Hair Studio Frederick, MD  
Carla Chase- Pikesville, MD  
Victoria Clutts- Columbia, MD  
Tia Coles- Studio Indigo Rockville, MD  
Kelly Conner- Millersville, MD  
Fannie Cooper- Fabulous faces by Fannie Clinton, MD  
Patricia Cooper- Rufus MasterHair Studio Temple Hills, MD  
Elizabeth Cox- Bella salon and spa Hagerstown, MD  
Vivian Cross- kokohairdivas Waldorf, MD  
Jennifer Cullen- Salon Lofts Germantown, MD  
Maureen Cunningham- retired Randallstown, MD  
Gina Dabbondanza- Trends Crofton, MD  
Joyce Daniels- Joy's Perfection LLC Fort Washington, MD  
Kelly Daniels- Trends & Tresses Reisterstown, MD  
Valencia Dashiell- Valencia Dashiell Salisbury, MD  
Katherine Davis- Leonardtown, MD  
Lois Davis- Upper Marlboro, MD  
Sherritta Davis- Bnspired the Salon Upper Marlboro, MD  
Teresa Dawkins- Randallstown, MD  
Andrea DeLeon- Kao Salon Baltimore, MD  
Stephanie Dean- Shine Studio Cumberland, MD  
Lodovico DiBernardo- Shear Pleasure College Park, MD  
Charnita Dixon- Cachet Hair & Beauty Studio Uppr Marlboro, MD  
Melva Dixon- Salon BabyGirls Waldorf, MD  
Victoria Dixon- Jeanie salon and spa Chester, MD  
Sharon Donahoo- Port Deposit, MD  
Lori Donoho- Oxon Hill, MD  
Rebecca Dorsey- Baltimore, MD  
Danielle Douglas- Encore Hair Boutique Accokeek, MD  
Suzanne Dowen- Cedar Point Hair Salon Lusby, MD  
Cheryl Downs- Glen Burnie, MD  
Maisie Dunbar- Maisiedunbarexperience Odenton, MD  
Wendy Duschel- Bel Air, MD
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paula Eason</td>
<td>Baltimore, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaun Eppinger</td>
<td>Robert Andrew Salon &amp; Spa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gambrills, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamar Eskin</td>
<td>Glenn Dale, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willis Fiedtkou</td>
<td>Flair hair salon Baltimore,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheila Finlayson</td>
<td>Alderwoman Finlayson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annapolis, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Finnegan</td>
<td>Lee Nannette's of Annapolis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annapolis, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marian Finney</td>
<td>Educational Initiatives, Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lochearn, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wanika Fisher</td>
<td>Adelphi, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alison Flanagan</td>
<td>Frederick, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Ford</td>
<td>Brightwater Spa Sykesville,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twanna France</td>
<td>Creative Touch Inc. Lochearn,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darian Gavin</td>
<td>Ramble Hair Baltimore, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breanne Gearhart</td>
<td>Hair is Beauty Silver Spring,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marina Gethers</td>
<td>One Step at a Time Catonsville, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vonnie Gilbert</td>
<td>Stylistics Hair Studio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Randallstown, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Goodwin</td>
<td>Fairmount Hgt, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashleigh Gottlieb</td>
<td>Progressions salon spa store</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gaithersburg, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Gray</td>
<td>Annapolis, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debbie Graziano</td>
<td>Salon 901 Edgewood, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trish Grimes</td>
<td>Shear Dimensions Salon and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spa Mount Airy, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Groveston</td>
<td>AMP'd Hair Studio Mount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Airy, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamilah Hakim</td>
<td>Glam Empire Studio LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baltimore, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Hanible</td>
<td>A'Marie Styles Cheltenham,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felicia Hardy</td>
<td>Laurel, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kewanna Harrell</td>
<td>Savvi Hair Studio Brooklyn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Park, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Harrod</td>
<td>World class barber White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plains, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Hathaway</td>
<td>Marion Edwards Hair Studio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Denton, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angel Hawkins</td>
<td>TBA SALONS LLC Hillcrest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heights, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvia Hawkins</td>
<td>Fetish 4 Hair Salon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perry Hall, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tashiek Hawkins</td>
<td>Covered Care Suitland, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaJuan Hayward</td>
<td>Salisbury, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Healey</td>
<td>Hyattsville, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol Heck</td>
<td>Sykesville, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sung Heinrichs</td>
<td>Progressions Salon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gaithersburg, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dea Henson</td>
<td>Baltimore, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afshineh Hessampour</td>
<td>Gaithersburg, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luan Hoang</td>
<td>Unique Boutique Nails</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perry Hall, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queen Horne</td>
<td>Total Serenity Hair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baltimore, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patsy Horst</td>
<td>My Salon Mechanicsville, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Horting</td>
<td>Ax Salon LLC / DBA Bombshell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Salin Linthicum Heights, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia Hughes</td>
<td>Cindis hair services Hurlock,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keona Ireland</td>
<td>Salon Dejesus Annapolis, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacey Izevbigie</td>
<td>Stacey Sherell Hair Artistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upper Marlboro, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawn Jackson</td>
<td>Dezinz Knoxville, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucretia Johnson</td>
<td>Lovestylin Hair llc Clinton,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pat Johnson</td>
<td>beautyscope Reisterstown, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonia Johnson</td>
<td>Lisas of Annapolis Glen Burnie, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrienne Jones</td>
<td>Maryland House of Delegates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annapolis, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daylan Jones</td>
<td>Garrison, MD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lauren Jones - Baltimore, MD
Marcia Jones- Reflections Hair Studio Owings Mills, MD
Monica Jones- Owings Mills, MD
Nicole Jones- Randallstown, MD
Teresa Jones- Lady T Baltimore, MD
Dianetta Jordan- Elegant Images salon Baltimore, MD
Davontae Julius- Cutzbytce Baltimore, MD
Marisa Kahn- Symmetry Salon Studios Bethesda, MD
Shannon Kaminkow- Vintage Beauty by Shannon New Windsor, MD
April Kenney- Salon 1401 Colora, MD
Myasha Kirk- Divas Headquarters Owings Mills, MD
Marsha Knicley- Sagittarius Salon Spa Hagerstown, MD
Allyson Krumwiede- Severn, MD
Lisa Lane- Lisa's of Annapolis Salon Annapolis, MD
Thanh Le- Lush By Mina Bowie, MD
Lindsay Lease- symmetry hair studio Mount Airy, MD
Ashley Leonard- Owings Mills, MD
April Lewis- Parkville, MD
Janet Lewis- Elkridge, MD
Lurena Lindamood- Jcpennys salon 2760 Port Republic, MD
Deborah Link- The Hair Company Saint Leonard, MD
Krista Linthicum- Frederick, MD
Rochelle Little- VintageXposure hair studio Baltimore, MD
America Llamas- Angels of Beauty Salisbury, MD
Maria Loucao- David's Beautiful People Rockville, MD
Brene Lucarelli- The Hair Company Leonardtown Hollywood, MD
Ira Ludwick- ira ludwick salon Bethesda, MD
Ann Luu- Pam nails Columbia, MD
Janet Mallon- Cultivate Collective Baltimore, MD
Rose Martin- Style in the City Cumberland, MD
Elizabeth Mathes- Beths salon services Glen Burnie, MD
Anissa Matthews- Beauette Concepts Baltimore, MD
Stacy Matthews- Stacy beauty salon Catonsville, MD
Phil Mazza- Precision Hair Designs Gambrills, MD
Erika McAphee- Flowerstyles Studio Ellicott City, MD
Dessine McCarthy- Dessine barbershop Pasadena, MD
Danetta McDaid- Going Forward In Style Hair Designs Waldorf, MD
Sarah McGee- thirty hair Sykesville, MD
Brittany MclGlaughlin- AMP'd Hair Studio Damascus, MD
Jennifer Mclntyre- Salon 8736 Parkville, MD
Shana Mclver- Baltimore, MD
Deborah McNair- McHAIR, LLC Fort Washington, MD
Sheila Mccall- Cocobay Nail Bar by Vinton Waldorf, MD
Ed Mcgee- Thirty hair Sykesville, MD
Alicia Mcneill-Winder- Alicia McNeill Baltimore, MD
Vicky Middleton- Shear Innovations Waldorf, MD
Angela Miles- Tsunami Hair Studio Capitol Heights, MD
Julia Miller- Silver Spring, MD
Nan Miller- Cambridge, MD
Tina Miller- A do or dye day spa Pasadena, MD
Valerie Miller- Rockville, MD
Takenya Millhouse- Hodgepodgethesalon Waldorf, MD
Kai Mills- Baltimore, MD
Jatisha Minor- , MD
Edward Moon- Moons barbershop Annapolis, MD
Bridgett Moore- Crofton, MD
Keya Neal- Kolourkulture Gambrills, MD
Tabiun Nelson- CJ Beauty Supply Owings Mills, MD
Noemy Nerio- Bubbles hair Sal'n Hyattsville, MD
Cynthia Newsome- Sarah Paige Studio Salon Morton, MD
Annalisa Nguyen- NapTown Nails Annapolis, MD
Valerie Nickerson- Creative Hair Studio Federalsburg, MD
Ann Nimetz- North Potomac, MD
Maureen OToole- So Whats Your Style Hair Studio Perry Hall, MD
Angela Olmos- Alight Spa Rockville, MD
Nina Osborne- Dimensional Hair Studio Essex, MD
Phillip Paster- PhillipJonathan llc Nottingham, MD
Jen Peffall- Ellicott City, MD
Kathy Perez- Salon Perez Gaithersburg, MD
Michelle Pettaway- Garrison, MD
Bonnie Plummer- Vivid Salon Westminster, MD
Dorie Polakoff- Scene North Salon Cockeysville, MD
Nancy Poppey- Serenity Gardens salon Waldorf, MD
Nancy Poznak- Baltimore, MD
Sherri Purcarey- Sport Clips Mechanicsville, MD
Katie Quade- Avenue, MD
Evangelin Redd- Baltimore, MD
Kim Reed-Butler- Michele's Healing Hands Gaithersburg, MD
Shannon Rice- Shop Talk by Shannon LLC Upr Marlboro, MD
Sarah Richards- PR at Partners Boyds, MD
Victoria Richards- Nirvana hair loft Catonsville, MD
Erika Rivera- Williamsport, MD
Crystal Roberts- SportClips Haircuts Frederick, MD
David Roberts- Artistic Edge Salon and Spa Baltimore, MD
Frank Robinson- Randallstown, MD
Nicole Rocva- Bel Air, MD
Dina Rodriguez- Hello Bonita Hair Salon Baltimore, MD
Arnetta Rogers- My BMF Solutins, LLC Temple Hills, MD
Robert Roogow- Columbia, MD
Theresa Roys- Matura Salons Frederick, MD
Shannon Rusher- Summit Baltimore, MD
Deshawn Sampson-Watts- Baltimore, MD
Kim Scarborough- Baltimore, MD
John Schratwieser- Lynch, MD
Josephine Schultz- BODYWORX Spa Harwood, MD
Ava Scott- Rosedale, MD
Erika Scruggs-Armstrong- Atelier Salon Baltimore, MD
Wendy Seiler- Elkridge, MD
Robin Whittington- Chocolate Braids Lanham, MD
Tyrone Wilcox- TKO PERSONAL TRAINING Randallstown, MD
Laura Williams- Columbia, MD
Nieketa Williams- Gorgeous Element Aberdeen, MD
Kimberly Zimmerman- All Dolled Up Salon Arnold, MD
Lori Ziverts- Mechanicsville, MD
Kathy Zulty- Remedy wellness Fallston, MD
Patrick Brennan- about faces Towson, MD
Bledii Chea- Reflective Results Braids & Beauty Silver Spring, MD
Tina Delauter- Trinity salon and spa Myersville, MD
Melissa Epping- Robert Andrew Edgewater, MD
Cynthia Feldman- Progressions salon spa store Rockville, MD
Mildred Gave- Liberty Manor Community Association Milford Mill, MD
Mildred McKenzie- Floyds barbershop Towson, MD
Cristine Millstein- Cris Richards Silver Spring, MD
Karsandra Payne- Sam's Hair Garage Hyattsville, MD
Karen Peck- For most salon and spa Denton, MD
Kelly Proctor- Heads up Barber and Beauty Clinton, MD
Rebecca Santoro- Varuna Gaithersburg, MD
Shawna Smith- Blend the Salon Baltimore, MD
Marcus Adams- Laurel, MD
Seyi Badmus- Miracle Nails LLC Aspen Hill, MD
Theo Burden- The Chopping Block Baltimore, MD
Theresa Chagouris- atelier salon Cockeysville, MD
Kim Coleman- Kimberly Coleman Salon Hanover, MD
Kelly Conner- Millersville, MD
Paula Dayhoff- Halethorpe, MD
Bonna Donald- Rising Sun, MD
Kim Eraso- Bel Air, MD
Rebecca Griffin- RG Hair Design LLC Jarrettsville, MD
Tyler Groveston- AMP’d Hair Studio Mount Airy, MD
Kathleen Hellington- Bananas Hair Design Hyattsville, MD
Kimberly Ihnat- , MD
Diminique Johnson- Dynamic images Baltimore, MD
Andrea Koshko- Bel Alton, MD
Alyson Krumwiede- Severn, MD
Sandrea Lanay- Lanham, MD
Tiffany Marshall- Hairmovement Upper Marlboro, MD
Lucia Martins- Martins Hair Salon Silver Spring, MD
Patricia Maxwell- Pat's Place Glenarden, MD
Kathleen McClure- Xylon Design, LLC Bethesda, MD
Victoria McVea- Laurel, MD
Doris McPherson- sobella hair salon Darlington, MD
Bridgett Moore- Crofton, MD
Kim Mueller- SoBella Hair Studio, MD
Paula Myers- Salon Sixteen Ocean Pines, MD
Deja Norris- Beyouty By Dej Laurel, MD
Karen North- Hair Cuttery Gaithersburg, MD
Michelle Pettaway- Garrison, MD
Linda Pollock- Abingdon, MD
Noelle Powell- Trappe, MD
Monica Pugliese- Greenbelt, MD
Marcia Radcliffe- Abingdon, MD
Neide Rebelo- Neide Rebelo hair salon Silver Spring, MD
John Riser- Artisinal Hair Company Frederick, MD
Shaneya Rivera- Odenton, MD
Frank Robinson- Randallstown, MD
Lorraine Rolfe- Sobela Hair salon Forest Hill, MD
Monica Schlissler- Edgewood, MD
Shannon Smith- Columbia, MD
Holli Specht- The loft salon Clarksville, MD
Linda Specht- The Loft salon and Spa Clarksville, MD
Linnea Stouffer- a new you salon Mount Airy, MD
Andre Towns- Baltimore, MD
Natasha Trader- The Chop Shop Barber Lounge Edgewater, MD
Kimberly Watts- Hair Studio 1719 Baltimore, MD
Jessica Wilson- Poppy&Fern Hair Studio Columbia, MD
Khalisah bort- Bowie, MD
Cecelia bullock- Cecelia's salon, MD
Mildred gave- Liberty Manor Community Association Milford Mill, MD
Nasrin goodarzi- Goodarzi Hair Studio Gaithersburg, MD
Kimberly lopp- Hair Concepts Hagerstown, MD
Candice norcross- Accokeek, MD
Tazia Ackerman- Green with Envy Waldoboro, ME
Nancy Allen- Sogno Salon Rockland, ME
Ashley Alston- Saco, ME
Sasha Avila- The Zen Den LLC Oakland, ME
Cynthia Brainerd- J Henry Salon Inc Gray, ME
Nancy Burnham- Gorham, ME
Kathy Bushey- DIVINE Houlton, ME
Nancy Cartonio- Bei Capelli Portland, ME
Marlene Cohn- Green with Envy Salon Camden, ME
Melissa Curtis- XANA-DO SALON AND DAY SPA Madison, ME
Brooke Day- House of J Henry Baldwin, ME
Julie Dickson- All That Jazz Rumford, ME
Kylie Drobiusewski- Kintempo Eliot, ME
Christina Gaines-Morse- Deer Pond Hair Salon Hollis, ME
McKenzie Green- Chelsea, ME
Kelly Hanlin- Somerville, ME
Melanie Hayat- Wavelengths Waterville, ME
Lisa Hersom- Creative Images Hair salon Thomaston, ME
Kristy James- Kennebec Valley Wellness Spa Augusta, ME
Whitney Keliher- Kennebec Valley Wellness Spa Augusta, ME
Katina Kowall- Kittery, ME
Carrie Meo- Anthony John's Day Spa Salon Hampden, ME
Megan Phinney- Bucksport, ME
Susan Price- Clippers Salon Kennebunk, ME
cassandra Provencher- Amor Provencher Salon LLC Sanford, ME
Melody Russ- Portland, ME
Mackenzie Sawyer- Mackenzie Sawyer Coopers Mills, ME
Holly Sinclair- Studio 924 Dexter, ME
Heather Swift- Proper cuts Lewiston, ME
Cristy Wade- Changes hair design Biddeford, ME
Christine Williams- Christine Williams Bowdoinham, ME
Laura Williams- Calm Moments Spa Bath, ME
Jade Woods- Gorham, ME
Lyndsy rose- Auburn, ME
Samantha samuels- Apollo Chesterville, ME
Robyn Breidt- Robyn's Barber Shop Bucksport, ME
Debbie Nadeau- Hair and Skin Senation Bangor, ME
Brittany Reed- Bath, ME
Edward Ricker- Myself Biddeford, ME
DEBRA ADAMS-TIGHE- Allure Salon Saginaw, MI
Heather Adams- Taylor, MI
Brittney Adkins- Hair Razors Salon Olivet, MI
John Agosta- Gina Agosta salon Novi, MI
Anthony Agostini- Salon Devotion Clinton Township, MI
Princess Alexander- Kafeine Detroit, MI
Brittney Alford- Badd Hair Day & Beauty Oak Park, MI
Danielle Allen- Beyond Borders Beauty Salon Eastpointe, MI
Debby Allen- Roseville, MI
Gregory Allen- Grand Rapids, MI
Marissa Allen- Marissa Leigh Color LLC Clinton Township, MI
Sarah Allen- Doll Eyes Lash & Skin Studio Detroit, MI
Sharita Allen- New attitudes salon Swartz Creek, MI
Ivy Ann- Smiths Creek, MI
Kirstin Ansbacher- Salon De Lara LLC Westland, MI
Yvonne Aseltine- Grand Reflections Quincy, MI
Yvonne Aseltine- Grand Reflections Quincy, MI
Tricia Ayala- Salon Beau Monde Traverse City, MI
Joanne Bagley- Monroe, MI
Nicola Bak- NikkiBak Lansing, MI
Sharon Baker- Sterling Heights, MI
Tiffanie Barackman- Aria Salon Canton Belleville, MI
ShaJuana Barnes- Real U Hair Collection Harper Woods, MI
Melissa Barton- Wayland, MI
Trina Barton- Love My Hair Salon, LLC Troy, MI
Aubrey Beaudry- Hair odyssey Warren, MI
Rachel Beierschmitt- Gladwin, MI
Jordan Bennett- Ashka Salon and Spa Livonia, MI
Lisa Bennetts-OLeary- Glitz & Giggles LLC Flushing, MI
Becky Bernard- Shear Madness Hair Design Flushing, MI
Robert Best- Warren, MI
Tina Black- Paul Mitchell the salon Port Huron, MI
Mary Blake- Be UNIQUE Plymouth, MI
Giselle Bloomfield- The Black Lotus Salon Avoca, MI
Wendy Blostica- Heads up hair salon Mattawan, MI
Emanuela DiPace- Salon and spa dolce vita Utica, MI
Stefanie Dickerson- Salon T-Marie Eastpointe, MI
Dawn Divert- Sammi Milan, MI
Ricky Doak- Coahlight Clippers Sunfield, MI
Christopher Doll- Tortoise & the Hair Salon New Baltimore, MI
Deanna Dona- Detroit, MI
April Donovan- April's Artistry Iron Mountain, MI
Katy Dougherty- Hair to help Waterford Township, MI
Patricia Driscoll- North Kent Hair & Nail Sparta, MI
Stephanie Duda- Pure Glo Salon-Aveda Independence Charter Township, MI
Wendy Duncan- Warren, MI
Cari Eaton- Powell tool supply inc Niles, MI
Rebecca Eliakis- LaMarquise Salon Washington, MI
Nikki Elias- Porter- Salon Nikki Encore Dearborn, MI
Cederwall Ellen- Level 2 salon Shelby Charter Township, MI
Kelsey Elliott- Jackson, MI
Jaime Ellis- studio 58 salon and spa Clinton Township, MI
Julie Emmett- Gina Agosta salon Plymouth, MI
Barbara English- Hair by Barb Orion Charter Township, MI
Tina Erazo- Outer Image Salon & Spa Grand Rapids, MI
Alicia Evans- Commerce Charter Township, MI
Candace Evans- Terrace Cutz Muskegon, MI
Cara Everts- Cara Everts, LLC Troy, MI
Ruth Fedewa-Frazee- We R Hair For U Dewitt, MI
Stephanie Fenderson- Infinity Suites Southfield, MI
Miranda Ferguson- Allen Park, MI
Monique Fields- Serenity Salon Escanaba, MI
Alison Flynn- North Lakeport, MI
Valerie Flynn- Upper Cuts Fremont, MI
Cheryl Fodal- Dearborn, MI
Megan Foland- Livonia, MI
Robert Ford- Barber Venture LLC Southfield, MI
Sarah Ford- Holly, MI
Scott Fortner- Charles and Lloyd Birmingham, MI
Sharea Foster- Sharea Foster Southfield, MI
Laura Fragoso- Brighton, MI
Rachel Freytag- R&Js Chop Shop Rochester Hills, MI
Cassandra Friendship- Khrome Southgate, MI
Karen Fruechtenicht- Grand Rapids, MI
Anna Gabbard- Annie's HairLoft Orion Charter Township, MI
Kelly Galloro- Hairbobbers Wyandotte, MI
Anwar Garmo- Head Over Heels Salon Sterling Heights, MI
Patrick Garth- CutnUp Hair Studios LLC New Baltimore, MI
Diamantina Garza- Salon Techniques Livonia, MI
Jennifer Geiger- Studio 8 Hair Lab Traverse City, MI
Brandy Gentner- Cutters Point East East Lansing, MI
Pari Giacoletti- Levity Spa and Salon Saint Charles, MI
MJ Giese- Intrigue Salon and Body Studio Menominee, MI
Danielle Gilbert- C.C.Hair Collection Warren, MI
Kelly Gill - Bishop beauty Salon Lincoln Park, MI
Kelly Glavas - The Curve Haircolor Studio Roseville, MI
Kathy Glidden - Shears to ya Galesburg, MI
Amy Goei - Green Circle Salons Rockford, MI
Nicole Goike - Team Designs Belleville, MI
Nona Good - Grand Blanc, MI
Greg Gorton - Gorton's Richland, MI
NyCole Gouch - Naturally Pretty Nails Boutique Detroit, MI
Chantele Gray - Pretty Girl Studios Redford Charter Township, MI
Chanda Greenlee - Hair by chanda g. Southfield, MI
Lori Griesbeck - Warren, MI
Michelle Gunn-Buckmaster - Grass Lake Charter Township, MI
Kelsey Guyot - A Fine Line Aesthetics Trenton, MI
Crystal Hall - Cute & Sassy Battle Creek, MI
Taryn Hall - The Beauty Boutique Roseville, MI
Terri Hall - Terri Lynn Jackson, MI
Stephanie Hallop - Love, SC Macomb, MI
Kimberley Hanes - Sterling Heights, MI
Rachel Harned - Bombshell Blow Dry Bar Holland, MI
Lawanda Harper - Ariels beauty bar & spa Eastpointe, MI
Kayla Harrington - Class Act LLC Saginaw, MI
Erycka Harris - Roseville, MI
John Hay - Stockbridge, MI
Jamie Hayes - Jamie's way hair care llc Warren, MI
Marcia Hazel - Holly, MI
Sarah Heath - Douglas J Jackson, MI
Jackie Heine - Lakeport, MI
Charlotte Henry - Southfield, MI
Donna Hill - Attitudes Salon, LLC St. Joseph, MI
Kelly Hinton - Fremont, MI
Sarah Hodges - Clinton Township, MI
Rosalie Hogg - Rebecca's Hair Studio Allen Park, MI
Cynthia Holcomb - Savvy Salon Rockwood, MI
Virginia Holcomb - Benton Harbor, MI
Sara Holcombe - Wax Appeal Traverse City, MI
Monique Honey - M.J.Honey LLC Detroit, MI
Chelsea Hood - Club Hair Care llc Oak Park, MI
Paula Hood-cuffie - Paula rennell salon Southfield, MI
Jessica Hooper - Sterling Heights, MI
Ashley Howard - New Haven, MI
Melissa Hoyle - Bliss Salon Portage, MI
Gary Hunter - JB's hair designs Petoskey, MI
Rikki Hunter - Hair Razors Salon Coldwater, MI
Laurie Huyser - Hairtopia Byron Center, MI
Bonnie Irwin - Bonnies Parlor Beauty Salon Orleans, MI
MICHELLE JOHNSON - Styles by Shellychell LLC Flint, MI
Sommer Janis - The coloseum Hair and day spa St. Clair Shores, MI
Amy Jarecki - Salon Escape Milford Charter Township, MI
Jessica Jenkins - Mattawan, MI
Karyn Jensen- Mott Community College Flint, MI
Pauline Jobson- Roscommon, MI
Alissa Johnson- Johnson4 LLC Troy, MI
Charita Johnson- Black Diamond Hair Studio Holland, MI
Deborah Johnson- Sista's Beauty Salon Ypsilanti, MI
Stephanie Johnson- Letnahs Ypsilanti, MI
Stephanie Johnson- Flint, MI
Stephanie Johnson- Mane Beauty Lansing, MI
Charlet Jones- Alexus samone phase II Flint, MI
Erin Jones- J Graham Studio Salon Metamora, MI
Melissa Jones- Lincoln Park, MI
Michelle Jones- Polished 2 Perfection Nails, Inc Oak Park, MI
Shameka Jones- Salon by instyle Inkster, MI
Shannon Jones- Jones Hair Plymouth, MI
Laura Joseph- Cutting Corner Adrian, MI
Olivia Jucewicz- Beauty co Macomb, MI
Dawn Kamin- Pure Glo Salon New Baltimore, MI
Ken Kandow- Phases Hair Salon Grand Rapids, MI
Shannon Karas- Karas & Co China Township, MI
Charla Karki- Chellos Salon East Jordan, MI
Melissa Karpinski- Casco, MI
Lindsay Kelly- New You Salon Birmingham, MI
Kaitlin Kerkove- Douglas J salon and spa of okemos Portland, MI
Kristen Kieft-Kraft- JaydMarie Salon Grand Haven, MI
Shannon Klenow- Tawas City, MI
Michele Kline- Clio, MI
Brian Kloet- Gold Star Salons Byron Center, MI
Erneisha Knight- Pontiac, MI
Andrea Knott- Hair By Andrea Renee Adrian, MI
Megan Komosinski- Continuum Salon Muskegon, MI
Cheryl Kooistra- Salon 297 Norton Shores, MI
Wendy Krizan- Clip Art Gallery Gladstone, MI
Marianne Krupka- Farmington, MI
Kathleen Kunkle- Brighton, MI
Kathleen Kutz- Nails by Kathy Three Rivers, MI
JODIE LEHMAN- Get Nailed Nail Spa Wayne, MI
CaSandra LaRue- Hair Lab Southgate, MI
Tiffany Lacroix- Opulent Beauty Studio New Baltimore, MI
BobbieJo Languedoc- Sequel Salon Grand Rapids, MI
Bridget Lawson- Westland, MI
Jennifer Lawson- Garden City, MI
Chelsea Lee- Trenton, MI
Elizabeth Leja- Lisa Leja LLC Farmington Hills, MI
Lauren Lesmeister- Warren, MI
Kristina Livingston- Beauty On TheRun Battle Creek, MI
Matthew Lomazzo- Rootz Salon LLC Dundee, MI
Teresa Luks- Studio II Salon Spa Macomb, MI
Theresa Lutz-Hopkins- Hair It Is Centreville, MI
ELIZABETH MERIGIAN- LAKEWOOD SALON LLC Lake Odessa, MI
Carly Maas- Garden City, MI
Elizabeth Maka- Inspire Shelbyville, MI
Jennifer Malinowski- Salon Elan Auburn Hills, MI
Jonna Malinowski- Rock Paper Scissor Artistry Ferndale, MI
Emily Manley- Ginger root styling Commerce Charter Township, MI
Anne Marner- Hair By Anne Auburn, MI
Gerard Marsalese- Antonino salon and spa Bloomfield Hills, MI
Karen Martin- The Salon & Spa Warren, MI
Kelsey Martin- Hair Artist Kelsey Madison Heights, MI
Marie Marvin- Roots Salon LLC Eastpointe, MI
Marsha Marzette- P.S.Salon Clinton Township, MI
Shannon Mattson- Sundance studio salon Pinckney, MI
Timika Maybee- Salon Simply Beautiful Pleasant Ridge, MI
Daniela McClure- Hudsonville, MI
Janene McDonald- Superior Charter Township, MI
Kelly McWilliams- Team Designs Belleville, MI
Savanah Mckenzie- Minx & Company LLC Detroit, MI
Cortney Mcqueen- Burton, MI
Sheryl Melling- Washington, MI
Lori Michael- Right Hair Right Now West Bloomfield Township, MI
Trisha Michael- Macomb, MI
Tracey Mihalchean- Girlie Girl Hamtramck, MI
Denise Miller- Elite Beauty hair salon LLC White Pigeon, MI
Celena Mills- Saint Johns, MI
Jenn Mills- Opal and Sage Skincare Lake Orion, MI
Melissa Mills- Macomb, MI
Boris Milos- Lansing, MI
Jill Mock- Chelsea, MI
John Molt- Inspire Beauty Rockford, MI
Vacie Moore- Mel's Salon Detroit, MI
Denitia Morris- Denitia M Virgin Reservoir Eastpointe, MI
Sarah Mouat- Ginger Studio Fraser, MI
Debra Mow- Giggles Salon Grand Blanc, MI
Tammy Mowl- Owosso, MI
Jami Muehlfeld- Greenville, MI
Erin Mulder- Hudsonville, MI
Tamara Muller-Hough- Hudsonville, MI
Jennifer Munting- Tuscany Salon Portage, MI
Safa Myers- Safa's Salon & Day Spa Ann Arbor, MI
Tanja Myszak- Dreamscape Salon Mancelona, MI
Shawn Naylor- blonde society Ann Arbor, MI
Dena Nesbitt- Allure Hair Design Saint Joseph, MI
Jean Netter- Port Huron, MI
Rekeesshion Nichelle- Auburn Hills, MI
Gina Nickell- Studio G Salon & Co. Portage, MI
Lisa Nickoloff- Estheva Rasasvada Salon & Spa Grand Blanc, MI
Nadia Nimer- Blvd spa Ann Arbor, MI
Crystal Nkuche- Farmington Hills, MI
April Nobach- Mirabella salon Saint Johns, MI
Andrea Nocella- Michigan college of beauty Temperance, MI
Larry Nocella- Deerfield, MI
Margaret Nolff- Hair Graphics Erie, MI
Carlton Northern- Detroit, MI
Katreece Oates- Valon Beauty Pontiac, MI
Kayla Okonski- Kaylakonn hair artist Cassopolis, MI
Julia Ollett- Jae M Artistry LLC Ferndale, MI
Melissa Otterstrom- Kalamazoo, MI
Melinda Oxender- Hair It Is Sturgis, MI
James Palazzolo- Bitonti Salon Sylvan Lake, MI
Lauren Palecki- Teased & Polished Shelby Charter Township, MI
Shelly Papineau- Team Designs Belleville, MI
Olivia Pate- M Squared Modern Hair Berrien Springs, MI
Shelly Patino- Scorpio Designs Eaton Rapids, MI
KATHERINE Patrick- Shear Iridescence Lansing, MI
Connie Paulson-Sua- Grand Haven, MI
Tameko Peeples- Tameko Hair Studio Salon Flat Rock, MI
Cynthia Penrod- The door salon Bloomfield Hills, MI
Sarah Perez- Stylemakers Saginaw, MI
Judy Petersen- Greenville, MI
Melissa Petroelje- Beauty Mark Grandville, MI
Amber Pettit- Lansing, MI
Britney Pitt- B3 Hair LLC Novi, MI
Jennafer Porter- Phenix salon suites Redford Charter Township, MI
Michael Porter- Backyard Oasis Redford Charter Township, MI
Saundranita Powe- Hair Revolution LLC Lathrup Village, MI
Sarah Proscia- Dearborn, MI
Tara Pulizzi- T Styles Studio Rochester Hills, MI
Shannon ROEHRIG- Hair it is Sturgis, MI
Scott Raymaker- R collective Royal Oak, MI
Ashley Raymond- Viva grand Grand Blanc, MI
Brian Reaves- Change Barbershop Redford Charter Township, MI
LaTresha Reed- LaTresha Ren' Salon and Spa Flint, MI
Gloria Reid- Gloria's Salon Pontiac, MI
Diane Rencher- Grand Rapids, MI
Jessica Reohr- Ypsilanti, MI
Judie Reynolds- Mane Concern Hair Design Dryden, MI
Jacqueline Riggs- Hairtopia, MI
Erek Riley- Ernie's Barber & Beauty Grand Rapids, MI
Melinda Robbins- A Cut Above Mancelona, MI
Robyn Robbins- Eleven West Studio Willis, MI
Dawn Roberts- Salon 120 Sand Lake, MI
Mikalyn Robinson- Auburn Hills, MI
Elizabeth Rossman- Detroit, MI
Lajoya Roy- Lajewel salon Clinton Township, MI
Mona Ruggers- Milford Charter Township, MI
Mary Rushlow- Daybreak Salon and Spa Charter Township Of Berlin, MI
Lourd Sabbagh- Adira salon and spa Northville, MI
Marã©t Sabourin- Traverse City, MI
julia Sadik- Rochester Hills, MI
Heather Salazar- rouge hair studio llc Bath Township, MI
Rodrick Samuels- Hair Lab Detroit Barber School Wyandotte, MI
Breonna Sanders- Waterford Township, MI
Renee Sanders- Images by Renee, inc. Clarkston, MI
Paige Sanderson- Indigo Salon And Spa Belleville, MI
Pamela Sattler- Salon Unity Northville, MI
Avis Saunders- Mitten Maven Studio Hazel Park, MI
Mandy Schaal- Lake Effects Hair Salon LIC East Tawas, MI
Amy Schneider- Comstock Park, MI
Paul Schroeder- , MI
Dawn Schultz- Bianchis Salon Troy, MI
Donna Schwan- Clawson, MI
Rhonda Schwark- La Marquise Salon Rochester, MI
Amanda Scott- Supercuts Hudsonville, MI
Janis Seelinger- JRS Hair Design Macomb, MI
Jordan Serba- Stadium hair llc Grand Rapids, MI
Tanya Shafer- Cutting Loose Salon Ionia, MI
Shelley Shell- Allure Hair Design Stevensville, MI
Amber Sherwood- Tulip City Beauty Collage Georgetown Township, MI
Breanne Shine- St. Joseph, MI
Roberta Shirey- The Salon Cas novia, MI
Janice Short- Midland, MI
Alfred Shorter- DesignLinesbyAlfredShorter Clinton Township, MI
Dena Shotko- Cutting Loose LLP Belding, MI
Kathy Showers- A.K.A. SALON Grand Haven, MI
Roar Shuck- Allure Salon St. Joseph, MI
Kara Sieben- LADY JANES HAIRCUTS FOR MEN Hazel Park, MI
Tammy Simmons- Sunny bay salon Tawas City, MI
SUPREET Singh- Serene Beauty Sterling Heights, MI
Holly Sivula- The Other Place , MI
Dasharra Smith- Headspinners Salon Ypsilanti, MI
Hannah Smith- Hannah Smith Stylist Saginaw, MI
Nicole Smith- Bombshells Beauty Parlour Concord, MI
Machelle Soper- Tiffany and company Owosso, MI
Tanesha Sowell- Pontiac, MI
Destiny Stallworth- Tha Eccentric Style Salon Detroit, MI
Brenda Standfest- Rockford, MI
Sharon Standifer- Monroe, MI
Megan Stanton- Gladwin Hair Care Harrison, MI
Casey Stellard- Cost cutters Fruitport Charter Township, MI
Elizabeth Sterling- Traverse City, MI
Krista Stevens- Sterling Heights, MI
Nathaniel Stevens- Flat Rock, MI
Jessica Stier- Bocci Salon & Spa Macomb, MI
Judith Stinedurf- Arbor Hills Hair & Body Salon Ann Arbor, MI
Wendi Stock- Logan Charles Monroe, MI
Shelbie Stolzman- Allen Michael salon Holton, MI
Therese Stonehill- Therese at The Nail Suite LLC St. Clair Shores, MI
Tamara Stottlemyer- Great Clips Holly, MI
Brenda Strole- R&B Artistry Battle Creek, MI
Veronica Strong- Salon Versus Farmington Hills, MI
Hope Sulier- Hair depot Dundee, MI
Marilyn Sullins- Salon Agape Inc South Lyon, MI
Michael Svoboda- Grand Haven, MI
Sherry Swanson- Sterling Heights, MI
Heather Swinsick- Hair It Is Sturgis, MI
Christina Symington- Ann Arbor, MI
Jennifer Syts- Pure Hair Waterford Township, MI
Tracie Taberski- Salon Nuveau Bay City, MI
Kerry Taig- Scores Haircuts for Men Sanford, MI
Anne Taylor- Ann Arbor, MI
Kenneth Terrell- Ken's Anointed Hands Muskegon, MI
Cheri Thibodeau- Croswell, MI
Darchele Thomas- HairLashLove Studio Macomb, MI
Donna Thompson- Hillsdale, MI
Kim Thorington- Tree House Salon Belding, MI
Rochelle Thue- Ambience at Eclipse Grand Rapids, MI
Breana Tidwell- Lux hair company Livonia, MI
King Tina- Constantine, MI
Michael Torres- Carlos Hairport Lakeport, MI
Sharon Trammel- Hair Express Waterford Township, MI
Rochelle Trimble- Rochelle Trimble Ypsilanti, MI
Travis Troxell- Petoskey, MI
Brenda Troyer- Heads Up Hair Salon Portage, MI
Wendy Truant- Hair by WendyLynn Allen Park, MI
Kelly Vail- Salon savvy Bath Township, MI
Linda Valerio- Gina Agosta Holly, MI
Jennalyn Van Dyk- Hair by Jennalyn Delhi Charter Township, MI
Jeffrey Van Steinburg- JEFFREY Walled Lake, MI
Dawn Vanzandt- Mount Morris, MI
Regina Villemure- Children With Hair Loss Charter Township Of Berlin, MI
Perry Vitto- Styles by Perry Ann Arbor, MI
Tammy Voss- Paul mitchell the school michigan Macomb, MI
Daniel Vroman- Sport Clips Westland, MI
Christine Vujnov- Cut Loose Hair Salon Clinton Township, MI
ANDONI WASAYA- Wayne, MI
Brooke Wales- SalonCentric Pontiac, MI
Alexis Walker- Doors to perfection Detroit, MI
Amy Walkowiak- Essexville, MI
Torre Waller- Torres Techniques Coldwater, MI
Alexis Ward- Accentrix Flint, MI
Jameka Ward- J.Anthony Salon Spa Llc Southfield, MI
Carol Warner- Rent at Cutting Edge Salon Rockford, MI
Melody Warner- Belle 'me Salon Studio Farmington, MI
Sarah Watts- Grand Rapids, MI
Jennifer Way- Attitudes Pittsford, MI
Scott Weaver- Douglas J East Lansing, MI
Jasmin Webb- JC Glam Studio Detroit, MI
Jill Weingarten- Studio 1923 Marquette, MI
Carrie Welch- Monae llc Wixom, MI
Mark Welsch- Trenton, MI
Jennifer Werr- Miracle Salon & Medi Spa Temperance, MI
Sharon Wetherell- Warren, MI
Janine Whitman- Alex Emilio salon Detroit, MI
Christina Widing-Kendall- Corunna, MI
jaime Wiegand- Major Toms unisex barber styles Warren, MI
Miranda Wilcox- Burton, MI
Alicia Williams- Inspiring Your Beauty Waterford Township, MI
Ava Williams- First Sight hair Salon Detroit, MI
Mandi Wills- Detroit, MI
Christie Wilson- Salon22 Kalamazoo, MI
Autumn Wonsey- Salon West Grand Haven, MI
Sarah Worden- Craft Salon Royal Oak, MI
Stacy Woyke- Douglas J Grand Ledge, MI
Lauren Wright- PMTS Westland, MI
Alena York- Twin City Beauty College Watervliet, MI
Leah Zajac- , MI
Jane Zawada- Janes House Of Hair Iron Mountain, MI
Danette Zirkle- Nails by Danette at Merle Norman Farmington, MI
stephanie anderson- The Living Room Hair Lounge Oak Park, MI
jennifer batchelder- Clarkston, MI
brittany bromery- The fresh hair studio Redford Charter Township, MI
Skylar claton- Nail Boutique Salon and spa Owosso, MI
Kelly cook- Kelly at studio 24 Linden, MI
Sheri cylkowski- Beauty co Sterling Heights, MI
elements design- elements hair design Grand Rapids, MI
Cassandra didaskalou- Cheeky strut Grand Rapids, MI
Crystal fairbanks- Lady janes Livonia, MI
Charay gadd- Charays Sunrays, Inc. Ovid, MI
Melissa gross- Wyoming, MI
Rebecca idalski- St. Ignace, MI
Barbara isaacson- Royal Oak, MI
colleen jackson- Beauti Kafe Detroit, MI
Lians jadan- Lians photo Bloomfield Hills, MI
Selena johnsom- Creations , MI
Emily klave- The beauty queen Metamora, MI
Katharine kurtz- La Salle, MI
Debbie laVigne- Temperance, MI
Adrienne looper- Flip salon Hamtramck, MI
Sandra maraone- Modern Hair Care Ray, MI
Amy marietta- Bellaphia Livonia, MI
Pamela matigian- Khrome salon Dearborn, MI
Emily mcNally- A Cut Ahead Salon Inc Belding, MI
Jennie pipitone- Hair & Company on Ash Webberville, MI
Gary reynolds- Tawas City, MI
Shiek salon- Shiek unique salon Southfield, MI
Brooke Schmidt- Brookes Beauty Imlay City, MI
Tasha Schurgin- The studio for hair Huntington Woods, MI
Jennifer Shamo- St. Clair Shores, MI
Tanya Shaw- Lux Looks Salon Redford Charter Township, MI
Carla Smith- Serendipity Swartz Creek, MI
Maria Tabachki- Roseville, MI
Thomas Williams- Incision Salon Ida, MI
Demetira Young- Root regain Detroit, MI
Leslie Young- The Depot Salon Ionia, MI
Stacie Ziegler- Talented bye Stacie love Romulus, MI
Kim Alexander- At last full service salon Lansing, MI
Avelinda Anderson- Mirabella’s salon Ashely, MI
Katlyn Arnott- Bath Township, MI
Angela Azzaro- Studio Azzaro Waterford Township, MI
Sherri B- , MI
Rowan Barrie- Dexter, MI
Melissa Belanger- My Chemical Hairmance Westland, MI
Thelma Blakely- Detroit, MI
Liz Bobash- Studio 112 Ida, MI
Mayas Bolis- Tangles Hair Salon Walled Lake, MI
Corina Brock- Killer Dye Salon Sterling Heights, MI
Carrie Brown- Almont, MI
Donna Bur- Salon 35 Clarkston, MI
Jessica Burke- Lyon Charter Township, MI
Dawn Byers- Salon VivEsta, Inc. Grand Ledge, MI
Carla Campbell- Salon 121 Oscoda, MI
Diana Cardosa- J Ashley Salon Portage, MI
Darcy Carpenter- North Branch, MI
Ashley Ciara- Salon noir Washington, MI
Abby Collins- Good People Hair Collective Sutons Bay, MI
Ericka Collins- Slae Orion, MI
Dawn Conlon- Grondins Hair Center Flint, MI
Carolyn Cox- The Hair Culture Southgate, MI
Sarah Curtis- Spray Tan Diva Grand Haven, MI
Beth Davidson- Design 1 salon and day spa , MI
Meghan Duncil- Vis-a-Vis Salon Ann Arbor, MI
Jesika Edwardson- Ypsilanti, MI
Alison Eiseler- Alison Joy Hairstylist Bath Township, MI
Carol Galliugh- Para Bellum Salon Kalamazoo, MI
Molly Gouveia- Nature’s Envy Salon And Day Spa Grand Haven, MI
Pamela Greener- Vis-a-Vis Salon Huron Charter Township, MI
Victoria Haddad- NY Classic Cutz Dearborn Heights, MI
Sharon Hartman- Bangs N Beards Salon Kalamazoo, MI
Kelly Hinton- Fremont, MI
Suzanne Howson-Bennett- Salon Rouge Clinton Township, MI
Shannon Huebner- Orion Charter Township, MI
Stacy Hughston- Shades Hair Styling Salon Mcbain, MI
Kim Hytinen-Durst- Kimberly J ILC Grand Rapids, MI
Susanna Ifraimova- Salon Rush West Bloomfield Township, MI
Morgan Jeffrey- Visible Changes Salon Saline, MI
Amber Kessler- Naturally Raw Hair Willis, MI
Teeka King- Salon ReNue Detroit, MI
Nancy Korth- Fancy Nancy's Byron, MI
Morgan Kruizenga- Chemistry Salon Berkley, MI
Samantha Latta- Vis-a-Vis Salon and Spa Milan, MI
Sharon Lillystone- Hair by Sharon Sterling Heights, MI
Melissa Lovitt- Regis corporation Ionia, MI
Michelle Murray- Warren, MI
Lorina Nims- Paisley Shagg Hair Studio Howell, MI
Patti Pedersen- Simplicity Hair Studio Big Rapids, MI
Tiffany Provisor- Flushing, MI
Michelle Quick- PEAS HAIR AND NAIL SPA Eastpointe, MI
Cindi Quinn-Ventura- En Unison Salon Livonia, MI
Megan Roth- Lansing, MI
Cynthia Sabo- Sabo Skin Care & Massage Spring Lake, MI
Joyce Schoch- Shear Design Stylists LLC Temperance, MI
Stacey Sheffield- En Unison a Grand Ledge, MI
Kelly Smith- Flint, MI
Renee Solano-Szuba- Faith filled hands Frederic, MI
Josephine Spreitzer- Rockford, MI
Judith Stevens- Headlines Family Salon Alpena, MI
Lisa Susalla- Sheer Designs Bad Axe, MI
Sally Swartz- Headliners Jasper, MI
Tonya Torbert- Oak Park, MI
Denise Uponen- Rudyard, MI
Linda Vincent- Davison family barber shop Davison, MI
Stephen Vincent- Ferndale, MI
Mahria Wasnich- Bliss Salon and Spa Lansing, MI
Meegan Werle- Upper Cut Salon Alpena, MI
Marquita Williams- Anointed Hands Detroit, MI
Angeline Wilson- Angel Wilson Hair Southfield, MI
Jacqueline cripps- Evelyn Newbury and salon w llc Marlette, MI
Yvonne douglas- nails by Yvonne Douglas Clio, MI
Jodi eichbauer- Angles Salon and Spa, MI
Ciara hawrylak- r collective salon Clawson, MI
Tina peeters- Changes salon Delton, MI
Cori randall- Hue Color & Design Marshall, MI
Heather schuchaskie- Lansing, MI
Lori vineyard- Lori vineyard hair Temperance, MI
Kris Adkins- Eden Prairie, MN
Ava Albert- Reflect Salon Cambridge, MN
Stephen Amadick- Stephens Hair Salon Shoreview, MN
Carly Anderson- Saint Paul, MN
Chelsey Anderson- Saint Joseph, MN
Brenda Atneosen- Hair by B @ Hair Asylum Coon Rapids, MN
CARLEEN BAYER- HAIR BY HUGHES AND CREW, INC Blaine, MN
Ann Bagan- Hair Expressions Maplewood, MN
Lisa Bayer- Hair by Hughes and Crew Spring Lake Park, MN
Debby Gunderson- Hairrazors Salon Mayer, MN
Amy Hagen- Pompadour salon Minneapolis, MN
Janet Hagen- Beauty Boutique Fairfax, MN
Cynthia Hagle- Monde Salon Stillwater, MN
Jamie Halstad- Jme's Hair Design Anoka, MN
Allison Hamand- Great Clips Moorhead, MN
Sara Hanson- Fringe Hair Bar Osakis, MN
Tracy Hart- Juut Salonspa Farmington, MN
Sherrie Hoffmann- Dinah's Style Albert Lea, MN
Deanna Hogan- DeaMar Salon & Day Spa Minneapolis, MN
Victoria Howell- Minneapolis, MN
Jack Hysell- Anoka, MN
Bev Ibberson- BJ'S Salon Sleepy Eye, MN
Joan Jagoe-Vellieux- JMVHair Inc Saint Paul, MN
Theresa Jaszewski- Cutting Edge Rollingstone, MN
Karen Jence- Saint James, MN
Thea Jensen- Minneapolis, MN
Marcia Johnson- Hair Artist Salon Rochester, MN
Rose Johnson- Hair by Hughes & Crew Blaine, MN
Jessica Kane- Reflect.salon Minneapolis, MN
Brigid Karelitz- Hd collective Saint Paul, MN
David Kirby- Summit Salon Business Center Minneapolis, MN
Amanda Kist- Salon HALO inc Minneapolis, MN
Jason Kist- Salon HALO Minneapolis, MN
Amy Kloos- Hair Expressions Salon Donnelly, MN
Karen Koenig- Natural Beauty Hairstudio Lester Prairie, MN
Erin Kohn- Nails by Erin at Chez Cheveu Studio Maplewood, MN
Nicolette Konecny- The hair district Chanhassen, MN
Gloria Kruger- Elizabeth Salon and Spa Wayzata, MN
Cynthia Kuhlman- The Hair Shoppe on Lyndale Bloomington, MN
Tom Kuhn- Qnty Hopkins, MN
Marie LaBreche- Maries Pleases Fridley, MN
Cheryl Landru- Studio C Hair Design Apple Valley, MN
Mary Lee- TRENDZ Hair Studio L.L.C. Hibbing, MN
Julena Lewison- Blondies Willmar, MN
Heather Lillejord- Bella Calluna Madison, MN
Sherri Linderman- Roots Organic Studio Minneapolis, MN
Livia Lindt-Olson- Minneapolis, MN
Kari Lysfjord- Avant Minneapolis, MN
Abby Manning- Robbinsdale, MN
Hannah McVay- North Saint Paul, MN
Blanche Mlakar- Dew Chisholm, MN
Rachel Molepske- Professional Beauty Association Hopkins, MN
Amanda More- Hopkins, MN
Tashonta Morris- Luvs N the Hair Lakeville, MN
Lisa Mottla- Harlowe Salon Minneapolis, MN
Marina Moua- North Saint Paul, MN
Carissa Nelson- Minneapolis, MN
Marybeth Nelson- Hair It Is Burnsville, MN
Melissa Nenovich- Kalla Lily Salon and Spa Medina, MN
Paula Newman- Paula Newman Hair Studio 16 Rochester, MN
Crystal Nguyen- Beyond nails inc Apple Valley, MN
Michael Nikolas- Summit Salon Business Center Minneapolis, MN
Elizabeth ONeil- Juut Salonspa Minneapolis, MN
Gina Paar- Paar Designs/Gina Paar Centerville, MN
Kelly Pavek- ExquisiteHAIR Studio White Bear Lake, MN
Jillian Pearson- Minneapolis, MN
Mahogany Plautz- Carve Salon Minneapolis, MN
Keira Porter- Allure Pengilly, MN
Amanda Pudil- Evolution of Beauty Marshall, MN
Jeannie Quirk- Terry's barbershop Chisholm, MN
Anica Radke- Anica Hair Studio Rochester, MN
Trudi Reed- Saint Paul, MN
Tracy Reese- Andre Franca Studio Minneapolis, MN
Kelly Rettke- Parlor of Wayzata Osseo, MN
Barbara Ristau- Lanesboro Town Klippers Lanesboro, MN
Elena Roeun- Elena salon St. Cloud, MN
Candace Rolstad- Foxden Brainerd, MN
Kati Sachs- K Salon Foley, MN
Gavin Salsbery- Urban Eve Salon & Boutique Medina, MN
Michelle Sanford- Columbus, MN
Angela Scheff- Cutting Edge Salon Fairmont, MN
Caryn Schmit- AshleyTaylor Salon Spa Zimmerman, MN
Shannon Schoell- Hair We Are Dawson, MN
Janell Schroeder- Minneapolis, MN
Shari Sell- S&S SpaSalon/Adevia spasalon Forest Lake, MN
Shari Sell- Adevia spasalon Forest Lake, MN
Tiffany Shallbetter- Medina, MN
Lynn Shima- Enlightened Beauty Moorhead, MN
Kylee Simonson- Simonsons Salon & Spa Maple Grove, MN
Kathy Slavin- Aitkin, MN
Chelsea Staloch- Vincent Salon Eagan, MN
Abby Stavig- Minneapolis, MN
Kevin Steele- EllDan Corp dba Fantastic Sams Minneapolis, MN
Nicki Stiepan- Jessie Tomm' Salon & Spa Lake Elmo, MN
Jennifer Stone- Hopkins, MN
Robyn Swanson- Hopkins, MN
Shannon Swanson- divine salon Rosemount, MN
Nancy Tatge- Hairaphernalia Minneapolis, MN
Paula Tice- The Hair Studios Elk River, MN
Kari Tribble- Avari Beauty Shoreview, MN
Susan Trondson- Aveda Minneapolis, MN
Stacey Urman- Salon Serenity Long Prairie, MN
Bria Uzzell- Hair and makeup by Bria Rose Minneapolis, MN
Kayla Vanderziel- Minneapolis, MN
Musarrat Virji- Ultima Skincare LLC Dawson, MN
Becky Watson- Becky with the good lashes Minneapolis, MN
Angie Wesp- Hair by Angie Minneapolis, MN
Cailee Lines - Minneapolis, MN
Lanette McConnell - The Shores Hair Design Apple Valley, MN
Montana McGriff - Reflect salon and spa Otsego, MN
Caitlin Millar - Guys and Dolls Salon Hugo, MN
Kathleen Morris - Hairsmiths salon Saint Paul, MN
Molly Mullen - Shear Maddness Winona, MN
Jennifer Puumala - Simonsons Salon and Spa Maple Grove, MN
Robin Riley - 5West Hair Salon Winona, MN
Rebecca Robinson - Howard Court Salon Hibbing, MN
Sally Schaffer - Hairsmith Salon Shoreview, MN
Rhonda Schmidt - Studio 107 Melrose, MN
Ann Schmitz - ANN SCHMITZ/Tamikos Salon Caledonia, MN
Diane Schroepfer - Wabasso, MN
Farrah Sjodin - Ginger Hair Studio Rockford, MN
Michael Vesely - Jordan A Salon & Day Spa Minneapolis, MN
Colleen Williamson - Adevia SpaSalon Forest Lake, MN
Kati giles - Reflect salon Maple Grove, MN
Nicole johnson - Seoul salon inc Circle Pines, MN
Jacqueline mithun - Jackie's salon Burnsville, MN
Katie myers - Heat Saint Peter, MN
PATRICIA ALLWOOD - THE ALTERNATIVE LOOK Maysville, MO
Kelsey Ainsworth - Lees Summit, MO
Chu Allen - Chu Allen Ballwin, MO
Suzetta Allinger - KTSpa Plus St. Louis, MO
Janel Allison - Sport clips Saint Charles, MO
Michelle Aphonephanh - Studio10, nail niche Maplewood, MO
Antoinette Aragon - Kansas City, MO
Heather Armstrong - Backstage Hair Design Ballwin, MO
Laura Arnett - Great Clips Republic, MO
Amelia Ashcraft - Salon Gratto Kansas City, MO
Heather Autry - HAHA Studio Chesterfield, MO
Bettye Babb - Ballwin, MO
Kathryn Baker - Saint Charles, MO
Patti Barnhart - Patti Barnhart salon Kansas City, MO
Cheryl Bauer - St. Louis, MO
Tonya Bausch - La Barque Crk, MO
Christine Belfonte - Kansas City, MO
Christine Belleville - Catch A Wave Beauty Salon Festus, MO
Dominic Bertani - Dominic Michael Salon St. Louis, MO
Lauren Billen - The glam room by Lauren Nicole Chesterfield, MO
Megan Blakemore - St. Louis, MO
Kristin Bowman - Gingerbay St. Louis, MO
Vicky Boyle - Parkville, MO
Bonnie Boze - Bonnie Boze Studios Ofallon, MO
Michelle Brancato - Kansas City, MO
Robyn Bredin - Paizleys Studio St. Louis, MO
Tina Brinley - LOFT 10 Salon Lofts Chesterfield Maryland Heights, MO
Neicole Britton - Springfield, MO
Dawn Broderick- Studio 703 Chesterfield, MO
Kara Brooks- Belleza Saint Charles, MO
Elaine Bueno- Elegance and Beauty Ballwin, MO
Sheila Bush- Salon 152 Kansas City, MO
Jenn Bybee- Salon Knot Rogersville, MO
Rachelle Caldwell- Kansas City, MO
Courtney Calhoon- The Glam Room Kansas City, MO
Mary Cammisano- Eclektica Salon at Briarcliff Kansas City, MO
April Cavender- Nicole Martin salon St. Louis, MO
Monica Cherry- Salon MJ2 Florissant, MO
Brumbaugh Christy- State Beauty Supply Jackson, MO
Susan Chronister- Poplar Bluff Technical Career Center Poplar Bluff, MO
Jen Clark- Guy & Carmelo Salon Wildwood, MO
Robyn Clark- Belleza Salon Company Ofallon, MO
Bren Clawson- Kearney, MO
Jessica Cleary- JessAngel Beauty Hollister, MO
Diane Coleman- Eclektica the Salon at Briarcliff Kansas City, MO
Melissa Como- Great Clips Springfield, MO
Mark Cooper- Chesterfield, MO
Jessica Corona- Kansas City, MO
Mary Costanzo-Schwalier- salon 208 Independence, MO
Cailyn Cox- Salon Inspire Kansas City, MO
Lucia Crawford- Vs Barbershop Joplin, MO
Emily DallEst- Studio 703 Ballwin, MO
Shaun Damico- Kansas City, MO
Mandy Dankoski- Salon Lofts Loft 15 Wildwood, MO
Jessica Davis- Dearborn, MO
Lindsay Davis- Smithville, MO
Andrea Day- Hillsboro, MO
Bryna Delapiedra- Smithville, MO
Joey Dollarhide- Joey's Hair Salon Joplin, MO
Rebecca Drury- Eclipse Hair Studio Kelso, MO
Elizabeth Duffey- Studio 703 Ballwin, MO
Allison Durley- St. Louis, MO
Mariel Edwards- Smithville, MO
Leslie Eidson- Kansas City, MO
Patricia El- Patricia Newson-El Kansas City, MO
Trinnatea England- Joplin, MO
Melissa Erickson- Springfield, MO
Stacy Fales- Great Clips Smithville, MO
Jackie Farris- Headlines Salon Saint Robert, MO
Lisa Faulconer- Smithville, MO
Amy Fechtel- Studio 1 Salon Co Jefferson City, MO
Mark Figert- Optima Group Chesterfield, MO
Michelle Fine- Studio 703 Wentzville, MO
Angela Fix- Ofallon, MO
Ariel Floyd- Riversong Spa & Salon Holts Summit, MO
Christy Fors- Smithville, MO
Sheree Foster- Hairstyles by Sheree Maryland Heights, MO
Melissa Fowler - Sun-Kissed Expressions Portageville, MO
Slater Frosch - Studio 703 House Springs, MO
Arron Garcia - Ofallon, MO
Maria Garcia-stoecker- Studio703 St. Louis, MO
Brenda Gardiner - Kansas City, MO
Erin Geraghty - House Springs, MO
Donald Gisseler- Dony Anthony LLC St. Louis, MO
Carl Glorioso - The Glam Room Kansas City, MO
Lori Goins- V's Barbersop Webb City, MO
Robert Govero- GOVERO Salons and Spa Clayton, MO
Amanda Gratto - Salon Gratto Kansas City, MO
Michelle Green- Glam Room Kansas City, MO
Tam Gross- Tamra's HairArtist Studio Independence, MO
Jeena Gulje- Current Studio Springfield, MO
Ashlei Hamilton- Studio 703 Ofallon, MO
Olivia Hampton- Studio 703 Wentzville, MO
James Hancock- Sport Clips Haircuts Nixa, MO
Tanesha Hardwick- Cutz and Stylez by Tee Hazelwood, MO
LaTiya Harris- Silky-T&C Beauty Center Poplar Bluff, MO
Rebecca Havlin- Do West, LLC St. Louis, MO
Melissa Hawkes- Melissa Hawkes Cedar Hill, MO
Erin Hayden- Florissant, MO
Ella Haynes- Hairquarterz Salon Jennings, MO
Colleen Hazelton- Webster Groves, MO
Denise Hejna- Ofallon, MO
Lisa Helterbrand- Eureka, MO
Harlee Heman- Dr.flys salon Sarcoxie, MO
Chelsey Henderson- Kansas City, MO
Noel Hilger- Belleza salon Troy, MO
Holly Hill- Belleza Salon Warrenton, MO
Dianne Hofmeister- Hollywood Blonde Salon Florissant, MO
Shauna Holman- Smithville, MO
DeBren Holt- A New Day Spa Saint Joseph, MO
Sara Holt- Studio 703 Lake Saint Louis, MO
Cherie Huddleston- Cheries Salon Arnold, MO
Madelyn Hutson- Ofallon, MO
Josette Idiart- Josettebeauty Eugene, MO
ALISHA JOLLIFF- Alishaj ColorfulStrands St. Louis, MO
Tiauna Jackson- Kansas City, MO
Lori Jacobsen- Kearney, MO
Julia Jaster- Hazelwood, MO
Donna Johner- Catch A Wave Beauty Salon Inc De Soto, MO
Jimmy Johnson- Jimmy Jonson Kansas City, MO
Melissa Johnson- Z Hair Academy Platte City, MO
Jasmyne Jonasec- Salon on Barry Independence, MO
James Kay- Ofallon, MO
Violet Kendrick- Violets Place For Hair St. Louis, MO
Lakeshell Kerney- Harlems hair studio St. Louis, MO
Taura Kindrick- Belleza St. Peters, MO
Bianca King- Florissant, MO
Melissa Kinkade- OneSeven Hair & Permanent Cosmetics Hallsville, MO
Maria Knight- Modesta Salons St. Louis, MO
Jennifer Krane- Blown Away Blow Dry Bar St. Louis, MO
Cynthia LaSala- Beauty brands Kansas City, MO
Kevin Lane- Hairbenders Carl Junction, MO
LaDonna Lanini- Saint Charles, MO
Katie Larocca- Studio 703 Lake Saint Louis, MO
Calvin Lavayen- Kansas City, MO
Beth Lehmann- Ofallon, MO
Richard Lewis- Villa Ridge, MO
Nicki Lhommedieu- Riverside, MO
Cindy Litton- Salon 126 Llc Potosi, MO
Courtney Lizar- Courtneyes Hair Suite Parkville, MO
Twists Locsandcoils- Twists Locs and Coils Natural Hair St. Louis, MO
Angie Lombardo- Kansas City, MO
Melani Loos- Salon Inertia St. Louis, MO
Jerid Lorenz- Wildwood, MO
Sherree Lounce- Sherrees hair design Kansas City, MO
Lafamilia Love- Independence, MO
Susan Lueders- Dermistique Face & Body Columbia, MO
Mary Lytle- Salon Inspire Kansas City, MO
Vanessa Macias- Woodside Village Independence, MO
Madison Maggard- Arnold, MO
Erica Mahoney- Arnold, MO
Michele Mahoney- Arnold, MO
Natalie Mangum- Rogersville, MO
Natalie Mantia- Studio 703 Town And Country, MO
Christina Marie- Carthage, MO
Holly Marret- Benton, MO
Lynn Marshall- Pacific, MO
Amy Martin- Lees Summit, MO
Brian Martin- Lees Summit, MO
Melissa Martin- Hair Quarters Sullivan, MO
Bryant Mathis- Spa 54 Village Of Four Seasons, MO
Carlin Maynard- Studio 703 St. Peters, MO
Amanda McClanahan- Naturally Pure Salon St Louis, MO
Morgan McFerson- Belleza Salon Company Ellisville, MO
Carina McGlasson- Belleza Salon Ofallon, MO
Jessica McIntyre- Mount Vernon, MO
Alicia McKenzie- Smithville, MO
Victoria Menzel- Studio703 Fenton, MO
Anna Merricks- Kansas City, MO
Trisha Meyer- Smithville, MO
Heather Midden- Studio 703 Chesterfield, MO
Christina Miller- Cedar Hill, MO
Deborah Mitchell- Hair I Am, LLC Holliday, MO
Irl Mold- St. Louis, MO
Shawn Montgomery- Hair perception and design St. Louis, MO
Bonnie Morales- Faces Skincare Services Lake Waukomis, MO
Dale Morgan- Studio 703 Troy, MO
Olivia Mortensen- Hair By Livi Caulfield, MO
Kimberly Mueller- De Soto, MO
Tracy Mundell- shaggys hair salon Hannibal, MO
Donna Myers- Fantastic Sams Pleasant Hill, MO
Amanda Niere- Studio 703 Ballwin, MO
Carol Noecker- Smithville, MO
Emily Noelle- Studio 703 Imperial, MO
Lily Oneill- Studio 703 St. Louis, MO
Heidi Owenby- All About You Studios Hawk Point, MO
Kelley Owsley- Primrose Salon Jefferson City, MO
Mar Page- Kansas City, MO
Mar Page- Kansas City, MO
Nichole Parker- Elle Salon Byrnes Mill, MO
Robyn Paul- Dr. Flys Salon Joplin, MO
Edye Payne- Cape Girardeau, MO
Toni Peanick- The Color Room LLC Troy, MO
Christina Pelletier- Studio Eleven Rogersville, MO
Rose Petermann- Lees Summit, MO
Sarah Petersen- Salon legacy Rolla, MO
Russell Phillips- Belle 'poque Kansas City, MO
Jamie Pickett- Smithville, MO
Mikayla Pitera- Belleza Salon Wentzville, MO
Christine Prentice- Prentice hairstyles North Kansas City, MO
Caitlin Price- Hazelwood, MO
Amanda Pulse- Salon Inspire Smithville, MO
Cheyenne Ragsdale- Beauty bar Poplar Bluff, MO
Cristina Reddick- Shear Class Salon Viburnum, MO
KeiShaun Redmond- KR Salon Kansas City, MO
Charnetta Reed- Signaturelooktresses St. Louis, MO
Lisa Regula- Billings, MO
Sara Reinhold- St. Louis, MO
Denise Reinwald- St. Louis, MO
Helen Renz- SALON INSPIRE Kansas City, MO
Linda Reyes- Salon Gratto in North Kansas City Kansas City, MO
Debi Reynolds- Shear Attitudes Salon Ellsinore, MO
Cynthia Ricketts- Styles by Cindy Kansas City, MO
Linda Roberts- In style Inside JCPenney Kansas City, MO
Kerriann Robinson- Excelsiors House of Hair Excelsior Springs, MO
Jessica Robke- Kansas City, MO
Donna Robson- The SALON Lees Summit, MO
Linda Rodriguez- Weatherby Lake, MO
Amy Roesslein- Lavish Salon Weldon Spring, MO
Angela Rogers- Making Waves Salon Union, MO
Robin Rogers- Haven Salon House Springs, MO
Kathy Ross- Kansas City, MO
Tamara Russell- Rocky Mount, MO
Lara Rutledge- Peculiar, MO
Sandra Salmons- Sandys Spot! St. Louis, MO
Stephanie Samsel- Dimensions Hair Design Springfield, MO
Yvonne Sanders- UpStage, LLC Stella, MO
Megan Sandridge- Sugar Creek, MO
Samantha Santora- Kansas City, MO
Lisa Sapienza- St. Louis, MO
Karen Scherrer- Grassroots Lees Summit, MO
Sarah Schields- Weatherby Lake, MO
Sandy Schnack- Kansas City, MO
Shannon Schuette- Truxton, MO
Shari Schultz- Saint Louis, MO
Barbara Schwerman- Hollister, MO
Jarawn Shackelford- Kansas City, MO
Ashley Sharp- Merrell University Jefferson City, MO
Angela Shelor- Excelsior Est, MO
Tabitha Shramek- Jean Franc Salon Williamsburg, MO
Amanda Simmons- Kansas City, MO
Marie Simone- Shi salon St. Louis, MO
Dee Slaven- Marshall and Company Hair and Body Wellness Eldon, MO
Kori Sloan- Lake Saint Louis, MO
Savanna Smith- Kansas City, MO
Liz Sowers- L. Louise Hair and makeup studio Kansas City, MO
Kelly Spencer- Lake Waukomis, MO
Colleen Spink- St. Louis, MO
Julie Starr- Lees Summit, MO
Erica Stauffer- The glam Leo Kansas City, MO
Rachel Steffen- Smithville, MO
Michelle Steimann- Ginger Bay Salon and Spa Saint Charles, MO
Brooke Stenefjord- Belleza salon Saint Charles, MO
Marian Stones- Illusions Color Spa St. Louis, MO
Debi Straw- Hazelwood, MO
Shawn Summers- Studio 703 Eureka, MO
AUBREE TEMPLEMAN- Oasis Salon & Day Spa Carthage, MO
Amy Thomas- Salon Ami Independence, MO
Ashley Thomas- Salon Inspire Smithville, MO
Amanda Thompson- Smithville, MO
Laci Tindall- Lasting Impressions hair and tanning salon Saint Joseph, MO
Erica Todd- Uptown Roots Salon Excelsior Est, MO
Tammy Toepfer- Salon 109 Neosho, MO
Ashley Tronjo- Studio703 Ballwin, MO
Jess Tunstill- Kansas City, MO
Lana Turner- The Hair Center St. Peters, MO
Dawn Videmschek- Salon Lofts Kirkwood, MO
CASSIE WELCH- Dr.Fly's Salon Webb City, MO
Callie Walck- Classics St. Louis, MO
Donna Walter- Salon Inspire KC Kansas City, MO
Christina Warczakoski- Salon Gratto Kansas City, MO
Tina Warhover- St. Louis, MO
Donna Watkins- Hairy's Salon Lebanon, MO
Julie Webb- Salon Bellissima Kearney, MO
Amy Wentz- Amy Wentz Kansas City, MO
Brooke Werries- Dr. Flys Salon Joplin, MO
Kris Wiart- Defiance, MO
Franki Wilkins- Franki Wilkins Excelsior Springs, MO
Jennifer Williams- Tayabella Salon Pleasant Hill, MO
Karle Williams- Kansas City, MO
Jordan Williamson- Studio 703 Florissant, MO
Tessa Wilson- Studio 703 Wildwood, MO
Leslie Winkler- Brecknrdg Hls, MO
Katie Winston- Studio 703 St. Louis, MO
Amy Womack- Salon Si Bon Weatherby Lake, MO
Nicole Worzer- Studio703 Wildwood, MO
Holly Yocum- Liberty, MO
Jason York- Summit salon academy Kansas City Kansas City, MO
Kylee Zerbe- Kansas City, MO
Julie agles- St. Louis, MO
Sammy aten- Studio 66 salon Robertsville, MO
Lea b- Summit salon academy kc Independence, MO
Mary boschert- Studio 703 Lake Saint Louis, MO
Tiffney clancy- Holt, MO
Allison elder- Dominic michael salon St. Louis, MO
kevin govero- Strands Clayton, MO
Christina kettler- Magnolia's hair and nail salon Barnhart, MO
Amy lakey- Ofallon, MO
Louis lam- Manchester, MO
Trina lamberson- Hair Trendz Louisiana, MO
lauren lanini- Saint Charles, MO
Darlene linderer- Magnolias's hair and nail salon Hillsboro, MO
Patricia morrow- Patricia k designs St. Louis, MO
rachel powell- Salon Glo La Plata, MO
Leslie pyles- Divine ladys Olivette, MO
Kelly simpson- Kelly's kuts St. Louis, MO
Amy summers- Studio 704 Eureka, MO
Melissa verbryck- Studio 703 Lake Saint Louis, MO
Raymond zavitcz- JCP Salon Columbia, MO
Jennifer Albers- The Neighborhood Salon Eureka, MO
Justin Allen- Refine a Hair Studio St. Louis, MO
Janel Allison- Sport clips Saint Charles, MO
Bobbi Bartlett- Springfield, MO
Tiffini Beckman- Desloge, MO
Tina Brinley- LOFT 10 Salon Lofts Chesterfield Maryland Heights, MO
Carrie Cannell-Wade- Mineral Point, MO
Melysa Caponetto- The Hair Room KC Blue Springs, MO
Victoria Clemens- Fenton, MO
Melissa Cox- Bliss Salon Jefferson City, MO
Jenny Elliott- Chop Tops Smithville, MO
Tonia Essary- Cuttin Up Salon Aurora, MO
Hailey Foley- Hm artistry Gravois Mills, MO
Lori Fowler- St. Louis, MO
Salena Fulcher- Salena Fulcher California, MO
Fee Gilkey- Be YOU Unique Hair Boutique St. Louis, MO
Lauren Hengstenberg- JF Hair Co Gerald, MO
Jessica Hoemann- Sweet Pixies Salon, LLC Washington, MO
Jim Holopter- Chop Tops Kansas City, MO
Erika Kump- Bijin salon and sp Lees Summit, MO
Marsha Lehning- Marsha's Hair Studio Grain Valley, MO
Amelia Martinez- Blue Springs, MO
Lisa McKeel- Savvy Suites Sappington, MO
Bailey Moore- Republic, MO
Hunter Morris- Chop Tops Kansas City, MO
Demetrius Murray- Before and After Barbershop Sikeston, MO
Caralyne Noble- Noble Inspirations Liberty, MO
Stacey Oldham- Weatherby Lake, MO
Samantha Ortbals- Samantha O's Suite Saint Charles, MO
Jamaika Pierce- Purity Nail Care LLC Country Club, MO
Khyheshia Robinson- Harrisonville, MO
Katharine Rose- Ballwin, MO
Janel Schick- Salon & Spa De Crist Lees Summit, MO
Jarawn Shackelford- Kansas City, MO
Catherine Skousen- Kansas City, MO
Heather Slaybaugh- Studio 803 salon Lees Summit, MO
Stefania Stanic- Salon Bellissimo Sugar Creek, MO
Annetta Thomas- Against the Grainz St. Louis, MO
RHONDA VANDEVEN- Rhonda's Family Hair Care Scopus, MO
Dawn Videmschek- Salon Lofts Kirkwood, MO
Sharonda Williams- Urban Chic Salon St. Louis, MO
Tina kelley- Salon Trilogy St. Peters, MO
Julie lewis- Beauty brands Grandview, MO
Natalia radillo- Kansas City, MO
Shandale Abel- High Maintenance Salon Iuka, MS
Pat Adams- Pat adams Ltd. Indianola, MS
Dakota Alleed- Stay golden tans Summit, MS
Monet Allen- Monet Stylez Moss Point, MS
Jamie Anderson- Corinth, MS
Sharon Atkinson- Enterprise, MS
Paige Atterberry- The Nail Boutique Tupelo, MS
Kathy Baker- Vicksburg, MS
Renae Ballard- Renaes Hair Care Salon West Point, MS
Rachel Barbuto- Rachel Barbuto Hair Studio LLC Madison, MS
Kendrick Barnes- KenKutzUp Prentiss, MS
Marla Barnett- Marla's On Main Enid, MS
Olivia Barrett- LIV the salon Brandon, MS
Ashley Beard- Cheeky Chic Salon + Boutique Pearl, MS
Tina Bennett- Brandon, MS
Cindy Bernard- CindyRoos designs Booneville, MS
Martha Blakeney- Cuttin Up Salon Taylorsville, MS
Quiana Bouldin- Razor Royalty Tupelo, MS
Rebecca Bounds- Ellisville, MS
Tina Boyd- Moss Point, MS
Mechale Breazeale- Mechaes Total Image Brandon, MS
Reshun Brooks- Salon Kinks Meridian, MS
Theresa Brown- Theresa Macon, MS
Phleleshia Buchanan- Diversity Equations Barber Styling Parlor, LLC Aberdeen, MS
Lisa Bufkin- Lisa Marie's Salon Lucedale, MS
Theresa Buford- SportClips Haircuts Olive Branch, MS
Emily Buie- Styles By ReRe Flora, MS
JAN CROWELL- J crowell salon Forest, MS
Renee Caldwell- Reflections by Renee Smithville, MS
Courtney Carlisle- Spritz Brooklyn, MS
Lauren Carroll- Florence, MS
Summer Caston- Joiful Hair Salon Carthage, MS
Ashley Chisholm- Kala's Kuts Petal, MS
Erica Clay- Executive Hair Designers Jackson, MS
Lisa Cochran- The Studio Hattiesburg, MS
Kaycee Coghan- Hair Express Starkville, MS
Madysyn Cole- Studio 139 Hernando, MS
Kelishia Coleman- Kelishia Coleman Jackson, MS
Tiffany Collins- Mane Castle Wesson, MS
Miranda Conn- Conn's Salon Tupelo, MS
Amy Crawford- Simply Southern Salon Walnut, MS
Kirstyn Cregeen- Kirstyn's nails Corinth, MS
Destin Currie- Untangled, LLC Utica, MS
Ivy Daniels- Ivy & Megan's Hair Solutions Prentiss, MS
Robin Dean- Scissors Edge Picayune, MS
Becky Dennis- Fringe salon Clinton, MS
Jenny Dickson- Jennys Hair Studio Tupelo, MS
Kimberly Dismuke- The cut away Brandon, MS
Rhonda Dombrowski- Hair Xpress Brandon, MS
Linda Dozier- Bentonia, MS
Deadra Drungo- ManeStage Salonique Columbus, MS
Dawn Dyson- Bouffant Salon Pontotoc, MS
Franchester Eason- Franchester s Salon Rolling Fork, MS
Nicole Eckert- Boondocks Salon Lucedale, MS
Katie Estes- Katie's Salon at the Jamieson Place Falkner, MS
Leona Fairley- Cynthia Mcormick Lucedale, MS
Marcus Falkner- choppercity Barber and Beauty Shop Olive Branch, MS
Brandon Fantroy- Flawless Fades Gautier, MS
Jana Few-Bradley- Bradley Garrett Salon Southaven, MS
Sierra Fewell- La Rousse Salon Oxford, MS
Alethea Flowers- Miracles from Above Jackson, MS
Wilma Foreman- Raymond, MS
CINDY GANGWISH- Jovi Salon Olive Branch, MS
Sara Garcia- Big hair Diamondhead, MS
Laquieta George- Nail Divas Salon LLC Laurel, MS
Monica Gilliam- Head over heels salon Okolona, MS
Kim Gladden- Shear Genius Wesson, MS
Natalie Graham- Studio 7 Petal, MS
Penny Grant- Booneville, MS
Crystal Greco- Tangled Salon Yazoo City, MS
Alashia Green- Alashia Green Columbus, MS
Julia Green- LaBella's Salon Gulfport, MS
Vanessa Greene- Vamp Salon Jackson, MS
Michelle Griffin- Shear Xpressions Beauty Salon Courtland, MS
Marc GÄrtler- Mccool, MS
Jenny Halford- Cleveland, MS
Joyce Hall- Joyces Styles Byhalia, MS
Kelli Hammons- Kuttin' Up With Kelli Long Beach, MS
Cassandra Hampton- Imagine Beauty & Barber Salon Ridgeland, MS
Regenia Harkins- LeSon Hair Fashion Lena, MS
Christopher Harris- New Level Cuts Grenada, MS
Tawanda Hawkins- Jackson, MS
Athena Hewlett- Allure Salon Starkville, MS
Kirstyn Hobgood- Kk Sontag, MS
Taylor Horne- The Fringe Salon Senatobia, MS
Andrew Howard- Sage Salon Jackson, MS
Ben Howard- Studio G Salon Brandon, MS
Jordan Hughes- Gulfport, MS
Gennie Hutson- Saltillo, MS
Andre Jackson- MBA Barbershop Senatobia, MS
Natasha Johnson- Le Sorello Dello Stile Canton, MS
Sonji Johnson- Beauté Within Salon Canton, MS
Veronica Johnson- Le Sorelle Dello Stile Canton, MS
Jeryl Jones- Jeryls Kut and Kurl Holly Springs, MS
Kelly Jones- Salon 53 Gulfport, MS
Nicole Jones- Southaven, MS
Emile Kelly- Really Real Barbershop Woodville, MS
Monica Kimbrough- Beauty Bar Boutique, MediSpa Inc. Biloxi, MS
Logan Kirkland- Parisians Salon Vancleave, MS
Mary Kontur- Just Teasin Hair Salon Gulfport, MS
Tiffany Kyzar- Meraki Hair Studio Natchez, MS
Taranika Lambert- Taranikab house of hair Pace, MS
Ruby Lancaster- Salon III Houston, MS
Heidi Leamons- Olive Branch, MS
Jamie Lee- 255&Co. Grenada, MS
Jessica Lewis- J Xperience Beauty Salon Clarksdale, MS
Lauren Longo- Gloss Jackson, MS
Yvonia Lott- Lotts of Styles Grenada, MS
Dominique Love- Annabella Natural LLC Olive Branch, MS
Catherine Lucket- Tina Beauty Salon , MS
DEBRA MADDOX- MULTIPLICITY SALON Greenville, MS
Janice Madison- JMaries Starkville, MS
Heather Marie- Hair by Heather Diamondhead, MS
Kelly Mason- Kelly Mason hairstylist , MS
Belinda Matheny- Hair X-Press Pearl, MS
Kala Mathis- The Louvre Salon Rose Hill, MS
Tammy Mattison- Today's Hair Ocean Springs, MS
Cynthia McCormack- Cymply Nails Lucedale, MS
Michella McCree- Ryan salon of Glory Gulfport, MS
Crystal Mcgee- Oasis sun spa Philadelphia, MS
Jacquelyn Mckinney- Style Therapy by Jaci @ Elixir Gallery Salon Hernando, MS
Jennifer Meadows- The Meadow Salon & Spa Mize, MS
Nina Mickel- Gulfport, MS
Lorraine Middleton- Brandon, MS
Melanie Mitchell- Gloster Creek Salon/Melanie Mitchell Saltillo, MS
Camille Moenkhaus- Thairapy Garden Ridgeland, MS
Chrisgina Mollitt- Salon Cg Pearl, MS
Bethany Morris- Blush Salon Drew, MS
lynn Naquin- P&G Wella Bay St. Louis, MS
Cristen Nash- Laurel, MS
Hillary Neal- Sass' Salon Coldwater, MS
Shelby Nelson- Shelby's Hair Styling Carriere, MS
Kimberly Nguyen- Lucy Nails & Spa Madison, MS
Tri Nguyen- Allure Spa and Nails Madison, MS
Lakeidric Nichols- Kleankuts barbershop Baird, MS
Shannon Oatis- The hair wizard Gulfport, MS
Susan Oconner- Reflections Hair Salon Batesville, MS
Janice Owens- Ocean Springs, MS
Angelia Page- Tickled Pink Hair Salon Laurel, MS
Toi Page- Allure Spa Southaven, MS
Chris Paige- Custom Cuts & Styles Jackson, MS
LaTashia Parkman- BeUnique Styles Salon Hattiesburg, MS
Tanya Parterson- Southern Charm Salon Morton, MS
Tara Pasco- Hattiesburg, MS
Cassandra Phillips- Styles By Cassie Jackson, MS
Precious Polk- Precious Cuts and Designs Laurel, MS
Tara Price- Diberville, MS
Kimesha Ratliff- Tiny'sTouch McComb, MS
Christy Rendon- Tokros Starkville, MS
Amanda Rhea- Haven Beauty & WellBeing Center West Point, MS
Brittany Rhodes- A New You Hair Salon Jackson, MS
Jennifer Richardson- The Mens Room Pearl, MS
Kathryn Roberts- Watercolor Salon Florence, MS
Brittney Robinson- Wild orchid salon Shannon, MS
Melanie Robinson- Melanies Hair studio Horn Lake, MS
Warren Rossi- Relaxstation Corinth, MS
Jessie Rothery- Headquarters Family Hair Care Jackson, MS
LESTER STREET- Streets Casual Cuts Senatobia, MS
Ashley Scott- Cuttin Loose New Albany, MS
Crystal Scott- Beauty By Crystal Vicksburg, MS
Christy Scribner- Allure Salon Eupora, MS
Cynthia Sellers- Luceedale, MS
Terri Shaw- Terris House Of Fashion Saucier, MS
Kathy Shephard- Ladies Choice Hair Design Mount Olive, MS
Laurette Shira- Mia Salon i Starkville, MS
Rapheal Skinner- A Cut Above The Rest Barber Shop Macon, MS
Alisha Smith- New Beginnings Jackson, MS
Joey Smith- World's BestCutZ Barbershop Horn Lake, MS
Tiffany Smith- Tough guys Haircuts Steens, MS
Amanda Sowell- Amanda Sowell at Sasse Salon Como, MS
Karen Spann- Hair Xpress Harrisville, MS
Tina Stallworth- Sister 2 Sister Beauty Salon Moss Point, MS
Ksenija Stephens- Hair Studio Silver Creek, MS
Frances Stephenson- Martha's Kut and Kurl Columbus, MS
Iva Steptoe- CORTEX LAYER, INC. Jackson, MS
Jona Stevens- Oslins Hair Design Waynesboro, MS
Kristian Stevens- Ridgeland, MS
Anthony Stevenson- Blessed hands barber and styling studios Jackson, MS
Brittany Sullivan- Kut and Dry Salon Greenville, MS
Sarah Sumerall- The Corner Studio Raleigh, MS
Sheila Swift- Positive Image Salon West Point, MS
Kelly Tabor- the barbershop Brookhaven, MS
Jerrick Taylor- The Platinum Look Byram, MS
Sam Taylor- Styleworld Beauty and Barber Salon Jackson, MS
kewanna Taylor- The Platinum Look Salon Byram, MS
Karen Thompson- Lady Ks Charm Villa Tylertown, MS
Stephanie Tomlinson- Allure salon Starkville, MS
Lindsey Torrence- Torrence & Co Brandon, MS
Consquella Townsel- Coconut Salon and Spa Columbus, MS
Marsha Townsend- East side Beauty Salon Pontotoc, MS
Trang Tran- NT nails Ocean Springs, MS
Jamie Tro- Love Is In The Hair Byhalia, MS
Yanisha Turner- MerakiStyles Greenville, MS
Anna Von Hoene- Terry, MS
Donna Wade- Bella Hair Salon Pass Christian, MS
Barbara Walker- Beautiful Hair By Barbara Walker Hattiesburg, MS
Paula Ward- STUDIO 7 SALON, LLC. Petal, MS
Sheka Warner- Shekas Petal, MS
Freshta Warren- Southern Perfection Salon Lake, MS
Melody Washington- Natural U Salon Jackson, MS
Patty Watson- DTangled Salon Jackson, MS
Cassandra Welch- Crystal Springs, MS
Catherine Whitson- Hair Affair Columbus, MS
Laquella Williams- Nu-X-Pressions Hair Salon Greenwood, MS
Sharita Williams- Split Endz Beauty LLC Smithdale, MS
Lisa Wiygul- Lou Lou s salon Tupelo, MS
Amanda Wood- Tylertown, MS
Shelby Woodall- Poplarville, MS
Sandra Wright- Tangle's Hair and Nail Salon Hazlehurst, MS
Priscilla Yarbrough- Cilla's sassy kuts Calhoun City, MS
shelley bagby- Sage Salon & Color Bar Pearl, MS
martha bailey- tooties hair styIon Meridian, MS
Katelyn berrey- Oxford, MS
Heather Bexley - The beauty spot, Lucedale, MS
Sabrina Burgess - Lacru salon, Brandon, MS
Cynthia Cook - Touch of Class, Vicksburg, MS
McMillan Crevitt - Southern Barber & Style, Vicksburg, MS
Deshea Dilmore - Gaeleria Salon, Madison, MS
Khristy Gladden - Bogue Chitto, MS
Pamela Howard - Studio G, Lexington, MS
Haylea Jeffreys - Hattiesburg, MS
Michelle Johnson - Fol hair salon, Southaven, MS
Abby Lishman - Abby Harris Nettleton, MS
Arkela Lucious - Canton, MS
Kim McPeak - The Beauty Parlour, Booneville, MS
Haley Mixon - Lisa Maries salon, Lucedale, MS
Stephanie Myers - Attitudes hair studio, MS
Marco Myers - Barberboyz Brandon, MS
Tham Nguyen - Viziare salon, Ocean Springs, MS
Jennifer Nix - roots organic salon, Greenville, MS
Lindsey Philyaw - The hair shop, Holcomb, MS
Kelly Tran - Royal nails lounge, Ocean Springs, MS
Miranda Watson - district salon, Starkville, MS
PEGGY ANDERSEN - Peggy Andersen Gulfport, MS
Mary Adams - Self employed hairstylist, Guntown, MS
Shanita Arrington - Yabby's Barber Shop, Shubuta, MS
Meagan Berry - Highlights salon, Starkville, MS
Nickie Bruce - Hair Candy, Natchez, MS
Shekita Bruce - The Boujie Box, Greenville, MS
Beverly Busick - Snippers II, Pearl, MS
Latona Coleman - Latonas Magic Touch LLC, Moss Point, MS
Beech Glenda - Evan Makae salon, Wiggins, MS
Tavaria Leflore - Redefined Greenville, MS
Kaley Mabus - Kreation Salon, Grenada, MS
Charlotte Mosby - Hair We Go, Holly Springs, MS
Thaxter Pittman - Pit Stop Hairstyles & Cuts, McComb, MS
Stacy Reed - Suite Essence Salon, Forest, MS
Kayla Sutton - Kayla sutton stylist, Hattiesburg, MS
Michelle Barney - House of Style, Billings, MT
Summer Barrett - Billings, MT
Keirsey Brewer - Billings, MT
KyAnna Broesder - Ky's Killer Cuts, Laurel, MT
Hannah Callcott - Billings, MT
Peggy Colby - Creston, MT
Patrice Collingwood - Creston, MT
Crystal Dixon - Crystal Dixon @ the living room, Great Falls, MT
Misty Dorsey - Blondie's Salon and Wellness, Glendive, MT
Mari Drake - Missoula, MT
Melissa Dudley - Main Street Salon, Belgrade, MT
Andrea Gordon - Billings, MT
Katie Groener - Billings, MT
Andrea Hardy- Altruist Salon Missoula, MT
Elizabeth Henderson- Electrolysis with Elizabeth Missoula, MT
Lori Hiniker- Identity Hair and Nail salon Dillon, MT
Gina Ingalls- Capelli Salon Missoula, MT
Kialy Iverson- Billings, MT
Lisa Jakober- Columbia Falls, MT
Tanya Ketterling- Tanya Ketterling Billings, MT
Susannah Konkler- Smashing Violet Studio Salon Three Forks, MT
Debra Lindquist- Billings, MT
Tamara Maguire- Roots Boutique Salon Great Falls, MT
Mary Neibauer- Bozeman, MT
Raquel Oppenborn- Pritty fase Aesthetics Billings, MT
Carla Peterson- Teal Salon Billings, MT
Kalli Redden- Clancy, MT
Andrea Roane- Point of Hue Salon Billings, MT
Mindy Sayler- Billings, MT
Brenda Schell- Salon 17 Billings, MT
Stephanie Shannon- Urban Vibe Salon salon Billings, MT
Jeri Thomas- Advanced Hair Designs by Jeri Billings, MT
Mikala Walter- Adore salon and spa Billings, MT
Andria Weiss- Bliss Beauty Bar Missoula, MT
Amber Wesen- Luxe studio Bozeman, MT
Shelly Yarbrough- Salon 17 Billings, MT
Jennifer st julian- Sugartree hair salon Missoula, MT
Dawn Brown- Tr's Beaux Salon Bigfork, MT
Amber DeTienne- Billings, MT
Loucinda Dundas- Hair tips and toes Billings, MT
Chrissy Fusaro-shire- Studio 1047 Helena, MT
holly hamper- Hairbyholly406 Helena, MT
Tenia Adams- Styles by Tenia Raleigh, NC
Stephanie Adamson- TeaZe Styling Studio Greensboro, NC
Roxana Alston- Roxana Alston Hair Stylist Warsaw, NC
Amanda Anthony- Rural Hall, NC
Vittorio Antonacci- Denise Antonacci Salon Waxhaw, NC
Priscilla Arias- Apex, NC
Wendy Armstrong- Salondeclare Greensboro, NC
Sandra Arrowood- Forest City, NC
Tamika Ashe- Tamikas Ultimate Touch Beauty Salon Roanoke Rapids, NC
Tyson Ashe- Wake Forest, NC
Daphnie Atchley- Union Mills, NC
Shannon Atkinson- Poppy Salon Chapel Hill, NC
THERESA BENKER- Metamorphosis Holistic Salon Wake Forest, NC
BARRY BROADWAY- world class barbers Charlotte, NC
Lita Bader- LB Indigo Salon Apex, NC
Brianna Barker- Brianna Leigh Beauty LLC Archdale, NC
Michelle Barnes- FiveTouch Spa and Solon Wilson, NC
Tanya Barnes-Jones- Raleigh, NC
Erica Barnhardt- Bella Lago salon and akincare Mooresville, NC
Anna Barson- Charlotte, NC
Courtney Bartels- Holly Springs, NC
Lori Batts- Hair Jam Hair Salon Wilmington, NC
Megan Bayko- Brush’d Salon Charlotte, NC
Bridgette Beal- Bella Trio Salon & Spa Browns Summit, NC
Davon Beale- A Salon By Davon Charlotte, NC
Paula Beck- All About You Salon And Day Spa Winston-salem, NC
Arlene Beckett- Cary, NC
Deborah Beckett- The Guys Place - A Hair Salon for Men Raleigh, NC
Cathy Bell- The salon at Ulta Trent Woods, NC
Glenda Bennett- Hair Bomb Salon Winston-salem, NC
Paula Berglund- Designs by Paula Jacksonville, NC
Lindsey Betancourt- Upstage Beauty Leland, NC
Kaswelda Bethea- Hair Therapy High Point, NC
Cynthia Biggers- S&S Salon Monroe, NC
Jason Bishop- J Shane's Hair Studio Waynesville, NC
Kristi Bitetti- Artistry in balantyne Charlotte, NC
Tera Blevins- Mark Of Eden Salon Laurel Springs, NC
Jessica Bloomer- Pure Beauty Salon & Esthetics Durham, NC
Jennifer Booth- Jens Styling Booth Mooresville, NC
CasSandra Bostic- Nail’d It LLC Lexington, NC
Chip Bourgeault- Brush’d Salon Charlotte, NC
Nikki Bourgeault- Brush’d Salon Charlotte, NC
Sharon Bradley- Salon at Huxley Shelby, NC
Rebecca Brayboy- Rebecca Brayboy Hair Design Kannapolis, NC
Willie Breeden- Breeden's Barbershop Hamlet, NC
Dezerae Brewer- Sheardezstiny Beaufort, NC
Bobby Brewington- Bobbee shop Spring Lake, NC
Tiffany Brodie- Salon 1 Eleven Raleigh, NC
Tamika Brookins- JonV Hairstudio Charlotte, NC
Christy Broome- Hunt- Charlotte, NC
Robin Brown- The Beauty Bar Concord, NC
James Bullard- Longitude dba Great Clips Charlotte, NC
Deloris Burney- Tootsies Unique Beautique Greenville, NC
Pamela Burton- Pampers Nails Hair Skin Hickory, NC
Reaverner Byers- Cutup & Relax Greensboro, NC
LATOYA CARODINE- Lavish luxe Charlotte, NC
Myriam Calderon- Renees International Hairstyling Charlotte, NC
Deborah Caldwell- Savvy Salon Charlotte, NC
JuNesha Campbell- Hope Mills, NC
Kiera Carbajal- Richlands, NC
Laurie Carden- Winston-salem, NC
Lynda Carlson- attitudes a salon Matthews, NC
Lynda Carlson- attitudes a salon Matthews, NC
Kisha Celestin- Hair Passions Studio Charlotte, NC
Dania Chavez- Durham, NC
Lynette Christensen- Cherryville, NC
Courtney Churakos- Pikeville, NC
Brandy Clark- Kreative kutz Creswell, NC
Crystal Clark- Nail Yeah Raleigh, NC
Miranda Cobb- CocoaRoyalty bboc High Point, NC
Janeka Coker- Miraculous beauty Charlotte, NC
Chantel Collins- The 3rd Girls Innovative Group Charlotte, NC
Deidra Colvin- Queen of Browz Apex, NC
Cecilia Conaghan- Love is in the Hair II LLC Fuquay-varina, NC
Deborah Condors- Greenville, NC
Angela Cook- T&M Hair Gallery Mayodan, NC
Antoinette Coppage- Salon 21 Raleigh, NC
Amy-Jae Crawford- Syd's Hair Shop Chapel Hill, NC
Kayla Creasman- Asheville, NC
Rebecca Creasman- Smart Style Hendersonville, NC
Kyra Creech- I Candy Styling Salon Goldsboro, NC
Tabetha Creech- Klip Chicks Salon Zebulon, NC
Nicole Cross- Hair by Nicole Charlotte, NC
Jamal Crossland- DXperience Barber and beauty Emporium Durham, NC
Jonathan Cruz- Plush Salon Charlotte, NC
Michelle Cruz- Raleigh, NC
Systeria Cuthrell- Queen She Salon LLC Winston-salem, NC
Heather Davey- HD Skincare Solutions Concord, NC
Lauren Davis- Hair by Lauren Davis Newport, NC
Maia Davis- Better Esthetics Wilmington, NC
Sharonda Davis- Sweet Sensation Hair Design Bolivia, NC
Sonja Dayton- Textures Salon Clemmons, NC
Sonya Deen- Revival Hair Lounge Waxhaw, NC
Kyndall Denson- Bella trio Hillsborough, NC
Lori DiDonato- Untangled Salon Cornelius, NC
Shannon Dobbin- Patience Natural Hair Care Garner, NC
Melissa Dodge- Boone, NC
Lora Dolberry- A healthy hair salon Robersonville, NC
LeAnne Donton- Manes and Magick at Spellbound Waxhaw, NC
Fred Drake- Goodfellas Barber shop Charlotte, NC
Letissha Drake- Angelic Beauty Salon Charlotte, NC
Idayua Duncan- Queen She Salon LLC Winston-salem, NC
Sean Duncan- Sean Rocco Salon Charlotte, NC
Tonya Dunn- lemon to lemonade hair studio Cary, NC
Shakira Ebanks- Hair Mafia Extensions Charlotte, NC
Lindsay Eissens- Denise's Classy Cuts Goldsboro, NC
David Elliott- D Elliots Hair Studio Matthews, NC
Sandra Ellis- Souljah Spa & Nails Spring Lake, NC
Ashley England- Studio 220 Salon and Spa Lawndale, NC
Tiffany Eubanks- Shear Luxury Salon Durham, NC
Tiffany Fairley- HAIR LIKE HEAVEN Spring Lake, NC
Crystal Faw- Hair Works Lenoir, NC
Samantha Fender- Hair Angels Salon and Spa Asheville, NC
Tracy Ferguson- The Village Salon Cashiers, NC
Farah Foster- Wake Forest, NC
Kimica Foster- Textures Hair Salon Henderson, NC
Haley Foust- Bella trio day spa and salon Cedar Grove, NC
Alice Freeman- Knotty 2 Nice Beauty Salon Lumberton, NC
Pamela Freeman- First Things 1st Barber and Hair Salon Riegelwood, NC
Bruce Fuller- Bmichaels Cary, NC
Tanley Gamble- Pampered N Full LLC Winston-salem, NC
Valarie Gardner- Valarie Gardner hair Hickory, NC
Shamille Garris- Roanoke Rapids, NC
Esenze Gee- Exquisite Styles Durham, NC
Pam Goins- Beauty of Essence LLC Gibsonville, NC
Pamela Goshay- Pamela Goshay Raleigh, NC
Tami Griffin- Town and Country Hair Fashions Mars Hill, NC
KATISHA HINES-MCCALL- Celebrity Stylez Raleigh, NC
Paula Hacker- At Your Fingertips New Bern, NC
Ariana Hafezi- Raleigh, NC
Arsalan Hafezi- Modern Salon and Spa, Inc. Charlotte, NC
Lauren Hafezi- Charlotte, NC
LaToya Hagans- Everlasting Styles by Sai Hair Salon Wilson, NC
Beth Hall- Studio 2000 Ennice, NC
Laura Hamilton- Hair Unique Beauty Salon Greenville, NC
Lindsey Hanson- Matthews, NC
Lea Hardy- Nu Unity Salon Kernersville, NC
Chasity Harrington- Studio eight salon Co. Charlotte, NC
Brodrick. Harris- Supreme Cuts Laurinburg, NC
Jennifer Hawley- Salon revive Moncure, NC
Shannon Helton- Shannon Helton Lincoln, NC
Joi Henslee- Durham, NC
Nellufar Hicks- Ambiance hair salon Charlotte, NC
Dorian Hilton- Brush’d salon Charlotte, NC
Alicia Hinson- Kuttin Up Clarendon, NC
Donna Hinson- Donna Hinson Raleigh, NC
Rosalind Hinton-Owen- TLC...Twists, Locks and Curls INC Rolesville, NC
Sita Hobbs- Dale Hobbs ( Ginger Tonic) Wilmington, NC
April Holland- Xquisite Hair Lounge Gastonia, NC
Meghann Holland- Alter ego Raleigh, NC
Brittany Holmes- Bills beauty shop Clinton, NC
Jennifer Holmes- Bolivia, NC
Shivonne Holmes- Wilmington, NC
Jennifer Hope- Old Fort, NC
Sharon Hope- UNI Salon Charlotte, NC
Carmen Huberman- Hair factory on broad Belmont, NC
Demetria Huitt- Salon1527 Hickory, NC
Donna Humphrey- Jarianazz Mcleansville, NC
Autumn Hunt- Greensboro, NC
Joey Hunt- Charlotte, NC
Savannah Hunt- Vana_Stylz Durham, NC
Colleen Hursey- Twisted Sisters Whitsett, NC
Denise I- Blue Moon Salon Maggie Valley, NC
Tammie Izze- Country Cut and Style Salisbury, NC
Erica Jaber- Razors edge Cary, NC
Dana Jackson- Visions in a mirror Gastonia, NC
Mahwish Jamil- SalonTrek Raleigh, NC
Radiaesh Mccrae- Inbreels Wilmington, NC
Kenzie Mcelvine- 3K STYLEZ BARBER & BEAUTY SHOP Fayetteville, NC
Kimberly Meadows- Cassi Hair Care Specialist Greensboro, NC
Mioshi Midgette- KINGdom Enterprise, NC
Davida Miller- Queen She Salon Winston-salem, NC
Jennifer Miller- Hair by Jen Wilmington, NC
Keri Miller- Greatclips Lexington, NC
Rhonda Miller- Classic Cuts Salon & Nails Snow Hill, NC
Hannah Milojevich- Beauty Bar Boutique Wilmington, NC
Tracey Milton- A New Look Salon Burlington, NC
Shaun Moore- Hair Gallery Rocky Mount, NC
Erika Morris- Right touch barber and Salon Charlotte, NC
Tabitha Morris- Tabscissorhands Greensboro, NC
Ferell Moss- Style Connection Charlotte, NC
Dorothy Mount- Pineville, NC
Valerie Murphy- Salon 590 West End, NC
Hilary Neal- Hair by Hilary Neal Charlotte, NC
Jennifer Nealey- Hair Favor by Jennifer Greensboro, NC
Jackie Newton- Oxford, NC
Thang Newyen- Chapel Hill, NC
Paula Oloughlin- Paula Oloughlin hair studio Winston-salem, NC
Cedaris Orr- The Queens Royal Beauty Bar Greensboro, NC
Tanya Ortega- Jacksonville, NC
Melissa Overbey- Inter-Locks Salon New Bern, NC
Will Owens-, NC
Richard Pace- Durham, NC
Shamarr Page- Enchanted Strands Hair Studio Winston-salem, NC
Teresa Parker- Sophisticuts Kannapolis, NC
Amber Parks- Sophisticuts High Point, NC
Tracey Parnell- Glamour nook Clarkton, NC
Teresa Parrish- Sassy Cuts Charlotte, NC
Oni Peace- Different by Design Hair Salon Charlotte, NC
David Peacemaker- David Ross Salon Charlotte, NC
Rhonda Pedersen- Jade Aveda Salon Greensboro, NC
Jackie Pendleton- Jackie’s Winston-salem, NC
Paige Perrin- Hair by Paige Asheville, NC
Carolyn Peterson- Natural Hair By Schelle Clinton, NC
Toy Pettiford- Toy Makes Faces LLC Hillsborough, NC
Katy Piramzadian- Jacksonville, NC
Jenny Pizzo- Durham, NC
Lindsay Pizzuti- Mirror Bomb Studio Charlotte, NC
Katrina Powell- New Bern, NC
Rod Pratt- The barber studio Trinity, NC
Ryan Privette- Passionate Esthetics by Ryan Stanley, NC
Dana Ptasinski- Fuquay-varina, NC
Serena Pulliam- Sibonga hair salon Eden, NC
Audra Rackley- Wilmington Hair Restoration Castle Hayne, NC
Cathy Ramirez- Hampstead, NC
Cathy Reaves- Hair By Cathy Greensboro, NC
Danny Reed- REED SALON Morganton, NC
Linda Reese- Tan & Curl Swannanoa, NC
Jennifer Reid- Supercuts Raleigh, NC
Sharon Reid- Bermuda Run, NC
Annie Reing- Carrboro, NC
Kelli Rhyne- Jennifer's hair salon Southport, NC
Emily Richardson- Bella Trio Salon and Spa Durham, NC
Diamond Ridgeway- Charlotte, NC
Shannon Riley- Spencer- Classic cuts salon & Nails Greenville, NC
Melissa Rivera- HairByMelissaRivera Greensboro, NC
Lisa Rivoli- Cary, NC
Maria Roberts- Studio M Salon Blowing Rock, NC
S. Roberts- Diamond Nails Caf' Hope Mills, NC
Paula Rochelle- Luxe Skin Spa Raleigh, NC
Julie Roohi- Julieshairstudio Youngsville, NC
Dana Rosa- Alter EGO Raleigh, NC
Wandalyn Roseboro- Radiance Hair Studio Charlotte, NC
Julie Ross- Julie Ross Beauty at Oasis Salon Greensboro, NC
Aldrienne Rush- Charlotte, NC
Samantha Russow- Sams beauty nook Hendersonville, NC
MauraVictoria Salinas- Brush'd Salon Matthews, NC
Lynn Sams- Village Salon Glenville, NC
Lisa Sanger- Wild olive salon Hubert, NC
Natasha Santiago- Charlotte, NC
Laurie Satterfield- Cheveux Salon Ruffin, NC
Janine Scurfield- Color Visions Cary, NC
Annette Seawell- Essential Designs Beauty Salon Knightdale, NC
Linda Sellers- Linda&lena beauty salon Mebane, NC
Shannon Sellers- Head to Toe Salon Selma, NC
Chris Sessoms- Chris and Company Clinton, NC
Rosa Sessoms- Styles Unlimited Ahoskie, NC
Sheila Sherwood- Bella Donna Salon Pinehurst, NC
Jess Sledge- Hair Lyfe Charlotte, NC
Candis Smith- Candi koi studio Wilmington, NC
Jessica Smith- Jessica Smith Hair Charlotte, NC
Nichole Smith- Ritual salon Charlotte, NC
Rachel Snedaker- Bella lago Cornelius, NC
Robertha St Remy- A TOUCH OF CLASS SALON LLC Durham, NC
Dustin Stamey- Raleigh, NC
Lisa Stanley- Studio 121 Salon Garner, NC
Shirley Stanley- Shirley Stanley Charlotte, NC
Sandra Steele- Steele Sophisticated Salon Durham, NC
Elizabeth Steger- Swansboro, NC
James Stivers- Matthews, NC
Julie Stivers- Matthews, NC
April Stone- Hair Kreation by April Sanford, NC
Crystal Stover- Meraki Studio Spindale, NC
Lynn Streeter- Beulaville, NC
Anastacia Stylezz- Shallotte, NC
Adaomma Swanson- Jade and Co Salon Mcleansville, NC
Kelly Sweeney- Kelly Sweeney Mooresville, NC
Gina Swisher- Mocksville, NC
Melanie Taylor- Illusions Day Spa and Salon Asheville, NC
Kimberly Teff- Teff Hair Design Studio Hickory, NC
Laura Thabet- Alter Ego Raleigh, NC
Ebony Thomas- Ebony T Charlotte, NC
Rebecca Thomason- Beckys Rockwell, NC
Lauren Thurman- Laurens Natural Hair Care Whiteville, NC
Mustafa Turkmen- Polished-Up Inc. Robbinsville, NC
Daren Turnbull- Alter Ego Raleigh, NC
Shawn Turnbull- Alter EGO Salon Raleigh, NC
Ashley Tyler- , NC
Denise Umberger- Apex, NC
Gina Valentini- Bello Capelli Hair Studio Charlotte, NC
Wendy Vaughan- The hairshack Henderson, NC
Cara Viers- Salon 42 Charlotte, NC
Elizabeth Ware- Kannapolis, NC
Jennia Wassermann- Nails by Jennia Hendersonville, NC
Rhonda Watson- Rhonda Watson , NC
Tania Watson- Natural Moodz Ilc Nashville, NC
Elizabeth Wear- Elizabeth Wear Hairstylist Salisbury, NC
Yulandra Weeks- Angelic Kreamations Beauty Bar Salisbury, NC
nicole Wentz- studio b salon Indian Trail, NC
Patricia West- Patricia West- Hairstylist Huntersville, NC
Shavonia West- Hair Masters Garland, NC
Remona White-Stokley- Elizabeth City, NC
Janet Wiggins- studio 120 llc Garner, NC
Tosha Wiggins- The Fierce Zone Charlotte, NC
Caitlin Wilburn- MGT Salon Raleigh, NC
Ciara Wilder- salon 7even Durham, NC
Kathy Wiley- Cary, NC
Linda Williams- Greensboro, NC
Tandra Williams- Transformations Hair Salon Durham, NC
Tiffany Williams- Divine Tresses By Tee Faison, NC
Cynthia Willis- Southernchamp Hair Designs Cherryville, NC
Glenda Wilson- Js Haircutters Winston-salem, NC
Jacqueline Wilson- Durham, NC
Lorean Wilson- Loreans Creative Hair Design Cove City, NC
Susanne Wilson- Hugo Girl Durham, NC
Tracy Wilson- Dimensions of Beauty Kings Mountain, NC
Kelly Wooddell- Wisp Salon Wilmington, NC
Miki Wright- Beauty SuperStars Raleigh, NC
L York- Skin Solutions Greensboro, NC
Ari Zarawani- Alter Ego Raleigh, NC
Audrey bishop- Shear Magnolias Zirconia, NC
Susan bizzell- The Ultimate Look Beauty Salon Grandy, NC
Sokhunthea chea- Polished by kelly Winston-salem, NC
Alice collins- Alice Collins Stylist Jacksonville, NC
Jennifer dillard- Village salon Cashiers, NC
Lillian downs- The legacy salon Raleigh Raleigh, NC
Michele hafezi- Knightdale, NC
phung khuu- J. ails & spa llc Lewisville, NC
Valerie love- Fayetteville, NC
katarina marshall- Charlies Angels beauty bar Charlotte, NC
michele matkovich- Salon M2 Charlotte, NC
Heather mcmichael- Shine Hair Design Studio Southport, NC
Carlena oswald- Great clips Stem, NC
rokesha patterson- Belle Amour Beauty lounge Charlotte, NC
Leslie purcell- Les-Do-Hair Garner, NC
Mellony robinson- Hair Fantasy Beauty Bar Wilmington, NC
Miriam rodas- Inspire salon Clemmons, NC
Isaura sepulveda- Isaura salon Raleigh, NC
Brenda soules- HairGallery21 Sparta, NC
Sharon stewart- Hairsoneet Troutman, NC
michael vest- Michael Bryant Salon Greensboro, NC
Vickie warren- Advanced wellness and massage Jacksonville, NC
Ashley wellborn- Classic cuts salon Kinston, NC
Wilda alcantara- Ezcuts salon High Point, NC
Carlton alexander- Eclipse Salon Asheville, NC
Diana Ayers- Waxhaw, NC
Elisa Ayers- Oh Snip! Cary, NC
Brandi Bailey- Aabani Salon Weaverville, NC
Michelle Barnes- FiveTouch Spa and Solon Wilson, NC
Tamara Barnes- Tamara Barnes High Point, NC
Sherry Barrett- Society Salon Hickory, NC
Anna Beckman- Tangles Hair Studio Greensboro, NC
Katrina Bowles- Treatment Salon Charlotte, NC
Carmen brainard- Wilmington, NC
Amy Brandon- Beyond Expectations Gastonia, NC
Dezerae brewer- Sheardezstiny Beaufort, NC
Jeff capell- Jeff capell Hair Design Charlotte, NC
Melissa carlson- Hairs melissa Kill devil Hills, NC
Barbara collins- Robert Anthony Salon Burlington, NC
Laura collins- Unique kutz 150 Summerfield, NC
Doris colomb- Taking Care of You Chapel Hill, NC
Susan couch- Durham, NC
Marlyn cruz- Dominican innovation hair salon Charlotte, NC
Brittany Cunningham- Concord, NC
Brittany Davis- Transformations Salon Richlands, NC
Sandra Davis- Studio 309 Pfafftown, NC
Sonya Deen- Revival Hair Lounge Waxhaw, NC
Louann doran- Mina's studio Chapel Hill, NC
Ginger early-rodgy- Hullwood Salon Kinston, NC
Sue farrell- A Nu U hair design Goldsboro, NC
Jillian Fisher- Apex, NC
kaya fisher- Asheville, NC
LaTonya Gray- Ilovelocs Hair Studio Charlotte, NC
Jennifer Vick - Raleigh, NC
Anna White - Anna White Mills River, NC
Sandy Whiteheart - All About Hair Lewisville, NC
Marianna Zarawani - Alter Ego Raleigh, NC
Jennifer Zullo - Foiled salon Cornelius, NC
Ábíola Cabrera - Natalie Hair studios Clinton, NC
Michael Caiero - Raleigh, NC
Sue Doerr - Bella trio salon Durham, NC
Katie Fisher - SilverFox Hair Design Asheville, NC
Jessie Lynch - Cut N Up Salon & Tanning Roanoke Rapids, NC
Jennifer Pehrson - Fawn Hair Loft Raleigh, NC
Gabrielle Andrews - Fargo, ND
Gabrielle Ballard - Great Clips Sawyer, ND
Charles Balzum - Salon Duo West Fargo, ND
Rylea Beggar - Beach, ND
Tianna Bergeron - White Horse Salon Grand Forks, ND
Suzanne Bren - Hair Ovations Dickinson, ND
Allison Clausen - Solar Flair Hair Studio Hettinger, ND
Lauren Donovan - West Fargo, ND
Janelle Finseth - West 13th Salon West Fargo, ND
Matt Frank - Silo Salon Bismarck, ND
Ashley Froemke - Lash By Ash Lisbon, ND
Julie Jardine - The Colour Room Minot, ND
Kayla Knutson - Smart Style Williston, ND
Chelsea Ktytor - The Beauty Bar by Chelsea Bismarck, ND
Kelsey Kurtz - Fargo, ND
Melinda Miller - Kinks-Cuts-Kolors by Mindy Williston, ND
Tara Mork - Ms. Taras Minot, ND
Beverly Mullenix - Minot, ND
Joseph Nayes - Fargo, ND
Samantha OHara - Enlightened Beauty Salon Fargo, ND
Carrie Ozuna - Minot, ND
Joshua Olson - J.Dewaine Hair Studio Fargo, ND
Andrea Sattler - Enlightened Beauty Fargo, ND
Bettina Seelig - Bettina Jo LLC Fargo, ND
Rachel Sturm - Shear Artistry Studio Mandan, ND
Tenalee Tangen - Studio 10 Bismarck, ND
Melissa Thomas - Hair by MJ Bismarck, ND
Amanda Tompkins - Blow salon Fargo, ND
Susan Trecker - Ensty salon Jamestown, ND
Maureen Wanner - Homestead Salon and Spa Mandan, ND
Emily Wilcox - Spice Investment Group Inc Fargo, ND
Tracie Zetocha - Cutting Loose Gwinner, ND
Ashley Berglund - The Source Salon Fargo, ND
Evelyn Acosta - Great Clips Omaha, NE
Nina Ang - Lincoln, NE
Barbara Bailey - Bailey's Hair & Nails Wayne, NE
Rebecca Bill - Lincoln, NE
Andrea Blake - North Platte, NE
Terry Carroll- Long Pine, NE
Sara Carroll-Stretesky- Heartland Bohemian Imperial, NE
Courtney Carver- Davexlabs Omaha, NE
Diane Cech- Jerry's Hairstyling Fremont, NE
Kristin Cicha- P Salon Springfield, NE
Tami Coffey- Wahoo, NE
Tonya Contreras- hype Salon Lincoln, NE
Jami Crutchfield- Jamis Salon Lincoln, NE
Heather Dees- Heather Dees Omaha, NE
Richelle Digiacomo- JCPenney stylist Yutan, NE
Elizabeth Dohma- Plush Ponca, NE
Erin Downs- Supercuts Omaha, NE
Angela Dwornicki- Allure Salon Bennington, NE
Monica Ehlers- E-Klips Salon Holdrege, NE
Patrice Engelbrecht- Patrice Lincoln, NE
Natasha Fehlhaber- Hair by Natasha Arlington, NE
Megan Feller- Mane street Salon Wisner, NE
Alecia Filbrandt- Synn Salon Omaha, NE
Nicole Finch- RazR Cuts by Nik Grand Island, NE
Shelley Hartmann- Styles Salon Gretna, NE
Eddie Hilliard- Eddie at Bella Mia Omaha, NE
Cynthia Hoage- Salon deja vu Lincoln, NE
Bonnie Hoffmeister- Genoa, NE
Jackie Hornig- Xenon Academy Ralston, NE
Lorraine Jones- Planet Hair Inc Omaha, NE
Terri Keller- Uehling, NE
Gina King- A Cut Above Salon and Spa North Platte, NE
Shirley Kness- Ridgewood Beauty Milford, NE
Melissa Kobus- Gloss Salon and Day Spa Omaha, NE
Sara Kopiasz- Oliver and Tate Omaha, NE
Sarah Kruse- rejuvenation salon LLC Grand Island, NE
Julie Lee- P Salon Springfield, NE
DiDi Merriman- Kao Salon US Omaha, NE
Lisa Moser- In Essence Hair Salon Creighton, NE
Daniel Munoz- Daniel Mu'oz Omaha, NE
Jill Murphey- Jill Renee Spa Omaha, NE
Stephanie Nelson- Dimensions Hair Studio Grand Island, NE
Laurie Peterson- Grand Island, NE
Linda Pochop- Xenon Academy Omaha, NE
Lia Post- Springfield, NE
Julie Rouse- Elevate Salon and Spa Omaha, NE
Becky Schmidt- Studio 33 Columbus, NE
Kim Scholting- Springfield, NE
Jasmine Schwisow- Pure Serenite Spa Fairbury, NE
Melanie Smith- The Cutting Room Omaha, NE
Sheila Suggs- Styles Salon Papillion, NE
Sharon Sysel- Bellevue, NE
Amy Tanner- Hair By Amy Tanner Bellevue, NE
Hayley Taylor- Cost cutters Wymore, NE
Stephanie Thome- Fringe & Skin Spalding, NE
Doug Treadway- TM For Hair Omaha, NE
Krisha Tylkowski- Gloss Salon & Day Spa Omaha, NE
Lindsay Vargas- Hair Studio 120 Omaha, NE
Jeanne Wagner-Duren- Rejuvenation Salon Grand Island, NE
Lori Wavrin- Gretna, NE
Lana Wells- Springfield, NE
Bonnie Will- Hastings, NE
myrna koch-hopkins- hairtech Gretna, NE
kimberly korch- Kim at James Harris Salon Omaha, NE
Miranda lammers- Broadway Studo Hartington, NE
laura mcdowell- Laura McDowell Salon Omaha, NE
Kelley mink- Gloss salon and day spa Lincoln, NE
kurtiss rames- Massage Envy Maple Omaha, NE
Sheryl shelton- Dimensions Hair Studio Grand Island, NE
Victoria stark- O’Hair Lincoln, NE
Jeannie Armendariz- Hair Creations, Inc Papillion, NE
Barb Baker- Omaha, NE
Chantelle Gaebel- Elmwood, NE
Bonnie Hoffmeister- Genoa, NE
TOM KING- Papillion, NE
Rana McDermott- Salon Omaha, NE
Shari Meininger- Sharis Salon Hastings, NE
Cindi Ratzlaff- Heads Up Salon Hampton, NE
Sarah Root- The Copper Pin Salon & Spa Bellevue, NE
Jordan Rose- Von Hair Lincoln, NE
Janet Shulenberger- Running With Scissors By Janet Omaha, NE
Trisha Thompson- Hair by Trisha Omaha, NE
Charlotte caniglia- charlis cHair Omaha, NE
Tracy holoubek- Tjs salon Blair, NE
rose richter- Kearney, NE
Kristen Andrews- The Edge Salon Plaistow, NH
Paula Blais- Salon Envy Concord, NH
Erica Brooks- Hudson, NH
Bella Capelli- Bella Capelli Warner, NH
Kristen Clark- Hinsdale, NH
Sharon Dion- Reflections West Keene, NH
Tyler Gadwah- Evolve Salon Systems Epping, NH
Melissa Haffney- The Hair Company Amherst, NH
Shelly Hain- Chesterfield, NH
Betty Isaac- Laconia, NH
Amy Jatoba- Salon invanti Derry, NH
Page King- HairEnvy by Page Charlestown, NH
Amy Lamparelli- Salon Bogar Windham, NH
Alisa Larkin- Sandown, NH
Ashley LeClerc- Alton LeClips Salon Alton, NH
Gary Lefebvre- Esthetics by Gary Keene, NH
Laura Mackay- Newmarket, NH
Heather Monroe- Monroe Studio Rye, NH
Catherine Regan- Lee, NH
Sorassa Soeur-SALON NO.5 Portsmouth, NH
Elizabeth Sygowski- Hair By Liz (EClips Salon) Portsmouth, NH
Kathy Terry- Westmoreland, NH
Corrie Thayer- Color Trends, LLC Nashua, NH
Thomas Therriault- Thomas Roberts Plymouth, NH
Stacy To- Stacy Nails New London, NH
Leora Wells- Bare Necessities LLC Derry, NH
Nicole morin- From The Top Salon Loudon, NH
Hannah woodward- Amethyst hair artistry Keene, NH
Kimberly Bamford- South Hampton, NH
Angela Cote-Pascoe- Hudson, NH
Lori Holland- cassandra salon Goffstown, NH
Keri Levesque- Michael Thomas Salon Manchester, NH
Jillian Manning- Tinted Love Nashua, NH
Migdaliz Merced- Bluxxe Londonderry, NH
Heather Morin- Salon North Manchester, NH
Athanasios Nirgianakis- Show Salons Raymond, NH
Geraldine Abergas- Teaneck, NJ
Lauren Albert- Sydney Albert Salon Princeton, NJ
Marie Alborano- Scissor Joint Wantage, NJ
Barrett Allison- Barrett Group, LLC Holmdel, NJ
Nichole Alpas- Studio Teknik salon Cherry Hill, NJ
Diane Anodide- Salon 812 Sea Girt, NJ
Sonia Arrunategui- Sonia's Salon, NJ
Naleena Augustensen- Impulse Salon LLC Toms River, NJ
Lynn Bancer- Spa Virtue Toms River, NJ
Julia Bellofatto- Salon mulan Point Pleasant, NJ
Jamie Beringer- JZ Salon LLC Mount Laurel Township, NJ
Anila Bilbili- Drita Hair Carr & Design Midland Park, NJ
Carol Binck- Hair It Is National Park, NJ
Laura Blair- Express Yourself Salon Flemington, NJ
Patricia Blondo- Panache Salon Woodbridge Township, NJ
Nigel Bonds- Capital Cuts Hair Studio Somerville, NJ
Gioia Bruno- Haworth, NJ
Regina Cannarozzi- The Mane Loft Cliffside Park, NJ
Rhonda Cantillo- Great clips Toms River, NJ
Kim Carusillo- Suede Salon and Spa Wyckoff, NJ
Colin Caruso- CARU Atlantic Highlands, NJ
Robert Castagno- Subway Salon inc, NJ
Margaret Cecala- Shear Elegance Evesham Township, NJ
Paula Cerdas- Evesham Township, NJ
Christopher Chair- SalonSalon Oakland, NJ
Lisamarie Charles- Freehold, NJ
Christy Cholerton- Techniques Salon and Spa, NJ
Allessandra Cipriano- House of Excellence Hair Salon Bogota, NJ
Hazel Coles- Studio Indigo Atlantic City, NJ
Mona Curtis- Love My Hair Salon Washington Township, NJ
Donna Cutts- The Day Spa at Hair Plus Hillsborough, NJ
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer DAntuono</td>
<td>Hair Design 27 South Amboy, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaclynn Daughtry</td>
<td>Adam and Eve salon Millstone, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khadidjah Davies</td>
<td>Hair 2 Dye 4 Salon Fair Lawn, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jocelyn De Leon</td>
<td>Piscataway, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vania DeSanctis</td>
<td>BELLIBONE Salon East Rutherford, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lora Desposito</td>
<td>Middletown, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelley Dewkett</td>
<td>- La luz salon and day spa Brick Township, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tricia DiFranco</td>
<td>- Hilights Of Lyndhurst Ilc Montclair, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emmy Do</td>
<td>- Esthetic Nails Wayne, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theresa Dougherty</td>
<td>- N V Salon, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Towanna Dunn</td>
<td>- Towanna Dunn Hair Bloomfield, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Eckert</td>
<td>- Bayonne, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Erd</td>
<td>- Willow &amp; Edge Dumont, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Factor</td>
<td>- Bernardsville, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Felise</td>
<td>- Fantastic Sams Edison, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy Felise</td>
<td>- Metuchen, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefanie Felix</td>
<td>- LisaThomas Salon Dumont, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Ferreira</td>
<td>- ERA Newark, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charldene Ffrench</td>
<td>- Charldenes his an hers Englewood, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antonio Fieno</td>
<td>- Morris Plains, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol Fiorilli</td>
<td>- Fiorilli Hair Design Warren, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenda Flanagan</td>
<td>- Ultima hair designers salon and spa Newton, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michele Flores</td>
<td>- Jersey hair Roseland, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varonica Ford</td>
<td>- Elyte Hair Studio Newark, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol Fouad</td>
<td>- Wallington, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Franks</td>
<td>- Linda Franks Salon and Spa Denville, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paula Froehlich</td>
<td>- Trenton, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOMONIQUE GARNES</td>
<td>- delivernBEAUTY Irvington, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucia Gabriele</td>
<td>- Choice Hair Designs Clark, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lino Gaglioti</td>
<td>- Evolve Salon Ho-ho-kus, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorraine Gallagher</td>
<td>- Spa Bella Hair Lounge Point Pleasant, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patria Garcia</td>
<td>- Patria Gar‘ca esthetics Paterson, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramona Garcia</td>
<td>- Ramona Dominican Beauty Salon Edgewater Park, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tashianna Gayle</td>
<td>- Hair Haven Neptune City, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Gervasio</td>
<td>- Garwood, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zanya Gissler</td>
<td>- Zanya Spa Salon Lambertville, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giovanni Giuntoli</td>
<td>- Tearsheet Hoboken, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tawanda Gladman</td>
<td>- Tawanda Gladman Trenton, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaclyn Goldblatt</td>
<td>- Elysium Studio Wayne, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim Grassinger</td>
<td>- Salon Reign Washington Township, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Grasso</td>
<td>- Kathys salon , NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharee Gregory</td>
<td>- Salon NVUS Trenton, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyndi Grohowski</td>
<td>- Polished From Head to Toe Salon Audubon, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lori Grossmann</td>
<td>- Lori william hair design Monroe Township, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dennis Gullo</td>
<td>- Asbury Park, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fernandos Hairstyling</td>
<td>- Fernandos Unisex Hairstyling LLC Perth Amboy, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denise Heilman</td>
<td>- Redz Cuts Dunellen, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alvina Hernandez-Cooley</td>
<td>- Sola Salons Lindenwold, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim Huston</td>
<td>- Life Central Hair Studio Florence Township, NJ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Patricia Iannone- Bella Roots Ocean View, NJ
Fred Ippolito- Edge Salon and Spa Delanco, NJ
Deana Jefferson- DK NATURALS Ewing Township, NJ
Tina Jimenez- Northern lights the salon Woodbridge Township, NJ
Yovanny Jimenez- Cantrece beauty shop North Brunswick Township, NJ
Tameka Jones- Royal touch salon and spa Florence Township, NJ
James Kartelias- Salon Centric Spotswood, NJ
Elissa Kasper- Images Salon Mount Royal, NJ
Kim Klepack- Warren, NJ
Renae Kroeper- Accents the Nail Bar Middletown, NJ
Bodhi La Rue- Professional Hair Design Elizabeth, NJ
Joanna Lam- Salon Rocks Elmwood Park, NJ
Valerie Lance- Salon 181 Hair Studio Byram Township, NJ
Nicole Le- Charming nails Sicklerville, NJ
Nieves Leon- Cantrece beauty shop llc North Brunswick Township, NJ
Kari Levanduski- Artistic Design Allenhurst, NJ
Alessandra Lima- Alessandra's beauty salon Elizabeth, NJ
Erika Lima- Kenilworth, NJ
Tina Lisbosa- Barnegat Township, NJ
Deirdre LoCascio- Pure Salon and Spa Old Bridge Township, NJ
Jennifer Lockard- Blend studio 15 Lincoln Park, NJ
Charlie Luciano- Famous barber co Clifton, NJ
Sophia Magriplis- Fair Lawn, NJ
Shayanca Malave- Salon Decorum Paterson, NJ
Jorge Maldonado- Barbernado's Barbering Lounge Willingboro, NJ
Jillian Mangiafridda- Cathy ds East Hanover, NJ
Theresa Marich- South Brunswick Township, NJ
Charlie Martin- Beyond the Fringe Millstone, NJ
Tania Martinez- Salon Violet Mount Arlington, NJ
Michele Maxcy- Dolce Vita Salon & Spa LLC Flemington, NJ
Lynda McLennan- Imagines Encore Salon Roxbury Township, NJ
Patti Meade- Tekniques Salon Monroe Township, NJ
Laura Miller- Drago- Bayonne, NJ
Judy Mills- Innervation hair salon South Amboy, NJ
Maryann Minnella- The Hair Shop LLC Freehold, NJ
Julia Muniz- Bound Brook, NJ
Golda-Ann Newton- Goldkaratz Beauty Willingboro, NJ
Louis Nicora- Michael Joseph Hair Studio Keyport, NJ
Odalis Nieves- Panico Salon and Spa Hawthorne, NJ
Sally Onesty- A Bella Inc. Ocean City, NJ
Maria Ozuna- Desicion B salon Pennsauken Township, NJ
Keynya Paige- Naturally Dope Hair Studio New Brunswick, NJ
Patricia Palczewski- Salon201, NJ
Jennifer Paniscotti- Salon nv Bound Brook, NJ
Rosanna Passantino- Englishtown, NJ
Michelle Patton- Salon Concrete Brick Township, NJ
Vicki Pawlowski- Vicki’s hairstylists Clarksboro, NJ
Anna Pedro- 7 west hair designers Parsippany-troy Hills, NJ
Cathy Phan- BeYOUful Maple Shade Township, NJ
Donna Pittari- The Gallery A Salon Nutley, NJ
Leyda Quintero- Leyda llc Elizabeth, NJ
Beatrice Quiñones- Salon Rocks Cliffside Park, NJ
Kameron Rabenou- Shore Beauty School Moorestown, NJ
Gladis Ramirez- Salon G and spa North Brunswick Township, NJ
Yanelsi Raposo- Flawless Artistry by yanelsi LLC Hamilton Township, NJ
Shannon Reilly- Just hair Collingswood, NJ
Delma Riedriguez- Deldor Day Spa Tenafly, NJ
Amy Rivell- Salon Raymond Christopher & Spa Delran, NJ
Anna Rizzieri- Rizzieri Salons and Spas Moorestown, NJ
Frank Rizzieri- Rizzieri Salons and Spas Moorestown, NJ
Millie Roderique- Point Pleasant, NJ
Kelly Ross- Shear style Burlington, NJ
Bettina Ruff- Betty East Brunswick, NJ
Charley S- West Orange, NJ
John SICKLES- Jon Lori salon Fair Haven, NJ
Excel Salon- Mahwah, NJ
Deserie Scarberry- Bella Roots Ocean View, NJ
Melissa Scarpati- Shabby 2 chic salon Bordentown, NJ
Aphrodite Scicchitano- Tangles East Brunswick, NJ
Breana Shine- Old world shave parlor Neptune City, NJ
Kelly Skellinger- Maitrisage , NJ
Lynette Skok- Harmony Salon Jefferson, NJ
Debra Smith- Tar salon and spa Collingswood, NJ
Jessica Smoyak- Millstone, NJ
Keila Sone- La senorita Inc Kearny, NJ
Dawn Spinnato- Salon La Bella Passaic, NJ
Shawn Stearns- , NJ
Anita Sykes- Franklin, NJ
Jennifer Symon- SalonCentric Edison, NJ
Jill Tombyll- Dramatically Different Jamesburg, NJ
Andrea Torres- 7 Salon Corp Roseland, NJ
Eduar Torres- D' shanty Dominican hair studio Hamilton Township, NJ
Ana Valenzuela- Anaval Hair Supplies North Brunswick Township, NJ
Daniel Vassallo- V's Barbershop Edgewater, NJ
Savonia Wade- Savonias Hair Salon West Orange, NJ
Virginia Waters- Queen Salon Collingswood, NJ
Clarence Webb- Elyte hair studio Newark, NJ
Jodi Wilson- Ultima hair designers Sparta, NJ
Sue ZOTIAN- Sport Clips , NJ
Jessica Zarate- Spa Bella Hair Lounge Manchester Township, NJ
Barbara Zuhowski- Appearance Workshop Toms River, NJ
Kristyna Zuzzio- Woodhouse day spa Bloomfield, NJ
Robert Castagno- Subway salon , NJ
Rose Ceraso- Jersey City, NJ
Tabatha Coffey- Equinimity Fort Lee, NJ
Deborah Daly- Chateau Pequannock Township, NJ
Lorraine Fred- Lorraines House of Styles LLC Hoboken, NJ
Lynda Gaglia- Tru Salon and Spa Bound Brook, NJ
irene hedden- 212 salon and day spa Roxbury Township, NJ
Megan katz- Waldwick, NJ
Dawn kernan- Hi Tech Salon & Spa Northfield, NJ
christine kozioi- Krysias Beauty Salon Garfield, NJ
Gerry lopez- Hudson Square Salon Union City, NJ
Gaetano losa- Sparks hairdesign New Brunswick, NJ
Sterling m- Styles by sterling Maple Shade Township, NJ
joseph mastalia- DePasquale Salon Systems Fair Lawn, NJ
Mireya Moran- Union City, NJ
Annmarie nardone- Portray salon Verona, NJ
HanNi nguyen- Dazzling nails and spa Voorhees Township, NJ
Bridgette orcutt- Salon Bridgette Woolwich Township, NJ
Sara pineda- Sara pineda NON-SURGICAL HAIR REPLACEMENT North Brunswick Township, NJ
Sarah ramos- androgyny hair Garfield, NJ
maria sereni- Stafford Township, NJ
joseph serpente- Bernards Salon & Spa Cherry Hill, NJ
alma victor- victory hair salon Maplewood, NJ
Marie Alborano- Scissor Joint Wantage, NJ
Stephanie Bannan- Bernard's salon and spa West Berlin, NJ
Jessica Bennett- Blairstown, NJ
Vicki Berrien- G&D Salon Next Generation Hamilton Township, NJ
Kathy Blair- Hair Chalet Multicultural salon Maplewood, NJ
Kim Blue- Willow and edge Mahwah, NJ
Kimberly Bowblly- Artiste Salon Milford, NJ
Amber Breining- Swedesboro, NJ
Thomas Brizak- Mount Holly, NJ
Brittany Burkhardt- Polished Nails hair and waxing Lacey Township, NJ
FILOMENA COOK- Zanya Spa Salon Lambertville, NJ
Lucy Cepeda- Celina unisex salon Llc Perth Amboy, NJ
Cynthia Christoff-Kraft- Images full service Salon Butler, NJ
Karolina Corea- Pennsauken Township, NJ
Jodi Cunningham- Manville, NJ
Lorraine Fred- Lorraines House of Styles Hoboken, NJ
Daniele G- East Rutherford, NJ
Bernadette Gaehring- Salon Luxx Medford, NJ
Giuliana Guerriero- Halo salon Plainfield, NJ
Anna Infantini- Xo salon Long Hill, NJ
Michelle Johnson- Naturally You Llc Mount Holly, NJ
Yvonne King- Dimensions In Black and White Rockaway, NJ
Sharon Kramer- Tranquility Salon and Spa Cherry Hill, NJ
Kazuko Kurokawa- YUME BY KAZUKO LLC Margate City, NJ
Priscilla Lebron- Vineland, NJ
Ngozi Lee- Amavi Salon LLC Sicklerville, NJ
Erika Lima- Kenilworth, NJ
Dawn Matthews- Lacey Township, NJ
Anne Mees- Headhunters Salon Lodi, NJ
Lisa Monczewski- Cherry Hill, NJ
Louis Morano- Flash for Hair East Brunswick, NJ
Michele Munoz- The Village Mane Salon Newton, NJ
Patricia Pasko - Scotch Plains, NJ
Dena Pederson - Salon O Point Pleasant, NJ
Mish Petersen - Blanco Salom, NJ
Jennifer Roussell - , NJ
Rania Schiermeyer - Raniahair@yahoo.com Mahwah, NJ
Josephine Schwegel - Vineland, NJ
Gina Secor - 18/8Fine Men's Salon Pompton Lakes, NJ
Brian Seminerio - Simplicity Salon Pompton Plains, NJ
Christine Sheehan - Trenton, NJ
June Shimko - Reflections Hair & Nail Studio East Windsor, NJ
Mary Shorey - Color room Wanamassa, NJ
Cindy Smith - Utopia Salon and Spa Vineland, NJ
Carol Thomas - Hackettstown, NJ
Anthony Tomasco - Anthony J Hair Studio Washington Township, NJ
Bielenda Torrence - Vineland, NJ
Melissa Wildrick - Salon bleu llc Wantage, NJ
Jennifer Willis - Artistic Designs Flemington, NJ
Cherie Wilson - Hair by Cherie, NJ
Josie gallo - Holmdel, NJ
Lundrime selimi - Trinity salon West Milford, NJ
Joseph Serpen - Bernards Salon & Spa Cherry Hill, NJ
Theresa zentmeyer - Ryans Barbershop Linwood, NJ
Stephanie Allala - Truth Or Consequences, NM
Sunita Aristimuno - Mark Pardo Salons Albuquerque, NM
Delta Bayer - Salon x Taos, NM
Jill Caskie - Armando's Hair Salon Albuquerque, NM
Anita Chacon - Rockies barbershop Hernandez, NM
Katharine Chavez - Santa Fe, NM
Leona Chavez - Hairitage salon Albuquerque, NM
Susannah Ortiz - Trove Beauty Bar ' Alpha Bar Santa Fe, NM
Bonita Clark - Swank Albuquerque, NM
Estelle Clausson - A Bit Of Bliss Alamogordo, NM
Catherine Cobb - Sophisticuts Hair & Beauty Salon Clovis, NM
Cora Colina - Albuquerque, NM
Mary Cooley - HR Solutions, LLC Albuquerque, NM
Samantha Coriz - Trove Beauty Bar ' Alpha Bar Albuquerque, NM
Lulu Cox - Platinum Hair Salon LLC Carlsbad, NM
Jessica Crockett - Chrome Salon SF Santa Fe, NM
Rita Dominguez - Haute Trends by Rita Albuquerque, NM
Howard DuBin - Renaissance hair skin nails Albuquerque, NM
Rae Frampton - Albuquerque, NM
Rochelle Garcia - Fountain of health Albuquerque, NM
Jessica Gonzales - crown of Glory Salon LLC Bloomfield, NM
Mark Gonzales - Mark Pardo SalonSpa & Aveda Institute NM Albuquerque, NM
Chastidy Jaramillo - Adorn Salon Los Rnchs Abq, NM
Sandra Johnston - ABQ Hair Studio, LLC Albuquerque, NM
Carolyn Jones - Albuquerque, NM
Sylvia Kreager - A WILD HAIR Las Cruces, NM
Linda Licon - Cranes Corner Fairacres, NM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chlorissa Lopez</td>
<td>Albuquerque, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Martinez</td>
<td>Lanl, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Martinez</td>
<td>Albuquerque, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Montoya</td>
<td>Just Cuts Roswell, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Murphy</td>
<td>Santa Fe Lash &amp; Beauty Bar Santa Fe, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesa Newberry</td>
<td>Lesa Newberry Salon Los Ranchos De Albuquerque, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tammy Ojeda</td>
<td>Tammy At Satlin Salon Albuquerque, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Olivas</td>
<td>Bee Polished Albuquerque, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Padilla</td>
<td>Albuquerque, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan Preppernau</td>
<td>Private Individual Alamogordo, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna Rodrige</td>
<td>Casa verde salon spa Albuquerque, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Salazar</td>
<td>Adorn Salon Albuquerque, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloria Salazar</td>
<td>Adorn Salon Albuquerque, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Salazar</td>
<td>Los Rnchs Abq, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlene Sanchez</td>
<td>S. Carter Hairstudio Rio Rancho, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Sanchez</td>
<td>Corrales, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Sanchez</td>
<td>Albuquerque, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Schmidt</td>
<td>Albuquerque, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Tousley</td>
<td>Enchanted salon and Spa Eagle Nest, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Trinkle</td>
<td>Curl Up &amp; Dye Salon Silver City, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen Trujillo</td>
<td>Albuquerque, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melba Trujillo</td>
<td>Supercuts EspaÃ±ola, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberto Vasquez</td>
<td>Robertos Le Salon Albuquerque, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louella Vigil</td>
<td>Edgewood, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devairian Washington</td>
<td>Roswell, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindi diran</td>
<td>Santa Fe, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nguyen nguyen</td>
<td>USA Nails Ruidoso, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriella valdez</td>
<td>Trove Santa Fe, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bella Black</td>
<td>Adorn Salon Albuquerque, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheryl Bornmann</td>
<td>Tanglz Color Bar Salon Cedar Crest, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvia Brainard</td>
<td>Amanda &amp; Company Hobbs, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lori Cole</td>
<td>Lush Beauty by Lori Espanola, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phyllis Garcia</td>
<td>The Beauty Boutique Ranchos De Taos, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rochelle Garcia</td>
<td>Fountain of health Albuquerque, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chastidy Jaramillo</td>
<td>Adorn Salon Los Rnchs Abq, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margo Jenkins</td>
<td>Santa Fe, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chlorissa Lopez</td>
<td>Albuquerque, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annabel Maestas</td>
<td>Albuquerque, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Martinez</td>
<td>Santa Fe, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Martinez</td>
<td>Albuquerque, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denise Meyer</td>
<td>Los Rnchs Abq, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marg Navratil</td>
<td>A Gallery Salon Santa Fe, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesa Newberry</td>
<td>Lesa Newberry Salon Los Ranchos De Albuquerque, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devy PhouBon</td>
<td>Timeless hair salon Albuquerque, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Salazar</td>
<td>Adorn Salon Albuquerque, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloria Salazar</td>
<td>Adorn Salon Albuquerque, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Sanchez</td>
<td>Corrales, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Sanchez</td>
<td>Albuquerque, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christie Townsend</td>
<td>Christie's Hair Boutique Santa Fe, NM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Helen Trujillo - Albuquerque, NM
Andrew Madvin - Hair by Andrew Albuquerque, NM
Sophia Aguayo - Sophia Aguayo DBA MeTime Las Vegas, NV
Stephanie Alvarado - Sweet Hair Studio Fernley, NV
Jami Anderson - L Salon Las Vegas, NV
Dunia Antunez - LVBEAUTYAGENTS Las Vegas, NV
Mae Argall - Mccarran, NV
Pat Argall - Sparks, NV
Stacey Ashley - Josephine Skaught Henderson, NV
Mia B - Las Vegas, NV
Cassidi Bangham - HotBox Las Vegas, NV
David Bangham - HOTBOXsalon Las Vegas, NV
Heidi Barker - Heidi Barker Reno, NV
Arianna Barone - Arianna Barone Beauty Las Vegas, NV
Ray Barron - Pump salon Las Vegas, NV
Jameese Bell - Henderson, NV
Mikayla Bergendahl - Reno, NV
Julia Billows - Spring Creek, NV
Debbie Black - Phoenix Rising Carson City, NV
Theresa Broussard - Square salon Las Vegas, NV
Fe Bueno - Las Vegas, NV
Jacquie Camera - Hair and Nails by Chuck and Jacquie North Las Vegas, NV
Nancy Campbell - The Nu U Llc Henderson, NV
Diana Castellon - Henderson, NV
Brittany Clarke - Las Vegas, NV
Emily Climer - A perfect hue Las Vegas, NV
Sharon Dalton - Pure Image Las Vegas, NV
Eric Dalton - Las Vegas, NV
Nellie Davis - Outsiders Hair Studio Reno, NV
Kimberly Diemer - Graham Beauty Las Vegas, NV
Cherie Dixon - Cherie Dixon Los Altos Salon Sparks, NV
Sarah Doran - Zephyr Cove, NV
Shane Doucet - Las Vegas, NV
Loretta Stafford - Las Vegas, NV
Asmara Faiers - Diamond Esthetique salon Las Vegas, NV
Ginger Fisher - Eureka Salon Henderson, NV
Tara Fitzgibbons - Las Vegas, NV
Lisane Forrello - Lisane Forrello Hsir Artistry Las Vegas, NV
Kendra Freeman - The salon at ulta Las Vegas, NV
Wendy Freeman - Wendy Freeman/MUA Reno, NV
Deana French - Hairritual Deana Las Vegas, NV
Mary Gallardo - Las Vegas, NV
Janae Gamble - Gamble works IIC Las Vegas, NV
Monica Garin - Josephine Skaught Las Vegas, NV
Steven Gibson - Josephine Skaught Hairdressing Las Vegas, NV
Carmen Glover - Nails by Carmen North Las Vegas, NV
Claudia Gonzalez - XPRESSIONS BEAUTY SALON Sun Valley, NV
Lilybeth Gonzalez - Las Vegas, NV
Kalinda Good - Graffiti Salon Elko, NV
Morgan Goodwin- Teal Beauty Lounge Reno, NV
Lisa Hahn- Las Vegas, NV
Kimberly Hallett- Henderson, NV
Anadel Harden- Suite One Salon Las Vegas, NV
Carol Harris- Henderson, NV
Joanie Hawthorne- DiMaria Studio Henderson, NV
Sherry Hayden- Brash& Sassy Henderson, NV
Rachel Henderson- The Salon Fernley, NV
Jennifer Hernandez- Skincarebyjenniferlee Henderson, NV
Alisha Hill- enamel salon Fallon, NV
Shunetta Holmes- HeavenlyZion Creation Beauty Care Llc Las Vegas, NV
Andreea Hosu- Andreea Hosu Las Vegas, NV
Marshall Hughes- Fantastic Sams Cut and color Las Vegas, NV
Shannon Jensen- A Touch of Gold salon Pahrump, NV
Kenneth Johnson- Kenizbarbie Las Vegas, NV
Susan Johnson- Reno, NV
Chante Jones- POSARE Las Vegas, NV
Courtney KING- Las Vegas, NV
Leyla Karr- Square Salon Las Vegas, NV
Angela King- Nail it salon Las Vegas, NV
Michelle Knopp- Las Vegas, NV
Karen Lambert- Karen's Hair and Nails Mesquite, NV
Jennifer Langel-Douglas- Las Vegas, NV
Kimberly Larkin-Ritter- Reno, NV
Nicole Lebeau- Henderson, NV
Keller Leishman- Las Vegas, NV
Jean Levy- Las Vegas, NV
Jennifer Loa- Las Vegas, NV
Krysta Lovan- Messed Up Hair Reno, NV
Pat Lubenwtski- Las Vegas, NV
Robert Lucas- Watercolours Salon/Robert Lucas Sparks, NV
Stacey Mangani- Las Vegas, NV
Chelsea McCabe- Exclusive beauty Henderson, NV
Samantha McMurrin- Las Vegas, NV
Jessica Miller- Las Vegas, NV
Vanessa Mills- Las Vegas, NV
Kimberly Mincer- A perfect hue Las Vegas, NV
Imani Mitchell- Las Vegas, NV
Sherry Mitchell- Elko, NV
Sarah Moriarity- Sub Rosa Salon Services Las Vegas, NV
Kimberly Morris- Kim Morris & Company Hair Studio LLC Henderson, NV
Dawn Mullins- Shine Salon Spa Sparks, NV
Annie Murray- Henderson, NV
Shaund Muwwakkil- Las Vegas, NV
Anarely Nunez- Las Vegas, NV
Angeletta Paige- Smartstyle North Las Vegas, NV
Malia Patrocinio- Red Carpet Salon Studios LLC Henderson, NV
Remberto Pavon- Universal Barbershop North Las Vegas, NV
Dien Phan- DNP beauty solutions LLC Henderson, NV
Shannon Quaites- Stylz By Shannon Las Vegas, NV
Vanessa Ramos- Perception salon Incline Village, NV
Susan Rauh- Sublime Salon Suites Sparks, NV
James Reza- Globe Salon Las Vegas, NV
Staci Reza- Globe Salon Las Vegas, NV
Samantha Richards- North Las Vegas, NV
Barb Saling- Ambiance salon and spa Fallon, NV
Celia Salzano.- Las Vegas, NV
Carleen Sanchez- Reno, NV
Krystal Sanchez- Las Vegas, NV
Andrew Sather- Henderson, NV
Kristin Schirripa- Kristin Malone Spa Therapy Las Vegas, NV
Krissy Schreiner- Krissys hair and makeup services Moapa Valley, NV
Mark Scott- Las Vegas, NV
Susan Segura- Reno, NV
Ricky Sierra- Shine Aveda Salon Sun Valley, NV
Diane Simon- A Little Zen Hair Salon Reno, NV
Lisa Sparacino- Integral Consulting Las Vegas, NV
Danielle Spencer- Henderson, NV
Alexi Taryn- Alexi Taryn Design Las Vegas, NV
Maylene Tetuya- Haven HairLounge 951 Henderson, NV
Sara Thompson- Studio.775 Sparks, NV
Cecelia Topete- Highlights Salon Carson City, NV
Trish VanOosten- Salon 333 Reno, NV
Jennifer Verdoni- Las Vegas, NV
Kennedy Villarreal- Kennedy Paige Hair Las Vegas, NV
Laurie VonDerau- Laurie VonDerau Las Vegas, NV
Heather Wetsel- Las Vegas, NV
Sandra Wilson- Serenity spa Winnemucca, NV
Tammie Winberg- Incline Village, NV
Amy Yoakum- Hair Design by Amy Las Vegas, NV
Jennifer bateman- bombshell salon Las Vegas, NV
Sam benton- Las Vegas, NV
Jason boyd- Weaveadivas Las Vegas, NV
Melissa castaldy- Atelier Beauty Bar Reno, NV
Martina de Herrera- face2toe Las Vegas, NV
cynthia jones- Ulta Las Vegas, NV
wendall kaanoi- Dead Endz North Las Vegas, NV
Michael mcmillan- Chadsworth & Haig North Las Vegas, NV
Roseanne scarola- Roxilocks Las Vegas, NV
Sadie souza- Sparks, NV
Alyssa tye- Reno, NV
Deborah Anderson- Tangles Gardnerville, NV
Kaye Anderson- Las Vegas, NV
Lisa Campbell- Dreamers Hair Studio, LLC Carson City, NV
Katherine Catt- An Epic Salon Sparks, NV
Dennis Cooper- Dennis M. Cooper, Inc. Las Vegas, NV
Christine Cuglietta- Icon Salon Spa Las Vegas, NV
Kat Dull- Supercuts Henderson, NV
Gabrielle Friedland - Henderson, NV
Janis Fusaro- HairWorks by Janis Fusaro , studio 41 Las Vegas, NV
HILARY GRIMES-GURULE- Gardnerville, NV
Anna Garcia- Las Vegas, NV
Shannon Gochnour- Eco-chic Hair.Dsign Reno, NV
Madison Hashey- Madison Hashey Hair Las Vegas, NV
Katie Hassani- Hair by Katherine Hassani Las Vegas, NV
Tabitha Kast- Henderson, NV
Raven Lyden- Las Vegas, NV
Jessica Medina- MakeYouGoreJess Carson City, NV
Dacia Metsker- The List Salon Henderson, NV
Michelle Moore- PEWTER Reno, NV
Angela Mountain- Las Vegas, NV
Bo Northrop- Las Vegas, NV
Yolanda Rodriguez- La Mane Elko, NV
Kristiana Ryan- The List Salon Henderson, NV
Deepak Shroff- vGuru LLC dba Great Clips Las Vegas, NV
Zulma Stone- Las Vegas, NV
Carol Turner- The Parlorlv Las Vegas, NV
Nancy Vargas- eNVY Hair Studio Las Vegas, NV
Deonne York- the dandelion salon Minden, NV
Bridget farro- bridgekts creative hair styles Las Vegas, NV
ReeEllen jackson- Hair salon Las Vegas, NV
Michael mcmillan- Chadsworth & Haig North Las Vegas, NV
Melisa thomas- Las Vegas, NV
Giovanna Abbate- Amore salon Northport, NY
Raquel Araujo- Raquel & Company Hair Salon Montgomery, NY
Angela Arcese- All In One Hair Salon Floral Park, NY
Cristin Armstrong- My Darling Ivy New York, NY
MaryAnn BONANNI- Haverstraw, NY
KATIE BRAMMER- Katie ONeil Beauty Buffalo, NY
Estella Balderas- New York, NY
Karen Balentine- Grand Illusions Hair Design West Hempstead, NY
Hameen Barnes- Modpersona Grooming Brooklyn, NY
Kelly Bateman- Trendsetters Hair Salon New Hartford, NY
Diane Bates- Pure Serenity Skin Care Atlantic Beach, NY
Johnnie Beauford-Cuyler- Guys & Dolls beauty salon Rochester, NY
Melissa Beers- Teasers Hair and Nail Studio Norwich, NY
Diana Belotsevemy- Spa on the Wharf Port Washington, NY
Tina Benincasa- Vasari salon Kings Park, NY
Libby Bent- Nail Image Mastic Beach, NY
Victor Berrios- Isla Del Encanto Rochester, NY
Franklin Berry- Berry's Beauties Brooklyn, NY
Adriana Bianco- Wantagh, NY
Lashawn Black- Buffalo, NY
Stacy Blanco- Curl & Co. Hair Studio New York, NY
Andrea Bonawitz- Parlour Hair Salon Irondequoit, NY
Maryellen Bonner- West Seneca, NY
Mayra Borbon- SHB beauty salon inc. New York, NY
Stan Boyle- Salon East Shoreham, NY
Ebony Brabham- Ebonihaircreations Brooklyn, NY
Elizabeth Bracey- Attitudes A Salon Jamestown, NY
Michael Bride- Huguenot, NY
Kimberly Bridges- American Nail Divas Baldwinsville, NY
Tina Briscoe- Simplicity A Salon and Yoga Studio Greenfield Center, NY
Sam Brocato- Sam Brocato Salon New York, NY
Mary Bruno- The Main Attraction Williamsville, NY
Lauren Buckley-Page- Buffalo, NY
Lynn Burgess- Lynn Burgess Salon Albion, NY
Tiziana Buritica- Brooklyn, NY
Kirtana Burkhardt- Sam Brocato salon New York, NY
George Caggiano- Staten Island, NY
Lisa Caliendo- Mohonk Spa Tillson, NY
Kellie Campbell- Clear Solutions Acne & Skin care Clinic Cohoes, NY
Martha Campos- Blush and Glow Day Spa and Salon Queens, NY
Kate Canini- Hudson Falls, NY
Paul Cannizzaro- Top Cuts Mastic, NY
Tracy Capparra- fantastic sams Derby, NY
Debbie Card- Lisle, NY
Felicia Cardinale- Mercury Salon Buffalo, NY
Cathy Carroll- GC Hair and Co. Pearl River, NY
Leatrice Carter- Becoming Beauty LLC New York, NY
Isabel Carvalheiro- Ildas salon Ossining, NY
Marie Caveggia- O&M nyc salon Brooklyn, NY
Jaclyn Chan- Salon718 Queens, NY
Debbie Charron- Creative Edge Salon/DBA Albany, NY
Sarah Chase- Chase Hairstylist Hensonville, NY
Joe Chesbro- Platinum Salon ROC inc Livonia, NY
Eloise Cheung- New York, NY
Gabriella Chilindo- GC Hair & Company New City, NY
Debra Ciaffone- Salon D'Avanti Lincolndale, NY
Lauren Cianfrocco- coiffures unlimited Chittenango, NY
Patricia Clark- Mane Street Salon Watertown, NY
Juanita Clay- Vanite llc Albany, NY
Rebecca Cleary- BEX Schenectady, NY
Gail Cohen- L'Oreal New York, NY
Valerie Cohen-Vasquez- Beauty by Valou The Bronx, NY
Traci Collins- Bottega Hair Boutique Brewerton, NY
Jessina Colon- Islip, NY
Ruben Colon- Hair by Ruben Colon New York, NY
Melissa Comperiati- ladies n gents Queens, NY
Catherine Connell- Aaron's barber shop Bay Shore, NY
Kristine Consler- Kensual' Aesthetics Rochester, NY
Raney Cook- Raney's Hair Salon Spencerport, NY
Regine Coombs- Regines Salon New Windsor, NY
Danielle Correia- Hicksville, NY
Paule Coryea- Paules Park Street Salon Malone, NY
Kristin Crawford- Kris & Kierst Salon Rochester, NY
Mary Croley - Something Beautiful Whitesboro, NY
Cynthia Cruty - Binghamton, NY
Stacey Cudzilo - Cudzco Inc dba Park Ave Salon & Day Spa Rochester, NY
Catherine Cunningham - Salt Hair Massapequa, NY
Maryellen Cunningham - Maryellen Cunningham Derby, NY
Kesha Curate - The Bronx, NY
Alayne Curtiss - Make Me Fabulous Saratoga Springs, NY
Robert DAmbrosio - Osio Salon Plainview, NY
Cynthia DAquino - New City, NY
Lawrence Daluz - New York, NY
Julie Damerell - Rochester, NY
Stephanie Dantuono - Adagio Beauty Salon Inc Syracuse, NY
Linda Dapaah - The Keylin Experience New York, NY
Michelle Day - Greene, NY
Maria De Santis - Maria De Santis skin c West Nyack, NY
Maria De Santis - Maria De Santis Electrolysis and Skin Care West Nyack, NY
ToniAnn DeCamp - Lush blow dry and beauty bar Nesconset, NY
Lauren DeCosimo - Pinned & Proper Coram, NY
Lisa DeMaria - Salon topaz Dobbs Ferry, NY
Nicole DeMaria - Tease Katonah, NY
Joelle DeVincentis - Ultra Rochester, NY
Carolyn DeVito - Erika Cole Salon & Spas Syosset, NY
Veronica Dellimore - Brooklyn, NY
Susan DiBattista - Salon H2O Staten Island, NY
Alwyn DiGregorio - Purple Orchid Salon Cortlandt, NY
Elizabeth Diaz - Lash Lingerie NYC Brooklyn, NY
Fran Dispirito - Blonde Ambition Poland, NY
Sheri Doss - New York, NY
Cheryl Duignan - Tru Salon Saint James, NY
Rosana Elias - Girl from Ipanema spa New York, NY
Kerim Erimhan - Kerims Barber shop Rochester, NY
Darnita Evans - Evanessence Hair salon Amityville, NY
Janet Faello - Tender Touch Skin Care East Northport, NY
Marianne Falletti - Marianne's Hair design Rocky Point, NY
Jami Falzone - Jami stylez Buffalo, NY
Jack Faragasso - New York, NY
Ashley Feeney - Main attraction salon Buffalo, NY
Betty Fireall - Gallery salon Rochester, NY
Leila Flatsousis - Delilah Salon Brooklyn, NY
Eve Fleishman - New York, NY
Joy© Foust - Indulgence Day Spa Brooklyn, NY
Lisa Gagliardo - Cut and Polished hair and nail salon Stony Point, NY
Lisa Gagliardo - Cut and Polished Stony Point, NY
Allison Gandolfo - The Salon New York, NY
Carrie George - Surface salon Rochester, NY
Joelle Giangreco - Allesandro's Lancaster, NY
Quawana Goddard-Nelson - Quawana's Place Yonkers, NY
Natasha Gonnella - Pure salon Syracuse, NY
Nina Gonzalez - Queens, NY
Pat Graham- Pat's Hair & Nails Campbell, NY
Nicole Grant- Nickki G Solutions, Inc Brooklyn, NY
Gennisarette Gray- Fishkill, NY
Lee Gray- Surface Salon Rochester, NY
Donna Green- Changes Salon, LLC, NY
Treasure Griffin- The Har Loft At Ridge Hill Mount Vernon, NY
Beth Grossman- Nails by Beth at papillon Buffalo, NY
Sophie Guattari- Jean-Claude Biguine New York, NY
Betty Guerin- Salon Harmony West LLC Ballston Spa, NY
Rachel Guffey- Hair studio 69 Rome, NY
Claudette Gyles- Essence of beauty Mount Vernon, NY
Rosemarie Haines- Dazzles Salon Outpost Wappingers Falls, NY
Lia Hakim- Harrison, NY
Kenya Hall- Waxingbykenya Brooklyn, NY
Heidi Hanzus- New City, NY
Marc Happel- Chelsea, NY
Takiyah Harley- Kiyah's New Beginnings Hair Exclusive Rochester, NY
Kourtney Harris- Hairesystudio@gmail.com Poughkeepsie, NY
Alicia Harrison- Silk Lashes and Satin Skin Yonkers, NY
Dalis Harrison- Yonkers, NY
Diane Hart- The Hair Image Cicero, NY
Sandra Hatton- Wild oleander Brooklyn, NY
Khadijah Hewitt-Nelson- Soulstone Spa and Apothecary Queens, NY
Kaitlin Higgins- Cactus salon and spa Lake Grove, NY
Danyelle Hildreth- Goldwell New York Pittsford, NY
Rainer Hoeglmeier- New Salon Services, Inc dba bangs Lake View, NY
Edee Hoffmeister- Celebrity day spa Albion, NY
Michele Hood- SPS Buffalo, NY
Cafresas Hooker- Cafresas Salon and Spa Brooklyn, NY
Erin Hundley- RD Beauty & Wellness Albany, NY
Martin Hutchings- Binghamton, NY
Sue Hutchings- Acacia Binghamton, NY
Norma Huth- Medina, NY
Tanya Irene- Pulaski, NY
Rosena Ismail- Irah laser & med spa Elmont, NY
Shayla James- Allure Hair Studio Syracuse, NY
Ann Jones- Just Hair Oneonta, NY
Chianna Jones- About Face Clayton, NY
David Jones-Munoz- Salon dumbo The Bronx, NY
Maritza Jonzier- Slim Up & Laser Up New York, NY
Marci Keppler- Altamont, NY
Allyson King- Hair & Co BKLYN Brooklyn, NY
Christine Kip- GC Hair and co. New City, NY
Joe Kleyner- New York, NY
Therese Knopf- Just Therese Hewlett, NY
Jennifer Kollar- Vintage salon by JK Ilc Endicott, NY
Harry Kuhman- Harry Charles Salon & Spa Shoreham, NY
REBECCA LEE- Bella Luci Salon Poughkeepsie, NY
Prima La Rosa- Painted by pl Queens, NY
Tracy LaTocha- Tracy latocha Cicero, NY
Trisha Lahn- Village Of Pelham, NY
Candace Lalomia- Trinity salon and spa Liverpool, NY
Michael Lamoreaux- Greene, NY
Lance Lappin- Lance Lappin Salon New York, NY
Tiffany Larson- New York, NY
Chalen Lathrop- Cambridge, NY
Gwen LeMoine- Parlor Brooklyn, NY
Mary Leber- Kingston, NY
Carolina Llanos- The Brow and Beauty Studio Inc. Yonkers, NY
Arif Lofgren- Salon LoChar New Windsor, NY
Adriana Loja- Sarai’s Spa de Beaute Cortlandt, NY
Lance Lappin- Lance Lappin Salon New York, NY
Tiffany Larson- New York, NY
Chalen Lathrop- Cambridge, NY
Gwen LeMoine- Parlor Brooklyn, NY
Mary Leber- Kingston, NY
Carolina Llanos- The Brow and Beauty Studio Inc. Yonkers, NY
Lance Lappin- Lance Lappin Salon New York, NY
Zylia Montes- Albany, NY
Damian Monzillo- Scissor and Comb Brooklyn, NY
Marion Morris- Marion Salonspa Clinton Corners, NY
Erin Moser- Crown Buffalo LLC Buffalo, NY
Mary Moser- Crown BFLO Buffalo, NY
Janet Moss- Kenmore, NY
Kate Moxham- Flawless Salon Herkimer, NY
Padmini Murthy- Pleasant Valley, NY
Daniel Muñoz- Daniel Israel Hair New York, NY
Sharon Myers- Hyde Park, NY
Patti Napoli- Buffalo, NY
Leslie Nestor- Thairapy Lounge Glens Falls, NY
Tran Nguyen- Belleville, NY
regina Nicolo- Michael Robert salon& spa Mohegan Lake, NY
Mary Nolan- Binghamton, NY
Carlo Nunez- CarloMarcoStudio New York, NY
Veronica ODell- Norwich, NY
Saaajda OQuinn- Saaajda's Eyebrows inc New York, NY
Mary Oakleh- Emses Hair Design &Spa Poughkeepsie, NY
Bianca Oliveri- Queens, NY
Suzette Oribe- New York, NY
starling Osorio- dms love nails The Bronx, NY
Joseph Patti- Salon 84 New York, NY
Jaimean Pelliccia- All About You Beauty Spa Middletown, NY
Dustin Pennay- Jakes NY Headquarters Windsor, NY
Suanet Perez- Suanets fashion production Brooklyn, NY
Dino Petrilli- Franks barbershop Endicott, NY
Mary Phelan- Oxford, NY
Jennifer Phetteplace- Oxford, NY
Deborah Phillips- Hair by Debbie Pine Bush, NY
Roxana Pintilie- Warren Tricomi New York, NY
Neal Pittman- Brooklyn, NY
Sabrina Poe- New York, NY
Carrie Puglisi- Versailles salon Lancaster, NY
Dory Pullano- Cuts plus Rochester, NY
Barbara Purcell- Huntington Station, NY
Joanne Pusateri- Rochester, NY
Karen R- New York, NY
Judith Raimondi- Hair Revue Lindenhurst, NY
Ilene Rapkin- I Openers LLC New York, NY
Bob Ratigan- Cambridge, NY
Betty Reid- YSB salon NYC New York, NY
Christina Reinwald- Rockin' Locks, LLC Brooklyn, NY
Tammy Reno- Mirror Image Ghent, NY
Susan Rescigno- Crompond, NY
Tina Rescigno- Rome, NY
Kristin Retzlaff- How Do You Like Me Now Alden, NY
Gina Riela- strandz hair salon Center Moriches, NY
Candice Rios- I Am Candice Rios The Bronx, NY
Keila Rivera- Keila Rivera Artistry Brooklyn, NY
Karen Robb- Serendipity salon and Spa Karen Robb Getzville, NY
Alison Roberts- Queens, NY
Jennifer Robertson- JNR Salon And Day Spa, LLC Buffalo, NY
Nykia Rosario- NLR BEAUTY The Bronx, NY
Jenna Rossi- Scott Miller Salon Fairport, NY
Jennifer Rusin- Hair by Jen Orchard Park, NY
Diane Ryan- Mod66 Salon & Spa Montgomery, NY
LINDSAY SCOTT- The Beauty Compound Brooklyn, NY
Joanne Sacco- Bangz Bellmore, NY
Anne Sampogna- Gross- Yonkers, NY
Kaheed Samuels- LAD MediaGroup LLC Albany, NY
Sheryl Santos- Sheryl James salon Bethpage, NY
Genevieve Santos-Bann- Santos Worldwide Group LLC Hollis, NY
Jennifer Sarchet- Spoke & Weal Brooklyn, NY
Nimia Sarmiento- Nimias Beauty Salon Corp. North Babylon, NY
Susan Scalici- Focus Salon & Wellness Boutique Harpursville, NY
Jenessa Schacht- Queens, NY
Kristie Schwab- Panache Salon & Day Spa Lakewood, NY
Alexa Scope- Village Vanity Babylon, NY
Tamara Scott- Mane Advocates New York, NY
Tami Senior- HarborView Salon Centerport, NY
Leeanne Shade- Choices Hair Studio Glenmont, NY
Shaheen Shah- Fancycuts Franklin Square, NY
Jessica Shattuck- The Shop Albany, NY
Suzanne Sigler- Greene, NY
Linda Sileo- Silver Scissors Wantagh, NY
Ziada Sinanovic- Salon H2o Inc Staten Island, NY
Kris Sorbie- Kris Sorbie NYC New York, NY
Renee South- renee jean salon Round Top, NY
Julie Spanarelli- Centerreach, NY
Robin Speciale- Bellissima salon supplies Merrick, NY
Allyson Springgett- Mystique Natural New Windsor, NY
Brenda St.Louis- Brenda's Chop Shop Hartford, NY
Lisa Stahl- Golden Touch Unisex Herkimer, NY
Janine Steely- New Rochelle, NY
Koedsiri Sunee- New York, NY
Laurie Swietenon- Rosewater Day Spa and Salon Rochester, NY
Lennisha Swinney- Fairview, NY
Diane Taite- Mane solution Schenectady, NY
LuDuke Tatw- Kut life Barbershop Buffalo, NY
Jackie Taylor- JackieTaylor Patchogue, NY
Jacqueline Thacker- Hair By Jacqueline Williamsville, NY
Suzan Thompson- Pearly Derma Queens, NY
Trina Thurston- West Seneca, NY
Carol Tobin- Art Nouveau Salon Buffalo, NY
Violette Tonuzi- Hoodspa inc Brooklyn, NY
Abigail Treut- Totes Salon LLC Brooklyn, NY
Denise Tristano- Denise and Company Salon Massapequa Park, NY
Eunice Valerus- Beauty By Eunii LLC Valley Stream, NY
Cristina VanAuker- Rochester, NY
Georgia Vassanelli- Georgia Louise Inc New York, NY
Anamarie Vega- Nail town Lockport, NY
Alicia Velazquez- Patty's Place Island Park, NY
Digna Vicente- Margot's Salon Ossining, NY
Joseph Vitale- Salon84 New York, NY
Diane Von Holt- Razzmatazz Stony Point, NY
Sania Vucetaj- Sania's brow bar New York, NY
Syzan Vucetaj- Sanias Brow Bar New York, NY
Safiya Warner- Hair Love, LLC Brooklyn, NY
Beth Waters- Kutting Edge Studio Port Henry, NY
Kristin Weltman- Vita Bella Organic Salon Rochester, NY
Lawrence Wesley- Queens, NY
Tamika Wesley- Wesley Styles NYC New York, NY
Sabrina Whitney- Adorn Salon LLC Poestenkill, NY
Janice Wilbur- Johnsonville, NY
Joann Wilcox- Shear Perfection Salon Middletown, NY
Cynthia Wilder- John-Roberts Salon & Spa Eden, NY
Wayne Willard- The plaza hair nail and day spa Cortland, NY
Jacqleen Williams- Salon ExQuizit Buffalo, NY
Kiara Williams- Elegant Delight Beauty The Bronx, NY
Shameka Williams- Hair by Lady Sha LLC The Bronx, NY
Monica Wolfberg- NIKA DAY SPA Buffalo, NY
Karen Wood- Queens, NY
Melissa Wright- WrightLooks New York, NY
Pattie Yankee- Patties Place North Babylon, NY
Wai Yen- Zen Beauty Skincare Inc Staten Island, NY
Annette Young- Shear Colour Elbridge, NY
Lucy Zahrans- Hair by Lucy Z Lindenhurst, NY
Susanah Zeffiro- Spotify New York, NY
Andrei Zubar- New York, NY
Victor adragna- Main attraction Buffalo, NY
Diana arango- Diana Arango Queens, NY
Mary bonner-hicks- The Main Attraction Salon Williamsville, NY
Jeanette brown- Brooklyn, NY
tammy burch- Holley, NY
sharon butto- Spa studio Glens Falls, NY
Adriana castillo- Eruan spa sal'n Brooklyn, NY
chong chen- best cut hair salon inc Queens, NY
Shirley chicoine- Cambridge, NY
tonya chiesa- The Cosmopolitan Salon Dover Plains, NY
Lois christie- Christie& co salon Queens, NY
kenya clarke- Nvstylez Beauty Salon Brooklyn, NY
roberta coleman- Stilettos hair & nails Waverly, NY
Donna decresce- Garden City, NY
tommy everett- Brooklyn, NY
Anna ferrara- Frasada Salon, NY
Lauri fleischman- Fringe salon and spa Syracuse, NY
kenyatta freeman- Yattsiescissorhands Brooklyn, NY
Laura furo- Fusion, the salon Saratoga Springs, NY
Mary hayes- Dare 2B Different New York, NY
Valeria herr- H3 hair Brooklyn, NY
adia johnson- Rochester, NY
Roman kusayev- Roman K Salon New York, NY
Deana larkin- Salon tique Merrick, NY
Susan lindke- Water view salon Lockport, NY
Briana martinez- Razzmatazz Pearl River, NY
ramirez martinez- hair master glamour New York, NY
jack miroslaw- New York, NY
Ann moose- Vanity Hair & Nail Salon Bath, NY
Jorge morales- Pilatos Hair salon Queens, NY
maureen munoz- Albany, NY
Anne murphy- Shape hair salon Mount Kisco, NY
Akemi no- Yonkers, NY
Jennifer orcutt- Ch'au hair designs Williamson, NY
Yesha ortiz- The Bronx, NY
Leivis pula- Hopehouseofbeauty The Bronx, NY
Kimberly ray- Sugarklawz Queens, NY
coleen renzoni- Divina Salon Buffalo, NY
gerard scarpaci- Hairbrained Brooklyn, NY
Linda sherwood- Linda Sherwood hair Islip, NY
Christina smith- Top cuts salon Lindenhurst, NY
Margaret smith- Marsbhair East Rockaway, NY
wendy smith- Salon Bohemia Brooklyn, NY
Reyna sosa- The diva's salon Staten Island, NY
Shelby spall- Shelbys salon Troy, NY
Michael spitale- Spitale Laser Spa Salon Irondequoit, NY
rosemary tejeda- Salon O Cedarhurst, NY
Brian wade- Queens, NY
Lisa walker- Oakdale, NY
Michaella williams- salon718 Brooklyn, NY
Aaron A.- New York, NY
Vincent Alfano- New York, NY
Marianne Anderson- The Cutting Shack Batavia, NY
Michele Beenhouwer- Michelles Salon Macedon, NY
Taeisha Black- Kinky Kollective Studio New York, NY
Tennisha Brown- Tennisha's Beauty Conept The Bronx, NY
Lynn Burgess- Lynn Burgess Salon Albion, NY
Assunta Conyers- Brenewed Rochester, NY
Janet Cusack- Healthcare Management Solutions Johnson, NY
Catherine DeWerth- Same New York, NY
Tressa Degiorgi- Brooklyn, NY
Tara Denaut- Continental 109 Yonkers, NY
Tina DiSisto- Bee You Wappingers Falls, NY
Ronald Dieterich- Brush Salon New York, NY
Brenda Dillin- Changes Middletown, NY
Emma Fassl- Henry's Salon Rochester, NY
Migdalia Felice- Hoodspa Inc Brooklyn, NY
Tom Fossett- Watertown, NY
Florence Fournaris- Lemon Tree Hair Salon Center Moriches, NY
JOE Francavilla- Hello Gorgeous Brooklyn, NY
Angelo Franzella- SAFA hairstylist DbaAngelo&co Mineola, NY
Marni Freemire- new york stylez llc, NY
PAL GYOMAI- Luv Your Hair Carmel Hamlet, NY
Linda Gellman- CLICK Buffalo, NY
Ms. Georgiou- Glen Cove, NY
Michelle Giamberdino- Face Fitness LTD Lancaster, NY
Gregg Giannillo- Giannillo Salon New York, NY
Shani Greenfield- Gemini V North Bellmore, NY
Karen Hanssen- New Wave Vestal, NY
Kelly Hauser- Buffalo, NY
Jorge Heras- Beautiful People Salon Merrick, NY
Suzanne Horne- SQ Hair Buffalo, NY
Setsuko Hosomi- Setsuko at Jean Claude Salon Scarsdale, NY
Sarah Howden- Wellsville, NY
Lauren Iosue- Hello gorgeous hair salon Staten Island, NY
Holly Ives- Bliss Oxford, NY
Cara Jean- Calverton, NY
Patty Jeffries- Swormville, NY
Charlie Kennedy- Show Up Event Consulting New York, NY
Cindy Kimmerer- Faccia Bella Salon Mechanicville, NY
Chi Koni- Chi Wah Organica Rochester, NY
Catherine Kowalski- Jade hair design Mount Sinai, NY
DAVID LONG- Staten Island, NY
Andrea Langdon- Andreas hairstyling Shop Salamanca, NY
Amy Lemmey- Beauty by Amy Elizabeth Tarrytown, NY
Jessica Long- salon bohemia Staten Island, NY
Natasha Long- Head to Toe Salon Oneonta, NY
Merima Markisic- Mohegan Lake, NY
Carrie Maurer- Massena, NY
Tara McAndrews- Patchogue, NY
Angela McCarty- Haven Salon Saratoga Springs, NY
Kathryn McGuire- Skin Appeal by Kathryn Montgomery, NY
Carol McHenry- Carols Uptown Hair Design New York, NY
Sue Meidenbauer- Vivid color and hair salon Hamburg, NY
Mary Mele- The Hairtique Seneca Falls, NY
Amy Mills- New York, NY
Cassandra Mineard- Nedrow, NY
Susan Minute- Pharaohs Hairum, Inc. Henrietta, NY
Nikki Mitrako- Love and Style On Macedon, NY
Laurie Monaco- Salon 37 Patchogue, NY
Damian Monzillo- Scissor and Comb Brooklyn, NY
Barbara Mucher- Barbs barber shop Warsaw, NY
Laura Murphy- Yonkers, NY
Kim Niggel- Hair by Kim Niggel East Aurora, NY
Karla Norcross- shear attitude Plattsburgh, NY
Jen OBrien- Beauty and Elegance hair studio East Northport, NY
Kimberly Onevelo- North Tonawanda, NY
Natanya Pacht- Tanya Pacht at the Thomas Heinz Salon Brooklyn, NY
Cherilyn Palmer- New York, NY
Ron Peterson- North Massapequa, NY
Nancy Petrie- salongreen Utica, NY
Andrea Pincoski- Blushing Station Little Valley, NY
June Post- Rhinebeck, NY
Usha Rani- Mybrows inc Queens, NY
Adelina Rapo- Adelina Salon Boutique Manhasset, NY
Kristin Retzlaff- How Do You Like Me Now Alden, NY
Lynne Robertelli- Blonde Ambition Salon Utica, NY
Tara Robinson- Inspirations salon Delhi, NY
Raven Robles- Staten Island, NY
EMI SILJKOVIC- Comb Salon Studio Goshen, NY
James Scibilia- Pasquale salon Rochester, NY
Theresa Sheridan- Lifetime LifeSpa Glen Head, NY
Kelsey Smart- Fox & Jane Brooklyn, NY
Rebecca Smith- The Spa at Artemis Alexander, NY
R Sparkle- Brooklyn, NY
Kim Sprague- Anna's Chop Shop Watertown, NY
Kelsey Stahovec- Salon K Millerton, NY
Lynn Strzelecki- Lynn Strzelecki Bergen, NY
Koedsiri Sunee- New York, NY
Julie Tooma- New Hairizons New Windsor, NY
Joseph Tucci- Senses salon Croton-on-hudson, NY
Tanya Tyson- Transitions Hair studio Van Etten, NY
Margarita Ugorskaya- Brooklyn, NY
Paula Vamce- Kiki&co Kings Park, NY
Christina Watson- So Jealous Hair Design Johnson City, NY
Christina Weyrauch- Special Occasion Hair Design Rochester, NY
Dominique Williams- Capelli Curl by My Capelli Yorkons, NY
Nicholas Wright- Hairrrari Barber Ridgwood, NY
Dawn Ziemer-Kline- Relle Organic Salon Buffalo, NY
marianna baldi- JStyle Corp New York, NY
chong chen- best cut hair salon inc Queens, NY
laura chiera- cutting edge hair studio White Plains, NY
Sara crumley- Acacia Binghamton, NY
angel diaz- migue barber shop Queens, NY
Aleksandr ishkakov- Ace of Cut Barbershop Queens, NY
Nancy k- Wig Allure Hair Loss Center Lake Grove, NY
Ruba kaywood- Sal'n D'Artista Deer Park, NY
lauren miller- Laaurenmillhair Montgomery, NY
Andrea picano- Radiant skin and laser center Rockville Centre, NY
Madeline sherman- Barbs barber shop Perry, NY
NICOLE AYRES- Tryst salon and spa Perry, OH
Najla Abukhaled- Salon loft Kent, OH
Corey Adams- Corey Adams @ salonlofts Cincinnati, OH
Katina Alexander- K & K Loyalty Beauty Bar Dayton, OH
Lisa Alfieri- Cincinnati, OH  
Nicole Allgeyer- The Cutting Room Wilmington, OH  
James Anthony- Cleveland, OH  
Judy Antonio- Face2Face Barbershop Northfield, OH  
Cindy Ashcraft- Cincinnati, OH  
Daisy Bailey- Essence In you 2 Maple Heights, OH  
Erica Ball- Upper cuts hair studio West Portsmouth, OH  
Sheila Barco- Sal'n Rootz Medina, OH  
Bonnie Barnhart- Vermilion, OH  
Meggan Barnhart- Troy, OH  
brittany Barta- Hiram house salon & day spa, OH  
Elizabeth Bartz- State and Federal Communications, Inc. Akron, OH  
Cheryl Basilisco- Esbi Intl Salon Medina, OH  
Mike Batchelor- Cincinnati, OH  
Kennedy Bates- Ken & Co Hairdressing Findlay, OH  
Mary Baute- Cleves, OH  
Michelle Beamer- Mirror Mirror Beauty Spa Milford, OH  
Tonya Beasley- Anointed Hands Hair Studio Dayton, OH  
Bryan Beaver- Blakerosesalon Columbus, OH  
Felicia Behanan- Diva Loft Cincinnati, OH  
Christine Bell- Palace28 Salon Euclid, OH  
Jacqueline Bell- Danny beauty spa & beauty Garfield Heights, OH  
Tara Benson- Great Clips Marion, OH  
Jennifer Berkemeier- Cincinnati, OH  
Jessica Bernard- BB Bombshell Beauty, LLC Cincinnati, OH  
Kristen Bias- Hidden Beauty Newcomerstown, OH  
Rachel Bickford- Shear Escape LLC Cumberland, OH  
Andrea Bieniek- Salon fringe Wooster, OH  
Taylor Black- Newkirk Salon Spa Newark, OH  
Missy Blacker- CMFO Urbana, OH  
Tim Blott- Blotts Barbershop Tiffany, OH  
Erica Bond- Hair By Erica Mogadore, OH  
Rebecca Bonnette- B. A.#10 Bucyrus, OH  
Jacki Borziak- Level salon North Ridgeville, OH  
Barb Bouklias-Ledford- North Benton, OH  
Kathy Bower- Edge Carrollton, OH  
Shannon Bowsher- Bangs Salon Bellefontaine, OH  
Brittany Bradley- HUE studio llc Columbus, OH  
Sherry Brendle- Shair Spa & Co LLC Louisville, OH  
Hilary Brigner- Westerville, OH  
Elizabeth Brockman- Montgomery, OH  
Cathleen Brown- Ichiban Salon Spa and Bar Olmsted Falls, OH  
Evangelene Brown- Salon Evangeline Medina, OH  
Evangelene Brown- Salon Evangeline Medina, OH  
Nicole Brown- Moraine, OH  
Colleen Browning- UDesigns For Hair Beavercreek, OH  
Tara Brazycki- Salon Ablaze Circleville, OH  
Christina Buckel- Salon one 83 Alliance, OH  
Michael Bustle- MichaelE Bustle Llc@Salonlofts Columbus, OH
Taneka Butler- Salon Adelaide New Philadelphia, OH
Shawna Byer- Massillon, OH
Cherell Byrd- Woman's worth Warrensville Heights, OH
CHRISTOPHER COLE- A Cut Above Family Hair Salon LLC Saint Clairsville, OH
Bonny Cadwallader- P1BLZP Ashland, OH
Kathleen Caito- Ichiban Salon & Day Spa Inc. Westlake, OH
Jason Caldwell- J Caldwell hair studio Columbus, OH
Alyss Calkins- Salon361 Fredericktown, OH
Brenda Campbell- Brenda a Campbell Youngstown, OH
Tamica Campbell- hair village elite Cincinnati, OH
Monette Capeta- North Canton, OH
Missy Carmichael- Glamour Luxe Hair Sheffield Lake, OH
Phyllis Carter- Cincinnati, OH
Dave Casto- X-static about hair Youngstown, OH
Kassi Casto- Youngstown, OH
Lorie Cathcart- Ratcliff Enterprises Ohio Inc Cleveland, OH
Patti Chaney- Edgehairdesignspa Massillon, OH
Mariah Chapman- Heidis hair salon Gallipolis, OH
Star Church- Great Clips Springfield, OH
Ethel Clay- Madison Ave Total E Clips Springfield, OH
Connie Clementson- Options salon and spa North Olmsted, OH
Sharrie Coburn- Coburn Solutions LLC Wickliffe, OH
Kimberly Cohen- Salon concepts/ Oakley- Kim Cohen Cincinnati, OH
Mark Cohen- CoCo Holdings Corporation Mason, OH
Dominique Coleman- Naturally Beat Feet Nails Cincinnati, OH
Sabrena Collins- Cappreece Touch Akron, OH
Julie Collinsonworth- Julie's Cuts and Curls Middletown, OH
Karen Colvin- Chatterbox Berea, OH
Tracie Conley- Rebel Salon and Spa Franklin, OH
Michelle Cononico- Mac Hair Design Youngstown, OH
Shara Cook- Mitchells salon and day spa Trenton, OH
Tina Cooper- Toledo, OH
Cherie Coyne- Columbus, OH
Stephanie Craig- Mineral Ridge, OH
Christina Creech- Christina's hair salon Mcarthur, OH
Angela Cross- Cincinnati, OH
Meghan Crum- Meghan Crum @ Salon Devyani East Palestine, OH
Marlinda Cruz- Dirty Blonde Salon Elyria, OH
Daria Cummings- Daria's House of Style Portsmouth, OH
Carika D- The Welsh home Cleveland, OH
Elles Daniels- Nail Envy Salon and Spa Cleveland, OH
Ibi David- Ibi David Salon & Spa Westlake, OH
Heather Davis- Studio H Hair Concepts Strongsville, OH
Jillian Davis- Beyoutiful & Suite Cincinnati, OH
Cynthia DeSantis- Cyndi DeSantis Columbus, OH
Sarah Deacon- Deacon Hair Co Middleport, OH
Joseph Dejarnette- Josef Hair Studio Oberlin, OH
Jennifer Dever- Jennifer dever Co. Cuyahoga Falls, OH
Maria Devereaux- Youngstown, OH
Melissa DiFini- The Colorist Salon Willoughby, OH
Ashley Diaz- 18/8 Fine Mens Salon Maineville, OH
Johanna Doak- Cuts N Curls @ The Connection Day Spa Llc Waterford, OH
Denise Doliboa- Design by Denise Franklin, OH
Shona Drake- ENCHANTED HAIR AND NAIL SALON East Cleveland, OH
Jeff Duckwall- Jeff Duckwall LLC Amelia, OH
Brenda Duffy- North Ridgeville, OH
Bonnie Dury- Scarlet O’ Hair’s Hyde Park salon Cincinnati, OH
Debora Dzurenko- Always Perfection Salon LLC Parma, OH
Jackie Easley- Cosmetique West Beauty Salon Akron, OH
Janice Edinger- Attitudes Salon Sylvania, OH
Carolyn Estes- First Class Nails Lebanon, OH
Stephan Evans- Stevie Es place Akron, OH
KAMILA FORDHAM- The wright way salon Bowling Green, OH
Sam Farrar- Great Clips Rushville, OH
Joyce Fedarko- Pure joy spa Geneva, OH
Lisa Feist- Lisa Feist Aesthetics Mount Washing, OH
Cherie Figy- Cherie's Shears Delta, OH
Donna Filips- Marche n Haab Salon Cleveland, OH
LaToya Fisher- NEXT LEVEL BEAUTY &BARBER Columbus, OH
Karen Fleming- SpaCecilia Amherst, OH
Maureen Fleming- Serenity Salon Rocky River, OH
Jacqueline Flueck- Mitchell's Salon and Day Spa Cincinnati, OH
Tiffany Ford- Mayfield Village, OH
Traci Foss- Hairbenders Willowick, OH
Sunnie Foster- Hair by sunny Mount Orab, OH
Laura Fox- Distinct Creations Inc. Van Wert, OH
Stefanie Fox- Canvas Salon Grove City, OH
Trish Francis- Trish Francis Skincare Dayton, OH
Ally Frank- Groesbeck, OH
Paige Freday- Kimberly&Co salon and boutique North Canton, OH
Shyvonne Freeman- Deledarri Parma, OH
Sara Friedman- Columbus, OH
Carolyn Fry- Westlake, OH
Kimberly Fryman- Salon Concepts Cincinnati, OH
Keri Galterio- Canfield, OH
Jennifer Gardner- Mitchells Salon Hamilton, OH
Lara Gates- Cincinnati, OH
KelleyandJason Gatios- Dads and Lads Barber Shop Massillon, OH
Jill Gears- Salon Hazelton LLC Perrysburg, OH
Katie Gerbracht- Above and Beyond salon Vermilion, OH
Molly Getz- Soto Signature Salon Weston, OH
Angela Gibson- Salon902 Cincinnati, OH
Joyce Gibson- Diva Lofts LLC Cincinnati, OH
Christine Gilbert- Mitchells Salon and Day Spa Cincinnati, OH
Jennifer Giotta- Giotta's hair loft Mayfield Heights, OH
Jean Giroski- The loft hair and spa Glouster, OH
Steven Good- Bellezza Avanti Spa/Salon Wadsworth, OH
Kathy Goodman- KLGHair studio Massillon, OH
Anna Goodson- Epiphany Hair Studio Bedford, OH
Pamela Goodwin- Trendz Hair Salon Cambridge, OH
Katrina Googer- Studio Selfish Nail Salon And Boutique LLC Euclid, OH
Kelly Gorman- Great Clips Genoa, OH
Lori Goubeaux- Making Waves Hair Salon, LLC Greenville, OH
Monica Green- S&W Hair Studio Cadiz, OH
Rhonda Green- Girl and Guy Republic Columbus, OH
Lisa Groome- QuickGroom Inc Powell, OH
Margaret Guilfoyle- Cincinnati, OH
Dawn Gunsauley- Great Clips Dayton, OH
Martha Gysan- Blessed Skincare & Massage Maumee, OH
Gianni Hagens- OMGiTheBrand, LLC Columbus, OH
Andricia Hale- Bankz Salon Mansfield, OH
Kc Hall- Lorain, OH
Celeste Hamilton- The mane , OH
Marcie Hamilton- Supercuts Prospect, OH
Shacey Handy- Salon One83 Alliance, OH
Cathy Hanlin- Canton, OH
Kristin Harrell- Kolour’d by kristin nicole Shaker Heights, OH
Andrea Harris- Distinct design salon and spa Cincinnati, OH
Nancy Hartley- Tease Salon Middleburg Heights, OH
Angela Harvey- Middleburg Heights, OH
Carol Harvey- Rustic roots hair studio Cincinnati, OH
Jerrilee Heminger- RLO INC DBA Great Clips Dayton, OH
Tennille Henderson- Haircomb Studio Chagrin Falls, OH
Tricia Herzog- Glo Hair And Tanning Studio Tipp City, OH
Melissa Hines- Hair Worx Hebron, OH
Daniel Holland- Blended Barber Lounge Cleveland, OH
Derra Holloway- PROFESSIONAL HAIRCARE LLC Garfield Heights, OH
Cheri Hollstegge- Hamilton, OH
Jenn Hollstegge- , OH
Javonna Hood- Naild By Jo Cleveland, OH
Karlene Hoover- Ann’s clip and curl Louisville, OH
Anne Hope- Tranquility Salon Springfield, OH
Jennifer Hopewell- Allure Cincinnati, OH
Deborah Horn- Debbi’ Hair Stow, OH
Jennifer Horner- Unlimited creations Massillon, OH
Tammy Houseman- Utopia Salin Dayton, OH
Brooke Hughes- Charles penzone Columbus, OH
Janai Hunt- Prime hair by Janai Shaker Heights, OH
Robin Hunter- Cincinnati, OH
Amanda Hurd- Amanda hurd hairstylist Dayton, OH
Joey Hurley- Corner creations/ joey hurley Ashland, OH
Catherine Ibold- Cat Ibold LLC Cleveland, OH
Jenna Ionna- Cincinnati, OH
Brandy Ivey- Cincinnati, OH
Cami Jackson- Lisbon, OH
Jennifer Jackson- Jenn total Beauty Consulting Maple Heights, OH
Elyse Janson- Batavia, OH
Bernadine Javorek - OH
Brandae Jeffries - Dayton, OH
Iman Johnson - Velvet Rope Salon Studio Columbus, OH
Jessica Johnson - Soto Signature Salon and Spa Perrysburg, OH
Julie Johnson - Do or Dye Salon Amherst, OH
Robin Johnson - Prettì Parlour216 Cleveland Heights, OH
Roxanne Jones - PLUSHbyRoxy Toledo, OH
Melinda Jordan - Hair it is Cincinnati, OH
Tawana Julius - Popular Strandz LLC Cincinnati, OH
Laela Kamaal - Beauty Marks Salon Cleveland Heights, OH
Dana Kays - Dana Ratliff Hair at Studio 8 Westerville, OH
Toralee Keen - Toralee Keen Mansfield, OH
Shari Keller - Benefits Spa & Company Mount Vernon, OH
Laura Kelley - Cincinnati, OH
Jason Kennedy - , OH
Julie Kessler - Fifty Shades of Beautiful LLC Marion, OH
Michelle Kimble - Solutions Hair Salon Cincinnati, OH
Margaret Kinaitis - M k design studio Cuyahoga Falls, OH
Mindy Kistler - Great Clips New London, OH
Faith Knight - Massillon, OH
Hydie Knuckles - Salon Centric Westlake, OH
Brenda Kocak - Modern Male Dublin, OH
Connie Kovach - Connie's Loft Mentor, OH
Tina Kratsas - TS Simone Salon Girard, OH
Anna Krummrich - Bloom Salon #1@Sola Salon Akron, OH
Robin Lambert - Frans Hair Salon Carroll, OH
Jennifer Lang - Corner Creations Nova, OH
Christina Lark - Hiz & Herz Salon & Barbershop Dayton, OH
Jennifer Laughhunn - Centerville, OH
Sonya Lee - Lets Heal Akron, OH
Cassandra Lehky - always in style Parma, OH
Michelle Lester - Simply Michelle Natural Skin and Nail Care Dayton, OH
Charese Lewis - Town and Country Salon and Day Spa Maineville, OH
Katie Lewis - Mitchell's salon and Day Spa Cincinnati, OH
Lexie Licata - Jim Brofft Salon Central Cincinnati, OH
Brenda Lightner - Brenda Lightner Springfield, OH
Theresa Livelsberger - Glitter Goddess Hair & Nails Alliance, OH
Lucy Lopez - Salon lofts North Ridgeville, OH
Shelly Lovell - Copper and Ash Salon Pickerington, OH
Melissa Lovett - Sharonville, OH
Dennis Lubin - Lubin Marketing Moreland Hills, OH
Rain Lucas - Oden and Earls Salon Coshocton, OH
Heather Ludlow - Hair by Heather LLC Lorain, OH
Jacquelyn Luzader - Kent, OH
Kathileen MATHIS - Toledo, OH
ANNA MESSMER - Sweetwater Salon and Day Spa Galloway, OH
Patricia Macias - Wauseon, OH
Kyle Macon - Rustic Roots Cincinnati, OH
Lori Marcho-ferris - Jo jo salon Cincinnati, OH
Merinda Marcinkowski- Creative Excellence Salon, LLC Sylvania, OH
Catherine Marquardt- Cleveland, OH
Alanna Marsh- Beauty by Lansa Ontario, OH
Jaci Marsili- Alliance, OH
Stephanie Martinez- Bombshell A Stephanie M Salon Parma, OH
Stormy Mataya- edge hair design and spa Akron, OH
Doreen Matheny- Meraki Esthetics Youngstown, OH
Allison Mathis- Cincinnati, OH
Kelley Matney- A New Beginning Hair Studio South Point, OH
Felicia Mayo- GoldieLuxe Beauty Bar Reynoldsburg, OH
Mandi McCarthyBodine- Belle Amie Hair Studio Strongsville, OH
Cathy McClellan- Creative Headlines inc Sylvania, OH
Resha McClendon-Fields- Soiya Skin and Body Westerville, OH
Kaylee McClure- Salon One83 Alliance, OH
Lois McCourt- Renew Salon Dublin, OH
Crystal McCoy- Beauty Bar Salon and Spa Wilmington, OH
Allison McFarland- Hamilton, OH
Valarie McGhee- Studio89 Salon Cincinnati, OH
Kerry McCarty- Brookville, OH
Brandon Mcclure- Headquarters barbershop Dayton, OH
Jennifer Meeker- Niles, OH
Ryan Michael- Ryan Douglas Salon LLC Canton, OH
Amber Miles- Cincinnati, OH
Dennis Millard- Illusion Unlimited Salons Strongsville, OH
Ann Miller- Ann's Clip & Curl Louisville, OH
Elizabeth Miller- Rustic roots Cincinnati, OH
Erin Miller- Marysville, OH
Montinae Mills- Beautifime Dayton, OH
Karli Mohr- Ksm esthetics Olmsted Falls, OH
Helene Moncman- Lakewood, OH
Loddi Mone- Loddi Mon'e Enterprises LLC Cleveland, OH
Kristen Money- Paradigm Beauty Hamilton, OH
Dominique Moore- Cincinnati, OH
Megan Moore- Affinity Salon Dayton, OH
Jordan Morris- Mitchells salon and day spa Wilmington, OH
Monica Motty- Blown Hair Studio Cincinnati, OH
Angela Mologue- Angies spa, plc dba Tranzitionz salon and Spa Bellevue, OH
Dawn Mounts- Dawns Hair Studio LLC Hamilton, OH
Julie Mueller- McCauly Street Salon Mason, OH
Daniel Murphy- Sport Clips North Bend, OH
Norma Murphy- Avon, OH
Allysa Naro- The Opal Lounge Uniontown, OH
Tammy Nemchev- Adagio Euro Salon Doylestown, OH
Stephanie Nesbitt- Contrast Beauty, LLC Cincinnati, OH
Leslie Newkirk- Newkirk salon spa Granville, OH
DeLores Nicole- The Glamour Bar Columbus, OH
Heidi Niec- Hair to dye for by Heidi Youngstown, OH
Davana Nighswander- Designs By Davana Dayton, OH
Ashley Norfus- Ashpizzazz Lakewood, OH
Tami Norris- Mitchell's Salon and Day Spa Maineville, OH
Emily Novak- KAMI STUDIO, LLC Medina, OH
Laura Nowak- Mount Washing, OH
Jeanan Nukta- Hair by jeanann LLC Westlake, OH
Jennifer O'Connor- Soto loft Ltd Perrysburg, OH
Carolyn Obermeyer- , OH
Coryn Obray- Lady Jane's Akron, OH
Meghan Odom- Royal Strandz by Meghan Columbus, OH
Antonia Oglesby- All 4 HIM Superior Styles North College Hill, OH
Miranda Olin- Toledo, OH
Taylor Osbey- Twinsburg, OH
Jennifer Osborne- Mitchell's Salon and Day Spa Milford, OH
Clara Osterhage- R.L.O., Inc. Dayton, OH
Linda Ott- Darla & Co Toledo, OH
Nicole Pack- social salon Portsmouth, OH
Christine Parr- Canton, OH
Kelli Parrino- Elevate Hair Studio Aurora, OH
Everne Penn- Pascarti Hair And Nail Spa Columbus, OH
Kelli Peters- Great Clips Ashville, OH
Michelle Pham- Monroe, OH
Sherry Phoong- Nailtek Lancaster, OH
Heather Pierson- Hair by Heather Kensington, OH
Tracey Piphus- Couture Beauty by Tracey Blue Ash, OH
Teylar Poindexter- super cuts Marion, OH
Derrick Porter- Kicks n Kuts Columbus, OH
Danielle Potts- SuperCuts Marion, OH
Marcy Prasek- Illusion Unlimited Salons Parma, OH
Angela Pratt- Middletown, OH
Jean Presley- Salon de Cheveux Zanesville, OH
Erica Presser- Studio802 salon Sidney, OH
Pam Pugh- Pams Creative Cuts Celina, OH
LISA ROOKARD- Canvas skin bar and Salon Ashville, OH
Valerie Rado- Valerie's Hair Studio Cuyahoga Falls, OH
Patti Raggets- Cincinnati, OH
Geraldine Rakovec- Strongsville, OH
Jeanne Rakovec- Strongsville, OH
Annette Rawlings- Francescas Unleashed, Inc Avon, OH
Valerie Rayford- Studio 211 Columbus, OH
Kelly Readnower- Kenadi Hair Studio Cincinnati, OH
Yvonne Reese- Intrigue Salon & Spa Canton, OH
Denyce Renee- Middleburg Heights, OH
Timi Reynolds- Fairlawn Haven beauty shop Napoleon, OH
Lisa Ricchino- Jada Nicole salon and spa Highland Heights, OH
Letha Richards- Uniek K reations Reminderville, OH
Jennifer Richeson- Jennifer Richeson at Salon Lofts Hilliard, OH
Debbi Rieck- Uptown Barbers , OH
Alanna Riesen- Louisville, OH
Elizabeth Riley- HairbyLizRiley Massillon, OH
Melissa Ritter- Siedel's Barbershop Wadsworth, OH
Aj Rivera- Cincinnati, OH
Chelsie Roberts- The Color Lab Holland, OH
Marykay Rodgers- Advances The Hair Experts Parma, OH
Sylvia Rollins- Oasis Columbus, OH
Alicia Romano- Lavish Color Salon Elyria, OH
Brian Rooney- Grove City, OH
Evan Rooney- Grove City, OH
Kathryn Rooney- RamseyRooney&Co Avon Lake, OH
Barbara Russell- Cincy Clips dba Great Clip Cincinnati, OH
PENNY SANDERS-SUSANY- SHIRLEYS SALON Columbiana, OH
Katherine Sansone- kates body shop Pataskala, OH
Tammy Sark- Golden styles Waverly, OH
Lindsey Schlechtinger- Mitchells salon and day spa Cincinnati, OH
Mary Schmalz- Cincinnati, OH
Deborah Schmidt- Mitchell's Salon & Day Spa, Inc. Cincinnati, OH
Darlene Schultz- Darlenes Hair Salon Cincinnati, OH
Carey Scott- Styles II Envy by Carey J Pickerington, OH
Kimberly Scott- Youngstown, OH
Cynthia Sellers- Majic & Nail Salon Columbus, OH
Debbie Sellers- Salon Uruku Harrison, OH
Christine Semones- , OH
Whytney Sene- salon loft Columbus, OH
Cathi Shafer- Catsnails Worthington, OH
Carrie Shaffer- Carrie Shaffer independent contractor Toledo, OH
Christy Shane- Tracy & Co. Mogadore, OH
Anne Shell- Gloss Salon Dayton, OH
Joseph Shinosky- Warren, OH
Jean Shott- Vsonno salon boutique spa Walton Hills, OH
Shayna Simmons- Shayna Loveland, OH
Kathy Simonton- The Red Salon Dayton, OH
Karen Sink- Greenville, OH
Mindy Slaven- Nailsbymin Poland, OH
Shella Sleek- Sleek Styles LLC Findlay, OH
April Smith- Suite Serenity Hair and Nail Salon Port Clinton, OH
Jolene Smith- The Flip Side Shreve, OH
Rachel Smith- Rachel Cincinnati, OH
Vicky Smith- Liberty Tnsp, OH
Nouane Souksavath- Golden Triangle Salon and Spa Grove City, OH
Tracy Spangler- Toledo, OH
Peggy Stanford- Cincinnati, OH
Tiffany Steinke- Vivid salon Brecksville, OH
Kay Stelzer- Luna & Mauve Luxury Extension Bar Mount Vernon, OH
Chris Stevens- Cincinnati, OH
Chelsea Stewart- Lynnie's Salon & Spa West Alexandria, OH
Danielle Stewart- Beauty & Beyond LLC Cincinnati, OH
Michelle Stiffler- Jbentley hair snd day spa Richwood, OH
Martha Stocker- Cincinnati, OH
Adena Strahm- Dublin, OH
Karen Strauss- Ichiban salon spa and bar Shaker Heights, OH
Tereasa Stutzman- Buckeye Beauty Salon Millersburg, OH
Candace Summerskill- Rossford, OH
Rosalind Swain- Panache Maple Heights, OH
DeidreNicole Sweeney- DeidreNicole Maple Heights, OH
Elizabeth Szabo- Youngstown, OH
Tamara Tadaki- Tamara Tadaki Cincinnati, OH
Amanda Taylor- Goshen, OH
Amie Taylor- Deer Park, OH
Jenacia Taylor- Hair By Jae Grove City, OH
Lori Taylor- Columbus, OH
Maureen Teman- Rustic Chic Delphos, OH
Jessie Terry- Urbana, OH
Jake Textor- Holiday Hair Columbus, OH
Sharon Thompson- Village Spa , OH
Willette Tiley- Portis Style Shop Intetnational Akron, OH
Debbie Tillery- Tillery Enterprises and Tillery Salons Columbus, OH
Ken Tillery- Tillery Management Columbus, OH
Chanin Tomlinson- Chanins Hair Connection Cuyahoga Falls, OH
Sarah Toy- Salon Red Canfield, OH
Ana Tran- The House of Beauty on Washington, LLC Tiffin, OH
Jessica Trushel- Rustic Roots Hair Studio LLC Cincinnati, OH
Pamela Trushel- Findlay, OH
Darren Turner- Darren & Co Salon Cincinnati, OH
Diane Van Loocke- The Hair Lodge Kingsville, OH
Katie Vargo- Clinton, OH
Bianca Vayna- Bianca Vayna Cincinnati, OH
Rita Vernon- Cincinnati, OH
Erica Vogt- Cincinnati, OH
Samantha Voigt- Day Heights, OH
Cindy Voorhies- Moore Clips LLC Pleasant City, OH
Razak WILLIAMS- Magic cuts Hilliard, OH
Kera Wallace- Kay's Kreation East Cleveland, OH
Stacy Wallace- Mitchel's Salon and Day spa Cincinnati, OH
Morgan Walsh- Cincinnati, OH
Kimberly Ward- Original Cutz Toledo, OH
Tasheen Weathers- Elyte Hair Studio Youngstown, OH
Josie Weglarz- North Canton, OH
Karen Welch- SoZo HAIR by Bajon Salon Beckett Ridge, OH
Renee Weso- Salon Synergy North Royalton, OH
Darlene West- Cincinnati, OH
Lee Whited- Xpress Yourself Hait Studio Felicity, OH
Christine Wilcox- Beautiful Creations Youngstown, OH
Afrika Williams- MELA Matural's Cincinnati, OH
Amber Williams- Mitchells salon and day spa Mason, OH
Camara Williams- Distinct Designs Salon and Spa Cincinnati, OH
Denice Williams- Michelle James Salon Canton, OH
Ebony Williams- The Beauty Ninja Columbus, OH
Jenae Williams- Zuri Sanaa LLC Toledo, OH
Latonya Williams- The Beauty Bar Gallipolis, OH
Angela Wilson- Divine Appointments Salon Bedford Heights, OH
Donna Wofner- Elyria, OH
Simone Wood- Cream Code Hair & Co. Canal Winchester, OH
Lorenda Woodall- HerChairHerMinistry LLC Cleveland, OH
Kelly Woodley- Eastlake, OH
Danniella Woods-Bowman- #StyleByDanniella @ Another Level Salon Columbus, OH
Dee Woodside- Josephs hair salon Seven Hills, OH
Amata Woodward- Dante lucci Cleveland, OH
Marianna Worcester- City Limits Salon and Spa Willard, OH
Mavis Wright- Karpediam LLC Cincinnati, OH
TaShiella Wright- TaShies Beauty Bar Cleveland, OH
Tammie Wurtz- Salon 2200 Milford, OH
Suzaanne York- Groesbeck, OH
Charel Young- Cleveland, OH
Natalia Zaguzina- Stile salon and spa Columbus, OH
Melanie Zombar- Glow Hair Studio Warren, OH
Lisa aber- Concepts Orrville, OH
Sherrie altman- Mitchells Cincinnati, OH
brent bauer- Brent Bauer Salon Cincinnati, OH
victoria calevski- Salon Studios Canton, OH
Kaitlin clyburn- Amelia, OH
wendy corley- Bratt salon Toledo, OH
Robin drake- Mitchells salon and day spa Kings Mills, OH
Debra ferrell- Franklin nu styles Bedford, OH
Amanda goff- Bellevfontaine, OH
Rose hejl- Toledo, OH
misty huvel- Curly Q Beauty Salon Butler, OH
Kimberly j- Kimberlys hair llc. North Olmsted, OH
brent johnson- Square one salon and spa Dayton, OH
Summer kenerly- Trap Headdz Franklin, OH
Desiree macias- Wauseon, OH
Stacy manzi- The hippie hipster Norton, OH
John marinucci- Hair4ce @javiv uptown Chagrin Falls, OH
Abegale moges- Dayton, OH
Julie molina- Soto Signature Salon and spa Wauseon, OH
Cassandra mooar- Cincinnati, OH
Sara mullis- Sarasnaills Wooster, OH
Michelle napolii- Meech's beauty bar/Michelle napolii Canfield, OH
Lena nguyen- Fantasy landx Columbus, OH
Nhung nguyen- Luxor Nails spa, OH
Denise osewalt- Ozzie hair studio Mentor, OH
Alyssa patty- salon loft Strongsville, OH
Nicole petric- Madison, OH
Jessica plunkett- Brook Park, OH
Kelsey quayle- Salon Blanca Poland, OH
maria rumpke- Maria Lana salon Cincinnati, OH
Kristin rutledge- Identity salon Celina, OH
Renee ryan- the cutting room hair salon llc Cincinnati, OH
anita schlarmann- Cincinnati, OH
Dejana smith- NaeBeStylin.LLC Dayton, OH
staci solvesky- south range hair studio Columbiana, OH
amy thompson- AHB Salon Cincinnati, OH
Anastasiya toder- The emerald room Lakewood, OH
ellen westendorf- Design one hair salon Dayton, OH
Vanessa williamson- Rendezvous hair salon Galloway, OH
Julie winings- Hair Trends by Julie Wapakoneta, OH
Heidi Albert- Hair by Heidi Reynoldsburg, OH
Theresa Albright- Suite Salon & Spa North Royalton, OH
Dianne Babiuch- Camelot Salon Whitehouse, OH
Danah Balduff- Kharma Salon & Boutique Sandusky, OH
Susan Ball- Lavish Color Salon Willoughby Hills, OH
Lisa Blinski- Wiloughby Hls, OH
Nina Bogus- Nina/Michelle Salon Inc. Solon, OH
Victoria Bond- Victoria Bond Dayton, OH
Mary Bosse-Williams- Mary Kayes Place Cincinnati, OH
Shyla Brock- Salon 10.01 Thornville, OH
Nancy Bruening- LocksRazorScissorsHairStudio Litchfield, OH
Gretchen Brumfield- Shear Dimensions Hair Studio Cambridge, OH
Rachel Bryant- Solstice salon Cleveland, OH
Jamie Budd- Reflective Styles Uniontown, OH
Jenna Burchett- Salon Lofts Columbus, OH
Lazaro Burgos- In The Cut Cleveland, OH
Candace Candor- Hubbard, OH
Julie Carl- Julie beauty boutique Toledo, OH
Rebecca Christensen- Guys & Dolls Beauty Salon Lebanon, OH
Christopher Chubb- Christopher Chubb at The Cove Day Spa Hilliard, OH
Anthony Cirino- Lavish color salon Warrensville Heights, OH
Ginger Cirino- Lavish Color Salon Aurora, OH
Tracey Cirino- Lavish Color Salon Chagrin Falls, OH
Kathleen Collingwood- Sunbury, OH
Kate Costa- Avon Lake, OH
Mary Costanzo- Revelations Salon and Spa Lorain, OH
Cindy Cox- Hair Artists Lewis Center, OH
Tammy Cox- Cost Cutters Alliance, OH
Karen Crawford- Nicole Jeffreys Salon & Day Spa Akron, OH
Melody Cullison- Majic Hair & Nail Salon LLC Columbus, OH
Kristy Curnutte- Kristy curnutte Galloway, OH
Lisa Cutter- Stefanc's Deluxe Barbershop Chagrin Falls, OH
Laura Cyrocki- Cleveland, OH
Darlene Daugherty- Downtown Hairdesigners Shelby, OH
Kim Davis- The Shop Newark, OH
Cheryl Emch- His & Hers Hair Studio Woodville, OH
Karen Flanagan- Rocky River, OH
Ricki Fountain- Toledo, OH
Jessica Gemma- Jessica Gemma Canton, OH
Sandra George- Sandys Youngstown, OH
Marissa Giannetti- J. Marie's Hair Salon Chardon, OH
Margaret Goff- Margos the family Hair Center Greenford, OH
Alice Gordon- Making Waves Grove City, OH
Sandra Hale- Soto Signature Salon & Spa Waterville, OH
Amy Hall- Hit Heads Hair Salon, OH
Carole Harold- Blue Water Salon & Spa Grafton, OH
Cinandrea Harris- La Donna Parma Heights, OH
James Herbeck- Charles Penzone Inc Columbus, OH
Rebecca Hill- Rebecca Hill Beauty Suite Cincinnati, OH
Deborah Horn- Debbi' Hair Stow, OH
Nichelle Hunter- Strongsville, OH
Dusti Jayne- Wheelersburg, OH
Catherine Johnson- Hairways Mayfield Village, OH
Jennifer Juhas- Lakewood, OH
Susan Kleinstub- Aurora, OH
Mirriam Knight- Cleveland, OH
Laura Krupa- Hair After Salon Broadview Heights, OH
Rita Lewis- Wheelersburg, OH
Kathleen MATHIS- Toledo, OH
Kristine Martin- Lavish Color Salon Solon, OH
Joyell Mersiel- Portsmouth, OH
Maddie Mogee- Macedonia, OH
Suzi Mogee- Macedonia, OH
Julie Morris- Sela Salon and Spa New Waterford, OH
Linda Morrison- Cleveland, OH
Melissa Murdock- Salon 29:11 Springboro, OH
Jennifer Naegel- Salon Loft #8 Cincinnati, OH
Michael Panich- Shear Images Lakewood, OH
Jenny Payne- Serenity Salon & Boutique Columbus, OH
Margaret Pecchia- Pecchia's Salon LLC Youngstown, OH
Sharon Pelagalli- Pjs day spa Fairview Park, OH
Michelle Porosky- Self employed Stow, OH
Bethany Posey- Newton Falls, OH
Rosemary Raver- Renlyn Corp. dba Hair Hut Canfield, OH
Cheryl Rayburn- Cambridge, OH
Samantha Riddle- Great Clips Columbus, OH
Katrina Roberts- Katrina Roberts at Salon Ventures Dayton, OH
Misty Rutledge- Skilzsalon East Palestine, OH
Jennifer Sabroff- Lyndhurst, OH
Jennifer Sabroff- Lyndhurst, OH
Mary Santora- Avon, OH
Ellen Scheuring- Medina, OH
Bryan Schuck- Dayton, OH
Barbara Shinkle- Collage Hair Design Batavia, OH
Jolene Smith- The Flip Side Shreve, OH
Samantha Smith- Wiloughby Hills, OH
Jennifer Stanley- Jennifer Stanley Hair Stow, OH
Kathleen Sterley- Anju Salon Rocky River, OH
Leonard Stone- Fairfield, OH
Jodi Tedrow- Got Roots by Jodi North Benton, OH
Laura Thomas- Fairview Park, OH
Rebecka Todd- Great Clips Mount Sterling, OH
Lee Vescelius- Laventure Inc dba Great Clips Columbus, OH
Mearlean Wainwright- M&M BEAUTE SALON&BOUTIQUE Toledo, OH
Renee Weso- Salon Synergy North Royalton, OH
Megan Winterich- Fairview Park, OH
Suzanne York- Groesbeck, OH
Anna Zappola- Lavish Color Salon Wiloughby Hls, OH
Jennifer Zimmerman- Massillon, OH
casey lewis- Willow Room Cleveland, OH
Janice Ohler- North Royalton, OH
Brookelyn Perry- Cincinnati, OH
Amanda Schnirman- Willow Room Salon Parma, OH
Jane Scott- Lisse Beauty Bar Dayton, OH
Lashaunda Stubblefield- Shear Elegance Salon Cincinnati, OH
Regina Werblak- Ichiban salon and spa Bay Village, OH
Jacqueline Williams- Willard, OH
Mae Williams- Amaezing Hair Salon Lakewood, OH
Julie Winings- Hair Trends by Julie Wapakoneta, OH
Brooke Abbat- Fusion Salon Sapulpa, OK
Ava Acosta- Miami, OK
Roy Adams- ARK RESOURCES INC Norman, OK
Lana Alcorn- Smart Style Chickasha, OK
Meredith Anders- Gemini Family Salon, LLC Owasso, OK
Jaclynn Andersen- The Austin Taylor Salon Oklahoma City, OK
Shawna Ankney- Pretty Beauty Bar Broken Arrow, OK
Preston Armstrong- Oklahoma City, OK
Regina Ballard- Nails by Regina B Shawnee, OK
Erica Barco- Barco's Beauty Salon Guymon, OK
Heather Benge- The Austin Taylor salon Norman, OK
Elisabeth Billington- Beehive Salon Edmond, OK
Mary Brady- Mid Con Oklahoma City, OK
Misty Byrd- Oklahoma City, OK
Rebecca Canaan- Stillwater, OK
Amanda Castle- Totally Polished Salon Midwest City, OK
Iraida Choate- Wynnewood, OK
Jamie Conner- Juniper Stone Salon & Mercantile Newcastle, OK
Mary Corneliu- Hidden Beauty By Mary Broken Arrow, OK
Kirby Cottrell- Lashes by Kirby Davis, OK
Jill Couchman- Oklahoma City, OK
Amber Cross-Crabtree- The AVENUE salon Bartlesville, OK
Candice Davis- Sterling Salon Tulsa, OK
Shyloh Divilio- Norman, OK
Rebecca Doffer- Classy Cuts Enid, OK
Amanda Foster- Amanda Foster Miami, OK
Tammy Foster- Aza Salon Owasso, OK
Chali Francis- Studio 513 Tuttle, OK
Lisa Frederick- Allure Salon Tulsa, OK
Bonnie Fulgium- Sport Clips Enid, OK
Courtney Garcia- Toast Of The Town Hair Fashions LLC Oklahoma City, OK
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Hair Salon/Barber Shop</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ami Rose</td>
<td>Ami Rose Hairstylist</td>
<td>Pauls Valley, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristin Roseberry</td>
<td>Elizabeth Jean Salon</td>
<td>Claremore, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Russell</td>
<td>Hair Mania Oklahoma City</td>
<td>Oklahoma City, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debra Schultz</td>
<td>Debs Beauty Shop</td>
<td>Enid, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanda Shawnee</td>
<td>All About You Miami</td>
<td>Miami, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noell Shore</td>
<td>Hue Lexington</td>
<td>Oklahoma City, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ogette Skinner</td>
<td>Tyson barber salon</td>
<td>Enid, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristy Smith</td>
<td>Supercuts Bethany</td>
<td>Oklahoma City, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dionne Spicer</td>
<td>NuYu Beauty and Barber</td>
<td>Tulsa, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen Staab</td>
<td>Great Clips Prue</td>
<td>Oklahoma City, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Stumpff</td>
<td>Jamie Kinz Salon</td>
<td>Oklahoma City, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Sweet</td>
<td>Faces and More Oklahoma City</td>
<td>Oklahoma City, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAWN TUTTON</td>
<td>Dawns hair agfair</td>
<td>Bokoshe, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Tafoya</td>
<td>hair by elle</td>
<td>Tulsa, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelly Thomas</td>
<td>Shelly Thomas Salon</td>
<td>Oklahoma City, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara Vestey</td>
<td>RockStarStylist by Tara</td>
<td>Tulsa, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Ward</td>
<td>studio platinum salon and spa</td>
<td>Poteau, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristine Wasson</td>
<td>Integrity Aesthetics</td>
<td>Edmond, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvia Watenpaw</td>
<td>Muldrow</td>
<td>Oklahoma City, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bobbie Watts</td>
<td>SuperBees Barber Shop</td>
<td>Paden, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claudia Wheeler</td>
<td>8th Street salon</td>
<td>Cherokee, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Wheeler</td>
<td>The Wash House</td>
<td>Stillwater, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Wilkins</td>
<td>New Alpha Barbershop</td>
<td>Tulsa, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosetta Williams</td>
<td>Spencer</td>
<td>Oklahoma City, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Williamson</td>
<td>Clementine Norman</td>
<td>Oklahoma City, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Woods</td>
<td>Kimberly Woods Oklahoma City</td>
<td>Oklahoma City, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bauj Yang</td>
<td>Bauj.YangHair</td>
<td>Tulsa, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandy Yarber</td>
<td>The Spotted Bee Studio Salon</td>
<td>Piedmont, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valerie Cole</td>
<td>Salon V Buffalo</td>
<td>Oklahoma City, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Free</td>
<td>FreeStylin Hair Salon</td>
<td>Pryor, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharonda Johnson</td>
<td>Exquisite Chair Oklahoma City</td>
<td>Oklahoma City, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Kelley</td>
<td>Ihloff salon</td>
<td>Tulsa, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy Mclish</td>
<td>The Cutt Co</td>
<td>Choctaw, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaiah Pierce</td>
<td>boogie kutz</td>
<td>Midwest City, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breann Stuck</td>
<td>Choctaw</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Weaver</td>
<td>The mix salon</td>
<td>Paoli, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Woods</td>
<td>Maddie woods hair</td>
<td>Oklahoma City, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Bass-Billman</td>
<td>Publicity Salon Nichols Hills</td>
<td>Oklahoma City, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawna Bennett</td>
<td>Salon Moxie Claremore</td>
<td>Claremore, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Caine</td>
<td>Stylzu Design Edmond</td>
<td>Edmond, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicki Carter</td>
<td>House of Colours, LLC</td>
<td>Norman, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rick Clouse</td>
<td>Oklahoma City, OK</td>
<td>Oklahoma City, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Clouseno</td>
<td>Oklahoma City, OK</td>
<td>Oklahoma City, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayleigh Cox</td>
<td>Hollywood hair Hulbert</td>
<td>Hulbert, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Davis</td>
<td>Newcastle</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penny Farrell</td>
<td>Haircraft by Penny Farrell</td>
<td>Oklahoma City, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahtana Henderson</td>
<td>Enid, OK</td>
<td>Oklahoma City, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willis Holdeman</td>
<td>Oklahoma City, OK</td>
<td>Oklahoma City, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terri Holt</td>
<td>House of Colours Hair Design</td>
<td>Norman, OK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Kathryn Leitner - Kingfisher, OK
Shelby Marshall - Shelby Marshall Wynona, OK
Nicole Mathiews - Studio Styles Salon Fort Towson, OK
Lea Pickett - Hopes & Dreams LLC Norman, OK
Kelli Stevens - Head Dress Family Hair Care Blanchard, OK
Ambrae Thompson - PrettyByNature Beaut' Co Tulsa, OK
Mimi Tran - Nail Envy & Spa Edmond, OK
Shelly Winfrey - Finesse salon Norman, OK
Lindsey garroute - Lindsey Garroute Broken Arrow, OK
Carrie lane - Coweta, OK
Judy Abrams - Mcminnville, OR
Sarah Adams - House of Jude Portland, OR
Stacy Albertson - Razors Edge Lakeview, OR
Nicole Aldridge - Bend, OR
Gil Anda - Portland, OR
Suzanne Anderson - Be Salon Savvy Medford, OR
Ashley Appel - ABA enterprises, LLC DBA Comma Portland, OR
LIZETTE BRACy - shears ahead Beaverton, OR
Mellissa Barnard - Curls & Pesrls Lebanon, OR
Penelope Beil - Bela Hair Studio Portland, OR
Jessica Bemel - Dosha West Linn, OR
Katherine Bennett - Annastasia Salon Portland, OR
Brianna Bilton - Portland, OR
Bryan Bitticks - Happy Valley, OR
Bryan Bitticks - Great Clips Happy Valley, OR
Dean Bollinger - Bollingerbarber Oregon City, OR
Julie Bonaduce - Alter Ego Salon Eugene, OR
Kimberly Botner - DOSHA Salon Tigard, OR
Diana Bradford - Bradfords Barbershop Lafayette, OR
Diana Bradford - Mrs. Bradfords Barbershop Lafayette, OR
Richelle Brigola - Eugene, OR
Perrie Bulkley - Details Redmond, OR
Sherry Bullard - Dallas, OR
Jill Burch - Wheeler Beauty Shop Nehalem, OR
Paris Butler - Hand And Stone Massage and Facial Spa Portland, OR
Dayna Cakebread - 3 To Be Me Hair Portland, OR
Dustin Caldwell - Eugene, OR
Tara Campbell - Junction City, OR
Wade Carey - Newport, OR
Sheri Carleton - Geter Done Salon Roseburg, OR
Andrew Carruthers - Sam Villa Talent, OR
Chelsie Caudle - Benjamin llc Portland, OR
Denise Clancy - Zen Beauty Den Bend, OR
Brenda Clayton - Hair Tactics Beaverton, OR
Susanne Clift - Salon 615 Portland, OR
Sierra Cody - Portland, OR
Jaydee Cohen - It's All About You, Skincare by Jaydee Bend, OR
Michelle Courtney - Chikara Salon & Spa Eugene, OR
Nicole Crawford - Salem, OR
Karen Crouch- Lakeside, OR
Debra Cyr- Indulgence Salon Bend, OR
Amanda DeErrico- Strange powers salon Portland, OR
Jamie Davis- Hidden Beauty Boutique Lebanon, OR
Jeff Dawn- West Linn, OR
Nicole DeFlavio- Hair Legends Medford, OR
Carly Denkers- Hair by Carly Jo Denkers Bend, OR
Amber Dethlef- Nails by Amber Forest Grove, OR
Scott Eck- Portland, OR
Jennifer Engberg- Salon Surves and Supplies Salem, OR
Julene Erskine- Hair Kair By Julie Central Point, OR
Helen Eubanks- Down 2 Details Dayton, OR
Drake Evinger- Avalon Salon and spa Bend, OR
Julie Fitzhugh- Julie Fitzhugh Brookings, OR
Tracy Fox- Head hunters salon and day spa Glendale, OR
Jeanette Frasca- Florence, OR
Karen Friedman- Karen Friedman Studios Portland, OR
RAINI GARDNER- The Nook Salon Boutique Medford, OR
Napili Gaston- Salon Napili Ashland, OR
Becky Gentilini- Corvallis, OR
Susan Gerspach- Nassau West Salon Damascus, OR
Jaleh Ghanei- Jaleh's Hair Fashions Beaverton, OR
Betty Gould- Hair by Betty Ollinger Gould Springfield, OR
Alex Grand- Portland, OR
Stephanie Greene- , OR
Terri Griffin- Hubbard, OR
Shelley Grove- Shelley's Hidden Beauty Salon Oregon City, OR
Jonni Hanson- Fairview, OR
Linda Hardman- The Hair Haven Salem, OR
Laurie Haskins- Laurie Ann's Nails & Esthetic Klamath Falls, OR
Joan Hayward- Salem, OR
Kari Hayward- Kari Hayward Hair Design Salem, OR
Heather Heidrick- Bloom Salon Albany, OR
Jennifer Heikkila- Tigard, OR
Wanda Henry- Wicked hair & nails by Wanda Sutherlin, OR
Katie Hilt- Redmond, OR
Dianna Holsapple- Heavenly Hair & Nails Oakland, OR
Marsha Homan- Medford, OR
Vickie Hook- Coquille, OR
Keli Hooper- Keli Hooper Hairstylist Milwaukie, OR
Keith Huffstutter- Summit Salon Academy Portland West Linn, OR
Jeffrey Huisinga- Portland, OR
Bryinne Hunt- Redmond, OR
Dean Hunter- HUNTER : PRESENTS Portland, OR
Gloria Jepsen- Central Point, OR
Kimberly Johnson- Aveda Institute Portland Portland, OR
Shari Jones- Pazzaz Salon & Beauty Supply Medford, OR
Michelle Kauffman- Hair by Mish Milwaukie, OR
Jake Keller- Dosha.org Lake Oswego, OR
Colleen Kennedy- CHA Service Rogue River, OR
Katherine Kleker- Che Bella salon Central Point, OR
Melissa Knudsen- Mcminnville, OR
Monika Kohl- Monika Kohl Hair Design Eugene, OR
Lauren Kolb- Portland, OR
Kat Krambeer- Kat Krambeer Esthetics & Callithea Wellness LLC Portland, OR
Wendiesлина Larson- Ritual Hairdesign Beaverton, OR
Amanda Lelack- Portland, OR
Hannah Lobalbo- Portland, OR
Mackenzie Lokan- Mackenzie Lokan Professional Hair and Makeup Phoenix, OR
Stevi Lovato- Portland, OR
Alicia Loya- Cornelius, OR
Lauren Ludlow- the pearl barbers Portland, OR
Sharah Madrone- Gervais Salon & Spa Eugene, OR
Brandie Mannon- HAIRbyFREYA Portland, OR
Diana Manser- Smoking Mirrors Bend, OR
Jill Marrone- Jbella Skincare Bend, OR
Cassie May- Geter Done Salon Roseburg, OR
Kasey McAllister- Beaverton, OR
Malinda McCann- Salem, OR
Cynthia Mendoza- Lavish aesthetics Med spa Damascus, OR
Diane Meyer- Eagle Point, OR
Kimberly Meyer- A Touch of Class Salon and Spa Gresham, OR
Wendy Mickelson- Nails by Wendy Gold Beach, OR
Margaret Miller- Studio 2-21 Mcminnville, OR
Jessica Milroy- JDM Salon Wilsonville, OR
Emma Moller-Andersen- Bend, OR
Gisel Moore- Gresham, OR
Ray Motameni- Dosha Salon Spa Portland, OR
Christine Murders- Foxi Madras, OR
Carla Nelson- Hair By Carla & Co. White City, OR
Trang Nguyen- Beaverton, OR
Cherie Nichols- New Beginning Salon Spa Hillsboro, OR
TERI POPMA- Glam Lash Boutique West Linn, OR
Mary Parker- Corvallis, OR
Nicolette Patterson- Philomath, OR
Kathleen Payne- Shady Cove, OR
Lori Pearson- Vintage Distribution & Salon Services Salem, OR
Ciprianna Pendergrass- Adair Village, OR
Thuan Pham- Phuckhang Ilc DBA Nails 2C Happy Valley, OR
Mike Phelan- Studio 4 Lebanon, OR
Bree Pine- FATE Beauty Society Portland, OR
Connie Proudfit- Headhunters Salon Grants Pass, OR
Donn Quist- Birch Salon Portland, OR
Crystal Rasberry- Portland, OR
Ashley Reece- Salem, OR
Kari Rivera- Dosha Salon Spa Portland, OR
Cary Robinson- Headquarters for hair Neotsu, OR
Scottie Roscoe- Studio 4 Lebanon, OR
Candice Ross- Myrtle Creek, OR
Jennifer Ross- Portland, OR
Alicia Rupe- Central Point, OR
Valerie Russell- Powell Butte, OR
Diana Sanchez- Gentlemen's Hair Co. LLC Lincoln City, OR
Sara Sasse- Spa Sasse LLC Portland, OR
Patricia Schmitt- Aveda institute portland,vancouver Wilsonville, OR
Shelly Schopfer- Bend, OR
Natalie Schow- Owlchemy Portland, OR
Tracy Schulz- Pincurls By Tracy Hillsboro, OR
Melissa Schumann- Bella Hands Milwaukie, OR
Elizabeth Schwartz- Identity hair & spa Portland, OR
Tiffany Sewell- Blush Salon Lebanon, OR
Will Shapiro- Ashland, OR
Tera Shea- Tera Shea Hair Ashland, OR
Janet Sipe- Salem, OR
Dorothy Slaton- Pawsome Pet Services Corvallis, OR
Heather Smith- Hair by Heather Grants Pass, OR
Jessica Smith- Sweet Haven Wellness Salem, OR
Launa Smith- STUDIO L SALON Mcminnville, OR
Megan Smith- Salem, OR
Ramona Spada- Harrisburg, OR
Lesa Stanley- Heavenly Hair and Nails Sutherlin, OR
Amber Stewart- Mod Salon Oregon City, OR
Jamie Story- Lush Boutique Salon La Grande, OR
Layla Sullivan- The Bobby Pin Portland, OR
Vicki Taber- Scissorhead Salon Shady Cove, OR
Venis Taherizadegan- Venis Hair Studio Aloha, OR
Lori Terry- New Concepts Florence, OR
Kc Thiringer- Alluring Face Pdx Portland, OR
Tammy Thomas- Indulgence a salon and Spa Klamath Falls, OR
Olivia Tittle- Dosha Salon Spa Portland, OR
Jodi Tupper- Scandalous Hair Design St. Helens, OR
Lavon Turner- Portland, OR
Doreen Vantyne- Urban Bliss luxury salon Lafayette, OR
Asia Vetter- Devyani salon & lash studio Grants Pass, OR
AMANDA WILLIAMS- Mock Orange Portland, OR
Rebecca Wainscott- Headhunters Salon & Spa Grants Pass, OR
Fern Walker- Columbia Gorge salon and spa Portland, OR
Jessica Watts- Dosha salon spa Portland, OR
Ann Wayne- Blue Alley Salon Portland, OR
Amelia Weesies- Portland, OR
Jessica Wheeler- Bend, OR
Cynthia Whitaker- Ceawitch Hair Portland, OR
Kathy Wildman- Coos Bay, OR
Steven Williams- Portland, OR
Anna Wolden- Pearl Salon & Studio Nehalem, OR
Elizabeth Worman- Salon Ethos Toledo, OR
Jessica Wright- Salon Esther Bend, OR
Tania Wright - TJ Wright hair+ skin Junction City, OR
Melanie Young - Roseburg, OR
Kaylea beach - Salon Esther Bend, OR
Tiara groll - The shop Philomath, OR
Kristine jones - Rays barbershop Sandy, OR
Kayley kampfer - Color Bar Philomath, OR
ann mccloud - Salon Redd Salon and Spa Salem, OR
marcy mooney - Hair Design by Marcy Bend, OR
cheriee perrine - ka nui salon Redmond, OR
Mikayla prater - Edens Apple Salon Keizer, OR
Donna sherwood - Spoiled Rotten salon Roseburg, OR
Alva spencer - Alva Rainier, OR
Tammy stout - Gold Hill, OR
Tina ungerman - a cut above hair salon Scappoose, OR
Huong vo - Cozy Nails & Spa Portland, OR
Kylee wand - Salon 1520 Lincoln City, OR
Esther Barreto - Beautybynana Umatilla, OR
Madison Beland - Madison Aaron Styles (within Alter Ego Salon) Gresham, OR
Vicki Bell - Reflections Salon Harrisburg, OR
Amanda Bishop - Cashmere Beauty Lounge Beaverton, OR
Carmon Carlos - Carmon Carlos Molalla, OR
Alexandria Cayson - Tigard, OR
Tamara Cleaver - T.L.C. Beauty&Barber Nyssa, OR
Morgan Doughty - Mcminnville, OR
Kecia Garcia - Kecias Mane Attractions Sherwood, OR
Annette Gerlecki - Portland, OR
Stephanie Greene - , OR
Sandra Gurney - Vintage salon Klamath Falls, OR
Penny Ihde - All Things New Aesthetics inc Bend, OR
Jake Keller - Dosha.org Lake Oswego, OR
Barbara Kelly - Barb's Salon Portland, OR
Sharon Kraushaar - Sharons Haircare Salon Portland, OR
Mackenzie Lokan - Mackenzie Lokan Proessional Hair and Makeup Phoenix, OR
Tyese Lumpkin - All teased up Portland, OR
Brock Mattila - Salon Moxie Tualatin, OR
Kristina Maxwell - Portland, OR
Carie McKenzie - Merlin Barber Shop Grants Pass, OR
Shantelle Meyer - Silverton, OR
Sarah Powers - SARAH.GRACE Studio Beaverton, OR
Patrick Purvis - Portland, OR
Shelby Rowden - Albany, OR
Laurie Ruiz - Classic by Design for Hair LLC Gervais, OR
Sara Steel - aMuse Studio Bend, OR
Cali Thomas - Oregon City, OR
Tjauni Walker - Molalla, OR
Kimberly Wright - Logikthesalon Portland, OR
tyra grove - Akasusalon Portland, OR
kimo pope - Lalo salon Portland, OR
Mya Adelsberg - Cresson, PA
Trudy Alexas- The Sharper Image Salon Washington, PA
Jon Amundson- Spa 309 Salon and Boutique Greensburg, PA
Cartier Anderson- Soie by C. Dior Hair llc Philadelphia, PA
Joni Andrus- Hair Dimensions by Joni Corry, PA
Michael Antinore- East end salon Philadelphia, PA
Jennifer Argenta- Hair by J.Argenta Jessup, PA
Debra Armstrong- Compliments by Debra Armstrong Chambersburg, PA
Claudine Arnold- Salon 4800 Dover, PA
Shelley Arnold- Shelles Hair Place Lebanon, PA
Yvonne Aston- Shear expressions , PA
Kimberly Ayers- Elements Salon & Spa , PA
LISA BARINGER- Making Waves Salon Lititz, PA
CHARLENE BLACER- TheSecretMane Stroudsburg, PA
Elizabeth Bailey- Salon Evolutions New Bloomfield, PA
Valerie Bailey- Val Lerie's Hair Designs Pittsburgh, PA
Amber Baker- B3 Hair Studio Zelienople, PA
Maryellen Baldwin- WaveLengths Hair Salon Havertown, PA
Lynne Ball-Schoedler- Lynnes Hair Design Studio Easton, PA
Kathleen Baranowski- Sublime Salon & Spa Philadelphia, PA
Crystal Barrett- Philadelphia, PA
Marissa Bates- Easton, PA
Brooke Beattie- healthy touch day spa and salon Williamsport, PA
Melinda Belletieri- Salon James Allentown, PA
Brooks Bello- Joseph Hair Loss Clinic & Salon Lemoyne, PA
Natalia Belyaevskaya- Kennet Square, PA
Danielle Benic- The Beauty Bar on main Hermitage, PA
Bobbi Bentzel- Glamour Room LLC Lancaster, PA
Rachelle Berkavich- New Florence, PA
Thomas Bernardo- Philadelphia, PA
Aliyah Bey- Philadelphia, PA
Ashley Bianchimano- , PA
Bernadette Bickel- Hair by Bernadette @ Lace’d Unisex Hair Salon Fairless Hills, PA
Madelyn Bietchy- Smartstyle Easton, PA
Laura Bienkowski- Hair Studio 44 West Chester, PA
Vivian Black- SHair-eng Styling Salon Pleasant Gap, PA
Jami Blackwell- Jami s Styling Salon Wellsboro, PA
Erin Bliss- Bella Capelli Academy Murrysville, PA
Jeana Bolin- J. B. Salon Emporium, PA
Susan Borchers- Thirty Hair Lititz, PA
Terri Borsody- Sudden Changes Styling Salon Hibbs, PA
Audrey Branche- Audrey's Hair Care Studio Yeadon, PA
Aileen Brandt- Aileen C Brandt Lititz, PA
Justine Breinich- Customized Images Trevorton, PA
Christina Brocious- Head Over Heels Salon Bainbridge, PA
Heather Brooke- Up & Cutting Hair Studio Gap, PA
David Brooks- Davids Hair Salon Indian Head, PA
Melissa Bruce- Barnet Fair Salon Philadelphia, PA
John Buckley- Hair it is Nanticoke, PA
Alecia Buckwalter- Salon allure Stockrtwn Township, PA
Sheila Buek - Conshohocken, PA
Mary Burbach - , PA
Jayme Burkey- Vanity Hair and Nails Bernville, PA
Nichole Burrell- Styles 24 salon Penllyn, PA
Kathleen Burrier- Kathy B's nail and hair salon , PA
Rashid Burwell- Philadelphia, PA
Erin Carr- Suite Caroline Irwin, PA
Lisa Carr- Impressions Hair Styling Salon Wrightsville, PA
Melissa Chapman- York County School of Cosmetology-Licensed Cosmetology Marietta, PA
Heather Chase- Havertown, PA
Amy Christopher- Pen Argyl, PA
Alicia Ciocari- Sei Bella Studio Plymouth Meeting, PA
Joanne Clapson- HeaD AreA Salon Philadelphia, PA
Kelly Clifton- Joseph Anthony spa Eddystone, PA
Kelli Cohoe- West Chester, PA
Deborah Cohen- Shear Perfection Marietta, PA
Jaime Cohen- Bliss Beauty + Body , PA
Sara Coleman- Art lair shave parlor Philadelphia, PA
Shawna Collins- Shear Perfections Hollidaysburg, PA
Nadine Comeau- HAIR-CUTZ Erie, PA
Jillian Conklin- Cuts & Styles Corry, PA
Crystal Cottman- Polished Beauties Philadelphia, PA
Nancy Cotton- The Noble Bear Salon Ambler, PA
Kevin Crain- White Oak, PA
Maria Crawford- Warrington, PA
Consiglia Creelman- Red Lion, PA
Theresa Cubbin- TMCUBBIN and Associates Philadelphia, PA
Yadira Cupeles- Cupeles Designs Beauty Salon Lebanon, PA
Michaeline DAnnunzio- Platinum Hair Business LLC West Chester, PA
CARRIE DONAHUE- Carries off Mane Munhall, PA
Robyn Dale- The Hair Shoppe Chambersburg, PA
Mia Davis- Salon Blue Pittsburgh, PA
Jacquelyn Day- Red Lion, PA
Kim DeLisa- Strategies New Milford, PA
Stephanie DeLozier- Salon Avanti Blandon, PA
Bobbi DeNapoli- Bobbi Pins Dunmore, PA
MARY DeSTEFANO- DeStefano Electric Conshohocken, PA
Tiffanie Demby-Rouse- Mixte Manes Hair Studio Drexel Hill, PA
Mary Di Angelis- Toughkenamon, PA
Emily DiLossi- Wave Lengths Hair Salon , PA
Patricia DiLossi- Wave Lengths Hair Salon Havertown, PA
Elizabeth Dickey- Swarthmore, PA
Donna Disher- The BeautyMark Beaver, PA
Stephanie Dowd- Bella Salon and Day Spa North East, PA
Debra Eckstine-Weidner- DeRielle Cosmetology Academy Mcalisterville, PA
Cheryl Egan- Chadds Ford, PA
Nyree Ellison- Imago Salon Ardmore, PA
Elaine Emiliani- Emiliani Enterprise Macungie, PA
Ann Emmett- Forest City, PA
Yvonne Engard- Pepper and Blue Quakertown, PA
Sharon Engle- Hyperion Hair Salon Easton, PA
Mylinda Englehart- Red Lion, PA
Mary Enoches- LaDifference Salon & Spa West Chester, PA
Ronaly Epping- Robert Andrews salon New Bedford, PA
Kristine Evans- Supercuts Pitcairn, PA
Tina Evans- , PA
Mary Fabian- Youthful Glows by Mary Rose Lemont Furnace, PA
Randi Farrow- Temple, PA
Jessica Feldman- Bensalem, PA
Cristina Ferrandina- LashBee Philadelphia, PA
Franceen Ferriola- Headquarters Hair Design Aston, PA
Jennifer Fessler- Jennifer Fessler Hair at Sola Rochester, PA
Rumina Feyerherm- acu-cut hair concepts Ephrata, PA
Karen Feyh- Edge Salon and Spa Philadelphia, PA
Brilyn Fink- Salon Brilyn Pittsburgh, PA
Danny Fischer- Philadelphia, PA
Karen Fischer- Philadelphia, PA
Hope Fisher- Images salon & spa Sellersville, PA
Stephanie Fleck- Manheim, PA
Sarah Fogle- unique designs hair salon Berlin, PA
Maureen Folan- Pittsburgh, PA
John Folk- Folk Design Group Nether Providence Township, PA
Sally Francks- Salon on 4th Philadelphia, PA
Nikki Frye- Harrisburg, PA
Kathryn Gallo- Salon Secrets Kennett Square, PA
Lamont Garcia- Premier Groomers Wilkes-barre, PA
Jodi Gatto- Salon Blanca New Kensington, PA
Josh Geldrich- Isle if you hair color studio Arsenal, PA
Sherri Gentile- Sellersville, PA
Danielle George- Crimson hair studio Philadelphia, PA
Deanna Georgetti- Grateful Head Organics Pittsburgh, PA
Joanie Gertner- Meera Salon and Day Spa Hokendauqua, PA
Kimberly Ghilardi- Blakely, PA
Alexandra Giannopoulos- Phoenixville, PA
Coleen Gibbas- The hair designer W Cnshohocken, PA
Kathy Gilbert- Gettysburg Day Spa Gettysburg, PA
Brian Gilbride- Totally Tan & Synergy Salon Moscow, PA
Ashley Glensor- Lancaster, PA
Chelsea Godshall- Essential Beauty Treatments Salon & Spa Taylor, PA
Elizabeth Gonzalez- Chadds Ford, PA
Elizabeth Goodspeed- Ms.Liz Designer Hair Easton, PA
Jessica Gorba- Classic Cuts Salon Gallitzin, PA
Robin Gossman- Stonewater Spa and Salon McKeesport, PA
Nicki Gould- Great Clips Crescent Township, PA
Amanda Gruber- Avante Salon West Chester, PA
Christine Gugger- Shear Bliss Warminster, PA
Ramika Guillory- Shear Ingenuity Philadelphia, PA
Lynn Gulkewicz- Conshohocken, PA
Renata Hall- RK Hair Loft, LLC Philadelphia, PA
Deborah Hannon- Eagleville, PA
Kimberly Harkins- Philadelphia, PA
Daria Harrell- Indulgences Hair Salon Glenolden, PA
Stephanie Hartsell- Blume Warminster, PA
Juanita Harvey- total glamor Beauty salon inc Philadelphia, PA
Lateefah Hasbin- Unique Trendz Chambersburg, PA
Mechele Hayes- Mecheles Wellness Spa LLC Pittsburgh, PA
Angela Headen- BOUGIE Hair Salon Harrisburg, PA
Jennifer Held- Jenns Salon Evans City, PA
Rhonda Henschel- Slick Style & Company Latrobe, PA
Amanda Herzog- Douglassville, PA
Donna Hill- Philadelphia, PA
Deborah Hindman- Halo hair design York, PA
William Hoffman- salon Pourquoi Philadelphia, PA
Melissa Horner- Indiana, PA
Dana Howard- Mechanicsburg, PA
Aileen Hower- U-Turn Salon Palmyra, PA
Vera Hromadka- Audubon, PA
Lisa Hughes- Plush Innovations Olyphant, PA
Cynthia Hultberg- ZEF Color Society Edinboro, PA
Marina Interrante- Marinas salon Collegeville, PA
Jeffrey Iorio- Iorio Beauty Supply New Castle, PA
Michele Isabella- Salon Bella&Co Hatfield, PA
Donna Isapa- Hair Designs by Donna Fullerton, PA
Shirley Jackson- Ambiance Hair and Nail Gallery Pittsburgh, PA
John Jackson-Austin- Capital cuts Harrisburg, PA
Kari Jarmuz- U Financial Group Kennett Square, PA
Christopher Johnson- Downingtown, PA
Dawn Johnson- Hairphenalia salon Erie, PA
Michelle-Nichole Jones- Bounc'n & Behaving Hair Studio Drexel Hill, PA
Natalie Jones- Split Ends Salon Clairton, PA
Rachelle Jones- Splendor Salon LLC Coatesville, PA
Tim Jones- Salon Blue Swissvale, PA
Tanya Jordan- The Look By Tanya inc. Lebanon, PA
Evelyn Joyner- Superior Image Hair Studio llc Collingdale, PA
Debbie Judy- Linfield, PA
JULIE KIESINGER- Panache a salon with style Moosic, PA
Jennifer Kalb- Philadelphia, PA
Halina Kalinowski- Halina’s Beauty Salon Philadelphia, PA
Panmy Kane- Hair by Pam Clearfield, PA
Lisa Kasmen- Ame Salon and spa Lafayette Hill, PA
Nicole Kenneson- Norristown, PA
scott Kimmel- JPMS Johnstown, PA
Darlene Kinel- Serenity Hair Salon , PA
Christina Kirchgassner- The Hair Shop Easton, PA
Janelle Kiscadden- His & Her Cuts Jonestown, PA
Kelly Klick- Clifton Heights, PA
Nicole Kloc - Yardley, PA
Amber Koons- midtown hair company Red Lion, PA
Nadean Korpa- Style of man Philadelphia, PA
Michele Kowal- Volant, PA
Walt Kozlowski- 18|8 Fine Men's Salon- The Block Northway Mckeesport, PA
Evelyn Kraith- New Oxford, PA
Ann Kukucka- Esthetics Salon and Spa Coraopolis, PA
Rebecca Kunkle- Midtown Hair Company York, PA
Tiffany Lahn- Salon Secrets Spa Kennett Square, PA
Julie Landis- Heatwaves Hair Salon York, PA
Kaitlyn Lanham- Washington, PA
Beth Lanphear- Oley, PA
Elaine Lassiter- Philadelphia, PA
Marcy Lawler- Legion Hair Studio Harrisburg, PA
Sabrina Lawson- Mahanoy City, PA
Larissa Leary- La Jolie Salon and Spa Morrisville, PA
Jessica LeBlanc- His and hers hair salon by Jessica LeBlanc West Mifflin, PA
Dawn Lee- Hair Concepts Philadelphia, PA
Laurie Lehr- York, PA
Geno Levi- Innovative Salon Concepts, Inc. Canonsburg, PA
Marc Levitan- Essentials Salon Warrington, PA
Richelle Lietz- Hair Squared Linesville, PA
Hank Lim- Brinton Lake Nails and Spa Glen Mills, PA
Kimberly Lloyd- Hair Cuttery Norristown, PA
Melanie Loboda- Strategies, Inc. Lititz, PA
Autumn Longenberger- Autumn's Hair Haven Berwick, PA
Jack Looby- Phil's hair salon Philadelphia, PA
Kristen Lozer- Charizma Hair Designs Pittsburgh, PA
Amy Lubenetski- Collegeville, PA
TRISA MCATANEY- Indigo Studios Pottstown, PA
Sandra Maddonni- Dream Styles Unlimited Boyertown, PA
Roxanne Madison- The Glamourrox Experience, PA
Evette Magnani- Aston, PA
A. Maiorano- Salon Anna Bella Springfield, PA
Deirdra Maloney- Studio Bombshell Shavertown, PA
Carol Mancini- Amelia Paris Salon and Spa Glen Mills, PA
Angel Mann- Philadelphia, PA
Maria Marburger- Marburger Hair Design Butler, PA
Christine Marco- Salon Beyond Langhorne, PA
Tiffany Markovsky- Art of Business Pittsburgh, PA
Anne Marie- Revolution Downingtown, PA
Carly Marinkovits- Absolute Hair Design Fullerton, PA
Tina Marino- Perfections Hair Salon Scranton, PA
Michelle Marshlick- Michelle's Hair Salon Wrightsville, PA
Michele Martin- Red Lion, PA
Michele Martin- Red Lion, PA
Karen Mathis- Creative Hair Farrell, PA
Marcos Matos- MEon2nd Salon Philadelphia, PA
Gina Mattison- Stella hair studio Clifton Heights, PA
Catherine May- A New Wave Stroudsburg, PA
Teresa McCurdy- New Cumberland, PA
Colette McGehee - Shear Illusions Hazleton, PA
Engracia McIlwaine- Gracefulstyle lmc Philadelphia, PA
Kara McKay- New Brighton, PA
Tasha McKinney- Hey BOOP Pittsburgh, PA
Yasmeen Mccord- Yasmeens clean cuts Philadelphia, PA
Jessica McCoyle- 5th Avenue salon Carlisle, PA
Vivienne McIlvain- Salon DownUnder and Associates LLC York, PA
Paula McIlvried- Pittsburgh, PA
Denise Mckinlay- Denises salon&spa Perkiomenville, PA
Natalie Mcneill- Ends Hair Design Philadelphia, PA
Bonnie Mease- Cornwall Borough, PA
Julia Meese- Temptations Unlimited LLC Rices Landing, PA
Adi Meirzon- fuze barber shop Richboro, PA
Kristy Melvin- Kris@Innovations East York, PA
Amy Mendenhall- Bloom Salon Lititz, PA
Terese Messantonio- Pottstown, PA
Gina Messiano- Salon Allure Pa East Bangor, PA
Ann Michael- Hummelstown, PA
Nicole Miller- Philadelphia, PA
Olivia Milliken- Hampton Township, PA
Nicole Minnar- Roots by Niki Salon Royersford, PA
Mitzi Mitchell- Pic One Beauty Services LLC King Of Prussia, PA
Sarah Modispacher- Valentines Hair Salon South Park Township, PA
Briayell Moore-Perry- Beautiful salon Pittsburgh, PA
Deana Moorefield- NeshaNays Preeminent Styles Pittsburgh, PA
Laurie Moretti- True Colorz Hair Studio Quakertown, PA
Sheri Moscardelli- DIRTY BLONDE SALON Ambler, PA
Sabrina Murphy- Prim salon Columbia, PA
Beth Muscato- Kennett Square, PA
Stephanie Mussomeli- Hair by Steph Ward Pittsburgh, PA
Lisa Myers- Pittsburgh, PA
Donna Natter-Costy- Mane Attraction Salon Pittsburgh, PA
Charlotte Nelson- Wyomissing Hair Studio Reading, PA
kimberly Nesmith- Blue Sage Hair Wellness Salon Philadelphia, PA
Bachkim Nguyen- Tanya Nails , PA
Jeanne Niebauer- Noggins Salon and Spa Erie, PA
Heather Nieman- Media, PA
Nichole Oliverio- Shear Perfection by Nichole LLC Pittsburgh, PA
Mary Olmstead- ICTC Gibsonia, PA
Nicholas Ortega- JNO, LLC dba Josephs Vintage Barbershop & Salon Carlisle, PA
JOYCE POSPYCHALA- The Parlor Pittsburgh, PA
Judy Pappalardo- Pittsburgh, PA
Lori Parker- Haircut Express Pittsburgh, PA
Teresa Parms- Great Clips Pittsburgh, PA
Debralee Peltzer- Parkwood Hairstyling New Hope, PA
Patricia Peraino- Broomall, PA
Ozzie Perez- Ozzie Perez Salon Philadelphia, PA
Carmen Phelps- Carmens Hair Design Havertown, PA
Calise Piacentino- Salon Secrets Spa Kennett Square, PA
Louise Pierce- , PA
Martina Pigott- Pietro Hair Salon State College, PA
Susan Pilate- Pure Eco-Wellness Salon & Spa Newtown, PA
Victoria Pittman- Mercersburg Hair Studio Mcconnellsburg, PA
Kimberly Pleska- Kim Pleska Hairstyling Forest City, PA
Robin Pollag- West Chester, PA
Elizabeth Powell- Beauty&beyond Brockway, PA
Susan Powlus- The Hair Refinery Mill Hall, PA
Kerri Prunest- Salon Allure PA Mount Bethel, PA
Jennifer Putman- Main Studio North East, PA
Francesca RIVETTI- Follicle Studio Philadelphia, PA
NAKIA ROLLING- models ink hair studio Philadelphia, PA
Kelly Ragusa- Audubon, PA
Tammie Ramey- Allison Park, PA
Nadirah Rawls- Salon Maryam Philadelphia, PA
Marisa Raysor- Marisalon Mohnton, PA
Kurt Rechenberg- Kennett Square, PA
Belinda Reeves- Mariposa Salon and Spa Pennsburg, PA
Theresa Regan- Wavelengths Hair Salon Fairless Hills, PA
Melissa Reinford- Melissas shear madness Quakertown, PA
Lorraine Remus- Lori Casmers Beauty Salon Forest City, PA
Bruce Rhodes- N-Motion l&ll (barbershop/unisex) Philadelphia, PA
Michelle Rinaldi- In style by Michelle Pittston, PA
Jen Rissmiller- Do or Dye Salon LLC Bath, PA
Marilyn Ritter- Allentown, PA
Asia Rivera- York, PA
Claribel Rivera- Mckeesport, PA
Georgia Roberts- Platinum hair salon & skin spa , PA
Equalla Robinson- Knot Our Hair Bethlehem, PA
John Robinson- Dean of Shadyside Salon Pittsburgh, PA
Deborah Rockwell- Camelot Salons Boyertown, PA
Al Rodriguez- Keystone Clippers Mars, PA
Dyeyanik Rodriguez- Jordan Alexander Salon Warminster, PA
London Rogers- Hair Cuttery Abington, PA
Amy Roland- A Roland New Cumberland, PA
Kimberly Rosci-Phillips- Rosci Salon Da’ Spa West Grove, PA
Leslie Rose- Polished Professional Nail Spa Somerset, PA
Michele Rossi- The Hair Designer W Cnshohocken, PA
Christine Roth-iewin- Valley Hair Designs , PA
Corrin Ruiz- Trinity salon Reading, PA
Josephine Russo- JoRu hair Philadelphia, PA
Jolene Ryan- Carlisle, PA
Tammy Santone- Styles by Santone Irwin, PA
Brett Sauder- Taire Hair Salon, inc. Chalfont, PA
Shadonnah Saunders- Blue Sage Hair Wellness Philadelphia, PA
Linda Sauter- Studio on Market York, PA
Sara Scarborough- Root and Form hair studio Fruitville, PA
Lauren Scarpiello- Professional hair care Bensalem, PA
Melissa Schaal- Schaal's salon Mcdonald, PA
Dawn Scherr- HAIRizons by Dawn Allentown, PA
Melanie Schillinger- Hair&Beyond Ephrata, PA
Lisa Schmuck- Hair&Beyond Ephrata, PA
Bryan Schwartz- Strasburg, PA
Aubrey Schwoyer- La Amorah, LLC. Kutztown, PA
Janis Scott- The Hair Designer King Of Prussia, PA
Jessica Scott- Glam And grace Salon Monroeville, PA
Michael Scully- Harleysville, PA
Nicole Sechrist- Flip Salon and Spa LLC Selinsgrove, PA
Andrea Seugling- Buzzwerks llc Bangor, PA
Laura Shan- Salon Secrets Spa West Grove, PA
Lori Sheasley- Cameron Salon Homer City, PA
Madison Shirey- Smart Style Fairmount City, PA
Paula Shrift- Diamond in the Rough Beauty Salon Northern Cambria, PA
Cherie Slusser- United Artists Salon & Spa Reading, PA
Beth Smith- Escape Salon West York, PA
Bethany Smith- Lancaster, PA
Dina Smith- Eclectic Hair Designs Abington, PA
Mary Smith- Pulaski, PA
Nicole Smith- Lilbitz Hair Studio Pittsburgh, PA
Peter Smith- L'Oreal USA Doylestown, PA
Denise Sockwell- Dragonflies salon North Wales, PA
Phola Son- Deluxe Beauty Bar, Ilc Philadelphia, PA
Gloria Sprague- Journey's Day Spa Pocono Lake, PA
Cindy Stagel- Cindy Stagel @ Sola Salon Studios Cranberry Township, PA
Christmas States- Beauty By Design Gilbertsville, PA
Angela Stermer- East Berlin, PA
Rasheena Stewart- Lotus Beauty Spa Philadelphia, PA
Trisha Stewart- Barberella Beauty, PA
Malia Stokes- I Am Malia Hair Studio Philadelphia, PA
Brenda Stroup hauer- Styles Unlimited Studio Inc Pine Grove, PA
MaryLynn Surace- Mary Lynns Beauty Salon Archbald, PA
Angela Suveg-Fagner- The hair gallery Weatherly, PA
Ewelina Swiatek- BuBu Beauty Philadelphia, PA
Ann Sywensky- Fullerton, PA
Christine Tennis- Middletown, PA
Lynn Thomas- Phenix Salon Philadelphia, PA
Carlitez Thompson- Royal Appearance Barbershop Mckeesport, PA
Lindsey Titone- Hello Beautiful Salon and Boutique Fogelsville, PA
Shirley Toloso- Paradise Valley, PA
Cheryl Tranotti- 146 East Salon Langhorne, PA
Stephanie Truchan- Salon Nolas Pittsburgh, PA
Nicole Turi- Perfections Hair Salon Scranton, PA
Cesare Ulrich- Izzazu salon and spa Pittsburgh, PA
Dana Urey- Dana Ureys hair salon Sandy Lake, PA
Sheila Urey- Styling U Stoneboro, PA
HUONG VO- FANTASY NAILS 1LLC Mount Pocono, PA
Lore Vadella- Mane Line Hair Design Forest City, PA
Nick Valavanis- Nickvrealtor Broomall, PA
Keli Vale- Salon 724 Philadelphia, PA
Lakhhy Van- Vb hair Philadelphia, PA
Jerry VanHorn- Nazareth, PA
Oksana Verbitska- MAXmanni Moon, PA
Tina Vonweinstein- Tru hair studio Olyphant, PA
Nathan Walk- Supercuts Philadelphia, PA
Andrea Walker- Alluring Edge Hair and Nail Salon Somerset, PA
Lisa Walker- Hilldale, PA
Sherri Walker- Sherri Lataes Salon Couture Philadelphia, PA
Lori Walkowiak- Artistic Edge Salon LLC Myerstown, PA
Tierney Wall- Wall Paralegal Associates Plymouth Meeting, PA
Karen Walters- Karenm Waltersllc Monroeville, PA
Debra Wanas- Woodlyn, PA
Robin Warriner- Lakshmi Hair Studio Philadelphia, PA
Linda Wawrzonek- Chadds Ford, PA
Elizabeth Weaver- Jane’s Styling Salon Marion Center, PA
Laura Wedemeyer- Laura Maes Salon Williamsport, PA
Heather Welsh- Manheim, PA
Nichole Wess- Nailsbynichole Pittsburgh, PA
Rosemary Weymouth- Rosies Cutting Corners Jersey Shore, PA
Terry Whiman- Mane Designz by Terry Grindstone, PA
Alice Wilcox- Wonder Hair Lounge and Spa Kennett Square, PA
Ian Williams- Philadelphia, PA
Roxy Williams- Makeup by Roxy LLC Bethlehem, PA
Patricia Wilson- The Dog Stop Bulger, PA
Beth Wisniewski- Pittsburgh, PA
Laura Wisser- Transcend Salon Allentown, PA
Ruth Womack- Realistic looks hair salon Woodlyn, PA
Colleen Wunder- Masontown, PA
Colleen Wunder- Colleens creations Masontown, PA
Tiffany Yeager- Camelot Salons Pottstown, PA
Darlene Youngs- Bella Salon and Day Spa North East, PA
Armen Zeibari- Le Papillon Hair Salon Ogontz Campus, PA
Dionne Zimmerman- Philadelphia, PA
Carrie Zinn- Changing Edges Everett, PA
Stephanie bailey- Salon Allure pa Mount Bethel, PA
Mike Bates- Easton, PA
Rebecca bodzenski- Mckeesport, PA
Ruth Clough- Ruths Place Watsontown, PA
Nicauri cruz- New cara hair salon and spa Philadelphia, PA
diana desumma- Hatboro, PA
Jenna Ellinger- Salon nesma Zionsville, PA
Wendy Feldman- Spa elysium ltd Philadelphia, PA
Johanna Filpo- Johanna Dominican Beauty Salon Philadelphia, PA
Kelly Flynn- Eden Organics salon and spa Chalfont, PA
Jasmine Fryar- Dare 2 Be Different Salon Wilkes-barre, PA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jasmine frywe</td>
<td>twilight loves Wilkes-barre, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel gasper</td>
<td>Cutting Edge in the green Washington, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacey geisel</td>
<td>Sola salon Wexford, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heather heyman</td>
<td>Studio H color and Design group LLC. Phoenixville, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leigh hollander</td>
<td>Mainsail Advisors Kennett Square, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katy klaus</td>
<td>Salon synergy Stevens, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane le</td>
<td>A &amp; A Nail Salon Philadelphia, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea lippy</td>
<td>Andie &amp; Co York, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna long</td>
<td>Donna Zwiebels Hair salon Mountain Top, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly mccall</td>
<td>Blue willow day spa Schwenksville, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>martin mcgowan</td>
<td>Details Salon Doylestown, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcelle mclynden</td>
<td>Michael's Hairloft Monaca, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole medved</td>
<td>Salon blanca Pittsburgh, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betty merlin</td>
<td>Eclips Irwin, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blanca organes</td>
<td>Diors estetica unisex Norristown, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>valerie orlsndi</td>
<td>Candeva's beauty salon Vestaburg, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>henry pelusi</td>
<td>Professional Salon Spa Business Network Pittsburgh, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chelsea puchino</td>
<td>Brushed beauty Loinge Levittown, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea reed</td>
<td>King Of Prussia, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maize savage</td>
<td>The MBS Collection Bryn Mawr, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Witchell</td>
<td>Newtown, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joan zelazowski</td>
<td>AW Beattie Career Center Gibsonia, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yvonne Aitken</td>
<td>Rayzors Edge Pitcairn, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Markus Aman</td>
<td>Christopher Markus the Lions Mane Philadelphia, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Atkins</td>
<td>Salon 555 Malvern, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tammy Bain</td>
<td>Tammy &amp; Co. Full Service Salon Mcdonald, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naomi Barbour</td>
<td>Naomi and Co. State College, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havilah Beers</td>
<td>Duncannon, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Bernardo</td>
<td>Philadelphia, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Birtch</td>
<td>Montrose, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Bocci</td>
<td>Scranton, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lori Brandt</td>
<td>Hair by Erica Lebanon, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Budniak</td>
<td>Supercuts Norristown, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Buehler</td>
<td>LaMirage Morrisville, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jayme Burkey</td>
<td>Vanity Hair and Nails Wyomissing, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Burris</td>
<td>Cornwall Borough, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evelyn Calgoun</td>
<td>The Hair Designer Plymouth Meeting, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary Caolo</td>
<td>The Wild Hare Scranton, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia Cazin</td>
<td>Lewis Salon Pittsburgh, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Corgan</td>
<td>BeYoutiful hair studio North Wales, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathy Crissman</td>
<td>Dimensions in hair Springdale, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya Cryor</td>
<td>Haircuttery King Of Prussia, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BONNIE DEMATTEO</td>
<td>SALON BLOOM Glenshaw, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope Dabney</td>
<td>Hair Cuttery Horsham, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy Davis</td>
<td>Unique Factor West Mifflin, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Dickey</td>
<td>Swarthmore, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josephine Douglas</td>
<td>Affinity Hair Salon Philadelphia, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelica Driggs</td>
<td>Vanity Hair Salon Windber, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy Erickson</td>
<td>Roots to Ends Salon Emporium, PA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Erica Franco - Bella Vita Beauty Lounge LLC Camp Hill, PA
Deanna Gaines - DeannaStyles Hair Philadelphia, PA
Tammy Gallaher - Cuts & Curls La Jose, PA
Kimberly Ghilardi - Blakely, PA
Amy Ghirelli - Jermyn, PA
Vanessa Glenn - Classic Impressions Hair Salon Linden, PA
Cate Gordon - Denver, PA
Deneen Guldner - Salon Platinum LLC New Cumberland, PA
Deborah Hood - Sharon, PA
Jennifer Hoover - Martinsburg, PA
Kathy Hopkins - Studio 4 at Sola Lancaster, PA
Nicole Houck - Sublime Hair Studio New Holland, PA
Nicolle Houde - Annville, PA
Lisa Huber - Strands Hair Salon Topton, PA
Stacia Irwin - Stacias Hair Design LLC Elizabethtown, PA
Heather Keener - Lebanon, PA
Ashley Kelly - Philadelphia, PA
Carol Kershner - Salon 1204 Harrisburg, PA
Darlene Kinel - Serenity Hair Salon, PA
Alicia Klinedinst - Georges Hair Studio York, PA
Erica Kreider - Hair by Erica Cleona, PA
Kimber Leighanne - Shavertown, PA
Lavonne Lewis - Hillside Hair Salon Montrose, PA
Melanie Loboda - Strategies, Inc. Lititz, PA
Sherry Long - Lebanon, PA
Sandra Maddonni - Dream Styles Unlimited Boyertown, PA
Lisa Marie - Hair Stream Salon Bethlehem, PA
Amelia Marks - AMS Salon Philadelphia, PA
Kelly Masteller - Masteller & Co. Hair Studio South Williamsport, PA
Denise McCardell - Headquarters Family Haircare Peach Bottom, PA
Brigitte McDonald - Aesthetique Brigitte Grove City, PA
Richard Metz - Ovation salon Philadelphia, PA
Dawn Miliziano - Georgea Hair Studio York, PA
Nicole Minnar - Roots by Niki Salon Royersford, PA
Charles Mitchell - Shear Dreams Jefferson, PA
Heather Montgomery - Heathers Haven Nail & Hair Salon Millersburg, PA
Laurie Moretti - True Colorz Hair Studio Quakertown, PA
Linda Moyer - Visions Salon Inc Telford, PA
Donna Mozzani - Blondes to Brunettes inc. Downingtown, PA
Stephanie Murray - Stephanie's hair styling Verona, PA
Julianna Nicole - Yardley, PA
MIChEL Noel - NoelSy Art in Beauty Bala Cynwyd, PA
Kelly O'Connor - Market Hair Experience Lemoyne, PA
Brenda Packer - Snippers Mill Hall, PA
Jennifer Painter - Le papillon, PA
Josephine Parisi - Loch's Loch of Hair Walnutport, PA
Kurt Rechenberg - Kennett Square, PA
Cindy Reiker - A Style For You Dubois, PA
Sara Rhoads - Palmyra, PA
Heather River- Uniontown, PA
Valerie Roberts- apPIERances Lititz, PA
Susan Rouse- Mercer, PA
Kathy Royer- Cornwall Borough, PA
Lois Rutigliano- The Hair Designer KnG Of Prussa, PA
John S.- Clarks Summit, PA
Lisa Schul- About You Styling Salon Coatesville, PA
Robin Schultz- Hair Designs by Donna Fullerton, PA
Annette Seibert- Cornwall Borough, PA
Patricia Seng- Hair Gallery, PA
Tammy Shenkel- S Abingtn Township, PA
Cheryl Shine- Smartstyle Carmichaels, PA
Debra Shirk- Palmyra, PA
Kimberly Siegel- Mohnton, PA
Terry Smith- Lebanon, PA
Diana Sosnowski- Shapes salon Blue Bell, PA
Barbara Stemple- Barbara Stemple Beauty Shop White Haven, PA
Sarah Stockslager- Georges hair studio Shrewsbury, PA
Debra Stoudt- Mia Bella Hair Studio, PA
David Stough- Brodbecks, PA
Davis Sunningwell- Synergy Salon Moscow, PA
Mary Taylor- Audubon, PA
Karen Tobias- Reinholds, PA
Shirley Toloso- Paradise Valley, PA
Tami Tomsci- Totally Tamis LLC Wind Gap, PA
Bobby Ulrich- Bella Salon & Day Spa of Lewisburg INC. Sunbury, PA
Lynn Vreeland- Salon Scoprire Camp Hill, PA
Kimberly Wagner- Highland Beauty Three Springs, PA
Susan Watson- Lebanon, PA
Kat Webster- Anville, PA
Carol Weisberg- Lasting Impressions Salon Trexlertown, PA
Tammy Werni- Bethel, PA
Natoshia Wetherbee- Natoshia Wetherbees Unique Boutique Monroe, PA
Kristy Wynn- Norristown, PA
Bonita Yohn- Cutting Edge Hair Salon Portage, PA
Joey Young- Joey's Salon & Boutique Wexford, PA
Patricia Young- Sensational Scissors Warminster, PA
melissa conrad- Outkast kuts Altoona, PA
Erica demchak- Euphoria Salon for men and women inc. Ashley, PA
donna lorah- Stlyes By Donna Reading, PA
marne nunez- Salon FABhair by Marne Conshohocken, PA
Mary paxton- Codorus, PA
Jennifer twohig- Erie, PA
tracey waters- Soleil Luna Hair Salon Lansdale, PA
Gloriel Castro- Make Me Up Hair, Nails, Makeup & More San Antonio, PR
Margarita Valentin- Detras de La Silla San Lorenzo, PR
Evelyn Vega- New Style Hair salon Aguada, PR
Susan Ashworth- Beauty by Susan Richmond, RI
Jodie Bedard- Johnston, RI
Deborah Benabio- Nectar, A Skincare Boutique East Greenwich, RI
Erin Bradford- Advanced Aesthetics Skin Care Studio INC North Smithfield, RI
Sandra Casey- Cosmetology 101 Salon Pawtucket, RI
Brenda Celona- Total Image Hair Salon South Kingstown, RI
Jerome Chadwick- West Warwick, RI
Melissa Chaignot- Studio Moxie Coventry, RI
Susan Ciosek- The Wax Pot Warren, RI
Christina Colafrancesco- Tina's Hair Palace Cranston, RI
Michelle Craige- Head Games Cranston, RI
Jean DePasquale- Pawtucket, RI
Joanne Dorrance- South Kingstown, RI
Julie Driscoll- Westerly, RI
Anne Egan- Coventry, RI
Pauline Fallon- East Greenwich, RI
Sandra Fedyakov- Providence, RI
Gina Gabai- Warwick, RI
Debra Garzone- Providence, RI
Peter Garzone- Professional Salon Services Cranston, RI
Susan Gionti- Coventry, RI
Robert Giusti- Providence, RI
Merrill Hanson- Bella Dame Cumberland, RI
Brenda Holland- New Image Hair Salon North Kingstown, RI
Kelli Jackson- South Kingstown, RI
Valerie Kline- Cranston, RI
Jessica Lacerda- Creative Styles East Providence, RI
Jane Lawandy- North Kingstown, RI
Mary McAdam- West Warwick, RI
Crystal McKenna- Beauty by Crystal McKenna East Providence, RI
Allyson Meyer- Ky Michaels Salon Barrington, RI
Tami Moretti- Moretti Salon Providence, RI
Laurie Neronha- Viriditas Beautiful Skin Therapies Providence, RI
Joanne Petronio- Shear Dimensions Hair Spa Cranston, RI
Donna Puerini- Wavy Daisy Salon Warwick, RI
Maryanne Ramirez- Pawtucket, RI
Robert Richards- ANLI Academy East Providence, RI
Alicia Rourke- The Beauty Lounge At Magnolia Coventry, RI
Bridget Simone- belle dita Cranston, RI
Kimberly Smith- Newport, RI
Christopher Stanton- Middletown, RI
Karen Toti- Karen's HairDesign Portsmouth, RI
Alyssa Tuchon- Coventry, RI
Jessica Tuchon- West Warwick, RI
Amanda Tucker- Smartstyle West Warwick, RI
Ann Vernon- Ann Best Hair Design/Weddings North Kingstown, RI
Karen Warner- Cranston, RI
Meghan croker- West Warwick, RI
Sandra da Silva- JCP salon Cranston, RI
Jennifer darezzo- Bella Dame Salon Cumberland, RI
Christine Gionti- Warwick, RI
Tara psilopoulos- Smithfield, RI
Erica scioli- Lincoln, RI
Jacqueline Brooks- Accent Hair Design Warwick, RI
Melanie Cambra- ZoCo Hair Studio Bristol, RI
Pat Del- Johnston, RI
Silvio Dipaola- Warwick, RI
Barbara Dubeau- Stela Deici Woonsocket, RI
Monique Landry-Johnson- Hair We Are and Sunrise Tanning llc Woonsocket, RI
Jenny Laplante- Woonsocket, RI
EDMOND MESSIER- LEGENDS IN HAIR Woonsocket, RI
Melanie Mello- WILO HAIR DESIGN Cranston, RI
Kathleen Murray- Midtown Salon Westerly, RI
Stephanie Neves- Styles by Stephani Warren, RI
Beth Simpson- Cumberland, RI
Elysia Stites- Rose and Thorn beauty shop Central Falls, RI
Ashley Surber- Portsmouth, RI
Jessica Whittington- Ello Pretty Cranston, RI
Lynda Williams- Lynda Williams Beauty South Kingstown, RI
marianne shows- Show it Off Westerly, RI
Cheryl Abrams- Easley, SC
Susann Adams- Beyond Measure Rock Hill, SC
Latice Aiken- Divine Touch by Latice Simone Rock Hill, SC
Nancy Alderson- Chesnee, SC
Karen Allen- Southern Clipper, Inc Mount Pleasant, SC
Karen Altman- Carolina Cutz Mullins, SC
Shawna Amella- Bohemia salon Mount Pleasant, SC
jean Arthurs- Charleston, SC
Eursel Ashford- Artistry Beauty Clinic Hopkins, SC
Jessica Aultz- Piedmont, SC
FELICIA BRADFORD- Sadie Beauty Salon Effingham, SC
LYNDSEY BRAMLETT- PATTY RUTH BEAUTY SALOM Hollywood, SC
Misty BREWER- classy hair designs Hollywood, SC
Janet Bailey- Seabrook Island, SC
Monique Ballier- Le Bon Temps Boutique LLC Sumter, SC
Amanda Barrette- Strawberry blonde salon Charleston, SC
Kelly Bassi- Ivy & Pearls Studio Moncks Corner, SC
Jean Baudrand- Guinot Institut Paris Charleston, SC
Susan Baughn- Salon Q Mount Pleasant, SC
Amanda Boatwright- The Styling Room Rock Hill, SC
Katie Boiter- Pickens, SC
Billie Bolden- Hairstyles & Etc By Billie jean Greenville, SC
Tami Bradley- Lavender Salon Charleston, SC
Patricia Bramlett- Patty Ruth Beauty Salon Hollywood, SC
Ingrid Brantley- Styles By Ingrid Elgin, SC
Veronica Branton- Hair-Gazms North Charleston, SC
Melissa Brazell- Blythewood, SC
Pamela Brinson- CustomCuts&More Hilton Head Island, SC
Debra Brockman- Transformations Salon Simpsonville, SC
Courtney Brown- Columbia, SC
Renee Brown - Piedmont, SC
Sarah Brown - Heritage Salon Moncks Corner, SC
Mandy Burgess - Studio M Liberty, SC
Deborah Burnett - Aiken, SC
Abigail Burroughs - Silver Salon Easley, SC
Evenia Bush - Anointed Healing Hands LLC. Camden, SC
Amber Butler - Meggett, SC
Vickie Byrum - Tropical Designs North Myrtle Beach, SC
Tamesia Canteen - Georgetown, SC
Lee Cantrell - Carolina Chic' Studio Aiken, SC
Alisa Caricofe - Alisa Working Shear Wonders Greenville, SC
Brittney Chajon - Rock Paper Scissors Myrtle Beach, SC
Tia Chavis - Sacred Locs Columbia, SC
Carrie Childers - Powdersville, SC
Precious Chisolm - Precious braids North Charleston, SC
Allison Chronister - Mount Pleasant, SC
Joanna Chronister - Katz Hair Studio @ The Oaks Charleston, SC
Melissa Coker - Fusion Hair Salon Easley, SC
Kathy Coleman - The Oaks Salon Studio Charleston, SC
Michelle Cordova - ReFinery Salon Mount Pleasant, SC
Temple Cuttino - GRACEFULLY TOUCHED & CO Hemingway, SC
Craig Cylear - Craig's Golden Shears Brunson, SC
Wendy Doleo - finale salon Lancaster, SC
Lauren Dantzler - Hairitage Salon Walterboro, SC
Linda Dew - Vanite Beauty Salon Myrtle Beach, SC
Angie Dickmeyer - Transformations By Angie Powdersville, SC
Demetrius Doe - ALL NEW CREATIVE BARBERSHOP Barnwell, SC
Nycole Dogan - Mixed Chikz Studio Spartanburg, SC
Jennifer Dowling - Limelite salon Beaufort, SC
Quisha Dreher - Parker J. Studios Greenville, SC
Heather Druyos - M Central Studio Hollywood, SC
Amy Duke - Amy Duke LLC Lexington, SC
Virginia Dumlao - Jenni's Salon West Columbia, SC
Sherri Dunlap - Hair that Rocks Seneca, SC
Nancy Dwight - Exquisite Styles by Nancy North Charleston, SC
Krystal English - Hairbykrystalreyn Summerville, SC
China Facchini - Chic Custom Nails & Bodyworks Myrtle Beach, SC
Nicola Fien - North Charleston, SC
Celeste Fortier - Salon Latitude Mount Pleasant, SC
Alexandra Fowler - MELT North Charleston, SC
Jordan Foxx - Silver Salon Piedmont, SC
Laura Frazier - The Hair Lab Charleston, SC
Cliff Fulmer - Ego Boost Salon Columbia, SC
Kari Fulmer - Reflections Salon and Spa Lexington, SC
Shana Garris - Studio Fixx Heath Springs, SC
Melody Gaston - Exclusively you salon and day North Myrtle Beach, SC
Joyce Gilbert - Irmo, SC
Lawanda Glover - S'Hair Designer Studio LLC Walterboro, SC
Heather Going - Salon Beautopia Greenwood, SC
Linda Gomez- Beaufort, SC
Mark Goodman- The Hair-Designers, inc. Hilton Head Island, SC
Reba Grgrurich- Saloncentric Moncks Corner, SC
Marquitta Gripper- Fresh & Clean Cutz Myrtle Beach, SC
Karen Hale- Deja vu salon York, SC
Renee Hall- JC Penneys Salon Myrtle Beach, SC
Josh Hamilton- Hambro Cott try p Simpsonville, SC
Stephanie Hamilton- Miracle Hair Design llc Yemassee, SC
Donita Hardin- Columbia, SC
Holly Herron- Sport Clips Mount Pleasant, SC
Jenny Hilburn- Attitudes Salon Summerville, SC
Amani Hills- Sassy Simplique Hair Studio Walterboro, SC
Deborah Holbrook- Deborah Holbrook Florence, SC
Yanda Holiday- Superior Hair Designs Columbia, SC
Hanna Hopkins- Sixpence Salon and Spa Easley, SC
Lula Hopper- Hair Two Perfection Studio Fort Mill, SC
Julie Hough- Headlines By Julie York, SC
Melissa Howard- MeMe's Beauty Aiken, SC
Katelyn Hughes- Powdersville, SC
Penny Hughes- Salon Surreal Roebuck, SC
Jamie James- BLISS by jamie lee Fort Mill, SC
Elizabeth Jeffers- Camden, SC
Mary Jeffrey- Darlington, SC
Lisa Jennings- Charleston, SC
Laura Johnson- Sugarplum Waxing Room Lexington, SC
Precious Johnson- Polished by Precious LLC Chesterfield, SC
Samantha Johnson- Heavenly Spa by Westin Bluffton, SC
Swanzetta Johnson- Transitions Salon Williston, SC
Karen Jones- Fort Mill, SC
Kaye Jones- Columbia, SC
Mary Jones- Columbia, SC
Brittany Joyner- Hair by Brittany Charleston, SC
Leon Kibler- Leon's Barbershop Prosperity, SC
Ltonja Kitchens- Ltonja's hair-braiding salon Mayesville, SC
Rebecca LaFar- Charleston, SC
Meghan Lacey- Peyton jade salon Johns Island, SC
Annie Langston- Greenville, SC
Danielle Lawson- Golden Years Salon Management dba Golden Beauty Columbia, SC
Retina Lawson- Retinas Beauty Salon Scranton, SC
Chasity Ledford- Ravenel, SC
Danielle Lee- OuterGlow Salon & Spa Conway, SC
Kristin Lever- Kristin lever Lexington, SC
Nicole Lewis- Unique beauty salon Greenwood, SC
Meoceania Lewis-wells- New Beginnings Hair and Beauty Studio LLC Bishopville, SC
Detria Locklear- Melindas Med Spa North Myrtle Beach, SC
Heather Long- Obsessions Sain and Day Spa Spartanburg, SC
Jeff Lott- Aiken, SC
Diamond Mack- Dteluxuryhair Goose Creek, SC
Jill Majerus- M.Salon&Spa Irmo, SC
Fredrick Manson- Manson Barber Shop Greer, SC
Galina Marinova- Galina's hair design Summerville, SC
Michelle Martel- Chapin, SC
Kimberly Martin- Mane Attraction Hair Salon Elgin, SC
Natalia Martin- Powdersville, SC
Pamela Mason- Beauty Unleashed Ninety Six, SC
Melinda McCarty- Melinda's Med Spa and Salon Longs, SC
Susan McCurley- Silver Salon Simpsonville, SC
Melissa McElveen- great clips Sumter, SC
Samantha McGhee- Hair Lab Charleston, SC
Ashley McElveen- Lime lite salon Beaufort, SC
Talicia Mcfadden- STUDIO22 Florence, SC
Regina Mcferrin- judys Barber Shop Clinton, SC
Crystal Mercer- Moncks Corner, SC
Savannah Miller- Great Clips North Charleston, SC
Mary Miller-Bussey- B&M Hair salon Edgefield, SC
Laney Mills- The Magnolia Salon Lexington, SC
Crystal Mitchell- Beauty and the Bleach LLC Mount Pleasant, SC
Anika Moore- Mount Pleasant, SC
Jennifer Muhammad- Hopkins, SC
Catherine Needham- Cassies Salon llc North Charleston, SC
Lisa Needham- O-Hair Walterboro, SC
Yolanda Nelson- Salon E5 Rock Hill, SC
Robin Nemeth- Spray Tans N Nails by Robin Townville, SC
Sherita Nicole- Hierarchy Nails Rock Hill, SC
April Norton- Studio j salon Georgetown, SC
James Nyland- Cosmoprof beauty Columbia, SC
Kate Olivola- Bluffton beauty suites Bluffton, SC
Patricia Owen- FACES DaySpa Hilton Head Island, SC
Gwen Owens- Gwens Beauty Corner Seneca, SC
CODY Parris- Parris Headquarters Cowpens, SC
Eileen Perdue- Aurora Beauty Salon Hilton Head Island, SC
Jessica Pinto- Salon Rouge Camden, SC
Angela Pooler- Another Blessed Creation Salon Darlington, SC
Candice Rackey- Summerville, SC
Mackenzie Raymer- Twenty4West Pelzer, SC
Jodie Reece- Wisteria salon:spa Simpsonville, SC
Quinn Reece- Wisteria Greenville, SC
DeAnna Robert- Dees Hair Myrtle Beach, SC
Vallerie Rumfelt- Snip it and color it Sharon, SC
Juante Russell- Distinctive Stylez by J Greenville, SC
Elaine Shore- Starr, SC
Cindy Silver- Piedmont, SC
Erin Silver- Silver salon Easley, SC
Sharon Smith- Cutting Point DBA Sharons Hair Murrells Inlet, SC
Sharon Smith- Sha's Beauty Salon Union, SC
Stephanie Smith- Clinton, SC
Toshia Snoddy- Styles By T@ Transformation Salon Greenville, SC
Nicole Spencer- Brush Beauty Lounge Moncks Corner, SC
Darra Stegall- Shearly Southern Salon Pickens, SC
Kelly Stephens- Powdersville, SC
Tara Steffenhofer- Rock Hill, SC
Erin Stockman- Carolina Cuts Troy, SC
Connie Tamburri- Connie Tamburri hair studio Bluffton, SC
Drew Taylor- Hair by Drew Taylors, SC
Dawn Terry- Shear Chaos Piedmont, SC
Rose Thornton- Blacksburg, SC
Barbara Tilden- Mount Pleasant, SC
Webb Tim- Geer's Barber shop Charleston, SC
Amber Tullberg- Borne Charleston, SC
Connie Turner- Cuttinloose Hair Salon Pelzer, SC
Greta Tyler- Platinum Touch Beauty salon Orangeburg, SC
Capitola Vaughn- Capitolized Sumter, SC
Chiyoka Wade- Beauti Bar salon and massage therapy Lancaster, SC
Felicia Wallace- New Creations Beauty Salon Saluda, SC
Jane Wallace- Greenville, SC
Patti Walters- Salon 611 Columbia, SC
Latissa Wheeler- Nspire Salon West Columbia, SC
Melissa White- Xquisite Hair Salon Anderson, SC
Sherry White- Southern Grace hair and Nail Salon Chapin, SC
Brittany Williams- A Touch of Beauty Pendleton, SC
Deloris Williams- Deloris's Styling Salon Timmonsville, SC
Tammy Williams- X-Quisite Touch Styling Salon Lancaster, SC
Diana Wilson- shear excellence on 90 llc Longs, SC
Tamera Wilson- Styles By Tamera Fountain Inn, SC
Trista Wilson- Salon on 8 Liberty, SC
Rachel Winfield- Lancaster, SC
Lindsay Wood- LBW HAIR LLC Anderson, SC
Allison Wozniak- Simpsonville, SC
Amanda Wright- Raven salon and bridal Lexington, SC
Ganesha Zimmerman- IMPERIAL BEAUTY BAR Florence, SC
Tamika beal- The Makeover beauty salon North Augusta, SC
Ashly bohannon- LegendaryBeautyllc Greenville, SC
Jason bundrick- Snipitsc@gmail.com Union, SC
jeannie chafin- Zazou,LLC Lugoff, SC
Wanda church- Roebuck, SC
pamela deeds- COUNTRY CUT N CURL Chester, SC
Malin gordon- Malin Bluffton, SC
Patrick hill- Elite Barber Spa,LLC Ridgeville, SC
Chantha hudgens- Hudgens Nails LLC Greenville, SC
sheri lott- sheris hair affair Aiken, SC
beth mackey- brass Pineapple Little River, SC
Farrah mangiaracina- Sabina Hair and Spa Fort Mill, SC
Angelica shealy- Styles and Smiles salon Newberry, SC
brian slaick- eiss inc Simpsonville, SC
tonyua slater- A Perfect Touch beauty Columbia, SC
lisa spears- West of Main Easley, SC
Devon spires- Devons salon Pawleys Island, SC
Michelle vanallen- In style salon Summerville, SC
Denika virden- DeVine Styles by Denika Hollywood, SC
Stephanie Allkushaj- Salon Arberia Florence, SC
Patricia Balkcum- The Mane Attraction LLC Florence, SC
Sabriam Bell- Sabriam Raine LLC Walterboro, SC
Terrance Bishop- Styles by Quan Laurens, SC
Miki Cochran- The Salon of Anderson Anderson, SC
Selesse Couchman- SELESSE LLC Charleston, SC
Tavette Easler- Shears&Company Spartanburg, SC
Alisa Evans- Hair By Alisa at Studio 313 Darlington, SC
Shawna Galbreath- Kids Cuts North Charleston, SC
Kristina Gattison- Innovative Salon Florence, SC
Dorothy Hanna- Magically Touchd by Neicey Hair Palace Hemingway, SC
Samantha Hart- Rock Hill, SC
Tonya Hobbs- Halos Hair & Nail Studio LLC Inman, SC
Shannon Jackson- The Hair Gala Mayesville, SC
Catherine Jones- Cut and Color Room Conway, SC
Karen Jones- Fort Mill, SC
Heather Jordan- Anderson, SC
JACKIE KANOY- Jackies Hair Design Irmo, SC
Sandra Larkin- KLS COSMETOLOGY LLC North Charleston, SC
Sarah Latini- Fort Mill, SC
Joseph Lilly- Bettys & Beaus Hair Studio Myrtle Beach, SC
Amanda Lindler- Indigo Hair Lounge Newberry, SC
Jennifer McGraw- Hair by Jennifer mcgraw Simpsonville, SC
Alecia Middleton- 360 beauty lounge Boiling Springs, SC
Kim Murphy- Longs, SC
Lisa Orr- Essential Locs Hair Salon Rock Hill, SC
Sari Powell- Irmo, SC
Lyndsey Pressley- Altar Salon Spartanburg, SC
Sharon Riordan- Hairknowlogy LLC Aiken, SC
Tracy Ruckart- Haircutters Too Rock Hill, SC
Amber Steedley- Bluffton, SC
Nicole Stieffenhofer- Rock Hill, SC
Lois VanGuilder- The Hair Port Cheraw, SC
Barbara Woods- Columbia, SC
Kimberly cline- Cuts and Suche salon , SC
Linda graham- Lg hairdesigner Charleston, SC
Kristine Barnett- Bee hive salon Yankton, SD
Lori Burke- All About You Sioux Falls, SD
Alisen Clark- Salon Remix Groton, SD
Jennifer DeHoet- Hair Addictions Aberdeen, SD
Tracey Deatherage- New Wave Salon Rapid City, SD
Bailie Erdmann- Hair Addictions by Bailie Wetonka, SD
Amanda Hartwig- Amanda Hartwig DBA Head to Toe Massage and spa Watertown, SD
Dorothy Heinrich- Dorothys at Carols Styling Center Rapid City, SD
Sarah Helling- Hollywood style Mitchell, SD
Rebekah Kormendy- Tips N Toes Agar, SD
Melissa Kruse- Chameleon Hair Design Sioux Falls, SD
Cassandra Lara-Jensen- Mitchell, SD
Samantha Lehr- Planet Hair Aberdeen, SD
Rita Loeffen- Hair's To You Deadwood, SD
Kim Palmer- Chameleon hair design Sioux Falls, SD
Julie Petersen- Prestige Salon Watertown, SD
De Ragels-Graves- Phoenix Corp LLC Aberdeen, SD
Yvette Sanger- Hair Studio Yankton, SD
Kelly Shawd- Beehive hair studio Tea, SD
Kaleigh Sorenson- Kaleigh Sorenson Lash and Beauty Bar Rapid City, SD
vicki condon- Lords&Ladies Hair Salon Winner, SD
Tanya heller- Heavenly touch massage Lead, SD
jessica moser- hair designs and more Aberdeen, SD
Anne Farrell- Perfect 10 nail and beauty bar Sioux Falls, SD
Myla Fogarty- Salon m Hair Studio Sioux Falls, SD
Cyndie Hamilton- A Hairy Business, LLC Rapid City, SD
Jennifer Kadinger- Mane Attraction Willow Lake, SD
Janna Abele- spavia Franklin, TN
Brandon Adkins- Ross the Boss & Co Walland, TN
Katherine Alcorn- Ross the Boss Spring City, TN
Brittany Alexander- beautyby.bja Collierville, TN
Melissa Alley- Amanda Maddox Salon Powell, TN
Chisa Anderson- 901 Strands Salon Memphis, TN
LINDA Anderson- A Studio for Hair Hillsboro, TN
Timothy Arango- Premillennial Ministries Knoxville, TN
Pamela Arcega- Memphis, TN
Shauna Armes- The Beauty Room Oliver Springs, TN
Mckayla Arrowood- Angeliques salon Cleveland, TN
Jackie Ault- Ross the boss & co Knoxville, TN
Angel Auricchio- Gould's salon & spa Memphis, TN
Kirhonda Autmon- Kirhondas Salon Memphis, TN
Karen Avey- Manchester, TN
Ross Badgett- Ross the Boss Knoxville, TN
Mandi Baillio- Gould's salon and spa Memphis, TN
Wendy Baker- Wendy Baker- Self employed Mcminnville, TN
Carol Bakowicz- Great Lengths Hair Salon Memphis, TN
Angela Ballentine- Ballentine Memphis, TN
Patti Bankston- Neill Corp Nashville, TN
Chanta Barfield- Pure Essence Salon Knoxville, TN
Tonia Barnard- White House, TN
Jennifer Barry- BLACKBARRY Salon Alamo, TN
Linda Batts- Ross The Boss Corryton, TN
Danielle Beam- Elizabethton, TN
Barbara Bean- Ross the Boss Knoxville, TN
Connie Beard- Hendersonville, TN
Barbara Beckemeyer- Salon 220 Memphis, TN
Jillian Beebe- Nashville, TN
Rachel Beechboard- Libelle Beech Salon Lebanon, TN
Nikki Begley- Nikki Rose Begley Salon Mcminnville, TN
Aedith Bennett- Ambrosia Bennett Elizabethton, TN
Justin Berry - Tease Knoxville, TN
Rebecca Bilbrey - Studio Knox Knoxville, TN
April Billings - Aprils Country Scissors McMinnville, TN
Sarah Birchfield - Ross The Boss & Co Maryville, TN
Shantal Black - Humble Xpressions Tullahoma, TN
Julie Blair - Ross the Boss Greenback, TN
Gwendolyn Blocker - Precision Chattanooga, TN
Amy Bobo - Moons Barber Shop Shelbyville, TN
Kendra Bolton - Memphis, TN
Moneka Bonds - The Glam Spot Ripley, TN
Frank Bostick - Hair Experience LLC Maryville, TN
Kiersten Bouie - Kkollectionz hair and nail studio Clarksville, TN
Rebecca Bouldin - Images Hair Salon Bone Cave, TN
Sherri Bounds - Curl Up and Dye Hair Salon Johnson City, TN
Talisa Bowers - Hair Flair Columbia, TN
Tina Bowman - Beauty Spot Salon and Spa Johnson City, TN
Maurice Boyce - NikoStylez Memphis, TN
Phaedra Boyle - P. Alexis B. Memphis, TN
Linda Bozeman - Shear Designs Huntingdon, TN
Kimberly Branch - Pamper Me Nails Memphis, TN
Wendy Braun - Shear Attitude Cookeville, TN
Jackie Brooks - Hair By Jackie Morristown, TN
Jeremy Brooks - J. Roshod Hair Salon Nashville, TN
Amanda Brown - Concord Farr, TN
Caralyn Brown - 20 Digits Nail Spa Memphis, TN
Maggie Brown - Joico Manchester, TN
Millie Brown - Nashville, TN
Brenda Bryant - Clique's Salon Columbia, TN
Christina Bryant - SouthernRoots Full Service Salon Cumberland City, TN
Kasey Buchanan - Premier Salon Knoxville, TN
Sunni Buchanan - The Hair Shop Roan Mountain, TN
Lisa Burnette - Cleveland, TN
Andrea Buro - Knoxville, TN
Elizabeth Burton - The Phoenix Salon & Spa Tullahoma, TN
Misty Burton - Union City, TN
Kim Bush - salon Twenty Lebanon, TN
Sara Bushart - Tangled Salon & Spa Alamo, TN
Gloria Butler - HairDiva Maryville, TN
Casondra Bynum - Essentials Beauty Salon Memphis, TN
Farrah Byrd - Salon euphoria Knoxville, TN
Laura Cammarata - J n K Engines, TN
Stacie Cammilleri - Studio Elysian Spring Hill, TN
Juanita Camper - Before and After Beauty Salon Ripley, TN
Jackie Cantrell - Gentlemans Barber Cookeville, TN
Cynthia Caron - Thompsons Station, TN
Sara Carr - Canvas Hair Boutique Spring Hill, TN
Amy Carrier - Salon Revelations Elizabethton, TN
Madalyn Carter - Hair By Madalyn Carter Middleton, TN
Ava Castello - Bliss Luxury Spa & Salon Cleveland, TN
Pam Chambers- Splash Salon Chattanooga, TN
Jane Chandler- Studio Jane Ann Nashville, TN
Gayle Chesney- New Creations Salon Strawberry Plains, TN
LaToya Chesterfield- Blue Raider Barbershop Murfreesboro, TN
Amber Chisam- Glamour Fix Studio Mcminnville, TN
Jochlyn Clabo- Knoxville, TN
Michelle Clark- Clark & Company at LeSalon Nashville, TN
Sandra Clark- Sanderella Salon & Spa, Inc Tazewell, TN
Shawna Clay- Elegant Hair Expressions Smyrna, TN
Kelvin Colbert- Kelvin's Cutts Memphis, TN
Jacqueta Cole- OB Beauty and Spa, TN
Lisa Coleman- ross the boss. Knoxville, TN
Dana Collins- Wax Nashville Antioch, TN
Tracy Collins- A Golden Touch Beauty Bar Memphis, TN
Thomas Comer- Goulds Germantown, TN
Desiree Conley- Desiree Conley Smyrna, TN
Tonia Connolly- Six One Five Hair Co. Franklin, TN
Jeremy Cook- SAVANNAH Room Salon/Barber Shop Manchester, TN
Kennisha Cook- THE GLOW Chattanooga, TN
Paula Cook- Tennessee Institute of Cosmetology Morristown, TN
Sue Cooper- Tcl nails Jackson, TN
Tiffany Coy- Hairology Salon Kingston, TN
Chastity Crabtree- Chastity Crabtree Portland, TN
Connie Crutchfield- Lafollette, TN
Lindsay Cummings- Hendersonville, TN
Alison Cupp- New Tazewell, TN
Caitlin Curley- Wax Nashville Murfreesboro, TN
Margaret Curley- Murfreesboro, TN
TinaMarie Cusano- Olympia salon inc Maryville, TN
Debbie Dalton- My Fathers Mustache Cookeville, TN
Jennifer Daniel- Downtown Hair Salon, TN
Audra Daniels- Head attractions Dyersburg, TN
Charity Daniels- Meraki Hair Studio Troy, TN
Sarah Darden- La Posh Salon Studio Corryton, TN
Lauren Daugherty- Franklin, TN
Lillie DavenportFregosi- Elizabethton, TN
Christy Dihonov- H2O Hair Studio Smyrna, TN
Cynthia Dingman- Images Salon Goodlettsville, TN
Janis Dixon- Permanent Cosmetics by Janis Talbott, TN

Janis Dixon- Permanent Cosmetics by Janis Talbott, TN
Lauren Dodson - Lacquered Up Knoxville, TN
Mallory Dorsey - Rachel's salon and day spa Memphis, TN
Darshena Doss - Smyrna, TN
Tracee Dozier - Insideout Imagemakers Chattanooga, TN
Rhonda Drihman - Crear Studio White Bluff, TN
Temple Duncan - Bloom-creative design Lenoir City, TN
Ronnie Dunford - Shear Image Salon Kingsport, TN
Thomesha Dunford - Elite Barbers Clarksville, TN
ANITA EATON - Head Attractions Dyersburg, TN
Leticia Eddings - Universal Hair Studio Nashville, TN
Amy Edwards - Bronze Nashville Nashville, TN
Vanessa Edwards - Bombshell Salon Tullahoma, TN
Jacqueline Elliott - Hairbyjackalac Smyrna, TN
Anita Eaton - Head Attractions Dyersburg, TN
Kristi Eubanks - White Bluff, TN
Jill Evans - Metropolis hair fashions Knoxville, TN
Joy Evans - Kings Den Hair Design McMinnville, TN
Priscilla Evans - Styles by Priscilla Oakland, TN
Amanda Everhart - Hair by Amanda Everhart Powell, TN
Rene Everitt - Crossville Barber Shop Crossville, TN
Jason Facio - Element Salon Nashville, TN
Shonna Fannon - Shonna Fannon Kingsport, TN
Anjail Farmer - Memphis, TN
Jayme Faulstick - James Atelier Lakeland, TN
Karen Ferello - Hair by Karen White House, TN
Allison Ferguson - The Hair Loft Shelbyville, TN
Sydney Ferrigno - Nourish Skin Studio & Spa Knoxville, TN
Michelle Fields - Nashville, TN
Diane Fife - Hair & Nails by Diane Mt. Juliet, TN
Kinnon Finerty - 931 Beauty co Columbia, TN
Sally Fischer - Mt. Juliet, TN
Toni Flenniken - sheer Envy hair and nails Gatlinburg, TN
Toni Flenniken - Sheer Envy hair Gatlinburg, TN
Elizabeth Fondaw - Fairview, TN
Misty Forkum - Smyrna, TN
Sherri Fowler - Ross the Boss and Co Clinton, TN
Wesley Fox - Shelbyville, TN
Kristin Franklin - Hair Studio 219 Atoka, TN
Michael Franklin - Loxx salon and spa Cookeville, TN
Cinthia Frazier - Hair Expressions Kingsport, TN
Richard Fregosi - Elizabethton, TN
Roy Frye - Laroy1@aol.com Knoxville, TN
PAULA GIBSON - Ross The Boss and Co White Pine, TN
SCOTT GILLEY - studio g salon Maryville, TN
Karen Gafford - Nashville, TN
Shalonda Gaines- Nashville, TN
Regina Gales- Salon Of Focus Collierville, TN
Frank Gambuzzo- Salon Visage Knoxville, TN
Chris Garland- Rachel's Salon and Day Spa Memphis, TN
Paige Garland- Rachel's Salon & Day Spa Memphis, TN
Erica Garrison- Memphis, TN
Mackenzie Gartrell- Richard And Co Salon Memphis, TN
Amber Gee- Origina Salon Nashville, TN
Kevin Gerety- Kao Salon Division Nashville, TN
Ashley Gibson- Colorworks Salon & Nail Studio Huntingdon, TN
Rebecca Gibson- Saylor Grace Beautique and Spa Alcoa, TN
Patty Gilley- Studio G Salon Maryville, TN
Donna Gilliam- Pelham, TN
Lauren Gish- Fruition Salon Nashville, TN
Courtney Glenn- Crowned by Court Nashville, TN
Tammy Glenn- Arnold's Beauty School Milan, TN
Stephanie Godwin- Stephanie's Place Mt. Juliet, TN
Tiffany Gold- Primp N Tease Elizabethton, TN
Adrienne Goodman- Jon Alan Salon Nashville, TN
Keosha Goodman- KarmaStouch Memphis, TN
Jan Gould- Gould's Salons & Spas Collierville, TN
Becky Gourrier- Knoxville Skin Bar Knoxville, TN
Stacy Gower- Spitfire Salon Brentwood, TN
Brandy Graves- From root to end styling salon Jackson, TN
Gidget Greenway- Scouts barbershop Lewisburg, TN
Shawnta Greer- Spotlight hair studio Nashville, TN
Dustie Grisham- New Tazewell, TN
Rebecca Grooms- Rebecca Grooms Covington, TN
Deshawndra Gross- Salon D Rae Memphis, TN
Bethany Guthrie- The Red Berry Salon McMinnville, TN
Hannah Gwin- Jon alan salons Nashville, TN
BRANDON HARRIS- Salon Biyosh Knoxville, TN
Shelby Hadley- Salon YaYa Fairview, TN
Andrea Hale- Blownaway White House, TN
Jaleesa Halfacre- Simply Beautiful Ripley, TN
Darlene Hall- Hair Expressions Nashville, TN
Jared Hamlin- Knoxville, TN
Polly Hamm- Jupiter Salon Knoxville, TN
Debbie Hampton- Pams Custom Hair Bristol, TN
Carmella Hamre- Luster Salon Clarksville, TN
Stacey Handel- Garde Bien SpaSalon, Inc. Farragut, TN
Kalene Hankins- Cutting Edge Tracy City, TN
Candace Hardaway- Polished by Candace Memphis, TN
Michelle Harden- Platinum Images Salon Studio Manchester, TN
Angela Harris- Angela's Gifted Hands Memphis, TN
Cheryl Harris- Headlines Hair Designs Bruceton, TN
Shardey Harris- Fresh start salon Nashville, TN
Tasia Harris- TRESSES Memphis, TN
Caitlin Hart- Prism Face Lab Nashville, TN
Heather Hartert- Salon fx Knoxville, TN
Krista Hatcher- Springfield, TN
Tammy Hawkins- Bladez Mcminnville, TN
Angel Haws- Morrison, TN
Lacy Hehe- Polished by Lacy Lexington, TN
Hannah Helton- Studio Sloane Pulaski, TN
Vada Helton- VadaRae's Salon Knoxville, TN
Stephanie Hendrix- Mslifecchange Chattanooga, TN
Angela Henne- C.S.McCulloughs barbershop Johnson City, TN
Jason Herrera- Studio H Oak Ridge, TN
Lacy Herron- Franklin, TN
Lisa Herron- Ross the boss R&CO Morristown, TN
Robbie Hesselbein- Manchester, TN
Cynthia Hester- Goulds salon and spas Memphis, TN
Kari Hester- Knoxville, TN
Samantha Higdon- Origina Salon Nashville, TN
Oneka Hill- Visions of Natural Styles Memphis, TN
Rachel Hill- Rachels Salon Memphis, TN
Lesa Hillis- Lesa Hillis Salon suites international Mcminnville, TN
Julie Hoang- Nails By Julie Nashville, TN
Robin Holcomb-Dirks- Tantastic Tennessee Tanz Seymour, TN
Terria Holland- LET ME BEAUTIFY YOU EXTENTIONS Memphis, TN
Sherry Hollands- Studio West Nashville, TN
Kelli Holliman- Lolabelle Salon , TN
Jessica Hollingsworth- Jessica @ Tangles Salon Springfield, TN
Amber Holloway- Ross The Boss Salons Knoxville, TN
Lakeysha Hooks- Salon Gemini Nashville, TN
Mikael Hopwood- Franklin Hair Academy Franklin, TN
Juliet Houser- The She Shed Sevierville, TN
Daniel Howard- Ross the Boss Clinton, TN
Patricia Howard- Ross the Boss & CO Knoxville, TN
Sandra Huffman- Southern Roots Atwood, TN
Tonia Hughes- Salon OV Hair Studio Nashville, TN
Frank Humphrey- Ross the Boss Blaine, TN
Regina Hunt- Reginas salon of styles Humboldt, TN
Kim Hunter- True Blue Salon Nashville, TN
Linda Hunter- Queens Beauty bar Memphis, TN
Jean Ingram- Gallatin, TN
Tamara Jefferson- Sum'thing Different Salon Memphis, TN
Jennifer Jenkins- Mt. Juliet, TN
April Johnson- Apriljohnson stylist@TheHaircrafters Johnson City, TN
Brittany Johnson- Locks and Lashes Lebanon, TN
Jacqueline Johnson- Nail Ink by J Watts Memphis, TN
Lindsay Johnson- Hair by Design Watertown, TN
Rhonda Johnson- Vintage Downtown Salon Lawrenceburg, TN
Rolanda Johnson- Unity Hair Salon Nashville, TN
Tawny Johnson- Somerville, TN
Tomeka Johnson- Nashville, TN
Caitlyn Jones- Element salon Lebanon, TN
JeJuan Jones- Decaturville, TN
Melanie Jones- Master Design Memphis, TN
Whitney Jones- Whipped by Whit Hair Studio LLC Memphis, TN
Angela Jordan- Hair by Angela Jordan Knoxville, TN
Whitney Judkins- Mcminnville, TN
JENNIFER Kaul- Hair by jennifer kaul Mt. Juliet, TN
Betty Keck- Susie's Touch of Class New Tazewell, TN
Sandy Keeble-Fain- Shear faith salon & spa Maryville, TN
Lynn Keller- Steel Magnolia Memphis, TN
Jeremy Kelly- Level Up Memphis, TN
Wendy Kelly- Essence Salon and Day Spa Johnson City, TN
Samantha Kerley- Bombshells Salon Knox Knoxville, TN
Pamella Khazideh- Specchio salon inc Nashville, TN
Elizabeth Kincaid- Hair a go-go, inc. Chattanooga, TN
Antonya Kinne- Nashville, TN
Laura Kirian- Nail&HairBoss Laura Kirian Cross Plains, TN
Diane Kline- Thompsons Station, TN
Ronna Knox- TANnessee Franklin, TN
Beverly Kobus- BK Lash & Skin Boutique Knoxville, TN
Whitney Kyte- Bombshells Salon Knox Knoxville, TN
Danielle Laboy- Ross the boss Knoxville, TN
Marcy Laird- Styles On Broadway Salonspa Martin, TN
Megan Landers- Salon Centric Knoxville, TN
Michelle Laxton- Bombshells Hair by Design Oneida, TN
Kim LeBlanc- Salon La Belle Maison Nolensville, TN
Denise LeMay- Wax Nashville Greenbrier, TN
Emily Leaman- Saloncentric Nashville, TN
Kristen Ledford- Oak Ridge, TN
Alice Lee- Bling beauty Bar Cleveland, TN
Beckii Lee- Rachels Salon & Day Spa Memphis, TN
Elizabeth Leedy- Tranquility Salon & Spa Newbern, TN
Haley Lett- Fringes Knoxville, TN
Mary Lewis- The Mirror Salon Clarksville, TN
ShaRon Lewis- Salon Qualified Career Oakland, TN
Hannah Lirette- Loretto, TN
Jenna Litwiller- Nashville, TN
Crystal Lowe- Ross The Boss Maryville, TN
Justina Lowe- Powell, TN
Rebecca Ludwig- Rebecca Ludwig Esthetics Knoxville, TN
Stephanie Lupia- All about u salon Cleveland, TN
Casey Lutton- Nashville, TN
Amanda Maddox- Amanda Maddox Salon Knoxville, TN
Patrick Malone- professional salon suites Jonesborough, TN
Catrina Mann- Impressions Decherd, TN
Skylar Martin- Esthetics By skylar Harriman, TN
Kelly Mason- Green Pea Salon Nashville, TN
Julie Matlock- Spring Hill, TN
Kimala Matlock- OB Beauty & Spa Memphis, TN
Scarlet Matthew - Shear Strength Salon Pikeville, TN
Jim Maxwell - Jmax salon Johnson City, TN
Liana Maxwell - Smyrna, TN
Sheree Mayes - Hair It Is Huntland, TN
Betsy McAfee - Manchester, TN
Jacqueline McCall - Origina Salon Franklin, TN
Kelly McCroskey - Mi'Kel's Hair Studio Nashville, TN
Lorie McDonald - Bombshells Salon Knox Knoxville, TN
Barbara McKinney - Knoxville, TN
LeCurnita McKinnie - LeDiva Stylez Smyrna, TN
Jim McLaughlin - Columbia, TN
Hannah McMackin - H M Studio, TN
Kat McMinn - Southern Roots Salon Milan, TN
Jasmine Mckenzie - JBB wigs and beauty La Vergne, TN
Debra Meeker - Debra's Hair Studio Manchester, TN
Andrea Melton - Steel Magnolias Salon Livingston, TN
Mary Melton - Supercuts Maryville, TN
Dana Meredith - Dana MerecyHair Nashville, TN
Daphne Merrell - Daphne Cimone Hair Harrison, TN
Debi Merritt - Vickis Hair Salon Mcminnville, TN
Chaunda Michael - Jasp' Salon Paris, TN
Gina Michelelli - Slay Bae Nashville, TN
Chimere Miller - Lustful Lashes & Spa LLC Memphis, TN
Dyllan Miller - Gould's Memphis, TN
Vickie Miller - Salon Bella Dona Johnson City, TN
Kimberly Minzak - Mood studios salon and barber Murfreesboro, TN
Jenny Mishlen - Nashville, TN
Jamika Mobley - SALON 414 Chattanooga, TN
Reader Moody - Headlines Dyersburg, TN
Anita Moore - Touch of Elegance Memphis, TN
Brooke Moore - Beards & Shears Salon Oak Ridge, TN
Sharon Morejon - Face Emergency Skin Care Apison, TN
Felicia Morgan - Top shelf wellness Nashville, TN
Ashlyn Morris - Hairspray Salon Huntland, TN
Heather Moser - Curl Up and Dye Salon Johnson City, TN
Kim Moss - The Edge Hair Design Mckenzie, TN
Diane Murchison - Mt. Juliet, TN
Janice Murphy - Beautify &Attire Stylin shop Jackson, TN
Donna Murray - Pro cuts Knoxville, TN
Sally Murray - Adams, TN
Sally Murray - Adams, TN
Kelly Nance - Halo Hair Studio Franklin, TN
Nan Nelson - Goodlettsville, TN
Lynn Newcomb - Ashland City, TN
Savanna Newcomb - Aveda Arts Brentwood, TN
Debbie Newson - Chattanooga, TN
Lindsey Newton - Lindsey Newton's Premium Men's Studio Knoxville, TN
Anthony Nguyen - Broadway Nail Bar Knoxville, TN
Jessi Noffsinger - Hairapy Lounge Nashville, TN
Jennifer Norfleet- Jennifer Norfleet Clarksville, TN
Shanta Norwood-Cartwright- Shanta's Hair Day Memphis, TN
Steve Nosser- Sport Clips Arrington, TN
Monica Novak- Ross the Boss Salons Knoxville, TN
Joyce Nowlin- Salon OC Knoxville, TN
HENRIETTA OWENS- Ross the boss salons Knoxville, TN
Yolisma Ochoa- YNS Beauty Palace Memphis, TN
Dianna Odom- Trends Salon Cookeville, TN
Marisol Orozco- Waverly Hair Studio Waverly, TN
Cindi Ottinger- Hair and Colour Co Chattanooga, TN
Amanda Ours- Studio Nine Harriman, TN
Michael Owens- Ross the Boss Salons Louisville, TN
Shelley Pace- Salon Luxe Loudon, TN
Clorisa Padgett- Hair Unique Sevierville, TN
Christine Pafford- Christines Bartlett, TN
Michell Palacio- Legacy barbershop and salon, LLC Knoxville, TN
Amy Parker- Southern Roots Mcdonald, TN
Belinda Parker- Murfreesboro, TN
Courtney Parker-Nather- Murfreesboro, TN
April Parks- Alcoa, TN
Caitlyn Parks- Lewisburg, TN
Kristin Parrott- Ross the Boss Knoxville, TN
Deborah Parton- A Cut Above Rogersville, TN
Brittany Patterson- Breeze Hair Therapy Memphis, TN
Desonya Patterson- Signatures salon Morrison, TN
Lynn Patterson- Knoxville, TN
Roxanne Patterson- Foxy Roxy McMinnville, TN
Susan Payne- Susans Hair Harriman, TN
Deborah Pemberton- Deborah & Co Salon Lafollette, TN
Kortney Pepmeier- Rock Paper Scissors Murfreesboro, TN
Misty Pharris- Misty Pharris Cookeville, TN
Amanda Philhower- Smartstyle Crossville, TN
JaDonna Phillips- Memphis, TN
April Pigram- 901 Barber Chic Salon Memphis, TN
Monique Pitner- Hair by mo Chattanooga, TN
Jerrica Pittman- Shear attitude Cookeville, TN
Haley Place- Nashville, TN
Lisa Potter- The Body Bar Crossville, TN
Alfreda Powell- Nseya barber Nashville, TN
Lora Powell- Salon Blonde Thompsons Station, TN
Chastity Pruitt- BPolished Nail Lounge Germantown, TN
Vivian Puritt- VivianNicole Memphis, TN
Monya Raby- Bombshells salon Knoxville, TN
Nancy Rains- Elaines Hair Design McMinnville, TN
Kristen Rankin- Untangled Gruetli-laager, TN
Shirley Rankin- Unique Images multi Service salon Clarksville, TN
Regena Ratleph- Hair Mechanix Bell Buckle, TN
Cheryl Reasoner- Ross the Boss Mooresburg, TN
Tammy Rector- Tammys chair Chuckey, TN
Melissa Reed- Colorworks Huntingdon, TN
Micah Rene- Refuge Salon & Brow Bar Nashville, TN
Serena Reyes- TBW Enterprises DBA Great Clips Martin, TN
Beth Rhoton- Winchester, TN
Melody Richards- Simply Nails Cookeville, TN
Dawn Richardson- Hair & Nails by Dawn McMinnville, TN
Kristen Richey- K.E.R. Studio for Men Knoxville, TN
Jessica Rippetoe- Great Clips Cookeville, TN
Courtney Risse- Nashville, TN
Sheila Roach- Sheilas Hair Magic Knoxville, TN
Tammy Roberson- The Works Full Service Salon Humboldt, TN
Samantha Roberts- Style N Go Hair Salon Soddy-daisy, TN
Tracy Robertson- Tracy's Nails Waynesboro, TN
Junia Robinson- OB Beauty and Spa, TN
Sharon Roddy- DD Designs Seymour, TN
Carlos Rodgers- Cuts By Carlos Bartlett, TN
Carletta Rogers- GCR's ultimate styling salons Memphis, TN
Holly Rogers- Images Hair Salon Woodbury, TN
Rebekah Rogowski- Rebekahs Hair Studio Hendersonville, TN
Rebecca Rosado- Jcpenney Salon Harriman, TN
Jama Russell- The Hair Shack Talbott, TN
trina Sagliano- just a tease hair and nail salon Mascot, TN
Samantha Salvati- Columbia, TN
Lenora Santana- Steel Magnolias Salon Mt. Juliet, TN
Anaeli Santiago- Ana Fabulous Beauty Clarksville, TN
Mona Sappenfield- Mona Esthetics Memphis, TN
Lisa Saults- Lets Face It Johnson City, TN
Midajah Scalf- Elizabethton, TN
Lee Schaad- Salon Cheveux Knoxville, TN
Marylynda Schibley- Marylydas Hair Salon Watertown, TN
Julia Schklar- Springfield, TN
Andrea Schneider- Speedwell, TN
Marsha Scholz- About face Frankewing, TN
Karen Scott- Nashville, TN
Connie Seal- pipps studio 6 Knoxville, TN
Cary Seaton- Salon Legenz Union City, TN
Tabatha Sego- Embellished hair and nail salon Westport, TN
sondra Seibers- Tropical Island salon Shelbyville, TN
Melanie Shelley- Melanie Shelley Nashville, TN
Heather Shook- Roan Mountain, TN
Chasity Shultz- Tullahoma, TN
Alisha Siler- Smartstyle hair salons ETOG Lafollette, TN
Sarah Simmons- Cookeville, TN
Allie Smith- Erwin, TN
Carmen Smith- Trendz Salon Knoxville, TN
Christy Smith- InspireU Salon Knoxville, TN
Katherine Smith- Ross the Boss Dandridge, TN
LaRonya Smith- Very Aesthetic Skin + Brows La Vergne, TN
Melinda Smith- Changes Hair Salon Covington, TN
Robin Smith - Bybee, TN
Patricia Smith-Jones - Pars Hair Design Salon Nashville, TN
Alan Snetman - J'n Alan Salon Nashville, TN
Jon Snetman - J'n Alan Salon Nashville, TN
Milisa Snider - Legacy Cleveland, TN
Alexis Sparks - Bean Station, TN
Tracy Sparks - Signature Design Tullahoma, TN
Ashley Stacy - Ashley Laine Hair Manchester, TN
Claudia Stark - C&J's beauty salon Ripley, TN
Tanera Steagall - V's Hair Salon McMinnville, TN
Dalton Stephens - Scouts Barbershop Nashville, TN
Nikki Stone - The Spa Room Tazewell, TN
Janice Stubblefield - Studio 1 Hair Design McMinnville, TN
Cheryl Sullins - Cherelles Jackson, TN
Anita Sullivan - Anita and Co Salon 'Spa Lebanon, TN
Tabatha Summers - Southern heritage Humboldt, TN
Allison Surlas - Salon Allison Lenoir City, TN
Michael Sutton - Hair Unique Sevierville, TN
Hailey Tanley - Nashville, TN
Raymika Tate - Rayz of Elite IIC La Vergne, TN
Alea Taylor - Nashville, TN
April Taylor - Shear Platinum Salon Tullahoma, TN
Jana Taylor - Locks Hair Salon Nashville, TN
Musette Taylor - All Lacquer'd Up Memphis, TN
Pam Taylor - Lynchburg, TN
Tiffani Taylor - TiffTaylor Lawrenceburg, TN
Stephanie Taylor-Thomas - Take One Salon Bartlett, TN
Zane Thaxton - Glo beauty and spa McMinnville, TN
Riley Thayer - Scouts Barbershop Nashville, TN
Jessica Thomas - Posh Kingsport, TN
Theila Thomas - Superior Barber and Beauty Nashville, TN
Katie Thomason - Studio Sloane Cornersville, TN
Maggie Thomson - Hair By Maggie Huntingdon, TN
Carolyn Thornton - Ross The Boss / R&Co Knoxville, TN
Jen Tipton - Hair by jen Clinton, TN
Angie Tomberlin - Shear Artistry Manchester, TN
Kimberly Toney - state Beauty supply Estill Springs, TN
Reya Tschoepe - Knoxville, TN
Venica Tschoepe - Studio Venica Knoxville, TN
Lisa Tucker - Aqua Bella Day Spa & Hair Studio Mt. Juliet, TN
Sylvia Tucker - Salon~derful Memphis, TN
Ronita Tuggle - Ultimate Creations Cordova, TN
Tanae Turnbow - Sevierville, TN
Joy Turner - Joyful Expressions Brownsville, TN
Laurie Turner - Family hair care Knoxville, TN
Kim Tweed - New stage hair salon Afton, TN
Brande Tyler - Hair Nail Factory Lounge Memphis, TN
Emma Vail - Memphis, TN
Susan Valdez - Dayton, TN
Laura Verdine- Impressions Hair Salon Winchester, TN
Pamela Vinson- Englands Salon Smyrna, TN
Beth Wald- MADD WAXX STUDIO Ashland City, TN
Angela Walton- Beweave It Or Not Hair Studio Columbia, TN
Latricia Walton- Tricia @ Gingers Columbia, TN
Karin Ware- Krowned By Karin Cleveland, TN
Kathy Ware- Vick & Ray's Beauty Shop Memphis, TN
Debra Warren- Green Hill, TN
Keturah Warren- Slayed Salon Union City, TN
Lyndon Watts- Lyndon's salon/spa Clarksville, TN
Ashley Webb- Ross The Boss Salons (R&CO) Maynardville, TN
Autumn Webb- Steel Magnolias Salon Livingston, TN
Bonnie Webb- Salon Centric Seymour, TN
Donna Webb- Ross the Boss Knoxville, TN
Shelly Webb- Color Addicts Hair Salon Union City, TN
Anna Webber- Knoxville, TN
Shannon Welch- Divine Salon & Company Dyersburg, TN
Cathy Wells- Natural Nail Care Clinic Johnson City, TN
Samantha Welsh-Williams- Mt. Juliet, TN
Jennifer West- Coralton, TN
Maurissa West- Origina Salon Shelbyville, TN
Tara Wilburn- Uptown Salon Guys, TN
Karlesha Wilcox- Orlinda, TN
Angel Williams- R&Co Seymour, TN
Christina Williams- Clarksville, TN
Damonicus Williams- Haircuts by lamont Nashville, TN
DeDe Williams- Dazzlers Hair Salon Pittman Center, TN
Debra Williams- Salon Wingo Brentwood, TN
Jenny Williams- Nashville, TN
Jomeka Williams- Glo Beauty&Spa Mcminnville, TN
Leann Williams- Southern Sass Salon Manchester, TN
Stephanie Williams- Cumberland Furnace, TN
Lisa Williamson- Ross the Boss and company Oak Ridge, TN
Trenton Wills- Bloom Hair Studio Troy, TN
Terry Wilson- Independent Beauty Consultant Knoxville, TN
Jane Winchell- Fantastic sams Lebanon, TN
Kelly Winters- Kut N Kurl Oneida, TN
Gloria Woods- 901 Braider Memphis, TN
Kimberly Woods- Red Cardinal Hair Salon Knoxville, TN
Jenny Yeager- Salon Yeager Knoxville, TN
Melissa York- Sassy Styles Crossville, TN
Carol Young- Hair Worx Sparta, TN
Lisa Young- Jonesborough, TN
Kristy Zimmerman- Sash Salon Clarksville, TN
Mike Ziy- Mzimmerman93@icloud.com Clarksville, TN
Kaylee bradshaw- Shear bliss salon Clinton, TN
Lisa bridges- Rsalon Nashville, TN
Angela bruce- The cutting room Mckenzie, TN
Jennifer burrow- Mason, TN
Ebonique cowley- Pamper Me Pretty Memphis, TN
Dawn curtis- KUTTERS KORNER Tellico Plains, TN
Tammy edwards- Tammys hair Gallatin, TN
kristie edwards- Hair By Kristie Talbott, TN
Akeida effinger- Smooth Secrets Waxpalace Memphis, TN
Gina feulner- Jefferson barbershop Oak Ridge, TN
peggie gibbs- KStyles Memphis, TN
Jada guy- Top notch locs Memphis, TN
Charlotte lawson- 1255 on Market Chattanooga, TN
Olivia lynn- The nail nymph Chattanooga, TN
Jamie marez- Love Story by J.Ranae Ashland City, TN
Linda martin- head to toe Mcminnville, TN
Linda meyer- JCPENNEY Powell, TN
Rebecca meyer- The chair Nashville, TN
Brittney miller- Backstage salon Powell, TN
Emily morse- Ross the boss Knoxville, TN
Michelle netherton- STUDIO S Crossville, TN
Kelly nguyen- Hamblen beauty of school Knoxville, TN
Thi pham- Angel nail spa Union City, TN
Lisa pickney- Hair candy Winchester, TN
Bridget plummer- Ross the boss Knoxville, TN
Dorothy pollock- Lebanon, TN
Athena rains- Illusions Beauty and Barbershop Pikeville, TN
Karrie robb- Great clips Nashville, TN
Holly rogers- Salon luxe Lenoir City, TN
Mary snyder- Wax Nashville Greenbrier, TN
Quinia steele- Styles By Q Murfreesboro, TN
Amy stout- Artistic hair studio Elizabethton, TN
monacia taylor- Walkers Barber and Beauty shop Brownsville, TN
kitsana thephavong- Hair In Xs, LLC Murfreesboro, TN
lindsey tomes- Melanie's Family Hair Salon Manchester, TN
Tabetha turner- Infinity Hair gallery Nashville, TN
Nancy watkins- Salon Biy'shi Knoxville, TN
Tabitha winters- Spotlight hair studio La Vergne, TN
Margaret woodhams- Woodhams Lewisburg, TN
wisdom yerger- Memphis, TN
Marwan zaouk- Belleza salon inc. Knoxville, TN
Melissa Alley- Amanda Maddox Salon Powell, TN
Mary Bacilieri- Mary Bacilieri Nashville, TN
Cathy Bates- Shear Delite hairstyling Gray, TN
Allison Batey- ELEVATIONS Nashville, TN
Barbara Beckemeyer- Salon 220 Memphis, TN
Corinia Bromley- It's all about me Harrison, TN
Erin Brown- August Pearl Salon Mt. Juliet, TN
Jacob Brown- Mt. Juliet, TN
Andrea Burkeen- Old Hickory, TN
Tiffany Carlson- Salon Yaya Hendersonville, TN
Shelly Cook- AquaBella Day Spa & Hair Studio Nashville, TN
Donna Credle- Bella Donna Hair Salon Tullahoma, TN
TauMesha Davis- Halo Full Service Salon Brownsville, TN
Donna Dougherty- Donna Dougherty Haircare + Relaxation Winchester, TN
Rachel Elliott- Nashville, TN
PAULA FREEMAN- Rickman, TN
Carolyn Ford- Styling with Cari self employed Knoxville, TN
Kristi Gabriel- Mt. Juliet, TN
Stefanie Gillespie- Styles By Stef Memphis, TN
Philip Gould- Goulds Salons Spas Memphis, TN
Lisa Herron- Ross the boss R&CO Morristown, TN
Melissa James- Snips Johnson City, TN
Shaniqua Jones- Shaniq's styles Memphis, TN
Teresa Jones- Tangles Hair Studio Blountville, TN
Kelli Lassiter- Twisted sisters Springfield, TN
Anna Logan- Surreal blow out bar Nashville, TN
Belinda Mancini- Hairstylist Collierville, TN
Bobby Mccloud- , TN
Katie Mires- Mt. Juliet, TN
Sherry Norris- Nashville, TN
Angela Petro- Vanity Salon Nashville, TN
Misty Pharris- Misty Pharris Cookeville, TN
Tammy Phillips- Hair Maintenance Salon Knoxville, TN
Teresa Post- Mt. Juliet, TN
Rondalee Powell- Mt. Juliet, TN
Monique Record- Tullahoma, TN
Gail Riggs- Romancing the magic Lewisburg, TN
Toni Riley- Aqua Bella day spa and hair studio Murfreesboro, TN
Francesca Roberts- Unity Hair Salon Nashville, TN
Ginette Roberts- Shear Elegance Gallatin, TN
Kayla Rogers- Salon Yaya White House, TN
Tina Sasser- Sasser Stylist Knoxville, TN
Amanda Seekell- Sweet Melissa salon Nashville, TN
Shelby Shelton- Aqua Bella Day Spa & Hair Studio Lebanon, TN
Tijuna Shepard- tHAIRapy Loft Salon Arlington, TN
Vanessia Standridge- Alternatives Salon Sweetwater, TN
Jodi Stormshak- Nashville, TN
Michael Sutton- Hair Unique Sevierville, TN
ASHLIE TEMPLETON- AQUABELLA HAIR AND SALON Lebanon, TN
Loyd Thomas- Nathan and Company Mt. Juliet, TN
Reni Toombs- Rejuvenate Med Spa & Salon Mckenzie, TN
Kristen Wilson- AquaBella day spa and hair studio Mt. Juliet, TN
Liza Wilson- Pixie Salon/Liza Wilson Kingsport, TN
Jennifer Wright- Hair By Jennifer Paris, TN
Lisa Young- Jonesborough, TN
Kathy labrec- Lewisburg, TN
Kitsana thephavong- Hair In XS LLC Murfreesboro, TN
julie thomas- juliets beauty lounge Chattanooga, TN
Blyss westcott- Clarksville, TN
Maria De Jesus- Bluerosesalonpr@gmail.com Trujillo Alto, Trujillo Alto
OSCARLUIIS ALCALA- Alcala hair stylist Humble, TX
Sioban Abdul-Majeed- Damalia Hair Studio llc Cibolo, TX
Dori Abella- Resident Salon Services New Braunfels, TX
Lisa Ables- Great clips Portland, TX
Kimberly Abney- Houston, TX
Lela Abraham- Mattison Salon Suites (Foxx Beauty) Red Oak, TX
Laura Acosta- San Antonio, TX
Mary Acosta- The Day Spa @ Folawns San Antonio, TX
Jean Acuña- JASkintherapy Austin, TX
Amanda Adamczyk- Pretty Chic Salon San Antonio, TX
Clarence Adams- Adams Hair Frisco, TX
Rebecca Adams- Round Rock, TX
Ashley Addison- Chichairofhouston Houston, TX
Karla Aguayo- HairLab San Antonio, TX
Danna Akers- Hair by Danna Leming, TX
Tiffanie Alexander- Buna, TX
KeVonn Allen- La'Vern's Ultimate Spa Fort Worth, TX
Calli Allison- Midlothian, TX
Dora Almance- Belle y El Hair and Nail Salon Odessa, TX
Maria Alvarado- Carmen's San Diego, TX
Victoria Alvarado- San Antonio, TX
Marina Amaya- Mesquite, TX
Jaime Amezquita- The Indigo Salon Liberty Hill, TX
Sandra Amezquita- Indigo Salon Leander, TX
Amp Amkham- Ampsalon Austin, TX
Brenda Anderson- Bres Beauty Bar Houston, TX
Courtney Anderson- Swanky Carrollton, TX
Michelle Anderson- Extradinaire hair salon Houston, TX
Rees Anderson- Solaya Spa Salon Houston, TX
Erika Angel- Angel hair studio, LLC Houston, TX
Autumn Anthony- Special FX Nacogdoches, TX
Diana Arizpe- San Antonio, TX
Noelia Arkansas- bernie salon Garland, TX
Jose Armendariz- Bella Rinova Salon Houston, TX
Lynda Arnold- Magnolia, TX
Nicole Arredondo- Salon Chemar Copperas Cove, TX
Maria Arreola- Great Cuts-N-Style Houston, TX
Daphne Arrington- Salon LaPage Denton, TX
Kristine Astroff- The Hopemore Irving, TX
Khwansiva Atkinson- Garland, TX
COLLEEN BROWNSBERGER- Aurea Salon Houston, TX
Emma Baars- Azle, TX
Charles Bader- Charles Bader Hair Dallas, TX
Stephani Baggese- Hurst, TX
Maureen Bailey- Maureen Boudreau Bailey Hairstylist Dallas, TX
Michelle Bailey- Austin, TX
Mona Bailey- Styles By Mona Arlington, TX
Amanda Baires- Love is in the Hair by AB Lewisville, TX
Allison Baker- Spruce salon Austin, TX
Cloe Balderas- JCPenney hair salon Channelview, TX
Sharlene Balkenhol- Hair by Sharlene Cibolo, TX
Teena Ball- Vogue College of Cosmetology Austin, TX
Lisa Ball- Salone di Essenza Austin, TX
Araceli Banuelos- Addiction hair studio by Araceli Round Rock, TX
Stephanie Barajas- Slayed By Stephani Katy, TX
Brittany Baranowski- Austin, TX
Cassy Barnes- The service station Killeen, TX
Kyndal Barnes- Gold Dust Hair Studio Moore, TX
Maureen Barnes- Garland, TX
Nicole Barry- Bounce salon Pearland, TX
Laramie Bartgis- Austin, TX
Kari Barton- The crown Jewel Corpus Christi, TX
Nancy Barton- Nancy's Nails and Doo's Naples, TX
Macayla Baskerville- Summit Salon Consulting Group Live Oak, TX
Lynn Baskind- G Style Rockport, TX
Keri Bauer- Corpus Christi, TX
Leslie Bautista- Naturally Nails salon and spa Mineola, TX
Sherri Beagles- Kennedale, TX
April Bearden- AprilBear Nails San Angelo, TX
Jana Beauchamp- Jana's Hair Salon Aspermont, TX
Vicki Beitzel- Salon Salon Corpus Christi, TX
Lauren Belter- Beauty Marked LLC League City, TX
Lulu Benavidez- LuLus The Salon & Spa Galveston, TX
Jennifer Bendele- San Antonio, TX
Shertial Bennett- Mane Atraksion Hair Studio Mckinney, TX
Elizabeth Benning- Cleveland, TX
Erin Benson- Austin, TX
Nicolette Berruz- Supercuts Skidmore, TX
Quamanda Berry- Reasons Salons Fort Worth, TX
Debra Bethke- Austin, TX
Donna Bethke- Leander, TX
Morgan Bilderback- Hair by Morgan Missouri City, TX
Sherry Bilderback- Snyder, TX
Renee Billeaudeaux- Gold Dust Hair Studio New Braunfels, TX
Ella Bilton- Salon EJS Fresno, TX
Heather Bird- Pure Skin Spa Austin, TX
Terry Bistolfi- Cypress, TX
Steve Bixler- Westend Holdings Inc dba Great Clips Round Rock, TX
Mickey Black- Dallas, TX
Pamela Black- Burt Grant Salon Spa Arlington, TX
Nikki Blackburn- Chop it like it's hot salon Kyle, TX
Wenny Blackman- Hemnexy Beauty Consultant Katy, TX
Cindy Blake- Cindys The Mint Chocolate Spa Lufkin, TX
Linda Bloomquist- Georgetown, TX
Sally Blue- Austin, TX
Kellen Bodwin- K McKenzie Hair Studio Houston, TX
Pamela Bommarito- Austin, TX
Brandi Borchardt- Lampasas, TX
Tracy Borserine- Tracy Borserine Wylie, TX
Tracy Borserine- Tracy Borserine Hair Salon Wylie, TX
Nicole Bourque- Raven Row Salon Austin, TX
Brandon Boutte- Kutz By Brandon Arcola, TX
Faith Bowden- Heath, TX
Michelle Bowden- Avalon Salon Dallas, TX
Grace Bracher- be.graced Houston, TX
Pam Bradbury- PamBHair Studio Murphy, TX
Carma Bradley- Trucarma Arlington, TX
Lisa Brady- TWIST Granite Shoals, TX
Brandy Branch- Cheers & Shears Beauty Lounge Houston, TX
Quentin Brazil- Ace of Fades Beaumont, TX
Jennifer Bria- Caldwell, TX
Suzy Bridgman- Dallas, TX
Bryan Briseno- Legacy Salons Burleson, TX
Patience Brooks- Midland, TX
Veronica Brooks- Double Take Salon Il Grand Prairie, TX
Brittni Brosh- Hair by Brittni Bastrop, TX
Marla Broussard- Skin Studio By Marla Lubbock, TX
Amy Brown- Solace salon and spa Spring, TX
Chevelle Brown- New Age Hair Richmond, TX
Jenni Brown- Jenni Jivin Joint Midland, TX
Karlle Brown- Wild orchid salon Austin, TX
Kristina Brown- Hair by KristiPants Bedford, TX
Lora Brown- The Salon by Lora Brown Amarillo, TX
Mika Brown- Converse, TX
Patricia Brown- Leander, TX
Twyquania Brown- Dallas, TX
Victoria Brown- Dallas, TX
Collin Brumagin- Austin, TX
Lauren Brummett- Cactus Sugar Studio Royse City, TX
Samantha Bryant- Lakota Room Salon Deer Park, TX
Connie Buchanan- Elite Salon Fort Worth, TX
Paula Buesing- Vidor, TX
Diep Bui- QZHair Studio Houston, TX
Nadine Bukowski- Breeze Salon and Day Spa Pflugerville, TX
Antoinette Burch- The lash suite Dallas, TX
Linda Burgener- Houston, TX
LaRon Burns- Xhemistry The Salon Richardson, TX
CarriePerry Burton- CarriePerry Hairdesigns Amarillo, TX
Kelly Burton- Hair By Kelly Amarillo, TX
Meagan Burwell- Exquisite Kutz & Stylez by Meagan Missouri City, TX
James Butchee- Long Hair studio/ Butchee Studio Mckinney, TX
Calvin Butler- Calvin Butler Houston, TX
Candice Butler- Euphoria Skin Care Studio Houston, TX
Tanisha Butler- Layers hair studio Houston, TX
COURNEY CALDWELL- ShearShare Mckinney, TX
QUARBECCA CANALES- Q-Style beauty essentials Houston, TX
Martha Cadena- Oak Leaf, TX
Laina Cadro- Lainasalon Bryan, TX
Lynsey Cady- Lynsey Did My Hair Austin, TX
Jody Cain- HighHeelSavvy” LLC Fort Worth, TX
Jennifer Campbell- The Day Spa @ Folawns San Antonio, TX
Lindsay Campbell- FACE It Dallas, TX
Jesse Canaday- Shear Swank San Antonio, TX
Toni Capo- Capotano Hair Color Artistry Houston, TX
Citlaly Carbajal- Nails by Citlaly Beaumont, TX
Amber Carberry- Great clips Freeport, TX
Emily Cardenas- The Day Spa @ Folawns Universal City, TX
Sonya Carlton- Sonya and Comp Granbury, TX
Ester Carrillo- Xanadu Retreat Mcallen, TX
Eva Carrillo- POLISHED Hair by Eva Premont, TX
Jennifer Carroll- Changing Looks Victoria, TX
Nicole Casadei- Golden Soul Salon Austin, TX
janet Case- Salon 507 Waxahachie, TX
Lanai Cash- Cedar Hill, TX
Lisa Cash- Lacquer Austin, TX
Carla Castagna- Beasty Does Hair at Blush Dallas salon Dallas, TX
Susana Castaneda- Athens, TX
Dolores Castillo- New Braunfels, TX
Sherry Castleberry-Nash- Sherry’s Up Town Cutts Sulphur Springs, TX
Deborah Castorena- DLC Hair Designs Rockwall, TX
Saul Castro- The Refinery Barbershop Conroe, TX
Diana Cazaubon- Elitehairdoctor Houston, TX
Alanna Chacon- AlannaLeighDesigns Cedar Hill, TX
Linda Chambers- Bella Rinova Houston, TX
Mousumi Chanda-Kim- Austin, TX
Natoshia Chandler- Mane Stream Salon Studio Suite Dallas, TX
Zackery Chapa- Houston, TX
Vertis Chapman- Supercuts Mckinney, TX
Priscilla Charbel- The Opal Office Salon San Antonio, TX
Cassie Charbeneau- San Antonio, TX
Carmen Charles- Xpose Hair Salon San Angelo, TX
Dianne Chatman- Lewisville, TX
SONA Chavez- Hair Performance hair by Sona Port Lavaca, TX
Mandi Cheslock- Leander, TX
Sandra Chicas- Shear Change Hair Studios Conroe, TX
Margaret Chisolm- Texarkana, TX
Tony Chisolm- Eye Envy Him Grooming Lounge Texarkana, TX
GageandJennifer Christianson- Stephenville, TX
Nancy Chute- Dallas, TX
Chiquetra Clark- Beautiful R.E.B.E.L Hair Houston, TX
Kaycee Clark- Dallas, TX
Tina Clark- Tyler, TX
Natasha Clayton- Raris Carrollton, TX
Jennifer Clement- Jen Clement Hair Austin, TX
Brittnye Clowdus- Whitney, TX
Frances Cohen- Hair by Fran San Antonio, TX
Wendy Coker- Amazing lash studio San Antonio, TX
Casey Cole- Freeport, TX
Ashlie Coletta- Great clips Flower Mound, TX
Amanda Comer- Beauty By Amanda Allen, TX
Sarah Compton- Salon One 12 Kyle, TX
James Conner- Off Da Chizzle Hair Houston, TX
Tammy Conner- The Shop Glenn Heights, TX
Kasey Connors- On Stage Hair Design & Day Spa Beaumont, TX
Sue Conway- Houston, TX
Dana Cook- RA Salon. College Station, TX
Sarah Cook- The salon at Ulta, Grace Amos Dallas, TX
Rosylyn Cooper- A Cut Above Lindale, TX
Barbara Cordell- San Antonio, TX
Deanna Cordo- Katy, TX
Marely Cordova- Reds hair salon Clute, TX
Yvonne Cordova- The day spa at Folawns San Antonio, TX
Stacey Corporon- Double Take Salon San Antonio, TX
Susen Cortez- The day spa at Folawns Schertz, TX
Kristine Cotten- Hair Maxx Lewisville, TX
Blanche Cottrell- San Antonio, TX
Jesse Cougot- Trademark Salon Houston, TX
Michelle Cox- 2 Friends @ Studio 360 Hair Salon Texarkana, TX
Tamara Cox- Hair by Tamara Von Ormy, TX
Jessica Cozart- Blue moon salon Ovilla, TX
Michele Crabb- Michele Crabb Hair Louise, TX
Stephanie Craig- Garbo a salon and spa Austin, TX
Leah Crawford- Concierge Beauty Bar By Lele Houston, TX
Brooke Crist-Mitchell- Beyond Bliss Salon and Spa Boerne, TX
Tammy Crooms- Invisions Day Sapa Temple, TX
Melissa Cross- Howe, TX
Denita Crow- Aransas Pass, TX
Jaleesa Crow- Snatched hair studio Dallas, TX
Zell Crowell- Extension dimension Van Alstyne, TX
Susan Crowson- Georgetown, TX
Nomaris Cruz- Morgans Point, TX
Jaqueline Cuevas- Hilites salon El Paso, TX
Kathy Culberson- League City, TX
Charity Culp- Belfior’ Allen, TX
ConcepciÃ³n Cummings- Dallas, TX
Susan Cunningham- Universal City, TX
Christine Curran- Hair Designs by Chris San Antonio, TX
Mishe Curry- Mishes Hair Studio Stafford, TX
SILVIA DOMINGUEZ- Finesse Hair Salon Mesquite, TX
VANESSA DORSEY- Vanayes Salon & Spa Texas City, TX
PK Dailey- Athens, TX
Estrella David- Beautique Day Spa and Salon Stafford, TX
Joan Davidson- Katy, TX
Patrice Davies- Patrice Hair Designs Cypress, TX
Lynnette Davis- Bella Rinova Salon Tomball, TX
Natacha Davis- Natacha Davis Dallas, TX
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scarlett Davis</td>
<td>Hairstylist</td>
<td>Portland, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelly Davis</td>
<td>Dosha Salon Shelly Davis</td>
<td>Spring, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicola Deck</td>
<td>Symmetry Brow Bar &amp; Skin Studio Round Rock</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlee Dee</td>
<td>Rio Medina</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clara Delgado</td>
<td>San Antonio</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Demers</td>
<td>Arlington</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somer Denley</td>
<td>San Antonio</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Dettmer</td>
<td>The Day Spa @ Folawn's San Antonio</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolyn Deutsch</td>
<td>Austin, TX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tricia Dew</td>
<td>Craig Piatti Salon Austin</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eddie Deweese</td>
<td>luce del sole Emory</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joan DiCuffa</td>
<td>Austin, TX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beto Diaz</td>
<td>Salon West Austin</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabra Diaz</td>
<td>GDB Creative LLC DBA Mode Hair Utopia</td>
<td>Iowa Park, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heidi Dillon</td>
<td>Dallas, TX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Dittmar</td>
<td>Willie and Coote salon Dallas</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KeiStylz Divas</td>
<td>Total Divas Hair Studio Fort Worth</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carmela Divine</td>
<td>Cuts by Divine Spring</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Dolfin</td>
<td>Mary Kay's Place Dallas</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francisco Dominguez</td>
<td>El Paso, TX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelly Dotson</td>
<td>San Antonio</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frances Douglas</td>
<td>Spring, TX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Douglas</td>
<td>Austin Haircut Co.</td>
<td>Austin, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronda Dozier</td>
<td>Texarkana College</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meshelle Dracoulid</td>
<td>Stride Rite Hairshop Arlington</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicia Drew</td>
<td>Rainbow fox hair La Porte</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beth Driskill</td>
<td>Reasons Venture 1 LLC</td>
<td>Fort Worth, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lori Duarte</td>
<td>San Antonio</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooke Dubansky</td>
<td>Corinth, TX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsha Dudley</td>
<td>DB CUTS LLC Lakeside</td>
<td>Lakeside, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Dumais</td>
<td>Houston, TX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaurA Dunham</td>
<td>Laura's Marshall barber shop Marshall</td>
<td>Marshall, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherian Dunlop</td>
<td>Salon Artist Seagoville</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tammy Dunnuck</td>
<td>Always Perfect Nails Abilene</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troy Dupree</td>
<td>Troy's Salon Hockley</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Dupree-Williams</td>
<td>Miracles Beauty Salon Fort Worth</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawn Duvall</td>
<td>Houston, TX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Eagle</td>
<td>Austin, TX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Earnest</td>
<td>SALON 110 Corsicana</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darcy Eaves</td>
<td>Houston, TX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chantel Edley</td>
<td>Saginaw, TX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Edwards</td>
<td>Charles Jeffery Salon Dallas</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcus Edwards</td>
<td>Elite Barber &amp; Stylist Hair Studio Cedar Hill</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vallerie Edwards</td>
<td>Missouri City</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundae Eldridge</td>
<td>Bright Luxe Hair Studio Spring</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenora Ellingburg</td>
<td>Paul Mitchell Burleson</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald Elliott</td>
<td>Monopoly Humble</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alethia Ellis</td>
<td>New Braunfels</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Becca Ellis</td>
<td>Mesquite, TX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cassie Ellis- C. Velles Chic Designs Houston, TX
Megan Ellis- The Tinted Pistol Salon Sherman, TX
Priscilla Ellis- Plainview, TX
Leslie Engledow- Labellawaco@gmail.com Waco, TX
Mary Enriquez- Enriquez Mobile Mechanic San Antonio, TX
Makema Epton- MakemaP Mckinney, TX
Graciela Escareno- gracieellasartistry Beaumont, TX
Cassie Escobedo- Beaudacious Hair & Body Kaufman, TX
Tania Espinoza- Tresses by Tania Houston, TX
Shyanna Esquivel- Salon at Ulta Beauty San Antonio, TX
Michelle Everroad- Michelle'sLuxuryHairandSkinCare Lewisville, TX
Jan Exposito- Exposito School of Hair Design Amarillo, TX
LAKEESHA FRAZIER- Humble, TX
Jenna Faber- Studio Allure League City, TX
Joe Farina- Capelli Salon Houston, TX
Rebecca Farris- Natural skin Lubbock, TX
Tyka Febres- San Antonio, TX
Charlotte Feliciano- Parlor Beauty Bar Austin, TX
Joyce Fenter- Beauty works Hitchcock, TX
Ashley Ferguson- The YOUNIVERSITY of Hair Plano, TX
Samantha Fernandez- Hair by Sam Mckinney, TX
Lisa Ferry- Simply BeYoutiful Salon Maypearl, TX
Amber Fessler- Fulshear, TX
Amber Fetter- Honeycomb Salon Corpus Christi, TX
Jacqueline Fidone- San Antonio, TX
Elizabeth Field- Elizabeth+Jane beauty studio Round Rock, TX
Shawara Fields- Hair Resort Houston, TX
Brittini Figueroa- Eclectic Hair Studio San Antonio, TX
Brittini Figueroa- Eclectic Hair Studio San Antonio, TX
Diane Finch- Roosters Mens Grooming Center Houston, TX
Meresa Finch- Altered Images Friendswood, TX
Sha Fisher- Uzuri Hair Salon Fresno, TX
Sha Fisher- Uzuri Hair Salon Fresno, TX
Allison Fitchett- Allisons Mini Salon Dallas, TX
Lydian Flash- Lydian Flash Master Nail Technician Leander, TX
Gwyndolynn Flato- El Paso, TX
Amber Fleming- Aurea Salon Katy, TX
Patty Fletcher- PatriciaFletcherLLC San Antonio, TX
Nora Flor- Aurea Salon Katy, TX
Elizabeth Flores- Supercuts Alice, TX
Rosa Flores- New image salon San Antonio, TX
Sylvia Flores- Sylvia @ Salons at city view Fort Worth, TX
Yvonne Flores- Yvonne Flores Galveston, TX
Whitney Fluty- Fox and Fawn salon Spicewood, TX
Kenneth Folawn- The Day Spa @ Folawns San Antonio, TX
Terry Folawn- The day spa @ folawns San Antonio, TX
Sherry Fontenot- Southern chic salon boutique Sugar Land, TX
Darnesha Ford- Houston, TX
Carrie Fountain- Carries Hair Co. Buna, TX
Sharon Fowler- Garland, TX
Viola Francis- Creativevisionz Houston, TX
Diane Franco- El Paso, TX
Nancy Fraser- Georgetown, TX
Jordan Fredrickson- Hair by Jordan San Antonio, TX
Anthony Freeman- ICU LOOKIN BARBER STUDIO Houston, TX
Pandora Freestone- San Jacinto College Friendswood, TX
Jauna French- Heath Salon and Spa Rockwall, TX
Amy Friggle- Razmataz Georgetown, TX
Vikki Fritsche- Charles and Sue's school of Hair Design Lincoln, TX
Chelsea Fuentes- Houston, TX
Dafne Fuentes- Color pop Tomball, TX
Julianne Fullerton- Houston, TX
Meribeth Fuqua- Cedar Park, TX
Geraldine GARCIA- Gg does my hair Buda, TX
Donald Gaiser- Dallas, TX
Jacqueline Galeno- Hair by Jackie Galeno Houston, TX
Alma Gallegos- Valeria's unisex beauty salon Houston, TX
Amber Gallegos- Randalls Barbershop Fairfield, TX
Leah Gallegos- The Vine El Paso, TX
Norma Gallegos- Day Spa@ Folawns San Antonio, TX
Kiara Gallon- K'Adore Beaut' Houston, TX
Irma Galvan- Cedar Park, TX
Leticia Galvan- THE STUDIO INSTITUTE OF BEAUTY Weslaco, TX
Joshua Gamboa- Georgetown, TX
Andrea Garcia- KAMO DESIGNS Del Valle, TX
Breanna Garcia- Hair by Bree Lubbock, TX
Emelyn Garcia- Emelyn Garcia Hair Studio Houston, TX
Tanya Garcia- Mission, TX
Valencia Garcia- Aurea Salon Houston, TX
Hugo Garibay- The Studio MGS Houston, TX
Whitney Garrett- NYONBYWHITNEY San Antonio, TX
Jennifer Garrison- Jen K Beauty Leander, TX
Kelia Gartman- Hue Richwood, TX
Alma Garza- Laredo, TX
Ida Garza- Devine hair salon San Antonio, TX
Lanette Garza- San Antonio, TX
Patricia Garza- San Antonio, TX
Donell Gates- D STYLE Dallas, TX
Ariel Gault- Raving Beauty Spring, TX
Karen Gautreaux- Spring, TX
Donald German- Donalds Hair Amarillo, TX
Zoya Ghamari- Zoya Salon Dallas, TX
Shauri Gibson- Cureosity Nails and Beauty Longview, TX
Meridith Giere- Spring, TX
Becky Giles- Mesquite, TX
Sheila Gilmore- Licensed 2 Polish Abilene, TX
Cindy Gipson- Fort Worth, TX
Jessica Giron- Classics mr and Miss parlour El Paso, TX
Kinsla Glasgow- Total Hair Elite Houston, TX
Robert Glenn- GLENN'S GROOMING Houston, TX
Annette Godinez- Razmataz Leander, TX
Ruby Goings- ROCK the CUT League City, TX
William Goins- Two the last detail Richmond, TX
Alexandra Gomez- Selena family hair salon El Paso, TX
Mercedez Gomez- Beautique Day & Spa Salon Pearland, TX
Lisa Gonzales- San Antonio, TX
Ana Gonzalez- Razmataz Kyle, TX
Norma Gonzalez- The Perfect Touch Arlington, TX
Patty Gonzalez- Laredo, TX
Pearl Gonzalez- Bombshell locks studios Mesquite, TX
Rose Gonzalez- Exclusively Rose Amarillo, TX
Shelley Gonzalez- Heavenly Cuts Midland, TX
Stacy Goodman- Hair by Stacy Goodman Cedar Park, TX
Wendy Gordon- Beau Petit Ange Leander, TX
Dayaselly Gracia- Glamour Beauty by Daya Texas City, TX
Haley Graham- House of Hair Baytown, TX
Wanda Graham- Wanda's Beaut' Works Carrollton, TX
Venita Graves- Conditions by Venita Houston, TX
Calvin Green- Garland, TX
Kevin Green- Kurtz 4 Kingz Groves, TX
Randi Green- Springtown, TX
Tiffany Green- NadareeRose Dallas, TX
Doreen Greenberg- The Illusionist Hair Salon Dallas, TX
Ashley Griffin- Anointedhandshairsalon Denton, TX
Tonya Griffin- Hair by Tonya Katy, TX
Shelly Groves- Muze Hair Studio Amarillo, TX
Linda Grubb- Ladybug Salon Copperas Cove, TX
Daniel Guerrero- San Antonio, TX
Erika Guerrero- San Antonio, TX
Fredi Guerrero- Strand Corpus Christi, TX
Daniel Guevara- Razzmatazz Salon Georgetown, TX
Kaylee Guidry- Houston, TX
Susan Gunn- Round Rock, TX
Belinda Gutierrez- Houston, TX
Cesar Gutierrez- Cesars platinum fadez Rio Grande City, TX
Clarissa Gutierrez- Ulta Beauty Baytown, TX
Isabelle Gutierrez- Hair Talk San Antonio, TX
Melinda Gutierrez- Lytle, TX
Michelle H- Katy, TX
TENESHA HAMILTON- Get Customized Hair Studio Fort Worth, TX
ericka HORTON- STYLES BY ERICKA Humble, TX
Deidra Hager- Design Concepts salon & Boutique Corpus Christi, TX
Christy Hagler- Simply Chic Hair Studio Princeton, TX
Deborah Haines- Monopoly Hair Salon Houston, TX
Karen Hale- Austin, TX
Ambra Halencak- CJ salon Plainview, TX
Randi Haley- Randi wax bae Sanger, TX
Kristy Hall- Blown Away Beautiful Rowlett, TX
Kelli Ham- Austin, TX
Michael Hamilton- Stevie Js Sports and Cuts Garland, TX
Mallory Hammond- Hair By Mallory Leander, TX
Patricia Hampton- Jeannie Masters Grand Prairie, TX
Trista Hamsmith- Lubbock, TX
Zanna Haney- Austin, TX
Conni Hanie- Let's Face It Rockwall, TX
Kathryn Harbison- Austin, TX
Cassandra Hardaway- Ultimate cut San Antonio, TX
Claudia Hargrove- Hargrove Real Estate El Paso, TX
Robyn Harmon- Mckinney, TX
Ruth Harper- Hair Care Gallerie Houston, TX
Belinda Harris- Houston, TX
Charmal Harris- Stafford, TX
Gina Harris- Houston, TX
Courtney Harrison- Salon 29 Liberty Hill, TX
Kayla Harrison- Austin, TX
J-son Hart- ZEN and Beauty Athens, TX
Debbe Hartwell- Designs by Debbe Melissa, TX
Pamela Harvey- Signatures Salon Carthage, TX
Jennifer Hatch- Americana Alpine, TX
Greg Hatton- Hue Houston, TX
Loren Haynes- Loren's Hair Studio Kingwood, TX
Tabetha Haynes- TAMED by Tabetha Arlington, TX
DAnna Haynie- Kemah, TX
Nicole Hearn- Spring, TX
Ronesha Heath- Born Envied Extensions Salons Dallas, TX
Lauren Heaton- Austin, TX
Bryan Hebert- Austin, TX
Shakeia Hebert- Shakeia's Place Houston, TX
Taylor Hejl- Leander, TX
Lana Helm- Lana's Dallas, TX
Karen Helton- Kiss an' Makeup, LLC Austin, TX
Stacey Helton- Heath, TX
Breanne Henderson- The Day Spa at Folawns - AVEDA San Antonio, TX
Courtney Henderson- cuts by court Anna, TX
Holly Henderson- Zen Den Dallas, TX
Elaine Henley- Mesquite, TX
Kallie Henskens- Golden Soul Salon Austin, TX
Jimmy Henson- Hair etiquette and extensions Lancaster, TX
Abigail Hernandez- AbbyDolls LLC Odessa, TX
Francisca Hernandez- Millennium Designs Grand Prairie, TX
John Hernandez- Hair by John Houston, TX
Kerri Hernandez- Hair by Kerri San Antonio, TX
Patricia Hernandez- Glitz & Glam salon Beeville, TX
Patty Hernandez- San Antonio, TX
Stephanie Hernandez- JUST SKIN San Antonio, TX
Joy Herring- Liberty Hill, TX
Tracee Herring- Davanti Salons and Spa Lake Jackson, TX
Beth Hickey- EOH Industries Arlington, TX
Kristie Hickman- Brazos barber and beauty Granbury, TX
Corina Hidalgo- Salon 26 Italy, TX
Jordyn Hieser- Golden Soul Salon Austin, TX
Nigel Higgs- Taylor, TX
Emmitt Hill- Cedric B's barber shop Desoto, TX
Jeanie Hill- DaLeon's Forest Hill, TX
Les Hill- Salon Friends Waxahachie, TX
Elizabeth Hoang- Longview, TX
Clarence Hodges- Maximizing Hair Design Houston, TX
Cynthia Hodges- Cynthia Hodges Dba Cynthia Hodges Fort Worth, TX
Donna Hogg- Central Texas Beauty College Nolanville, TX
Jessica Hoisington- Gypsy Glam Hair Carr Corinth, TX
Linda Holguin- Design Concepts Corpus Christi, TX
Samira Holland- SMHWAX Atascocita, TX
Carrie Holmes- Prosper, TX
Dionna Holmes- DeeDeeSheBraids Texas City, TX
Patricia Holmes-Diggs- Changes Hair Salon Humble, TX
Nicole Holst- Girlfriends Salon Spring, TX
Stephen Holt- Palestine, TX
Vicki Holt- Texarkana, TX
Jacqueline Honke- Ltl Rvr Acad, TX
Jennifer Hood- Wild West Salon Gladewater, TX
Tara Hook- Bird House Salon Pflugerville, TX
Terri Hoover- Artistik Edge hair studio Royse City, TX
Joshua Hopkins- ShakeTheBarber Houston, TX
Julie Horn- Beauty basics Port Arthur, TX
Zoya Hosseini- Zoya's face spa Plano, TX
Ayleene House- Tangles Hair Salon Denton, TX
Bridgette Houston- Before and After Healthy Hair Care San Antonio, TX
Adrienne Howard- San Antonio, TX
Calia Howard- Decatur, TX
Karli Howe- Howe Fancy Huffman, TX
Kelly Hrebenar- Hue Salon Stafford, TX
Christy Huang- Chris of dallas Dallas, TX
Cherie Hudson- The cutting edge salon Waco, TX
Lavi Huff- Dallas, TX
Beverly Huggins- Bryan, TX
Jamie Hunsucker- The Salon at COM League City, TX
Angela Hunt- The day spa @ Folawns San Antonio, TX
Richard Hutchings- Strictly cuts Desoto, TX
Joseph Igboeli- Joe's Barber-Cide Grand Prairie, TX
Melanie Ingram- Melanie Hair Designs Fort Worth, TX
Shabana Iqbal- Istyle threading salon Grapevine, TX
Callie Isaacs- Blown away salon Lufkin, TX
NaLanai Isom- QueenGoldieLLC Houston, TX
NADIA JABALI- Salon Purple Fort Worth, TX
Natrelle Jack- Frisco, TX
Diana Jackson- Gaga Kutz by Diana Plano, TX
Karla Jackson- MainStreet Hair Design Studio Midlothian, TX
Marliese Jackson- Garrison, TX
Myra Jackson- SIMPLY ANOINTED Houston, TX
Veta Jackson- Creative hair by Veta j Duncanville, TX
Travis Jarmon- ULTIMATE KUTZ Lake Jackson, TX
Meagan Jean- Salon Houston, TX
Terry Jean- Salon 2221 Waco, TX
Nadine Jefferson- Impression by Nykole Kyle, TX
Rebekah Jensen- Sanara Leander, TX
Leticia Johns- Dolled Up Salon Floresville, TX
Audree Johnson- Dallas, TX
Bionca Johnson- Meraki Hair Studio Houston, TX
Caitlyn Johnson- Chrome; A Salon Experience Iola, TX
Chloe Johnson- Chloes place Dallas, TX
Rita Johnson- Garland, TX
Summer Johnson- Summlyvestyle LLC Houston, TX
Terry Johnson- Bronze Bombshell Dallas Tan & Nails Richardson, TX
Veronica Johnson- Shear Perfection by Veronica Corpus Christi, TX
Erin Jolly- Happy Salon Austin, TX
Alicia Jones- Jonesin B & G, LLC Houston, TX
Angella Jones- Angie Jones Inc Austin, TX
Ashley Jones- Hazard Street Spa Friendswood, TX
Brandi Jones- Hair illusions Salon Aubrey, TX
Cytitia Jones- Crown of Glory Hair Studio Conroe, TX
Jessica Jones- Lil hair shak Livingston, TX
Jonathan Jones- Garbo Inc. Dba Garbo A Salon & Spa Lockhart, TX
Pamela Jones- Dapper Austin, TX
Tamika Jones- Something Unique Arlington, TX
Taifiah Jones-Ford- BLACK HAIR DESIGN Houston, TX
Heather Kaelin- The Nail Artist Livingston, TX
Gloria Kahlig- The Day Spa at Folawn's San Antonio, TX
Tracy Kamm- Austin, TX
Kelly Kana- Kel-million-hair Houston, TX
Joy Kanengeiser- JK Designs Winnsboro, TX
Khadijah Karriem- Eyelash Extensions by Kay Dallas, TX
Sherry Keller- Houston, TX
Vicki Kelley- Ovations by Vicki Lynn Pflugerville, TX
Brenda Kemp- Brenda Kemp Hair Houston, TX
Jessica Kemp- Benbrook, TX
Carole Kerman- San Antonio, TX
Nathan Kerman- San Antonio, TX
Suzanne Kerr- Suzie's Esthetics Burleson, TX
Bee Khuu- A New Chi Salon & Spa Mckinney, TX
Fran King- San Antonio, TX
Harold King- HK Styles Fort Worth, TX
Kari Kinney- Hudson Oaks, TX  
Katalin Kiss- Haute European Salon and Beauty Products Austin, TX  
Crystal Kittrell- Beehive Hair Studio Boerne, TX  
Madelaine Kleid- Curl Power Austin, TX  
Sandra Kleman- Virtues Boutique Nazareth, TX  
Casandra Kline- The day spa at folawns San Antonio, TX  
Edith Knoles- Edith Knoles Color Denton, TX  
Deana Koen- K Salon Wichita Falls, TX  
Kaytlynn Koesler- Muenster, TX  
Cheryl Koetter- More Hair Utopia Iowa Park, TX  
Mickey Kommavongsa- Salon MDK Amarillo, TX  
Laura Kraack- Leander, TX  
Lisa Kraushaar- Kraushaar Esthetics San Antonio, TX  
Catherine Krotzer- Catherine Krotzer Austin, TX  
Shawnee Kunz- Razmataz Georgetown, TX  
Lynn Kurth- Tetra tech Austin, TX  
Jay Kyle- Jkylegrooming, Inc. Euless, TX  
Brooklynn LaFleur- Salon Rouge Spa Jefferson, TX  
David Labens- Balcones Heights, TX  
Julie Lack- Integrative Skin Care of Austin Austin, TX  
Eva Ladell- Textures Hair Studio Little Elm, TX  
Eleanor Lally- Mesquite, TX  
Meridith Lally- Meridith Lally Salon Mesquite, TX  
Clive Lamb- Clive and co Addison, TX  
Shawonna Lambeth- Dallas, TX  
Johnnie Landrum- Hitching Post Salon Lexington, TX  
Sylvia Landry- Southern Fringe Hair Salon Houston, TX  
William Landry- Beaumont Major League Barbershop Beaumont, TX  
Veronica Laney- Austin, TX  
Otoniel Lara- Austin, TX  
Daniel Laser- San Antonio, TX  
Michelle Lasher- Salon platinum Cedar Park, TX  
Robin Laufman- Houston, TX  
Andrea Lavin- Supercuts Fort Worth, TX  
Jacqueline Laws- Kyle, TX  
Donna Lax-Edison- Houston, TX  
Christine Le- Houston, TX  
Vi Le- Houston, TX  
Alfred Leal- San Antonio, TX  
Lisa Leavell-Miller- Wills Point, TX  
Andi Lee- Round Rock, TX  
Allegra Lefko- Hue Salon Sugar Land, TX  
April Lefurgey- Shear Love LLC San Antonio, TX  
Tee Leo- Exodus Hair Salon Fort Worth, TX  
Amy Leonhardt- Houston, TX  
Sonia Lerma- Heist Hair bar Pasadena, TX  
Lindsay Leutsch- Blush beauty shop Washington, TX  
Leorah Levin- Houston, TX  
Desiree Lewis- Beautimus me Salon Bryan, TX
Heather Lewis- Heather's Haven Beaumont, TX
Lesley Lewis- Stride Rite Hair Shop Lewisville, TX
Binni Liddic- HiLites El Paso, TX
Brindley Lieberman- Color and Cut with Style Houston, TX
Jessica Lilljedahl- The Beauty Room Fort Worth, TX
Selina Limon- San Antonio, TX
Stephanie Lindsey- North Central Texas College Gainesville, TX
Angela Links- Sweet Currey Shallowater, TX
Rachel Little- Rachel Little Arlington, TX
Stephani Lochhead- Salon REV Dallas, TX
Chanda Lockett- Hair illusions Brenham, TX
Gordon Logan- Georgetown, TX
Liana Loggins- Bon Chic Salon Celina, TX
Brandi Long- Queen of Fades Houston, TX
Elyse Long- Cedar Park, TX
Morgan Longford- Austin, TX
Caycie Lopez- Headquarters Salon Tyler, TX
Connie Lopez- Connies artistic color salon Bryan, TX
Cristina Lopez- AustinLooks Austin, TX
Jesus Lopez- JaRic Beard & Barber Odessa, TX
Latoya Lopez- Hair by Latoya Odessa, TX
Linda Lopez- Nail Couture San Antonio, TX
Louis Lopez- Corehairhouston Missouri City, TX
Paula Lopez-Burnias- Folawn's San Antonio, TX
Monica Lorey- Westend Hair Company El Paso, TX
Madeline Losoya- Scene salon Dallas, TX
Rhea Lotiff- Hollywood Nails by Rhea Seabrook, TX
David Lowry- Follicle salon Houston, TX
Jayne Loza- Converse, TX
Anna Lozano- Tres Bella Muleshoe, TX
Diana Luna- Floyd's 99 Barbershop Fort Worth, TX
Martha Lunsford- Jacksonville, TX
Asta Luster- Luster Hair Lounge Austin, TX
Vivian Ly- Vivian's Salon Plano, TX
Christina Lynch- Bonjour Belle Salon and Suites Magnolia, TX
Kat Lyon- Happy Salon+Spa Austin, TX
Jacquise Lyons- Natural Hair Rollin La Porte, TX
Diana Lytle- The Lash Chick' LLC Natalia, TX
TAMICA MUMPHREY- Cocoa Elle Lancaster, TX
Michelle Ma- Katy, TX
Angela Machin- Prosper, TX
Barb Mack- College Station, TX
Hope Madden- , TX
Sherri Madden- Madden Real Estate Georgetown, TX
Amber Maldonado- Celebrity Spa & Salon Bryan, TX
Antonio Maldonado- Ideal Beauty Shop Corpus Christi, TX
Rachna Malhotra- Regal Creations LLC Coppell, TX
Cassandra Mallard- Hair Lounge Dallas, TX
Mary Mallory- Salon Lolas Paige Amarillo, TX
Faustine Manaway- Foxy's Beauty Salon Orange, TX
Joel Mancha- Bang Salon Chicago Frisco, TX
Jamie Mann- House of Elegance Salon Sherman, TX
Deiner Manyoma- Deiners Deep Cutz On The Go Houston, TX
Pascal Maquaire- Studio Pascal Houston, TX
Jill Marks- San Antonio, TX
Amanda Marquez- The day spa @ folawns Spring Branch, TX
Taylor Marquez- Salt salon Weatherford, TX
DeAnn Marshall- Houston, TX
Audrey Martin- Watauga, TX
Brittany Martin- Beauty By Brie Frisco, TX
Tonya Martin- Pretty Please Aubrey, TX
Andrea Martinez- Studio A Pearsall, TX
Bernadette Martinez- Beautybybee San Antonio, TX
Cynthia Martinez- William Bailey San Antonio, TX
Jessica Martinez- Rose Studio Austin, TX
Juanys Martinez- Juanys Beauty Salon Dallas, TX
Roxanna Martinez- Hair by Roxi San Antonio, TX
Yasmine Martinez- The Day Spa @ Folawn’s San Antonio, TX
Patricia Martã-nez- Art of Beauty Skin Care & Body Waxing Mcallen, TX
Jeremiah Mask- Maskulus Cuts Mesquite, TX
Lori Mason- Smart style Texas City, TX
Naomi Masters- Splendora, TX
Angela Mastin- Mesquite, TX
Grica Matamoros- Levels Beauty Bar Schertz, TX
Kristel Mathis- HAIR BY Kris Mesquite, TX
Sonia Mathis- Sonia Mathis at Woodrows barbershop Stephenville, TX
Monica Matthews- La'Mae Salon San Antonio, TX
Brianna Mauro- Hair and Makeup By Brie Seabrook, TX
Mandy Maxwell- Georgetown, TX
Sonya Maxwell- Austin, TX
Mindy May- Be Stunning by Mindy Victoria, TX
Asia Mayo- Audacious Tresses Houston, TX
Wendy Mays- Champions Killeen, TX
Patti McCall- Waco, TX
Jessica McCarthy- Cedar Park, TX
Michelle McCowen- Great Clips Joshua, TX
James McCullough- Shaves and Fades Richmond, TX
Karen McCullough- Karen McCullough & Co Houston, TX
Keysya McCurdy- KeyStyles Hair Salon Lancaster, TX
Colleen McDanniel- Colleen’s Flair For Hair Victoria, TX
Mark McGinty- Marks Barber Shop Navasota, TX
Deborah McGoldrick- Salon LaBorde Spring, TX
Wendy McGraw- Hair By Wendy Portland, TX
Kelly McKenna- The Day Spa @Folawns San Antonio, TX
Heather McKnight- Sport clips Spring, TX
Alison McMackin- Little Elm, TX
Sarah McNeely- Austin, TX
Aaron McNellis- TIGI Frisco, TX
Bronte McCoy-Spears - Studio 13 Boerne, TX
Stacey McGinty - Heist hair bar League City, TX
Lin Mckee - Grapevine, TX
Patricia Mckenzie - The Hair By Tricia Beaumont, TX
Patricia Meador - Athens, TX
Kimberly Meadows - Buda, TX
Reah Meier - Beyoutiful designs by reah Mckinney, TX
Angie Mejia - Lshear bar salon Royse City, TX
Jeff Meler - Headmasters Tyler, TX
Melinda Meler - Tyler, TX
Christine Melton - Tracys Beauty Salon Blooming Grove, TX
Jana Mendez - The Nail Bar San Antonio, TX
Glenda Mendoza - Redz Southern Sass Freeport, TX
Marsha Merian - New Image Skincare Houston, TX
Deanna Merrill - Merrills Salon and Spa LLC Flower Mound, TX
Valerie Mettz - Brush Studio Lumberton, TX
C Michalak - Razmataz Round Rock, TX
Terri Michalak - Round Rock, TX
Jessica Michalk - Riot Salon Cedar Park, TX
Denise Michelbook - Austin, TX
Kombetta Miles - Relaxed and Natural Hair Studio Fort Worth, TX
Lesley Miles - Lesleystylz Mesquite, TX
Robin Miles - Honey George Hair Hitchcock, TX
Jessica Miller - She Is Ms.Itzy Stylez Houston, TX
Kourtney Miller - Salon and Shops at Village Inn West, TX
Sharon Miller - San Antonio, TX
Susan Miller - Hair By Susan Mabank, TX
Talou Miller - Dallas, TX
Martha Mills - Abilene, TX
Stephanie Millsap - Stephanie Millsap Hairstylist Burleson, TX
Venus Minsal - Venus hair studio San Antonio, TX
Misty Miranda - Revitalase Medspa Houston, TX
Hope Mitchell - Hope Mitchell Conroe, TX
Rell Mitchell - Dallas, TX
Sue Mitchell - Garland, TX
Joseph Mitnick - Buffalo Joes barber lounge Plano, TX
Yvonne Mitten - Uvalde, TX
Stephanie Molina - The DaySpa @ Folawns San Antonio, TX
Shanna Moll - Shanna Moll Studios Austin, TX
Davis Molly - San Antonio, TX
Maria Moncada - Maria's Hair Designer, Inc. Houston, TX
Ashaunte Montgomery - Ms pretty hair Desoto, TX
Sara Moon - Burleson, TX
Ashley Moore - Blush Beauty Shop Washington, TX
Michelle Moore - Copperas Cove, TX
Pamela Moore - Much Moore Salon Dallas, TX
Stephen Mora - Houston, TX
Diane Morales - San Antonio, TX
Chelsea Morgan - Leander, TX
Mitch Morgan- El Paso, TX
Jasmine Morris- The Kurl Twirl Studio Haltom City, TX
Kinslea Morris- Altered images Brookside VI, TX
January Morrow- January's Hair Studio Royse City, TX
Shaneria Mosley- Styles By ShayMo Arlington, TX
Courtney Mosmeyer- Kalon Hair Studio College Station, TX
DeAnn Motl- Great Clips Cooper, TX
Kimberly Moyers- The Rage Waxahachie, TX
Holley Mullins- Shabby To Chic Sal'n Tyler, TX
Braylon Murphy- IDS Dallas, TX
Juan Munoz- Brow Therapy, LLC San Antonio, TX
Audrey Murphy- Alan Murphy Salon Houston, TX
Chris Murphy- Maximum FX Salon Austin, TX
Shawna Murphy- The Chair and Beyond Lake Worth, TX
Timeko Murry- Blossoming Healthy Nails Melissa, TX
Aisha Myers- BellaSentrik Hair Studio San Antonio, TX
Linda Nance- Keith Allen Salon Keller, TX
Germichael Nash- Fortyone Forty Katy, TX
Jamyl Natal- Dollhouse beauty room Killeen, TX
Danny Neel- Bijou Lubbock, TX
Callie Newton- Callie's Hair Design Aubrey, TX
Jan Ngo- Lashes by Jan Sienna Plant, TX
David Nguyen- The Black Tulip Salon Sugar Land, TX
Huyentrang Nguyen- Huyentrang Nguyen Houston, TX
Nam Nguyen- Dickinson, TX
Lori Nichols- Salon Indigo Tx Austin, TX
Sharon Nicholson- Color dreams hair Porter, TX
Lauren Nino- Hair By Lauren Hockley, TX
Terral Nolen- Whistle and Sway Fort Worth, TX
Laura North- Headspace Salon and Coop Austin, TX
DeJuana Norton- EstheticsbyDJ Fort Worth, TX
Bianca Nwabuonwu- Kali kuts Tyler, TX
Krista OBerry- Floyd's 99 Barbershop Bedford, TX
Kasey OBrien- Guys Grooming Shop Richmond, TX
Sarah OConnell- Dot Dot Salon Tomball, TX
Nicolette Oakley- Guys Grooming Shop Richmond, TX
Daired Ogle- Daireds/Spa Pangea Arlington, TX
Rebecca Ojeda- Salon One12 Creedmoor, TX
Laura Oliver- Dallas, TX
Lauren Olson- Radiance Medical Aesthetics & Wellness Magnolia, TX
Rehema Olufemi-Jones- Desoto, TX
Leticia Ontiveros- SportClips Spring, TX
Christian Orduna- San Antonio, TX
Sylvia Orduna- San Antonio, TX
Mindy Orsak- Gloss Beauty Boutique Taylor, TX
Daniela Ortiz- Jasmin's Beauty Salon Port Arthur, TX
Stevie Ortiz- Indigo Child Cedar Hill, TX
Ava Osborne- Armstrong McCall Austin, TX
Delena Osgood- West Columbia, TX
Melanie Ouellette- JSP hair and Color Design Pflugerville, TX
Chelsa Owen- Flower Mound, TX
Tinesha Owens-Huff- San Angelo, TX
Fallyn Page- The Day Spa at Folawns San Antonio, TX
Joshua Palacios- The lodge barbershop southlake Southlake, TX
Dora Palao- Salon 810 Plano, TX
Meghan Palla- MRP Beauty Solutions Southlake, TX
Gleen Parchmont- New generation barbershop San Benito, TX
Kerry Parish-Campbell- Swish Salon Frisco, TX
Odell Parker- Krowtanem Grooming Lounge Houston, TX
David Patterson- Clippers & Fades Barbershop Houston, TX
Sherri Peak- San Antonio, TX
Samantha Pena- Samantha's Braids & Fades Falfurrias, TX
Amber Peraino- Cedar Park, TX
Amanda Perez- Breeze salon and spa Round Rock, TX
Layla Perez- Laylas San Antonio, TX
Keli Perez-Polston- Spring Branch, TX
Rochelle Petron- Sensational Hair Converse, TX
Tina Pfuntner- Cuttin Up Georgetown, TX
Quang Pham- Christon Pham Katy, TX
Gloria Phelps- Harker Heights, TX
Kenn Philips- Swagg-Phil Kutz Humble, TX
James Phillips- Hue salon Houston, TX
Lindsay Phillips- Austin, TX
Lauren Pickerel- Tranquility Salon and Spa Waxahachie, TX
Janet Pierce- Cut Loose Salon Bullard, TX
Evonne Pietsch- Forney, TX
Maary Pike- Blushes Salon/Spa Granbury, TX
Eric Pittman- Ace of spades barbershop Kyle, TX
Lucy Piñata- Shear Elegance San Antonio, TX
Xochitl Plascencia- Mansfield, TX
Renee Plemons- Cedar Park, TX
Lisa Polito- Austin, TX
Michelle Pollard- Garrison, TX
Bridget Portes- Bridgets Hair Studio Houston, TX
Susan Posnick- Susan Posnick Cosmetics Dallas, TX
Kristin Post- Little Elm, TX
James Potter- San Antonio, TX
Tiffany Potter- Sulphur Springs, TX
Ann Powders- Salon Dexterity Fort Worth, TX
Marsha Power- Garbo a salon Austin, TX
Alessandra Preteroti- Alessandra at Trilogy Hair Studio LLC Dickinson, TX
Terrell Profit- Diva N U Salon and Cosmetics Humble, TX
Jo Protz- Hue Salon Houston, TX
Stephanie Quadri- Dallas, TX
Leyla Queen- Leylas Nails San Antonio, TX
Diana Quintana- Exclusively Rose Amarillo, TX
Madison Quintana- El Paso, TX
Vanessa Quintero- San Antonio, TX
Mya RH- Organics salon Hutto, TX
LORENA ROSALES- The Phixx Amarillo, TX
Diana Rago- Harper, TX
Megan Rains- Dallas, TX
Kassandra Ramirez- K Aesthetic Skincare San Antonio, TX
Mariah Ramirez- Liberty Hill, TX
Amber Ramos- San Antonio, TX
Jessica Ramsour- Pflugerville, TX
Angelita Rangel- Houston, TX
Mary Rangel- Smithville, TX
Jayson Rapaport- Birds Varbershop Austin, TX
Dustin Raynor- Guys grooming shop Rosenberg, TX
Kim Raynor- Clodine, TX
Jenni Rea- Canvas Hair Studio Amarillo, TX
Brand Redmerski- Tomball, TX
Alison Reed- K Charles & Co. San Antonio, TX
Chloe Elizabeth Reed- Glam Nailz by Chloe San Antonio, TX
Judith Reed- Dallas, TX
Kimberly Reed- Reed's Beauty Solutions Forney, TX
Melissa Reed- Katy, TX
Cyndi Reeves- Hair Removal of Pflugerville Pflugerville, TX
Keontra Reid- Dallas, TX
Susana Reid- Susana R Austin, TX
Ruby Renteria- Ruby R Beauty Fort Worth, TX
Beth Resendiz- Houston, TX
Amy Revis- The Day Spa @ Folawns San Antonio, TX
Heather Rexrode- Hair by heather Sherman, TX
April Reynolds- L7 Salon Austin, TX
Tamera Reynolds- Tamera I Reynolds Azle, TX
Brandi Richards- Hair by Brandi Krum, TX
Michelle Richards- Shelley Hair & MUA San Antonio, TX
Chance Richardson- Rinner's Hairstyles San Antonio, TX
JeMiqua Richardson- Hair by J Terrell, TX
Mikah Richey- Bella Mikah Salon Houston, TX
James Rios- Newbart Sugar Land, TX
Jennifer Rische- HR Salon Austin, TX
Katherine Roberts- Trendz @ the Ranch Hallettsville, TX
Kristi Roberts- kristis Beauty Salon Texarkana, TX
Andrea Robinson- Drea's Total Hair Transformation Arlington, TX
Darlene Robinson- Salon Vue Grand Prairie, TX
Lori Robinson- The Hen Shack Abilene, TX
Colombo Roc- Austin, TX
Alex Rodriguez- Beaumont, TX
Aliana Rodriguez- The Indigo Salon Austin, TX
Amanda Rodriguez- LUX El Paso, TX
Asminda Rodriguez- mimiate room spa Mcallen, TX
Carmen Rodriguez- Jon david salon Dallas, TX
Cindy Rodriguez- San Antonio, TX
Genea Rodriguez- Carrollton, TX
Isaiah Rodriguez- The Indigo Salon Austin, TX
Jackeline Rodriguez- hair by jackie San Antonio, TX
Juan Rodriguez- Juan Rodriguez Inc Houston, TX
Kira Rodriguez- Frayed hair lab College Station, TX
Maria Rodriguez- San Antonio, TX
Nayeli Rodriguez- Clippers Odessa, TX
Noemhi Rodriguez- Glam Mi Up Baytown, TX
Rhenay Rodriguez- Redz Southern Sass Hair Studio Freeport, TX
Adrienne Rojas- Cobalt Blue Salon Buda, TX
Natalie Rokovich- Brehan Inc. Georgetown, TX
Valerie Romness- Clip Joint Austin, TX
Edith Romo- Fresco Barbershop Lubbock, TX
Daisy Romwall- Sphya Myler Austin, TX
Brandi Roppolo- Georgetown, TX
Janette Rose- Irving, TX
May Rose- San Angelo, TX
Melvin Rose- San Angelo, TX
Ray Rose- Ray Rose Style Austin, TX
Stacy Rose- Grape Creek, TX
Barb Rotondi- Dallas, TX
Dana Routhieaux- Niederwald, TX
Nicholas Rowel- GPs Boss Cuts Barbershop Arlington, TX
Adrian Rowland- Houston, TX
Kamryn Roxburgh- Midlothian, TX
Rebel Rozmen- The day spa @ Folawns San Antonio, TX
Alma Rubio- Lipstick Mafia Dallas, TX
Michael Rubio- Chuco Barbas El Paso, TX
Diana Ruedas- Austin, TX
Andrea Ruiz- New beginnings hair studio San Antonio, TX
Lisa Ruiz- The Upper Cut Killeen, TX
DeeDee Rusling- Serenity Nail Treatments Clodine, TX
Wesley Russell- Austin, TX
Stacey Ryan- Lake Jackson, TX
JANICE SCHOENROCK- Hair Expo Lubbock, TX
MADALYN STOKES- Sheltons Salon and Day Spa Fort Worth, TX
Rebecca Salazar- Cutting edge Mathis, TX
Gabriela Salerno- Cedar Park, TX
Carolina Salgado- Mc Hair Studio Richmond, TX
Celia Salinas- Cely's Beauty Mesquite, TX
Christy Salinas- Laredo, TX
Harvey Salinas- Austin, TX
Kimberly Salinas- Kim Salinas Alice, TX
Sandy Samarripa- Casa BELLICIMA Uvalde, TX
Page Sampley- Krum, TX
Conchetta Sampson- Styles by C.Jacquese Katy, TX
Stephanie Sampson- A Hair Spot Houston, TX
Alysa Sanchez- Breeze salon Bastrop, TX
Dora Sanchez- deSanchez Day Spa & Salon Mcallen, TX
Edward Sanchez- Arched Beauty Architechs Houston, TX
Stephani Sanders- Spa By Divine Lewisville, TX
Aspen Sanderson- Aspen’s Hair Salon Decatur, TX
Chris Sarel- Mckinney, TX
Theresa Sarlls- Old Rvr-wnfre, TX
JoDawn Sawyer- JoDawn Sawyer Lewisville, TX
Johnnie Schaper- Genesis Boutique and Salon Dickinson, TX
Phyllis Schell- Supercuts Katy, TX
Holly Schierlinger- Holly's Hair Enter. Salons of JC Friendswood, TX
Cassandra Schlosre- Austin Urban Retreat Austin, TX
Manuela Schreiner- Beautymelash San Antonio, TX
Starr Schuehle- Starr's hair designs Hondo, TX
Hope Schulz- Houston, TX
Amanda Schwartz- Hair by Amanda Schwartz @ The Rage Salon Brownwood, TX
Faryn Schwartz- GetFitWithFaryn Dallas, TX
Monica Schwartz- Monicas Hair and Nails Ozona, TX
Horace Scott- Da lounge Hair Emporium Houston, TX
Aimee See- Austin, TX
Ashley Self- Snooty girl hair studio Houston, TX
Jessica Seney- Day Spa @ Folawns San Antonio, TX
Maria Serna- Sport clips Humble, TX
Tammie Seshadrinathan- Generations Hair Studio Lufkin, TX
Nasrin Sharif- San Antonio, TX
Kristina Sheaks- Salon LaPage Aubrey, TX
Elizabeth Shepard- San Antonio, TX
Katherine Shinall- Kathys Mobile Service San Antonio, TX
Katy Sievers- Skyrokh salon Montgomery, TX
Marissa Sigala- The Day Spa at Folawns Kyle, TX
Timothy Silmon- Saint Rose Houston, TX
Fonda Silva- Deer Park, TX
Laurie Silver- Laurie M. Silver LCSW Houston, TX
Haley Simpson- Austin, TX
Lisa Simpson- Soul Beauty Hair & Makeup Studio College Station, TX
Rhonda Simpson- Blaque Sheep Beauty Salon Richmond, TX
Christina Singleterry- Flawesome Hair and lash studio Humble, TX
Krystal Sinka- Salon Splendor Texas City, TX
Patricia Skow- Lather and Retreat San Benito, TX
Shereese Slate- Shereese Slate Arlington, TX
Erica Sledge- Blushes Salon and Spa Granbury, TX
Charlotte Smith- Vintage Lash Studio Liberty Hill, TX
Chimere Smith- Chimere Antenea Styles Houston, TX
Corretta Smith- Jc penny’s salon Killeen, TX
Jeremy Smith- Houston, TX
Karli Smith- Hair by Karli Wichita Falls, TX
Teresa Smith- Cut n loose Dallas, TX
Dee Smooth- Smooth da Barber Rosser, TX
Karen Soeffker- Razzmatazz Georgetown, TX
Gladys Solis- Gladys Solis Pharr, TX
Crystal Sorensen- Hair Razors Salon Cleveland, TX
Tess Sorensen- Ennis, TX
Catherine Tinker - Hair by CJ Amarillo, TX
Brandy Tolle - Stylistique Mineola, TX
Thuy Tong - Beaumont, TX
Ana Torres - Hairbyana San Antonio, TX
Daisy Torres - Duncanville, TX
Jaqueline Torres - Houston, TX
Lycia Torres - San Antonio, TX
Dawn Trahan - Baytown, TX
Dawn Trahan - Great Clips Baytown, TX
Thuy Tran - Angel Nails Beaumont, TX
Tony Tran - Upscale Nails & Spa Waxahachie, TX
Trina Tran - Polished nails Beaumont, TX
Lorrie Trapp - Lorrie Trapp Richardson, TX
Paul Traylor - On Stage Hair Design Beaumont, TX
Jeff Trevino - Great Clips San Antonio, TX
Laura Tristan - The get a Away barber shop Fresno, TX
Michelle Trochesset - League City, TX
Ruth Troutman - Keller, TX
Monica Trule - Frisco, TX
Dung Tu - Sweet nails n spa Pflugerville, TX
Any Tucker - Denton, TX
Forrestette Turner - Dallas, TX
Shirley Tutt - Salon2512 Houston, TX
Derek Tyler - The Barbers Club Missouri City, TX
Tim Urano - Waterstone Salon Austin, TX
JOANN VASQUEZ - Roughneck Mens Grooming San Antonio, TX
Shirley Vaillancourt - The Day Spa @ Folawns San Antonio, TX
Patricia Valadez - Round Rock, TX
Patricia Valastek - Elle Day Spa and Salon Killeen, TX
Cynthia Valdez - Blush Dallas Salon Dallas, TX
Laura Valdez - The Salon 1.0 Coupland, TX
Norma Valdez - The Day Spa @Folawns San Antonio, TX
Ignacio Valencia - Seven Points, TX
Paola Valencia - Hermosas Nails Salon San Antonio, TX
Matthew Van Doren - Houston, TX
Maricruz Varela - Ellas Hair Salon Edinburg, TX
Blanca Vargas - Laredo, TX
Keindra Varnado - Art By Keedy Cedar Park, TX
Iris Vasquez - Styles N Smiles Hair Salon San Antonio, TX
Clair Vazquez - Wellness spa Mckinney, TX
John Vega - JOHNVEGA Salon Dallas, TX
Victor Vega - Houston, TX
Dinela Vela - Laredo, TX
Juan Velasquez - In Style Salon Edinburg, TX
Veronica Veytia - El Paso, TX
Stephanie Viator - Tomball, TX
Mercedes Vidales - The Wax Scene San Antonio, TX
Kristal Vijil - The Day Spa @ Folawns San Antonio, TX
Nellie Villarreal - Angleton, TX
Judy Villicana - Houston, TX
Gloria Viramontes - West End Hair Co. And Day Spa El Paso, TX
Wendy Viramontes - Baron Chemical Co El Paso, TX
Rachel Voss - Voss Salon Dallas, TX
Becky Vu - Bijou nail lounge Selma, TX
Rachel Vu-medina - Sunny Nails Killeen, TX
Cesar Vázquez - JaRic Salon Odessa, TX
SHE WELL- iCARE PRODUCT SOLUTIONS Arlington, TX
Stephanie Wade - Houston, TX
Krista Wagberg - Hair By Krista Frisco, TX
Lisa Waldrop - EnvyUs salon and skincare Granbury, TX
Ebony Walker - Stafford, TX
Elaine Walker - Angleton, TX
Marcus Walker - JustMarcus Xquisite Barbering Irving, TX
Michelle Walker - Hand 2 Toe Nail Studio Dallas, TX
Airong Wang - The Day Spa @Folawns San Antonio, TX
Rashada Wanker - Desoto, TX
Aquia Ward - Cocoa Elle Red Oak, TX
Kristi Warner - Hair by Kristi Cedar Park, TX
Heather Warren - Hot Mess Hair Salon Manvel, TX
Nish Watkins - Carthage, TX
Sheri Watts - Ferrante Cranfills Gap, TX
Jenny Wayne - Hairway2heaven26 San Antonio, TX
Leanne Weber - legacy salons and day spa Flower Mound, TX
Christie Weidmann - Ftlo Dallas, TX
Judy Wellington - Garbo a salon and spa Round Rock, TX
Nicole Welsh - Harlingen, TX
Katie West - Urban Betty Salon Austin, TX
Kerry Westmoreland - Domain Hair LLC Austin, TX
Katherine Wetzel - Day Spa @Folawns San Antonio, TX
Mary Whatley - Monopoly Hair design Pearland, TX
Alicia Whitaker - Austin, TX
Rich Whitaker - 209 Salon Mckinney, TX
Christine White - CW designs Houston, TX
Daniel White - Electrician Deer Park, TX
Elizabeth White - Styles by Lizz Houston, TX
Piper White - The Drawing Room Salon Waxahachie, TX
Schlonda White - Hair by Schlonda @salonejs Richmond, TX
Shelita White - Naturally You Round Rock, TX
Virginia White - Hair by Virginia Deer Park, TX
Mary Whiteaker - Jarrell, TX
Taylor Whitehouse - Mansfield, TX
Amanda Whitley - Queen bee cleaning Freeport, TX
Linda Whitsong - LooksbyLinda Iola, TX
Gerri Whittington - Pier Property Appraisers Houston, TX
Kerri Wiggins - Elite Hair Design Center, TX
Anessia Wilburn - Impression salon Midland, TX
Deborah Wiley - Tyler, TX
Sandra Wiley - Port Charles Partners LLC San Antonio, TX
Tyler Wiley - Grand Prairie, TX
Gabrielle Wilkins- Gabbys Touch Marshall, TX
Amy Wilks- San Angelo, TX
Casey Williams- Casey Williams hair inc North Richland Hills, TX
Courtney Williams- Ballard Salons LLC (Fantastic Sams) Wichita Falls, TX
Karen Williams- Double Oak, TX
Mackenzie Williams- Razmataz Salon Jarrell, TX
Shava Williams- plain fancy salon suite Rockwall, TX
Toni Williams- Premier Barber School Houston, TX
Keith Williams- Keith Kristofer Salon Austin, TX
Maegan Willmann- The Factory salon Cypress, TX
Allison Wilson- Weatherford, TX
Cassandra Wilson- Divine Cuts and Styles Waco, TX
Lila Wilson- Lila Vance-Wilson LLC Austin, TX
Lindsey Wilson- Lindsey Wilson hair Texarkana, TX
Shakaisha Wilson- Beautifully tou Richmond, TX
Tasha Wilson- San Antonio, TX
Jeanell Winn- Frisco, TX
Brandy Winstead- Beaumont, TX
Josh Wisnoski- Uptown Salons Tomball, TX
Jordan Witter- Jordans Hair Studio Port Aransas, TX
Sam Wolf- Supercuts Joshua, TX
Wendy Wolfe- Wendy Wolfe Curly Hair Specialist Leander, TX
Susan Wong-Alvarado- Rock paper scissors San Antonio, TX
Tonua Woods- Glen Alan Salon Keller, TX
Amy Woodworth- Ulta Beauty Ferris, TX
Christy Wortman- Christy & Friends hair studio Aubrey, TX
Hahleemah Wright- The Way of Life Houston, TX
Heather Wright- Heather Nichole studio Hutto, TX
Jennifer Wright- El Paso, TX
Lynsey Wright- The day spa @ Folawns San Antonio, TX
Bianca Xi- Houston, TX
Briana Ynostrosa- Blooming Lotus Salon Studio San Antonio, TX
Tameka Yoakum- Envy Me Beauty Salon Houston, TX
Jessica Young- Pflugerville, TX
Rosalyn Young- Root to Restore Pearland, TX
Victoria Young- VsBeauty Houston, TX
Safire Zarate- Grand Prairie, TX
Rubenstine Zeigler- Infinite Salon Boutique Dallas, TX
Alannah Zigelhofer- William edge salon Dallas, TX
Raegan Zoch- Styled By Raegan Houston, TX
Cristina Zuniga- Pasadena, TX
Marissa acuna- Georgetown, TX
Chenikqua agers- Salon zen Lancaster, TX
Jay ali- Spring, TX
Margaret Anderson- Richmond, TX
Yolanda Arriola- Fort Worth, TX
William Bailey- w bailey skincare San Antonio, TX
Bonnie Basye- Garland, TX
Karie bell- Arlington, TX
Shamaryn benard- Visions hair salon Cedar Lane, TX
Kayla boudreaux- Le Fleur salon & spa Stephenville, TX
Leila bousaid- Leila bousaid Houston, TX
blaine bowers- Headquarters solon Tyler, TX
naomi brezzell- Nubian stylez San Antonio, TX
juanika bright- Couturehair Dallas, TX
carrie bromley- Studio13 Austin, TX
Letha brown- Roosters men's grooming center Round Rock, TX
Marilyn cadle- Amazing looks by Marilyn Harker Heights, TX
Tia carmbs- So lush hair and company Richmond, TX
Reyna ceballos- Dalani inc Dallas, TX
angela chapa- Angel chapa hair Houston, TX
pilar chapa- Odessa, TX
Shontai charity- London West aesthetics Houston, TX
Kasi cloutier- Supercuts Dripping Springs, TX
yevernette coleman- Styles by Denise Houston, TX
victor conover- Hue Salon Houston, TX
samantha curkan- SAMMYS SALON Houston, TX
Nicole de la Garza- DLG Styles Houston, TX
diane delaney- San Antonio, TX
Hannah dennis- Canyon Lake, TX
Dolores dunbar- El Paso, TX
Veronica enriquez- Art body spa San Antonio, TX
Karla franco- El Paso, TX
Maria frawley- Maria Frawley hair salon San Antonio, TX
Megan fritz- Just teasin hair salon Emory, TX
Nicole fussell- Spring, TX
robert galindo- Austin, TX
Julie garza- Lupes permaneant make up and nails Lubbock, TX
Oscar gutierrez- Cardonahair Austin, TX
Selene hayner- Glam goddess hair design Arlington, TX
Michael heard- Salon Perspective Fairview, TX
Shelda heer- Shady Shores, TX
Nicolle hill- Hair design by Niccole & company Houston, TX
Alvin horne- Studio essence salon Forney, TX
lakishat igboh- Kisha Laro Hair Care Dallas, TX
Shanika jackson- Hallsville, TX
Emily jenkins- Mabank, TX
Essence joi- BraidIcon Houston, TX
Shelia kennedy- Shelia barber shop Mineola, TX
Maureen kenney- Sola salon Lisa simpson Caldwell, TX
Makayla king- Salon EJS Katy, TX
Chau le- ORGANIQUE SPA Houston, TX
fabian leon- LE'NS DEN Amarillo, TX
jacque liendo- Jacques Beauty Salon Georgetown, TX
Berenice lombardy- Blessa salon Fort Worth, TX
Shanny lott- Austin, TX
Alicia lynch- RDA ProMart Houston, TX
Nhi mach- Isle pedispa Tomball, TX
Jennifer Macias- Labelle beauty salon Houston, TX
Gabriela Merlos- Enzo&Coco salon Willis, TX
Jonna Moore- Creative hair design Spring, TX
Peyton Moore- Upscale Nails Fort Worth, TX
Kim Nguyen- Kim Nguyen Fort Worth, TX
Tracy Nguyen- D'Lux nail spa Tyler, TX
Victoria Nguyen- Pecos nails & lashes Pecos, TX
Tom Nguyen- paradise nail spa Spring, TX
Cecil Overton- Cece's unsexhair salon Athens, TX
Sherry Parris- Pro-Cuts Willow Park, TX
Miguel Patino- Gold Hair Studio El Paso, TX
Wendee Peterson- Clark- Total Look Austin, TX
Hung Pham- Chi Tran Grand Prairie, TX
Jane Proffer- Cutting Edge Salon & Spa Whitesboro, TX
Jessica Quinn- Hue Salon Houston Houston, TX
Brittini Randle- Studio B Beaumont, TX
Janet Ray- Killeen, TX
Jaycee Rector- Tips & Toes by Jaycee Fort Worth, TX
Maria Reyes- Meraki Drybar Salon and skin lounge Corpus Christi, TX
Misty Reynolds- Misty Reynolds Kemp, TX
Jesia Robles- Clippers and scissors beauty salon Dallas, TX
Sandra Roche- Austin, TX
Crystal Roebuck- Beautique day spa salon Houston, TX
Myra Salas- Revive salon and spa Houston, TX
April Sanchez- Super styles Fort Worth, TX
Shawn Sanders- Studio 704 Houston, TX
Simmone Sandolph- Hair love by Simmone Sandolph Grand Prairie, TX
Angelica Saucedo- Mesquite, TX
Deici Segovia- D&N BEAUTY SHOP Donna, TX
Tod Shelton- Austin, TX
Fatu Sirleaf- BLESS HANDS BY FATU Houston, TX
Rachel Smith- Razmataz Salon Georgetown, TX
Shanea Smith- Blush Salon The Woodlands, TX
Mary Smith- Linda's hair fashions Blue Mound, TX
Khallie Stafford- Khalliebeslaying Arlington, TX
Jayme Taylor- Spring Branch, TX
Felicia Thomas- Houston, TX
Rosario Villa- Chayo s Wichita Falls, TX
Karen Walker- supercuts Crowley, TX
Mikayla Weight- Razmataz Georgetown, TX
Kay Wicall- Happy salon Austin, TX
Thongphanh Xayachack- Salon villages Houston, TX
Qiuyun Yan- Katy, TX
Jessica Acree- Dallas, TX
Stephen Adair- Esadair Inc. Dallas, TX
Maria Adams- Element Hair Studio San Antonio, TX
Maribel Aguilar- MaribelAguilar Amarillo, TX
Sasha Aitken- Houston, TX
Melissa Allgood- Elite Salons And Spas Conroe, TX
Aubri Alvarez- AubSalon Seguin, TX
Ashley Armonie- Salon 525 Hair Spa Sugar Land, TX
Gabriel Avitia- Hair by Gabriel Richmond, TX
Jennifer Bailey- Scarlet OHairas Wichita Falls, TX
Candacy Baker- sassybangs San Antonio, TX
Monique Barber- Styledbymo Dallas, TX
Ruby Barrera- The Cutting Room San Antonio, TX
Dusty Benedict- Wild Roots Salon Brownwood, TX
Christine Benoit- Waller, TX
Sondra Billard- sondra’s salon Arlington, TX
Megg Breese- Fringe Studio Justin, TX
Shayne Bresee- Frisco, TX
Mary Brooks- Mary Brooks Salon LLC. Leander, TX
Paula Buesing- Vidor, TX
Nadine Bukowski- Breeze Salon and Day Spa Pflugerville, TX
Traychel Burgess- Impressions Hair Studio Fort Worth, TX
Brandy Burt- Salon on Six Valley Mills, TX
LETICIA CORTINAS- Shear Genius San Antonio, TX
Manuel Campa- Carthage, TX
Austin Campbell- Sok Missouri City, TX
Janis Campbell- The Hair Cabin Azle, TX
Maricel Capps- Maricels Color & Hair Design Plano, TX
Laura Casey- The color bar at Sola salon Lubbock, TX
Alden Clark- Sok Houston, TX
Terri Clendennan- Bei Cappelli Spring, TX
Ann Cochrum- The Salon on Fulton Wharton, TX
Jojo Cortez- A touch of beauty Alice, TX
Vickie Cortinaz- Shear Perfection Abilene, TX
Line Cousineau- LC Hair Designs Plano, TX
Chloe Covington- Breeze salon & day spa Round Rock, TX
Precilla Crawford- SmartStyle Quitman, TX
Karen Cussins- Cleburne, TX
Angel De La Vega- TR3S Salon San Antonio, TX
Denise Diab- Panache By Denise/Salado Hair Shop Harker Heights, TX
Relunda Duckworth- Hair Affec Beauty Salon Houston, TX
Nicola Duffin- Organics Salon Pflugerville, TX
Anita Eaton- Anita Eaton Warren, TX
THERESA FARNSWORTH- Color Design Salon Wichita Falls, TX
Melissa Fleskes- Hair by Melissa Euless, TX
Teresa Flores-Hatcher- Teresa’s Hair Studio Midlothian, TX
Donelle Frace- Innovative Beauty Distributors Weatherford, TX
Darleen Gage- Shear Pleasure Salon & Day Spa Friendswood, TX
Donald Gaiser- Dallas, TX
Joshua Gamboa- Georgetown, TX
Dallia Garza- Dallias Hair and Nail Studio San Antonio, TX
Carol Gay- Hairmates Salon Houston, TX
Jessica Goldstein- Austin, TX
Addalee Gonzales- , TX
Lacey Gonzales- Hair By Lacey Gonzales New Braunfels, TX
Annette Gonzalez- A Beauty box San Antonio, TX
Therese Goodmann- Braids Weave & more Arlington, TX
Margie Grimes- Gypsy Rose Salon RoundRock Texas Red Oak, TX
Jami Gust- Gypsy Rose Salon Round Rock, TX
Karen Haley-Dungan- Salon Karen,Inc Temple, TX
Katie Haluzan- Hair By Katie Haluzan Jonestown, TX
Jodie Harper- Early, TX
Nequisha Hawkins- Mix fix designs by Que Humble, TX
Gloria Henderson- Suite #2 Garland, TX
Melissa Henderson- Moonstruck salon Borger, TX
Georgia Hickman- Hair by Georgia Hickman North Zulch, TX
Kristine Hickok- Indie hair by kristine San Antonio, TX
Carol High- Flaunt Fulshear, TX
Cathy Hirsch- Ulta Normangee, TX
Jim Hix- TheGettStore Waco, TX
Keesha Holland- Kustom Styles by Keesha San Marcos, TX
Dixie Honzell- Granbury, TX
Devin Hovas- Devin Hovas Hairstylists Katy, TX
Joe Hud- Dallas, TX
Jaime Hudson- Fairchilds Hair Salon Dallas, TX
Heather Huff- Absolutely Fabulous Salon Brenham, TX
Leah Hulse- b. blonde salon Wichita Falls, TX
Paula Jackson- Pstylezofhouston Houston, TX
Fabian Jones- LITH HAIR STUDIO Dallas, TX
Mary Kelley- House of Kelley Austin, TX
Abigail Kerr- Suffuse Wylie, TX
Paula Killingsworth- Kemp, TX
Coleen King- Owner/Town Creek Salons Allen, TX
Amy Kirkland- Staalys Barbershop & Salon Mckinney, TX
Rachael Kitchen- Fort Worth, TX
Nannette Kyle- Monopoly Hair Salon Pasadena, TX
Jacqueline LaDuke- Indigo Collective Salon Sugar Land, TX
Valerie Lambert- hair by Valerie Austin, TX
Milia Lark- Jazzy hair Dallas, TX
Ana Lavelle- 5th Avenue Hair Studio Sugar Land, TX
Linda Leftin- Dallas, TX
April Lefurgy- Shear Love LLC San Antonio, TX
Jasmine Lewis- Jazzy Styles Grand Prairie, TX
Lakesha Lewis- Executive Hair Design Port Arthur, TX
Natalia Loeppeke- Hair by Natalia Florez Conroe, TX
Oscar Lopez- O HAIR STUDIO San Antonio, TX
Marsha Mabee- Shimmer Austin, TX
Layne Madden- Salon serenity suites Colleyville, TX
Ashley Magno- Magnos Hair Studio San Antonio, TX
Vickie Malone- Forney Salon Suites Forney, TX
Sean Maney- Salon Ultimate Round Rock, TX
Lynda Marone- Lynda at Chinary Salon Spring, TX
Edna Martinez- Grand Prairie, TX
Olivia May- The Velvet Underground salon Pearland, TX
Victoria McClanahan- Victorid Hair Studio Hutto, TX
Sally McConnell- B for Beauty Austin, TX
Heidi McCreary- Heidi's Hair Design Sachse, TX
Dun Milhouse- Round Rock, TX
Ashlie Miller- Prism Salon Houston, TX
Leslie Mitchell- Plush Salon and Spa Midland, TX
Lluvia Mitchell- Geshem Hair Studio Spring, TX
Niki Moody- Kolor Roxx Hair Studio Godley, TX
Mistey Moore- Salon 205 Anna, TX
Jessica Muñiz- Honey Blonde Salon Niederwald, TX
Danny Neel- Bijou Lubbock, TX
Judi Nguyen- JV Hair Pearland, TX
Troy ONeil- Plano, TX
DERRICK POWELL- Rp&Co Fulshear, TX
Nicole Palmer- Orange, TX
Bethany Parker- Bethany Parker Grapevine, TX
Karen Pellegrino- Shear Grace Salon LLC Fort Worth, TX
Christina Pendergraft- Pasadena, TX
Amanda Perez- Breeze salon and spa Round Rock, TX
Norma Perez- Illusions Hair Studio Brownsville, TX
Charlotte Pestell- Salon On Kirby - Houston Pearland, TX
Karen Peters-Gonzales- Karen's Family Cuts Brenham, TX
Morgan Pfeffer- Make me Chic hair Studio Port Lavaca, TX
Erica Prothro- Ericias Mount Pleasant, TX
Tami Pugh- Soncy Street Salon Amarillo, TX
Kathryn Pulley- Kat's Shear Magic Dallas, TX
Wendy Rager- Fort Worth, TX
Holly Reed- Shear Perfection & Hair Design Haskell, TX
Devan Rensvold-French- Leather and lace salon Richmond, TX
Brandye Rhone- Duo Beauty Bar Houston, TX
Andrea Riggin- Riggin Locks Canyon, TX
jFrances Rigsbee- Austin, TX
TINA SANCHEZ- Salon GiGi Cleburne, TX
MarÃ­a Salazar- San Benito, TX
Dora Sanchez- Ben Bolt, TX
Michelle Sandoval- Bella Chic Salon San Antonio, TX
Adria Scheet- Studio 6 Katy, TX
Heidi Schrowang- Salon at the Highland Marble Falls, TX
Armenie Scott- Ready for the world salon Amarillo, TX
Takia Scott- Sophisticated Images Sugar Land, TX
Amanda Seijas- Cobalt Blue salon Austin, TX
Elaine Sexton- Family Affair Barber Styling Shop Fort Worth, TX
Vada Shelton- Shelton's Marshall, TX
Jenny Smith- sport Clips Lake Dallas, TX
Lanette Smith- The HairSlinger Lewisville, TX
Phoebe Smith- The Hair Emporium Wichita Falls, TX
Lexi Solis- Diverge Hair Salon Inc. Lubbock, TX
Shatwonya Sophus- HairLegacy Spring, TX
Monica Spence- Salon Genesis Fort Worth, TX
Jeanee Stone- Jeanees Style Studio Austin, TX
Deanna Strickland- Deanna Strickland Atelier Austin, TX
Tarah Sullivan- Forward Salon Houston, TX
Charlotte Syna- Salon on Kirby Houston, TX
Tatiana Tats- Rockport, TX
Jaime Thomas- DollFace Virgin Hair Boutique Killeen, TX
Jennifer Tipp- Hair Obsession Richwood, TX
Angie Toerper- Larc salon Dallas, TX
Tamara Tolbirt- Mane Attraction salon Pleasanton, TX
Maria Torres- DD's Hairshack Brownsville, TX
Thuy Tran- Angel Nails Beaumont, TX
Lisa Trevino- Lisa's Hair Studio Houston, TX
Wendy Truman- Austin, TX
Matt Tully- Matthew Tully hairdressing Dallas, TX
Rolanda Turner- Hello Lovely Hair, Skin & Nails Live Oak, TX
Mary Twohig- Houston, TX
June Vorhis- Illume Salon Denton, TX
Dawn Walsh- Hair by Dawn Gun Barrel City, TX
Marie Wanamaker- Marie's hair care Houston, TX
Mary Wesley- Flaunt Salon Katy, TX
Jessica Whalen- JJ's cuts Temple, TX
Robert Whitlock- Arlington, TX
Gerri Whittington- Pier Property Appraisers Houston, TX
Desiree Williams- GrayWilliams Salon Helotes, TX
Monica Williams- Fort Worth, TX
Sharonda Williams- Absolute Images Hair and Nail studio Bryan, TX
Laura Wilson- Studio 213 Plano, TX
Dawn Wright- Styles By Wright Mesquite, TX
Luz Yerena- Fate, TX
raquel amaro- Raquel Amaro-Hair & Co. Floresville, TX
melissa burton- Cleburne, TX
Elizabeth calafell- Flaunt Salon in Katy Texas League City, TX
Laurie cornay- Laurie lea salon llc Austin, TX
Steve fisher- Jeffrey's hair & co. San Antonio, TX
carla ivory- Carla ivory's chair Webster, TX
india jeffery- GlamourGirl Essentials Plano, TX
suyen ramos- vanity salon Houston, TX
anneke rawlinson- Hair by ANNEKE San Antonio, TX
Dana reedy- Devine Dimensions Nederland, TX
Antonia sanchez- Beautiful you salon & spa Nacogdoches, TX
Melisa seay- Missys salon Mineola, TX
samantha serie- Samanthas Do or Dye Mansfield, TX
Shelly wade- beene and company salon North Richland Hills, TX
Lisa Adamson- Mild to Wild Hairdesigns Clearfield, UT
Carol Anderson- Davis Technical College Willard, UT
Mandi Anderson- Mandi Rose, inc Sandy, UT
Jackie Atkinson- JNJ Hair Studio. West Valley City, UT
Clinton Atwater- The metro salon Orem, UT
Jennifer Ayala- Skin by Jenn West Jordan, UT
Janae Blake- Janae's Cuts N Colors Hurricane, UT
Natalie Bletzacker- Spa Natalia Sandy, UT
Elizabeth Braymen- Salt Lake City, UT
Kami Brightenburg- KO Beauty LLC Layton, UT
Michelle Burton- West Jordan, UT
Tricia Castagno- Salon Meraki Saratoga Springs, UT
Rebecca Coan- Theory Salon South Jordan, UT
Caroline Colton- Pro Lux Beauty Nephi, UT
Michelle Cook- Carter Cook, CPAs, PLLC St. George, UT
Lana Crichton- West Jordan, UT
Braelynn Dahle- Riverton, UT
Elaine Damron- Gratitude Hair Studio Sandy, UT
Shelly Davis- Exquisite Effects Salon & Supply Kaysville, UT
Candice Delgado- Candice's family hair care Roy, UT
Kindra Fehr- Salt Lake City, UT
Chelsea Forsyth- Chelsea V the Hairstylist Orem, UT
Debbie Francis- Cedar City, UT
JoDeeann Furrows- West Jordan, UT
Mabel Gonzalez- Mabel Skin Care Murray, UT
Joy Gordon- Pleasant Grove, UT
Heidi Harrison- Layton, UT
Angela Hunley- Glamour Zone Beauty Salon, LLC Salt Lake City, UT
Rebecca Jaynes- Powder ‘steezy’ Salon Sandy, UT
Emily Jefferies- Anomaly Hair co. Stansbury Park, UT
Heather Jones- Curlz salon Payson, UT
Kristin Jones- Kristin Jones Murray, UT
Mike Kowallis- Relik Salon Orem, UT
Skye Larcade- Salt Lake City, UT
Makena McMaster- Lash image Stansbury Park, UT
Stephe Millis- Salt Lake City, UT
Souksavanh Mixayboua- West Jordan, UT
Carolyn Nelson- Carolyn Nelson Salon Provo, UT
Rebecca Nelson- Nails by Becky Woods Cross, UT
Rose Nielsen- RoseNielsenEstheticsAndLashing Washington, UT
Sarah Nielsen- Lunatic fringe , UT
Syd Page- Syds Studio West Valley City, UT
Chelsea Ramirez- Got beauty Salt Lake City, UT
Laura Reed- The Hair Boutique Cedar City, UT
CHELSEA SJOBLOM- Fusions Hair Studio Eagle Mountain, UT
Autumn Sandoval- Taylor Andrews Academy Salt Lake City, UT
Casie Sharp- Meraki House Salon Salt Lake City, UT
Jessica Simmons- Salon Perfection South Jordan, UT
Jessica Slorah- Illume skincare Sandy, UT
Heidi Snelgrove- Salem, UT
Lori Spackman- Lori Spackman West Valley City, UT
Misty Stetz- Tooele, UT
Kayla Stout- Life Aveda West Jordan, UT
Janyka Sweet- Ogden, UT
Sheridan Temple- Herriman, UT
Mylinh Tran- West Valley City, UT
Shelley Upton- St. George, UT
Rebecca Vail- Rebeca Vail Inc. Washington, UT
Natalee VanLeeuwen- Sandy, UT
Christi Wedig- Blues Barbershop Holladay, UT
Nicole Whitaker- Attitudes Salon Ogden, UT
Meagan Williams- South Jordan, UT
Danielle Zaugg- 5D Sal'n North Salt Lake, UT
Jodie Jorgensen- image studios Salt Lake City, UT
Chelsea Laterza- Greenspace Salt Lake City, UT
Julya Parke- Haven Salon Studios Salt Lake City, UT
Tanya Redmiles- Ulta beauty West Valley City, UT
Kristopherson Sloan- Studio Salons Millcreek, UT
Tammy Taylor- Got Beauty Salt Lake City, UT
Lucy Vo- Lucy home salon West Jordan, UT
Tiffany Watson- Taylor Andrews Academy of Hair Design West Jordan, UT
Shawn Wiece- SALON INNOVATIONS West Jordan, UT
Shayla Aikens- Salt Lake City, UT
Audra Ashton- AA Aesthetics Heber City, UT
TIBI BRIMHALL- Spanish Fork, UT
Lindsay Feldt- Lavish Looks Lehi, UT
Olivia Griffiths- Herriman, UT
Krista Heling- Altamont, UT
Andrea Hilton- Angles Salon Centerville, UT
Julie Hood- Shearz edge South Jordan, UT
Ashley Morton- Balance Hair Studio Ogden, UT
Rose Nielsen- RoseNielsenEstheticsAndLashing Washington, UT
Brenda Pitcher- St. George, UT
Jennilyn Plowman- Chez Cherree Morgan, UT
Julie Rollins- St. George, UT
Patricia Ryan- Patti Ryan Salon Elk Ridge, UT
Rondicela Santos- Enoch, UT
Paige Szymanski- Onyx salon Clinton, UT
Sandra Seifert- Sandra Seifert @ LIV Salons Layton, UT
Ron Zabriskie- Ron Zabriskie inc South Salt Lake, UT
ZOE ALLEN- ZOES HEALTH & BEAUTY L.L.C Henrico, VA
Gabrielle Adams- Rudy and Kelly Academy Virginia Beach, VA
Sharry Allen- Sharry'sHairAffair Suffolk, VA
Kristen Allison- Kristen Allison Hairstylist at My tHAIRapy Studio Waynesboro, VA
Samena Amin- Lavish Hair Studio Woodbridge, VA
Alison Armstrong- Salon 730 Falmouth, VA
Reece Armstrong- Reece Corbin Salon Lansdowne, VA
Mary Arthur- Statements The Salon Woodbridge, VA
LONNIE BAILEY- Lynchburg, VA
JULIE BREWER- Family hair care and nail spa Huddleston, VA
Karen Bagot- Suffolk, VA
William Baker- Bill Baker Hair Amherst, VA
Brandi Barnett- Chesapeake, VA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Salon/Spa Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Valerie Bates</td>
<td>Wyndhurst salon</td>
<td>Lynchburg, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nora Battey</td>
<td>Zo' salon and spa</td>
<td>Alexandria, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briana Becerra</td>
<td>Gordonsville salon</td>
<td>Alexandria, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Bellamy</td>
<td>Oliver's Twist Salon</td>
<td>Roanoke, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Bennett</td>
<td>Lisa's Cuts</td>
<td>Bristow, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika Bergsagel</td>
<td>BBeautiful by Erika</td>
<td>Alexandria, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Beverly</td>
<td>Hairstyles by Kim Schuyler</td>
<td>Greenwich, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leesa Blanco</td>
<td>Leesa Blanco Artistry</td>
<td>Alexandria, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roniesha Blaylock</td>
<td>Lighthouse Salon Professionals</td>
<td>Hampton, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specidy Boone</td>
<td>One Touch of Paradise</td>
<td>Richmond, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paula Bowser</td>
<td>The Art of hair studio</td>
<td>Petersburg, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlotte Boxley</td>
<td>Rock Paper Beauty Lounge</td>
<td>Roanoke, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Boyd</td>
<td>Classy Creek Salon</td>
<td>Martinsville, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakisha Boyd</td>
<td>Majestic styles &amp; Braids</td>
<td>Hampton, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenic Boykins</td>
<td>Phenice Styles Richmond</td>
<td>Richmond, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fran Brooks</td>
<td>Salon decolor</td>
<td>Lynchburg, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joy Brooks</td>
<td>Joyful Shears Salon</td>
<td>Dulles, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Brown</td>
<td>Harrisonburg salon</td>
<td>VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon Brown</td>
<td>Country Hair Tazewell</td>
<td>Tazewell, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim Bryant</td>
<td>Springerfield salon</td>
<td>VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiajuana Bryant</td>
<td>Hair Flip By Tia Herndon</td>
<td>VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Buck</td>
<td>Richmond salon</td>
<td>VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna Burley</td>
<td>Scissors NCombs Newport News</td>
<td>Newport News, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean Burlingame-Pulley</td>
<td>Woodbridge salon</td>
<td>VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlton Butler</td>
<td>Hampton salon</td>
<td>VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Butts</td>
<td>Hair Designs by Christina B. Wirtz</td>
<td>VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keegan Byington</td>
<td>Sugar Salon Bristol</td>
<td>VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scarlet Byrd</td>
<td>La Bella Chic Salon</td>
<td>Chesapeake, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasha Cade</td>
<td>Virginia Beach salon</td>
<td>VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Caudill</td>
<td>The Hair Closet Meadowview</td>
<td>VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemma Cavanaugh</td>
<td>Hair by Gemma Yorktown</td>
<td>VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Chaiyakan</td>
<td>bubbles Alexandria</td>
<td>VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Chambers</td>
<td>Sprouses Corner salon</td>
<td>VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debbie Charity</td>
<td>Above all hair salon</td>
<td>Fredericksburg, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Clark</td>
<td>Talent salon</td>
<td>Fredericksburg, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonya Clark</td>
<td>Dappers &amp; Dolls Waxing &amp; Hair</td>
<td>Woodbridge, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey Clark</td>
<td>The Ultimate Hair Salon</td>
<td>Woodbridge, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Coffey</td>
<td>Cuttin Up</td>
<td>Stuarts Draft, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica Colburn</td>
<td>Arlington salon</td>
<td>VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabina Coleman</td>
<td>His Tine Hair Salon Falls Church</td>
<td>VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April Collazo</td>
<td>blo bomb dry bar</td>
<td>West Springfield, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wanda Cooper</td>
<td>Turning Headz</td>
<td>Lynchburg, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malinda Coppage</td>
<td>Salon of Cabello</td>
<td>Richmond, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allyson Council</td>
<td>Narie's Place Yorktown</td>
<td>VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judith Crawford</td>
<td>The Studio Hair Salon and Day</td>
<td>Harrisonburg, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick D.Heaney</td>
<td>Mango Salon</td>
<td>Richmond, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katya Dahdah</td>
<td>Cayenne Beauty Bar</td>
<td>Newport News, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Daniel</td>
<td>Salon 33</td>
<td>Midlotian, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Dauer</td>
<td>Virginia Beach salon</td>
<td>VA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Angel David- Angel's Image Body Care & Salon Hampton, VA
Lisa Davies- Natural Image Portsmouth, VA
Jessica Davila- Manassas, VA
Richard Davis- Moxie Hair Lounge Charlottesville, VA
Shirelle Davis- Styles Unlimited Virginia Beach, VA
Shelley DeHart- Bang Hair Salon Roanoke, VA
Cindy Dearing- Hair Graphix & Designs Forest, VA
Tia Dent- Caleigs Glam Girls IIC Fredericksburg, VA
Stephanie Dillenseger- Eclips Salon Leesburg, VA
Amy Dobrowansky- Dumfries, VA
Mary Doyle- Black sheep hair studio Virginia Beach, VA
Barry Driscoll- Dupre's salon and day spa Portsmouth, VA
Lisa Drumgole- Before & After salon Rappahannock Academy, VA
Shakorie Drummond- Mane Art by Shakorie Alberta, VA
Teresa Duncan- Centreville, VA
MARY EARLY- Trends Salon Virginia Beach, VA
Maria Elizabeth- Salon deZen Alexandria, VA
Cynthia Elliott-Semrau- Style By Design Yorktown, VA
Marcella Ellis- Marcella Ellis Pro Corp Fairfax, VA
Britt Faries- Roots Salon Cave Spring, VA
Tammy Farr- Its beauty time Mechanicsville, VA
Linda Fay- Fayhairlinesllc Moseley, VA
Nancy Fay- Lovettsville, VA
Ellen Fishman- Arlington, VA
Pam Fleenor- Pams Custom Hair Bristol, VA
Melissa Francisco- Melissa FrAncisco Martinsville, VA
Denise Fredericks- Gainesville, VA
Lawanda Freeman- Hairtherapy Portsmouth, VA
Rhiannon Frye- Modern Salon & Spa Virginia Beach, VA
Lauren Fudela- Panache Studio Llc Quinton, VA
Cheryl Furr- Beyond Bangz Mechanicsville, VA
Marquita Gadson- Manassas Park, VA
Leo Galvan- Toms Brook, VA
Dede Gary-Lee- DeVine Hair Studio Petersburg, VA
Martha Gates- Massage Healing Path Fredericksburg, VA
Norma Gibson- Avenue Salon Hopewell, VA
Caitlin Giles- Eclips Salon Ashburn, VA
TaTanisha Golden- Classy Creations, LLC Portsmouth, VA
William Good- Hair by Bill Midlothian, VA
Leilani Gray- Petersburg, VA
Amanda Greene- Spout Spring, VA
Debra Griffin- Apex Hair Studio LLC Virginia Beach, VA
Barbara Grogan- Belle Tresor Incorporated Spotsylvania Courthouse, VA
Allison Guard- Quantico, VA
Kelly Hagerman- Hair by Kelly Hagerman Portsmouth, VA
Anna Hall- Alexandria, VA
Cynthia Hall- Staunton, VA
Kyle Hall- Salon 33 Richmond, VA
STACY Hamlet- Thatsstylist Lynchburg, VA
Kinda Hamm- Heavenly Hair Henrico, VA
Timothy Hardy- Color Splash Hair Studio Chesapeake, VA
Lori Harris- Home Sweet Salon Swoope, VA
Rodney Harris- All Star Barbers #2 Faber, VA
Caren Hearne- Virginia Beach, VA
Audrey Hemphill- Audreys Studio 117 Woodbridge, VA
Christina Henderson- ChriStyles Designs Henrico, VA
Nicole Heward- Damascus, VA
Tameisha Hicks- Happy Hair By Tam Chesapeake, VA
Ronald Hier- Ronnie Elias Salon Oakton, VA
Ruth Hiltibran- Virginia Beach, VA
Cara Hodges- Bliss & Co Danville, VA
Breanna Holter- Visionary Glam Studio Hampton, VA
Jennifer Howard- HAIR SALON BY DIANA Stafford, VA
Carol Jenkins- Shear power Chesterfield, VA
Regina Johnson- For the Love of Hair Virginia Beach, VA
Yvette Jones- Hollins, VA
SUSAN KEMNITZER- HAIR WE ARE SALON Norfolk, VA
Danise Keilitz- Xanadu Hair Salon Chesapeake, VA
Marilyn Kemmerer- Virginia Beach, VA
Michelle Kendall- Michelle Kendall Hairstyles Axton, VA
Tara Kennedy- Trend Salon LLC Louisa, VA
Rhonda Key- Capelli Ricchi Salon, LLC Charlottesville, VA
Alex Khalaf- Frizzles Annandale, VA
Catina King- Blessings Styling Salon Ridgeway, VA
Felicia King- The Right Touch Beauty Salon Danville, VA
Jessica Knight- Woodbridge, VA
Kelsey Kremer- Virginia Beach, VA
Joanne LaRock- Bristow, VA
Jean Lam- Fairfax Station, VA
C Lama- Falls Church, VA
Tiera Latham- Richmond, VA
Tanya Laubscher- Tangled Up Salon Virginia Beach, VA
Laura Lawson- Salon Southwest Alexandria, VA
Nikki Le- Statements the Salon Lake Ridge, VA
Kimberly Lee- Kimberly's Boutique & Spa Hampton, VA
Lisa Lewis- Kendal Vesuvious, VA
Clair Little- Bubbles Leesburg, VA
Ceirra Logan- Styles by Ceirra Virginia Beach, VA
Ashley Love- Salon Sage Mclean, VA
SHOMARR MAPP- Icon Hair Studio Chesapeake, VA
Katherine Mackey- A Shear Choice Salon Cave Spring, VA
Shannan Manning- Peaceful Touch Hair Boutique Lynchburg, VA
Brian Markman- AOC Salon Norfolk, VA
Lynnique Marshall- Highland Springs, VA
Amanda Martin- Mandy Martin Hair Norfolk, VA
Maria Martin- Perfections Danville, VA
Sabrina Martin- Sabrinas Salon Virginia Beach, VA
Rose Massenburg- So Unique Hair Salon Petersburg, VA
Virginia McClanahan - Glamour Works Salon Vansant, VA
Melissa McConnell - The Polished Diamond Abingdon, VA
Barbara McCoy - Boyd's by BABS Harrisonburg, VA
Amy McCrimmon - Chez Madeleine Virginia Beach, VA
Christopher McGrady - Rustique salon and spa Richmond, VA
Victoria McKoy - Glamystique Hair Studio Norfolk, VA
Tajaiana Mencion - Supercuts Newport News, VA
Chanetta Meredith - Vanity Hair Studio LLC Prince George, VA
Barbara Messina - Blades Hair Studio Virginia Beach, VA
Marlene Miller - Salon Nuance Reston, VA
Leslie Mitchell - Leslie Mitchell Salon Cave Spring, VA
Trina Mitchell - styles by Trina Baskerville, VA
Maria Montiel - Chez Madeleine Virginia Beach, VA
Christopher McGrady - Rustique salon and spa Richmond, VA
Victoria Mckoy - Glamystique Hair Studio Norfolk, VA
Tajaiana Mencion - Supercuts Newport News, VA
Chanetta Meredith - Vanity Hair Studio LLC Prince George, VA
Barbara Messina - Blades Hair Studio Virginia Beach, VA
Marlene Miller - Salon Nuance Reston, VA
Leslie Mitchell - Leslie Mitchell Salon Cave Spring, VA
Trina Mitchell - styles by Trina Baskerville, VA
Maria Montiel - Virginia Beach, VA
Philip Moon - Empire Hair Salon Haymarket, VA
Cynthia Morgenstern - RETRO llc Virginia Beach, VA
Rachel Morris - Shear magic Mascot, VA
Chaunta Morse - Beyond Beauty West Point, VA
Theresa Mosely - Haircolourstudio Scalptherapyclinic Manassas, VA
Catrell Moyler - Chosen Styles and Cuts Norfolk, VA
LaStacia Murray - Righteous Soles LLC Richmond, VA
Brittanie Myrick - Salon Treshelle Fredericksburg, VA
Nicole Nash - Alfred kelly salon Virginia Beach, VA
Regina Newby - La Vita Nova Midlothian, VA
Dana Newell - Hair Thairapy Salon Vinton, VA
Ngoc Nguyen - Boulevard haircuts Annandale, VA
Vicki Norman - Cumberland, VA
Giuseppa Nygaard - Princi salon spa Purcellville, VA
Helen O'Gorman - Hair By Helen Eagle Rock, VA
Lynn Osborne - Coastal Roots Hair Salon Chesapeake, VA
 THANHTUYEN PHAN- PINKY NAILS & FACE Herndon, VA
Kimberly Palacios - Kimberly'S HEAr COLORS Salon Falmouth, VA
Angie Palo - Woodbridge, VA
Jane Paul - Alexandria, VA
Marlene Pegram - Upscales of Richmond Richmond, VA
Melissa Penrose - Hairapy by Melissa Penrose Aldie, VA
Hilda Perez - Annandale, VA
Christina Pins - Chrome Hair Studio Midlothian, VA
David Plum - Reflections of You Salons Gainesville, VA
Amber Poole - Vanity Beauty Lounge Abingdon, VA
Bonnie Powell - Bonnie at Ginas Rocky Mount, VA
Ralph Priebe - Tulip Salon & Spa Spotsylvania Courthouse, VA
Stephanie Pruett - Fredericksburg, VA
Candice Ragland - Shear Imagery, LLC Farmville, VA
Lisa Ramsburg - Warrenton Plaza Hair Designs Midland, VA
Mary Rasnake - Mary&Company Haircutters Abingdon, VA
Kristy Resch - Shear Image Hair Designers Winchester, VA
Taura Reynolds - Upper Cuts Covington, VA
Julie Ricketts - Downtown Salon Fredericksburg, VA
Lesley Rife - Looks By Lesley Manassas Park, VA
Patricia Williams- Salon 46 Alexandria, VA
Laura Williamson- Styles by Laura Chesapeake, VA
Anita Wilson- Shear Illusions LLC Norfolk, VA
Staci Witsman- Salon Sixty820 Warrenton, VA
Thomas Witsman- Salon Sixty820 Warrenton, VA
Amber Wojtyna- Statements Salon & Spa Woodbridge, VA
Chrishelle York- CWhySalon Richmond, VA
Susanna Young- Blown Salon Alexandria, VA
John Zerega- Shapes Salon and Day Spa Ashburn, VA
jessica abrahante- Norfolk, VA
Laili akahanzadah- Salon plaza Lorton, VA
Naomi beck- Charlottesville, VA
gwynne cox- Alexandria, VA
Courtney floyd- Hair lair Virginia Beach, VA
Kathleen hermans- Picasso SAL’N & spa Virginia Beach, VA
Norma jean- Changes City Spa--Jakes Place Norfolk, VA
Khalid kaabouch- Khalid barber shop Arlington, VA
emily miller- Hair by Emiline Troutville, VA
Tiecoria myles- Jazzy Hair Virginia Beach, VA
Tricia scott- Salon de Colore Lynchburg, VA
Khushbu shah- The polished diamond Bristol, VA
andre sherrill- The den barbershop inc Chesapeake, VA
Annette spearman- Stafford, VA
Mai tuyet- Pink nail salon Alexandria, VA
jennifer villescas- Fringe Hair Studio Virginia Beach, VA
Adib zak- Mancini de paris Alexandria, VA
Nikki zamiskie- Tangled Up Salon Virginia Beach, VA
Kathleen Bell- Juniper Eco Alexandria, VA
Tiajuana Bryant- Hair Flip By Tia Herndon, VA
Dawn Carvajal- Dawn Maries Visage Alexandria, VA
Jamie Chambers- Sprouses Corner, VA
Monica Colburn- Arlington, VA
Kelly Degear- Village 9 Salon Leesburg, VA
Terri Dickerson- Culpeper Cosmetology Training Center Haywood, VA
Destinee Everhart- Portsmouth, VA
Nancy Fay- Lovettsville, VA
Elizabeth Flood- Four seasons salon and spa Ashburn, VA
Brooke Fossett- The Brow House Charlottesville, VA
Victoria Gillchrest- Ardency salon Virginia Beach, VA
Debra Hager- Make-N-Waves Dublin, VA
Tracy Hagwood- Tracy's Hair Salon Dumfries, VA
Tameisha Hicks- Happy Hair By Tam Chesapeake, VA
Catherine Holdsworth- Madison, VA
Crystal Jenkins- Leesburg, VA
Jennifer Jones- Charming Butterfly Hair Replacement Center LLC Williamsburg, VA
Lasandra Jones- Blendell Hair salon Charlottesville, VA
Norma Lambert- Clip&Curl Beauty Shop Strasburg, VA
Amanda Lanier- Amanda's Shear Success Stanley, VA
Heidi Marie- Suffolk, VA
Sabrina Martin- Sabrinas Sslon Virginia Beach, VA
Jessica McCario- Salon 10 Newport News, VA
Sonia McWilliams- AccentBeauty organic lifestyle salon Ashburn, VA
Chaunta Morse- Beyond Beauty West Point, VA
Ashley Nicole- Lake Of Woods, VA
Sara OMalley- Xanadu Salon And Color Bar Chesapeake, VA
Sheila Oakes- Oasis Beauty Salon Bland, VA
Jennifer Oram-Davis- HAIR EXTRAORDINAIRE Ruther Glen, VA
Rocio Perez- Chantilly, VA
Cristina Quinones- UpKeep Beauty Inc. Newport News, VA
Charles Roberts- Falls Church, VA
Tracy Rosenberger- Mane Attraction Winchester, VA
Melissa Scott- Sterling, VA
Ahmet Sim- Salon simis Fairfax, VA
Latoya Smallwood- HairStar Salon & Extension Co. Virginia Beach, VA
Samantha Smith- Split Enz Salon Bellamy, VA
Martha Snow- Strand Bar Hair Salon Midlothian, VA
Rissel Soliz- Rissel Beauty Lincolnia, VA
Sareva Vanvactor- JKV HAIR CO Chesapeake, VA
Michelle Viscal- Emeralds Salon Warrenton, VA
Linda Whitmore- Visage Salon Winchester, VA
Sandy Williams- Charlottesville, VA
Robert Williamson- Moseley, VA
Maya Winkey- Winks salon Gordonsville, VA
Kimberly Yankey- Staunton, VA
Jacqueline Bilodeau- SalonJacque Brattleboro, VT
Kimberly Camp- K.Slyez Hair Design, VT
Pamela Eastman- Springfield Barber Reading, VT
Lawrence Enright- Enright and Company Brattleboro, VT
Cheyenne Gonnely- Woodford, VT
Ranee Grover- Colchester, VT
Stacey Hamblett- The urban salon team beauty bar Burlington, VT
Jackie Lorman- Shear Heaven Salon Rutland, VT
Hilary McCoy- Hilary McCoy Hair Rutland, VT
Karina Morehead- Hairaphernalia Salon Wilmington, VT
Amy Paquette- Amy Monique INC Colchester, VT
Betty Perreault- Hair by Heather Saint George, VT
Amanda Shand- , VT
Crystal Tarbox- Etche Hair studio Barton, VT
David Warner- Texture inc Middlebury, VT
Kayla Betit- Mountain Styles Salon And Spa West Brattleboro, VT
Nicole Actkinson- Vancouver, WA
Adrienne Aguirre- Getfadedwithadrienne Seattle, WA
Thomas Anderson- Seattle, WA
Tiffany Anderson- Salon love Gold Bar, WA
Ami Ard- Tigerlily salon Vancouver, WA
Matt Armstrong- Matthew Robert Salon Inc. Mukilteo, WA
Robert Armstrong- Matthew Robert. Salon Edmonds, WA
Marie Auriol- Snohomish, WA
Juels Avalon- Mojo Hair Art & Beauty Bellingham, WA
Amanda Bailey- Kennewick, WA
Mashae Banks- Regal Hair Studios Tacoma, WA
April Batley- Sugar Plum Edmonds, WA
Whitney Beattie- Elle Marie Hair Studio Mukilteo, WA
Nadya Ben-Jabr- Salon ivoni Kent, WA
Seth Bennett- Clarkston, WA
Sydney Berry- Salon Services Renton, WA
Jaymi Bivens- Lucy Be Hair Bellingham, WA
Ann Blakely- Everett, WA
Edie Blakley- Vancouver, WA
Monica Boglin- MSB Enterprises, LLC Puyallup, WA
Cherry Borbon- Tukwila, WA
Jody Bossert- Mill Creek, WA
Julie Bourgoin- Bella SirenaSalon Kirkland, WA
Stacie Bowie- Bowie salon and spa Seattle, WA
Cynthia Brewer-Perry- Vancouver, WA
Doreen Brickner- Anuyu salon Spokane, WA
Karli Britt- Salon 790 llc Buckley, WA
Erin Brown- Amara Sequim, WA
Jackson Brown- Seattle, WA
Karin Brown- Fox Adder Hair Design Vancouver, WA
Rosemary Brown- Rody's @ Creative Hairstyling Seattle, WA
Tiffany Bruehl- The hair loft Monitor, WA
Colleen Buck- Elle Marie Hair Studio Woodinville, WA
Melissa Burlingame- Hair by Melissa , WA
Andrea Byrom- Andrea Yasmeen LLC Lake Stevens, WA
Holly Cahoon- 2nd Street Design Studio Shelton, WA
Dyllan Campbell-bastian- Greenbank, WA
Melissa Carlin- Snohomish, WA
Estreya Carranza- Kennewick, WA
Roxana Carroll- Lake Stevens, WA
Beth Carson- Allvus LLC dba The Sam Villa Co. Woodinville, WA
Cynthia Caterson- Bothell, WA
Lindsay Christensen- L15 Salon Issaquah, WA
Cheri Clausen- Wilderness Salon & Spa Maple Valley, WA
Brianna Cochrane- Eastsound, WA
Marilyn Coldwell- Hairblenders Salon Brush Prairie, WA
Deborah Cooper- Seattle, WA
Beverly Covey- Auburn, WA
Robin Crawford- Spanaway, WA
Calico Crespinel- Calico Healthy Skin and Waxing Seattle, WA
Schylia Crull- Bremerton, WA
Tiffany Cruse- Aspen hair studio Sedro-woolley, WA
Daya Cuillier- CREATIONS SALON AND SPA Kennewick, WA
Saleena Culton- SportClips Richland, WA
Apryl Cuvelier- Shear Joy Ancortes, WA
LARA DAVIS- Lara in Ballard Seattle, WA
Christa Dantini- Mill Creek, WA
Tiffany Daraja- Newcastle, WA
Kenneth Davis- Vancouver, WA
Kimberly Davis- Kimberly Davis LLC Tacoma, WA
Leslie DePue- Leslie DePue at True Colors Salon Spokane, WA
Brandee Decrevel- Canvas Studio Renton, WA
Amanda Dormaier- Two Daisies Brow Bar Bremerton, WA
Amanda Eakin- Vancouver, WA
Marc Edery- Bella Simon Boutique Salon Tacoma, WA
Marla Edmond- Hillary Faye Design Tacoma, WA
Carol Edmonds- Spokane, WA
Clara Enriques- Uptown barbershop Silverdale, WA
Temidayo Erigbemi- Topfreshcuts Des Moines, WA
Tiffany Evile- Elle Marie Hair Studio Bothell, WA
Amber Feist- Edgewood, WA
Jeff Fennell- Everett, WA
Wendy Fennell- Everett, WA
Dunnia Fischesser- Tressed to Kill Tumwater, WA
Coralee Fisher- The Style Bar Salon and spa Richland, WA
Diana Flores- Hair by Diana Auburn, WA
Justin Fogle- Sugar Plum Seattle, WA
Lancer Forney-McMahon- Hair Guy Lancer Seattle, WA
LEE GALLI- LaGalliHair Kirkland, WA
Ali Garcia- Ashton Rose Seattle, WA
Gina Garner- Baroque Salon Tacoma, WA
Summer Garten- Styles by Summer Port Hadlock, WA
Lauren George- Mint hair studio Seattle, WA
Debra Gerber- Salon 507 Yelm, WA
Evelyn Germano- Ridgefield, WA
Cayley Gove- Lamppost Salon Snohomish, WA
Lorry Green- Elle Marie Hair Studio Snohomish, WA
Lauren Grinnell- Lalascuts Seattle, WA
Leslie Groenhout- LMC Designer Redmond, WA
Jennifer Gross- Fashion Artist cosmetics enterprises Lake Stevens, WA
Ann Grounds- Everett, WA
Lindsey Guadalupe- Lindseyghairgoddess Newcastle, WA
Jan Halgren- East Wenatchee, WA
Angela Hamann- Enchanted Hair, LLC Des Moines, WA
Amber Hamilton- Kirkland, WA
Heidi Hankins- Tiptations salon Bremerton, WA
Melissa Harder- MK HairStudio and Spa LLC Moses Lake, WA
Sara Harke- CODE Salon Kirkland, WA
Katy Harris- Studio V Vancouver, WA
Melissa Harris- Lynnwood, WA
Riley Haworth- Elle Marie Hair Studio Everett, WA
Whitney Henderson- Tacoma, WA
Jessica Hernandez- Jessi Styles Hair Salon Vancouver, WA
Katrina Hill- Saloncentric Pasco, WA
Shay Hoelscher- Prive products Clyde Hill, WA
Rebecca Hollingshead- Legacy Dream Inc / dba Mosaic SalonSpa Spokane, WA
Mavourneen House- Bridget House Dayton, WA
Lisa Houser- Utopia salon and day spa Vancouver, WA
Kyla Huckabay- Federal Way, WA
Jeanese Humbert- Misbehaven Spa & Salon Walla Walla, WA
Lisabella Ibarra- Mint Salon &Spa Maple Valley, WA
Carrie Jacobson- Salon Soiree Issaquah, WA
Courtney James- Courtney James Spokane, WA
Jessica Johnson- Hair by Jesyka Lee Marysville, WA
Anna Joy- Spokane, WA
Shevaun Kammann- Shevaun's Studio Salon Mukilteo, WA
Monica Kaufman- Kirkland, WA
Melinda Keane- MBSB Inc, dba Serenza Salon & Spa Des Moines, WA
Heidi Kinchen- Wipf holdings llc Renton, WA
Marjabelle Kumley- Elle Marie Hair Studio Lake Stevens, WA
Laura LaCroix- Laura LaCroix Port Orchard, WA
Vanessa Lange- Salon Elevate Renton, WA
Tierre Larson- Salon Euphoria Kent, WA
April Lee- Distinct Image Federal Way, WA
Veronica Leiva- Grit Salon and Barbering Pasco, WA
Naomi Lewis- Seattle, WA
simone Loban- Simone David Barbershop Seattle, WA
Kelli Loman- Kelli Lee Artistry LLC Auburn, WA
Raquel Lopez- Hair Pins Sunnyside, WA
Tiphany Lopez- Uptown barbershop Gig Harbor, WA
Jackson Loyola- Loyola hair design Mountlake Terrace, WA
THOMAS MURPHY- moremurphy Seattle, WA
Mohammed Mach- Seattle, WA
Aura Mae- Azarra Salon & Wine Tacoma, WA
Dani Magee- The Secret Garden Styling Salon Concrete, WA
Christine Mallahan- Lake Stevens, WA
Skyla Maples- Oak Harbor, WA
Nicolette Martin- The Vault Hair Lounge Snohomish, WA
Cindy Martinez- Studio M Beauty Bar Spokane Valley, WA
Pamela Massey- Alexei Salon Gig Harbor, WA
Bee Mattox- Seattle, WA
Melissa Mattson- Tacoma, WA
Divina McAllister- salondivina Seattle, WA
Rebekah McCabe- Essentials Skin & Wellness Center Moses Lake, WA
Scott McHugh- Bowie Salon LLC Seattle, WA
Jessica McLaughlin- Lake Stevens, WA
Chelle McNut- Eden- Spokane, WA
Nicolle Mcdowell- Kent, WA
April Meise- Richland, WA
Bri Miller- Bri Miller Beauty Edmonds, WA
Kelli Millett- Spokane, WA
Gerardo Mojica- Salon Voda Seattle, WA
Jessica Muller- Sugar plum Kirkland, WA
Shelly Mundell- Platinum Hair Salon Spokane Valley, WA
Mary Murphy- Studio10 Lynnwood, WA
Deborah Ned- Renton, WA
Kim Nguyen- Nguyen Ho,Inc Auburn, WA
Phuong Nguyen- White Lotus Arlington, WA
JoAnn Orr- Seattle, WA
Tabrina Pelkola- Tabrina Pelkola Seattle, WA
Karmen Penry- Karmen Penry Battle Ground, WA
Peter Phythakthep- Beauty you by jasmine Auburn, WA
Travis Powell- SalonDEWI Seattle, WA
Teri Ratner- Elle Marie Lynnwood, WA
Priscilla Reyes- Roksurloks Salon Pasco, WA
Cindy Reynolds- Mermaid Llc Kirkland, WA
Mike Reynolds- Mermaid, LLC Kirkland, WA
Cassandra Rice- Moxie Nail Design Seattle, WA
Lindsey Rice- Crown Love by Lindsey Bellingham, WA
Kendra Richard- Vancouver, WA
Rasheedia Richards- The Influential Grooming Lounge Vancouver, WA
Bonnie Roberts- Elle Marie Hair Studio Tulalip, WA
Tara Roberts- Hazel Salon & Organics Seattle, WA
Erin Robertson- Tacoma, WA
Jim Robertson- Tacoma, WA
Linda Robinson- Poulso, WA
Vanessa Robinson- Washougal, WA
Lyndsay Rodgers- The Mint Salon Pasco, WA
Krysten Rouse- Elle Marie Hair Studio Lynnwood, WA
Shawna Ruff- Empyrean Seattle Seattle, WA
Shannon Rushin- Lynnwood, WA
Anne Russell- Seattle, WA
Tina Ryan- Bothell, WA
Lucia Saino- Burien, WA
Anita Samudio- Olympia, WA
Vanessa Schademan- Head to Toe Salon LLC Ellensburg, WA
Laura Schneider- Salon services Sedro-woolley, WA
Larry Schoonover- Spa Paradiso Spokane, WA
Terri Schumacher- The Head Hunter Poulso, WA
Doris Sciara- Ravensdale, WA
Catherine Shanko- Ginger zetterwall Covington, WA
Tracie Shaw- Salon Tracie Ephrata, WA
Michael Shea- Summit Salon Academy Federal Way, WA
Carol Sheldon- CS Salon Edmonds, WA
Bellamy Shepherd- Hair by bellamy Richland, WA
Cynthia Shepherd- Vogue Hair Salon & Spa Kennewick, WA
Robert Shirackno- JohnRoberts hair Tukwila, WA
Ellie Smith- Ellie Smith Bellingham, WA
Michele Smith- Michele Smith Bellingham, WA
Kimberly Stewart- K Stewart Inc Seattle, WA
Becca Stordahl- Robert Leonard salon and spa Seattle, WA
Eric Stordahl- Beric Stellings Seattle, WA
Sharon Straws- Backstreet Hair Design Pasco, WA
Diana Sullivan- Affinity Salon Lakewood, WA
Shawn Sylvester- Shawn Sylvester cosmetology Richland, WA
Christy Synstebey- Marysville, WA
Esther Tang- Salon Sovaga Seattle, WA
Lillie Thornton- Hair designs by Lillie Camas, WA
Gena Tiffany- Eastside Salon Camano, WA
Olivia Trevino- Trevino Beauty Collab Des Moines, WA
Chi Trinh- Chi Beauty Bar Auburn, WA
Fern Tull- Salon Moda edmonds Edmonds, WA
Salma Uddin- Rivaage Salon & Medi-Spa Redmond, WA
Hillary Uhler- Hillary Faye Design Inc Sumner, WA
Vinicio Viquez- Seattle, WA
Haley Waddington- Waddington Esthetics Tacoma, WA
Ross Wagers- Daniel Ross salons Covington, WA
Kar Nail Walker- FoxFire Salon Inc. Fircrest, WA
Mekaela Ward- Vancouver, WA
Laura Warner- Lawarner.com Seattle, WA
Mary Watkins- Maple Valley, WA
Pamela Weslick- Roy, WA
Kathryn White- Bothell, WA
Leigh Wick- Vanity Makeup and Skin LLC Spokane, WA
Bree Wiemann- Langley Salon Kirkland, WA
Lindsey Willis- Seattle, WA
Karen Wisner- A Kut Above Colville, WA
Maggie Wolbert- Hair Nirvana Tacoma, WA
Ann Wold- Brassfields Salon & Spa Gig Harbor, WA
Dawn Wright- Salon voda Des Moines, WA
Jasmine Yang- Redmond, WA
Sonia Zare- ZARE STYLE, LLC Kirkland, WA
Natalia Zholobova- Perfect Nails Sammamish, WA
Brooke Bernard- the beach house salon Tacoma, WA
Sandra Cavill- Bonney Lake, WA
Hollie demarais- vata salon Vancouver, WA
Lena Gouldin- Salon Pure Wenatchee, WA
Rhea Hernandez- Salt hair lounge Olympia, WA
Lisa King- Salon and company Centralia, WA
Harmony Lee- Harmony Styles Shoreline, WA
Tyler Mattos- Monroe, WA
Rachel Moormeier- Salon Voda Seattle, WA
Carolina Novoa- Glow up Kennewick, WA
Charles Perry- Vancouver, WA
Gene-Marie Revercomb- Everett, WA
tina Ruckstuhl- Graham, WA
Diane Ruff- Diane ruff studio Tacoma, WA
Valerie Wheat- salon, ef-ekts' Burien, WA
Jackie Yates- Jacqueline ohair Redmond, WA
Juan Avila- Monicos Beauty & Barber Salon Burien, WA
Charlene Bancel- Halo Designs Woodland, WA
Rene Barnes- ReneNae Hair / Capello Salon Selah, WA
Megan Bell- MLR Hair Marysville, WA
Edie Blakley - Vancouver, WA
Karen Bocz- Bocz Salon Seattle, WA
Whitney Bort- Salon Six Four Sumner, WA
Heather Caldwell-Kismet Salon Seattle, WA
Dyllan Campbell-bastian- Greenbank, WA
Sherry Clarin- 5th Avenue salon Maple Valley, WA
Melanie Connelly- Nic+Mel Yakima, WA
Katherine Cunningham- Enumclaw, WA
Candace Dani- Candy Sumner Hair Design Lakewood, WA
Bethany Dixon- Seattle, WA
Tiffany Ek- Dupont, WA
Lisa Faber- The collage salon Seattle, WA
Sylvia Garcia- Spokane, WA
Ariel Goodwin- Ariel goodwin Selah, WA
Anne Grieve- Atelier Studio Spokane, WA
Tina Hipolito- Hair Sculpting Tinas Way Gig Harbor, WA
Selene Horn- the style bar Richland, WA
Lynn Jones- Salon Off Broadway Spokane Valley, WA
Tommie Kelly- Tommies Salon Bella Zillah, WA
Margaret Marshall- Meg Marsha studio Seattle, WA
Tara Oliver- The hair gallery Enumclaw, WA
LISA POWER- Seattle, WA
William Parmelee- Renton, WA
Molotov Pauling- Zavagos hair salon Des Moines, WA
Harry Pohlman- Fine Cuts Seattle, WA
Patti Power- Shear Madness Mercer Island, WA
Heidi Scholten- Bellus salon Battle Ground, WA
Candice Scott- The shop Issaquah, WA
Tabitha Sheehan- Kent, WA
Erin Smail- Salon Euphoria Kent, WA
Nikki Torres- Nikki Torres Pasco, WA
Cristian Valle- Studio 3 Hair & Spa Mount Vernon, WA
Karlisa Wakefield- Karlisa n wakefield Kirkland, WA
Shannon West- beehive salon Seattle, WA
Tasha Whittenberg- Renton, WA
Kelly Wishart- Envee Vancouver, WA
cindy frank- Salon Metro Seattle, WA
melanie hull- melanie hull Monroe, WA
corinna marton-platt- la terra salon Bellingham, WA
antonio solimeo- Seattle, WA
Annette Aeberhard- Legendary Nails Monticello, WI
Kathy Albright- enliven salon Thiensville, WI
Jennifer Amann- Jennifers Hartland, WI
Sari Anderson- Edgerton, WI
Klinzing Angel- Stylin Creations Sheboygan, WI
Laura Anthonasin- Shear Mania Fond Du Lac, WI
Bianca Aspenson- Bespoke Studio Allouez, WI
Emily Baker- EB CUTS Montello, WI
Tabatha Barnaby- Julia Grace Salon New Glarus, WI
Julie Gau- Savoye Salon Spa Little Suamico, WI
Jenny Gomez- Individuals salon Racine, WI
Matthew Green- Savoye salon and Spa De Pere, WI
Jacki Greene- Salon and Spa on Railroad Eagle River, WI
Lisa Grzyb- Hollywood Styles Racine, WI
Christina Gunderson- The Do Hair Design Milwaukee, WI
Sheila Hackstock- Appearances hairstyling Neenah, WI
Victoria Harang- Resplendence Windsor, WI
Elizabeth Hart- State college of beauty Culture Athens, WI
Linda Hazaert- The Suite Look Brookfield, WI
Randy Hazaert- paisley + plaid salon Brookfield, WI
Kelly Hazlett- GAIA Micro Spa Franklin, WI
Jennifer Heberling- MillionHair Enterprises, Inc. Fitchburg, WI
Kara Heid- Rose K beauty LLC Kaukauna, WI
Kelly Hietpas- Kelly Hietpas Kaukauna, WI
Joe Hocking- Sheboygan Falls, WI
Sarah Hocking- Salon 511 Sheboygan Falls, WI
Margo Hoile- Margo's Reedsburg, WI
Lisa Holloway- Pure Hair Concepts, LLC Cambridge, WI
Shirley Holzhueter- Elegance and Design Studio Waterloo, WI
Myrna Hooper- Oxford, WI
Deena Hoover- De Pere, WI
Caitlin Howe- Coiffure Salon Greendale, WI
Anne Huijs- Hair By Yvonne Sheboygan, WI
Correll Jablonski- Lula Mae Aesthetic Boutique Wales, WI
Vicki Jennings- Signature hair and nail studio Wisconsin Rapids, WI
Karyn Jensen- Eclipse Hair Design Studio Walworth, WI
Lauren Jicinsky- Looks by Lauren Sauk City, WI
Torrie Joette- Renaissance Salon LLC Sun Prairie, WI
Kelly John- Oak Creek, WI
Emily Johnson- Freya Salon Milwaukee, WI
Kiersten Johnson- Luck, WI
Keli Johnston- STYLE, BEAUTY AND WELLNESS, LLC Adell, WI
LINDA KLINGER- His N Her Hair Fashion Glenwood City, WI
Heather Karenz- The Hair District Salon & Spa Oconomowoc, WI
Rebecca Kaster- Nail one on Green Bay, WI
Jana Kitzinger- Bonduel, WI
Beverly Klaas- Cuba City, WI
Lowen Klein- Salon lowen Madison, WI
Renee Knipp- Simply You Skincare Studio Milton, WI
Allison Knutson- SWITCH hair company New Richmond, WI
Gloria Knutson- Spooner, WI
Kathleen Kothbauer- Squire Hair Stylists Neenah, WI
Mike Kramer- Legacy Salon and Spa Muskego, WI
Kristin Krueger- Essential images salon Fort Atkinson, WI
Jennifer Kucksdorf- Allure Stevens Point Stevens Point, WI
April LaPoint- In-Style Hair Studio Pleasant Prairie, WI
Shante Lancour- Lula Mae Aesthetic Boutique Oak Creek, WI
Sarah Lange- ecco salon Fitchburg, WI
Trent Lange- Ecco Salon Waunakee, WI
Mistie Laufenberg- Nirvana Hair Studio Waukesha, WI
Vicky LeMahieu- K Lorraine Salon Spa Sheboygan Falls, WI
Vicky LeMahieu- KLORRAINE Salon Spa Sheboygan Falls, WI
Ruth LePoidievain- Educators EdVantage Sussex, WI
Jennifer Lech- Mia Bella Salon and Headliners Salon Port Edwards, WI
Maureen Lehman- Lnl salon Reedsville, WI
Margo Lord- Hair Tex I Madison, WI
Anna Luebke- Hair Villa Madison, WI
Diane Lukich- Halo Milwaukee, WI
Michele Lynn- OSBS Janesville, WI
Vicky LeMahieu- KLORRAINE Salon Spa Sheboygan Falls, WI
Ruth LePoidevin- Educators EdVantage Sussex, WI
Alyssa Majors- Green Bay, WI
Carla Manns- Shear Images By Carla Appleton, WI
Jesse Marcks- Au Fait Hair Madison, WI
Karen Marsh- Phases Hair Designers. Inc. Brookfield, WI
Kelly McElwain- Savage Salon Sun Prairie, WI
Jenni McGillivray- Appleton, WI
Debra Meier- Shear Creations Menomonee Falls, WI
Lynne Messerschmidt- Mane Attraction Salon &Day Spa Oshkosh, WI
Dawn-Marie Metz- samson&delilah Salon Wauwatosa, WI
Monica Michael- Shear Dimensions salon Ilc Oconomowoc, WI
Candice Michelle- Living Proof Bristol, WI
Thomas Milazzo- Oconomowoc, WI
Chris Miller- Crandon, WI
Kelly Mlada- Madison Style LLC Chilton, WI
Cynthia Monday- Belamy Salon Hair by Cyndee Wauwatosa, WI
Sarah Moore- Muskego, WI
Melissa Moose- Delafield, WI
Tina Morschauser- Rejuvenation Spa, Inc. Fitchburg, WI
Michele Much- Bridge Street Salon Manawa, WI
Joan Murphy- Fitchburg, WI
Cindy Myers- Shear Dimensions Mauston, WI
Tonya Naekrsz- Style Me Sassy, LLC Kenosha, WI
Kathleen Nelsen-Hesse- The Cutting Edge Racine, WI
Steven Nelson- DuWaynes Salon Madison, WI
Vicki Nelson- Vicki's place La Crosse, WI
Debra Novak- Racine, WI
TANYA OPSAL- Razors Edge Barber & Beauty llc Ladysmith, WI
Dawn Olewinski-Tippett- Ten To Go Nail Salon Menomonee Falls, WI
Cyndie PALBICKE- Genoa City, WI
CHARISSA POPPE- Northern Highlights Mellen, WI
Kim Paris- Headlines Styling Studio Hurley, WI
Dawn Patzke- , WI
cheryl Peter- Live Gallery Milwaukee, WI
Andrew Peterman- Urban Trends SalonSpa Caledonia, WI
JoAnne Peterman- Urban Trends SalonSpa Caledonia, WI
Melissa Peters- Green Bay, WI
Jane Pientka- JHS LLC Hartland, WI
Rebecca Plaskey- Fringe Benefits Loyal, WI
Andrea Ploetz- Andrea Ploetz LLC Milwaukee, WI
Tamra Presley- The Cutting Edge, WI
Lori Psisley- Mequon, WI
Elizabeth Rachubinski- Naava Salon Greenville, WI
Darcie Rochon- Fantastic Sams Somerset, WI
Vicky Ruppert- Studio22 Salon Eau Claire, WI
Sue Russell- Sussex, WI
Barb Schauff- Aniu salon and spa Middleton, WI
Toni Schommer- UnTangled The Salon Inc Cedar Grove, WI
Holly Schreiber- Pop Art Hair by Holly LLC Mayville, WI
Tiffany Schultz- beauute with in Reedsburg, WI
Michelle Schurman- Above and Beyond Eau Claire, WI
Cindy Shaw- Manitoush Wtr, WI
Ashley Smith- Hair By Ashley Anne Watertown, WI
Sylvia Stang- Salon Bellezza LLC Oshkosh, WI
Christine Stangel- Kewaunee, WI
Rachel Starns- Harmony, LLC West Allis, WI
Lindsay Stein- Grafton, WI
Christina Stensrud- Soul Shine Spa, LLC Portage, WI
Molly Stiles- Chromatic Beauty Hair Artistry Hudson, WI
Tanya Stroede- Bangz Salon Wisconsin Dells, WI
Holly Tetzlaff- Cedarburg, WI
Janet Thompson- Janet’s Chetek, WI
Sarah Thompson- Sarah Dora Thompson, LLC Wauwatosa, WI
Michelle Timmers- Michelle T Hair Appleton, WI
Chantel Turk- Orange Pearl Salon & Spa La Crosse, WI
Cindy Vethe- CV Hair Company Cambridge, WI
Jesse Villwock- Savoye Salon and Spa Green Bay, WI
Penny Voegeli- Expressions by Penny Orfordville, WI
Albert Walker- Imago Dei Barber Lounge Green Bay, WI
Krisa Warren- Khloe’s Hair Studio Monona, WI
Reiter Wendy- The Educators Eau Claire, WI
Katie Weyenberg- Katie Weyenberg Hair Appleton, WI
Kendra Whalen- Monroe, WI
Chelsea Whiteside- Eau Claire, WI
Kati Whitlette- Be Inspired Salon Madison, WI
Autumn Williams- Color me crazy studio Sturtevant, WI
Marjorie Williams- Antigo, WI
Amy Wisner- Nell&co Grand Chute, WI
Michelle Wollin- Rodan + Fields Madison, WI
Amber Youngblood- Jam Beautique Hales Corners, WI
John Yurkew- Head over heels Beloit, WI
Karen Zauft- Studio z salon Monona, WI
Mary Zeitler- Green Bay, WI
Lindsey Zvara- Hair By Lynze Hartford, WI
Kacy bott- Salon KB Fitchburg, WI
Shaunda cass- Salon Cass LLC Milwaukee, WI
Kymberli crowder- Nubian hair design Madison, WI
Melissa hennig- Bee tru hair design Madison, WI
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laurie herm</td>
<td>Island tropics &amp; hair design Cecil, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sue Jacobs</td>
<td>salon 11 Darien, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Khalil</td>
<td>Lula mae Milwaukee, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Meehan</td>
<td>River point salons and spa Milwaukee, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Mortel</td>
<td>Osceola, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devan Rhyner</td>
<td>Janesville, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Becky Sikorski</td>
<td>Carenza Waukesha, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Vue</td>
<td>nails by Lisa Vue Combined Locks, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherie Watts</td>
<td>Sharpedges hair salon Sheboygan, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Zeiler</td>
<td>Emma Lash dba The Lash Lounge Brookfield and The Lash Lounge Shorewood Milwaukee, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Beggs</td>
<td>Hair Gallery LLC Fort Atkinson, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Beske</td>
<td>stoughton hairstyling Stoughton, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leticia Breunig</td>
<td>Sylvan Salon Baraboo, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Carper</td>
<td>Hair by Rebecca LLC Lake Geneva, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Cegielski</td>
<td>Thairapy by Susie, llc Mosinee, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica Coey</td>
<td>Sturtevant, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Dieball</td>
<td>Inizio Salon and Spa Slinger, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rita Emanuele</td>
<td>Shear Beauty by Rita Hales Corners, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlotte Everard</td>
<td>The Finished Touch Luxemburg, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teri Fantauzzi</td>
<td>Milwaukee, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charity-faith Fazel</td>
<td>Unique Hair Creations LLC Waunakee, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Floyd</td>
<td>Rachel at Simply Inspired Kimberly, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melony Garske-Arbuckle</td>
<td>Melony's Haircare Middleton, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla Haizel</td>
<td>Beyoutiful salon Hartford, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Harang</td>
<td>Resplendence Windsor, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacki Harper</td>
<td>Sue Kolves Salon and Day Spa Onalaska, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristin Held</td>
<td>Diffusion Hair Studio Jackson, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teresa Himes</td>
<td>Hello Gorgeous Hartford, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorothy Howard</td>
<td>Wisconsin Rapids, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sue Hubbard</td>
<td>Carino Capelli Salon III, LLC Sheboygan Falls, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonya Johnson</td>
<td>Sussex, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Juneau</td>
<td>The Room Hair and Design Waupaca, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhonda Kehrberg</td>
<td>Wisconsin Rapids, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Klatt</td>
<td>Reflections Hair Studio Wausau, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheryl Knight</td>
<td>Hair by Cher Sparta, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaryAnn Knudsen</td>
<td>Studio FX Milton, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaryAnn Knudsen</td>
<td>studio FX Salon &amp; Spa Milton, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patty Kolasinski</td>
<td>Sola Kaukauna, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janine Kuber</td>
<td>Salon Mode &amp; Spa of Oshkosh Oshkosh, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Lichter</td>
<td>Jennifer Lichter Kenosha, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Lienke</td>
<td>WAVE Hair Studio Fox Lake, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Lutz</td>
<td>Sweet Ginger Hair Menomonee Falls, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Michalski</td>
<td>Appleton, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heatherlee Maple</td>
<td>Hair by Heatherlee Superior, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seyda Marmara</td>
<td>Zen the salon New Berlin, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paula Mashak</td>
<td>The Buzz on Main Cashton, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debra Meier</td>
<td>Shear Creations Menomonee Falls, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Miswald</td>
<td>The Cutting Room Oak Creek, WI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Kristi Nystrom - Hair by Kristi, LLC La Crosse, WI
Mannon Oleson - Milwaukee, WI
Dawn Olewinski-Tippett - Ten To Go Nail Salon Menomonee Falls, WI
Amy Olson - Bonjour Barber & Styling Salon Madison, WI
Karen Otto - Great Clips Salons Fremont, WI
Dawn Panfil - Hair Solutions Salon & Spa New Berlin, WI
Michelle Purney - Nourish a hair salon La Crosse, WI
Yvonne Reinke - Germantown, WI
Shannon Rogahn - Circa Bella LLC Middleton, WI
Lisa Rogers - Rogers-Churchill LLC Black River Falls, WI
Bri Saavedra - The hair bar Spooner, WI
Sarah Schuppener - Genesis Hair & Day Spa Deforest, WI
Elif Sen - ZEN the salon South Milwaukee, WI
Tonya Smith - Middleton, WI
Sheila Susor - Shear Serenity Menasha, WI
Melissa Verbeten - Shear Expression Greenleaf, WI
Amber Vomberg - Milwaukee, WI
Vicky Vosters - Vicky Lynns Appleton, WI
Kristina Weis - Kenosha, WI
keesha adler - Blues Hair Studio Marshfield, WI
janis casey - Hot Heads Wauwatosa, WI
Lori hager - Jbrichards South Milwaukee, WI
Kathy harwick - Kathys salon Neillsville, WI
Nicole schwark - East town spa Brookfield, WI
Nina swiech - Hair by Nina Genoa City, WI
Dillion Blankenship - Oceana, WV
Lisa Blizzard - Opulence Hair and Beauty Barboursville, WV
Jeanne Brown - Charleston, WV
Candy Bunner - Candy Your Nails Saint Marys, WV
Crystal Burks - Classy Kuts Princeton, WV
Sharon Chandler - His & Her Day Spa, LLC Ripley, WV
Brandi Clark - Bee Hive Salon Glen Easton, WV
Nancy Cogar - Best Of Styles Weston, WV
Renee Doleman - Shear image Ranson, WV
Donna Farris - Cheries Shear Designs Philippi, WV
Carlie Geiser - Elkins, WV
Virginia Gerben - Hair Cuttery Summit Point, WV
Casey Graham - Claws By Casey Charleston, WV
Steven Hinzman - Expressions Hair Designs Bridgeport, WV
Kimberly Hoover - New Reflections Beauty Salon Albright, WV
Helena Jones - Studio south salon Parkersburg, WV
Lauran Kirk-Parker - Lauran Kirk Hair Artistry, LLC Morgantown, WV
Sandra Knowlton - Wheeling, WV
Melinda Kota - Studiomk Elkins, WV
Michael Litherland - Hedgesville, WV
Kathy Loub - Mane Event Paden City, WV
Melinda McDerment - Divine Beauty Charleston, WV
Misty McPhail - The Studio Charleston, WV
Catelyne Nguyen - Diva Nails and Spa Nitro, WV
Vi Nguyen- VIVO SALON & DAY SPA Bolivar, WV
Savion Peacock- Augusta, WV
Angela Shaffer- Divine Locks White Hall, WV
Suzanne Shirkey- Salon Lotus Barboursville, WV
Rebecca Shrewsbury- New U Hair Designs Hurricane, WV
Lisa Starcher-Whiting- All Tangled Up Spencer, WV
Ginger Stephens- Shear Creations Ripley, WV
MISTI TOLER- The little White House hair and Nail Boutique Oceana, WV
Donna Thall- nolas salon Aurora, WV
Heather Tolliver- Hair Essentials Pineville, WV
Diane Walker- Downtown Hair Designs Ballard, WV
Kelly Warren- Just Teasin Williamson, WV
Troy White- Flanagan's Barbershop Caldwell, WV
Angie Whittington- Studio One Princeton, WV
Jennifer Williams- Jennifer Williams Untangled Morgantown, WV
Lisa Wright- Divine Connections Salon Hurricane, WV
nichole casto- styles salon Charleston, WV
Kieanna fleming- Lash legend by kie Fairmont, WV
Otis mack- Hair Thats Hype Northfork, WV
Carla Ancion- Carla's Curl Up N Color Winfield, WV
Ashley Bias- Nova salon and spa Culloden, WV
Sandi Jamison- MBC Morgantown, WV
David Mayse- Michaels Salon & Spa South Charleston, WV
Savion Peacock- Augusta, WV
Benjamin Shields- Bens Barbering Washington, WV
Katrina Clements- Studio K Salon Buffalo, WY
Monica Doud- Hair by Monica Douglas, WY
Ashley Frame- Desert Rose salon and spa, WY
Carmen Garrett- 17th Street Salon Cheyenne, WY
Kimber Thompson- Kimbers Kreations Gillette, WY
Kelsie Wells- Morton, WY
Vicky Williams- Sempiternal Salon Riverton, WY
Jamie Wilson- ReVamp You Salon LLC Casper, WY
Deniece Barking- Sheridan, WY
Paula Birrell- Cosmetologist/independent contractor Green River, WY
Susan Perry- Susan's Hair Studio Evansville, WY
Adrienne Ridnour- Serenity Spa LLC. Wheatland, WY